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m IDEAL HOME S8.000
TAKES

IT

THE

GEM
OF

THE

VALLEY

AN IDEAL PROPERTY OF 12 ACRES,
one-najt

set to a wine-grape vineyard of 3,000

vines, balance an orange orchard. Last year's crop of oranges sold for more than

$1,100 ; and the vineyard (second year bearing) produced 6^ tons, and next year
should yield 15 tons. Plenty of water—two wells each 70 feet deep, on one a wind-

mill, and on the other a four-horse-power gasoline engine. Two-story house with
four large sleeping rooms, each with clothes closet

; parlor, sitting-room, dining-room,
kitchen and cellar ; also bath-room with lavatory and closet, and all connected with

running water. Two barns, one new, 24x36, with hay-loft; one team of horses, two
sets of double and one set of single harness, one heavy farm wagon, one two-seat

spring wagon, and one light buggy, 520 orange picking boxes
; plows, harrows and

cultivators, and 1,000 tree-props with brackets. Carpenter shop, also blacksmith shop
with anvil, forge and vise.

m
THIS

PROPERTY
IS

AMPLY
FLUMED
FOR

IRRIGATING

^b.

IF THIS PROPERTY IS SOLD

BEFORE JANUARY 15, 1905,

THE ENTIRE ORANGE CROP

GOES WITH IT.

S5,000
CASH

and balance on bond and

mortgage for three years at

5 per cent.

WINTON & McLEOD, 308-10 Trust BIdg., Los Angeles, Cal. Members l. a. Realty Board
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For your feet's sake— for your shoes' sake—know what Leadam Shoe Trees ARE and the GOOD they do. Acquire the shoe tree liabit and pro-

long tlie life of your footwear—take away that "vicious" curl at the toe—hold the sole of the shoe flat—drive wrinkles out of the uppers—avoid ill

effects of wet and make your shoe a luxurious home or your foot.

Leadam Shoe Trees for Men and Women. Name on every pair. For sale by "Rosenthal's" Inc., 107-113

Kearney St., San Francisco, Cal.; Wetherby-Kayser Shoe Co., and C. M.JStaub Shoe Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

Our Business is to Make Folks Comfortable
Wheel Chairs Sold or Rented

Wc Sell FURNITURE, CARPETS and RUGS
In fact everything needed in house furnishing-, and can save

you money in Bedroom Suits, Odd Dressers, Iron Beds, Side-

boards, China Closets and Extension Tables. Window
Shades 3x7 ft., 35c.;

Solid Oak Chairs, $1J^O
All goods guaranteed
as represented.

FURNITURE AND CARPET HOUSE
S3>-^-9 ^Q. SPRING ^71

AN EAR OF

LAGUNA
GROWN
CORN

CORN ? YES !

and all other necessaries of life, and all deciduous
fruit in addition, abundantly grown on the

LACUNA DE TACHE GRANT
in Fresno and Kings Counties, the geographical

center of California.

Prices $30 to $60 per Acre with ample water

One-quarter cash, balance in 8 annual installments. For full

printed information and local paper 2 months FREE, Address

Nares and Saunders, Managers
GRANT BLOCK, LATON, CALIFORNIA

Ramona Toilet 3oA p FOR ^ ALE
£VERY^HEF?E

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coating- ; it re-

moves them- ANYVO CO.. 427 N. Main St., Los Angreles
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IN THE BEAUTIFUL SAN GABRIEL VALLEY

Walter Raymond
Proprietor

M. C. Wentworth
ManagerTHE RAYMOND

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

ORENED THURS., DECEMBER 15

European

and

American

Plan

ROOMS
FROM
$1.50
UP

HOTEL LEICHTON A First-Class Tourist and Family Hotel

of Over 100 Outside Rooms
OPPOSITE WESTLAKE PARK '-iOO feet frontage, on Sixth St., corner of Lake St. Best location of any hotel in Los Angeles.

Right up to date in every way. Hotel stands 50 feet above the lake. Sanitary conditions are perfect. Smallest rooms are U-6 x 18 feet Every
room has a clothes closet, hot and cold water, steam heat, telephone, electric light. Elegantly furnished, 50 baths, elevator. Billiards, pool, tennis.

F. A. CUTLER, Manager LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
Hummel Bros. & Co., "Help Center," 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.
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stationery par Excellence

WEDDINGS

Invitations, Announcements, At-Home Cards, engraved and

executed in the latest styles. Crane's exclusive pearl grey

wedding stock, in swell sizes, is a decided favorite with the

elite. Our work in this line is par excellence.

CALLING CARDS

We z'tvc particular attention to this branch of Copper Plate

Work, and invite your patronage.

EMBOSSED STATIONERY

Crane's Linen Lawn or Kid Finish Note Paper is most

effective with street address or monogram stamped by steel

die in gold or colors. We offer also Berlin's Colonial Lawn,

in the newest sizes and tints.

MAIL ORDERS will receive our careful attention.

115 S. Broadway '^^Twy^^W^ LOS ANGELES

STATIONERS



John Lane's New Books
By the Author o/ THE RAT TRAP and THE STORY OF EDEN
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Being the Career of D'Arcy Amyas, late Master of the R. M. S. Princess.
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Hand-made

FURNITURE
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excellence—
for its artistic
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exclusiveness
—for its com-

pleteness in all

lines—advan-

tages which
cannot fail to

attract all in-

tending- furn-

iture buyers
who desire the

best in quality,

style and value

F. B. Rcichcnbach Co.
618 S. Broadway

Los Angeles, California

We are in
combination

witK our customers,
but not -witK our competitors

¥ F your sympathies are with the inde-
*• pendent dealer, then give us a
chance- we will not ask or expect you
to pay us one per cent more than you
can get the same quality of goods for

elsewhere. If you are not familiar

with our stock we ask a chance to

show you what we have.
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AND FURNITURE COMPANY
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Ivos Angeles
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ESTABLISHED J889

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL
PAID-IN CAPITAL
PROFIT AND RESERVE FUND
MONTHLY INCOME

S17,000,000
3.500,000
450,000
200.000

The Largest Co-operative Bank in the United States,

Pays 6 per cent, on Term Deposits, and

5 per cent, on Ordinary Deposits,

J
HOME OFFICE: 301 California St,, San Francisco, California

J
DR. WASHINGTON DODGE, Pres. WM. CORBIN, Scc'y and Gen'I Mgr.
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Thb Judge of
Manzanita.

three: grains of corn.
By CHAS. F. LUMMIS.

"Give me three grains of corn, mother-
Only three grains of corn !

It will keep the little life I've left

Till the coming- of the morn.

For I'm dying- of hunger and cold, mother,

Dying of hunger and cold !

"

—Amelia Bentham-Edwards.

WHO would ever have thought that the familiar

lines of "The Famine in Ireland" could be

written with equal truth of a part of God's

country? Those, indeed, who have followed the

course of events so obscure as the fortunes of the

remote Mission Indians of Southern California, find

no news in the present situation. It has been ''more

or less so" for forty years—getting worse all the

time, until now the climax is reached which has

roused a cry of shame and indignation from the pub-
lic. The Dei)artment has known of these conditions

for more than a generation
—and has done practic-

ally nothing. But to the great average, which

knows of California only as a land of orange groves
and modern cities, such a status seems incredible.

What the California public thought, when it learned the plain

fact that the Mission Indians of the five Campo reservations in

San Diego county were starving slowly to death
;
that there was

no food whatever on these five reservations except acorns, and

not many of those
; that these men, women and children had

neither clothing nor bedding to withstand the mountain winter

whose snows and^cold are heavy—-what our people thought is

Copyright 1904 by Cha* F. Lummii. All righti retcrvod.
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best told by their acts. It is easy to be "sorry from my heart"—
to be sorry from the pocket is a more serious matter. The case

touched Californians in both anatomies. San Diego has sub-

scribed and sent up the seed grain with which the wretched little

fields are now being planted. Los Angeles has raised a fund in

cash which will feed the unfortunates till next season ; and

enough clothing and bedding has been shipped from the two
cities to keep all the Campo Indians warm all 'winter. In other

words, Southern California thought the condition of these In-

dians, peaceful and industrious but left by the government to

starve for want of proper lands, was a disgrace to the state and

The Manzanita Reservation.

to the nation, and has redeemed the state from its share of the

responsibility.

What President Roosevelt and Indian Commissioner Leupp—
the strong, brave new man just undertaking the most ungrateful

office in America—what they think of it, I have on the day of this

writing heard from out their own faces
;
and if the remedy can be

brought about by them, it will be brought about. Presidents and

Commissioners of Indian Affairs do not make tlie appropriations;

but sometimes they have some influence with Congress. So

always' do the American people ;
and it will be a good time for

the individual citizen to urge Senators and Congressmen to vote

the necessary appropriation to get enough arable land for these

Indians, so that by hard work they can make a decent living.

That is all the Sequoya League is after. It desires no luxuries

nor pauperized ease for the nation's wards—just a square deal.
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The government has often been generous to the Indians—often

too generous^
—but it has ahnost never been just. Plain justice

is all the Indian needs—and the nation equally needs to give it.

The Indian Office has needlessly, foolishly, and I believe
illeg-,

ally, squandered the $23,700 which the Warner's Ranch Commis-
sion (the first campaign of the Sequoya League) saved to the

government and procured to be made available for the permanent
relief of these and 600 other Mission Indians now destitute. That

Hungry Old Age at Manzanita.

money cannot be recalled and it is needless to pursue those who
wasted it. An appropriation will be needed

;
and in this year of

retrenchment will be hard to get. But a proper bill, recom-

mended by the Commissioner, favored by the President, intro-

duced and championed by California Senators, and backed by
California public opinion, can probably get through. The com-

munity has done gallantly in applying a temporary palliative at

its proper cost
; now let us help the government to provide the

only permanent remedy—the chance for decent self-support.

Otherwise we shall have to feed these wards of the government

by private subscription for another forty years.
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One of the hopeful features of the situation—-enabling and giv-

ing edge to the President's unmistakable wish for justice
—is the

coming of Mr. Leupp into the Commissionship of Indian Affairs.

Mr. Leupp is not only honest and unafraid—he is about the only
man who ever held the ofifice who knew as much about Indians

beforehand as a bat knows of spectrum analysis. Though not

of the West, he has been West; he lias visited all sorts of reserva-

tions for many years ;
and he knows a good deal about Indians

and the forces which are combined to destroy them. He aims

to save what he can from the inevitable wreck; and to take the

responsibility himself. He has a wonderful chance. The blood

of more human beings shall be required of him, some day, than

of any other one American save Lincoln. Here's hoping he may

The La Pospa Cornfikld.

have a ready^nswer as his brother's keeper. Power to his elbow,
his fist and his eyesight ! And the Sequoya League will try to

uphold his hands.

It has often been said in these pages that the Department has

long been perfectly well aware of the shameful condition of the

Mission reservations, of the worthlessness of the lands a generous
nation allows the First Californians to retain of an Eden once all

theirs ;
of the constant destitution and frequent starvation result-

ant from this official neglect ;
and that in forty years it has done

so little to clear its skirts of this shame, that conditions today are

worse than ever. This is a rather serious charge; and perhaps
now is a good time to cite authorities. No mention need be

made of the hundreds of reliable reports safely buried in tlie

routine pigeon-holes at Washington ; reports from agents and

from Mere Human Beings. Out of the printed official reports of

the Indian Office, which can be verified in any respectable public

library, the following abstract is taken :





A Rich Woman of La Posta. (Two bushels of acorns for the winter.)
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OFFICIAL "confession OF JUDGMENT."

(These are much condensed skeletons of the reports.)

Report of Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1880; p. 12, S. S.

Lawson, Agent of Mission Indians:

Exigencies of situation with regard to these homeless and destitute people
(Mission Indians) such that it seemed impossible to await another assembling
of Congress without serious complicglions growing out of their occupancy of

private lands. Fifteen families forced to remove from Cucco Ranch. Eject-
ment of Inaians on San Jacinto Rancho, and others known as Coahuilla tribe

likely to take place at any time; same danger threatening San Luis Rey
Indians.

No'hing done educPtion?lly for these people. Pp. XXIII and XXIV: The
condition of these Mission Indians of California becomes, yearly, more de-

plorable. There sre about 3,000, and their settlements are scattered over the
mountain and desert districts embraced in a range of hundreds of miles in

extent.

In 1870 water supply for irrip'ating purposes on the desert failed entirely
and the Indi''ns obliged to subsist on a wild bean of the desert.

These people do not ask for supplies. All they ask for is a reservation upon
which they can earn a subsistence for themselves and families.

Report of Commissioner of Indian Afifairs, 1881
; p. 13, S. S.

Lawson, Agent of Mission Indians:

Land set apart for these Mission Indians is mountainous and desert, prac-
tically worthless for support of so great a number of Indians.

Government must sooner or hter deal with this question (inadequate lands)
or see 3.000 Indians become homeless w?nderers.

Ejectment still threatening Indians on Rancho de San Jo.se del Valle,* and
Ranchos San Jacinto and San Ysabel.

Report of Commissioner of Indian AfTairs, 1882; p. 10; S. S.

Lawson, Agent of Mission Indians:

Lands for permanent homes not yet granted.

Very small proportion of lands reserved for Indians adapted for agricul-
tural purposes. Need of hospital.

Report of Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1883; S. S. Lawson.

Agent of Mission Indians; p. XLV. :

Many driven from lands occupied and cultivated for ye^rs to which they
hive at le'-st color of title from Spanish Government, and the ejectments
of^en mr'de wi'h force and violence.

Recommendations made to the Government by Helen Hunt Jackson and
Mr. Abbot Kinney.

Report of Commissioner of Indian Afifairs, 1884: J. G. McCal-

lum, Agent of Mission Indians
; p. 12 :

Nine-tenths of the 200,000 acres practically worthless
;
half the remainder

good: the rest worthless without water. Necessity for hospital for sick.

P. XXXVII : Commissioner urges consideration of Helen Hunt Jackson's
recommendations.

Report of Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1885 ; J. G. McCal-

lum. Agent of Indians; p. 8:

Schools near reservations recommended. No training schools for Mission

Indians.

P. XL V III: Land conditions still unsatisfactory. Suits for ejectments

brought against Indians who have been in possession for generations. "Unless

something done, starvation and extermination await these Indians who by

*Warner's Ranch ; evicted by United States Supreme Court ; put on the

best reservation in California by the Sequoya League.
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treaty with Mexico were received on equal footing with other citizens of that

republic."

Report of Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1886; John S. Ward,

Agent of Mission Indians
; p. 43 :

Not more than 5,000 of the 200,000 acres of land are tillable and the best

portion is now held by trespassers in defiance of agent and government. The
rights of these Indians to this land clear and absolute as the proclamation of

a president can make them. San Jacinto case decided against lndian,s.

Physician, provided with every convenience for getting around to the

various sick, necessary.
P. XLII : Condition getting more unsatisfactory.

Report of Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1887; John S. Ward,

Agent of Mission Indians; p. 9:

Not 500 acres for decent living without irrigation.

Report of Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1888; W. Preston,

Agent of Mission Indians; p. 10:

Indians held under treaty of 1848 between United States and Mexico all

land they occupied, used, or enjoyed, either for habitation, cultivation or

pasture, and were recognized with Mexican and other races in Mexico as

citizens, entitled to same rights as other citizens and so recognized by the

United States in said treaty. It has been held that they are citizens and in

support of this laws and authorities of Mexico and the United States are

conclusive. It is painfully obvious that they have been robbed by bad law,
or no law, or in the face of good law, not declared. Hospital still needed.

Report of Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1889; H. N. Rust,

Agent of Mission Indians; p. 124:

"While lands aggregate a large number of acres, there is not land enough
reserved, including a large portion of barren mountains where there is

neither soil, water or timber, to give each Indian a full quota to which he
is entitled under Act of February 8th, 1887. A large portion of good land
is not valuable to anyone without water for irrigation, domestic purposes or

stock."

Necessity for survey and correct map so that both Whites and Indians may
know their boundaries.

Trouble with claims of white people.

Report of Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1890; H. N. Rust,

Agent of Mission Indians; p. 15:

Indians have lands which they will lose unless steps are taken to prevent.
Mission Indians poor and homeless, subsist principally upon acorns.

Americans posing as Christians have robbed these poor children of nature,

by legal trickery, of their land.

Government urged to send commissioners to settle land titles and give the

Indians land, with water, for homes.

Hospital and manual training school still needed.

Report of Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1893 ;
Francisco

Estudillo, Agent of Mission Indians
; p. 124:

Houses poor; not ventilated; crowded with occupants. (Rincon.)
Pala : Fifty-four of 160 acres worthless. One physician not sufficient. Help

needed, badly, to develop means of water supply. Old and sick need home and
careful attention. Suits still pending concerning ejectment, etc.

Report of Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1894; Francisco

Estudillo, Agent of Mission Indians; p. 118:

Rincon : Flouses poor and badly built. Field matron needed.
Temecula : Almost without water. Indians have been terribly abused and

need help.
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Los Coyotes : Whites cause continuous strife, taking the best land and

water.

Cuiapaipa: Not ten acres of arable land. Indians subsist on acorns and
hunting. Steps should be taken to secure farming land. Have been totally

neglected.
La Pasta : Very little good land.

On the whole Indians cannot provide for the winter; it will be severe upon
them. Development of water needed. Sick, in sad condition and no pro-
vision being made for their comfort or even support. A Home needed for

the sick; also hospital and place for the insane.

Report of Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1897; L. A. Wright,

Agent of Mission Indians; p. 117:
Want of water great drawback.

Pechanga : Deplorable condition for want of water ; even short of drinking
water. Sanitary condition bad.

San Philipe and San Luis Rey : Undergoing process of slow but sure
eviction.

Report of Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1898; L. A. Wright,

Agent of Mission Indians; p. 134:
As a rule Mission Indians very poor, humiliated and legally robbed of their

former possessions, driven to inhospitable canons, gravelly wa,stes, and moun-
tain tops. The protection of their rights, even to the pillaging of the little

feed that grows within their confines, is a task. They are geographically
located so that self-support is impossible. Without soil and water they are

obliged to depend on the acorn and mesquite bean crop and other forage ;

anticipate great suffering this winter, especially among sick and aged, and
usual fund set aside for support of Mission Indians is entirely inadequate for

needs of the people in any year. Progress almost impossible on account of

chaotic condition of land-titles and feeling of insecurity among people.
Item of water becoming of serious moment to several schools.

P. 1 102: Crop failure in Southern California; natural feed scarce; hay
high ;

will cause much hardship among Indians.

Report of Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1899; L. A. Wright,

Agent of Mission Indians; p. 171:
Water famine. Doubly hard on Indians. Many reservations have worthless

land, others poorly watered. Have no money, no crops, no seed and but little

work they can perform and unless receive assistance will surely suffer.

Report of Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1900; L. A. Wright,

Agent of Mission Indians
; p. 208 :

M&ny reservations are a worthless lot: no white man with his superior
education and training could take any one of them as a gift and raise a family
of si.N cljiidren from the products.
Many Indians eking out a miserable existence in a half civilized condition ;

insufficient clothing and food.

Reservations need to be resurveyed in order to prevent the quarrels among
whites and Indians and among Indians themselves.

Now the way to stop this shame, which has been cumulative for

so long, is to expose it, to "rub it in" until Americans realize the

facts.

ADDITIONAL SUBSCRIPTIONS TO CAMPO RELIEF FUND

Subscribers in Pasadena (through Miss D. A. Senter) $ 77.00

Subscribers in Whittier, Cal. (through W. Sharpless, of Long Beach) 26.05

Subscribers in the Ojai Valley (through W. Bayard Cutting, Jr., edi-

tor of the Nordhoff Ojai)
'

67.IQ

Dr. Francis B. Kellogg, Los Angeles S-OO

John Muir, Martinez, Cal 5-00

"Little Sisters of the Indians" 5-00

Mrs. H. T. Lee, Los Angeles 2.00

Mrs. Edward Ross, Los Angeles 2.00

Mrs. T. W. Brown, Los Angeles 100

$190.15
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MEMBERSHIP FUNDS FOR THE WORK OF THE SEQUOYA LFAGUE.

Previously acknowledged, $544.

New subscriptions, $2 each : Chas. F. Edson, Miss Marie Crow, Mrs. R. G.

Crow, Miss Rita Green, Miss H. R. P. Tuomey, Miss Nellie Mersereau, Mr.

Albert McFarland, Miss Grace Kingsley, Miss Mary B. Warren, J. E. Depue,

Mrs. Isabel E. Severance, Miss Lillian M. Fletcher, all of Los Angeles; Mrs.

Emma Haviland Piatt, Wallingford, Pa.
;

Preston Kenyon, New York ;

Aubrey D. Hiles, Milwaukee, Wis. ; Miss Winifred Webb, F. P. Perkins, Dr.

J. M. Radebaugh, Miss Mary Dreer, Clara L. Dowe, Pasadena; Samuel Fels,

Philadelphia; Most Rev. Geo. Montgomery, Coadjutor Archbishop of

Monterey and San Francisco; Jas. L. Gaffey, Santa Monica, Cal. ; Jas. H.

Wells ,Glendale, Cal. ; Dr. Mary B. Moody, New Haven, Ct.

^ THi: RELIEF or CAMPO.
By IVAVLAAD H. SMITH.

E reached Campo Friday evening, Dec. ist, on

the stage that makes the 55 miles up from San

Diego between six in the morning and six at

night, climbing on Commissioner Jasper's in-

credibly good roads through an incredibly bad

country. Campo is the tiniest and most pic-

turesque of mountain villages, a border town
and scene of the locally famous "Gaskell War," in which the

two Gaskell boys, attacked by two dozen Mexican "rustlers,"

killed half a dozen of them in open fight and drove the rest into

hearty retreat.

The reservation of Campo is about a mile and a half to the

east of the town. Flung broadcast within a radius of twenty
or thirty miles are the other little reservations of La Posta.

1^
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Manzanita, Cuaipaipa and Laguna. Campo is at the head of

two much traveled trails used by smugglers on their way to

Mexico and by ranch hunters into Imperial. It has a miniature

custom-house in which a veteran of the Civil War sits argus-eyed

mainly to repel the insidious Chinaman, who seems always han-

kering to break into our happy country by the back way.

Coming up from San Diego, one enters an atmosphere of wild

remoteness. Here and there are fertile bits of valley in a chaos

of verdureless rock.

Fortunately, Mrs. C. B. Daggett, of the Relief Committee oi

San Diego, came up on the stage with me. Two days before,

the committee had sent a six-horse freight wagon, a great lumber-

A Relibf Visit. Photo by Mrs. C. B. Dagtrett

ing land-galleon, loaded with clothing and bedding, for the

Campo Indians. On the stage we passed the freighter, still about

ten miles out of Campo. It arrived on the following day.

On Saturday we sent out, by Mr. Weegar's advice, a general

call for a gathering of all the inhabitants of the Five Reservations,

little and big, on the following Monday, at Weegar's store. Mr.

Weegar is a kindly, seasoned, absolutely honest, old frontiersman,

who keeps a general store in Campo. He knows the Indians and

talks to them in their native Diegeiio language. He is the active

representative of the Sequoya League in Campo.
We had named Monday so that there would be plenty of time

for all to come in. But warm clothing and bedding and some-

thing to eat admitted of no delay in the Indian mind.

By noon on Sunday small groups of Indians began to appear

far down the straight road that leads to the "Imperial" country.

Before long about sixty were camped about Mr. Weegar's store.

The whole reservation of Manzanita had responded as one man.



A Mahzanita Indian.
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It had rained the day before and it was cold and oxercasl.

Many of tlie Indians were barefooted. All of them had insuflfi-

cient clothing. So we formed an emergency distribution stafT

and began to give out the clothing at once. It was all packed in

gunnysacks and wooden boxes and was stored in Mr. Weegar's
barn. Mrs. Daggett, Miss Davis of Campo and Mr. Weegar
stood by to hand out clothing. Capitan Jose Foster, of Man-

zanita, manned the barn door and let in the Indians in s(|uads

of about six. Each member of a squad was supplied with under-

clothing, warm outside clothing, shoes in many cases, overcoats,

jackets or wraps. Some of the children got sweaters. The trouble

was always to find clothing large enough for the men. Wq city

VoLCAN Resrkvation SchoOL. Photo by Mrs. C.B.DasgM

dwellers are no match physically for the broad-shouldered chil-

dren of the open. Even when gaunt with famine, they could

hardly squeeze into the coats.

It was pleasant to see Mrs. Daggett's generous enjoyment as

she turned over the "outfitted" and comfortable Indians to

Capitan Foster.

The Indian men were grave, dignified and taciturn. The

women were more spontaneous. They chattered over selecting

the clotlies to suit them, and laughed with the gurgling child-

laugh of the Indian women.

When all had been supplied with clothing and bedding, Mr.

Weegar gave them a generous allowance of flour and cofifee and

sugar and beans
;
Mrs. Weegar loaned pots and pans, big camp-

fires were lighted, and the Indian women settled down to the

serious occupation of getting supper.

Mr. Weegar even smuggled to the campfires some canned



CilAPO, oi' Manzanita.
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luxuries that were not down on the list of rations as specified by
the Sequoya League, but probably tasted good to the hungry
Indians. He insisted that he wanted to do something himself and

this was "on him." The Indians "stayed by" the feast with sus-

tained enthusiasm. They ate for hours, like Goethe's star, "ohne

hast, ohne rast." And when they stopped it was because there

was nothing left to eat. They seemed to realize that they might
as well eat breakfast too, while they were at it, and save time the

next morning. They combined breakfast and then dinner and

supper for the next day, and so appeared to be eating their way

through toward the end of the week.

Ice is common and the cold is peculiarly penetrating in the

MiCHAKL AND MAKIE TeN DaYS AfTEK REIIEK.

(Sec Frontispiece.)

Photo l\r .Vrs. C. B. Daes,tt

.mountains in December. After so hearty a meal the Indians

began to go to sleep. They curled up in circles around the camp
fires, one side toward the fire and on the other side of each

Indian a dog. Every Indian 'had at least one dog. Rich Indians

had more. Intimacy with Indian habits makes it seem that the

apparent superfluity of dogs about an Indian camp is not without

reason.

In spite of camp fires and clothing and blankets and dogs, the

cold became so bitter toward three o'clock in the morning that

thereafter all attempt at sleep was abandoned. What the earth

can do in accumulating and transmitting cold is a revelation to

the inexperienced experimenter. The Indians, however, knew
all about it, so they got up and spent the rest of the night dancing
and singing about the camp fires, to keep warm.

The next day was Monday. On that day tbe rest of the Indians
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of the Five Reservations—those of Campo. La Posta, Cui-

apaipa and Laguna, about one hundred in all—responded to the

call. They were supplied v^ith clothing in the same manner.

There was plenty to go around.

Among the pictures taken by Mr. Lummis on our first trip is

one of old Michael and his wife Marie of the Campo Reservation.

Mrs. Daggett took, on this last trip, another picture of Michael

and Marie. This was taken before the distribution of clothing,

but after they had been supplied with food by Mr. Weegar for a

week or ten days.

Even in these small pictures the change in expression is appar-

ent. In the second picture the hunted look, the look of famine

An Acokn Granary.

and fear, has gone. These old Indians are probably well into

their second century and among the very oldest people in the

country. They were at one time attached to the San Diego Mis-

sion, the first of the chain of Missions founded by Fray Junipero
Serra. They form a most interesting link with the past.

Just before he left for the East, in speaking of the plans for

relief, Mr. Lummis said, "Whatever you don't do, see that old

Michael and his wife have plenty
—more than plenty." And we

did.

Nothing can undo the injustice of the past. But we can refrain

from repeating it in the future. And we can try to mitigate the

disastrous efifects of the past injustice. To leave this incredibly

old couple more comfortably housed, warmly clothed, with suffic-
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ient bedding and plenty to eat, where we had found them shiver-

ing and hungry, pictures of the extremest misery of hopeless old

age, this alone was enough to justify all the work and money that

had so far been expended and give us a most wholesome feeling

of satisfaction.

After the immediate wants were satisfied, arrangements were

made with Mr. Weegar to issue food supplies to the old and fee-

ble, consisting of a regular ration of flour, coflfee, sugar, tallow.

Gustavo, at Lagcna.

beans and rice. When driven by hunger, Indians will eat lizards

and rats, but they will never touch lard. The tallow takes its

place. We found a comparatively large number of very old and

helpless people on these reservations.

Some twenty miles to the east, we discovered a band of Indians,

not living on any reservation, and apparently in almost worse

condition, if that were possible, than the Campo Indians them-

selves. They are about sixty in number. These were included

in the plan of relief.

Two field matrons recently appointed by the government for

work in the Campo district will aid materially in carrying out the
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details of the work of relief instituted by the Sequoya League.

Fortunately, the meager salary allowed by the Department has

been so increased by private benevolence that it was possible to

get competent people to fill the positions. They will do mis-

sionary work among the women and in the homes of the Campo
reservations.

They must, however, have a horse and wagon. An effort is

being made to have these supplied by the Indian Department.
If this is unsuccessful, they will be furnished by the Sequoya

League.

Pending the decision of the Government, Mr. Weegar has been

authorized to rent a horse and wagon for the use of the field
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Campo, where sage brush takes the place of trees, lumber is

almost inaccessible.

The Indians make their own coffins, covering them neatly,

when possible, with black cloth. But when an Indian dies, his

family is put to dire straits to get boards enough for a coffin.

They have no money. They even beg packing boxes from the

store and piece them patiently and ingeniously, so that they may
be used.

Lumber at Campo is $50 a thousand feet. The League author-

ized Mr. Weegar to purchase and keep on hand five hundred feet,

to be issued as needed. I did not think that any subscriber to

the relief fund would object to this use of a part of the money.
So much for Campo. Now it appears that the Los Canajos

division of the Capitan Grande reservation, located some fifty

miles from San Diego, is entirely without seed grain for the

coming crop and in need of immediate attention. This the

League is now providing.

Since writing the foregoing 1 hear from Mr. Shell, the Indian

Agent for these reservations—and by the way, an agent of the

new school, capable and thoroughly interested in his work—that

the Indian Department has appropriated $500, for the relief of

Campo. Decidely it is better late than never.

Los Aiig-eles.

LIFE.
By JAMES M. GOULDING.

(§rf LITTLE babe is born—

J[jS Birds flutter from the nest.

The world wakes fresh from rest-

And it is morn.

The hours speed, and soon

Eyes wander to the shade

The hopeful vine has made—
And it is noon.

Swiftly the shadows glide,

Blotting the flowers away.

Veiling the dying Day
At even-tide.

Then speaks an Angel bright

One great Word calm and clear

Only one soul may hear—
And it is Night.

Grand View, Ariz.
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NUCLEUS or SOUTHWESTERN MUSEUM.
By DR. FRANK M. PALMER.

CRITICAL examination of the collectionof South-

ern California antiquities recently purchased by
the Southwest Society of the Archaeological
Institute of America, discloses the fact that

the primitive workmen of Southern California

were the makers of artifects (for daily use, and

ceremonial purposes) which in perfection of

design and workmanship are unsurpassed by
the productions of any of the native races ever

inhabiting other sections of the United States:

and in many important features their pre-eminence is conclusively

demonstrated. This superiority is specially noticeable in their

manipulation of the mineral variously known as Soapstone,
Steatite and Serpentine. The softer and more easily wrought
micaceous variety of this mineral was chiefly used in the making
of cooking pots and baking stones.

It is conceded by careful observers that objects of this char-

acter taken from the ancient village-sites and cemeteries of the

Southern California Indians, in excellence of workmanship, size,

and symmetry of form, are unequalled by objects of like character

found in any other part of the world.

A glance at the beautiful specimen illustrated in plate i, fully

warrants that conclusion. It is unquestionably the finest

wrought, most symmetrically formed and elaborately ornamented

cooking-pot ever taken from a pre-historic burial place in South-

ern California. The material of which it is made is a fine-grained

dark-grey serpentine; its outline an inverted pyramid, having a

ilat top, which is slightly rounded as it approaches the sides,

where ic attains its greatest diameter, wdiich at an acute angle

rapidly diminishes to a flat bottom with diameter less than one-

fifth that of the top. As the character of its ornamentation is

perfectly shown in the illustration, further description is un-

necessary. It is in a class by itself.

Plate 2 represents another of these cooking pots. The chief

interest attaching to this specimen is that it illustrates the man-
ner in which a cracked or broken pot was repaired. As seen in

the plate, holes were drilled on either side of the crack, and the

holes connected by countersunk grooves. A strong cord of

vegetable fibre was passed through the holes and drawn tight,

thus lessening the chances of a further extension of the crack.

Asphaltum was then melted and run into the crack and holes

perfectly filling and sealing them. By this process the pot was
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again made useful for many purposes, though, of course, it could

not be used for a cooking utensil.

The observations made with relation to the excellence of the

workmanship displayed in the making of these cooking vessels

apply with equal emphasis to the mortars and pestles used in

grinding pine-nuts, acorns and various seeds into meal. Of this

product bread was made, and a further imi)ortant use for it was

found in thickening soups and stews. In fact, this meal con-

stituted one of the principal articles of diet among the people
whose artifects we are considering. Many of the mortars to

[Plate 1.] The Palmer- Campbell Collection.

The Most Perfect Known Steatite Olla. (About Y* actual size.)

Now the property of the Southwest Society, A. I. A.

which reference has been made are more than twenty inches in

diameter by sixteen in height. The pestles for use with the mor-

tars frequently exceed two feet in length. Both mortars and

pestles are often of such symmetrical proportions and fine finish

as sometimes to cause (though unjustly) their authenticity to be

questioned.
The objects shown on plates 3, 4 and 5, being all made of the

same material (and practically the same tools used in their mak-

ing), I shall place in one class, discussing fhem from that stand-

point. We have here cups and bowls, used as drinking vessels

and in serving food, paint pots to hold pigments, pipes for
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smoking, beads, pendants and charms for ornaments, and many
curiously wrought objects that are (because of a lack of better

knowledge) usually classified as ''ceremonial stones." All of the

above mentioned articles are made of dense, fine-grained ser-

pentine.

This material lends itself readily to manipulation, is suscepti-

ble of a high polish, and presents many beautiful variations in

color. Plain black, black streaked and striped with yellow and

brown, every imaginable shade of green and grey, often plain,

but more frequently mottled or blotched with black. It is in this

[Plate 2.J The Palmer- Campbell Collection.

A Mended Olla. (About 1-S actual size.)

Now the property of the Southwest Society, A. I. A.

beautiful material that the art sense of the Southern California

Indian finds its highest expression.

"Figure i, Plate 3, represents a diminutive cup, which was

probably used as a receptacle for pigments with which it was the

custom of these people to paint upon their faces, and other por-
tions of the body, many oddly patterned designs, which more

frequently than otherwise were of symbolic significance. The

paint pot shown in figure 2 is one of the finest I have ever seen
;

unique in form and exquisitely wrought. The perforation

through the handle enabled its owner (by means of a cord) to

secure this highly prized article to his person.
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[Plate 3.] T/w Palmer- Campbell Colleclion.

(About Va, actual size )

Now the property of the Southwest Society, A. I. A.

Figure 3 represents the bowl portion of a spoon, or ladle.

Objects of this character made of stone are rarely found; a clam

shell sufficing when a spoon was required.

Figure 4 represents a fife. These instruments are of rare

occurrence in this locality, and the few that have been found

were invariably made from bones of animals or birds. This is

the only known specimen made of stone.

Figure 5 illustrates a beautiful bowl. It is a perfect specimen
of the more highly finished articles in which food was served ;

is

of typical form, and has upon the rim a somewhat unusual orna-

mentation. Four grooves are cut across this part of the bowl.

in which small shell-beads are inlaid, being held in place by the

ever-useful asphaltum.
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Figures i, 2, 3 and 4, Plate 4, represent a series of pipes of a

form rarely found elsewhere, but which largely (almost exclu-

sively) predominates in Southern California. The projecting
rim on the bowl of No. i is a somewhat novel feature. Figure
2 is one of the most beautifully finished specimens I have ever

seen
; finely polished, and having by way of ornamentation a

groove out around the margin of the bowl. Figure 3 has still

[Plate 4] The Palmer- Campbell Collection.

Pipes. (About X actual size.)

Now the property of the Southwest Society, A. I. A.

in place a mouthpiece, made of a bone from the wing of a bird :

this mouthpiece is held in place by means of asphaltum. All

tubular pipes from this locality had originally similar mouth-

pieces. Most of them, however, have been lost by decay; but

the presence of the asphaltum which formerly held them in place
warrants the statement that their use was practically universal.

Figure 4 plainly shows the asphaltum. The mouthpiece is miss-

ing, but its impression remains.
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Plate 5 shows a series of objects which constitute a magnificent,
and in some respects a unique, display of pre-historic jewelry.
The distinctly dumbbell form of the bead Figure i is decid-

edly novel. A modification of this form is seen in Figure 2.

Figure 3 represents a hook-shaped object of unknown use.

Previous to the remarkable find at Redondo Beach, California,

in the Spring of 1903, these hooks were among the rarest of

Southern California antiquities. About fifty specimens were

secured at that time, and though I was present during most of

the time while the researcli was being conducted. I failed to

obtain any information indicating the purpose for which they

were intended.

Figures 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 16 and 17, represent a series of beads

of maximum size. They are finely wrought and polished. T

will here state that the peculiarly smooth polish and finish inci-

dent to most of the ornaments made of serpentine, is fhe result of

being long worn in contact with the naked body. The most
skilled artisan of today could not so successfully imitate them
as to deceive any one familiar with the peculiarities of this

material.

Figure 7 is the most interesting of the series. It has taken

on the highest polish of which the material is susceptible. It is

grooved at either end, perforated through its long axis, and again

laterally at one end. I have never seen a duplicate.

Figures 11 and 12 show cone-shaped pendants, perforated to

facilitate suspension. They are remarkable only for their form.

Figures 14 and 15, show pendants of other types. (Owing to

an error in numbering plate No. 5 the objects as seen are in

reversed position. The perforations in the pendants would, of

course be at the top.)

Figures 13 and 18 represent two beautiful charm stones. The

unique form of No. 18 is of special interest. It probably could

not be duplicated.

Plate 6 illustrates, in the top row. a series of spear heads. In

the bottom row knives are shown. They are all of characteristic

form and material incident to this locality ; obsidian (volcanic

glass), chert, and chalcedony being represented.

Plate 7 shows in the top row of the upper illustration, a series

of drills used in perforating softer stones in process of manu-
facture. The other figures in this illustration are crescent-shaped

knives and scrapers. These also were used in the arts.

The lower illustrations on this plate represent practically" all

the forms given to their arrowheads by the Southern California

Indians—leaf-shaped, concave base, stemmed, tanged and

barbed
;
material similar to that used for the spears and knives

being employed.
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[Plate 5.] The Palmer- Campbell ColUction.

(About V\ actual size.)

Now the property of the Southwest Society, A. I. A.

Summarizing the chipped-stone implements of Southern Cali-

fornia, I will state that they are unsurpassed in excellence of

workmanship by any similar objects found elsewhere, and are

only equalled by the very best specimens from the Oregon and

Danish shell mounds.

The artistic sense of these people finds further expression in

the many beautiful ornaments made from exquisitely tinted

shells found along our sea coast ;
two varieties of Haliotis, H.

rufescens and H. splendens, (abalone), being chiefly employed for

this purpose. The result of their labors in this line shows a

wonderful variety of delicately fashioned objects of barbaric
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splendor, comprising ornaments for the hair, and dress—pendants,

charms, rings, beads and many oddly formed objects impossible to

classify.

Plate 8 illustrates a series of bone implements possesssing
some unusual features. Figure i represents a sword. Weapons
of this character are rarely found in the territory covered by this

collection. The one here shown is of special interest, because of

its peculiarly carved handle. Anyone who has ever seen a

California "Horned Toad" will at once recognize the motif of

the carver of this handle. Figures 2 and 10 show the character-

istic form of knives made of this material. Figure 3 shows an

implement made from the denser portion of a whale's rib. Im-

plements of this form are not rare in this field. The one shown

here, however, is the largest and best wrought I have ever seen.

I am convinced that at least one of the uses made of them was
in detaching abalones from the rocks. They must have used

either bone or wood for this purpose, and as an Indian never fails

to use that thing (within his knowledge) which best supplies his

needs, I feel safe in assuming that the purpose I have suggested
was one, if not the principal use, made of them. The abalone

constituted an important feature in the domestic economy of these

people, supplying at once food, and the highly prized shells.

Figures 4 and 14 show hooked-shaped objects which approxi-
mate in form the stone hook shown in Plate 5.

Figures 5 to 9, inclusive, represent a series of objects which
were almost certainly intended for ornaments. They could have

been used as beads, and may have been worn in the ears.

Figures 11, 12 and 13 are needles; 15 and 16 are perforators
used in connection with the needles—the perforators making the

holes through the skins of which garments were made, and fol-

•lowed by the needles carrying the thread. Skins which are sewed
in this manner while slightly wet, will shrink down tightly to

the sinew thread.

Figure 17 represents the only bone throwing-club (sometimes,

though erroneously, catalogued "boomerang") which has ever

been found in this locality. The throwing-clubs were ordinarily

made of wood, though I have seen one of stone. It is my opinion,

however, that this specimen was only for ceremonial use.

Figure 18 shows an implement made from the jawbone of a

porpoise. It was probably used as a combination fork and spoon.
The natural concavity at the larger end (not seen in the illustra-

tion) would well serve this purpose, while the sharp-pointed end
could easily be made to transfix a portion of more solid food.

Figure 19 I also consider a fork. It is made from a hollow
bone cut from the wing of a pelican. These implements have
been catalogued as intended for use in the extraction of the mar-
row from roasted or boiled bones of the larger animals. This

i
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opinion was held and expressed to me by my friend, the late

Professor Paul Schumacher of this city, and it can truthfully be

said of him that in matters of this kind no man who ever lived

was better qualified to find the truth of things.

Figures 20 and 21 show harpoon points; 20 is of typical form;
21 is rather more interesting because of the multiplicity of barbs.

I know of but one other specimen.
Figures 23, 24 and 25 show a typical series of whistles

; 23 and

24 are made of bones from birds' wings ; 25 from a bone from the

leg of a deer. In all these whistles a ridge of asphaltum has
been placed in the hollow of the bone (transversely) in the lateral

I Plate 6. 1 The Palmer- Campbell Collection.

Spears and Knives. (About K actual size.)

Now the property of the Southwest Society, A.. I. A.

opening. The lower end is also usually closed with the same
material.

Figures 26 and 27 show daggers, also made from leg-bones of

deer, (the tibia). In addition to their use as weapons, these

daggers performed another office—that of a hair-pin. It was the

custom of these people to wear the hair long, twisted into a roll,

and tightly coiled on the top of the head. One of these daggers
was thrust through the coil, holding the hair securely. A long
cord which had been attached to the dagger-handle, was made fast

to the wearer's person. In this manner the implement is made to

serve a double purpose. Performing the office of a hair pin, it at

the same time becomes a ready weapon in case of need.
The only observable difference between this primitive duality

of use, and that which is sometimes heard of in this dav and
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[Plate?.] The Palmer- Campbell Collection.

Arrowheads, Etc. (About M actual size.)

Now the property of the Southwest Society, A. I. A.

generation is that a hat-pin has been substituted for the hair-

pin.
These implements, made from the bones of various animals

and fishes, are so skilfully wrought, that considered in connec-
tion with the proficiency displayed in the manipulation of stone

and shell, we have unmistakable evidence of a remarkable ver-

satility in these first Southern Californians, which fully justifies

Cabrillo's eulogium of them : "They are an advanced people."
That they were Past-Masters in the adaptation of means to an

end, an examination of the beautifully wrought specimens com-

prising the collection under discussion conclusively demon
strates.
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I am often, asked, what has become of these people? And my
unvarying answer is : The avaricious greed of the white man
has robbed them of their heritage; has taken from them the lands
which the Creator gave to them in the beginning. The introduc-

tion of whiskey, the small-pox and other diseases of which they
had no previous knowledge, and their out-thrusting to the waste

places, have nearly annihilated them, and left their few remaining
descendants debauched in health, manners and morals.

It has been said of them : "They had everything to lose, and

nothing to gain by contact with a superior civilization." The
result proves the truth of the observation.

[Plate 8 ]—7%(; Palmer- Campbell Collection.

Bone Implements. (Abont 1-S actual size.)

Now the property of the Southwest Society, A. I. A.

The "Palmer-Campbell collection" of Southern California archaeology, of

which a very small part is illustrated in the accompanying engravings, in-

cludes :

17 Mortars, 3J/2 to 22 in. in diameter

25 Pestles. 4 to 18 in. in length.
I Ceremonial Pestle, 26 in. in length.

3 Metates.
10 Hand Stone:, or Manos, for same.
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2 Tools, for working asphaltum.
1 Ladle for asphaltum, with handle.

4 Sandstone Saws.

4 large Comales, or Baking-stones.
3 pieces illustrating how Steatite Pots are made.
21 Discoidal Stones, probably Club Heads.
2 Stone Picks, used in making Mortars and Pots.
1 large Stone Drill, very fine.

2 cakes of Red Paint.

2 grooved Sinkeis.

2 Hand Manos for Metate.

5 Steatite Cooking Pots. I shows native method of repairing a crsck. i is

the finest specimen of Steatite Pot ever found, beautifully ornamented.
2 Serpentine Polishing Stones.

4 Medicine Stones, very fine.

2 highly polished Mace-heads of Serpentine.
I highly polished Shark's Tooth, (fossil), found in grave.
I large Stone Implement, use not certain.

2t pieces, Hammers, Saws, etc., etc.

66 Bone Implements and Ornaments:
Fish-hook, barbed; Hook buckles; Ornaments worn in the ears; Needles,

with the eye; Perforators; Harpoons; Daggers; Sword; Forks; Beads;
Whistle; and the only Bone Boomeran"- ever found in California. (These
Bone Implements are a very fine collection, as good as has ever been brought
together bv a single collector).

10 fine Spear-heads of Stone.

6o Arrow-points, which are simply superb.

3 fine Stone Knives.

25 Stone Drills and Scrapers.
I pre-historic Skull from Catalina.

5 Stone Pipes, fine.

I Stone Whistle, fine. (Only 3 have ever been found in this region).
1 large Stone Tube.

3 ."terpentine Cuns, very fine, both in form and ornamentation.

2 Serpentine Paint-pots.
1 Bone P^int-not, with Paint.

2 Stone Fish Fetishes.

TOO Ornaments :

Bends and Charms, (finest ever found; surpass the Palmer collection).
I ."terpentine Boat, finely ornamented.
I Cup with marginal perforations.
I Wooden Handle for Stone Knife.

I Wooden Spatula, large.
1 Fibre Brush.
2 fine Arrow Polishing Stones, i ornamented.
I Store Ball, very fine.

8 u'-iinuelv wrought pieces of unknown use, probably Ceremonials.

40 Bone Implements.
6 Shell Bead Necklaces.
100 Arrow-heads of Chipped Stone.

6 Spear-heads of Chipped Stnne.

20 Scrapers and Drills of Chipped Stone.

50 Shell Beads, 2]/? to 5 in. long.

25 pieces of Iron, Bronze and Brass : European Axes, Spears and Orna-
ments.

Shell Ornaments, excellent lot, practicallv complete.
Glass Bends, thoroughly representative collection.

I large Copper Plate, European.
I Stone Ax from Arizona.
I lot of Small A^tec Heads of Terra-cotta, Mexico.
I A7tec Idol of Basalt, to in. high.

9 mi'^cellaneous pieces from the Arizona CHflf-dwellers.

4 Pueblo Ollas, very fine.

Los Ancreles.
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CATCHING OUR ARCHEOLOGY ALIVE.
By CHAS. F. LUMMIS.

HEN the Southwest Society of the Archaeo-

logical Institute of America began, as the very-

forefront of its scientific activities, to record

on a large scale the old folk-songs of the South-

west, there were not lacking formal persons in

the East to protest : "But that isn't archaeology

you know."

To which the obvious and the actual reply

was : "No, it isn't. But in ten years it will

be, and as dead and gone as the rest. Out here

we think it would be rather sensible and scientific to catch our

Archaeology alive."

And that is what the Southwest Society has done, is doing,

and will continue to do for so long as there shall remain a still-

animate specimen to collect. It is, indeed, also uncovering and

re-articulating the dry bones of the extinct humanities in its

great field ;
it has done, in its first year, at least as much for the

archaeology and history of its region as any sister society ever did

—and has in its hands the tangible results, for the greater glory

of science and the benefit of this public. It has purchased, by

special funds, a collection of old paintings related to the earliest

history of California—a collection worth at least $10,000 to this

community.* It has- purchased what is in many respects the

second-best collection in the world of Southern California

archaeological artifects—and expects to have the matchless first-

best, also. But the greatest thing it has done in its maiden

year has been to trap the Living Thing. It was barely in time.

When I first stumbled upon the Southwest, more than twenty

years ago, it was Diflferent. The stark peaks, the bewitched

valleys were as now. As now, except that the Old Life had not

yet fled from them. Across those incredible acclivities, where
distance loses itself and the eye is a liar, the prong-horn antelope

still drifted, like a ghostly scud of great thistle-down, five hun-

dred in a band. In the peaks, the cimarron still played ladder

with the precipices ; in the pineries, the grizzly shambled

snufifling; and in green rincones where valley and foothill come

together, and a spring issues of their union, there were lonely

adobes, with a curl of friendly smoke from their potsherd chim-

neys—gray, flat little homes, bald without, but within warm
and vocal of the Old Times when people sang because they

Felt Like It.

Today the antelopes are gone, the cimarrones have yielded

*See Out West, September, 1904, for a lavishly illnstrated article on these iMtintiacrs.
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up their wonderful coiled horns to adorn the walls of those who
didn't kill them

;
the grizzlies are rugs for persons who couldn't

shoot a flock of barns flying low
;
and the songs are almost as

near extinction. Never before in history has sophistication been
so precipitate; never before has man been bumped from the Stone

Age or the Patriarchal to the Age of Edison, as it were between
two days. The same merciless obsession which wantonly ex-

terminated our noble game—which slaughtered more bisons in

twelve years than there are human beings in England—it has

already all but exterminated the history, the romance and the

science of what was, even within my own personal acquaintance,
one of the richest regions on the globe for Anthropology all to-

gether ;
an area of a million square miles as rich in prehistoric

archaeology as Ancient Greece is, and incomparably more neg-
lected. And besides the mummied past, it had the living human
documents essentially contemporary with the oldest ruin. In

other words, while, in Palestine, Science is groping in the dust

that was Abraham, we in the Southwest talk with the patriarch

himself. We have the monuments and the artifects—but we
have also the very makers of them. It need not be said to any

intelligent person that this counts. Suppose we could interview

the man that compelled the Venus of Milo from cold rock to

warm men's hearts forever? What do you think it would be

worth if we had an absolutely authenticated photograph, or a

phonographic record of the words—or of ten words—of Homer,
or Caesar or Shakespeare? Or of a song they heard in their

time? Why, a man could raise in New York in a week $10,000

per cylinder. Now, the phonographic records the Southwest

Society is making are of less notorious individuals, but of time

and race-types no less important. These songs are the very

earliest American Classics—and Live Classics are quite as es-

sential to science—and quite as interesting to mere human beings,

as are Dead Classics. And they have the critical distinction that

they are perishable—and perishing. Type has saved to us (thanks

to our more provident forebears) the words of Greece and Rome,

though we know not the tones nor even the accent
;
we have the

syllables, but not the airs, in which "burning Sappho loved and

sung." The art-objects, sealed in preservative dust, have kept

very well for twenty centuries—and are safeguarded from vandals

by intelligent governments. But our American Classics, whether

of letters or of artifects, we must save in our very day, by our

proper efforts—or our children's children will have nothing left

of them. The speech is unwritten
;
and our civilized government

is permitting the monuments and ruins to be pillaged infamously
to the six winds.
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Here was a literature really great
—

great in volume, great in

its fibre. Tt was rich in religious feeling, rich in legend, rich in

poetry and imagination and romance. But a careless civilization

has swept tidal down upon it, even as upon the buffalo. We have

killed off our schoolmasters without bothering to record the

lesson ! What is left of that great First American literature is

but scattered drift, lodged here and there upon the precarious

memories of the aged remnants of a disappearing people. Yet

Making a Record. Photo by C. F. L.

even this is enormously worth saving. It can even yet be gath-
ered up to full the volume of the Greek and Roman Classics. But

whatever of it the United States has scholarship and sense

enough to care to save, must be saved within a decade. Not only

that—even three years from today would be too late to begin

the task with any hope of accomplishing fifty per cent, of what

can now be done.

For a thousand years, the aborigine has handed on from father

to son, practically without variableness or shadow of turning,
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not only the Law and the Prophets, not only the folklore, but

the cradle songs, the love songs, the ceremonial hymns, the war

songs, the stirring chanteys they used to chorus as they worked

together. And with every year they have made new songs as

the spirit moved. For three centuries the Spanish pioneers of

the Southwest have been similarly entailing the songs that came
with their fathers from Spain—and also building up by them-

selves in their wilderness another wonderful fabric of native

American minstrelsy. Both peoples were natural troubadours—
both of that culture-stage in which song is the logical expression
of feeling, and improvisation an every-day gift. There were no

orchestras or prima donnas to rain hireling and vicarious melody
alike on the just and the unjust. When a man wanted song, he

sang it himself—and got more good of it than any deputy could

furnish him. Under these circumstances of self-dependence and

self-sufificing, native song flourishes most characteristically. Such

people sing more than we who are civilized—and more sincerely.

They were wise to take their joy at first hand. Some tribes

were even smart enough to do their penitence as we do our music
—

they appointed one vicar to fast and pray and mortify his flesh

for the whole village, while they sang for themselves and for

him too!

We must not think of these songs as worthy of salvation only

that, scientists may dissect them for ponderous monographs.

They are distinctly human in their value . We need them in our

pleasure. If ever there is to be a real American music, these are

the rock upon which it must be founded. Even the Indian songs
are many of them of great delicacy, and many of great strength.

Some of the war-songs, some of the race-songs, adequately har-

. monized, would be as stirring as the Marseillaise. Some of the

lullabies, love-songs, dream-songs, are as tender as any we know.

And of course the Spanish musical development is fully up to

any other in civilization. The finest "American" or European

songs have none the better, in word or air, in grace and fire and

wit, of innumerable old ditties of Spanish-America, while in

rhythm we are generically inferior. We need these genuine,

characteristic, heart-born and heart-reaching songs to enrich our

impoverished repertories
—how hard up we are, we scarce realize

till we analyze the sort of commercial shoddy we are producing.

The majority of our music today is made to sell; the old songs

were made to sing. They have that same haunting quality of

"Annie Laurie," and "Nellie Gray"—but with a lilt and a patter

all their own.

When, eighteen years ago, I began to realize something of all

this, there was no royal road. I did learn by ear, and still retain
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Dona Adalaida Kamp, ov Ventura, Photo by C. F. L.

Who has recorded sixty-four old Califoraia song's for the Society.

faithfully, a great number of these unwritten airs and words—
camping for months with Mexican sheepherders in the remote

mountains of New Mexico for the purpose. But one poor and hard-

working student can do little single-handed
—and there was no

"backing." Still, some of the songs I then acquired could not

now be replaced. With the beginnings of the phonograph, such

scholars as Dr. Washington Matthews, Miss Alice C. Fletcher,

the lamented John Comfort Fillmore, and minor others, applied

it to such work; but they were handicapped by the backward-

ness of scientific interest and by the unsatisfactory medium.
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Their work is invaluable, and they have done what they could—
but in any other country they would have been enabled to do

more.

Now, however, the Wizard has well-nigh perfected his ma-
chine. Reasonably portable, the Edison Home Phonograph gives

highly satisfactory results in recording and in reproducing. One
can carry the same machine to an Indian camp, and take their

Misses IvUISa and Rosa Villa, Photo by C. F. L.

Who have griven the Society some of its most beautiful records.

songs ;
and thence to a large auditorium and present them to a

thousand people.

Furthermore, backed by a fast increasing public interest and

by the authority of that Dean of our scientific bodies, the

Archaeological Institute of America
;
with the devoted assistance

of a little corps of experts
—and, no less important, perhaps,

being in the very field where these songs are, instead of having
to send costly expeditions for them—the Southwest Society con-

fidently expects to compass the fullest, the most reasoned and

the most interesting collection of folk-songs ever made anywhere.

Tt will be its fault if it fails in this aim.



Don Rosendo Uruchurtu. Photo by C. F, L.
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Already the Society has over 500 records—including no in

no less than twenty-four Indian languages and 400 in Spanish.
It is already a repertory of extraordinary range and richness.

Among the Indian contributions—which are from tribes all over

California, Arizona, New Mexico, etc., plains tribes, mountain

tribes, valley tribes, pagan tribes. Mission tribes—are some as

tender as the call of the mourning dove which one of them simu-

lates. A nursery song of the tigerish Apaches is as sweet as the

"Hush, my babe, lie still and slumber"

which you and I heard in boyhood. Some of the Navajo war-

songs, some of the Pueblo martial airs—like one at the ceremonial

races of the Cacique—are so irresistible in their swing that I have

caught whole civilized audiences keeping foot-time to the

cylinder.

Of the Spanish folk-songs that were sung in this Southwest

long before anyone of our speech had ever got within a thousand

miles of this region, I can neither exaggerate, nor yet convey the

inevitable charm. Schubert's "Serenade" is no more exquisite

than some serenades of these simple old times. Some of the

nursery songs are fully up to the best of Mother Goose; while

their airs are incomparably more "taking." There are battle-

songs that anyone might march to
; and love-songs as passionate

and lingering as Shelley's "I arise from dreams of thee."

There are songs of reminiscence for which we have no peers—
beside "Don Simon," for instance, our "Old Resin the Beau" or

"Old Oaken Bucket" (pretty good things by themselves) seem

rather childish in word and in philosophy. Perhaps most inter-

esting of all are the songs nearest the soil—the melodious whim-
sies of cowboys, shepherds, peons, rancheros, and all the other

humble units of that lonely life. Strange as it seems to us, many
of these songs are by people who could neither read nor write,

and who didn't "know a note."

If there ever was anywhere any kind of a song that has not its

representative here, I cannot remember it. There is every sort—
from the most religious to the most dare-devil

;
from the tenderest

to the most cynical; from the most despairing to the most jubi-

lant. And for real wit, Tom Moore was the last man to write

English songs of anything like the same category—and his

English songs were Irish ! Doubtless something of the dry and

seasoned wit which distinguishes Spanish above all other modern

languages, was grafted upon the peninsula by the Celts in their

ancient duration there. We of to-day have innumerable "funny"

songs, and a few humorous ;
but our humor is rather bludgeoned,

and no kin to the deft, razor-edged but unmalicious quality of

the Iberian.
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None but the student can realize the astounding rapidity with

which all these songs are disappearing. The old people who knew
them are dying off; the younger generation (with that unrea-

soned mimicry which is obliterating national characteristics

everywhere) forget
—or even look down on—the musical inherit-

ance of which any people might be proud, and learn our "rag-

time." Within even ten years the "mortality," so to speak, among
these songs has been almost incredible. Reasoning from per-

Miss Manuela C. Garcia. F/ioio by C. F. L.

sonal experience—and hundreds of times I have found songs

forgotten by the very people who had taught me them a decade

earlier—this loss must approximate fifty per cent! Worst of all,

the rate is rapidly increasing, for reasons obvious after what has

been said.

The Southwest Society has been so fortunate as to ferret out

and enlist a number of those who still remember. Some are old,

some are only old-fashioned enough to care. A poor old washer-

woman, proud of her race, was a perfect bonanza of the early Cali-
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Mr. Arthur Farwell. Photo hv C. F. L.

fornia songs; while a rich young matron, a famous toast, equally
cherishes this her inheritance. A blind Mexican lad has been one

of the staunch props of the work; and several brave young women
who could hardly afford the sacrifice of time, have contributed

to science far more in proportion tlian does many a rich "patron."

The most extraordinary achievement has been that of Miss

Manuela C. Garcia, of Los Angeles, who has sung the records of

no less than 140 songs, with the full words ! Few can do that

in any language, from sheer memory. Dofia Adalaida Kamp, of

Ventura, comes next with sixty-four records. Credit and grati-

tude belong also, in generous measure, to the Misses Luisa and

I
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Rosa Villa, Don Rosendo Uruchurtu, Mrs. Tulita Wilcox Miner,
Don Francisco Amate, and many others. These records, by the

way—^^or several score of them—^^have been phonographically pre-
sented to California audiences aggregating several thousand peo-

ple, and invariably with a cordial welcome. Some of them are

now being reproduced before the Eastern Societies of the Insti-

tute.

The Institute not only authorized the necessary expenses for

recording the songs, but sent out Mr. Arthur Farwell, one of the

best-equipped experts, to transcribe them. After about four

months of hard work, he has transliterated some 300. The task

is a most difficult one, and wholly beyond the average trained

musician who has not had this specific experience.
This work must be completed ;

then the words must be trans-

lated—all literally, and those of the most important examples also

metrically, fhat they may be "singable" by "Americans." A
volume of four or five hundred of the Spanish songs (first, as of

more universal appeal), arranged, translated and with critical

notes, will make a rather respectable monument for the work of

the youngest Society of the Institute in its first year. It is hoped
also to issue a collection of say fifty of the choicest numbers,

harmonized, as a popular edition. Next year a large volume of

the Indian songs may well follow
;
then another in the Spanish—

and repeat.
It is to activities of this sort—and like the saving of the Cabal-

leria Collection of paintings, and of the Palmer-Campbell
archaeological collection (see another page), that the Southwest

Society invites the co-operation of good Americans everywhere.
The more its membership, the more rapidly and thoroughly its

work can be prosecuted
—and the more will be saved to the

public of the fast-vanishing treasures of American Archaeology.

IN THE PETRIFIED FOREST.
By EDWARD ROBESON TAYLOR.

LL round us here, in myriad number strown.
The monstrous trunks, great chips and splinters lie,

Of mighty trees that once besought the sky.

Changed to bright jewels of enduring stone.

What eons on slow-pacing wings have flown

Since first their verdure caught the sun's fond eye.

And since transfiguring nature bade them die,

To rise resplendent in this desert lone.

What glorious death was theirs, if death it be :
—

To live in newer loveliness, and light

The solitude with love-enkindling ray;

The toad's and lizard's beauty they may see,

With many a bloom's, behold the eagle's flight,

.
And on all hearts the hand of wonder lay.

San Francisco.
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Serenade.

Zfl Noche Estd Serena.

La noche esta serena, tranquilo el aquilon ;

Tu dulce sentinela te guarda el corazon.
Y en alas de los zefiros, que vagan por doquier,

Volando van mis suplicas, a ti, bella mujer.
Volando van mis suplicas, a ti, bella mujer.

De un corazon que te ama, recibe el tierno amor
;

No aumentes mas la llama, piedad a un trobador.
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Y si te mueve a lastima mi eterno padecer,

Como te amo, amame, bellisima mujer!

Como te amo, amame, bellisima mujer!

*
* *

So still and calm the niglit is,

The very winds asleep;

Thy heart's so tender sentinel

His watch and ward doth keep.

And on the wings of zephyrs soft

That wander how they will,

To thee, oh woman fair, to thee

My prayers go fluttering still.

Oh take the heart's love to thy heart

Of one that doth adore !

Have pity
—add not to the flame

That burns thy troubadour!

And if compassion stir thy breast

For my eternal woe,

Oh, as I love thee, loveliest

Of woman, love me so!
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LETTERS OF AN ARGONAUT.
From August. 184'9 to October. 1851

HOMAS GOODWIN WELLS was the son of a country
doctor, born in Sutton, New Hampshire, in 1804. He
learned printing at Concord, N. H., and in 1827 went to

Chili, where he published for some years "El Mercurio

de Valparaiso," said to have been the first newspaper is-

sued on the Pacific coast. He was also for some time

government printer in Santiago. Returning to New Eng-
land, he married and entered into a publishing partner-

ship in Cambridge, Mass. This firm failed. He then

lived for a time in Walpole, N. H. In November, 1848, hearing

Thomlas Goodwin Wblls.

of the discovery of gold in California, and eager alike to discharge

his debts of honor and to retrieve his fortunes, he aided to form

an association of gold-seekers. The Cheshire Company, recruited,

as the name suggests, from the southwestern counties of New
Hampshire. Eight of these and 161 others sailed with him,

March i, 1849, in the ship "Sweden" from Boston, via Cape Horn,

for San Francisco, which they reached May 4, 1849. They had

agreed to share with one another, till November i, 1850, the

profits of their enterprise or fortune. His own hope was to es-

1
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tablish a bank; a small capital with which to inaugurate the

enterprise had been loaned by his brother-in-law, Hamilton Wil-

lis (of the banking firm of Willis & Co., Boston), who was to

receive half the resulting profits. The voyage lasted 154 days,

during which it is significant to note they spoke but one vessel

bound for the United States. It was hard to get crews in

those days to leave California.

A bundle of Mr. Wells's letters from San Francisco, addressed

to his wife or collected by her, has recently been discovered.

Naturally, personal and domestic interests occupy the largest

place, but these letters tell also a dramatic story, with ascending

action, climax, catastrophe, all strongly marked, and they afford

by the way many striking glimpses of civic, economic and social

conditions in the early days of San Francisco. An effort is here

made to disengage passages of general interest from their con-

text, while preserving, as far as may be, continuity in the story

of one whom a contemporary called "the pioneer of banking" in

San Francisco.

August 27, 1849: ... I consider my business prospects good,
even exceeding what I anticipated before leaving home. ... I

can only speak yet of the prospects of business and not of its

reality, for I have only had my office open for about a fortnight,

but during that time I have done more than I expected. ... I

find winter is much the best business season here, the miners in

some regions being obliged to leave on account of the rains and

come here to make their remittances home, and that is my har-

vest. ... I think I cannot fail of reaching the point at which I

aimed when I left home within two years. I am certain I could

if I were entirely disconnected with the Cheshire Company. . . .

I think I can make more money here in San Francisco than all

of them together can realize at the mines. [This, as will appear,

was the case.] They chose the San Joachim or southern mines,

as they are at this time considered more healthy than those of

the Sacramento. . . . They can hardly fail if they have their

health, for there is gold in abundance in almost every part of

this country. That is as certain as anything can be. It requires

very hard labor to get it, and considerable exposure, but I sup-

pose from reports there are now some 50,000 people at the mines

and that they are earning from $16 to $25 on an average per day.

But I suppose you will feel more interest in what relates to me

personally than in what relates to the mines. Well, then, when
I first arrived here I was utterly astonished at the state of things
which I found here. Board $20 per week, room to sleep in $30

per week, etc. Wages, common laborers getting $10 per day,

carpenters $15, and rents and everything else in proportion. But
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I soon ascertained that the profits on business of all kinds were

graduated to meet these exorbitant prices, and therefore I made

up my mind that this was precisely the state of things to answer

my purpose; accordingly I looked around for a location for an

office and found one that I thought would answer my purpose,

a small room 15x18, for which I pay $300 per month, the cheapest

rent on the square where I am located. I sleep on my counter

in the office and get my own breakfast and tea, and dine at a

hotel. I rise in the morning at sunrise, light my fire to heat

water for tea, dress, sweep out the office, then take a cup of tea

and bread and butter for breakfast, then take a walk for half an

hour, after which I return and seat myself at the "seat of office."

My office has been open a fortnight and on Saturday night I set-

tled up my accounts for the two weeks and found I had consid-

erably more than made my expenses, large as they are; and this

I think very well indeed for a beginning, as I have had every-

thing to do myself, being an entire stranger and having ac-

quaintances and friends to make—also when you consider that

nearly all the bill or draft business is put oft to the last week of

the month . . . before the steamer for Panama, and that I have

already engaged drafts to different parties to be drawn before

the steamer sails which will pay me about $800 clear profit, and

I have no doubt of drawing a good many more. [The capital

on which this business was begun is nowhere indicated. He

speaks of it as "comparatively nothing."]

September 25, 1849: ... I have moved into a new office in a

more business part of the town, [it was on the corner of Clay and

Montgomery streets], and have hired a clerk, and find a plenty
for us both to do from half past five in the morning until nine in

the evening. We have had some berths for our beds put up in

one corner of the office, with a screen partition where myself
and clerk sleep, and for San Francisco we find ourselves in this

respect very comfortable .... I am already doing a very respect-

able banking business, many of the best merchants here deposit-

ing their funds with me, as with a bank at home, and drawing
checks as they make payments, on my office

; my deposits for the

last week of this nature have been from $30,000 to $40,000. I

have also made arrangements ... to receive monthly by the

steamers from Mexico a large amount of specie for the purchase
of gold dust which is to be remitted to the Rothschilds of Lon-

don for account of the Mexican banking house of Drocina & Co.

The first shipment of $40,000 I received by the last steamer, and

am now purchasing gold with it, for which I charge a handsome

commission. ... I think I am rapidly assuming a position as a
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business man, which I covet and which I hope in a short time to

make second to none in San Francisco.

September 6, 1849: [To his wife's suggestion that she should

join him he replied :] San Francisco, as it is at present consti-

tuted, is the last place in which I should desire to see those whom"
T so tenderly love; the whole place is in a transition state—
everything temporary and nothing permanent. There are not a

dozen dwelling houses in the city fit for a lady and children, ten-

derly nurtured, to live in, and these rent for from $1,000 to $1,500

per month—servants' wages from $150 to $200 per month—so

that what it would cost to live here one year would render us

completely independent for life at Walpole. In addition to this,

there is not at present any society fit for children, or schools for

them. The climate here I do not consider unhealthy after one

becomes accustomed to it, but it certainly is uncomfortable in

the extreme; at this season of the year we have strong winds in

the after part of the day and, as everything is dry and parched
for the want of rain, we are enveloped in a cloud of dust, which

penetrates into every place and covers everything "as with a

garment." We have more or less of the sea fogs every day. and

although these are very bracing and give one a ravenous appetite,

yet they are very cold and unpleasant. ... I have never done

a harder day's work in my life than today—plenty of business

and hard work—never mind, the sooner home.

October 28, 1849. • • • Business has poured in upon me like

an avalanche . . . having more than doubled, and from six

o'clock in the morning until nine in the evening I have not a

moment's leisure, ... I have never before been engaged in any
business (except the management of our dear home at Walpole),
so congenial" to my feelings as that which I have created here:

the negotiations are most of them of magnitude and the people

we have to deal with do not stand for small things, but when

they are once convinced you intend to deal with them honorably,

they let you make your own terms ; you are constantly engaged
with matters worthy the attention of a man of business capacity

and which it is a pleasure for the mind to grapple with and over-

come, and the profits in some measure correspond with the nature

of the business done. I do not believe there is in the whole world,

in any city of the same number of inhabitants, so large a propor-
tion of energetic business men, those of enlarged and liberal

views and untiring industry; every country in the world is rep-

resented here, with perhaps its very best men, and I am also com-

pelled to say with also some of its very worst men
; but the good

greatly predominates and consequently we have excellent order

here, and I do not think life and property are safer in any city in
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the United States than here. So much for the pleasant side of the

picture. . . . But what I do not like is . . . the privations of a

residence in this place, at least as it at present stands; some of

these time, of course, will remedy, such as irregular living, want

of vegetables, of which at times there are none to be had at any

price, and at others a scanty supply, such as potatoes from 30 to

75 cents a pound, pears 25 cents each, tomatoes ditto, and grapes

a dollar a pound, squashes ditto, and eggs from $1 to $3 each,

milk from 50 cents to $1 a quart—these are great privations, but

time will remedy them. But the climate of San Francisco no time

can possibly make anything but execrable—raw sea fogs with

strong winds and clouds of dust, which penetrates everything and

everywhere, renders this beyond comparison the most disagree-

able place I ever lived in. And then at present there is great dis-

tress among the people who are arriving here every day, both

from home and from the mines ; exposure and intemperance first,

and sickness last, are doing their work, and scenes are daily wit-

nessed which make the heart ache, and which it is impossible to

alleviate, and I greatly fear, as the winter approaches this will

increase. It is estimated that we have a population here now of

from 30,000 to 40,000, and of these I do not think one half are

comfortably housed, the rest living in canvas tents, shantys, etc..

affording but little protection against the wind and rain ; and

then, too, when sickness occurs from these causes, many are not

able to procure, from want of means, the necessary medical at-

tendance and remedies or proper food for their situation, and

the consequence is great suffering and death. . . .

November 11, 1849. • • • There are no doubt parts of this

same California where the climate is very fine, and where you

might live in comparative comfort, but San Francisco is very far

from being one of them. Such, for instance, as the Valley of the

San Jose, fifty miles from here, and the valleys of Napa and So-

noma about thirty miles ; the climate of these places, I am told,

is delicious, and they are very fertile and will very soon become

peopled with Americans : so that when our bay becomes covered

with steamboats a person can place his family in one of these lo-

calities and visit them two or three times a week and still do

business in San Francisco, the only redeeming point of which, is

that business can be done here and to the purpose. . . . The
Cheshire Company have not succeeded very well mining, though
I have no doubt they have made every exertion to do so. . . ,

Captain Greene [of Hopkinton, N. H.], has been with me about

siv weeks. ... I want such a person here with me very much,
so that I can feel safe if I am obliged to leave the office on busi-

ness for an hour or so ; he has entire charge of the gold dust, and
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stands at the scales all day, and is a very busy man at that. I

have also a book-keeper, and we all have just as much as we can

do. I am about enlarging my office and think it probable I shall

be obliged to hire another clerk in a short time.

November 28, 1849. . . . Since I last wrote you I have made
a very important change in my business relations. The Cheshire

Company, by unanimous and mutual consent, and in all friendly

feeling, have dissolved, and I am a free man. This has been done

in consequence of an offer I made them, to pay them so much

money and release me from my engagements with them, viz:

$2,000 each in hand, and $1,000 each payable in one year. This is

a large sum of money to be sure, but if I do as well in December
as I have done this present month, I shall have made enough
and more than enough to pay it all; and then all I make will be

my own—no division of profits by nine—and if nothing untoward

happens, I think in one year from that time I shall make money

enough to pay all my honorary debts and have ample inde-

pendence left for our own wants. I am sure to do this if business

continues as it is, and I do not see why it should not grow bet-

ter. . . . Whether E. B. could succeed in gathering a Unitarian

Society here, I should consider very doubtful—or even whether

those of us who might be interested in the matter could raise

money to support him decently is a question. It would take

from $40 to $50 per week, and at present I know of but four or

five who would be disposed to take hold of the matter in earnest.

However, I intend to make it my business to make the necessary

inquiries and see what can be done. ... It has been by proclama-
tion of our good governor, Thanksgiving Day here throughout
California—^but precious little Thanksgiving have I had, having
been hard at work all day. The members of the Cheshire Com-

pany, in consequence of our dissolution, and also in consequence
of the day, invited me to a dinner with them at a restaurant, one

of the best here, and what do you think they had the modesty
to ask for a dinner for each of? Why, only $20! Only $180 for

a dinner for us; and I vetoed the dinner at once, and told them
we would postpone our Thanksgiving dinner until we return

home, when I invited them all to our house, and if we don't give

them a good dinner it will go hard with us I think ! . . . I never

had so much or so profitable business as during the last few days.

December 28, 1849. • • • ^7 health and business both continue

good. The latter especially is rapidly increasing in magnitude
and in profit. I think I do not flatter myself when I say that my
banking house now stands the first in San Francisco, both in

point of respectability and means; as you well know, I arrived

here with comparatively nothing, but I have now all the capital
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I want, and this has been done simply by securing the confidence

of the public by my manner of doing business, which I certainly

have aimed to make high-minded and honorable. The conse-

quence is, that the deposits of money flow in upon me from all

quarters, both for use and safe keeping, and my banking business

is greater than that of any two other houses in the city, my de-

posits on the 1st of December amounting to $132,000, and it is

now much larger as I open two or three new accounts almost

every day, . . . All my plans for business operations have proved

eminently successful, particularly my arrangement for receiving

money from Mexico and investing it in gold dust on Mexican

account, which gives me a controlling influence in the gold

market here. I have really in these few months accomplished the

work of years for any other position or any other country.

[To be continued.]

GIVE ME ROOM.
By GERALD STANLEY LEE.

OETS of flowers, singers of nooks in Space,

Petal-mongers, embroiderers of words

In the music-haunted houses of the birds,

Singers with the thrushes and pewees
In the glimmer-lighted roofs

Of the trees—
Unhand my soul.

Buds with singing in their hearts,

Birds with blooms upon their wings,
All the wandering whispers of delight.

The near familiar things ;

Voice of pine trees, winds of daisies,

Sounds of going in the grain
Shall not bind me to thy singing

When the sky with God is ringing
For the Joy of the Rain.

Sea and star and hill and thunder,

Dawn and sunset, noon and night,

All the vast processional of the wonder

Where the worlds are,

Where my soul is,

Where the shining tracks are

For the spirit's flight
—

Lift thine eyes to these

From the haunts of dewdrops,
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Hollows of the flowers,

Caves of bees

That sing like thee,

Only in their bowers;
From the stately growing cities

Of the little blowing leaves,

To the infinite windless eaves

Of the stars;

From the dainty music of the ground.
The dim innumerable sound

Of the Mighty Sun

Creeping in the grass,

Softest stir of His feet

(Where they go
Far and slow

On their immemorial beat

Of buds and seeds

And all the gentle and holy needs

Of flowers),

To the old eternal round

Of the Going of His Might,
Above the confines of the dark,

Odors and winds and showers,

Day and night.

Above the dream of death and birth

Flickering East and West,
Boundaries of a Shadow of an Earth—
Where He wheels

And soars

And plays
In illimitable light.

Sends the singing stars upon their ways
And on each and every world

When The Little Shadow for its Little Sleep

Is furled—
Pours the Days.

As The Sun sings

So shall the Song be
;

Beauty in its lowest rounds,

Wonder in its highest bounds—
So shall The Song be.

Northampton, Mass.
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MAGNIFICAT.
By ARTHUR BENNETT.

ff 'D rather hear the mocking-bird at dawn, the mother-quail

^ a-chuckling "choo-wat,"
The little chicks a-cheeping as they feed, right here, on any

morning, in my hut,

Than hear a double-breasted brassy band—than pay to hear a

maestro and be bored—
Or hear a choir of high-priced singers sing, pretending that

they're singing to the Lord;

I'd rather hear these children laugh and call, and watch the little

skeezicks run around,

Independent, and innocent and all, just careless of who thinks he

owns the ground.
Than hear some hoary sacerdote intone to bless his country's
banner and its sword,

Or hear a congregation's surf-like sound that thinks it's praying
to the Lord.

The canticle He loves these children sing; the way He loves they

follow, two and two,

As, hand-in-hand, they wander down the road to bring the mail

and see the stage go through ;

They stand and watch the sunlight on the leaves—as thus a

passing angel had adored—
And, speechless, bless the lovely world awhile—for that is how

they pray unto the Lord.

Easenada, Lower Cal.

THE HUNGER OF MATEIRNITY.
By WILL C. BARNES.

HE stood on the porch of the ranch-house and gazed across

the untamed land where wild things still might wander.

Not far away, two close companions were frolicking, a

blue-eyed girl and her faithful nurse, Shep, the tawny
collie.

The primitive headquarters of the vaqueros, were set

close against the hills, that rose precipitously, their lower

stretches covered with chaparral; higher up were oak and pine,

a dense wood. A brook ran out of a near-by glen, passing a

stone's throw from the door, and there the little one usually could

be found, pelting the babbling water or threshing it with twigs.

Even now, the playmates were making toward it, a rather un-
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certain way for the little legs that wavered unsteadily. The
collie managed to keep always between the baby and the water,

and the mother, busy with the evening meal, trusted them, watch-

ing them now and again from the open door.

They had been out of sight not very long when she was startled

by the angry barking of Shep. Before she could reach the door,

her senses reeled at the frightened screams of the baby. She

caught a loaded rifle from the wall, and ran out, urged by the fury

of a mother protecting her young.
A she-bear, shadowy, dreadful, closely followed by Shep in

a frenzy of rage and fear, trotted swiftly up the hillside. The

great brute, her head held high, carried in her jaws the blue-

hooded, blue-cloaked baby, her limbs struggling vainly, her

screams growing fainter as the bear climbed higher.

The lithe, strong body of the woman swung across the space

that separated them. The setting sun threw golden lances at the

long shadows on the hillsides, and the panting mother, with the

rifle in her hands, was fantastically silhouetted on the tender ver-

dure of the sward. She kept bravely on, but her breath was fail-

ing, the throb of her heart beating in her ears, her exhausted legs

dragging heavily, while the robber drew away from her.

The woman saw the uselessness of the chase, saw her darling
borne swiftly to death, passing away forever. The beating of

her heart grew still, and in her straining ears there sounded

faintly, ceaselessly, the screaming of a baby. She gripped at the

rifle in her hands, rested it on a jutting rock, aimed carefully and

fired. The bullet struck close to the bear, which, at the report,

broke into a gallop, and disappeared in the woods, Shep closely

following.

The mother sank on the ground, her frantic cries echoing from

glep to glen, as she called for her baby, her darling, for her hus-

band
;
as she called on God to have pity on her, vainly called till

her voice was throttled by her sobbing, till her sight was blinded

by her weeping. Only the gentle echoes gave answer, only the

kindly earth gave pity.

The setting sun went down behind the rim of the hills, and left

the eastern slopes in shadow. A deeper gloom lay on the spirit

of the woman, the blackest shadow that can fall on a mother.

She helplessly wondered how so short a time could change
sweetest joy to bitterest despair. Hastening back to the house,

she rang the alarm call on the big ranch-bell.

The vaqueros galloped swiftly in, armed themselves, and gath-

ered the dogs for the chase. The ready hounds took up the scent,

baying joyously as they sped away before the men. They crossed

the chaparral, and ran swiftly into the timber. The trail led to
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the head-waters of the little brook flowing past the house, and

there in the gloom of night they lost it. The bear must have

waded far up the stream before she crossed ; for, beat about as

they would, they could not find the track.

All night long the men hunted. Their rough, hardy natures

knew no fear. Now, when a human life was in danger, a life dear

to them all, they were reckless. Half way between midnight and

dawn they gathered for a council, then separated widely, aband-

oning their horses to search on foot. The father of the little one

took the roughest territory, and cautiously groped his way to the

highest ravines.

Halting on a point of rock, he stood listening. Shep had not

returned. If she were alive, he hoped to hear her bark: he was
sure she would scent him if he were near her. The baby long

since must be dead, yet perhaps he might find enough of her to

make a grave for the mother's sake. And the bear—that must

be killed for the sake of all that were living.

A faint sound floated on the chill night air. It startled him,

like the distant cry of a child. It could not be. His overstrained

attention was playing wild with his fancy. Again he heard that

noise. What if she were lying torn and mutilated where the bear

had left her? What if he must carry her back to die in her

mother's arms? He sank weaklv to the rock he stood upon, his

breath short and panting, the rifle clutched in his hands.

When he heard the sound for the third time, it seemed like the

howl of a coyote. He hastened toward it ; there it was again. It

was not a coyote, but a dog, and in distress. He soon was near

enough to recognize the voice of Shep, and she, hearing him,

whined coaxingly. .

He knelt beside the helpless brute and reached down to her.

His fineers touched a sticky, clammy spot, and she cried with

pain, licking the hand that was hurting her. She was weak and

worn, and trembled with cold. He wrapped his coat about her,

and waited for the dawn already splashing the east with a faint

shimmer.

When the full light came, he made out a dim trail windins: to

a rocky glen above him. He followed the path until it led him
between two narrow walls. Before him the shadows still lav

deep and the brush grew thick, but through it was a well-worn

trail, and the scent of him, that might warn any wild thing hidden

there, was carried away by a cool breeze drifting downward into

the valley.

He looked to his rifle. It was ready. Silently entering the

shadows, he proceeded cautiously, stopping frequently to listen.

He had not gone far when a peculiar sound halted him. Nothing
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like it had he ever before heard. It grew more distinct as he ad-

vanced. With all the skill of a woodsman he crept nearer—it

came from above him. Taking infinite care, he climbed the rocky
wall. As he glanced about him he could see the rising sun

yellowing the barren hillsides; mountain quail were whistling

good-morning to their neighbors.
At the foot of a leaning pine tree, in a narrow basin of rocks

overhung by shrubs, the she-bear lay stretched full length on her

side, the baby nestling happily against her warm, furry hide.

The whining sound, almost human in its caressing note, still

came to the listening man, holding him spellbound as he watched
them. The baby's head lay against the flank of the bear, who
kept moving, moving, as if to call the attention of the little one to

the swelling founts of her maternity. The hand of the child,

resting conhdingly against the bear, found one, caressed it; then

the pmk lips hungrily caught and sucked. The baby's own
mother could have given no sign of greater ecstacy, of blessed-

ness, than did the mother bear.

Something gripped the throat of the man, choking him with

an aching pain. The life of this brute that, all night long, he had

panted for, was here at his will—at the muzzle of his rifle. To
take it now seemed to him like taking the life of a woman, and

he felt as if he were an assassin.

The baby, still patting her foster mother, lifted up her face

and cooed. The bear reached gently round and licked the un-

covered leg of the little one, making a sound he so often had heard
in the silent night, the crooning of her mother.

He softly cocked his weapon. The bear must have heard, for

she lifted her head alertly, sniffing the air. A low, warning growl
came from her throat, and the baby hugged close, hiding her face

in the shaggy hair. How quickly the primeval wildness in man
will develop itself!

That erect, defiant head was a safe mark for the father. The

warning growl had made a beast again of the bear, and roused

the killing instinct in the man. He aimed carefully—it was life

against life, now. The bullet plunged into the almost human

brain, and with scarcely a tremor, the savage foster-mother lay

dead beside his baby.
He leaped over the rocky wall of the lair, and stood above his

own little girl, who shrank from him and cried out. Something

lymg on the rocks beyond her, caught his attention
;

it proved to

be twin cubs, not two days dead. He pushed their stiffened

bodies with his foot, turned to their mother where his baby still

was clinging, then raised the little one up. She knew her father

now, and clasping her arms about his neck, prattled to him.
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He folded her close, burying his face in the blue coat, to hide

the sobs of joy for his baby restored unharmed—of sorrow for the

dead brute-mother, who had hungered with so great a hunger for

a little one, that sbe stole his own.

The echo of his shot reached the ears of his companions, and

long before noon the searching party joyously returned home,

bearing in their arms the baby and Shep. The little one cried

out with gladness when she recognized the house. The mother,

shrouded in the gloom of her chamber, still sobbing on her lonely

bed, heard the cry, and with another like it, sprang through the

open door and caught the baby to her heart.

When the father returned again to the house, he stopped at the

threshold and looked in. The little girl lay on her mother's

breast, drawing through her baby lips the warm life current. He
saw their caresses ;

he heard a crooning sound that only a mother

can make. It took him back to the hills where the mother-bear

lay dead, her maternal hunger forever satisfied.

San Francisco.

THE "SHOOTING UP" OF HORSE HEAD.

By CHARLES D. STUART.

HE town of Horse Head had turned over a new leaf.

There was to be no more "Shooting up" of the village.

Patience ceased to be a virtue when the "Cross J" outfit

shipped their last train of steers, and everybody in the

gang came into town for a big time which culminated

in a general shooting up of the place. The lights in

all the saloons were bored full of holes
;
the solitary

street lamp-post, standing in front of the "Apache
House"—and the pride of the old woman's heart, who

kept the place
—was riddled over and over again, and every

woman in town scared into a fit of hysterics. Then the town

people rose up in their wrath and called on the marshal to put a

stop to it, or resign his office.

Now Jenkins, the Marshal, who held the position by virtue of

his ability to shoot quick and true, was something of a diplomat.

He was not anxious to have a row with any of the boys if it

could be avoided, and he was still further anxious not to lose the

confidence of the town people, a nominating convention being due

before long. Jenkins was a candidate for the Sheriff's office on

the Democratic ticket, and in Colorado County a nomination

on tbat ticket was equivalent to an election.

Accordingly, being of a diplomatic turn of mind, as aforesaid.
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he decided that a little scheming on his part might work to his

advantage. To this end, he rode off down to the little cotton-

wood "bosque" a few miles below town, where the outfit was

camped, busily engaged in shoeing up horses for another trip

into the mountains and overhauling the wagon generally.

The result of his visit was, that he was authorized by the guilty

"punchers" to enter into negotiations with the town Justice and

make some sort of terms with him, based upon their pleading

guilty and promising good behavior for the future.

All of this Jenkins successfully accomplished, and about three

o'clock the next afternoon the wily Marshal rode into town ac-

companied by eight or ten of the boys. Being arraigned before

the town barber, who upheld the dignity of the law for the town

as Justice of the Peace, they gravely plead guilty to disturbing the

peace and dignity of the place, were fined one dollar and costs

each, which they promptly paid and were profuse in their prom-
ises for the future.

But alas for such promises! "Cow punchers is pore weak

critters shore," old Dad, the cook, used to say ;
and before sunset

that day every last one of them, unmindful of promises or pledges,

was again full of enthusiasm and cheap whiskey.

"Tex," the bartender at the "Bucket of Blood," had all their

six-shooters behind the bar, and, for safety, he had slyly removed

all the cartridges and inserted empty shells in their place.

About sunset the gang started for camp, and with many warn-

ings from Tex not to shoot until clear out of town, he turned

over their weapons to them. They mounted their ponies and

struck out on a dead run down the main street, whooping and

yelling like a bunch of coyotes, but carefully refraining from

firing a shot. Below town, however, about half a mile, the white

"Yard Limit" sign of the railroad company, was too good a mark
for the crowd to pass unchallenged.

True, the heavy piece of boiler iron, some thirty inches across,

was pierced in a hundred places from previous attacks, but a few
more wouldn't hurt it

;
and Baldy Peters, the crack shot of the

camp, drew his revolver, and spurring his pony into a dead run,

took quick aim at the black spot in the centre and pulled trigger.

But no answering shot came, and although he tried all five

of the chambers (no true cowboy or frontiersman, ever carries

six cartridges in his revolver), they were all silent.

Baldy jerked his pony up on its haunches, and carefully ex-

amined the cylinder. Sure enough, every shell was there, but

empty.

Jack Gibson, who had followed Baldy, had the same luck, and

when the crowd all came up, a general investigation followed.
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It did not take them long to see that they had been tricked by
some one.

Their indignation knew no bounds. "Jes' to think," said Big
Pete." "Sposin' one of us ud a-got inter a row, and some blame

town galoot had a-drawed a gun on him, wouldn't he a-ben in a

fine ole fix, to a-jerked his hog-leg CCowboy—six-shooter3 and

nary a bean in the wheel?"

And the more they thought about it the madder they got. Re-

venge they must have. What its form they scarcely knew, nor

cared. Without more talk they all reloaded their weapons from

their well-filled belts and turned their horses' heads towards

town, speculating as they rode along as to just what they would

do to show the town of Horse Head the danger of monkeying
with a cow puncher's weapons.
As they slowly rode back they hatched up a plan suggested

from the fertile brain of Mac, the horse wrangler, that they

thought would, if successfully carried out, give them the requisite

amount of satisfaction for their wounded dignity.

It was on Tex, the bartender, and Jenkins, the town marshal,

that they poured out the vials of their wrath. Who else than

they, would have removed the cartridges from all those cylinders

and replaced them with empty shells?

Now they knew that Tex was the Marshal's right-hand man,
when it came to any trouble, and that, during the shipping season,

when the outfits were around town a good deal, each of them

kept a horse in the corral back of the Bucket of Blood, ready for

any emergency.

Arriving in town they proceeded to get gloriously full again,

while Tex and Jenkins, secure in the knowledge of all those

empty shells they had placed in their revolvers, enjoyed the fun

and allowed them full play.

Along towards ten o'clock, the boys all drifted down to the

only restaurant in Horse Head that kept open all night as well as

all day. It was kept by "Chinese Louie," an almond-eyed celes-

tial, who ran a store, a restaurant, a wash-house, and the village

photograph gallery, all under one long roof. Now when a

puncher gets into a restaurant, the only thing he craves is ham-

and-eggs. Of beef, he has a surfeit. The menu of the round-up

wagon is coffee, bread, and meat three times a day with awful

regularity. Therefore, the gang was soon busy, seated at the

long counter on the high stools. After they had eaten their

fill each wadded up his paper napkin and fired it at the cook, lit

a cigar from the case at the end of the counter, and paid his bill.

Then the fun opened by some one pulling a revolver, and taking

a shot at the big kerosene lamp that hung from the ceiling.
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In an instant fifty shots were fired, every lamp in the place

was out and bored full of holes, the fancy water-cooler that sat

in the corner was riddled, and the coffee and tea-pots on the big:

range behind the counter, as well as a lot more tempting marks

in the way of cooking utensils that hung over head on a rack,

were turned into sieves.

Poor Chinese Louie and his assistant lost no time in making
themselves scarce; and, after it got too dark, for want of lamp-

light, to see to §hoot anything more, the now hilarious punchers

swaggered out to their ponies standing quietly at the "snorting

Post," in front, and with a parting volley up the main street

towards the Bucket of Blood, rode furiously out of town.

Instead of going straight on down the railroad track, they

turned sharp to the left at the first corner, and headed for the

county bridge, which spanned the Rio Puerco at Horse Head.

This was a wooden structure, with huge beams over head and

some six or seven long spans.

Just as they turned the corner out of the main street, a couple

of shots whistled past the bunch, which showed that Tex and

the Marshal were alive and in pursuit. This was what the boys

wanted, and they gave shrill yells of defiance, as they pounded

through the heavy sand that covered the road to the bridge.

They slowed down along here to give their pursuers a chance

to catch up a little, and when Tex and the Marshal announced

their coming by more shots, some of which came pretty near into

the bunch of riders they fired a few in reply, and thundered across

the bridge at full speed, in spite of the warning sign, that prom-
ised all sorts of fines and imprisonments for any one "riding

across this bridge faster than a walk."

Along about the center span, four of the boys, Baldy Peters,

Jack Gibson, Dutch Henry, and Long Jim, dropped from their

saddles, their ropes in their hands, and, two on each side of the

roadway, in the shelter of the huge beams, hastily made loops in

their ropes and awaited the coming of the two pursuers.

The rest of the gang clattered across the bridge with shrill

whoops and out onto the hard rocky road beyond, with the four

loose horses following them as if their riders were still on their

backs.

Now the four men on the bridge were the most skillful rope-

tossers in all that range. When I say "rope tossers," I mean that

instead of swinging the rope around their heads before throwing,

they spread it out behind and to one side of them, and with a

quick graceful throw or toss, launched it with unerring aim over

the head of the animal at which they threw. This method is

used almost entirely in catching horses out of the "cavvyard,"
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and also in catching calves out of a herd, as it is done so quietly

and easily that the animal is snared before it has a chance to

dodge or move.

Now Tex and the Marshal were not quite so foolhardy or

ignorant as to feel that they could capture and arrest the crowd

they were after, but the Marshal wanted that nomination in the

fall and felt it was a good chance to make a "rep" for himself,

and Tex was to be his chief deputy if elected, so he was eager

to do something to prove his valor also.

Their idea, therefore, was to make a sort of "grand stand play,"

follow the boys out a way, fire a few shots after them at parting
and come back to town. Hearing them rattle across the bridge,

and out over the rocky road beyond it, they feared no trap or

ambush and so kept riding ahead in their wake, firing a shot every
few seconds as much to show the town people what they were up
to as anything else.

As they passed the spot where the four boys were awaiting

them, four silent ropes settled down over the heads and shoulders

of the luckless officers of the law. Going at full speed as they

were, there was no chance to throw off those snake-like coils,

and the two riders were jerked backwards over their horses' hips,

and landed heavily upon the hard plank flooring of the bridge.

The Marshal's six-shooter went off into the air, as he wildly

threw up his arms to clear his body of that python-like embrace,

while the one Tex held in his hands flew off into space and

drooped into the muddy waters below. Both were stunned by
the force of the fall, and lay as if dead on the bridge, but no

sooner had they struck than they were promptly "covered" by
the four men.

The avengers first took their small "hogging ropes" (a short

piece of rope about six feet long, which every well-regulated

puncher carries either in his saddle pocket or else around his

waist, to be used in tying together the feet of any cow or steer he

might have to tie down on the range), and secured their pris-

oner's wrists firmly behind their backs ; then they took one rope
and wound it round and round the men's bodies from shoulders

to heels, so that moving their feet or arms was a matter of im-

possibility.

To do this was not hard, for both men were stunned from their

fearful fall, and lay like dogs while the boys worked on them.

The end of the second rope they passed through under the arms,

around the body and tied in a "bowline hitch" behind the back.

The two luckless officers were by this time regaining conscious-

ness and began to curse and struggle, but to no avail.
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At first they feared they were to be hung, and begged for their

lives like good fellows; but as they were swung off the edge of

the bridge and found how they were lashed with ropes, they

plead even more fervently ;
for it looked as if the boys meant to

drown them like rats in a cage. But all to no avail. The boys
never answered a word, but went ahead with their work in the

most matter-of-fact way imaginable.

The ropes, tied as they were, suspended the men by the arms

in such a way that they hung fairly upright, and without any

particular pain or suffering from them.

Now the water of the Puerco is about as vile-smelling and

oleaginous stuff as any one ever saw, tasted or smelled
; indeed

the offensiveness of the water suggested the name of the river.

Especially in time of floods, does it deserve its name. The water,

then, is more like thin gruel, of a yellowish red color, and smells

to Heaven.

Into this mess the conspirators slowly lowered the two officers

of the law, regardless of their prayers, entreaties, threats or

curses, of each of which the two men poured out a liberal supply
in tones to wake the dead.

A turn of the rope about a rod of the bridge served to check

the speed of their descent, and, while Baldy Peters got over the

railing and down onto the stone abutment that he might the

better see how far to lower the men, the rest held onto the ropes

and let them down.

Baldy, crouching low on the abutment peered down into the

darkness and gave orders for the work, so that when he gave the

word to tie the two ropes, each man was swinging in water about

breast deep.

He clambered back onto the bridge, saw that the ropes were

tied securely to the bridge timbers, and the four punchers hastened

out into the darkness after the rest of the gang, who were waiting
for them not far off.

The next morning about daybreak four horsemen rode out of

the camp and headed for the New Mexico line, across which they
felt themselves reasonably safe, for they well knew that the

Marshal would never follow and bring them back to relate in

court the way they outwitted him and Tex. All they feared was

that he would take a shot at them the first time he got sight of

them, as he certainly would have done had he ever "met up with"

either of the guilty four.

The boys were "drifters" anyhow, as much at home in one place

as another, and good hands were always in demand on the

ranches in those days ; so it mattered little where they brought up.
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As for the Marshal and Tex, their first impression was that they
were to be lynched ;

then they thought they were to drown, which

was even worse; finally, however, when they realized what the

boys really meant to do, their rage knew no bounds.

I honestly think that the Marshal would have preferred to be

hung; for he quickly foresaw that when they were rescued, the

ridicule that the affair would cause throughout the county would

everlastingly kill his chances for any office. Had they been hung,
or even drowned, they would have been heroes, even though dead

heroes, but this trick would turn a laugh against them as long
as they lived. In spite of the cold greasy water in which they

swung and floated, for all the world, as one of the rescuers put it

the next morning, "like a couple of cork floats on a fish line,"

their blood fairly boiled with rage, at the thought of how they had

been tricked.

Luckily for the two unfortunates, right below the place from

which they were lowered, instead of the river running in its

regular channel, there was a great eddy, or swirl, where the water

had cut out a deep hole in the sandy river-bed. Here the water

was quite deep and had but little movement except a slow circling

motion. In this the two officers swung at anchor from midnight
until broad daylight. The water caused the ropes to shrink and

draw, until they suffered a great deal where they cut into their

wrists, making it an utter impossibility for them to untie the

knots although they worked for hours trying to get them loose in

some way.
The water was cold and their limbs soon became so numb that

they could hardly move either hands or legs.

The boys, in lowering them down, had been cunning enough
to fasten them far enough apart so they could not aid each other

to get loose, and while, from the motion of the water, they occa-

sionally bumped up against one another, they quickly drifted

apart as helpless as if in two straight jackets.

About sunrise, a Mormon boy belonging to a freighter outfit

that was camped over in town, going out after the horses which

had been taken across the river the night before to graze, came

whistling down the road to the bridge, and started across it.

As soon as his first footfalls were heard on the flooring of the

structure, the two almost helpless men below roused up and

began to call as loudly as they were able, what with their numb

lips and jaws that were chattering like castanets.

The lad took one hasty look over the railing of the bridge, and

with a shriek of terror, fled towards town as fast as his feet could

carry him.
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Here he told the first man he met that he had seen two bodies

hanging to the bridge, and a crowd was soon on the way to the

river, expecting to find the results of a vigilance committee sus-

pended from the stringers.

Well, to make a long story short, they pulled them up onto the

bridge, and cut the ropes that bound them. Both men were so

stifif that they had to be carried to town, and the doctor and

several men worked over them for more than an hour rubbing
their stiffened limbs and restoring the circulation.

They each caught horrible colds and it was a wonder they

didn't botli die from the exposure. However, when they told

the story of their capture, the whole town went to laughing.

The more they laughed, the more ridiculous the whole thing

seemed to grow to the rough and ready men of the place.

Of course the story lost nothing in the telling and soon the

entire county was laughing too.

Jenkins's chief political opponent made the most of it and as

there is nothing in the world so deadly as ridicule under such

conditions, Jenkins was literally laughed into political obscurity.

About that tim.e Wells-Fargo Express Company feared a hold-

up along the road and were looking for guards, and Jenkins and

Tex, glad to leave the scene of their adventure, secured positions

as guards and soon dropped out of Horse Head society as repre-

sented by the gang around the Bucket of Blood and its vicinity.

The boys of the Cross J outfit, the next time they came into

town, chipped in a dollar each and gave it to old Dad, the cook,

who was counted as the luckiest "wheel" player in the country.

Dad took the money, and, with a burst of good luck, soon ran

it up to something over a hundred dollars at the roulette wheel.

This entire amount he gave to Jackson, the wagon boss, who went

down to Chinese Louie's place, and poured it all out onto the

counter before his astonished eyes, as a peace offering from the

"shoot-em-up" crowd that had wrecked his place.

That night about midnight, Louie and his assistant set out to

the boys the very swellest ''feed" his culinary abilities could

prepare, and the affair of the shooting-up of Horse Head was thus

amicably settled over the viands that the Chinaman had furnished*

But to this very hour they haven't gotten over laughing about

the way the Cross J boys put the Marshal and T^x to soak that

night under the bridge, in the cold, nasty waters of the Rio

Puerco.

Dorsey N. M.
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THE EYES or JUDAH.
By WASHINGTON MATHEWS.

I^^HE portals of the synagogue before me open wide ;

X And slowly through them from within there pours a living

tide.

I stand beside the steps and gaze upon each passing face,

And in the eyes of Judah read the story of a race.

The sordid eyes of Judah—the eyes to earth cast down,

While, all unseen above them an angel holds a crown ;

The eyes of Judas fallen from sainthood and from fame,

To gain, with his poor silver dole, an execrated name.

The noble eyes of Judah—of men whose great names throng

The pages of our history, whose deeds inspire our song.

O, Fold of Judah ; fruitful, throughout the vanished years,

In statesmen, bards and martyrs, in sages and in seers.

The warlike eyes of Judah—that seldom shine today
As on the night when Gideon bade three hundred trumpets play ;

The eyes of David when he smote Goliath with a stone.

Of Joshua when he stopped the moon in fateful Ajalon.

The patient eyes of Judah—through many hundred years

They've lifted to Jehovah their glances dimmed with tears ;

In Ghetto and in Judenstrass, in dungeon and in flame.

They've watched for a Messiah, for such as never came.

The crafty eyes of Judah—with arching glance and wise—
O, Leah the forsaken! had Laban not such eyes?
Was such the glance of Jacob, when, speaking filial words.

He practiced cunning arts and robbed thy father's herds?

The love-lit eyes of Judah—that conquered hearts of stone,

That won Ahasuerus' love and guided Persia's throne.

Today, O, glorious Esther ! the lights of Purim shine

In memory of the conquest of those brave eyes of thine.

The cruel eyes of Judah—that saw the thorny crown

Upon His bleeding temples by heavy hands pressed down,

And gleamed when scornful laughter with mocking shouts did

blend:

"If Thou art truly Son of God, now from the cross descend !"

The tender eyes of Judah—such eyes as lit the face

Of dying Jesus when he prayed for mercy on his race—
His palate parched with thirst, his brow damp with the mortal

dew:

"O, Father mine ! Forgive them ; the}'- know not what they do."

Washinartoa, D. C.
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HER HERITAGE.
By KATHRYNE WILSON.

HE long, quivering rays of the afternoon sun

fell aslant the clumps of sage-brush that

dotted the plain, and threw ragged shadows

upon the alkaline soil. Hovering just over

the tops of the bushes, the heat waves trem-

bled uncertainly, and then rose languidly into the

thin, limpid air. In a gully, between two undula-

tions of the plain too insignificant to be termed

hills, a bit of moisture had seeped down, and there a little plot

of bunch-grass eked out its pale-green existence in defiance of

the hot winds that swept across the parched prairie land.

On the bosom of this little oasis and within the shadow cast

by one of the mounds, a girl lay outstretched, with hands clasped
under her head and eyes fixed dreamily upon a faint blue line

just above the horizon to the westward. Near by, a pinto pony,
with reins dangling loosely between his forefeet, was making
futile attempts to convert a pink sunbonnet into fodder.

The occasional bellow of cattle or the tinkle of a cowbell came

faintly from a distance through the hazy, pink-blue atmosphere
that hung between earth and sky. Crickets chirped shrilly and

hopped about discontentedly from shadow to shadow. The

dreamy, drowsy languor of midsummer was abroad in the land
—a midsummer that, on the cattle ranges of Eastern Montana,
is a seemingly endless monotony, aggravated by the sense of

isolation which such an expanse of country conveys.
The girl was in the depths of a reverie. The blue line at

which she gazed was a mountain range, an outskirt of the Rock-

ies, visible through the rarified air a hundred miles away. It

lay close down to the edge of the plain in a faint, irregular form
—a mere phantom. But to the prairie girl it represented civili-

zation, ambition, happiness. It meant the end of mere existence

and the beginning of life. It meant intercourse with other hu-

man beings, contact with the world. For over there, beyond
that spur, lay the capitol of the state—a city of thousands of peo-

ple. Thousands! How enormous that word seemed to her,

whose experience had been limited to a little universe of perhaps

twenty-five individuals.

Once she had been there—to Helena. Her father had taken

her when he went to sell a large herd of cattle. She wondered if

she would ever forget it. At the depot had been lined up square

"buggies" with windows, and the bewildering shouts of the

drivers had given her a panic of fear. Then for the first time
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she had seen street cars, and she had not ceased wondering at

them before she found herself in a hotel, which, with its blue-

velvet chairs, chenille curtains and red carpet, had seemed to her

a dream of loveliness.

She had walked the streets with her father in a dazed kind of

way, confused by the people, the wagons, the carriages and the

gaily-decked show-windows where she feasted her eyes on things

she had never known were in existence. The street hawkers

were objects of curiosity to her. There was the candy-and-

peanut vender who called out his wares persuasively. And the

fat old horse-radish man clad in blue jumper and overalls, with

his basket of horse-radish over one arm, standing on a corner

waiting for custom. The newsboys shrieked into her ears, the

car-bells clanged, whistles blew, wagons rattled over the ill-

paved streets—the whole jangling, bumping, indescribable hub-

bub of a western town lent itself to augment the bewilderment of

which the little country girl found herself the victim.

Then of a sudden a new thing came into her life. Something
within her seemed to burst into bloom and suffuse her whole be-

ing with a kind of enchantment. For a moment sht was lost

to all consciousness of self, of her surroundings, of everything
but the beauty of the vision she beheld.

Moving leisurely down the narrow street had swept a carriage

drawn by two black horses, in jingling silver harness, driven

by a black man in brass buttons. There was something awe-in-

spiring in the dignity and importance of that black man, but his

glory was effaced by a far more wondrous grandeur; for leaning
back luxuriously on the cushions of the carriage, was a beautiful

lady with all the grace of a fabled princess. For a moment, as

she glided by, there was a glimmer of sunlight in her hair, the

glitter of jewels, the shimmer and flutter of dainty silk—and

that was all. But a pair of blue eyes had drunk in the charm of

it, and a care-free heart had had its first taste of envy and dis-

content.

Later, her father had taken her to walk over on the west side

to see some of the large houses, and once more her lips quaffed
from the cup of knowledge. She was learning her own limita-

tions.

There was a big brown-stone house with polished marble steps
and pillars, and, the front door being open, she caught a glimpse,
as she passed, of a huge hall with slippery floors, fur rugs, and

beautiful chairs. It was all so new, so beautiful, so real, so

different from that which was her heritage ! It was a revelation.

She had come home again to the boundless freedom of the

prairie country, but things were different. In the days, weeks,
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months that went by she heard the noise of city traffic above

the lowing of the cattle and the calls of the cow-boys. As she

looked out over the rolling ranges, brown and dry from the sun,

she saw buildings and streets and lawns and residences. When
she rode her pinto for miles over the plain, she dreamed she

was in a carriage, rolling leisurely down the avenue. It was
not till the snows had gone with the spring "chinooks," that she

forgot a little. It was not until other things came to her that

her visions changed to occasional day-dreams. Then she stole

off once in a while to indulge her fancy and pave free rein to

her imagination as she was doing today.
She was building air castles. With the sky as a background

and the blue range as a foundation, she had built a palace
—an

immense brown-stone palace, with towers, minarets and gables

many times more grand than the one she had seen. An expan-
sive lawn sloped away in terraces and a massive wrought-iron
gate separated the driveway from the public avenue. Just with-
out the gateway stood a carriage, a copy of the real one
she had seen, black horses, silver-trimmed harness, black driver

and all. But the lady who sat enthroned in her splendor was
not the one who had occupied the carriage in Helena. This one
was younger, more gorgeously dressed, more smilingly beauti-

ful. It was herself—she of the cattle ranch, of the sage-brush,
of the outer world. To her belonged all this panoplv of wealth,
this luxury, this happiness, this success! She was of the world;
she was admired, envied, feted and imitated. The cravings of

a huno-ry heart were satisfied and she was gloriously happy.
Suddenly the palace vanished to nothingness, the terraces

faded awav into clumps of sage-brush. The coach disappeared
with its lady, and the dim blue line wavered alone in the tremb-
linj? haze. A sound, faint but clear, had been borne to the ears

of the dreaming girl
—a sound she knew better than the tinkle of

a cow-bell or the chirp of a cricket. She sat up, her lips open-
ing in an expectant smile, and in a voice mellow with eagerness,
she s^ave an answering call.

"La-la-lay-he-ho ! La-la-lay-he-ho !"

A minute, two, three went by, then the gallop of a horse's feet,

the rreak of a saddle, a step and a voice.

"^Vhere's my girl?"
With a sprinsr she was in the arms of a tall, brown youth,

whose wide sombrero, flannel shirt and leather "chaps" would
have betrayed him anywhere.
A little later, as the sun crept down behind the blue ridge in

the west, a marvelous red and gold glow wrapped the plain in

a limpid radiance and turned the colorless glare of the soil into

soft pastel shades of rose and violet. And guided by a faint low-

ing of the distant herds, two figures, arm in arm, wound their

wav in and out of the sage-brush clum.ps, oblivious of everything
but each other, while two pinto ponies ambled aimlessly along be-

hind.

Seattle, Wash.
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' A SUCCESS or TWO CENTURIES.
By WILLIAM E. SMYTHE.

@pHE Irrigation Movement," writes N. O. Nelson, the St.

1 Louis manufacturer and philanthropist, "is one of the

howling successes of the two centuries," The statement
is true and will bear analysis. The movement has survived the

years and grown constantly in strength and popularity. Holding
fast to its first great purpose, which was to reclaim the largest

possible area and create the largest possible number of homes, it

has persistently broadened its foundation by annexing new fields

of thought and developing a wider sphere of activity. It has

inspired a considerable literature, brought forth new principles of

statesmanship, injected new issues into politics, and, in short,

made real history—with the promise of far more in the pregnant

days of the future. These things certainly constitute such a

degree of success as has seldom been realized by a popular move-

ment in so brief a time as thirteen years.

The twelfth annual session of the National Irrigation Congress
sat at El Paso, Texas, for four days, beginning November it;, 1904.

Twenty-four States and Territories were represented by regu-

larly appointed delegates. A commodious hall had been erected

by the citizens of El Paso for the occasion, and this hall was
filled to its utmost capacity when President William A. Clark of

Montana called the Convention to order.

Executive Chairman C. B. Boothe had arranged a novel pro-

gram, by which the Congress was divided into five sections,

meeting in as many diflFerent halls ; except for the opening and

closing sessions, when it was essential tbat the entire body should

. be assembled under one roof. The scope of the Congress has

grown to such proportions that it is almost imoossible to carry

out a comprehensive program in four days without subdivision

into sections. The advantage of this arrangement will be much
more obvious in the ofKcial report than it was to the delegates.

As a matter of fact, the plan proved somewhat bewildering to

those who were interested in the work of all sections and who
could not attend any one of them without feeling that they might
be missing something important which was transpiring elsewhere.

It resulted in a smaller attendance than many a distinguished

speaker was fairly entitled to, yet the contribution to the litera-

ture of the movement was very greatly enhanced. It is likely

that future congresses will develop such a modification of the

plan as to admit of the subdivision of the program into well de-

fined subjects while permitting a much larger portion of the dele-

gates to enjoy the entire proceedings.
The five sections dealt, respectively, with Engineering, For-
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estry, Climatology, Colonization, and Practical Methods of Irri-

gation. Each had the benefit of the ripest knowledge and

greatest ability the country affords, and all were in the highest

degree educational. No adequate summary of their work could

even be suggested in a brief article, but readers are earnestly ad-

vised to secure a copy of the Official Proceedings, soon to be

issued by Secretary Gifford, of the El Paso Committee.

The great speeches of the Congress were those of Senator

Francis G. Newlands, who plead for the building of the Republic
as opposed to the exploitation of empire and pointed out the

absolute necessity of keeping the Reclamation Service clear of

all partisan politics; of Senator William A. Clark, whose ad-

vocacy of the reform of the land laws and the preservation of the

public domain for the benefit of the people made a profound im-

pression upon the audience; and of George H. Maxwell, who,
with tremendous earnestness, pointed out the social and economic

disaster impending if we continue to destroy the watersheds of

our streams by reckless forestry and indiscriminate grazing. Each

of these addresses was accompanied by evidences of deep interest

and enthusiasm and will doubtless exert a far reaching influence

on public opinion.

The platform adopted represented a distinct step in advance,
for its proposals are truly constructive. To begin with, there is

the demand that the great State of Texas shall receive the benefits

of National Irrigation. The resolution is as follows:

It is the opinion of the National Irrigation Congress that the irri-

gation law be so extended as to include the Stdte of Texas within its

provisions in so far as to permit the Secretary of the Interior to direct

engineers of the United States Reclamation Service to examine and
report upon feasible irrigation projects, and, when approved according
to the terms of said law, to superintend their construction, to the
end that Texas may have the benefit of the same service that is now
extended to the other arid sections.

There are no public lands in Texas belonging to the United
States. For this reason, the Lone Star State was not included in

the communities to receive the benefit of the reclamation fund

accruing from the sale of public lands under the Act of June 17,

1902. It will be noticed that this resolution does not suggest the

expenditure of any part of the reclamation fund for the actual

construction of irrigation works in Texas, but only provides that

the Reclamation Service shall extend its investigations to that

State and loan the services of its engineers to supervise construc-

tion. The cost of building works would have to be met in some
other way, presumably by the use of capital raised on the security
of lands in State or private ownership. This resolution has a

direct relation to another important part of the El Paso platform,
which will be presently discussed. It is pleasant to note that the
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people of Texas are deeply grateful to the Irrigation Congress for

its expression in their behalf and that active steps toward the

realization of the plan will be taken at an early day.

Reform of the Land Laws.

The feature of the El Paso declaration which has attracted the

widest attention is the unqualified demand for a complete revision

of existing land laws. This is the outcome of a battle which has

raged fiercelv in the West during the past decade. Those who
have been familiar with the struggle will observe with interest

the details of the resolution adopted at El Paso. It completely
meets the three principal objections which have been made to the

repeal of the present law. These were, first, that the program was

radical, revolutionary, and wholly without precedent; second,
that the proposition was to destroy what we now have and pro-

vide nothing in its place; third, that forest lieu-scrip would con-

tinue in existence and be enormously enhanced in value.

These are the resolutions which were adopted by an over-

whelming majority after an animated debate :

It is the sense of this Congress that the remaining public domain
should be sacredly preserved to all the people of the United States
and should be rigidly reserved for the beneht of actual homeseekers
who will live upon the land and in good faith cultivate the soil.

We recognize that much has been accomplished to this end. Under
the provisions of the Isiational irrigation i-aw, forty million acres of

agricultural land have been withdrawn from entry except under that

Act, and from the operation of laws which permit the absorption of

public land for private speculation, and eighty million acres ot timber
land have been withdrawn from entry in order to protect the water-

'

sheds, thereby increasing the sources of water supply and conserving
the public good.

In further nursuance of this wisely established policy of preserving
the public domain in the interests of the entire people, we urge the

repeal of the Timber and Stone Act, of the Desert Land Law, and of

the commutation clause of the Homestead Act.

As a substitute for the Timber and Stone Act, we favor the adoption
of a bill passed by the upper branch of Congress at the last session

repealing the said Act and providing for the sale of stumpage and for

the application of the proceeds thereof to the reclamation fund.

As a substitute for the Desert Land Law and the commutation
clause of the Homestead Law, we recommend an Arid Homestead
Law, which shall limit the entry of any one individual to one hun-
dred and sixty acres, which shall permit a reasonable intervening

period for reclamation before requiring continuous residence, pro-

vided, however, that after reclamation the occupant shall be required

.
to live on the land five years before securing title, as settlers are re-

quired to do under the National Irrigation Law.
We also recommend the repeal of all Acts permitting the selection

of lieu lands, including any and all laws authorizing the issuance of

any kind of land scrip, and recommend legislation for the valuation

and purchase, by the Government, if necessary, of all land in private

ownership within the limits of forest reserve.

There is a program which meets every honest objection, yet

concedes nothing to those who desire to plunder the people and

use public property for private speculation. If this program had

been offered at Ogden last year, instead of the naked demand for

the repeal of the laws, it probably would have prevailed.
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More Money for Home-Making.
Another declaration of surpassing interest and importance—

one which may readily open the way for a policy which will in-

crease the efficiency of the National Irrigation Law tenfold with-

out asking Congress for a single dollar or one new line of legis-

lation—is the following:

We would not have the West depend alone upon national aid in

the development of its resources. We urs^e the several Western States
and Territories to adopt lep'islation providing: for the formation of ir-

rigation districts which shall be able to raise funds by the sale of

bonds, s^id districts to be organized only upon approval by the Sec-

retary of the Interior, who shall employ the engineers of the Reclam-
ation Service in the construction of district irrigation works. By
this means the reclamation fund will be supplemented to the extent
of millions of dollars by every State and Territorv, while the benefits

of National administration will be vastlv extended. We commend
this subject to the earnest attention of the legislatures of our
Western States and Territories.

This plan was devised by the writer and first submitted to the

State Irrigation Association at Modesto, California, last October.

It was unanimously indorsed by that convention. It was then

presented to the Engineering Section at El Paso in the course of

a speech on the reform of State water laws. It met with favor-

able response at the hands of an audience almost exclusively com-

posed of trained and experienced minds. Frederick H. Newell.

Chief Engineer of the United States Reclamation Service, in-

stantly rose to speak and declared that this idea alone made the

El Paso meeting worth while—that the idea was feasible and

practicable and would enable the Government to increase the

sphere of its operations enormously. The plan was subsequently

presented to the Committee on Resolutions and to the Congress

itself, by both of which it was unanimously indorsed. It is the

hope of Texas and points the way by which it can obtain the

benefits of national irrigation. But it is equally important in

every other State. It is likely that California will lead in the

adoption of the policy.

The California District Law failed, largely because of lack of

expert supervision, resulting weakness of administration. Under
the new plan, districts would be formed only after investigation

by the Reclamation Service. When approved, the work would be

constructed by national engineers, but paid for from the pro-

ceeds of district bond sales. Investigation and supervision would

be at the cost of the reclamation fund. When works are com-

pleted and in operation they would be turned over to the manage-
ment of the landowners in accordance with district laws.

A Remarkably Fruitful Meeting.

On returning to Washington Senator Newlands declared that

the El Paso Congress was the most fruitful in the history of the
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irrigation movement. "It practically settled the controversy be-

tween New Mexico and Texas," said the Senator, "and the inter-

national contest between the United States and Mexico, as to the

waters of the Rio Grande, by bringing the delegates from New
Mexico, Texas and Mexico into agreement as to the location of

the great dam and reservoirs at Elephant Buttes in New Mexico."

He went on to comment enthusiastically upon the resolutions in

favor of the revision of the land laws and the extension of national

irrigation work through the co-operation of local districts with

the Reclamation Service. This seems to be the general opinion
of those who attended the convention. The remarkable success

of the movement continues unabated, though its greatest history

yet remains to be made.

The Congress of 1905 will meet at Portland, Oregon, at the

time of the Lewis and Clark Exposition. Its President will be

Hon. George Cooper Pardee, Governor of California, who was
chosen as the successor of Senator Clark at the recent meeting.
He wielded the gavel during the last hours at El Paso and was

greatly admired for his ability in dispatching business and keep-

ing the convention in the best temper, notwithstanding the

stormy debate. There is every reason to expect that "one of the

howling successes of the two centuries" will continue its trium-

phant progress on that occasion.

San Diesro, Cal.

PONCE DE LEON AND HIS MEN.
By R. E. LEE GIBSON.

Jf^ITHER of old, Spain's banner in the van,

(Sf jf A hardy train, bold cavaliers, in sooth.

Came ; and the Fountain of Perpetual youth

Sought 'mid the trackless wilds Floridian.

For somewhere there, a native rumor ran,

The fountain gushed—and they would know the truth.

Their path was fraught with treachery and ruth.

And wretchedly they perished man by man.

Their bones were scattered in that alien soil ;

Heroes they were and martyrs they became :

And all in vain was their adventurous toil ;

No stream they found that could their youth reclaim ;

But valor never was oblivion's spoil,

They chanced instead on wells of deathless fam.e.

Los Angreles.
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is true enough that a historical work run-

- . - , ,^„, ..•• ,." ling to fifty-five volumes, and costing, com-
** '

' '""

plete, more than $200, would hardly be looked

for on a list of "best selling books." Yet in this land of exceeding Hteracy,

with colleges and universities and normal schools crowding thickly, each

making a show of possessing a working library—to say nothing of Mr. Car-

negie's libraries spattered over the map—one might suppose that such a work

would be assured of some moderate support. Particularly should this be true

if it covered a field almost new to English students, yet of vital importance

to statesmen and captains of industry, as well as to mere students of history ;

if it covered that field thoroughly for more than four centuries; if it made

available for the first time to students a great number of important and inter-

esting "sources ;" and if it were entirely without a rival or a substitute. To

say no more than this of The Philippine Islands: 1493-1898 would be but

cold praise for an undertaking so carefully planned and carried out in so

thorough and scholarly a fashion. Yet its publishers, the Arthur H. Clark

Co., of Cleveland, are now obliged to announce that less than 100 sets have

been placed in the United States, and that the total support, though larger

abroad than here, is still so small that they are facing serious financial loss.

They propose to carry out their agreements with the comparatively few sub-

scribers and to complete the work even at a heavy loss; but they are obliged

to limit the loss as far as possible. Hereafter, therefore, they will print only

enough of each volume to meet orders received before February ist and will

dstroy all surplus copies of the earlier volumes. After that date the series

will not be purchasable.

If it is difficult to write with moderation concerning the presiding deities

of public institutions who fail to see that they might better scrimp a little on

the supply of the latest novel for the sake of placing at the disposal of seri-

ous workers the tools which are indispensable, it is even harder to be patient

with a certain class of individuals—the people who profess to care for this

sort of work and who are amply able to help it along, but who think they

can't afford to buy the series. If fifty sets had been ordered in California

alone for private libraries, that would have been, not a large, but a decent

sale. In reality only seven sets have been ordered in the entire United States,

apart from those ordered taken by public institutions. Seven sets!

It is probable—at least, it is to be hoped—that some intending patrons have

designedly postponed making their wishes known until the series approached

completion. It is largely for the benefit of such would-be buyers that this

paragraph is written. Merely as evidence that I am most entirely in earnest

in my recommendation, I will mention (confidentially) that I sent to the

publishers today my personal order for the entire series—since the sending

of copies for review will be discontinued.

Among the historical novels appearing in 1904 I count Upton
Sinclair's Manassas as unmistakably the one of the most sig-

nificance. Indeed, it is one of the very few novels which have

A NOVEL
THAT
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any just claim to be called "historical" at all. Almost all of them have no
vital relation v/hatever to history. Even when some pains has been taken to

follow the record, the history is commonly no more than a background before

which adventurous gallants and winsome maidens may be effectively posed.
Mr. Sinclair, on the other hand, has undertaken seriously—and it seems to

me successfully—to interpret history throueh the medium of fiction. He has

chosen the period just preceding the Civil War, and has set before his read-

ers the conditions which led up to that war as they appeared to the most
active participants on either side. To this end he selects as central figure

a Mississippi lad of aristocratic family, and takes him to Boston in 1850. The
youngster had left that marvelous orator of the South, Yancey of Alabama;
it is not long before he falls under the spell of Frederick Douglass while

that black statesman tells what Slavery means to the Slave. Later he returns

home, and plantation life looks verv different to him. Within himself there

is no peace, nor is he long left in peace from without. In the end he must
choose between nearly everything that has been dear to him, and the larger

duty.

There is nothing like a love-story in this novel, and no "plot" in the com-

monplace sense. Yet it is to me a thrilling and fascinating tale. Among the

most notable passages are those in which Yancey and Douglass and their

audiences are described. They have in them that rare power to make the

reader see and hear and quiver, with the emotion-swept listeners.

This volume ends with the first great battle of the war. It is planned as

the first of a trilogy, the second dealing with the war itself, and the third

with the reconstruction period. If Mr. Sinclair can maintain the note he

has struck, he will make a really notable addition to American literature. The
Macmill-n Co., New York. $1.50.

AN For all its six hundred pages. The Divine Fire is not a whit too long.
H"i-Ess It might be defined as a study in evolution and degeneration ; but novel

GENIUS.
readers who do not care for the study—or, for that matter, do not per-

ceive it—will find it sufficiently interesting as a plain novel. Of the two leading

men, sharply contrasted, one is an Oxford don, fastidious, critical and schol-

arly; the other, a genius—a young poet of remarkable power, who is insecure

as to his "h's" and earns his living in the second-hand department of his

,
father's Bookselling Emporium. The one fights his way steadily upward

through all disabilities, struggling always toward the higher good as he sees

it; the other slips away at last from his own self-respect. A host of other

characters appear, every one well drawn and entertaining, and the principal

love-story is charmingly handled—altogether a book of more than passing

consequence. The name on the title-page is May Sinclair—one which I must

admit to be wholly unfamiliar to me, even at the cost of arguing myself

unknown. But this book alone is sufficient to make a solid reputation. Henry
Holt & Co., New York ; C. C. Parker, Los Angeles. $1.50.

THE SPORT Whether Bliss Perry is recalling the five-year-old who, after watch-
or

ing his father depart a-rabbit-hunting, shouldered his wooden sword,
KINGS.

^^^^ dragging his reluctant rabbit by a string, sallied forth upon the

hrty Vermont road "to get a lion for breakfast," or whether he is discuss-

ing the relative advantage to a college president of induration of the epidermis

and of the conscience, his essays are a constant delight. The Amateur Spirit

contains half a dozen of them, which have for a central theme the significance

of the amateur spirit in carrying forward the daily work of the world. It is

less irrelevant to the subject under discussion than appears on the surface

to suggest that any Boston editor who really wanted a Lion for breakfast

might have found, lurking among the forests of Cambridge, at about the time
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this paragraph is written, one who has been missing from his Den for some

weeks. But since slushy weather and a lost trunk form a combination to

rasp the temper of the most amiable beast, there might be some question as

to which would supply the breakfast when Lion and Editor met up with each

other. Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston. $1.25 net.

A book "designed for all persons interested in the control of fewer
schools and of school systems" assuredly appeals to an audience ot teachers

sufficient size. William Estabrook Chancellor claims no smaller
^^^ better.

range than this for his Our Schools; Their Administration and Supervision—
and has earned it. The book is written not from the standpoint of the teacher,

but from that of the recently differentiated class of school managers or super-

visors. There is no space here to follow Mr. Chancellor in his thorough-going
consideration of his many-sided subject, but I may quote the words with which

he closes :

. . . the welfare of the American people, the permanence of its

democracy, depends upon free public education, upon its extent and

thoroughness, and upon its vitality. Liberty is a matter not only of

the heart, but also of the mind; and all those who realize this will

constitute themselves enthusiastic advocates of the severest restric-

tions upon the entrance of teachers into the profession, and of far

greater rewards than now fall to those competent to direct the devel-

opment of the American society of the future.

D. C. Heath & Co., Boston.

The Long Ago and the Later On, by George Tisdale Bromley, is precisely

the book which might have been expected from that Dean of the World's

Good Fellows. "Uncle George" has discovered the secret of being eight-

seven years young, and in his reminiscences of eighty years one will search

in vain for a harsh, a cynical, or a weary word. Through his whole life

Uncle George has been meeting none but jovial, generous, kind-hearted peo-

ple
—at any rate, no other sort appear in his recollections. The book is ded-

icated to the Bohemian Club, of San Francisco, of which he is the Perpetual

High Priest—and the best-loved member. A. M. Robertson, San Francisco.

$1.50 net.

It seems to me that Hall Caine must have broken all previous popular-

novelist records of piling up the agony, with his Prodigal Son. Certainly the

variety and depth of the spiritual torments endured by all the leading char-

acters is amazing. Fortunately, no one has to read Hall Caine who doesn't

want to—always excepting the reviewer—while those who do relish him will

find him more relishing than ever in this book. D. Appleton & Co., New
York. $1.50.

Upland Pastures, by Adeline Knapp, is but a small volume, yet satisfying
in every way in the "Author's Autograph Edition," of which a copy comes to

me. It is one of the "outdoor books," with a little botany and a little phil-

osophy and a good deal of good-humored companionship—a combination
which should please most readers. The frontispiece, from a Keith painting,
is a gem. Paul Elder & Co., San Francisco.

Between author, illustrator and publisher, Yosemite Legends appear in dis-

tinctly presentable fashion. Miss Smith and Miss Lundborg have collab-

orated admirably for the purpose they had in mind—which, be it understood,
was neither a scientific record of Indian legends nor a series of Yosemite
views. Paul Elder & Co., San Francisco. $2.00 net; postage 10 cents.

How four girls earned the summer's rent of a little house all for their

ownselves by pulling weeds, and what they did with it form the material for

Carroll Watson Rankin's Dandelion Cottage. It will interest the young
girls for whose reading it was intended Henry Holt & Co., New York. $1.50.

Charles Amadon Moody.
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Omar and Fitzgerald, and Other Poems, by John G. Jury. A. M. Rob-

ertson, San Francisco. $1.25 net.

The Elements of Plane and Solid Analytic Geometry, by Albert L. Candy,
Ph. D. D. C. Heath & Co., Boston.

Fundamentals of Child Study; "A Discussion of Instincts and Other Fac-

tors in Human Development, with Practical Applications," by Edwin A.

Kirkpatrick, B. S., M. Ph. The Macmillan Co., New York.

A Modern School, by Paul H. Hanus, Professor of the History and Art

of Teaching, in Harvard University. The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.25

net.

Rhymes From a Round-Up Camp, by Wallace David Coburn; illustrated by

Charles M. Russell. G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York. $1.50 net.

Poccalito, a Tale of Telegraph Hill, and Other Tales, by Eugenia Kellogg.

"The Unknown Publisher," San Francisco.

The Divine Vision, poems, by "A. E." The Macmillan Co., New York.

$1.25 net.

The Hour Glass, and Other Plays (being Volume -Two of Plays for an

Irish Theatre), by W. B. Yeats. The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.25 net.

Love Triumphant ; "A Book of Poems," by Frederic Lawrence Knowles.

Dana Estes & Co., Boston. $1.00 net; postage 10 cents.

Lamech, by Mrs. N. B. Williamson. Whitaker & Ray Co., San Francisco.

$1.00.

Reminiscences of a Trip Across the Plains in 1840 and Early Days in

California, by Luella Dickenson. The Whitaker & Ray Co., San Francisco.

$2.00.

Truth and Freedom, by Thomas Hebblewhite. The Whitaker & Ray Co.,

San Francisco. $2.50 net.

Prayers Written at Vailima, by Robert Louis Stevenson, with an Introduc-

tion by Mrs. Stevenson. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York. 50 cents.

The Testimony of the Suns, and Other Poems, by George Sterling. W. E.

Wood, San Francisco.

Poems All the Way From Pike, by Robertus Love. The Pan-American

Press, St. Louis. $1.00,

A Source Book of Roman History, by Dana Carleton Munro, A. M. D. C.

Heath & Co., Boston.

Chuggins, the Youngest Hero With the Army; "A Tale of the Capture

of Santiago," by H. Irving Hancock. Henry Altemus Co., Philadelphia.

Educational Broth, by Frederic Allison Tupper, Head-Master of the Brigh-

ton High School, Boston. C. W. Bardeen, Syracuse, New York. $1.50.

The Quest and Other Poems, by Edward Salisbury Field. Richard G.

Badger, Boston. $1.00.

Poems; and Poems of California md the West, by Ben Field. Richard

G. Badger, Boston. $1.50.

Reed Notes, by Blanche M. Burbank, A. M. Robertson, San Francisco,

The Planting of the Cross ,by Horace M. Du Bose. The Whitaker &

Ray Co., San Francisco. 75 cents.

Of Both Worlds, Poems, by Herman Scheffauer. A. M. Robertson, San

Francisco. $1.25 net.



LAUREL STREET,
LOOKING

WEST,
ONEONTA
PARK

Two interesting- views of Oneonta Park appear here. This section, owned by The Hunting-ton Land
& Improvement Co., promises to become one of ihe choicest residential sections in South Pasadena, its

growth being- largely stimulated by the excellent car service to Los Angeles and Pasadena, and the

thorough way in which the property has been improved, the superior street improvements and mag-nifi-

cent view. One cut gives a picturesque glimpse of this oak-dotted tract, taken on Laurel street looking-

weit. Another view shows the artistic Mission style ticket office, located in the center of the tract, at the

junction of the Pasadena and Monrovia lines, also occupied as the local office of the Wm. R. Staats Co.

of Pasadena, who act as ag-ent for

Oneonta ParK
The improvement of this tract comprises miles of cement curb and sidewalk. The streets and

avenues are thoroughly treated with oil in a scientific manner which renders them equal to asphalt pave-

ments, and as they range from 80 to 100 feet in width, it gives the entire tract the appearance of a well-

kept park.
Rare varieties of uniform shade trees have been planted on each street and are cared for at the

expense of the owners. These, in a few years, will bind the property together with a symmetrical beauty
seldom found.

The lots (over 100 in number) average 100x200 feet, and the building restrictions which have been

wisely imposed will prevent the congestion of building- often found where values have rapidly increased.

For further information address Wm. R. Staats Co., 65 S. Raymond Ave., Pasadena; L. A. Repre-

sentative, R. A. Rowan & Co.

MISSION STATION,

MONROVIA

JUNCTION,

ONEONTA
PARK



Out West Magazine Company
CHAS. F. LUMMIS, President J. C. PERRY, Secretary and Treasurer

C. A. MOODY, Vice President and General Manager

Publishers of

OUT W^KSTP
(Formerly THE LAND OF SUNSHINE)

Edited by CHAS. F. LUMMIS

Entered at the Los Angeles Postoffice as Second-class Matter.

OTT'DOP'D Jp'TpTOXr PTJTP'P' $2.00 a year delivered post-free to any point in the United States
vJV^aJv:)>^iVJ.x x xvyx>l xxvxv^Xv. Canada or Mexico. $2.75 a year to any other country.

A r)\7'T?"D 'T*TO]"TST(^ "p AT^T^^' $40.00 per pag-e for one insertion; proportionate rates for smallerr^i^ V J-/XN. X xwjxx^i vj xvi^ x XvO .
spaces, down to one-quarter page; $2.65 per inch, or 20 cents per

agate line, for each insertion. No order accepted for less tluut $1.00. On orders covering six consecutive insertion*
a discount of 10 per cent will be allowed; on twelve consecutive insertions, a discount of 20 per cent.

These rates are for non-preferred positions. Rates for cover-pages and other preferred spaces (when avail-
able) will be named on application. The publishers reserve the right to decline any advertising not considered desirable

Size of columns 2/4x8 inches—two columns to the page. Last advertising form closes on the 15th of month
preceding date of issue. Advertisers are earnestly requested to instruct as early as the 5th whenever possible.

All manuscript, and other matter requiring the attention of the editor, should be addressed to him. All let

ters about subscriptions, advertising, or other business, should be addressed

OUT WEST MAGAZINE COMPANY, Eos Angblbs, Cai..

LOOK
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For the

SAFETY
LEVER
The hammer

cannot hit the

firing pin or the

cartridge. When

you pull the trig-

ger (only) this

lever rises and
carries the blow
to the firing pin.

Nt?w yoRK Ot"FICe :

8y Chambers Street.

IS SAFE
As safe in the home an

kitchen table and just as important. Yoi

may be so fortunate as to never need the services

of a revolver to defend your life, property and the lives

of those depending upon your protection, but you can't ttll

— no one of the hundreds robbed and murdered every yinr

suspected that he or she would be the next.

IyerJohnson
REVOLVERS

are made for your protection
— in every way. The "

Iv< r

Johnson" is the original safety revolver, and the only one

with a safety mechanism worthy the name.

llanimer, ijiS.OO; Ilammerless, *fi.OO. For sale by all Hardware
and Sporting Goods dealers. Learn about them anywiiy

costs you nothiri';. If you will ask for it, we will Rla liv

send you our bright little booklet, "Shot
'

fther with our handsome ^^^^^^^^^
catalofrne _^^^^^^^^^^^^^r ^/i

IVER JOHNSON'S ARMS AND CYCLE WORKS. FITCHBURG. MASS.

Ramona.Toilet«Soap FOR .SALE



errect Lleanlmess
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Please Mention that You Saw It In OUT WEST.

The Geo. J. Birkel

Music House
We owe the constantly

increasing volume of

our business largely to

two facts : We deal

with absolute and un-

swerving fairness with

every patron; we
handle only goods that

will sustain the unre-

stricted g u a r a ntee of

their manufacturers and

ourselves, so that our

customers can have no
reason to become dis-

satisfied.

Second Floor—Showing Steitiway and Kranich &
Bach Grands-Uprisrhts, which line the wall

back of the Grands.

We are constantly receiving pianos of the famous makes we represent
—the Steinway, Kranich & Bach, and Emerson, in all the latest models

and finishes, having recently arrived—a car of each.

Besides these world-known instruments, we have many other less ex-

pensive pianos which are equally reliable in their class. We cannot afford

to sell, nor you to buy, any other kind.

The stock of each department is large and complete and receives daily

additions, so that we always have what you want in everything pertaining

to music—including small goods and sheet music.

G^o- J. Birkcl Company
LOS ANGELES: 345-347 SOUTH SPRING STREET



PASADENA

/ SELL. ORANGE ORCHARDS
That pay a steady investment, with trood water
riiirhts. I have them in the suburbs of Pasadena,
finely located for homes, also in the country for
profit. Fine homes in Pasadena a specialty.

16 S. Raymond Ave, Pasadena, Cal.

WE SELL THE EARTH
BASSETT «&. SMITH

We deal in all kinds of Real Estate, Orchard and
Residence Property. Write for descriptive pamphlet.

Room 208, 202^ S. BROADWAY
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

KIDDER'S PASTILLES,
-^'^for Asthma.

STOWELL & CO., Mfrs.

Sold by all DruKgisis,
or by mail, 85 cents.

Charlestown, Mass.

Editor OUT WEST* copyright lOOi by a. Smrtevant.Santa Barbara

Dear Sir— In OUT WEST for November appeared an article on "An Old Turnpike Road

of California," in which a cut of an old stone bridge was given with a statement thereunder

that it is "the only stone bridge in the State." The accompanying cut of Mission Bridge,

Santa Barbara, shows that "there arc others."

Other illustrations of Santa Barbara's beautiful scenery, and literature describing same,

mailed on application to C. M. GIDNEY, Secretary

Chamber of Commerce, Santa Barbara, California
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Fielding J* Stilson Co,
REALTY
STOCKS
BONDS

305 H. W. Hellman Building
Los Angeles

Member Los Ang'eles Stock Exchangre
Los Antreles Realty Board

Western Union Code. Cable Address " STILSON."

Telephones 105

DIVIDEND NOTICES.
Saji Francisco, Cat.

DIVIDEND NOTICE — CAIvlFORNIA
SAFE DEPOSIT AND TRUST COM-
PANY, corner California and Montgomery
Sts. For the six months ending- Dec. 31,

1904, dividends have been declared on de-

posits in the Savings Department of this

Company as follows : On term deposits at

the rate of 3 6-10 per cent per annuin, and
on ordinary deposits at the rate of 3 per cent per an-
num, free of taxes, and payable on and after Tues.
day, Jan. 3, 1905. J. DALZELL BROWN, Manager.

DIVIDEND NOTICE—SAN FRANCISCO
SAVINGS UNION, 532 California St.,
corner Webb. For the half year ending
with the 31st of Dec, 1904, a dividend has
been declared at the rate per annum of
three and one-half (3>^) per cent on term

deposits, and three (3) per cent on ordinary
deposits, free of taxes, payable on and
after Tuesday, Jan. 3, 1905.

EOVELE WHITE, Cashier.

DIVIDEND NOTICE—MUTUAL SAVINGS
BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, No. 710

Market St.—For the half year ending Dec.

31, 1904, a dividend has been declared at

the rate of three and one-quarter (3^) per

cent per annum on all deposits, free of

taxes, payable on and after Tuesday, Jan. 1,

1905.

GEO. A. STORY, Cashier,

DIVIDEND NOTICE— THE GERMAN
SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY, 526

California St. For the half year ending,
Dec. 31, 1904, a dividend has been declaredj
at the rate of three and one-quarter (3X)|

per cent per annum on all deposits, freej

of taxes, payable on and after Tuesday, Jan.

3, 1905.

GEORGE TOURNY, Secretary.

THE CONTINENTAL BUILDING ANDJ
LOAN ASSOCIATION, 301 California St.,

j

San Francisco, Cal., has declared a divi-

dend for the six months ending Dec. 31,]

1904, of five per cent per annum on ordin-

ary deposits, six per cent on term deposits,!
and seven per cent on class "F" install-l

ment stock.

DR. WASHINGTON DODGE, President.

WM. CORBIN, Sec. and Gen'l Manager.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.— SAVINGS ANDl

LOAN SOCIETY, 101 Montgomery St.-,

corner Sutter, has declared a dividend fori

the term ending Dec. 31, 1904, at the rate!

of three and one-quarter (3^ ) per cent per!

annum on all deposits, free of taxes, andj

payable on and after Jan. 2, 1905.

CYRUS W. CARMANY, Cashier.



Please Mention that You Saw it in OUT WEST.

MDTUAL SAVINGS BANK
OF SAN FRANCISCO

710 Market St., opposite Third, San Francisco

Guarantee Capital $1,000,000
Paid-up Capital and Surplus 535,000

Deposits over 9,000,000

James D. Phelan. Pres. S. G. Murphy, Vice-Pres.
John A. Hooper, Vice-Pres. Georsre A. Story, Cashier

C. B. Hobson, Assistant Cashier

DIRECTORS
James D. Phelan S. G. Murphy John A. Hooper
James Moffitt Frank J Sullivan Rudolph Spreckles
Robt. McElroy James M. McDonald Chas. Holbrook
Interest paid on deposits. Loans on approved secur-

ities. Deposits may be sent on postal order. Wells.
Farsro & Co., or exchang-e on city banks. Interest paid
last term 2% per cent.

w[ (iyARAWT[E m»s

UNION TITLE

& TRUST COMPANY

903 fOURTH STRHT

SAN DlEdO, (ALIfORNIA

Designated Depositary of the United States

riRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LOS ANGBLES

Special Ladies' Department
Capital Stock $ 500,000.00
Surplus and Undivided Profits 750,000.00
Deposits 6,343,257,25

J. M. Elliott, President F. Q. Story, Vice-President
J. C. Drake, 2nd Vice-President

Stoddard Jess, 3rd Vice-President
W. T. S. Hammond, Cashier

A. C. Way and E. S. Pauly, Assistant Cashiers

DIRECTORS
J. M. Elliott F. Q Story J. C. Drake H. Jevne

J. O. Koepfli W. J. Trask C. W. Gates
Stoddard Jess W. T. S. Hammond

All departments of a modern banking business conducted

Los Angeles National Bank
N. E. Cor. First and Spring Sts.

UNITED STATES DEPOSITARY

Capital, . . - .

Surplus and Profits,
U. S. Bonds carried at Par,

$500,000.00
300,000.00

650,000.00

Modern Safety Deposit and Storage Vaults.
No city or county deposits. No interest paid
on deposits.

W. C. Patterson, President.
G. E. Bitting-er, Cashier.

THIS MAN with .«1,500
capital sup-
plied by Phy.

sicians. Clerks, <nerffymen, Farnrers,Women, etc., in Belfast, Me., in an honest,
very profitable business, earned and paidthem through Belfast iValioiial JSank
!$»UO,UOU.OO in cash in 18 months.

Every $1 Earned $220.00
This is IIISTOISY

Reads liiie a fairy tale—
but true. Ours is a great
co-operative business
ofsamekind. Thesanicman is our Manager and
will make ntl lii.us for
our slooltholdcrs. His-
tory is repeat in tfit^clf.
Husincss growing fast.
We want a few ni<ii'c
'stockholders at <inee.
Want their influence.
Only one Mbare to every
IK) people. They are
going fat«t._ You can in
\(^st!!i!lor*loo. All
THE PROOFYOU \yANT.
Ko get-rich-quick
scheme. JI'STAGKEAT
PROI'IT-MAKIKG BISI-
NKSS. MANAGED BY A
MAN WHO KN()\\S HOW
TO JtAKB IT PAY.
Don't be "A Brother

to tlie Ox," stop plotl>
«nnK long enough to ask
us to prove every

ii,.,.. ^. i . jitiiio.^u, worrt of this ad.
Ex-Mayor Belfast, Me., INVESTIGATE.
Hon. E. F. Hanson,

Ex-Pres. B. & M. L. R.K. Our 24-page book.

"A Guide fo Full Pockets"
is FREE. We pay the post.-ise.
This is your opportunity—don't miss it.

Don't ^vait. Read our bonk—our refer-
ences. Be quick or you will get left. THE
NUTRIOLA CO., ^147 W. Madison St
Chicago, 111.

ADVANTAGE.S OF
BUYING STOCK in

Strict Investigation
Desired

Bluebell Gold Mining

and Milling Co,
Capital $500,000
Shares $1 each
In Treasury $300,000

You are Guaranteed One per Cent. Monthly
Your Returns First of Each Month
The Properties Are Developed
The Management is Competent
No Tiresome Delays
We have Fine Claims in Lida Goldfields

PRICE 25 CENTS PER SHARE

Address PACIFIC COAST MINES BUREAU
387-88 WILCOX BLDG., LOS A\GELES. CAL.

References: State Bank and Trust Co. ; Ocean Park
Banli, Ocean Park, Cal.



i:
can count on its being carefully made, well finished, an accurate shooter and thoroughly
reliable in action When, you buy Winchester make of ammunition, you can rely ori its

being properly loaded, carefully gauged gind inspected, and, in a word, the kind that

shoots when you want it to and where you point your gun. Aren't these facts worth

considering when buying anything in the gun or ammunition line ? Winchester Guns
are made in all desirable calibers, bores, weights and styles, and ate plain, partially

or elaborately ornamented, suiting every purpose, every pocketbook and every taste.

Winchester Ammunition is made for all kinds of shooting and all kinds, of gups.
Send your name and address tor our large. Illustrated catalogue. It's sent free.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., ^6AN FRANCISCO.
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The Basis of any Office System
be a Simple, Efficient Method

of Filing Correspondence

The original Shannon System (made solely by us) provides
—

not merely instant location of any paper
—^but also positive Safety

and Unlimited Capacity. Our catalogue No.oOllL takes up this subject

in detail. May we send it to you ?

YAWMAN & ERBE MFG. CO.

Los Aaireles Ag-eucy :

THE OUT WEST CO.

San Francisco Cffice, 635 Mission St.

Main Factories and Ex. OfBces,
Rochester, N. Y

mf

Rapid Roller

Letter Copier

provides the only safe,

sure way of copying cor-

respondence. Shows every
correction or alteration.

Strong
—

speedy — easily

operated. Write to-day
for catalogue No. 33-ML

^,^jj|,;;g^jgj^^Vy^yV|j^ iiiiiiii

Cor. Fifth and Hill Streets Opposite Central Park

SIMPLE PRICE REASONING
A dentist's office expenses are the same wlieiher he serves few or many

patients. If he serves few, he wastes time and must chargre higrher prices

to make good for the waste. If he serves many he can divide a fair profit

above expenses into much lower prices for all. That's what my practice

enables me to do, and that's why my prices are so little for work that's

best-GUARANTEED BEST.

Established 1884 LADY ATTENDANT

HOME
PHONE
6434

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

KINOOFWINE

ISSUCO TO

im accoroanccimith,

"hermes" vintages
H J wooi.i.ACon

TWIS UBEL MUST Be SO MVtXEO TIMT8rORA\

"HERMES" VlNTAdES
Perfect California Wines. Each bottle bears the State of Califoraia's
official label (as above facsimile) g-uaranteeinGT its contents to be true
ancl pure California -wines.

These are the finest wines California produces, aged naturally
from 4 to 20 years old, and unexcelled for the table or for medici-

nal use. Shipments East Frei^Ht Free.
Write for price lists, etc.

ElstablisKed 16&0

Los -A.n^eles, California
'^(^t^^

ANYVO THEATRICAL CULD CREAM
prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coatlag ; it te-

moT«8tiieai. ANYVO CO., 427 N. Main St., Los Auffeles



EDUCATIONAL INST ITUT I ON S

212 iA£EST THIRD ST.
Is the oldest established, has the largest attendance, and is the best equipped business

collee-p on the Pacific Coast. Catalog-ue and circulars free. Telephone Black 2651.

PASADENA-I30-I54 S. EUCLID AYE.

EN(iLISH CLASSICAL School for Cirls
14th Year Began Oct., 1903

Boarding- and day pupils. New buildings. Gymna-
sium. Special care of health. Entire charg-e taken of
pupils during- school year and summer vacation. Cer-
tificate admits to Eastern colleg-es. European teachers
in art, music and modern languag-es.

Tel. Black 1671 Anna b. Orton, Principal

LOS ANGELES. CAl.Occidental College
The College. Four Courses—Cla.ssical, Scientific,

Literary, and Literary-Musical. Two new brick
building-s, costing- $70,000-modern and con-lenient.

Academy. Prepares for Occidental, or any other
college or university. The Occidental School of Mus-
ic—Theory, Vocal and Instrumental.
Fall semester opens September 14, 1904.

Address PRESIDENT GUY W. WADSWORTH.

Los Angeles

CaliforniaSAINT VINCENT'S COLLEGE
Boarding and Day College
and nigh School

Military Drill and Calisthenics a Feature.
For catalogue write the President.

The ACADEMY OF THE IMMACULATE
HEART — a boarding and day school for

young ladies, conducted by the Sisters of the Im-

maculate Heart.

For prospectus address

Mother Superior, Pico H ights, Los Angeles

STAMMER?
Wearecured; let us cure you. Nctlme-beating. TheScience
of Speech for Stammerers. Free tuition offer. Book E free
Natural Soeech Academy. 1028 E. 28th St.. Los Angeles, Gal

PRESS CLIPPINGS
ARE EVERY DAY BEING MADE A

SOURCE OF GREAT PROFIT
IN THE BUSINESS WORLD

They supply the manufacturer and business man with valuable information as to
new markets and otitlets for their products and goods. They supply anyone interested
in any matter with all the information from all parts of the country, pertaining- to that

subject.
THE INTERNATIONAL

RRESS CLIRRING BUREAU
which is the largest Press Clipping Bureau in the world will send you daily, everything

printed in every newspaper, magazine or trade iournal In the

country, on any particular subject.

This Bureau reads and clips 55,000 papers and other periodicals each month, and can furnish anyone
everything- printed in the country on business, financial, poliitcal, social, theatrical, cientific, sporting-,
agricultural, mining, or, in fact, any subject whatever that is mentioned in the columns of any news-
paper or publication. Write and stale the subject you want clippings on and we will quote you a

SPECIAL BARGAIN RATE
for a trial month, that you may understand the great advantages to be derived from press clipping-.

Address INTERNATIONAL PRESS CLIPPING BUREAU
112-114 DEARBORN STREET CHICAGO, U. S. A.

Hummel Bros. & Co. furnish best help. 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



(Established 1879.)

"CURES WHILE YOU SLEEP"

WHOOPING-COUGH, CROUP

BRONCHITIS, COUGHS

DIPTHERIA, CATARRH

CONFIDENCE can be placed in a remedy
which for a quarter of a century has earned un-

qualified praise. Ask your physician about it.

Cresolene is a Boon to

Asthmatics

ALL DRUGGISTS
Send Postal for Descriptive

Booklet

Cresolene Antiseptic
Throat Tablets for the
irritated throat, at your
drug-g-ist or from us, 10c.
in stamps.

Tfie Vapo-Cresolene Co.
180 Fulton St., N. Y.

ni AYS ..o PLAVO
pt" ENTERTAINMEHTS O

Catalogr of thousands sent Free! Free! Free!

Address SAM'L FRENCH, 30 W. 22d St., New York

California
Tent-Life, the ideal open-air cure of Diseases of Lungr
and Throat. Latest scientific appliances for success-
ful treatment. Superb location overlooking- Pasadena
and Los Ang-eles. Altitude 1,800 feet. Modern conve-
niences. Best nursing. Excellent table. Booklet free.

ESP£RANZA SANATORIUM, Altadena, Cal.

m \m
FROM FIVE ACRES

NEAR SANTA BARBARA

You can find out how it was done, and how to do it

yourself, by reading

"A Prdcticdl Poultry Plant tor Southern (allfornid"

We will send it on receipt of

S1.25
Out Wbst Magazine Co., Los Angeles

^
lam

^

/JohnNacMitosl
the ToffeeKine

Copyright, 1004 John Mackintosh, New Yori.

Mackintoshs
Toffee

the Pure and Delicious

OLD ENGLISH
CANDY

The enormous sales of my
Toffee in this country and in

England (the home of Mackin-
tosh's Toffee) have made it the

great international candy. It is

absolutely pure and wholesome,
and the best candy ever made
for children. 1 want to caution

you against inferior imitation of

my Toffee.

*Se sure thai you get the original
"Mackintosh's Toffee." Ask your
dealer, and if he cannot supply
you, send me Ten Cents in stamps
for a sample package; or $1.60

for a 4-lb. Family Tin. Try your
dealer first.

JOHN MACKINTOSH
Dept. 21

78 Hudson Street, New York,



Clever
Booklet
Free

Stern &
Saalberg Co

,

Mfrs ,

New York

KeepOuiRi[SonnNM

PATEMT REMOVABLE
WINDOW SCREENS

Covered With

HIGH GRADE
SCREEN DOORS

Wire Cloth Will Not Pull Out
Write for Catalogue F.

Ilipolito Screen & Sash Co.

634-638 Maple Avenue

Los AngeIvBS, Cal.

"We maintain our reputation of

Handling tHe best lines of RANGES
botK Cast and Steel,
made in A.merica

3,000 Glenwoods
in use in Los Angeles and vicinit3' tes-

tify to their popularity and success.

To these we have now added

The "QUEEN"
an up-to-date steel range, offering it at

prices unprecedented in this market,

considering quality, weight and finish.

You will make a serious mistake if

you purchase a Range without having
examined the Glenwoods and Queens.

Complete, $27.50

161 A S / ing St., Los Angeles James W. Hcllman

Help—All kinds. See Hummel Bros. & Co., 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



Bad grocer
confesses his

badnessby sell-

ing bad lamp-

chimneys.

Macbeth.
You need to know how to manage your

lamos to have comfort with them at small cost.

Better read my Index; I send it free.

Macbeth, Pittsbursrh.

USED AND SOLD IN

Electro-Silicon (powder)
has been used by owners and mak-
ers of Valuable Plate for more than
a quarter century. It imparts a
charm to the table service tliat

crowns the efforts of the hostc ss.

Grocers and Drusijists everywhere,
'i'rial quantity free.

Postpaid.. 15 cts. (s^tainps).

^SilverPo/isAj

Electro-Silicon Silver Soap
made by an exnert for washing and
polishina; Gold, Silver and Glass
possesses the exceptional merits of
Electro-Silicon (powder) in a form
best adapted for the purpose.

Postpaid, i 5 ets. (stamps).
."Silicon," 30 Cliff St.. New York.

BOTH HEMISPHERES

BHi

ASK YOUR 4^
DRUGG/ST OR A

DEPARTMENT STORE ^
FOR ^FREE SAMPLES ^

BINDER'S!
TAR I

SOAP
I

RICHARD BINDER ^
31-33-35 S. THIRTEENTH ST.

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

The Ehmann Emulsion

of Pure Olive Oil

is just what you want. Perhaps you
can't take olive oil because you can't
bear the taste. In the Ehmann Emul-
sion the oil taste is eliminated and the
effect heightened. It will cure Con-
sumption, Constipation, all Lung- and
Stomach Complaint. If your drug-
gist don't keep it, we will send you a
large bottle prepaid, on receipt of
$1.00. Send for our booklet, anyway.

The Roycrofters,
East Aurora, N. Y.

Dear Mr. Ehmann: ^^b. 24, 1904.

Sample of the Olive Oil Emulsion received
and duly sampled. It is a superb article.

iMy father, Dr. Silas Hubbard, thinks you
have made a ereat and valuable discovery
in this preparation. He says it is superior
by far and safer than cod liver oil.

Sincerely yours, Elbert HnsBARD.

NONE GENUINE WITHOUT THE SIGNATURE

OROVILLE, CALIFORNIA



Incomparable
As a beautifier and preserver of the

complexion, ladies of refinement in

every civilized country of the world

endorse and use

For years this exquisite toilet

necessity has been the standard

of purity and excellence, with

many imitators but no equal. It

clears and freshens the skin and
makes a lovely complexion pos-
sible for all. Substitutes may be

dangerous. The genuine has

signature of Ben Levy in red

across label of box. Accepl no

other. Flesh, white, pink, cream
tints. 50 cents a box. Druggists
or by mail. send for free sample.

BEN LEVY & CO*
D«pt. 4 175 Kingston St., BOSTON

1

EVERY WOMAN
is interested and should know about

the wonderful

Marvel r;/'""'

DoucKe
ray

If your drug-g-ist cannot
supply the MARVEL, accept
noother, but write us for Illustrated

Book, sent free—sealed. It gives price
~

by mail, particulars and directions in-

valuable to ladies. Endorsed by Physicians.

MARVEL CO., Room 148 Times Buildins'. N.Y.

ESPEY'S FRAGRANT CREAM
Will relieve and cure cliapped hands, lips, rash, sunburn,
chafed or rougli skin from any cause. Prevents tendency
to wrinkles or ageing of the skin Keeps the face and hands
soft.smooth, firm and white IT HAS NO EQUAL. Ask
for it and talce no substitute.

PacKa^e of Espey's SacHet Po-wder
Sent FREE on receipt of 2c to Pay Postage

P. B. Heys. Agt-.m S. Center Av., CHicago

Brights Disease

aod Diabetes
Tlie prevalence of Brigiit's disease is beyond

belief. A. R. Reynolds, M. D., Chicago's Health
Commissioner (see his report, Oct. 8, 1904) de-
clares that six per cent (one In every 17) of
the vigorous young applicants for fire depart-
ment positions were rejected for it. In older
and less vigorous people the ratio is higher.
We desire to place in the hands of those af-

flicted with Bright's disease and Diabetes a
36-page pamphlet that is saving human lives.

It is not an ordinary pamphlet, but is prin-
cipally made up of reports of scientifically con-
ducted tests in a large variety of cases, show-
ing 87 per cent of recoveries in these hitherto
incurable diseases.
The specifics employed in these tests are

known as the Fulton compounds, and the re-
sults obtained prove conclusively that these
dreaded diseases so long fatal (the deaths from
Bright's disease alone are appalling—58,784 the
last census year) have at last yielded to med-
ical science. The pamphlet is free. Send for

pamphlet and list nf asrents. John .1. Fulton Co..

409 Washington St., San Francisco, or Owl
Drug Co., Agents, Los Angeles.
When to suspect Bright's disease: Puffy

ankles, hands or eyelids; dropsy; weakness or

loss of weight; kidney trouble that has lasted

longer than three months; abnormal frequency
or scantiness of urine; urine may be pale or

high colored, and often shows sediment; failing

vision; drowsiness; one or more of these.



BAD STOMACHS MADE HEALTHY,

Any man or woman suffering with

indigestion will try almost any re-

medy they hear of. The torture of

stomach troubles and indigestion

are so severe they will use any
medicine advertised in the hope of

a speedy recovery. Thus have the

suffering and innocent public been

robbed of thousands of dollars. They
know they are being robbed, but

what can they do? They gain a

little relief from a few of these

medicines and consequently buy
them realizing all the time that they
are growing worse.

But there is a CURE, a positive

Cure.

Dr. Spencer's English Dyspepsia
Wafers. We have luckily struck

upon a remedy that will help you,

effecting a permanent cure for in-

digestion, dyspepsia and bad sto-

machs.

D. S. E. D. W. relieve the stomach

of its work and permit that organ
to rest and regain its health and

strength. They contain all the es-

sential ingredients that enter into

the digestive fluids and secretion of

the stomach.

The great and effective work of

tablets is no longer confined to

America. They are being sold all

over the world. Price 50 cents a box.

BEITISH PHAEMACAL CO.,

Distributors,

Milwaukee, Wis.

For sale by Off Drug Co., Los Angeles

Mothers!!

Mothers!!!

MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYRUP

has been used foi over SIXTY YEARS by
MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHIL-
DREN while TEETHING, with PERFECT
SUCCESS. It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFT-
ENS the GUMS, ALLAYS aU PAIN, CURES
WIND COLIC, and is the best remedy for
DIARRHOEA. Sold by Drusrsrists in every
part of the world. Be sure and ask for "Mrs.
Winslow's Soothing- Syrup," and take no other
kind. Twenty-five cents a bottle.

Ideal for Bathing the Face, Neck and Hands

It cleanses the skin of soil and oily waste, improves the circulation,
builds up the muscles and smooths out the wrinkles. Ideal for

softening the beard before shaving Price mailed, 25 cents.

Accept no otliers. Beware of imitations.

Bailey's Rubber Complexion Brush .

Bailey's Compl.xion Soap .

Pailey's Bath and Shampoo Brush

Bailey's Rubber Bath and Flesh Brush

Bailey's Rubber Toilet Brush (large)

Bailey 's Rubber Toilet Brush (small)

Bailey's Rubber Glove Cleaner

$ .50

.10

.75

1.50

.50

.25

.10

Cleans the teeth perfectly and polishes the enamel without injury.
Never irritates the pfums. Can be used witli any tooth wasli or

powder. Ideal for children's use. No bristles to come out. No. 1,

25c; No. 2, 35c. Mailed on receipt of price.

At dealers or sent on receipt ofprice. Agents wanted.

C. J. Bailey & Co., 22 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

Reliable help promptly furnished. Hummel Bros. & Co., Tel. Main 509.
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LONG BEACH
I have a few choice investments of

from $1,000 to $5,000, which will double

inside of two years.

Also some good buys in the KNOLL
PARK TRACT, lots 50x150, sidewalks

and curbing. These can be bought
right
Two or three good mortgages that

will net from 6 % to 8 % .

For full particulars regarding
LONG BEACH properties, write me.

I^' See Opposite Page.

G. H. BLOUNT
36 PINE AVENUE

LONG BEACH

AND 618 BRYSON BLOCK
LOS ANQELES

IRRIGATED

.. FARMS ..

OF FIVE ACRES
AND UPWARDS

in the Counties of

Fresno and Merced

California

MILLER eg LUX
LOS BANOS. MERCED COUNTY

CALIFORNIA

The Best
Transmission

Most automobile troubles arise in the

transmission case. The transmission

of the Cadillac has solved one of the

most difficult problems of the automo-

bile. It insures perfect running, re-

duces cost of maintenance and repairs

and gives greater power. It is simple,

strong and noiseless. Every

part of the

is built with

care, thoroughness,
and precision. The result is

extreme durability and absence of an-

noyance to the operator. The speed
range of the Cadillac is from four to

thirty miles an hour, the maximum
speed being easily maintained with
four passengers. Let us send you
Booklet Y, and give you the name of

the nearest Cadillac agency, where you
can satisfy yourself that nothing at

double the money equals the Cadillac.

Prices $750 to $900.

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE COMPANY,
Detroit, Mich.

Member Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers

Mode
$900



Full information concerning the past, present and future of Ocean Park can be obtained from

any of the persons or firms named below—whose public spirit has made this page possible.

I. Ei. Warfibi^d & Co., ^i :^ Mks. Geo. Sibley,
Real Estate and Investments Real Estate and Investments

Smith Reai,ty Co., E. J. Vawter, Carnation Grower
Real Estate and Investments Eraser «& Jones,

Ocean Park Bank Real Estate and Investments

John W. L,incoi.n, Real Estate Rockhoi^d Grocery Co.

Davis M. Ci^arke, Ci,ay S. Berryman,
Real Estate and Investments Real Estate and Investments
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DRINK

NAKR Imm
BREWERY

LAGERBEERS
The best and purest brewed on the Coast.

For sale in bottles and kegrs.

Telephones: Sunset—Main 91

Home 91

EAMES TRICYCLE CO.

Patentees and Manufacturers of Tricycle Chairs
for Cripples, Tricycles, Invalids' Rolling- Chairs,
and Hospital Appliances. Special machines made
to order when required. SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE,
and see if one of our designs will not suit your case.

2018 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO
OR 212 S. HILL ST.. LOS ANQELES. CAL.

jy'
a

ELQIN
WATCHILS

for

Men
and

Women
do not differ, excepting
in size. The same perfect

timekeeping qualities are

found in all Elgin Watches.
The Elgin is the modem
watch for modern people, to

whom time is valuable and
an accurate timekeeper in=

dispensable. An illustrated

history of the watch sent free

upon request to

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO.
Elgin, Illinois.



''

-i. Every citizen of|Pasadena—and some others—are convinced that it is on the whole the

most desirable abiding place on earth.

"*'"" Anyone who wants to know why can find out, and at the same time get an attractive il-

lustrated booklet, by writing- to any of following addresses in Pasadena :

William R. Staats Co., Agents for Oneonta Park Rose J. Rasey, Hotel El Morera
First National Bankjof Pasadena Pasadena National Bank
Bassett & Sons, Wilson's Peak Park The Pasadena Board of Trade



"7^ /"iXte//"

RIVERSIDE — the home of the navel orange—is a singularly beautiful city, attractive to

visitors and home builders alike. Any of those named below—whose liberality makes this

page possible
—will furnish full information to enquirers. Some of them have striking illus-

trated souvenirs to mail free to people really interested.

Wilson & Strange Riverside Trust Co. H. W. Fletcher & Co.

Campbell Curio Co. Heath, the Photographer Frank A. Miller, The NewGlenwood Hotel



Population in 1900, 17,700 ;
in March, 1904, over 25,000, and growing at a phenomenal

rate. Unprecedented building activity ; tremendous commercial outlook. A city of mag-
nificent home-sites, with the only perfect climate on earth, and the world famous harbor
that will build a metropolis. ^ Pacific Beach—her matchless suburb and nearest avail-
able beach resort. U A card to any of the following firms or persons will bring complete
and fully illustrated literature :

RAI.STON Reai^ty Co.

Coi^LEGB Hll,!. L,AND ASS'N
Turner & Barr
San Diego IvAnd Co.

Union Title & Trust Co^
Fi. A. Hornbkck, Gen. Mgr.
CoRONADO Beach Co.



MAGAZINE
OF

ADVENTURE
America's Popular Monthly
Edited by Christy Heard

Descriptive and Pictorial of HUNTING,
FISHING, CANOEING, EXPLORA-
TION and TRAVEL — all that interest-

ing matter classed under the popular
word "ADVENTURE "

Copy 20 cents

Yearly $2.00

Nothing better in its line

published in the world

WARWICK PUBLISHING COMPANY, Publishers

437 Endicott BIdg., St. Paul, Minn.

Hotel del Monte
BY THE SEA

NEAR OL.D MONTEREY

A palatial home in park-like

grounds. Every opportunity for

rest and sport. Finest golf links in

the world. Surf and pool bathing,

glass-bottom boats, oiled roads.

JUST THE PLACE
TO SPEND

WEEKS AND MONTHS
IN IDLING LUXURY

NEW MANAGEMENT

Send for illustrated pamphlet to

GEO. P. SNELL. Manajjcr

DEL MONTE CALIFORNIA

Hotel Del Coronado
COROMJtDO BEJtCH. CJtLIFORMIJk

OPEN ALL THE YEAR

America's Social Center
CLIMATE UNSURPASSED

RATES
$3 per day and up

GOLF.

HUNTING,
FISHING,

BOATING,
BATHING

Purr Distilled
Water

For Particulars
address

HEALTH RESORT

NORdAN ROSS
Manatrer

Reliable help promptly furnished. Hummel Bros. & Co., Tel. IVIain 509.



and

Perfection
attresses

mean so much to the invalid, and are so comfortable
to well men that they are necessities in every home.
On board a yacht or in camp they have no equals as
beds, life preservers or cushions. They do not
gather vermin, moisture, or lose their shape.

^S'send for Price List now !

The Pneumatic Manufacturing Co., 5 Soutli St., N. Y.

KIDNEY &LIVER

BITTERS
CURES DYSPEPSIA.

i'^ :-^ '-.-. i^^



HOTEL ARCADIA, SANTA-MONICA-BY-THE-SEA
No other resort in California offers so many attractions to the tourist

Write for rates and booklet

LOS ANGELES OFFICE: 207 W. 3rd St. A. D. WRIGHT, Proprietor, SANTA MONICA, CAL

IT IS THE BEST
of ail California's Scenic Trips

Tie "Oife

dfovc
Ifip"

via SALT LAKE ROUTE

To RIVERSIDE and SAN BERNARDINO

$2.40 ,
ROUND TRIP

$2.40~ ^
Every Tuesday and Saturday

^ ^

Information— City Ticket Office, 250 S. Spring St., Los Angeles
Both Phones 352

Hummel Bros. & Co., "HeJp Center," 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



Golden State
Limited

LESS THAN 3 DAYS LOS ANGELES AND CHICAGO
via

EL PASO-ROCK ISLAND ROUTE

Drawing- Room Sleeper
—San Francisco and St. Louis, and

Santa Barbara and Chicag-o. Ten-section Modern Tourist Sleeper
and Dining- Car—Los Angeles and Chicago. Electric Lighted

throughout, with Pullman Vestibule Equipment, presenting all the

latest improvements.
Information concerning time, tickets, reservations, etc., can be

obtained at Southern Pacific Ticket Office, 261 South Spring Street,

Los Angeles, or from any Southern Pacific Agent.

G. A. PARKYNS,
Asst. Gen. Freight and Passenger Agent

N. R. MARTIN,
District Passenger Agent

Southern Pacific



Grand Canyon of Arizona

GREATEST AND GRANDEST OF ALL NATURAL WONDERS
REACHED ONLY BY THE SANTA FE TRAINS TO THE RIM

P. S.—New Hotel, "El Tovar," open January 1st

Under "Harvey" Management



California

Limited
Perfect

in all its

appointments,
with the world

famous

"Harvey System"
Dining Service—
runs daily in

less than three

days between

California
and

Chicago
via the

Beautiful booklet about this train at ticltet offices or by mail from

General Passengfer Agent, Los Angeles



THE TOTEM POLE ROirra
Summer d^^ ajid Winter Scenes

during' ai trip to AlaisKaL oiv>

tKe patlaitiad Stea^nvstkip
S R O IS. A IV E>

IJUand or the Midhi^'ht Sui
maLJestic snow capped mountains
panoramic views of sunlitglaciers,

^\,\"**'<i2i^'^e monuments ol* prehistoric ^i&0j'
jtvast fields or ice*^^rander than the ^reates^ofAlpine^^cenes, chain of a thousand island;^
while visitiiicT the land oT the Aurora Borea^lis.

Awci^nspirino*, ^^^la^r^^^df, Educati^n-^l
Th^Hiside p^^^m^^^ Seasi^M^ss unk)
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A MATTEROFHEALTH

^aWk^
POWDER
Absolutely Pure

HAS HO SUBSTITUTE

Used Round the World

Waller BaKei&Co:!

Chocolate
AND

Cocoa
The leader for

124 Years

l-OOK KdK THIS
TKAUK-MAKK

QrandPrize^World'sFair

Walter Baker & Co. Ltd.
Established 1780 Dorchester, Mass.

45 HIGHEST AWARDS IN
EUROPE AND AMERICA

BISHOPS
PRESeRWS

XUARANTEES^
^% TH E i

iPURITVy

California's finest tribute to the

dininfr tables of the world

The Jellies, Jam?» and Preserves of

Bisfaop & Company received the hijjhest

award—the Grand Prize—at St. Louis

and were the only Jellies, Jams and
Preserves on the Coast receiving; this

high distinction direct from the ORIG-
INAL JURY of awards.

BISHOP A COMPANY
COS ANQEl-ES

NEW YORK OFFICt. IB JAY STREET

SEE HOW EASY
it is to make fancy desserts
when Jell-O, America's most
Popular Dessert, is used. Ke-
ceived llij^hest Award, Gold
Medal, St. Louis Exposition,
)9(J+. 6 choice flavors : Lemon,
Orange, Strawberry. I{asp-

b^rry, Chocolate and Cherry.
10c. per package ; at all gro-
cers. Have you tried Jeil-O
Ice Cream Powder for making
ice cream? All ingredients in
the package. Four kinds:

Chocolate, Vanilla, Strnwberry and Unflavorefl. At gro-
cers, 2 packages 25c. Send for new illustrated booK of
recipes. The tJenesee Pure Pood Co., Le Kov. N. Y.

PIANOS \

have been established over SO YEARS. By our system of

lyments every family in moderate circumstances can owo
VOSB Diano. We take old instruments in exchanee an4
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LEADAM S^^^^HOE TREES
Foryour feet's sake—for your
shoe's sake—know what lead-
am Shoe Trees ARE and th
GOOD they do. Acquire the
shoe tree habit and pro-
long- the life of your foot-

wear — take away that
"vicious" curl at the toe—hold the sole of the shoe
flat—drive wrinkles out of

the uppers—avoid ill ef-

fectsof wetand makeyour
shoe a luxurious home for

your foot.

Leadam Shoe Trees for

Men and Women.
Name on every pair.

For sale by
"Rosenthal's" Inc., 107-

113 Kearney St., San Fran-

cisco, Cal.; Wetherby-
Kas'ser Shoe Co., Los Ah-

fi-eles. Cal., and C. M.
Staub Shoe Co., Los An-

fi-eks, Cal.

Our Business is to Make Folks Comfortable
Wheel Chairs Sold or Rented

We Sell FtRMTURE, CARPETS and RtGS
In fact everything- needed in house furnishing", and can save

you money in Bedroom Suits, Odd Dressers, Iron Beds, Side-

boards, China Closets and Extension Tables. Window
Shades 3x7 ft., 35c.;

Solid Oak Chairs, .^O
All goods guaranteed
as represented.

FURNITURE AND CARPET HOUSE
S^f'^-9 .SO. Sf='fflrlQ ,S7L

AN EAR OF

LAGUNA
GROWN
CORN

CORN ? YES !

and all other necessaries of life, and all deciduous
fruit in addition, abundantly grown on the

LACUNA DE TACHE GRANT
in Fresno and Kings Counties, the geographical

center of California.

Prices $30 to $60 per Acre \A/ith ample water

One-quarter cash, balance in 8 annual installments. For full

printed information and local paper 2 months FREE, Address

Nares and Saunders, Managers
GRANT BLOCK, LATON, CALIFORNIA

Ramona Toilet *SoA p FOR 3ALE
EVERYWHEFPE

ANYVO THEATRICAL COID CREAM
prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coatinc ; it re-

moves them. ANYVO CO.. 427 N. Main St., Los Anffeles
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SUCCESS FOR A NOTABLE BOOK. Three Editions in One Month,

THB IL>L.INI
A Story of the Prairies. By HON. CLARK ^. Q,KR^.

AI^THOUGH
published only on the first of December it was necessary to put the

book on the press twice 6.\xr'va^ the following month. The distinguished author

seems to have done the almost impossible thing
—a successful combination of

fiction and history. While the book is in narrative form, the great men who appear—
Lincoln, Grant, Douglas, Logan—are drawn with the most perfect fidelity by one who
was intimate with them all.

It is this strong personal element which is one of the reasons for the success of

"The mini." There are very few residents of the State who have not more or less

distinct recollections of her most heroic figures, and are not delighted to find their

memories stirred in such an eloquent fashion.

** No American can rise from a perusal of this book 'without a vastly increased respectt
based upon authentic knowledge, for the people of Illinois ; and to tlie lUinoisan it will

come almost as a gospel of enlightenment and encouragement to interest himself in the

past history and present fame of so majestic a commonw^ealth."—THE DIAL,

With 20 portraits. Price $2.00 net. Of all Booksellers or of the Publishers,

A. C. McClurg CgL Co.. Chicago

European

and

American

Plan

ROOMS
FROM
S1.SO

HOTEL LEICHTON A First-Class Tourist and Family Hotel

of Over 100 Outside Rooms
OPPOSITE WESTLAKE PARK 200 feet frontage, on Sixth St., corner of Lake St. Best location of any liotel in Los Angeles.

Riglit up to date in every way. Hotel stands 50 feet above tlie lake. Sanitary conditions are perfect. Smallest rooms are 11-6 x 18 feet Every
room has a clothes closet, hot and cold water, steam heat, telephone, electric light. Elegantly furnished, 50 baths, elevator. Billiards, pool, tennis.

F. A. CUTLER, Manager LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
Hummel Bros. &. Co., "l-lelp Center," 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



John Lane's New Books
By the Author o_f THE RAT TRAP and THE STORY OF EDEN

CAPTAIN AMYAS
Being the Career of D'Arcy Amyas, late Master of the R. M. S. Princess.

12 mo. A Novel. By DOLF WYLLARDE $1.50

'Told with vigror and no prudishness, and is another bit of evidence of the writer's streng-th as a novelist.'— Chicago ETe7tt7!ir Post.

THE SRECIAUST
A Novel. By A. M. IRVINE

12 mo. $1.50

"It is a better story in every way than "Ships
That Pass in the Nig-ht."—i\^. 2'. Globe.

HELEN ALLISTON
A Novel. By the Author of
"Elizabeth's Children."

12 mo. $1.50

"Perfect in its art—deserves a permanent place
in literature."—Boston Evening Transcript.

HELEH OF TROY, N. Y.

A Novel
By Wii^FRiD Scarborough

Jackson
Author of

" Nine Points of the
Law." 12 mo. $1.50

"An entertaining' and well writ-
ten little tale, and the most agile
plot that one often finds in

fiction."—N. r. Siiti.

SIR BEVILL
A Romance. By the

Rbv. Canon Arthur Thynne
With seven illustrations by 3. Ley

Prthybridge and a portrait of
Sir Bevill.

12 mo. $1.50.

"A book of mor*? than ordinary
interest."—Proj'idence yournal.

DEAR
FATHERLAND

A Novel

By EX-LIEUTENANT
BIIvSE

Author of "Life in a Garrison,"
the book suppressed by the

German government.

"It is a book to cause Ger-

many's statesmen to redouble

their efforts to purge the army
of the elements that are under-

mining its strength."— fFa,?//-

ington Evening Star.

A NEW PAOLO
AND FRANCESCA

A Novel
By Annie E. Holdsworth
Author of "The Years That the

Locust Hath Eaten."

12 mo. $1.50

"Forcefully written and of good
fiber."— Chicago Record Herald.

BEFORE
THE CRISIS

A Novel
By F. B. MOTT

12 mo. $1.50

"A genuine, straightforward
romance of adventure."—Phila-

delphia Press.

WIDDICOMBE
A Romance of the Devonshire Moors

By MISS WILLCOCKS
12 mo. $1.50

CHARMS
A Novel. By the Earl of Iddeslbigh

Author of the "Luck o' Lassendale," etc.

12 mo. $1.50

"An excellent story."—^V. 1'. Sun.

THE MANITOBAN
A Novel

By H. H. Bashford
Author of

"Tommy Wideawake," etc.

12 mo. $1.50

"True to the conditions of
real life in the Canadian
West."—roro«/o Globe.

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
PEDAGOGUE AND POACHER

A Drama
By Richard Garnktt

Author of "The Twilight of the Gods," etc.

12 mo. $1.25 net

"Among the most ingenious and successful

experiments upon this baffling theme."—Dial.

OONSTANCE
WEST
A Novel

By E. R. PUNSHON
A novel of life in the wilds

of Canada

12 mo. $1.50

John Lane WRITE FOR COMPLETE USTS
©7 FIFTH AVENUE New York
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THe Stars of tHe SHow
Again the Ford Cars held the "center of the stage'

'

at the New York show.

Experienced motorists were enthusiastic in praise of Henry Ford's advanced
ideas and the universal query "what has Ford this year" emphasized the fact

that the Automobile world looks to Henry Ford for the ultimate perfection of

motor driven vehicles.
For 1905 we have the Ford Model "B"

with a four-cylinder (vertical) engine, extra

long wheel base, side entrance tonneau, direct

drive, and an absolutely new and original idea

in driving construction. Weight is 1700 lbs., and
as the engine develops more than 20 H. P., it

gives the car more power for its weight than

any Automobile of similar type.
The Ford driving frame is such an evident

advance in construction that everyone interested

ought to have our new catalogue describing this
wonderful Ford invention. Price of Model "B"
S2000.

FORD MOOi£L C

FORD MOOEL B, PRICE $2000

The Ford Model "C" has a 10 H. P., dou'.le

opposed motor with the successful Ford plane-

tary transmission, a lengthened wheel base and

perfectdistribution ofweight, making it the most

practical car on the market for business or profes-

sional men or for ordinary family use. The price

of Model "C" is $950, with detachable tonneau,
so the car can be used as a runabout if desired.

Economy of maintenance, always a feature

of the Ford cars, is further guaranteed in the

1905 Models, by light, strong construction and

mechanical simplicity and excellence.

Catalogue sent on request.

Ford Motor Co., Detroit, MicH.
Canadian Trade supplied by Ford Motor Co. of Canada, I<td., Walkerville, Ont.



DO NOT FAIL TO BUY
A Twentieth-Century Review of Opinion

B. O. FLOWER: KDITOR

THE ARENA
FOR

FEBRUARY

Photo, by Gutekunst

RUDOLPH BLANKENBXJRG

It contains the first chapter of the second of Rudolph

Blankenburg's series of startling papers on the corrup-

tion of poHtics in Pennsylvania under the general title

"FORTY YEARS IN THE WILDERNESS; or,

MASTERS AND RULERS OF 'THE FREEMEN'
OF PENNSYLVANIA." This paper is called

"THE MASTER-SPIRIT"

and this chapter is devoted chiefly to the rise of the late

Matthew Stanley Quay, and deals with the sprouting

and spreading of the corruption in the Keystone State

through the guidance of Quay. Illustrated with portraits

of leading statesmen and politicians of the period discussed.

Another paper of special interest is THE ARMOUR REFRIGERATOR
CAR CONSPIRACY; OR, A CRISIS IN INTERSTATE COMMERCE
REGULATION, by W. G. Joerns. One of the most appalling disclosures of

oppression and moral turpitude that has yet been brought to the attention of the

American people.

SOME OF THE OTHER FEATURES :

HOW SCANDINAVIA HAS SOLVED THE LIQUOR PROBLEM,
By M. Alger

THE IMPURITY OF DIVORCE SUPPRESSION,
By Theodore Schroeder

THE RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR FROM A PRO-RUSSIAN VIEW-POINT,
By Judge Edward Campbell,

AND A REPLY, By Professor Edwin Maxey

Order from your Newsdealer 25 cents a copy Subscription, $2.50 Net a Year

"THE BRANDT

BOOKS"
ALBERT BRANDT: PUBLISHER

TRENTON, N.J. & BOSTON, MASS.
^"THE ARENA*

MAGAZINE



A New High-Power Cadillac

To enumerate the exclusive features of this magnificent new type

would ro peat the many points of excellence which have made

the name CADILLAC represent all that is supenor m automobile

manufacture. In beauty of outline and perfection of design it

conforins^

closely to the most expensive foreign models. In appoint

ment, in mechanical excellence, in care-

fulness of construction,

this new

approaches

well-nigh to perfection.

It has a spacious side entrance ton-

neau, with divided front seat ;
is equipped with a

non-vibrating, four-cylinder engine, developing 30 h. p., and

is capable of a speed of 50 miles an hour. Its ease of operation and its remarkable

simplicity of control enable the driver, when running on the highest gear, to

reduce the speed to that of the slowest walk by a simple movement of the hand.

The Cadillac has solved the greatest problem of automobile manufacture—that of

maintenance. Its wonderful simplicity and durability of construction make it the

most economically kept car in the world. It runs almost noiselessly, and with the

comfort of a Pullman coach. Write for catalogue Y, and address of nearest dealer,

where you can see and try a Cadillac.

Model D—Four-Cylinder Car, shown above, $2800.
Model B—Touring Car, with detachable tonneau, $900.
Model F—Side-entrance Touring Car, $950.
Model E—Light, stylish, powerful runabout, divided seat, $750

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE CO., Detroit, Mich.

Member A iso. L icensed Auto. M/rs.



Great

Magazines
DO YOU know them—know what they are publishing

—
read them—subscribe for them? There is THE EDINBURGH
REVIEW and the QUARTERLY ; the CONTEMPORARY,
FORTNIGHTLY, MONTHLY and NINETEENTH CEN-

TURY REVIEWS; BLACKWOOD^S CORNHILL, TEM-
PLE BAR, LONGMAN^S, MACMILLAN^S and PALL
MALL MAGAZINES; the SPECTATOR, the SATURDAY
REVIEW and others. No matter how many American maga-

zines you read, you need to know something of our English

contemporaries. The one convenient, sensible, inexpensive way

is to subscribe for THE- LIVING AGE- which gives every

week the best contributions from current numbers of the foreign

periodicals. Its scope includes literature, science, history, politics

—
especially timely discussions of public affairs; travel and ex-

ploration ; essays, reviews and criticisms ; fiction—both serial and

short stories. President Roosevelt, Chief Justice Fuller, and

thousands of other people who want to be cosmopolitan in their

reading arc subscribers for THE LIVING AGE. Sixty-

first year. $6 a year, $ 1 for 3 months* trial. Specimen copy free.

Address

THE LIVING AGE CO.

IS Bromfield Street, Boston, Mass.



Please Mention that You Saw it In OUT WEST.

HOTEL ARCADIA, SANTA-MONICA-BY-THE-SEA
No other resort in California offers so many attractions to the tourist

Write for rates and booklet

LOS ANGELES OFFICE: 207 W. 3rd St. A. D. WRIGHT, Proprietor, SANTA MONICA, CAL

PRESS CLIPPINGS
ARE EVERY DAY BEINQ MADE A

SOURCE or GREAT PROFIT
IN THE BUSINESS WORLD

They supply the manufacturer and business man with valuable information as to
new markets and outlets for their products and goods. They supply anyone interested
in any matter with all the information from all parts of the country, pertaining to that
subject.

THE INTERNATIONAL

RRBSS OURRING BUREAU
which is the largest Press Clipping Bureau in the world will send you daily, everything

printed in every newspaper, magazine or trade iournal in the

country, on any particular subiect.

This Bureau reads and clips 55,000 papers and other periodicals each month, and can furnish anyone
everything' printed in the country on business, financial, political, social, theatrical, scientific, sporting-,
agricultural, mining, or, in fact, any subject whatever that is mentioned in the columns of any news-
paper or publication. Write and state the subject you want clippings on and we will quote you a

SPECIAL BARGAIN RATE
for a trial month, that you may understand the great advantages to be derived from press clippings.

Address INTERNATIONAL PRESS CLIPPING BUREAU
112-114 DEARBORN STREET CHICAGO, U. S. A.



Please Mention that You Saw it in OUT WEST.

OUR OWN BRAND .^^^^?

OF OLIVE OIL and /o

OUR MEDAL-WINNING WINES
^^^''^'^'^^' "'''

ARE CALIFORNIA'S ^,^,
CHOICEST PRODUCTS ...^„«_,

In Order to Introduce ^^^^^^ ^B ^ ^^^^^^ ^ ^B

?.\\ST Olive Oil
a/id OUR *\ T* ^ ^

FAMOUS Vintages
In tHeir ABSOLUTE PURITY, direct from o\»r store,
we quote tHe following INSIDE PRICES t

2 cases, each containing- 1 dozen quart bottles (5 to the gallon) of our Best
Assorted "Wines, Champagne excepted, including 1 bottle of Old California

Brandy, 24 bottles all told, for

Only $11.00
or a splendid assortment of Table Wines

at $8.50
• for 2 cases, assortment to be made by us, or by yourself

—as you choose,

^,._^_ ^ ^.^ ^ « ( Quart bottles $11 per case of 1 dozen

fj||-«r^ IJll i Pint bottles 12 " 2
"

V^XX V ^^ ^^^±X
(
Half Pint bottles 13 " "

4
"

FREIIGHT prepaid by us to your nearest railroad station, providing your ag-grresrate order

of Wines and Olive Oil amounts to 100 pounds or over. For your jruidance in this matter, we &ive

the weight of 2 cases of wine—100 pounds; case of olive oil, about 30 pounds.

EDWARD
GERMAIN
WINE CO.

p. 0. BOX 290

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA



To The Most
PopularHome Cooks
M.^ The makers of Dunham's Cocoanut are offering 82,000 in prizes in a ^IHL.
M^W great voting contest for the most popular home cooks. Every woman ^i^^
Wm cook is invited to enter this most profitable and fascinating contest. It ^HW is the occasion of a life-time to earn handsome prizes. Many women recog- ^
J nizing this have begun work in earnest, determined to be successful. But your 1

opportunities are just as good, as the voting has barely begun. It costs nothing to

enter and only requires a little effort to succeed. Read about the

PRIZES AND CONDITIONS
To ascertain who are the most popular home cooks, we offer 82000 cash, in a grand prize

voting contest, starting immediately and closing October 1st, 190.5-

First Prize SoOO.OO; Second Prize 8200(10; Third Prize 8100.00; Fourth Prize JiSO.CO; Fifth
Prize 825.00; Twenty Prizes of 810.00 each

; Fifty Prizes of 85.00 each.
The popularity of the different home cooks will be determined by the total number of

votes cast for each during the contest. In case two or more candidates receive the same
number of votes, the prize money will be divided equally between them. Any woman home
cook may be voted for.

The voting ballot consists of that part of the wrapper on a package of

DUNHAMS COCOANUT
bearing the Cocoanut cake trade mark. • Write the name and address of the woman for
whom you wish to vote on the back of this part of th« wrapper. Tiiis is imperative. Bal-
lots from 5c packages will count as one vote each ; 10c packages 2 votes ; 20c packages 4

votes; 40c packages 8 votes. No other kind of ballot will count. Mail your ballots,
postage fully paid.

I In addition to the Grand Prizes 8675.00 has been set apart to be given in Three
\ Special Atvards. The amounts in each of these Special Awards will be 8225, divided

j

I into twelve prizes as follows: First Prize 8100; 2nd Prize 8-iO; 3rd Prize 825; 4th i

I Prize 810; Eight Prizes of 85.00 each. These Special Awards will be given at inter- I
B vals during the regular contest, but will in no way Interfere with it. The first I
I of these will be awarded March 15th, 1905, to the women having the most votes I

to their credit at that time. I

I EI^TER IVO-W I
I Be a candidate. Send in your name at once. The special prizes alone are well worth

f your while. Send us your name and address on a postal and \vv will mail you circular 1

giving prizes and conditions of contest in detail. Address all votes and communica-
tions to

DUNHAM'S COCOANUT CONTEST, P. O. Box 1765, New York, N. Y.



iHE mm WEST syBSdJiPiion (o.'s

Magazine Bargains
FOR 1905

Th T^Xh ti y
Send us Three Orders for any combination costing- $7.50

*
or more, listed in this advertisement, and we will send

Conable's Path-Finder to any address desired for one year.

Conable's Path-Finder ...$1.00 ) OurPriCG
Housekeeper 1.00 V "f ^Ci

Criterion 1.00 )
>*^^

Conable's Path-Finder ...$1.00 ) OurPriCG
Open Court 1.00 \ ^ r\r\

Woman's Home Comp 1.00 )
•^V/U

Outlook $3.00 Our Price
Smart Set 3.00 V

Conables' Path-Finder.... 1.00 )
5.75

American Boy $1.00 \

Four-Track News 1.00 / OurPrice

Housekeeper 1.00 } O lZf\

Conable's Path-Finder.... 1.00 )
^*^^

St. Nicholas $3.00
] OurPfJCe

Success 1.00

Conable's Path-Finder.... 1.00 4.20

Ftude $1.50 OurPrice
Bookman 2.00 \ A C\C\
Conable's Path-Finder.... 1.00 j

^V-'U

Conable's Path-Finder...

Cosmopolitan
Good Housekeeping
Harpers' Bazar

Sunset

Success

Conable's Path-Finder.

Leslie's Monthly
Era
Pearson's

Conable's Path-Finder...

Conable's Path-Finder.. .

Outdoors

Southern California Prac-

titioner

$1.00

1.50

1.00

World's Work $3.00

Country Life in America 3.00

Conable's Path-Finder.... 1.00

Success $1.00

Conable's Path-Finder.... 1.00

Art Interchange 4.00

OurPrice

2.75

OurPrice

2.00

OurPrice

2.90

OurPrice

2.40

OurPrice

5.75

OurPrice

4.50

If you desire courteous treatment, prompt service and low prices, buy

your literature through us. Our Catalogue is now ready, and will be sent

you free of charge upon request. It gives all the leading offers for 1905.

Ask for The Literary Reference. Address

THE GOLDEN WEST
SUBSCRIPTION CO.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
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jJohnflacontosl

theToffeeKin^

The Toffee

King's

Royal
Decree

of England—Sovereign of Pleasure—Emperor of Joy

My OLD ENGLISH CANDY—MACKINTOSH'S EXTRA CREAM TOFFEE

Tickles the palates of my millions of subjects. I was crowned by the lovers
of good things to eat. My Court Jester's name is Appetite. My most loyal
subjects are the dear little children. I rule over the Kingdom of Health and Happi-
ness. There is no oppression in my domain. My regime is one of enjoyment and
delight. My throne is guarded by an Imperial Unarmed Army of Candy Makers. My
coronation took place some fifty years ago. I am an unusual monarch—all my sub-

jects are knighted. Those who become members of my Royal Court must eat MACK-
INTOSH'S TOFFEE at least once each day in the year.

It has been two years since I introduced Mackintosh's Toffee to the American
public. I was told that Americans would not take kindly to a plain, old-fashioned

candy—that they demanded something fancy. I thought the man who told me that

was wrong—now I know it. Although you Yankees are busy piling up your dollars,

you still have time to appreciate an honest product. I take this opportunity of thank-

ing my American subjects for their generous patronage. You Americans like sweet-
meats—I have proven it to my own satisfaction.

I hear a great deal these days of the commercial invasion of the Yankees. If

your modern, progressive concerns come to England after business, why should I not
retaliate by going over for the same purpose? "Turn about is fair play." I took the
bull by the horns and tried it. I find this "commercial expansion business" to work
both ways. I was the first Englishman to advertise English candy in the United
States. I must say that I have been treated with the greatest consideration. Old
Mother England taught her children well—they believe in fair play.

The American people know that MACKINTOSH'S TOFFEE is the most deli-

cious and popular candy in the world. MACKINTOSH'S TOFFEE is a food that

is not only wholesome, but nutritious. MY TOFFEE will be found on the tables of
the best inns and taverns of "Merrie England." Eating Toffee is not a fad. ThiQ

English eat it because they know it is healthful. None can deny that the English are
a healthy race.

I have a Legation in all parts of North America. Ask your dealer for MACK-
INTOSH'S TOFFEE. If he does not sell it, ask him to get it for you. Show him
this Decree. If you will do this for me, I will confer upon you the Order of the Milk
of Human Kindness.

Trial package by mail for loc in stamps ; 4 lb. family tin for $1.60. Before you
order by mail, try your dealer.

JOHN MACKINTOSH, Dept. 21, 78 HUDSON STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.



E DUG AT lO N AL INST IT UT I O N S

212 iAiEST THIRD ST.
Is the oldest established, has the largest attendance, and is the best equipped business

college on the Pacific Coast. Catalogue and circulars free. Telephone Black 2651.

PASADENA-I30-I54 S. EUCLID AYE.

ENCLlSHQASSKALSdiooliorOirls
IAth Year began Oct.. 1903

Boarding- and day pupils. New building's. Gymna-
sium. Special care of health. Entire charg-e taken of
pupils during school year and summer vacation. Cer-
tificate admits to Eastern colleges. European teachers
in art, music and modern languages.

Tel. Black 1671 ANNA B. ORTON, PRINCIPAL

Occidental College
losanoeles.cai

Thb Collbgb. Four Courses—Classical, Scientific,
Literary, and Literary-Musical. Two new brick
buildings, costing $70,000—modern and convenient.

Academy. Prepares for Occidental, or any other
college or university. The Occidental School of Mus-
ic—Theory, Vocal and Instrumental.

Fall semester opens September 14, 1904.

Address PRESIDENT GUY W. WADSWORTH.

Los Angeles

CaliforniaSAINT VINCENT'S (OlLEdE
Boarding and Day College
and High School

Military Drill and Calisthenics a Feature.
For catalogue write the President.

The ACADEMY OF THE IMMACULATE
HEART — a boarding and day school for

young ladies, conducted by the Sisters of tlie Im-

maculate Heart.

For prospectus address

Mother Superior, Pico Heights, Los Angeles

STAMMER?
Wearecured; letuscureyou. No time-beating. TheScience j
of Speech for Stammerers. Free tuition offer. Book E free.
Natural Soeech Academy, 1028 E. 28th St.. Los Angeles, Cal.

California
Tent-Life, the ideal open-air cure of Diseases of Lung
and Throat. Latest scientific appliances for success-
ful treatment. Superb location overlooking Pasadena
and Los Angeles. Altitude 1,800 feet. Modern conve-
niences. Best nursing. Excellent table. Booklet free.

ESPERANZA SANATORIUM, Altadena, Cal.

01 AYS -«o PLAYC
pLi" ENTERTAINMENTS p

Catalog of thousands sent Free! Free! Free!

Address SAM'L FRENCH, 30 W. 22d St., New York

Pneumatic^
Perfection
attresses

mean so much to the invalid, and are so comfortable
to well men that they are necessities in every home.
On board a yacht or in camp they have no equals as

beds, life preservers or cushions. They do not

srather vermin, moisture, or lose their shape.

9S~send for Price list Now /

The Pneumatic Manufacturing Co., 5 South St., N. Y.

now TO MAKE MONEY

IN RAISING CHICKENS
A man who has learned how by doing it

has written a book telling all about it,

down to the smallest details. He is now

taking $1,500 a year from five acres de-

voted to poultry—not raising fancy chick-

ens, but supplying poultry and eggs to

the market.

NO REASON WHY VOL SHOULDN'T
do likewise, if you have the "gumption."

Needn't feel troubled because you haven't

the experience. The author of this book

was a sea-captain till a few years ago, and

had to find out as he went along. His

book will save you that trouble, or some

of it.

Seni postpaid, on receipt ofprice, $1.25.

OUT WEST MAGAZINE CO.

LOS ANGELES



MUTIAL SAVINGS BANK
OF SAN FRANCISCO

710 Market St., opposite Third, San Francisco

Guarantee Capital $1,000,000

Capital and Surplus 565,000

Deposits over 9,500,000

James D. Phelan. Pres. S. G. Murptiy, Vice-Pres.
John A. Hooper, Vice-Pres. Georgre A. Story, Cashier

C. B. Hobson, Assistant Cashier

DIRECTORS
James D. Phelan S. G. Murphy John A. Hooper
James MofRtt Frank J Sullivan Rudolph Spreckles
Robt. McElroy James M. McDonald Chas. Holbrook

Interest paid on deposits. Loans on approved secur-
ities. Deposits may be sent on postal order, Wells,
Farg-o & Co., or exchange on city banks. Interest paid
last term 2% per cent.

WE dmmii lints

UNION TITLE

& TRUST COMPANY

903 fOURTH STREET

SAN DIEdO, (ALIFORNIA

Desiirnated Depositary of the United States

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LOS ANGELES

Special Ladies' Department
Capital Stock $ 500,000.00

Surplus and Undivided Profits 750,000.00
Deposits 6,343,257,25

J. M. Elliott, President F. Q. Story, Vice-President
J. C. Drake, 2ud Vice-President

Stoddard Jess, 3rd Vice-President
W. T. S. Hammond, Cashier

A. C. Way and E. S. Pauly, Assistant Cashiers

OIRECTORS
J. M. Elliott F. Q. Story J. C. Drake H. Jevne

J. O. Koepfli W. J. Trask C. W. Gates
Stoddard Jess W. T. S. Hammond

Ali departments of a modern banking business conducted

Los Angeles National Bank
N. E. Cor. First and Spring Sts.

UNITED STATES DEPOSITARY

Capital, - - . . $500,000.00

Surplus and Profits, - - 300,000.00
U. S. Bonds carried at Par, 650,000.00

Modern Safety Deposit and Storage Vaults.
No city or county deposits. No interest paid
on deposits.

W. C. Patterson, President.
G. E. Bitting^er, Cashier.

Fielding J, Stilson Co.
REALTY
STOCKS
BONDS

305 H. W. Hellman Building
Los Angeles

Member Los Ang-eles Stock Exchang-e
Los Angreles Realty Board

Western Union Code. Cable Address " STILSON."

Telephones 105

A Bungalow
For SaleSIX

ROOMS

HIGHLAND PARK
New House. Lot 50x150. Child's

Play Room back of the house. Gas,
Electric Light, Barn, Flowers, Fruit
Trees and all kinds of Berries. Half
block from Pasadena car line. Price

$2500. Call, or address owner,

J. H. T., 141 E. AVENUE 56, LOS ANGELES

ADVANTAGES OF
BUYING STOCK in

Strict Investigation
Desired

Bluebell Gold Mining

and Milling Co.
Capital $500,000
Shares $1 each
In Treasury $300,000

You are Guaranteed One per Cent. Monthly
Your Returns First of Each Month
The Properties Are Developed
The Management is Competent
No Tiresome Delays
We have Fine Claims in Lida Goldfields

PRICE 25 CENTS PER SHARE

Address PACIFIC COAST MINES BUREAU
387-88 WILCOX BLDG., LOS ANGELES, GAL.

References: State Bank and Trnst Co.; Ocean Park
Bank, Ocean Park, Cal.
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PUBLIC LIBRARIES OF SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA.

By ARTHUR MACDONALD DOLE.

INCE the establishment, early in the nineteenth

century, of the world's first free public library

at Peterborough, N. H., the growth of the pub-
lic library movement has been steady and sub-

stantial. The benefits from the institution arc

so evident that its necessity is admitted, its

influence unquestioned and its permanence

acknowledged. It has proven itself supplemental to the great

American free public-school system. Together these mean the

manifold advantages of free education alike to all.

Southern California, once considered the untutored land of

romance, has, since the gringo came, been as earnest a i)artici]5ant

in public-library evolution as any locality in America and the

state of California now possesses the largest state library, New
York excepted, in the country. Many of the libraries bave been

founded by women's clubs, or literary and social organizations.

When the rapid growth in patronage has necessitated other

means of support, the control and the responsibility of mainten-

ance lias been transferred to the municipalities wherein the insti-

tutions are located. Thereafter they are operated under the pro-

visions of the general State library-law, the income for support

being derived from the annual city tax-levy.

This institutional work, so well started, has been given par-

ticular impetus of late years by gifts of philanthrophic men—
notably Andrew Carnegie—who have furnished funds for the

erection of numerous library homes, until Southern California,

Copyright 1905, by OutlWest Magazine Co. All rights reserved.
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for its area, has as adequate a group of structures as will anywhere
be found. These buildings, constructed with special attention

to sanitary ventilation, are finished with modern completeness
for the comfort and service of the public, having separate reading,

reference, stock, lecture, work and juvenile rooms and usually

book-fumigating vaults. For, coincident with the reputation of

Southern California as a synonym for "invalid's camping ground,"
came the necessity of providing means for disinfecting books as

a safeguard against contagious- illness. Accordingly, fumig-ating-

vaults, built of brick or stone, where volumes may be periodically

The a. K. Smiley Public Library, Redlands.

disinfected with some germ destroyer, have been added as a

part of library equipment.
In several places, further sanitary precautions are taken, the

board of library trustees working in conjunction with the city

board of health against the spread of contagious disease, such as

typhoid fever or diphtheria. Wherever such illness is discovercid

or known to exist by the health officer, the latter notifies the

library authorities of the case. These, in turn, are enabled by
reference to their records, to discover whether any library book or

magazine is in possession of the disease-affected home. If such

is the case, the volumes are either ordered destroyed or thor-

oughly fumig'ated before again being circulated—according to

the nature of the case.

Forward days such as these—days of rapid changes—are de-

manding the keenest talent in all educational branches and the

specialist is surviving as the fittest. Hence the twentieth-century

call of the public library is for librarians and assistants as well
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trained for their work, as University professors or instructors

are trained for their chosen vocations. To meet this require-

ment, training classes have been formed in connection with sev-

eral of the libraries in Southern California, providing courses in

bibliography, reference work, cataloguing, administration, etc.,

along the lines of eastern library training schools, destined to

prepare apprentices for performing library duties. A high-school

education, at least, is required for applicants desiring to take the

course and those finally accepted are selected by competitive ex-

amination.

Along with the general awakening to library possibilities in

Southern California, has come the recognition of the needs of

Referp;nce Room, The A. K. Smiley Public Library, Redlands.

the coming generation by providing a separate department in the

library especially for juveniles. This has proven a wise and suc-

cessful step in the right direction, fostering and instilling as it

does, the habit of reading among the little folks. Many methods

have been devised to arouse the attention and enthusiasm of the

children, all with the deeper ultimate purpose of leading them
toward the reading of good books. Picture bulletins or picture-

racks on the reading tables afford good opportunity for the dis-

play of bright posters, vari-colored bird-plates, magazine illus-

trations, "Perry pictures" or "Elson prints." Monthly lectures

on current topics, on nature-study, and on life and customs in

remote parts of our own and foreign lands, prepared for the cTiild

mind, are given in several cities by the librarians, local teachers,

or friends of the library, for the benefit of the children, who are

always present in large numbers. Thus they are led to take
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much interest in their own department and in numerous instances

have donated, for the adornment of their rooms, pictures, bronze

or plaster-casts and copies of recognized works or art purchased
with funds raised from the production of little plays, entertain-

ments or other individual effort.

The constant aim on the part of librarians and boards of library

trustees generally, in this section of the southwest, is to render

the library a practical aid and instructor for the people as well as

a valuable mine for the scholar and worker along technical or

scientific lines. To this end bulletin-boards, containing sugges-
tions and references for reading on important subjects and events

of the day and world, frequently revised and kept up to date, are-

hung conspicuously in the reading rooms both for young and old.

San Diego Public Library. Photo by H. R. Fitch

Free monthly newspaper-bulletins are also published, in which

are printed all the new accessions to the library, together with

timely magazine or book-lists for the guidance of school pupils,

club-women and patrons generally. In these ways the libraries

of the southwest are keeping pace with the advantages offered in

the established "literary east."

Although the county of Los Angeles alone, has more public

libraries than any other county in the state, it is not the writer's

intent to review all the good work being accomplished in all

Southern California, but rather to touch upon the structural gain

in libraries, as a result of the philanthropic munificence to which

reference has already been made.

The cities of San Diego, Riverside, San Bernardino, Pomona,

Santa Ana and Santa Monica, each have been within the past

three years beneficiaries under the terms of Mr. Carnegie's liber-

ality. Redlands was provided with the means for constructing

a splendid library home by one of her own winter residents,

Albert K. Smiley, while the building at Pasadena—which may
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properly be called the true pioneer of the better library structures

in Southern California—was commenced by progressive citizens

who first formed an incorporated library association. The funds

of this association proving inadequate to complete the work of

construction, the city of Pasadena voted and issued bonds to pur-
chase the property and to finish the handsome building. A
$10,000 addition was built three years ago, to meet the needs of

rapid growth and the library building located so that it overlooks

an attractive, green-swarded park, is valued at $50,000. The
Pasadena library, possessing excellent reference, juvenile and

other departments, maintains, as a distinct feature, a special

California reading-table department, which is incessantly patron-

ized, particularly in the winter season by the tourists, many of

whom enjoying visitors affiliation privileges, are accustomed to

make of the library a reading reaidezvous.

In the California department are to be found carefully prepared

scrapbooks, filled with articles appertaining to the environment,

wealth, industries and possibilities of the State, which have ap-

peared in periodicals and newspapers since the time when Charles

Dudley Warner and Helen Hunt Jackson first sung the praises of

this land of promise; also articles upon, and photographs illus-

trating the Old Missions and Indian basket-weaving, together
with several valuable manuscript letters and documents of early

times. This collection consists, in part, of exhibits made at the

Omaha, Paris and Buffalo Expositions. This library has been

the fortunate recipient of numerous pictures which are himg
about the building, having been presented by generous patrons,

and is also the proud possessor of the Wyeth-Bowler collection

of art books and photographs, donated by the late Mrs. Elizabeth

F. Bowler.

The children's room is a well-equipped section, much patron-

ized, and its Kindergarten, or "baby's corner," made bright for

the little ones with many Mother Goose posters, bird-cuts and in-

destructible linen picture-books, is original.

The Smiley public library and its beautifully arranged park,

at Redlands, is one of the attractions of that artistic city. This

property cost $60,000, Mr. Smiley having spared neither expense
nor pains in making the building a monument to his generosity.

The Redlands library is efficient in all departments, but its music-

section is a feature of the institution, situated as it is in the

midst of a musical populace of high culture. This collection has

been gathered with discriminating care, and comprises a splendid

selection of operas, oratorios, organ-, piano- and violin-scores and

string-quartettes, together with a high-class collection of orches-

trations and songs. Some patrons come many miles to make use

of the musical wealth of the library.
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Frequent reading- and club-lists are prepared for the benefit of

patrons, and numerous photographs of art and architecture are

loaned from time to time for use in the public schools.

The largest gift of Mr. Carnegie in Southern California, was

made to San Diego, the original donation of $50,000, having been

increased to $60,000 upon the showing made by the library au-

thorities that the original amount was insufificient to complete
the splendid structure planned for the city.

The building is the largest of libraries in the southwest, con-

sisting of two stories and a large basement. The unique feature

RiVKKSIDB PdBLIC LIBRARY.

of this institution is a complete model bindery department, occu-

pying a room on the second floor, which is being successfully

conducte(d by a member of the stafif, who rebinds and repairs all

books, magazines and papers, at a considerable saving to the

city. Three years ago a system of traveling libraries—like those

now sent out by the State library
—was inaugurated, to supply

remote outlying districts. The plan "has worked successfully, and

now nine such traveling libraries, of twenty-five books each,

which can be exchanged periodically, are available for circulation.

The walls of the building are hung with celebrated pictures and

photo-engravings, many of which are copies of the mural paint-

ings and ceiling-panels in the Congressional Library at Wash-

ington, and the Boston public library.

RiveTside's handsome Mission-style library, completed last
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year, is attractively located on a corner opposite onei of the lead-

ing tourist hotels of the State, and its privileges in winter are en-

joyed by hundreds of tourists from all parts of the world. The
handsome large reading rooms, and elaborate interior and mural

decorations are matters of favorable comment, and the book-

stacks have capacity for accommodating 50,000 volumes.

The city of San Bernardino was first given $15,000, which was

later increased to $20,000 upon the urgent request of the board

of library trustees, when it was found that the first gift would

not meet the cost of the new building. The rooms are all upon
one fioor, underneath which is a commodious basement, which

also is provided with a bicycle-rack room, and a sanitary fumi-

gating vault. In view of the fict that in San Bernardino are lo-

cated the shops of the Santa Fe railroad, the library is supplying
a department of mechanical and technical works, which are used

to advantage by the railroad employees, who, in common with

the regular citizens, appreciate the privileges offered them.

At Pomona also, another building costing $15,000 has been

erected which is agreed by all visitors to be a gem of its kind

among the smaller libraries. The chief charm of the structure,

and its advantages, lie in the convenient arrangement and rela-

tion of its rooms, all being built about an octagonal de|livery hall,

from the central desk of which, complete supervision can be had

of the entire floor. The efifect is that of one large room, combin-

ing economy of both administrative service and space.

The plans and a description of the Pomona building were pub-
lished last year in an issue of "Public Libraries," and attracted

wide notice. As a result the library authorities have received let-

ters from numerous localities in different parts of the country,

seeking for more data concerning this ideal small-library struc-

ture, and five new libraries have adopteid the general plans of this

building, with a few minor changes. The architecture is Roman-

esque, and aside from the customary rooms, there is a cozy juve-

nile room with kindergarten chairs, and reading tables, and some

larger ones to accommodate children of different sizes
;
a ladies'

rest' room, for the convenience of patrons coming from suburban

distances; a commodious fumigating vault, and a large lecture-

room or museum, as yet unfinished, in the basement.

A new plan for some of the grade reading-classes in the publi'C

schools, is being successfully operated at Pomona, in conjunction
with the use of the public library. Pupils are permitted to read

aloud in school-room recitation, from books obtained at the li-

brary, of travel, biography, history or mythology, in which they

arq interested, and which have first been approved by the

teacher. Such reading is duly credited as a part of the pupil's
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regular school-work. The substitution of this plan for the former

system of having an entire class recite from the same reader—a

method bound, more or less, to induce mechanical results—is

proving highly satisfactory, the pupils show^ing a keen awakening
to the possibilities of emphasis, pronunciation and interpretation,
in reading from books that claim their interest. This method of

study thus become|s pleasure, rather than work, and by its em-

ployment, the percentage in the circulation of juvenile fiction at

the public library is greatly reduced, while^ that of other juve-
nile departments, from which attain the most permanent good
results, is increased—always to the gratification of the library

management.
The city of Santa Ana likewise boasts an attractive $15,000

library, which has been constructed along lines typical of the

Mission style of architecture. Here the newspaper and maga-
zine reading room is located on the basejment floor, and is directly

accessible from the street. The main floor is given over to the

delivery, stack, children's and reference departments, the latter

being much used by public-school students, and members of dif-

ferent literary societies and clubs. The space upstairs is largely

occupied by the valuable medical library donated by the Orange

County Medical Association, for reference use.

Built upon much the same plan as the Pomona library, the new

$12,500 structure at Santa Monica, furnishes a convenient home
for the free public library of that city by the sea. Possessing the

usual departments, it has also, as an added feature, a room de-

voted exclusively to the purpose of reading aloud to the blind. A
free delivery station in connection with the library has been es-

tablished at Ocean Park, and has proven of much benefit and ac-

commodation to that city.

Before closing this article, reference must be made to the

Santa Barbara and Los Angeles public libraries. In the former

city the library was established about twenty-three years ago,

under the California State law. For two or three years prior to

this, there had been a small circulating library there, belonging
to Mrs. Ashley, a resident of the city. These books, and other

gifts of the townspeople, formed the nucleus for the public insti-

tution, which was opened in one room in the old Odd Fellows'

building, books being added by gifts and purchase. Two years

later, the library was moved to second-story rooms at the corner

of State and Carrillo streets. In 1890 the library board com-

menced work upon the nearly fire-proof brick building, which is

the present location of the institution.

The most important library in Southern California, and the one

containing the largest and most valuable colleittion of volumes in
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bonds for a new library

the near future.

the southwest, is owned by the city

.i of Los Angeles, and is attaining a

% remarkable growth, and a reputa-
3 tion for a high standard of excel-

S lence, both in departmental and ad-

i^
ministrative lines, under the efficient

guidance of Miss Mary L. Jones, li-

f brarian. The effect of her conscien-

1
tious and thorough system is readil}-

appreciated by library patrons, and

the benefit of her experience and

wisdom, has been freely given,
w4ienever sought by any of her co-

workers in smaller libraries about

Southern California.

. The growth of the Los Angeles
% public library has been little short

x of phenomenal, and that the institu-

< tion is takmg promment standing

3 among the leading libraries of the

g country, was shown at the last

^ meeting of the American Library
< Association, at St. Louis, upon a

J chart prepared by the library of Con-
< gress, for exhibition at the exposi-
c tion, indicating the relative position

< of the twenty-two libraries in the

United States having a circulation

of over 300,000 volumes for the year

1903. In this record Los Angeles

occupies twelfth place, being just

below Cincinnati, but ahead of Pitts-

burg, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, De-

troit and some other cities. For

some time the library has been

greatly cramped for room, in its

present congested quarters in the

city hall, and the steady registration

of patrons, constantly increasing
• with the flocking to the city of thou-

sands of new-comers, is insistently

forcing to the fore the need of a

commodious new building. At a re-

cent election it was voted to issue

building, and this may be expected in
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The Los Angeles library is constantly seeking to widen its

field of usefulness, and is now maintaining eight regular branches,

sending traveling libraries of a certain number of books each, to

the different city fire departments, the Detention Home, Stimson

Lafayette Industrial school, the two Cofifee Clubs, some Sunday
schools, and upon request, generously loaning from time to time,

to the smaller libraries in near-by cities, special reference, his-

torical or descriptive books, not owned by the borrowers.

The several branches show gratifying monthly circulation

records, and when the new library building, donated by Charles

AT. Stimson to Occidental College, is comple|ted, a branch for

Gkneral Reading Room, Pomona Poblic Library.

the residents of Highland Park will be opened in a room of the

new structure, and conducted somewhat in conjunction with the

college library.

In departmental work, particular attention is being devoted to

enriching the Spanish-American historical section. And it is in-

deed fitting that the City of the Angells should make special en-

deavor to procure all available material dealing with southwest-

ern history, and particularly, those works relating to the Spanish

period of that his'tory, which are constantly becoming more dif-

ficult to obtain. Therefore, whenever opportunity is offered for

securing rare and prized editions, these are being added to the li-

brary's wealth in California, sometimes at seemingly fabulous
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Dklivekv Hall, Pomona Public Library.

prices, a hundred dollars being paid for some editions hardly
thicker than pamphlets.

Charles F. Lummis has rendered much valuable service in

the selection of these volumes, the most valuable of which, like

government bonds, are guarded under lock and key, in a fire-

proof safe.

So noted is this unsurpassed department of California be-

coming, that archaeological scholars are looking to the Los An-

geles library to supply them with editions now inaccessible

elsewhere, and several such persons have com,„ hither to avail

themselves of this valuable collection.

Pomona, Cal.

THE REMOLINO.
By MRS. FRANK RUSSELL.

YT^ LEET Daphne of the I^esert.

'Iq) Elusive, whirling sprite.
Pursued by wild Boreas,

All feigned is thy fright.

No laurel need encase thee

In supple, sheltering band ;

Too swiftly should Love chase thee-

Thou'rt but a drift of sand.

Los Angreles.
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THE MISSION OF SAN XAVIHR DEL BAC.
By HEYWARD TREZEVANT WATKINS.

m'HE San Xavier mission has been

called "an architectural gem in a

desert setting." One clear day in

August, three of us were spending the

afternoon in the mountains just about

two miles west of Tucson. By the aid

of field glasses, we were able to see

the mission, nine miles distant. About
us lay a great expanse of waste land,

brown and sunbaked, broken by a dis-

order of hills and barren mountains,

through the center of which ran a

narrow strip of green, marking the course of the little Santa Cruz

river. In the midst of the green and the brown shone the graceful
dome of the mission, white and glistening in the sunlight like

some great pearl.

It was several weeks later, when we set out on a visit to the

mission. Our way led us through the quaint old Mexican quar-

ter of Tucson, with its narrow winding streets, lined with adobes,

through the open doors of which came the odor of chile and

frijoles ;
out into the open country where the few straggling huts

gave place to Indian wickiups, until these too were left behind,

and there remained only the cacti and the barren hills.

The symmetrical beauty of the building cannot fail to im-

m
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press the visitor. It is said by reliable authorities to be one of

the finest missions left by the Padres, and is certainly one of the

most unique. The Papago Indians helped to ^build it. Some of

the decorations showing their handiwork are almost barbaric,

yet produce a striking efifect.

In response to our summons, at one of the side entrances a

Sister of Charity opened the door, which led into an annex,

where school is held for the Indian children on the reservation.

She first took us into a courtyard, where are some weather-

beaten statues and a few old relics. On one side of the court is

the colonnade of the mission. Above, the graceful curves of the

dome and the two slender towers were clearly outlined against

a matchless blue sky. l

Within the recess of the arches, it seemed cool and inviting,

as compared with the heat and the glare of the long drive, and

we were glad to rest within their protecting shadows for a while.

Silence lay about us, the busy world of the present day was for

the time lost sight of, and the spirit of the brave Padres, who in

the midst of peril and sudden death had so often trod where we

were now sitting, seemed to descend and hover about the old

walls, and to lurk within the gloom of the solemn arches.

Once again we stood before the main entrance, impatiently

waiting to be admitted. The door is made of wood and studded

with nails, and on it are carved the names of many tourists.

Finally a grating noise was heard within, and the dnor slowly

swung back upon its hinges. It as slowly closed behind us, and

once more the heat and the glare were left to the outside world,

and about us out of the half darkness loomed this beautiful old

monument of the long ago. There are no windows, but our

eyes soon became accustomed to the half light that stole in

through the loop-holes in the ceiling. That reverence for the

old and curious, which all possess in a more or less degree, was
awakened. We were moved to admiration by the symmetry of

the outlines and enchanted with the crudeness and quaintness
of the details. With wonder and delight we gazed at the impos-
sible statues and frescoes. The hand of the Indian, the half bar-

barian, the lover of the gaudy, is as plainly visible here as when
horses and lands are bartered for a red blanket or a string of

beads. One statue of the Virgin is clothed in a modern silk

gown, resplendent in laces and flounces ; while one poor old saint

is habited in what closely resembles a night-gown, with a

woman's fur cape thrown around his shoulders.

In the first chapel on the right are two altars, one with the

image of "Our Lady of Sorrows," standing at the foot of a large

cross, which is deeply engraved in the wall, and the other one
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with the image of the Immaculate Conception. In the same chapel
are two frescoes, representing Our Lady of the Rosary and the

hidden life of our Saviour. The opposite chapel is also adorned

with two altars. One of them is dedicated to the Passion of

Our Lord and the other one to St. Joseph. There are also two

paintings.

The main altar which stands at the head of the church, facing

the nave, is dedicated to St. Francis Xavier, the patron saint

chosen by the Jesuits for the first church established in the Mis-

sion. Above the image of St. Francis Xavier is that of the Holy

Virgin. Between the statues of St. Peter and St. Paul, and at

the summit of the altar piece is the bust of God, the Creator.

The pictures near the altar, are, on the right hand side, "The

Adoration of the Wise Men," with the "Flight into Egypt" ;
and

on the left, "The Adoration of the Shepherds" with the "Annun-

ciation."

These altars, especially the principal one, as well as the entire

walls and ceiling, are decorated with a profusion of arabesques,

in low relief, all gilded or painted with different colors. On
either side of the gate opening into the chancel is a lion curiously

carved in wood, typifying the strongest of beasts guarding the

most Holy of Holies. There are also statues of the twelve

Apostles and numerous other saints, generally of the order of

St. Francis.

On the west side of the church, separated from it by a narrow
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l^assage, is an enclosure, with a small chapel standing at its

western side. The ground enclosed was formerly used as a cem-

etery, and the chapel was the place where the dead bodies were

kept until the ceremony of burial could be performed.

One of the towers, as can be seen, was never completed, lacking

the dome and plastering from the second story above. The reason

why it was thus left is not known.

The Mission of San Xavier del Bac, was named for St. Fran-

cisco Xavier, a Jesuit missionary who lived in the early part of

the sixteenth century. He was one of the founders of the society

of Jesus, and was called "the Apostle of the Indies." The word
Bac in the language of the aborigines means a place where there

is water.

The exact date of the founding of the mission, and much of its

history, are clothed in mystery. It was established by the Jesuit

missionaries for the Papago Indians toward the end of the seven-

teenth century, although some claim that there was a mission
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there as early as the latter part of the sixteenth century. Wc
learn from the records that between 1720 and 1767, twenty-two
Jesuit missionaries successively administered at San Xavier. A
severe revolt among the Pima and Ceris Indians broke out in 175 1

causing the death of several missionaries and obliging others to

abandon their missions until better times should come.

In 1767, the Jesuits were expelled by the Spanish government.
In the same year, at the request of tlie Marquess de Croix, Viceroy
of Mexico, the Rev. Francisco Garcez was sent to take charge of

the mission. From that time on it was in the hands of the Fran-

ciscans.

The date 1797, which is seen on one of the doors, is, accord-

ing to tradition, the date of the completion of the present build-

ing. The building prior to this one, was a small adobe affair, and

was '.several times destroyed by the Apaches.
After the expulsion of the Franciscans it was left largely in

the hands of the Indians themselves, who defended it with much
bloodshed from the attacks of hostile tribes. The mission is now
under the charge of the Bishop of Arizona and New Mexico and

his assistants, and mass is held twice a month.

When one considers the circumstances under which the mis-

sion was built and cared for, the scarcity of food and water, the

utter lack of transportation facilities, the intense heat and the

many privations of the desert and the continual warfare of savage

natives, it must be admitted to be a remarkable structure.

I can find no more fitting words, with which to close this little
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sketch, than the tribute of John C. Van Dyke, in his admirable

work, "The Desert :"
•

"What of the Padres—were they not here? As I ride ofif across

the plain to the east, the thought is of the heroism, the self-ab-

negation, the undying faith of these followers of Loyola and

Xavier who came into this waste so many years ago. How idle

seem the specious tales of Jesuitism and priestcraft. The Padres

were men of unshrinking faith and a perseverance almost unpar-
alleled in the annals of history. The accomplishments of Colum-

bus, of Cortez, of Coronado, were great, but what of those who
ventured out upon these sands and erected missions almost in

the heart of the desert, who single-handed coped with dangers
from man and nature, and who lived and died without the slight-

est hope of reward here on earth? Has not the sign of the cross

cast more men in heroic mould than ever the glitter of the sword
or the flash of the sabre?"

Tucson, Ariz.



The Kind of Carts Used in Southern Chile.

One of the Bath Carts.
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» A SUMMER TRIP IN JANUARY.
By. H. K. PALMER.

AST January, while the Eastern states were

suffering from the coldest winter in several

years, and even in California the weather was

cold enough to make fires comfortable. Central

Chile was sweltering in the midst of a long,

dry summer, and everyone living in the cities

of the interior was planning to leave for some

cooler place. In Santiago, business became almost dead, as

many had left for the sea-shore and others preferred to sit in

the shade in the patios of tl|eir houses rather than to go out on

the streets. In the evening, they ventured out to the plaza to

listen to the music and promenade; but along toward the latter

part of January, when so many had left town, it ceased to be

fashionable to come out even for that, the great daily recreation

of the Spanish American.

With its long coast-line, Chile is well provided with seaside

resorts ; but many of them are hard to reach, because the railroad

runs down the central valley and branches are built through to

the coast in only a few places. Not caring to take a trip in a

stage over a dusty road, I decided to go to Constitucion, about

two hundred miles south of Santiago. The day I left Santiago
was comparatively cool, so that the ride in the train was not so

disagreeable as had been predicted. We had an early start ; and,

as the train was the Talcahuano Express, which makes a run of

about three hundred and fifty miles in eleven hours, we made

good time and few stops. For the first five hours the trip was

down the central valley of Chile, lying between the high Andes

on one side and the low coast range on the other. Although it

was the middle of summer, some snow-clad peaks were visible

all the time, each one being from fifteen to twenty thousand feet

high. Every few miles we crossed small muddy rivers, each one

flowing down the center of a wide strong "wash," like the small

streams of Southern California. As we went south, these

streams became larger and clearer; for, as we go south, fhe

Andes become lower and less precipitous, while the rainfall is

much greater.

It was in the height of the fruit season, and at the larger sta-

tions women came out to the train with baskets of peaches, pears,

figs and grapes. When a Chilean train stops, it usually stops

long enough for the train-crew to exchange gossip with the

station-men
;
so we were not prevented from buying fruit by

lack of time, and we survived the journey without getting hungry,
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although we had had only a cup of coffee and some toast before

starting, according to the South American custom. At eleven,

we stopped twenty minutes for breakfast. We got a very good
meal, at eating-station price's, but as it was served a la carte it

was possible to get a fair meal quite cheaply, when helped out

by the fruit bought along the way.
Chile is a wheat-producing country like California, and every

few miles we passed farms where they were threshing. In some
of the more modern places they use threshing machines

;
but at

most of them they cling to the old-fashioned method of driving

The Upper Part of the Bay of Constitucion.

cattle over the grain, and then separating the wheat from the

straw by throwing it into the air. Labor here is so cheap that

it is about as economical to do many things in the old-fashioned

way as to employ modern machinery. Besides that, there is

often the difficulty of getting labor sufficiently intelligent to

handle machinery.
A little after noon, we reached Talca, a city of about twenty

thousand inhabitants. Here we left the express train to take the

train for Constitucion. As we had an hour to spend, I took the

horse-car to go up town and back ; but the car was so slow that

I did not have time to go all the way to the plaza. To save time,

I walked back to the depot.

The train to Constitucion is narrow-gauge, although the rest
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of the railroad is the old-style broad-gauge of five feet six inches.

I was told that this branch was constructed narrow gauge be-

cause, running to a small port, it might easily be captured by
the enemy in time of war ; and if the road were of the same gauge

throughout, they could enter Santiago without trouble, whereas

if part of it were narrow gauge they would have to change cars

at Talca.

The first few miles below Talca was a repetition of what we
had passed through before, but the train soon entered the cafion

of the Maule river and the scenery changed. Now, instead of the

The Beach at Constitucion.

wide valley, there was a narrow cafion, lying between low hills,

with the river winding about at the bottom and the train run-

ning on the side—in some places nearly a hundred feet above.

Here and there we passed small towns, consisting mostly of

thatched Indian huts. Here the river is perhaps twenty-five

yards wide and from one to two feet deep. Occasionally we

passed large flat boats, bound down-stream with fruits and vege-

tables, or up-stream empty. In the latter case they usually carry
a large square sail, for the wind draws up through the cafion

with considerable force every afternoon. I have heard that at

times it blows hard enough to drive the low heavily laden boats,

bound down-stream, up against the current. In a case of that

kind the boatmen simply land and wait for the wind to go down.
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The railroad runs for fifty miles down this caiion until the

walls finally become too steep and it comes to an end on a large
sand-bank jutting out into the river. We have now passed the

head of tide-water and the river has become an estuary, two
hundred yards wide and from ten to fifteen feet deep. We are

still three miles above Constitucion, and across the river, so we
take boats for the rest of the trip. The second- and third-class

passengers go in the large rowboats used for freight, while the

first-class passengers take the stern-wheel launches. When we
reached the end of the railroad, it was late in the afternoon and

the cool breeze from the Pacific made the trip in the boat a

pleasure after the long hot ride in the train. Nearly all the way
to the mouth of the bay, there are steep hills on each side, cov-

ered with low brush and a few trees.

We were landed at the short wharf which had become the cen-

ter of attraction for the whole town, everyone turning out to see

the new arrivals. At once it became a question as to which hotel

I should choose. I had seen the advertisements of two in the

launch, and had noticed that one with an Italian name was kept

by a man with an English name. I decided that that one was

likely to be the less dirty of the two, and as there were more

porters from that one at the wharf I decided to go there, and I

soon found that I had made a wise choice. In all my experi-

ences with Spanish-American hotels I have found only one which

provided a carriage for guests. That was in Guatemala, near

enough to the United States to feel some of its influence. But

that bus was only for use from the station to the hotel ; you must

find your own way back to the station.

In Constitucion the hotels are near the wharf and carriages are

very scarce, so the guests simply walk, while porters carry their

baggage. The very first appearance of the town was rather

pleasing, as we walked under large eucalyptus trees which

shaded the whole street for a block, but for one block only. After

that we walked on narrow, uneven sidewalks, with the low one-

story houses on each side of the street in various stages of repair.

The hotel was built about a large patio, each room opening-

out into the patio in true South American fashion. Just outside

the doors there was a covered walk and in the center a large

garden with flowers of various kinds. No room was provided

for a dining-room, but all the meals were served in the patio

under a large awning. This was extremely comfortable in the

summer, but in the winter I fear it is rather cold.

The following day I started out to explore the town and beach.

The town lies on a point between the river and the ocean, and

protected from the latter by low hills. At the end of the point,
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just outside of town, there is a hill higher than the rest, which

is used as a signal hill, a lookout being stationed there to an-

nounce the arrival and departure of vessels. The town itself

is a true Spanish-American town of one-story adobe houses.

They have not even adopted corrugated iron as a substitute for

tiles, as has been done in many other Chilean towns. The streets

are narrow, but there is little traffic, and, with the low houses

they are not dark, so they answer the purpose very well. The
narrow sidewalks are sometimes badly paved and the rest of the

time not paved at all. Finally, there is the regulation plaza, in

A Group of Young Chileans, Constitucion.

which the garrison band plays every other night, while the

townspeople and the summer visitors promenade.
A little after nine, the people start for the beach to bathe. As

yet there are no electric cars in Constitucion, nor are there likely

to be any for a long time. In the meanwhile they make use of

the bath-carts drawn by oxen. These carts are very much like

the old-fashioned "bob-tail" horse-car, but without platforms and

mounted on only two wheels. In this part of the country, many
of the wheels are made of one piece cvit from a log, and all,

whether solid or with spokes, are of about the same size—about

a foot and a quarter in diameter. These carts are all built with

springs, but that does not keep the journey from being exceed-

ingly rough
—every little pebble causing a jolt. They say the
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rapid succession of jolts entirely makes up for the tediousness of

the ride. When they finally reach the beach, which is about a

mile from town, the carts are drawn up with their doors facing
the water and at a safe distance from the waves. The passengers
then convert the cart into a dressing room and don their bathing
suits.

When they are ready for the bath they march into the water

carrying a rope, the other end of which is tied to the cart. It

would be showing entirely too much public spirit for a Chilean

city or company to provide fixed ropes for the bathers, and be-

Sawing Out Boards in the Ship Yards, Constitucion.

sides they would be stolen in a short time, so each cart provides

its passengers with a rope. While men and women do go in

bathing at the same beach, it is very unusual to see the men help-

ing the women in the water. As a rule the men prefer to go

down the beach a little way, where they are not required to wear

so much clothing. The favorite place is near a large rock which

is used as a dressing room, despite the fact that it is very public.

Although Constitucion is in a latitude corresponding to San

Luis Obispo, the water is much colder than it is in California, the

Antarctic current being much cooler than the Alaskan. For this

reason you see very few people in bathing at one time, although

there may be many bath-carts on the beach. As soon as the

bath is over and the bathers are dressed, they walk up and down
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between the surf and the carts, watching the other bathers and

talking to their friends. Horseback riding is a favorite recrea-

tion, and many spend the morning riding about the beach and

out to the ''Iglesia," or Church Rock. This is a huge rock jut-

ting out into the sea with two or three caves in it, one of which

runs clear through and resembles the small door of the South

American churches. Iron bridges have been put up there so

that it is possible to walk out to the cave and watch the water

seethe and boil as the currents from the two sides meet inside.

The trip is always interesting, although made at the risk of a

Selling Fruit at a Wayside Station in Chile.

wetting. Inside the caves the rock is covered with many kinds

of moss which give it the appearance of dilTerent kinds of rock.

Among the interesting places to visit are the shipyards, where

they build the launches for loading and unloading steamers.

From San Diego to the Straits of Magellan there are but three

places where a vessel can tie up alongside of a wharf; at Panama,

Callao, and Valparaiso, and at the last only a very few are able

to use the one wharf. For this reason, at all ports, both large

and small, they use lighters, and as many of them are wrecked

each year, there is a large demand for them. On the hills back

of Constitucion, there is a supply of oak which is used in the

construction of these lighters. It is brought to town in all

shapes, usually as timber, about ten inches square and twenty
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feet long. We saw one of these timbers on its way. A small

two-wheeled cart was lashed to it in the middle, and a yoke of

oxen were hitched to one end, the yoke being tied directly to the

timber. Nothing could be simpler, and to the natives, nothing
more could be asked. The timbers as they are delivered are not

always straight
—many of them are very far from it—and these

are used for the ribs. Only the boards for the sheathing are

steamed to be bent, the other curves all being natural. These
timbers are all hewn out with adzes, the favorite tool of the

Chilean carpenter. The boards for the sheathing are all sawed
out of these timbers, and they prefer to use the old-fashioned

^
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harbor, the pilot, who is also harbor-master, goes out in a row-

boat to sound the bar. He then stands by and with a flag signals

to the captain where he is to go. One day there was a double

attraction, for a vessel entered just after another had gone out

—a very rare occurrence in Constitucion. The first one got out

without difficulty, but the second one, having passed the bar fell

that she was safe and disregarded the signals of the pilot until

she ran aground. The pilot then boarded her and took her in

without further mishap. The channel is so shallow that when

the bar is at all rough the small steamers that enter there always

touch bottom once or twice while crossing the bar. The channel

is so close to the shore that a small schooner was towed out

almost to the bar by men on shore. Just before reaching the

bar the wind caught her and she was able to proceed by herself.

The pilot is a tall German and there is a tradition that all he has

to do to sound the bar is to stick his leg into the water
;
for which

he receives a fee of twenty-five pesos.

])Ut my time soon came to an end, all the attractions had been

tried, and I had to return to Santiago. As it happened, I had

to return on Sunday, when the Talcahuano Express does not run.

I had my choice of two trains from Talca—an accommodation

train and a night train. The night train is a cattle train with a

Pullman and two passenger coaches attached, so P decided to try

the accommodation train. The Constitucion train is scheduled

to just meet this train in Talca, if all goes well, but the Santiago
train will not wait for it. For a while it looked as though I

would miss the Santiago train, but fortunately it was as late as

we were and I managed to catch it just as it was leaving the

station and before the Constitucion train had come to a stop.

Having made the connection and avoided a delay of twelve hours

in 'l^alca the excitement ceased and the rest of the journey was

simply hot and without incident.

Santiago, Chile.
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THE WIND AND THE TREE.
By ROSE TRUMBULL.

WHEN
the wind crept into the cottonwood tree

With a whispered word

Which I almost heard

As it stole its way past me,

Then the night-hushed tree from its silence stirred—
For each tiny leaf,

With a sudden grief,

Trembled at what it heard.

Then the branches moved as in secret pain.

And I heard a moan
That was half a groan,

Like the breath of the battle-slain.

Then the long boughs scourged themselves in despair
Till a shriek and a crash

Told of death 'neath the lash.

And sobs shook the quivering air.

Thus the night wore on, and the cottonwood tree

With its piteous wails

Made me think of the tales

Of a lost soul's agony.

Now the wind crept forth at the sun's first ray,

And the cottonwood tree

Hid its agony
In silence before the day.

But what was the whisper of wind and tree—
Aye, what was the word
Which I almost heard

As the wind, it stole past me?

Scottsdale. Ariz.

THE SONG or DAYS.
By HARTLEY ALEXANDER.

FABLE! How one sultry summer's night
I walked the prairies; black, flame-riven clouds

And scant, reluctant drops of scalding rain

Tenting the thirsting fields and crisped corn.

Afar, coyotes wailing and the long sigh

Of tomb-awearied spirits, cradle-rock

Of Earth's old rhythms, and like a lullaby

Crooned in her witch's breast—the Song of Days
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"I am the Eater of Times—
I, the primordial Earth !

Unto what creatures I willed

I gave birth :

Drank their heart's blood till it filled

My Heart's dearth!

"Tombed in my bosom, they bide

Where first they were suckled and kissed ;

A chant to their spirits I raise.

Nor desist

Singing the Song of their Days
As I list !

^

"I feel tbe warm surge of the primitive sea.

Hear its refrain
;

Breathe the fragrance the ashes of blossoms for

Ever retain :

Quiver with loves of lovers long free

From their love's pain !

"I throb to the rushing of cattle that thrill

To the storm's rod ;

Laugh the wild laughter the prairie-wolves si

Hopeless to God :

Hear the fierce battle-cry echoing still

Under the sod !

'T am Eater of Times ;

I am the Future and Past !

None from my holding shall part ;

All at last

In the wide house of my heart

I chain fast !

"Tombed in my bosom they bide.

Where first they suckled and kissed :

A chant to their spirits I raise,

Nor desist

Singing the Song of their Days
As I list!"

Boston. Mass.

irill.
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the: glory or the dunes.
By F. E. HA WSON.

T THE first glimpse of the sand-dunes

of the Golden Gate, one is almost re-

pelled, for they seem like dreary, cheer-

less, white wastes, relieved in places

only by vegetation of a neutral shade of

green. But their charm and fascination

grow with a closer acquaintance, and it

is wonderful to reflect that the site of

the great city of San Francisco, with

her bhalf million citizens, her parks,

gardens, mansions, homes and marts of commerce, now sitting

queen-like at the gate of the Pacific, was once a stretch of sand-

hills and sloping dunes. Here the genius of man has indeed

wrought a wonderful transformation.

But such of the dunes as are left in the state in which they

were when Drake sailed by and the Franciscan padres first set

foot upon the soil, have a beauty, a restfulness, wdiich is some-

times lacking in a man-made paradise. To bask in the sun,

lying on the warm, white sand, to look up at the clear blue sky,

inhale the ozone from the ocean, and listen to the little brown

wrens singing sweetly in the distant low brush and lupin bushes

is to taste pure joy. A sense of peace and calm falls upon the

spirit, and thoughts of the teeming, bustling city, so near, yet

invisible, fade away, and we are alone, if but for a brief space,

with God and Nature.

When, refreshed and tranquil, we arise and ascend the low

sand-hills, and, turninof our eves resolutelv from the conventional

Beach Stkawbekky iFragaria Chilensis). Photo by F. E. Hav.'soii
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Cliff House and the Seal Rocks with their writhing, squirming
sea lions, shut our ears to their harsh barking—the one discordant

note in Nature's harmony—we look out far to seaward over the

restless Pacific, out to where the horizon appears to melt into

the ocean, and we catch glimpses of masts and sails of incom-

ing steamers and ships laden with rich cargoes from the Orient

and from Australasia. Then our eyes turn to the west where a

peak juts into the sea and the declining sun makes a quivering

golden trail on the water, and up to where the undulating dunes

melt into the wooded hills—wooded with trees planted by fhe

hand of man.

Then the. wind rustling in the coarse grass, which in places

Beach Astek {Erigeroii Glaucis). Photo by F. E. I{av:soii

sparsely clothes the sand-hills, draws our eyes to the ground,
and looking arovuid we find with a thrill of pleasure .that there

are fertile patches, little oases in the desert of sand, where flowers

grow—wild blooms which seem more lovely because of their

surroundings and because their discovery is so unexpected.

They are truly the crown and glory of the dunes. Eagerly we

make search, and the finding of numberless floral treasures re-

wards our efforts.

In the spring whole hillsides facing the ocean are white with

the sweet, fragrant blossoms of the beach-strawberry (fragaria

Chilensis). They lift their dainty, five-petaled cups above the

dark green leaves, and turn their smiling faces towards the sea.

The main plant is a mass of thick foliage held firmly in place
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in the shifting sand by roots many feet long. In every direction

it sends out long, red-brown runners, each joint of which drops
roots into the sand and adorns itself with a cluster of leaves in

whose center a white blossom sometimes shines star-like. In

June the deliciously flavored fruit is ripe. It is much smaller

than the garden strawberry, and is of a bright red color when

exposed to the sun's rays. If buried in the sand, as is often the

case, it is white even when fully ripe.

Though it puts forth its greatest wealth of blossoms in the

spring, flowers are to be found on the beach strawberry at almost

all seasons of the year, even through the long, rainless California

summer. Its long roots find moisture far below the surface, and

/**
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On the hill sides, blazing like burning torches among the neu-

tral-tinted foliage of the yellow lupin and the sage brush, are the

scarlet tufts of the Indian paint-brush or flame plant (castilleia

parviflora). The leaves, as well as the vivid crimson flowers, are

covered with little downy hairs. Near the sea shore the paint-

brush blooms every month in the year, though more profusely
in spring and early summer.

Contrasting with the scarlet of the flame plant is the pale gold
of the sand variety of the California poppy (eschscholtzia Cali-

fornica). It is as the moon to the sun to the gorgeous deep

orange cup which is the glory of the plains and slopes far from

the ocean, but it has a delicate beauty all its own. Pale yellow
at the outer edges, it shades to a rich gold at the center, and the

stamens are of orange, while there is a soft sheen on the slightly

corrugated petals. These are usually four in number, but speci-

mens have been found by the writer with six petals. When a

little sheltered, this poppy grows to a larger size than when ex-

posed to the full force of the ocean breezes.

In little sheltered hollows between the rolling hills of sand

grow masses of the pearly everlasting-flower (anaphalis Mar-

garetacea). The thick clusters of this little blossom, with its

Indian Paint Bkush [Castilleia Parvigiora).
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FROM HIIIGHT TO VALE.
By ALFRED I. TOWNSEND.

OWN foothill slopes chill Winter slowly creeps,

His picket line aflame with red and gold;
Fast in his icy arms the mountain sleeps,

Dull, desolate, austere, and oh so cold !

Save where the manzanita bravely flings

A blood-red flame through thickets bare and grey,
A gleam of warmth mid bleak and sombre things

—
A promise of a future summer day.

Through naked alders winter breezes blow :

In caiions deep, the drowsy streamlets sing:

Like empty censers, slowly to and fro.

Majestic pines their summer's harvest swing.
On aimless errands, drift the fallen leaves.

Through frosted ferns that cower toward the earth
;

Each barren oak a shadow carpet weaves

Upon the rocky slope which gives it birth.

Here bloom of buckthorn, safe in Nature's breast,

Sleeps, sweetly sleeps; and sleeps the sweet wild rose

Their mother bids them sleep, and she knows best,

And jealously she guards their deep repose.

But in the vales, among the orange trees,

Flies laughing Summer, sunshine in her hair;

Soon will she storm the rocky heights, and seize

And claim as her domain, the ramparts bare.

Los Angeles.



A Pasadbna Tomato Vine. Photo by Helen Lukens Jones
To harvest the fruit of this "Ponderosa" tomato, an 18-foot ladder is used. The vine is more than

30 feet in leng'th. It was about a year old at the time this photojrraoh was taken.
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THE WHITE POPPIES OF SANTA
BARBARA.

By ELLA M. SEXTON.

H, SANCTISSIMA, oh, purissima," crooned

Ysidro, altar-boy at the Mission of Santa Bar-

bara, as, pattering softly about in the dim,

cool church, he finished his appointed tasks.

For tomorrow came the Saint's Day, when all

honor was paid to that blessed Barbara whose

holy life among the nuns of Seville good Padre

Rapoli never tired of extolling to his half-understanding Indian

flock. All they grasped, perchance, was the holiday, the gay
fiesta, but to Ysidro the pictured Saint over the altar seemed

almost real, and he had absorbed her whole wonderful history.

And as he made immaculate the consecrated abiding-place of

this Santa Barbara, her eyes, grave and sweet, constantly sought

his, he fancied, with an appeal he longed to answer by some
most special service.

Very reverently he laid over the altar a snowy cloth embroid-

-ered in a far-ofif Spanish convent, gazing wistfully, meanwhile, at

a stock of white lilies the artist had painted in Barbara's

meekly-folded hands.

"Ah, for those waxen flowers," thought the boy, disdainfully

surveying a mass of yellow poppies he had crowded into one of

old Vitoria's baskets, and set before the crucifix. As he stepped

backward, his silver clear voice rose again in the "Ora, ora pro no-

bis" of that old Latin hymn ; and Father Rapoli, entering just

•then, smiled a little at his favorite acolyte's enthusiasm, and at

Ysidro's curious elision of the letter "r" from his sweetly falling

syllables. Searchingly the Padre noted the boy's faithful labor :

the sprinkled and firm earthern floor, each dustless, rudely-

carved chair and altar-furnishings, and the whiteness of lime-

washed walls rising to meet a ceiling crossed with heavy oaken

beams.

"Thou hast done well, Ysidro mio" said the priest approvingly,
"^'but those common flowers—those poppies so truly named 'dor-

midera' sleeping there with their closed petals
—are not for this

sacred place, boy." The acolyte sighed, as Father Rapoli contin-

ued dreamily; "Couldst thou but see, Ysidro, the gardens of fair

Seville with their tall, snowy lilies and milk-white roses—those

are the flowers for Santa Barbara's day—but, there, I am foolish,

child ! What lack of wisdom to pine for garden-beauties in these

barbarous wilds, where it is but early June, the rose-month of

dear Spain, and behold, all is brown, and dry, and dusty—save

for these wretched poppies, and their wild kindred."
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Ysidro was silent, but his lip quivered as the Padre lifted the

despised poppies down from their exalted place, and, long after

Fra Rapoli's brown gown had vanished, the boy, unmindful of the

noon bell, lingered near the bare, undecked altar. Over and over

he wished that somewhere he might find flowers suitable for the

Saint and her fiesta.

While musing thus, he suddenly recalled tales narrated by
those Indians who had brought the huge oaken beams for the

church toilsomely down with patient oxen, from the Pass of San

Marcos; tales speaking of a wondrous flower called "Our Lady's

Candlestick," so pure and stately was it. Surely up in those

mountain-woods there must be more of such blossoms, fit offer-

ings for Santa Barbara's shrine, indeed !

But could he reach the San Marcos, and return in time for

Angelus prayers? Ysidro pondered anxiously as he stood in the

shade of the outer corridor, looking up to yonder purple heights
drawn clear against the blazing blue of a midday sky. Should he

ask the good Padre's permission? But. no; he was fourteen,

strong, almost a man
;
and Ysidro gazed proudly at his slender

length of limb, scarce covered by a simple brown tunic. Besides,

the beautiful flowers he might find were to surprise his adored

Padre ; so merely pausing long enough to beg a tortilla or two-

from Vitoria, the old Indian housekeeper, the boy hurried along

the broad, upward-leading trail, cut deep by solid wooden wheels

of ox-carts in their mountain journeys. Soon his bare feet trod

gayly over the mesa where, free and wild, the despised common

poppies glowed in an orange flare so vivid, that it seemed to run

along the ground like flying flames before him. Quivering waves

of heat-haze flickered and danced everywhere on this wide up-

land, and Ysidro hastened through the hot silence, eager to reach

the shaded wood-road beyond. And ere long the white-walled

Mission in its deep valley below him, the measureless blue of

ocean brimming over to that far horizon where the Channel isl-

ands lay adrift in an opalesce^nt mist—all these vanished as the

cart-track led steeply up between banks of red dust. For many
minutes Ysidro followed this road's numberless windings among
foothills tawny with ripe wild oats or green with scrub-oak

thickets, and so, ever mounting to the woodland hefights. Here

the oaks grew larger, and all the sunshine seemed tangled in spicy

laurels, or gilding the slender, copper-red madrono trunks. Great

boulde^rs of rock shouldered out across the open spaces, or

ridged the trail rather unpleasantly for bare brown toes.

But suddenly the boy forgot his growing weariness, and ran

forward with delight to a swift stream that gurgled out of a fern-

choked canon, and wide^ned into a clear pool where the crossing
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lay. Not far from water, reasoned the lad, would be found the

longed-for blossoms, and springing up along the rocky walls of

this gorge Ysidro searched ceaselessly through berry-clumps
and thickets of wild lilac. Higher he ranged, and, after a score

of illusions due to the flicker of butterflies' wings or gleam of

wax-berry, there rose, quite by itself in the sunny open, a tall

bush, one glory of white and gold.

"Oh, the beauties ! the beauties !" called the boy, eagerly bend-

ing the cups of creamy whiteness nearer to admire their great

golden hearts and petals of crinkled satin—"like Our Lady's

gown, but whiter," thought he. What to call these radiant blos-

soms, each larger than his two outstretched hands, puzzled
Ysidro as he carefully cut the long stalks. The "candlestick

flowers" wore lilies, he knew. These seemed like fringed pop-

pie/s, glorified poppies
—the white poppies of Santa Barbara. How

Padre Rapoli would smile to see the altar transfigured by such

beauty ! Never were conqueror's palms of victory borne more

triumphantly than the/ sheaf of blossoms Ysidro held out of harm's

way as he plunged down the long slopes homeward. Crashing

through underbrush, sliding on grades slippery with dry grass
the boy hurried, singing the "Ora, ora pro nobis" through the

quiet woodland dim with lengthening shadows.

An hour's descent brought him to that caiion through which

the Mission creek foame/d and tumbled headlong to the valley.

Down this water-way, to save time, Ysidro clambered valiantly,

albeit somewhat hampered by his flowery burden. Half a mile

from the Mission this stream spread into a succession of shallow

basins linked by tinkling cascades, and to these pools came In-

dian women to wash the garments Father Rapoli had taught
them were nqcessary for his converts. Already Ysidro saw them

gathering up linen from surrounding bushes, their soft chatter

coming pleasantly to his ear wearied by the long stillness of his

solitary trip. As he drew near the upper basin intent upon

sprinkling his precious flowers before its cool crystal should

touch his own thirsty lips, he almost stepped on a child, a sturdy

brown baby its mother had carefully corralled in a warm niche

between two boulders, with a sapling laid across their edges. The
little one gurgled, and stretched imploring hands for the pretty

poppies, and Ysidro be/gan to search for a blosso'm to spare for

the tiny fingers, saying cheerily, "Surely, thou art Marta's bam-

bino
; yes, thou art the small rascal who screamed so lustily

when the dear Padre blessed thee with the) holy sign, only last

fast-day, thou naughty Miguel ! But, here, then, this for thy

fiesta," and leaving the youngster contendedly grasping a flower,

Ysidro started onward.
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Scarce ten steps had he taken when a sound, sharp, whirring,
unmistakable in its terrible significancei, shattered the evening

peace of the cafion. Flight was the boy's first impulse; swift,

ignominious flight after that dread warning; yet the rattlesnake

was not. apparently, near him. A second thought clutched his

heiart. Little i\Iiguel, alone and unprotected! Yet even so, there

were dozens of brown babies, Ysidro well remembered—and he

with his precious flowers for the fiesta must be prudent—for

Santa Barbara's sake. . . . And instantly the grave, sweet

eyes of that gentle Barbara who had so loved and served poor
children seemed to shine forth from his sheaf of snowy blossoms,

reproachfully, questioningly, till the boy's selfish fear and coward-

ice vanished utterly. One leap took him back to Miguel, happily
oblivious of the hideous velvety-gray coils of Death on the sun-

warmed rock above the bare, chubby baby-limbs. But an in-

stant's delay to drop his poppies, and the boy's left hand caught

up thd protesting child. Yet the snake was quicker, and struck

just above Ysidro's ankle, even while he showered effectual

blows with the sapling on its writhing curves.

"Marta! Marta !" he called loudly, "the bambino! Come, come

quickly!" And immediately all was confusion. The frightened
women gathered, with loud lamentations as they realized Ysidro's

danger, and with voluble praises of his bravery. Marta only

clasped her baby closely, and silently brought bruised leaves to

bind tightly on the wound; two blue punctures, already swollen,

though the boy disclaimed the hurt in his anxiety to gather up
and convey homeward the flowers he had guarded so dearly.

Half-led, half-carried, the women brought him faint and

numbed by the poison to the Padre's house, and the priest, greatly

distressed, scarce listened to Marta's tearful, "Ah, Padre, save

him, the brave boy ! He hold my little one so . . . the

big snake quick—so quick—not the dear bambino, but poor
Ysidro ... he give his life for my Miguel !"

"Call me the blacksmith, instantly!" commandeid Fra Rapoli,

bidding then that Indian to bring from his forge the iron at a

red heat which he had been about to hammer into a rude door-

hinge. The Padre laid the cruel heat against the wound, mur-

muring pitifully, "With our blessed Santa Barbara's help we
shall sear out the serpent's venom. Rest then, Ysidro mio, all

will be well with thee on the morrow."
The boy shuddered at the helpful pain, and whispered anx-

iously, "The, flowers, dear Padre? The white poppies for Santa

Barbara? I brought them from the San Marcos for her fiesta''

—and lapsed into deepest unconsciousness again.
Alone Father Rapoli read the Angelus prayers that evening
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to his flock of kneeling worshippers, while/ his heart ached for the

patient, gentle acolyte still lying in the stupor of that deadly

poison, and the saint, smiling from the dusky depths of her altar-

niche, looked down upon a great sheaf of snowy poppies gleaming
in the twilight. What aid was vouchsafed poor Ysidro who
shall say? Yet on the long-looked-for fiesta-day when the blos-

soms stood resplendent, their golden hearts outshining twinkling
candles and mellow sunshine, a small, brown-robed figure limped

painfully to the altar and knelt there in an ecstacy of grateful
adoration. Never had Santa Barbara's eyes smiled so kindly,

thought Ysidro ; never had her altar been so fittingly graced be-

fore).

And many were the brown babies brought that day for the

good Padre's blessing, since, as Marta said, "not even the brave

Ysidro could have saved my dear Miguel, but for the holy sign

upon the bambino's foreheiad."

San Francisco.

A LIZARD or THE PETRIFIED FOREST.
By EDWARD ROBESON TAYLOR.

PON an age-worn, upright stone

Of gems that once had lived a part
Of some great tree's rejoicing heart,

A Lizard, motionless and lone,
A glowing, living emerald shone,
Of such encrusted, radiant sheen.
He reigned the monarch of the scene—
A creature nature's hand had done
When wrought the earth, the air, and sun.

In most harmonious unison.

He viewed us, as we passed him by,
With calm and yet with questioning eye :

But movelesSi still, as though the stone

Were portion of his being's own.
And voiceless as the forest is,

Whose jewelled ruins all are his.

The desert seemed to hold him tliere

As one of her supremest fair ;

As one to whom our souls should owe
The best that beauty's love can know.
And with her prideful voice to say,
"See how I gem my breast of gray !"

San Francisco.
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THE FOREIGN FIDDLER'S FEE.

By LEO CRANE.

ERGEAXT Boone MacManus sat upon the little

wooden bench and tried to doze himself into-

thinking- the park's ge/ntle sunshine that of a

tropic land. The thin and wintry-looking pines

began to mysteriously turn to waving palms, and

the half-frozen sparrows twittering to and fro

became as flaming parrots, when the halting tap-

tap of a cane aroused the soldier, and he started

up hastily to see "the crippled man," by whose
side shamblecf weakly a tall and lean chap who

might have been old or young.

"This," said the old man. jerking his thumb vaguely in the

direction of his peculiar companion, "is my friend—his name's

Dick. You've heerd me speak o' him afore."

"Glad to know ye," growled the Sergeant with assumed cordi-

ality, having noticed that the other possessed a "bum" eye and

a shrewdly quizzical expression.

"Back from the Islands, I s'pose?" asked the thin one pleas-

antly.

"Had to come," grunted the soldier : and then, pointing to

his bad leg. added, "Through the leg plumb, in Cebu—pretty
bad—hurts. Ever been there?"

"Well, not the Philippine proposition, but I've worked Hono-
lulu out an' out. It's much the same when ye consider dirt an*"

niggers, ain't it?"

"If ye'll add a pinch o" slavin' Chinese coolies," replied the

Sergeant. "Have ye ever soldiered?"

"I'm not sayin' a word," answered the lean one, grinning up
one side of his face.

"An' I'm not blamin' ye," gruffly reassured the other.

"I've known a bunch o' soldiers in me time," explained the

thin fellow, "an' they all tell me 'tis a poor proposition. An

easy lay is more, to my likin'. Of course, I mean the real, simon-

pure, nothin' under the table. But then, ye know, I always ex-

pect the coin to wander across."

"Natcherally," admitted the Sergeant. "'Tis the same way in

the army. There's the chap that goes through foolishness :

there's the chap wot fights for greed ; there's the boy wot goes
to keep outer jail ; an' there's the one that makes the scrap his

own personal quarrel
—he's the worst. That puts me in mind

o' nine men I helped to break into the goose-step perhaps a year

ago. Cowpunchers they were, just like raw beef outer the West.
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an" I nearly strained me heart valve on 'em. A fellar called

Weatherby—
"

**Not a tremenjous man named Jim?" asked the lean one eag-

erly.

"Jim it was. He was so big he looked for all the worl' like

the broadside o' an elephant. Know him?"

"Well, maybe yes. He ain't a bad man, he ain't, when ye
know him. Is he out there now?"

"Yes, an' he's likely to stay," replied the soldier.

"No! Jailed?
—but that's nothin' new for—"

"Six feet under," growled the Sergeant.
"No!" the other said again sorrowfully. "Why the last 1

heerd o' him, he an' the boys had just 'listed. Funny story 'bout

his 'listin'. Too bad! Six feet under! Well— I'll be damned!"
There was a bit of silence between the men. Over beyond the

city the cold autumn sun began to gild the dull roofs. The birds

were rioting through the dried and faded leaves of the trees

about. The "crippled man" reached slowly down into his pocket,
and then started to hack ofT from the black slab a slice of con-

solation.

"Yes," he said slowly, holding out the piece of tobacco
;
"we

all git it, sooner or later. He weren't no better'n the rest before

him."

"An' specially do they git it when they hunts for it," inter-

rupted the Sergeant. "S'pose ye tell the first o' it, an' then I'll

tell the last o' it," he suggested.
The lean one reached for the slice of tobacco and carefully

filled one of his impoverished jaws. It seemed to do him good.
"Now this is the truth," he commenced ; "Gawd's own solemn

truth, an' ye oughter appreciate that from me, 'cause I ain't gen-

erally in the habit o' tellin' it However, them boys all worked for

one Jawn Hannibal, an' he was a testy cuss. He was a man ye
had to obey strictly or else travel from. Somebody'll kill him
one o' these days. The boys stood for him, though. Kind o'

patient men they were. Didn't do nothin' but work, an' work,

an' work. Now there was goin' to be a ball given at the fort—
Fort Retreat. Every man in the state wot could crawl would

be there, an' so these fellars all wanted to go. Why, even ol'

Mark Kennedy, who'd been shot through both legs a month be-

fore by the marshal, intended to go on his crutches. He had 'em"

painted a bright red for the occasion. I tell ye, it was an event

in that country when them Fort Retreat soldiers give a ball.

"Well .... Hannibal's ranch is a lonely hole. It stands

in a sorter desolate bit o' strip, runnin' not a great ways from the

sage desert; so it means som'thin' like exile to work for him.
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An' these boys had been workin' a whole year herdin' cattle-

sorter nine Jawn the Baptistes.

"I had been out in that section, an' I was about to cross the

sage desert makin' for Fort Retreat, when I met up with a fellar

called Denson. Denson told me o' the ball, an' that night we
struck Hannibal's where we put up. When them fellars heerd o'

that ball, they went nigh crazy, an' like a lot o' kids, they all

started plannin' to go. We laid up there three days, restin', an'

in all that time them boys did nothin' but practice jig steps when

things was quiet.

"Now Hannibal heerd o' it, an' being a greedy cuss, he goes

pokin' aroun' one night, like the owl he is, an' the boys weren't

suspectin', so what does he come across but six great slatherin'

men solemnly waltzin' to an' fro in the moonlight like the silli-

est kind o' fules. This fellar Denson was showin' 'em the newest

step at a quarter a head. Hannibal, he immediately gets up-

brageous at it, an' seys he :

"
'Do I pay ye fur ghost dances, or do I pay ye fur herdin'

cattle?'

"Course, all the boys were sore at bein' caught, like a boy with

his fingers in the jelly, an' bein' on'y human men, they natcher-

ally got a bit hot. Ye know, when a man's caught doin' wrong,
he gets scared, but when he's nabbed playin' the fule, it makes

him madder'n two wet hens. I remember it all right now plain.
"
'Why,' seys Weatherby, lookin' foolish, 'we're on'y practisin','

seys he. 'There ain't no harm done, Jawn Hannibal.'
"
'Well,' growls Hannibal, 'there ain't no sense in your prac-

tisin'. None o' ye ain't goin'. Them cattle has to be rounded

up. Now ye've all heerd what I had to say. Course, if ye'd

rather have a jamboree than honest work, wliy I guess I can

scare up a few punchers from over to Harding's. Now, remem-

ber, I ain't wantin' no row with ye, but I ain't wantin' to be left

in the lurch. If ye go, ye go fur good an' all. An' don't none

o' ye ever come back,' seys he steirn like. 'Keep right on movin'

after ye cross the desert.'
"

"He was a dog," growled the crippled man.

"He would have made a good drill-sergeant for recruits, you
bet," agreed the soldier casually.

"Now, course, ye all see that was rather rough on them fel-

lars. Ye can't bully a cowpuncher. The man wot tries bullyin'

makes a healthy mistake, an' he don't have to wait long for it to

be made known to him. So Big Jim he blurts right out with :

"
'I wouldn't miss that 'ere ball for all the horns ye have in

these parts,' seys ha Tm goin' to it, an' as fur the derned cat-

tle, ye can round 'em up alone, an' then ye can drive 'em to hell,

an' foller 'em too, if ye feel so disposed.'
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"Natcherally, then there was a bust-up. Hannibal got hit a

powerful lick on the nose, an' a vaquero, wot sided with him, was

pitched down on his head by two angry men. Then the boys,

nine o' 'em, all pulled out together. Right that very night they

went, cursin' an' swearin', an' callin' him all the names in the

list. They got hold of a bottle somewheres, an' by the time we
struck the desert, all of 'em were wobblin' an' singin'.

"Now Fort Retreat was one o' the loneliest posts in the coun-

try. It looked for all the worl' like an Eastern monastery, cov-

ered with climbin' vines, an' nestlin' into the rocks o' the hill-

side. Behind were the larger hills, an' then the larger ones, an'

miles away were the snow-capped peaks, showin' like icy

needles in the sky. Fort Retreat stood at the partin' o' the ways.
On one hand was a vast wavin' sea o' sun-browned grass, an'

over the hill a little way was the gray dried desert. From the

grass came in the prairie winds, an' ye could see it movin' for

miles an' miles, while from the other side o' the hill came the

stingin' dust, an' there ye could see the withered an' stunted

bushes strainin' in the hot wind, an' dryin' an cracklin' in the

sun. Away in the background, like the promised land, were the

hills an' the green things an' the peaks. Late one aJternoon when
the Monk's Head had donned its hood o' richest crimson, an'

the blood was drippin' down into the folds o' the green cassock,

we men slowly climbed up the hill from the desert side. Just

when we got to the top, two men, soldiers, reached it from the

other side.

"We all shook hands jovial, an' then seys Weatherby, 'How's

things?'
"
'Pretty lively, now,' said one o' the soldiers, 'Are ye comin'

in to 'list?'

"
"List yeir grandmother !' echoed Big Jim queerly. 'When

ye get nine husky cowpunchers 'listin' in your ol' regiment, ye'll

know that the weather's fallin'. We've come in to the fandango,
we have. We've been punchin' cattle in that desert for nigh onto

a year, an' we're all parched up. The last time I had a clean

drink was back in Tucson. We've come sixty sweatin' miles to

see the wimmin' an' to hear the moosic, an' to shake a leg to the

chune o' the Blue Danoobee, that's what we have.'
"
'But ain't ye heerd the news?' seys they, 'War's loose!'

"
'War!' yelled Weatherby, scared, 'Injians again? S'pose they

had ketched us back in that desert, boys?'
"
'No, no,' seys the soldier. 'With them little niggers in the

new islands .... the Feelypinooes.'
"
'Ye mean them little devils wot's been lickin' the Spanyards?'

"The soldier nodded his head.
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"
'An' they've turned again us?' gasped Big Jim, horrorstricken.

"
'Jest'like so many copperheads,' replied the other.

"
'Well, now, that's gratitood for ye ! An' after we've been

helpin' 'em to be free! What a cussed lot! Why, dern their

hides, we've been fightin' their scrap back there.'
"

'Yeis,' admitted the bluecoat, 'It looks that way. But the

trouble is that when we got done fightin' their scrap, we thought

we'd better eat their cake—an' we're doin' it. Just like as if a

man gave ye yer dinner, an' then, right when ye were ready to

wade into the soup, why he decided that the stuff was a little too

rich for yer blood.'
"
'Well, well, .... but then we ain't got nothin' to do

with that row. All we're lookin' for is a fandango, ain't we,

boys ?'

"
'But there ain't goin' to be no fandango.'

" 'WHAT !'

"
'The boys were all gettin' ready when the war news came.

We've gotter go.'

"'An' we've come sixty miles, an' lost nine jobs, fur nothin'?'
"
'Sorry,' said the man. 'The regiment got its marchin' orders

last night. We're due for double quick time to the coast, an'll be

loaded on a raft, an' be dumped right onto the backs o' them

squealin', snarlin' imps.'
"
'An' we men are got to sit by, an' lose our jobs, while a lot

o' measly unbleached hat-weavers spoil our ball?'
"

'It looks that-a-way,' said the soldier.

"Weatherby wheels his horse right around facin' the rest o' us.

and seys :

"
'Are we free-born men goin' to let a package o' unwashed

soot, wot lives on a little island 'bout as big as yer hand side-

ways—I say, men, are we goin' to let such tell us that we can't

hev' a ball? Here we've made a heap o' brag, lost nine jobs, an'

traveled sixty miles good. Are we goin' to let Chinese coolies

tell us we can't dance? I ask ye that as free indiwidooals. Not
for me! Not for ME! The man wot spitefully sets out to ruin

my holiday will have to feel the weight o' my hand. Them nig-

gers are v/icious. They ain't happy until they get hectorin'

white men. An' they can't hector me, simply 'cause the ocean

is washin' between us. They may laugh at me now, but a time's

comin' when they'll laugh on the far side o' their mouths. Who's

goin' to 'list? I said, who's goin' to 'list? Loud now! How
many?'

"
'Then,' concluded the lean man with a sigh, 'they all whipped

up the jaded horses, an' yellin' like demented braves, dashed

down to the fort. Me an' Denson follered, but by the time we
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arrived, them nine had already signed the books, an' ye can bet

the major was mighty glad to get 'em.'
"

"I ain't so sure o' that," said the Sergeant.

"Well, it's your proposition to prove it," said the thin one.

Sergeant Boone MacManus cleared his throat and answered:
"I'm a-goin' ter do it. Your end o' the yarn is a lot o' dash an'

bravery, but right where ye left off the trouble began. They
'listed—yes—an' after that they did nothin' but play the devil.

It was out in Cebu where I met 'em, an' they were a precious
uncooked lot. They had gone on a spree in Manila, an' had near

burned down the town. They had water-cured the sergeant o'

their company nearly to the point o' tellin' his sins one night by
mistake, an' they were generally in a state o' blue-drunk. All

this, however, happened before the lads came under my gentle
hand. After that—well, after that, if the truth be told, I held

them in for perhaps six days out of the week; the seventh they

spent in the pen. Durin' them six days I drilled 'em, an' I drilled

'em, an' I drilled 'em, not to the manual so much as to the rough
side o' work. Seys I to them, seys I :

"
'This is the Philippine Islands, an' I'll be your Padre. For

your penance ye'll do two hours o' trench diggin', an' if ye open

yer mouth it'll be three hours, or maybe I'll see fit to double it.'

That was my method. But they liked me for it, they did
;
for

one night they gave me a cordial invitation to share a drunk with

'em, an' Big Jim Weatherby said he'd stand my penance for me.

"Then we got into a peaceful country. The natives had been

bad enough, but powerful persuasion managed to quell about

seven-eighths o' 'em. The rest laid off in the bush an' took pot-

shots at us. We endured a good bit o' this sort o' stuff, when
one day there was quite a little muss at the village of El Pardo—
some o' our boys hurt a bit, an' the natives gettin' uppish—so

the general in command refuses any more men the privilege o'

spendin' their off time there. That natcherally caused some little

discontent, 'cause the place we held down was dull enough.

Anyway—no sooner than the order was given, I knowed we'd

have trouble with Weatherby's crowd. About two hours later,

when the sun was just 'bout goin' down, Big Jim looms up

beside me, an' asks if he can have a few words confidential-like.

I could smell his words all covered with native liquor, an' I

knew he had some ramblin' yarn to tell. We went aside, an'

what do ye think he said?
"
'Sergeant,' seys he, *I wants ter tell ye the story o' me life.'

"He meant it. I threw up me hands despairingly, an' waved

him away, but he wouldn't go. He came back doggedly, an'

clung to me with his tremblin' hands. Says he :
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"
'Sergeant, the boys have come all this yer way for a little

dance, an' there's one to be in that village tonight. Are ye goin'

to be a brute, an' keep nine men from their pleasure, are ye?

Just think how we've waited for that little step this way an'

that. If I could on'y tell ye. Sergeant, how we've waited, an'

how we've dreamed o' it, an' now ye say we'll have to miss it—
Ohoo! Ohooo!' an' so he begins to blubber like a calf. I chased

him away two or three times, but I couldn't keep him off. He
follered me aroun' the camp, blubberin' an' raisin' a lot o' fuss.

Some o' the men began to think that I had robbed him, or maybe
had put him diggin' trenches forever. Anyway, that lasted for

maybe an hour. He went away sobbin'.

"Now the next thing I knowed, the fellars caught sight o'

the nine o' 'em all clustered together off near the end o' camp.

Suddenly Weatherby steps to the front o' the gang an' yells out :

"
'Good-bye ! We're goin' !' an' by jing, off they goes, runnin'.

Half the regiment started after 'em. It was a stiff sprint, but in

perhaps twenty minutes we had 'em nabbed, they bein' sorter

unsteady, ye know, from liquor. Back we dragged 'em, like

nine beasts to the slaughter; fired 'em into the pen, which was a

hut we had fixed up ; locked the door
;
set a man afore it, an' left

'em all weepin' in disgrace. We thought that was the last o' it.

We hadn't been used to such men, an' we thought they'd be

human. We didn't know that such a little thing as a dance

would draw men across the seas, make 'em turn deserters, make
'em risk murder, betray their regiment, disgrace us all with their

actions, just for the sake o' a little jig-step.

"But that night, mind sir, they sobered up a bit, an' by jing!

they tore down the door o' the pen, an' they nigh killed the

sentry, an' down through the camp they came, whoopin' like

wild men, off into the jungle, crashin' an' breakin' things, straight

for El Pardo, like a whirlin' cyclone let loose. Up we starts,

thinkin' the whole population, with maybe Aggynaldo at their

head, was upon us.

"Then, we had to give up sleep an' such things, an' go himtin'

them fules. My company was the one selected to round 'em up,

an' off we went, slap-bang, after 'em.

"It took us a long time to get down to El Pardo. Perhaps
we missed the way—I don't know—but anyway, by the time

we did reach it a whole raft o' things had happened. Weatherby
an' his crowd had burst upon them villagers like a whirlwind

out o' the dark. El Pardo, like all the rest o' them towns, was

built about a central plaza—quite a little place, ye know, a couple

o' palms in the center. Down at one end o' it a small band o'

musicians were tootin' on their flutes an' twangin' away at round-
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bellied fiddles, an' all the girls an' fellars out in the center
dancin'.

"Whoop ! an' these lunatic cowpunchers were upon 'em. The
dancin' stopped, an' the people huddled back to one side. But
before the girls could get away, Weatherby grabs the purtiest—
one, by the way, that he had been struck on when the boys were
allowed to loaf there—an' away he goes with her, sorter draggin'
her, 'cause she was unwillin'. It took him 'bout two minutes
to realize that the music had stopped—bein' befuddled, ye
know—but when he did, he let 'em hear liim.

"'Why ain't ye twangin'?' he yelled fiercely. 'Have we come
all this way across the sea, made a heap o' brag, lost nine jobs,
an' can't find a fiddler? Play up on them machines, ye swine!'

"But the natives wouldn't do it, an' so Weatherby made a bolt

for 'em, intendin' to teach 'em better manners. The musicians

fled for their miserable lives
;
the crowd began to grumble and

murmur, but still kept crouched back afraid. Around and around
the plaza the players dodged, Weatherby close behind 'em,

pantin' an' laborin' along like a weazy threshin' machine. The
other cowpunchers joined in the chase an' away the whole crew

went merrily, hare an' hounds, staggerin' an' cursin' an' yellin'.

It might bave ended all right even then, had not one of the play-

ers managed to stumble an' to fall. Weatherby took advantage
o' this, an' jumped on the fellar with his feet. The music man
let out a squeal, an' the crowd gave a terrible yell ;

a man close

by fired a gun, an' in two seconds the entire throng was like a

flame. Shrieking in savage rage, they rushed upon the nine

luckless an' foolish drunkards. Out through the jungle the

whole o' 'em went. At the head o' the village rabble ran a

couple o' devilish lookin' chaps, an' the outfit hootin' like fog-

horns an' witches. Through the palms and dank vegetation

they went gropin' in the darkness
; through a misty rice field

they crashed their way and out into the moonlight.
"Soon the hands o' the mob were graspin' like wolves' teeth

at the soldiers' backs. The natives began to close in on the

runnin' men. In a moment there was a fierce tangle o' fightin'

figures. A cowpuncher went down with three natives clingin'

to his throat like hungry hounds. One by one they were pulled

squirmin' to the ground, until at last Weatherby an' one other,

worn out an' exhausted from runnin', stopped back to back an'

tried to beat 'em oflf. They rushed in upon the two men like

the waves o' an ocean .... there was a surge, a flashin' o'

blades in the moonlight, an' a struggle. . . ."

"What then?" excitedly asked the crippled man.

"Then .... we men came up out o' the dark an' shotted
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'em a few. We killed perhaps four, I think; the rest slunk away
into the shadows."

"An' Weatherby?" queried the lean chap.

"He was holdin' up the other man by the arm—half holdin'

him, 'cause the other chap had all sagged down at the knees,

an' Weatherby himself was wobblin' to an' fro.
" 'What does this all mean?' I asked him, stern-like.
" 'Mean !' gasped out Jim Weatherby, wavin' his hand about

him with the magnificent air o' a glorious drunk; 'It means we've

had our blamed fandango .... an' .... an' by
Gawd ! Sergeant, we've paid the fiddler !'

"Then he turned roun', waved his hand again, helplessly,

weakly—the wounded chap slid down slowly—an' Big Jim

Weatherby, the cowpuncher, pitched out upon his face like a

great clod o' earth."

"An' so," ended the lean chap, huskily, "he's six feet under!"

Baltimore, M. D.

MODERN SCYTHIANS.
By ISABEL DARLING.

^f^HESE are they who come with their sharpened blades

X To strike at our cherished best,

With a flash of steel and a whirr of wheels

And never a pause to rest.

O, a daring horde are these keen-eyed men

Defying a nation's wrath.

With a careless greed or a hipt of need

Invading each forest path ;

And the ranks that wait are a noble race.

More grand than the hosts of Gaul ;

With a forward leap and a strong, wide sweep
These strike and the giants fall.

O, men of the ax and the rending saws

And ye of the laden ships.

Give masterful heed to the future's need!

For fetters and chains and whips

May pass with the hour but the slave of thirst

And hungering want must die

When the burning drouth from the torrid south

Shall stifle his fainting cry.

When the floods break loose and the fields are bare

And herds seek in vain for shade,

O, who would be then of these Scythian men
Who carry the sharpened blade?

Dimond, Cal.
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# LETTERS or AN ARGONAUT.
From A.vi^ust, 18-49, to October. 1851.

[continued.]

N December 29, 1849, ^ M^- Skinner arrived bringing

proposals of limited partnership with the banking
house of Willis & Co., his correspondents in Bos-

ton. The possibilities of business in Sacramento
were investigated. After a fortnight's negotiation a

counter proposition was submitted to the Boston

house and ultimately accepted. Of this Mr. Wells
writes :

January 14, 1850: Our agreement for one year [to

Jan. I, 1851] is as follows: Willis & Co. enter the

business as silent partners putting in a capital of $50,000, they
to have one half the profits and I the other half, the style of the

firm to be Wells & Co. . . . The law here will allow special

partners taking an active share in the business, although this

would not be permitted in Massachusetts, and therefore, of

course, Mr. Skinner will remain here as an active partner.

January 28, 1850. . . . Captain Greene has been with me till

about a week since, when he left for the purpose of conducting
a hotel here, called the Ward House. He is paid very liberally

indeed, I think, viz : $1,000 per month or $12,000 a year, of course

also having his room and board. ... It was a most for-

tunate thing for him when his company broke up, as it was for

me when I bought off my connection with the Cheshire Company,

although I did pay them quite. a round sum for my freedom!

[Capt. Greene kept the Ward House only a month and later

returned to shipping]. . . . Mr. Moore and his sons . . .

have arranged our Post Office very well indeed, and our commun-

ity are much indebted to them. They are very good friends of

mine and I should enjoy their society very much had I time or

thought for anything but business, business! This absorbs all

else, almost, in this country of whirlpool excitement. I have

boarded for the last few months with a Mrs. Meacham. . . .

Mr. Skinner boards with us. He and I now have a chamber over

the office which we have fitted up comfortably, at least compara-

tively so—our two clerks sleeping in the office.

February 24, 1850: [Referring again to this chamber he says

it] is papered and carpeted, the latter being quite a luxury in

San Francisco. ... I only wish a majority of those in this

country were a quarter as well off, but this is far from being the

case, a considerable portion of the emigration suffering much

from privation and exposure and its almost sure attendant, sick-
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ness. But do not be uneasy about my health. I am perfectly
well and do not think the climate unhealthy for those who live

temperately and take care of themselves as I do.

March 28, 1850. [To Hamilton Willis, of Willis & Co., Bos-

ton]. ... I never should (as I wrote you in my last letter),

have sent you exchange instead of dust from choice, but be-

cause I could procure no insurance which I had confidence in—
and you say in your letter that three quarters of the insurance

here is not worth a straw. . . . Were you here in person,
I would cheerfully defer my opipion to yours in business matters.

but you are not, and I think do not judge us rightly here. Our po-
sition is a singular one, such as the world has never witnessed

before
;
and although I freely admit the value of correct business

principles, yet I think in our position here we may sometimes be

justified in departing somewhat from its strict rules. I cannot

see that we differ much about business principles here except in

the matter of loaning money. I really think that money can be

loaned here on short time as safely as in Boston. We have men
of substance and means here, and commercial houses of un-

doubted responsibility connected with some of the oldest and

most respectable firms in the United States and in Europe. Now
in the face of a drain of some $10,000,000 during the past winter

of gold dust, almost our only currency, and a complete non-inter-

course with the mines—and also when you consider the new and

untried state of things here—does it appear strange to you that

some of these houses should occasionally want a temporary loan?

This has been the case and still is to some extent; and conse-

quently, there being no banks here, they come to us and others

and pay us a large rate of interest, but only corresponding to the .

price of everything else in this country, and they always back it

with good security, at least when they get it from us. You re-

mark that everything here, at least the value of everything, de-

pends upon dust or gold. This is true, therefore I reason that

there is a real value in all kinds of property here, real as well as

personal, because the most sceptical now are obliged to acknowl-

edge that the supply of gold is inexhaustible, being, so far as

has been explored, found in the bed of every river and the bowels

of every mountain of Upper California, of course more or less

abundant in diflFerent localities. There is no danger of exhaust-

ing the supply of dust, and consequently on your own showing
no danger of property of every description becoming valueless

because it cannot be carried away. From appearances at pres-

ent in regard to immigration to this country, most descriptions

of goods will be needed for consumption here. Also we occasion-
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ally loan money on security which I think you would yourself

approve of; for instance we have today loaned $6,000 at ten per
cent per month on a single lump of gold in its native state weigh-

ing some 23 pounds and for which its present owner paid $10,-

000. This is a rare case to be sure ; but it is not rare to lend on

security we consider equally sound. . . . We certainly in-

tend to be very careful. . . . Without boasting, I think I

can say that I do not need either your name or your capital or

your credit to enable me to get along here, although perhaps I

might be glad to be assisted by all three. . ... [Of his busi-

ness correspondence this letter and one other alone are known
to exist. To his wife he wrote :]

March 30, 1850. ... I have made a journey up into the

mining region of the country for some hundreds of miles, it be-

ing the first time I have been absent from my office here for

three hours at a time since I have been in the country, and I

have experienced great benefit from the change of air and scene,

for though my general health was good, still I had got worn

down with such constant and unremitting application to busi-

ness. I saw nothing in the valley of the Sacramerito which leads

me the less to desire a speedy return to that of our own beautiful

Connecticut, notwithstanding the gradual approach to the lofty

summits of the Sierra Nevada forever clothed in their white rai-

ment, was grand and sublime beyond description; beyond this

sublimity, however, and the interest attached to its mineral re-

sources, there is nothing inviting so far as I could judge, to the

upper country; the valleys of the Sacramento, Feather and Yuba
rivers are vast and rich but almost wholly incapable of cultiva-

tion, from their being subject to inundations and only fit for

grazing lands at certain seasons of the year. They are conse-

quently wholly uninhabited, and you travel for miles on these

rivers without meeting with a vestige of former civilization
;

but now and then you see perched on the banks a new tent or

hut, inhabited by one of the universal Yankee nation. But it ap-

pears to me that even this persevering race must get sick of their

location before long; for to my eyes it has a most dreary and for-

bidding aspect. The particulars of this short trip I will reserve

for our amusement on my return, and I think some of its scenes

among the rarest specimens of the ludicrous that I ever wit-

nessed.

May 13, 1850. . . . We have had another great fire here,

[May 4] three whole squares being entirely burnt over, and some

$3,000,000 of property destroyed ;
it commenced very near the

same place as the one we had last December [14] but was much
more destructive. We had another v'e/ry narrow escape, our of-
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fice being on fire several times, but was at last saved by the

greatest exertions. As by the former fire, so in this, we have es-

caped loss as by a miracle. Wells & Co. will not lose a cent, but

I had outstanding on my own account a mortgage on a house
burnt on which there may be some loss, although the man who
owns the house has gone right on with his business and I think

cannot fail of doing well and will pay me all up. This fire I

think very well illustrates the character of San Francisco; many
people have lost all they had, some $1,000 and from that up to

$100,000, but they don't fail, because they in most instances owe
no money, indeed I have heard of no failure since the fire—and

they are not discouraged, because they do not compute their

losses by so many thousand dollars but only that they have

lost so much time, say a month, or six, or a year as the case may
be; they are feeling quite sure they can make up their losses in

that time. This fire occurred on the 4th inst., and the ground
burnt over is nearly half covered with buildings already, and in

a fortnight you will hardly know we have had a fire here at all.

On the corner opposite our office they have commenced build-

ing today, and the owner told me the contractor has agreed to

have the building, 20 by 40 feet, two stories, finished ready for

him to occupy by Saturday night. Verily this is a fast country
at all events!

June 16, 1850. . . . We have just again passed through
another fiery ordeal ;

four entire squares of the most densely pop-
ulated part of our city are in ashes, but four buildings being left

standing; about 300 stores and buildings are burnt and the loss

of property variously estimated at from $3,000,000 to $5,000,000.

I think the former sum, however, the nearest the truth. . . .

This time we did not escape. Our office was burnt, but we saved

everything of value, losing only our office fixtures, valued at some

$200, more or less. The damage by change of location and detri-

ment to business is more serious, but this is nothing when put in

the scale of the general calamity. We consider ourselves among
the most fortunate. In any other place in thet world these con-

tinued disasters would prove most ruinous to business, but here

there seems a recuperative energy in the community absolutely

astonishing. No man despairs or is discouraged, although he has

lost everything, but instantly begins to repair his losses. For in-

stance, the fire broke out at 7:30 o'clock in the morning [June

14]. In one hour our office was in flames, at 10 o'clock we could

estimate the probable extent of the fire. At 11 o'clock we had

hired another office and by 4 o'clock p. m. we had carpenters at

work, our new office was fixed up with counters, etc., and we

were again at work sqrving our customers with bills of exchange
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and money. I do not mention this as at all extraordinary, but

only as instancing- the spirit which animates us all here. There

was a building nearly opposite our old office, two stories, 25 by
40 feet. This was of course [burned] Friday forenoon. Last even-

ing, Saturday, I went by there and they had all the timbers and

lumber on the ground for a new building and the foundation

and first floor all laid. In five days more the contractors have

agrqed the building shall be finished. There are a great number
of examples of this kind which shows the spirit which actuates

all classes here, and losses which in other countries would drive

men to despair here only stimulate them to greater axertions

and industry, which are almost certain to meet their reward. .

. . We now intend to buy a lot of land and build a fireproof

banking house and have made an offer for the lot where our late

office stood [corner of Clay and Montgomery streets] which,
I think, will be accepted.

June 29, 1850. . . . We have bought the lot on which

our office stood before the late firet and are erecting a fireproof

banking house. [It cost, with land, $116,000.] As soon as we

get the first story finished so that we can move in I shall start for

home [for a long promised visit]. I shall then feel a degree of

security in leaving the business which I have never felt before.

I think this will be done in four or five weeks. . . . Mrs.

R. takes washing for Mr. Skinner and myself by which she makes

from $8 to $12 a week. I- lent her $75 to buy a cooking stove.

Miss Eastman proposed to enter one of the hospitals

here to tend the sick. Such angels of mercy are much needed

here, for the sick suffer more than can be expressed for want of

attendance.

July 15, 1850. [In speiaking of his approaching visit to his

family in New England he says :] We are arranging the busi-

ness as well as we can for my absence, but it is constantly in-

creasing and its magnitude is startling even to me, who have

grown up with it.

July 31, 1850. . . . We are building the finest structure

in California, and as good a one as can be constructed in any

country, completely fireproof. We have a beautiful banking

room, certainly equal to any one in Boston.

[A letter of August ist to Hamilton Willis, of Willis & Co.,

his Boston correspondents, states that Wells & Co. have remitted

(presumably during July) "Gold dust to N. Y., $91,125; to Lon-

don, $13,500; gold quartz specimen, $3,330; sundry drafts, etc.,

$4,440," and had drawn drafts for $92,089.66, which gives an idea

of the extent to which a business could be developed from "prac-

tically nothing" by a stranger in San Francisco in less than a
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year. In this connection it may not be without interest to note

that in the course of the letters thus far, Mr. Wells names

eighteen persons in San Francisco whom he or his wife had

known, or known of, in New England. To this list subsequent
letters add fourteen names more.

Mr. Wells left San Francisco for New York, via Panama, on

August 15, 1850. Returning from New York on November 26,

1850, accompanied by his brother Edwin R. Wells, afterward of

Beach, Wells & Co., bankers in Sacramento, he reached Chagres
on December 10, and Panama on December 16. As his experi-

ences on the Isthmus must have been those of many old Cali-

fornians they may fitly find place here. He writes from Panama :]

December 16, 1850. We left Chagres on Sunday last [Dec.

10] in a small dirty launch, and after getting about 30 miles the

machinery gave out, and we had to take to boats, sleeping two

nights on the river, but at length arrived at Gorgona, dirty and

hungry; we started from there on Friday [Dec. 13] under a pre-

tense that the road was good, but were three days on the road of

thirty miles, with nothing to eat but two eggs apiece, and a small

piece of bread; I never saw or conceived anything like the mud.

For about three quarters of the way the mules sank every step

from a foot to a foot and a half deep, and were absolutely mired

a great number of times
;
some of the ladies you envied so much

were on the road at the same time, although somewhat behind us,

and I never pitied any persons so much in my life
;
I would not

have had you there for all the gold in California; they were

thrown from their horses (which they were obliged to ride

astride) some dozen times or more into th© mud, and such look-

ing sights as they, and indeed we all were when we got in, I

think you never saw. ... It has rained every day more

or less since we arrived at Chagres. I shall sail in the morning

leaving Mr. S. to look after the baggage which has not

yet arrived. I hope we shall not lose it altogether. ... I

am surprised that we are all well. [Evidently he did not then

known the incubating time of Chagres fever, but in a letter of

January 14, 185 1, from San Francisco, he tells how both he and

his brother were sick on the voyage, his friends at one time

hardly expecting his recovery. He reached San Francisco on

January 8, too weak to walk ashore, but had a rapid convalesc-

ence, as did his brother also. "There were," he writes, "about

thirty cases of fever on the 'Antelope' and forty-five on the 'Ten-

nessee.'
" Few who spent those two nights in boats on the Cha-

gres can have escaped. In San Francisco he reports "some few

cases of cholera, and in Sacramento it has been quite fatal."]

[To be continued.]
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THE DAVIDSON POCREIT.
By IDA ALEXANDER.

N THE beginning they "peeled poles" to "grub-stake"

themselves. They had figured out just how much it

would take to procure the necessary supplies. Two
hundred feet at a cent a foot (supposed to be a fair

day's work) was clearly two dollars.

"I can peel two hundred and take it easy, father,"

^>/^ said Bill Davidson, the younger.
SX "Well, I dunno jest what I kin calkilate on," said old

Davidson, removing the short, black pipe from his

mouth. "I seldom calkilate—jest do the best I kin."

The younger Bill fidgeted.

"Can you do half, father? Because if you can make one a day,

and I two, in a month and a half we'll have enough. We don't

need to eat very much."

"I don't like to count ahead. Bill. Something surely happens
when you do—but I'll do the best I kin."

The old man was right. Each did his best, but as their hopes
neared fruition, a careless turn of the axe struck Bill in the knee,

necessitating a "lay off," and the little hoard quickly vanished.
"
'Seems like I don't get on so well. Bill, when you aint there,"

remarked the old man to the convalescent. "I dunno, but I don't

fancy Henry for a pardner. He takes 'em jest as they come, but

you always left m.e the best ones. I could make better time."

"Well, father, of course Henry wouldn't care like I do," Bill

answered, gently.

Before the injured knee was quite mended, Bill was peeling

poles again. So well, and to such advantage did they work, that

in a month the necessary m.oney was again due, and they started

to "the store" for supplies.

"Better get a little brandy, Bill," whispered the old man, nudg-

ing him, as one by one he heard the necessary articles called off.

"We might be took sick in one o' them gulches and have an

awful time."

"I promised mother I wouldn't touch it," Bill whispered back.

"Well, I didn't promise."
"Father!"

"I said I wouldn't except in case of sickness, and this is for

sickness," argued the old man.

So the black bottle was added to their list, and as each took

his load, Bill noticed with, what care the father held it. It wasn't

enough for a long debauch, but the old man made the best of it,

even covering his lapse by screaming, "Cramp ! cramp !" in the
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night before he sought the cure. As Bill heard the scream of

pain change to hilarity, and then to sulky silence, he guessed at

the task before him.

One dollar and a half of their precious money wasted—worse

than wasted—and there at home, waiting for the finding of the

"pocket," was the white-faced mother, the young-old sisters,

and some one else—some one who would always be young and

beautiful in Bill's eyes.

At prospecting the old man was at his best. He it was w'hose

older and more experienced eye discerned the formation where

the precious metal was most apt to lie. And he, whose magnify-

ing glass discovered "color" in a hopeless looking "pan."

"I'd rather see it this way. Bill, than too much at first," he

explained to his son. "Jest enough to promise more. Them
little bunches of six bits and a dollar don't amount to nothing."

However, when "little bunches" came, his pleasure was almost

childish.

"We're makin'. Bill; we're makin'. By and by we'll strike a

big pocket." He stopped to scratch his head, embarrassedly.

"I'm thinkin', Bill, to take a walk over to the store tonight.

Sugar's runnin' low, and I always think a heap o' sugar."

"Let me go, father. It's too long a tramp for you," pleaded
Bill.

"Don't you think your father's petered," he said, crossly. "It

beats all how children's gittin'. Why, when I wuz a boy I'd no

more talked like that to my father."

"Why, father, I only said—"

"'Taint what you say. Bill, it's what you mean. You can

beat me peelin' poles, but when it comes to prospectin', why you
ain't in it, and I'll follow my prospect till it runs up a pine tree.

Same way hiking—I'm a hard man to beat."

So the little "bunches" were tied in a red bandana handker-

chief, and Bill watched his father and the sun disappear over the

hill at the same time.

"It means bad luck," he said to himself, and then laughed at his

superstition. After supper he sat in the cabin door, listening

long into the night for his father's step, but it did not come.

In the morning he was at work early, "panning out." Some-
where near a frog began, "Struck it! Struck it!"

"There's luck for us now," said Bill, working with redoubled

zeal. When he saw his father coming he ran to meet him.

"Father, father, we're nearly on the pocket. Every pan's get-

ting heavier, and there's a frog somewhere in here saying, "Struck

it ! Struck it !"

The old man nodded solemnly. "Bill, I believe we hev. Let's
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make as gcx)d a showin' as wc kin, Bill," he added, taking off his

coat, "for there's a—a friend of mine comin' out to look at us

working'."
"Who is he, sir!" queried Bill, interestedly

—friends were not

plentiful,

"Why it—it ain't a he—it's a she—a lady. Bill."

"Oh !" said Bill.

After a while she came, or rather two of them, gaudily dressed,

with a bold, steady stare beneath which the boy's clear eyes fell.

The old man was hospitality itself. He straightened himself up,

twirled the ends of his moustache, and insisted on cooking for

and waiting on his guests.

"We're doin' well here. Bill and me," he observed, confiden-

tially. He lifted up one of the planks of the cabin, reached down
and drew up a tin tobacco box.

"This may be said to ben made in one day," pointing proudly
to the little heap of gold. "Not a day, neither, but a mornin'.

Bill done it. I wuz so tuk up with your comin', I ain't done

much."
"
'Tain't much, is it, Bill?"

"It's a growin' pile," he answered. "It'll be a thousand before

the end of thie week if it keefps up."

"O-h! Then, Bill, you'll treat?"

"Certain, sure," he said, lowering his voice.

After his visitors had departed, with many promises to come

again, the old man fell to work as industriously as any one could

have desired.

"Them wuz nice girls," he remarked.

"Girls !" echoed Bill.

"Compared to me, son; compared to me. I'm an old man, but

I like young folks."

"I don't think they were young, father," said Bill.

They worked till too dark to see.

"It's ben a good day. Bill," the old man observed as they
measured the gold at night. "A few more pans like them, and

we can get your mother here and the girls
—and Jennie."

"God grant it, father," said the boy, solemnly.
The next few days were days of excitement. The vein seemed

inexhaustible—every pan was heavy with gold. Their simple
dreams were changing to those of splendor. Then, with the

caprice always shown by the precious metal, it dwindled—
dwindled—stopped !

"But we have enough, father, more than enough to make us

comfortable—bring mother and the girls
—"

"And Jennie!"
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"And Jennie," echoed the boy.

"Bill," said the father at nearly nightfall. "I ben thinkin'—

ye didn't say nothin', but you knew I didn't get no sugar that

night."

"Yes, father."

"Well, it's really out now, and I think a heap o' sugar. If you
wouldn't mind to go after it—"

"I," said Bill, joyfully.

"Yes, you. I'm—I'm gittin' old fer trampin' and no mistake.

Don't try coming back tonight
—put up at Johnson's. Them

woods is full of wild animals—promise you won't come, Bill."

"Why, not if it'll worry you, father."

"It would, it would nearly kill me. I hate you to go, but I

think a heap o' sugar."

It was early the next morning when Bill came whistling* over

the hill—much earlier than the old man had come. He had the

load swung over his back. To the sugar he had added such things

as the old man liked—even a couple of cans of condensed milk.

"For father ought to have everything when he staid home," he

said to himself.

The father was up and the cabin in order.

"Well, Bill, here you air, here you air," he began, "with food

for a dozen I'll be bound. You ain't extravagant, oh, no !"

"I got a lot of things, father, but I've still got some of the

gold," answered the boy.
"Well, it do beat all what an old head you've got on young

shoulders. I'll bet you didn't buy nothing for yourself."

"No, I didn't. You know, father—maybe you'll laugh at me—
but every time I opened the handkerchief, mother was looking
at me—and Jennia"
The old man cleared his throat. "You're a good boy, Bill. Did

you have breakfast?"

"No. You see, father—I thought I'd wait."

"And save the price?"
The boy nodded.

"Did you mail your mother's letter?"

"Yes."

"Well, there'll be excitement when she gits it. She's waited a

long time, but it's come at last."

He now turned his attention to the purchases, smiling as he

opened package after package—all things he liked and had

missed.
"It do beat all, Bill, what bargains you made. I believe I'll

feed again."
"Do, father. First I'll put this away. I'm anxious till it's with

the rest."

He pulled up the plank and groped down with his rough hands.

"Come on. Bill," said the old man, impatiently. "The coffee's

poured—with milk in it."
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"You moved it, father?" he said at last, jumping up from his

fruitless search.

"No."
Then down on his knees again, digging in the clammy soil,

with his long, nervous fingers, tearing up plank after plank. The
old man took the alarm and helped pull up the rotten boards.

Nothing!
"Father !" said the boy at last.

It was like a cry.
"I dunno—I dunno, Bill. Lord, it's hard, but I never teched

it—that I'll swear."
"Were you here all the time?"
"All the time."

"And there was no one else?" said the boy, accusingly. "Oh,
father !"

"There—there—wuz some—^^one—else—Bill."

"Who?"
"Them—girls."
"That painted Jezebel ! My mother's money ! God forgive

you, father, but I never will."

Through the open door came the sound of the friendly frog,
still crying near the worked-out pocket, "Struck it ! Struck it !"

The old man rose up noiselessly, and threw the canned milk
at him

; but the boy covered his shamed, despairing face with
his hands.

MUlbrae, Cal.

AT DUSR.
By ETHEL GRIFFITH,

WILIGHT, then dusk, long silences and thoughts of you;
The little waves low plashing on the pebbly shore.

The distant ocean's muffled drowsy roar.

And soft, low, trailing mist the earth's brown bosom o'er,

Wild birds call home their nestlings to their breast,

I, only, yearning—vague—with deep unrest.

Home from the ocean's endless voyage wide,
The slow, dark, ever-murmuring, restless tide

Breaks in swift kisses on the warm beach-side.

Only my heart's great empty call

Echoes the deep night's solemn fall.

Silent my heart, as some deserted nest

Wherein the fledgelings never more shall rest.

Then lo, you come! Swift tender radiance falls around;
I only know of peace, supreme, profound.
Glad silence fills the night's great star-lit dome,
For thou art home !

National City, Cal.
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A DESERT BLOSSOM.
By JOHN HAROLD HAMLIN.

HE gray, castellated butte threw a welcome

shade over the low, rambling house, the

shed-like barn and half the big corral. A
bunch of ponies were listlessly grouped in

the shaded corner of the corral, their heads

hung low in characteristic cattle-pony pose.

Gladding, the overseer for the Humboldt County
cattle kings, sat in the doorway, his right foot

swathed in arnica-stained bandages. Within the

house half a dozen vaqueros were enjoying a quiet game
of draw-poker, and at one end of the house, beneath an arbor,

over which climbed a carefully nursed hop-vine. Blossom,

Cladding's daughter and only child, was talking in Spanish to

a middlq-aged Mexican woman.
A dry wind whistled softly around the butte, shriveling the

hop leaves and swirling up the loose dust. Brush-covered

plains extended away out to the sinuously twisting Humboldt

River, where five thousand cattle( cropped the fast disappearing

grasses that looked brown and sere along the river's course.

Faintly outlined hills circled the expanse of grazing grounds
which were crackling in odd little geiometrical figures as the last

drop of moisture evaporated under the withering influence of

sun and wind.

Cladding's experienced eye swept over thej blistering land-

scape. The unusually dry season would drive the herd into

the stream-fed cafions a month earlier this yeiiar, and he realized

that the move must be made soon.

"Boys, you had better round up those cattle tomorrow, and

push on to the mountains with them. The plains and meadows
are no more than a dessert by now, and getting drier every day."

The card game, which had been dragging somewhat, abruptly
ceased ;

the cowboys shoved back their stools with a great racket,

trooped out of the house to the merry time| oi their jingling

spurs and stood around their "boss" awaiting further orders.

"Yes, you must drive them up tomorrow. Split the herd in

half; three of you take one bunch over to Hunter Creek Canon,

the rest of you drive the other bunch out on Star Flat. I guess
I can manage to drive the grub-wagon on ahead. Sorry I can't

ride with you boys, but the foot won't let ma"
As the vaqueros were conversing with Cladding, a gray horse

topped a low hill about a mile to the west and approached the

big butte at a swinging lope.
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"That's Willard's pony, sure enough," said one) of the cow-

boys. "And Willard, too; for he lets nobody ride Cognac but

himself and Blossom, as you all know."

The gray pony soon cantered up the sloping path that led to

the butte. Willard greeted his comrades, dismounted, and after

relieving Cognac of saddle and bridle turned him into the corral

with the other ponies.

Ben Willard was a lithe, well-built fellow, twenty-four years

old, a general favorite amongst the stock-men, both employers
and employees, and a rattling good rider.

"How's the feed down therej?" asked Gladding.

"Pretty scant picking, Mr. Gladding. It can't last much

longer."

"Well, we were just planning to drive the herd into the caiions.

We start at three in the morning."
Willard nodded his approval in an uninterested fashion, for

his attention became centered upon a ribbon fluttering through
the thin foliage of the hop-vine arbor. An eager expression lighted

up his tanned face, and making an excuse of being thirsty, he

struck off toward the tiny well behind the house and hastened

into the arbor. Blossom arose with a great show of surprise,

and to his, "How are you, Blossom?" she exclaimed: "Why, Ben,
I thought you were down on the river!"

"I was a few hours back, but here I am, and aren't you glad

to see a fellow?"

"Oh yes, Ben, and how is Cognac?"
If Ben hadn't loved the gray pony so well he might have grown

jealous at this sudden and impersonal que^ry of the naive Blos-

som.

"Fine as silk, girl. Say, can't you ship Rosita there into the

house? I've got something to tell you."

Rosita, who professed to understand not one word of English,

calmly picked up her lace-work, and amb^d good naturediy out

of the arbor.

"Oh, Blossom, it's too good to be true ! I tell you I am a rich

man I"

"Rich ! You? Ben, what's too good to be true?"

"Cast your eyes on these and then on me, Benjamin Willard,

and behold richqs and a rich man !"

The excited youth drew several pieces of rock from his pockets

and threw them into Blossom's lap. The girl examined them

minutely. Ben frequently brought in quartz samples, and had

taught hejr how to distinguish the presence of some of the best

known metals, he himself being an enthusiastic mineralogist.

"These are gold specimens. I can see free gold sticking out
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here and here!" cried Blossom, glad that she could recognize
their value so readily.

"Gold? I should remark! Girl, girl," Ben's voice sank to a

whisper, "did you ever hear of the 'Lost Judith' mine? The

leldge that hundreds of prospectors have hunted for ever since

those fabulous assays, made by the original discoverer, set Ne-

vada wild? Some have found it since by merest accident, only to

lose it; and once lost could never find it again. These samples
I knocked off the 'Lost Judith' this very day. Girl, no more

riding for me
;

I can go back to civilization once more, pro-

viding—"

"Oh, Ben, I am glad, but are you sure it's the 'Lost Judith';
and you, too, won't lose it again, will you?"

"Lose it? I guess not. I have the spot mapped out in my
brain so clearly that I could go to it in the dark." Dropping his

voice to a whisper again, "Girl, it's not more than a mile from

this very butte ! Millionaire Willard ! Whoop !"

Ben let out a lusty yell to relieve some of his pent-up elation.

Blossom jumped to her feet, a merry light sparkling in her eyes,

and the two pe/rformed a lively fandango under the vine-covered

arbor.

In the gray of three o'clock next morning, the butte head-

quarters bustled with activity. Horses were deftly roped and

quickly saddled; spurs clinked, ponies snorted, and the pale

stars shed a dim light over the sullen butte and the vast Nevada

desert. From the kitchen came the clattering of dishes, and a

fragrant coffee-aroma stole out on the still, dry, night air.

Blossom and Rosita had breakfast prepared by the time the

cowboys finished saddling their ponies, and in the candle-lit

dining room breakfast disappeared in much shorter time than it

required to get it. Thei noisy vaqueros stamped out to their

horses, mounted, uttered a chorus of "ki-yips" and clattered off

toward the winding Humboldt. No one observed Willard linger

a moment at the kitchen door, except Rosita, who didn't count—
and Blossom, who did.

"Girl, your answer?"

"I don't know, Ben. Oh, wait till you come back, Ben. Wait
till then !"

"You don't love me? Think of my prospects
—the 'Lost

Judith.'
"

"I do, and that's why I want time. Why should that make a

difference? You'll be back in a week. Good bye, Ben, good bye !"

"Good byci, girl." Ben vanished around the house, and was

soon hurrying after the galloping squad a half mile ahead. An
hour later Mr. Gladding drove off to the north with the four-
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horse grub-wagon, leaving Rosita and Blossom the sole occu-

pants of the butte colony.

The gray of morning took on pearly tints, the blurred circle

of hills turned purple and gold; the sun crouched just behind

the far, brown range, then dashed up in full splendor, and for

half an hour Aurora was sublime even on this expanse of desert

plains and barren mountains. Soon heat rays shimmered, locusts

began to drone, and another glaring hot forejnoon drew its slow

way on to the drying afternoon winds.

Blossom scanned the far off-line of the Humboldt's course—
the glass brought nearer a dark blur which slowly moved towards

the northern mountains. Now a white cloud of dust envelopejd

the creeping mass; now the dust rolled back and she could dis-

tinguish individual creatures in the herd of five thousand cattle.

Higher mounted thei sun up the arched blue of the heavens;

pillars of dust whirled about in wraith-like dances; the herd

split in two and each division branched off on diverging trails

to the mountains. A projecting shoulder of the dun mountains

hid from view both herds; the sun entered on its downward
trend

; shadows crept out from the butte and grew longer and

longer. Rosita snored gently as she enjoyed her siesta. Blossom

busied herself between a novel and the glittering gold quartz
from the fabulous "Lost Judith" ledge, and dreamed day-dreams
similar to those of any normal, healthy American lass.

And so the days passed uneventfully until a week had slipped

by. On the seventh day Mr. Gladding returned with the empty

grub-wagon. Blossom ran to meet him, clambered up on the

seat, and after kissing "my dear daddykins," took the reins from

his hands and drove the broncos at a fast clip up the last stretch

of road.

"Where's Willard?" inquired Gladding.
"Ben? Why he hasn't been here. I thought he went up with

the cattle?"

"So he did, but he started six hours ahead of me;. He should

have been here this morning. Blossom looked puzzled, but said

blithely: "Oh, I suppose he's prospecting as usual."

Ben failed to arrive until dusk. He rode up in a tired, dis-

tracted manner, quite different from his usual gay entry. He
was dusty, worn and dejected—his appearance would indicate

that he had trudged afoot the entire distance from Star Flat. His

"Hello" lacked a joyous note.

"What's up, Willard?" asked Gladding.

"Nothing, sir, only feel fagged out, that's all."

He told Blossom a different story when the two happened to

find themselves alone in the arbor. "Just my ill-fated luck, girlt
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Of course my prospects couldn't remain bright for more than a
week at a stretch."

"What is it, Ben?"
"That elusive mine—the 'Lost Judith' has vanished com-

pletely."

"What? You have lost it, too?"

"It seems so, but don't give up yet. I shall look for it all day
to-morrow."

If Ben had not been so down-hearted, so wearily disconsolate,

he might have discovered something far dearer than a fabulously
rich gold mine in the tender light that melted Blossom's brown

eyes. A week's absence had taught the girl many things. But

the youth failed to read her thoughts ;
the maid—like manji

another—remained silent, and once more the "what-might-have-
been" hovered and passed by two of God's children.

The men were to stay twenty-four hours at the butte, then

back to the mountain camps with a fresh supply of provisions.

Willard packed the wagon in a hurry next morning; this accom-

plished, he struck out, on foot, in a northwesterly direction ; for

what purpose he knew, as did Blossom, but not even Gladding
was a sharer in this secret of the latest claimant of the "Lost

Judith."

"No, Blossom. The cattle are grazing down this way; we
move them farther north next week. Are you afraid to stay

here alone for a couple of weeks longer?"
"Not at all, daddy, when I have Rosita with me."

"You're a brave daughter, my little Blossom."

"And how many times have you told me that a daughter of

the West should be brave, daddy?"

**Well, well, that's so. Now I wish you would ride over to the

north shed and bring me the two bridles that are there. The boys
need a couple of extra ones pretty badly."

Blossom gladly complied. She was longing for a ride, and

Cognac looked fresh and eager for a brisk jaunt as she called

him to the corral bars.

Gladding watched his motherless daughter with adoring eyes

as she cantered by. Cognac threw up his head, sniffing the air

suspiciously as he struck a swinging lope over the brush-covered

foothills. A threatening thundercloud hung over the purple

mountains to the north. Lightning shot forth in jagged streaks,

and solid shafts of rain poured down from distinctly separate por-

tions of the cloud. It was one of those peculiar storms that

spring up suddenly throughout Nevada, and send down sheets

of rain in one locality while the sun shines brightly within a mile

of the storm-center.
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Blossom halted Cognac on a small hill and gazed, enraptured
and awed, at the lowering cloud, the dense columns of rain and

the vivid forks of lightning. She heard a dull, rumbling roar—
like a continuous peal of low thunder. She grew alarmed. Cog-
nac uttered a frightened whinny. The rumbling increased in

volume, and suddenly a hundred madly-running steers emerged
from the mouth of a caiion barely a mile away—more following.

Hundreds and hundreds of crazed animals dashed down the

sloping ravine. Another bunch roared over the hill's crest. Still

more poured out of an adjacent arroyo. The whole live thousand

head appeared to be in that terrible stampede from the storm-

visited mountain fastnesses.

Cognac quivered in every muscle, yet Blossom was fascinated

by the sight. She knew the maddened brutes would sweep down
the wide valley below her and on to the Humboldt River, so she

felt safe on her high vantage-point.
No human power could check that frenzied mass. Nearer

rolled the panic-stricken body of thundering hoofs and tossing

horns. Blossom felt a sickening sensation steal over her; she

turned her eyes away and stared out on the desert—on the

parched plains that would be soon ground to powder by twenty
thousand pounding hoofs.

Her startled eyes beheld a sight that seemed to sear her very
brain. There in the direct pathway of that awful stampede was
a human being

—a man ! Ben searching for the "Lost Judith T'

"Oh, G,od, merciful God, protect him !" The cry issued involun-

tarily from Blossom's agonized lips.

In a few moments, before her very vision, the man she loved

would be trampled into "bleeding jelly"
—those two words

flashed through Blossom's brain as once spoken by her father in

describing a man overtaken by stampeding cattle.

"Ben, dear heart!" A tearless sob wrung the girl's heart;

she looked back at the on-rushing herd—nearer, horribly nearl

With a nervous bound Cognac covered twenty feet down the

hill. Blossom lashed him with her quirt, a thing she had never

before used on Ben's prized gray. Down, down bolted the cow-

pony; brush, rocks, gullies were insignificant obstacles to the

steel-muscled bronco. The hill's base was reached in marvelous

time; nearer roared that apalling brute-avalanche, but on sped
horse and rider, a hundred yards before.

Ben Willard heard the muttering rumblings and thought them

distant thunder. When they grew louder he understood and gave
himself up as lost, for the stampede had rounded the last obscur-

ing buttress and bore down on him with the velocity erf an ex-

press train, and in constantly widening lines.
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Such a death ! His inevitable doom seemed a monstrous night-

mare, too ghastly to be true. Then the pony appeared—another

dream figure
—

flying like a gray meteor. And a girl riding him !

He was surely dreaming—crazy !

He stood mute and motionless, staring at the apparitions. A
cry, "Ben, Ben!" clear above the din of stamping hoofs, reached

his ears.

"My God, it's Blossom! It's Cognac! Oh, fool, fool that 1 am
to kill her and Cognac and myself this way !"

Dripping with sweat, Cognac pressed his muzzle against Ben
in dumb recognition. "Up behind, quick !" shouted Blossom ;

still dazed he obeyed.
Not another word was spoken, but on sped the beautiful gray

with his double burden, before that crashing sea of horns and

grinding hoofs. To the left he ran, gradually, fearfully, yet more

and more to the left; the heads of the leading steers touch his

flanks, but still the cow-pony swerves to the left, firmly guided

by Blossom. The noble gray falters, he feels a reassuring hand

on his bridle and recovers himself. Again he staggers, but it

doesn't matter now; the thundering herd surges by, Cognac

barely moves with the outer flank of the stampede. Swiftly the

wild thousands rush past them ;
thick clouds of dust rise and en-

velop the roaring mass. Straggling, bellowing hundreds lope

blindly in the rear of the distant van-guard—and Cognac, Blos-

som and Ben are safe on the quivering desert.

Ben slides to the ground; Blossom, white as death, falls limply
into his strong arms, and great, rending sobs shake the youth's

body as heaven-sent rain drops fall upon the girl's up-turned
face and bring her back to life.

"Ben, dear heart, are you safe?"

"Darling, oh, darling girl, why did you risk your precious life

for me?"

"Ah, love, can't you guess?"
And out there on the desert their troth is plighted directly

over the sand-concealed ledge of the "Lost Judith" mine; but

the sweetest face in the world blinds Ben's eyes to sordid things,

and another "what-might-have-been" hovers and passes by these

two miraculously-saved and supremely-happy mortals.

Reno, Nevada.
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The triumphant election of the Douglas $3 Shoe to be sutor
governor of Massachusetts opens unsuspected vistas of ultra

political preferment for them that have no objection to

make manifesto of their faces. Why should we elect men "sight

unseen," an they were pigs in a poke? Let us rather save our

ballots for the tf. statesman who gives us his face on every pack-

age, whose sempiternal mug is ineluctable in every advertising

column. What odds if his goods are shoddy, so long as his curli-

cued moustaches aid to relieve the dulness of the current maga-
zine? We are an imaginative folk. Only American advertisers

could have concluded that the best guaranty of his wares a man
could give would be a benevolent half-tone of his phiz. Only
American purchasers could have taken this ingenuity at its word.

Now, it isn't any disgrace to make good shoes—as I believe

Governor Douglas makes. It is much more admirable than mak-

ing dirty money—which has elected a great many governors.
But it does inevitably seem still a trifle queer that in yonder ven-

erable and consummate commonwealth which is sometimes called

The Old Bay State, but sometimes (and with more scientific ex-

actitude) the State of Mind, such things can be and overcome us

like a summer cloud, with or without our special wonder. For

it is not exactly what you could call cult-yure. Quack doctors,

with ignote panaceas for nameless disease ;
and amateur elocu-

tionists, and stammer-healers, and the smallest fry of real estate

fakers, and a few other purveyors to the Two-for-Five intelli-

gence—these use this device. It is their idea of the size of the

rest of us—and evidently they size us up pretty well. They aren't

such fools as we look !

And why particularly Douglas? Will anyone pretend that

the type of manly beauty his electrotype presents is more fasci-

nating and resistless than that of Woodbury's Facial Soap, or

Beeman's Pepsin Chawing Gum? It may be presumed that Gov.

Douglas will have the familiar half-tone printed on his official

stationery
—God Save the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and

the gubernatorial cobbler's face to boot ! There are people who
put their pictures on their letterheads, as in their ads.

CRBPIDAM
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Pictorial Governors may probably be all right ;
but the Lion is

sort o' sorry to see his native State so inconsistent as to give the

first laurels to a mere imitator. By rights, the first governor un-

der the new chromo dispensation ought to have been that earlier

flower of New England modesty—Lydia Pinkham.

HAVING J^st what he had done, the Lion really does not know—
DONE but it evidently was something very bad. If the punish-
PENANCB5 ^ Cj. j.1. • .1 • .1 r 11 -.i • .iment fits the crime, the crime must have fallen within the

capital category. For three years—ever since the last time—the

Lion has been trying to live so virtuously that the penance of go-

ing East would never again be laid upon him. But either it does

not pay to be good, or else one can be very bad unconsciously.
For the Lion has had to go again. He has just got back alive

from two months inclusive of every considerable city of the East
—and he is glad to be back in God's country, and duly repentant
for the unknown sin which condemned him. The East is still

the same—only more so. There are still too many people, and

they still do not know how to live. Some of the dearest people
in the world are there—needing nothing but translation. The

very worst conditions in the world are there, needing only to be

escaped. It is a wonderful thing to see human beings by the mil-

lions content with an environment which to a Californian would
seem incredible had he not himself once known it.

On this two months' trip the Lion has encountered blizzards

to burn. He has reverted again to the land which "has no cli-

mate but all sorts of weather"—and all of them bad. Today an

18-inch snow; tomorrow a warm rain and 12 inches of slush—
and through the classic walks of the greatest university in Amer-

ica, the victim waded knee deep in half snow, half water. Tomor-
row two below zero; crusty hummocks, sharp edges and glare
ice—people slipping, horses scraping and straining, and the whole

world in a fair way to fall down. And through it all, houses and

cars heated seven times hotter than they are fit to be heated, and

both smelling second-hand "humanity unto heaven—^or somewhere
else.

The East is a great country. It is full of folks—some of whom
are the salt of the earth. They may have it. The Lion is pre-

pared to sign a quit-claim deed to all his right, title and interest

in that whole geography. There is no cloud upon the heredita-

ments of the sort of people who like that sort of thing. It is good

enough for those who like it.

But for those who know God's country, that back yonder not

only is not good enough ; it is not good for anything—except as

a place to contain those who do not belong to graduate. God be
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with them—and keep them where they are. Also as they are—
content with hand-me-down weather; content with streets that

are dirty, deep cafions, content with a medieval system of street

numbering, content with poky transit, content to burrow like

moles two stories under the earth, and to "live" like answered let-

ters in thirty-story pigeon-holes above it, content to breathe one

another over and over as a steady pulmonary diet, and to fall over

one another as a principal exercise—it would be a great pity if

they were to find out what ails them. There are a lot of folks

back there who do belong to graduate
—and here's hoping they

may step up soon and take their diplomas.

There is an amusing little quadruped cuss, most smooth
^j^^, nature

and amiable-looking at some distance, but very like some op

people on closer acquaintance. If you crowd him, his

one answer and his special delight is to make other folks smell

like him.

The politicus vulgaris has this in common with the mephitis.

Charge him with an ill odor, and he at once tries the reciprocal

compliment. He has less thought to exculpate himself than to

inculpate his accuser.

Seriously speaking, of course, all rascals are ignorant. It does

not pay to be a scoundrel
;
and only those who are short of sight

fancy they can see advantage in selling themselves. But there

are a great many short-sighted persons, in politics and in busi-

ness
;
and the same ignorance which enables them to think they

prefer to be bad shows in the poverty of the arguments they can

find in their own defense. A boodler, a faker, a corruptionist,

when cornered, thinks less of cleansing his own fame than of

blackening that of someone else—preferably the cleanest person
in sight. It is the kind of answer that kind of people might be ex-

pected to make.

Peculiarly characteristic examples of this have been frequent
of late

;
for—thanks to several things, and particularly, no doubt,

to the example of one strong American whose place helps his

fist—there has been a rather general hunting down of the skunks
in American civic and economic life. The men who have been

trying to reform New York, the fine young crusader in Missouri
—these and their like have a chance to learn that it is as easy for

a thug to call a white man scoundrel as for a white man to give
his due catalogue to the thug.

It has been particularly interesting to observe similar tactics

since the President began his campaign for the regulation of the

railroads. We have to have railroads—but we don't really need
to have them have us, as they have become so much in the habit
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ol doing. Every thoughtful American outside of railroad circles,

and every large man within them, has realized for a good while

the need of the regulation of this enormous and hitherto almost

irresponsible power. Unfortunately a good many railroads are

run by peanut-minded and accidental whipper-snappers who have

spent their last brain in making money, and have no thought left

for the longer things
—not even for the prospects of making

money ten years from now. The people of this class have re-

sented, after the fashion of their black-and-white quadruped pro-

totype, any disturbance of things as they are. They have had

either too much sense or too much timidity to come face to face

with their real assailant, the President; the kind of intellect they

carry has led them to turn up at that member of his official fam-

ily who has himself been a railroad man. The reasons for this

point of attack are obvious.

For a good many years the Lion has known Paul Morton—
once vice-president of the Santa Fe Railroad, now Secretary of

the Navy—^^and his fine old father before him. For more than

twenty years he has known the Santa Fe Railroad, and Mr. Mor-

ton's associates, and their joint predecessors. He has known the

personnel of that railroad
;
he thinks he has known its policy past

and present. He has also known the policy of several other rail-

roads. He is free to say what every intelligent old-timer in the

West knows—that this policy has been a god-send to the West.

It has been the most enlightened railroad policy ever seen this

side of the Hudson River—^^and if there is anything as far-sighted

and as clean the other side of that exaggerated rivulet, the fact

is not yet of record.

If any men in the history of American railroading have stood

for decency and honesty, it is Paul Morton, President Ripley and

their associates. It is entirely probable that they are human ;

but it is entirely sure that they are Men, What the policy may
have been more than twenty years ago, the Lion knows only by

hear-say; but for twenty years he has known first hand. The pol-

icy of Mr. Morton, of Mr. Ripley, and of the men whose logical

heirs they are, has been not to buy legislators, not to buy judges,

not to lobby congress, not to milk communities—but to do busi-

ness on a business plan. When such men are attacked by yellow

reporters and by the class of railroad pin-heads whose idea of

railroad business is to carry courts and legislators in their

breeches pocket, it doth indeed make the judicious grieve, but it

must bring a smile to all who have retained a sense of humor.
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A good deal the snippiest and most cowardly tack ever justice

yet taken, even in our Century of Dishonor as towards vs.

Indians, is the attempt to rob the Pueblo Indians of their

land by taxation. The warlike, nomad, rationed, government-

eating Indians are not taxed—they need not be, for they occupy
reservations which depend only on the honor of the government
and are as easily broken up as that honor is broken down. But

the Pueblos, peaceful, industrious, sedentary, farmers and irriga-

tors since before Columbus, un-rationed and independent, have

been for a long time the safest Indians in the United States, be-

cause their tenancy depended on the honor of Spain. That is, they
were christianized 300 years ago. They were given adequate

grants by the crown of Spain—which grants have mostly been

confirmed by the United States patent, a harder thing to disre-

gard than any other form of governmental pledge. For 300 years
their wonderful little communities have been the admiration of

historians, travelers, artists, students. Ever since Mayne Reid,

they have been known to the English-reading race. To this day,

though affected for the worse by civilization, they are the most

law-abiding, decent, clean-living communities in the United

States. Unfortunately, the lands which the Spanish crown gave
them and which the rottenest administration of the early Mex-
ican independence respected, are pretty good lands. For a gener-
ation a good many land-sharks and orphan-robbers in New Mex-
ico have had their eyes on these lands. The Indians did not care

to sell their homes; under the United States patent it was hard

to take their homes—a very different thing from a reservation.

But where there is a will there is a way; and the kind of New
Mexicans who are a disgrace to a historic and noble territory,

and who have had the will to rob the poor, thought they had
found a way. It was simply to treat the Pueblos "as citizens,"

tax them—the assessment being made by the kind of oflficials

who have kept New Mexico from statehood by a corruption prob-

ably unparalleled in the world's history
—and to sell their lands

out for taxes, to some bidder of the superior race. This was a

very pretty trick. It secured the official sanction of the Supreme
Court of New Mexico. The Lion does not wish to be in con-

tempt of court—and therefore suppresses his opinion of the Su-

preme Court of New Mexico as to its knowledge of all Spanish

legislation and every other matter touching the case in point.

Anyhow the said Supreme Court found the Pueblos to be citi-

zens, therefore taxable—and the harpies who had pushed the

question were happy. In five years the civilization, which at

least has no superior in that territory, would have been wiped
absolutely off the map. The Pueblos could not pay taxes—and

LAW
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it was not intended that they should. They are hard-working
farmers—the hardest working the Lion knows. In fair years they
have enough to eat ; in average years not quite enough—but in no

year do they have coin to pay the taxes that a New Mexican
assessor would put on them. Their finish was not far to see.

But it is dangerous to be too smart—and some New Mexicans

were. The matter has been brought, within the past month, to the

President of the United States, the Commissioner of Indian Af-

fairs, and other people who do not live in New Mexico. The re-

sult is that the attempt to get, by cowardly indirection, the

lands of these first Americans will fail. The people who have

tried to rob them are welcome to their own thoughts—if they
have any. The Pueblos are only Indians, but they are very de-

cent people. They are sober, industrious, better in their family
and public relations than most of their neighbors; and they are

going to be given a chance to persist a little longer
—

they who
have been Americans since long before the first obscure ancestor

of their would-be oppressors was whipped at the cart's tail.

The matter of the Campo Indians left to starve for

CAMPO twenty-five years by the Indian Department, fed by indi-
suFFERERS

^idual citizcns of Southern California this year—a year
when their case became so desperate as to leave no alternative—
has been presented to the President and the Commissioner of

Indian Affairs, and to some of the leaders of Congress. There

seem to be reasonable chances that the Government will furnish

permanent remedy for the distress which the local public has

so generously relieved pro tempore—that is, by giving these

Indians lands on which, by industry, patience, and self denial

they can make at least a poor living. The peculiar procedure of

a former administration of the Indian Office has diverted funds

which would have relieved these and several hundred other Mis-

sion Indians; but there is a reasonable hope of new legislation

which shall relieve this disgraceful condition of affairs. The mat-

ter practically depends on Senator Bard, who has been the

staunch and efficient champion of similar measures in the past.

The needs of these Indians are now well understood by the gov-

ernment; the way to relieve these needs has been pointed out;

sufficient outside aid has been enlisted so that a properly formu-

lated plan of relief can no doubt be carried out. It is a particularly

good time to "bear on" by personal appeal to whatsoever senators

or congressmen anyone may know, to make sure that proper
measures are put through.

Chas. F. Lummis.



Oneonta ParK
is unlike many cf the subdivisions now offered for sale. One of the principal and most

unique features wherein it differs from other tracts, is the fact that the motive in

marketing it is not profit over original cost. Tjhis may provoke a smile. Let us ex-

plain. Oneonta Park is owned by the Huntington Land & Improvement Co., whose

electric roads radiate for miles in all directions from Los Angeles. These roads extend

through new and unsettled country and are unprofitable until the adjacent property is

settled and traffic thus created. It is for this reason, and no other, that such a vast

amount of money has been expended at Oneonta Park. The accompanying cut shows

the character of the improvements. A rapid growth is inevitable. We quote from Mr.

H. E. Huntington :

"
If in time I get my money out with interest I am satisfied.

Our profit is the railroad." Many are availing themselves of this chance to buy

highly improved building lots, practically at cost. Prospective purchasers will do

well to look about before the choice lots are spoken for. See

Wm. R, Staats Company
05 S. IVaymond Ave. (Dept. F) Pasadena, Ca).

OR APPLY AT OFFICE ON THE TRACT

Los Angeles Representative : R. A. Rowan & Co., H. W. Hellman Bldg.
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The Basis of any Office System must
be a Simple, Efficient Method

of Filing Correspondence

The original Shannon System (made solely by us) provides
—

not merely instant location of any paper
—but also positive Safety

and Unlimited Capacity. Our catalogue Wo.gOllL takes up this subject

in detail. May we send it to you ?

YAWMAN & ERBE MFG. CO.

Los Angeles Agency :

THE OUT WEST CO.

San Francisco Cffice, 635 Mission St.

Main Factories and Ex. OflBces,
Rochester, N. Y
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Rapid Roller

Letter Copier

provides the only safe,

sure way of copying cor-

respondence. Shows every
correction or alteration.

Strong
—

speedy — easily

operated. Write to-day
for catalogue Ko. 33-ML
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ASK YOUR
DRUGG/ST OR

DEPARTMENT STORE
FOR

FREE SAMPLES
OF

BINDER'S
TAR
SOAP

RICHARD BINDER
31-33-35 S. THIRTEENTH ST.

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

Hummel Bros. & Co., "Help Center," 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



TKe House TKat TKe
BirKel Company Built

From a modest beginning- to the largest and most complete establish-

ment of its kind in the Pacific Southwest, within a period of four 3 ears,

is an achievement, even in these days of great accomplishments,

sufficiently notable to justify a review of the "Hows" and "Whys."

Merit and Enterprise

are the two words that best express
the fundamental principles upon which
this business has been built. Relia-

bility and Fair Dealing are further

factors that are largely responsible for

the Birkel Company's phenomenal
success.

The clientele of the Birkel Com-

pany comprises hundreds of lead-

ing families, together with fully

forty musical artists and teachers, in-

cluding leading professors
—those who

know and demand the best instruments.

The individual members of the

house have always taken a personal

interest in matters of the musical

world, giving both their time and at-

tention to furthering any well organ-

ized movement for the encouragement
or development of the art.

As shown by the illustrations ac-

companying this article, the George
J. Birkel Company occupies an up-to-

date and first-class musical establish

ment in its large and well appointed

quarters in Los Angeles, at Nos.
Front Elevation George J. Birkel Co.'s ^^ -i ^^., o j.i o • ^ ^
Establishment, Los Angeles, Gal. Five 34d and 347 bOUth Spring Street.
Floors and Basement, 33x150 feet, con-
taining 24,750 sq. feet, completely oc-

cupied by this concern.

Geo. J. BirKel Company
345-347 SoutK Spring Street I^os Angeles, California



First Floor, George J. Birkel Co. Small goods and sheet music departments
and some pianos. Private offices to left and In front of electric passenger
elevator. General offices in extreme rear. Electric freight elevators also
in rear.

THe Officers of tHe
Concern

Georg-e J. Birkel is the Pres-

ident and Treasurer of the

corporation and Kdward A.
Geissler is Vice-President and

Secretary.

Mr. Birkel is a thorough

piano man, with an extended

knowledge of the business,

having established the Birkel

house in San Diego, California,

eighteen j^ears ago, and out-

growing that field and seeking
a wider sphere for his business enterprise, opened in Los Angeles four

years ago, since which period Mr. Birkel's bold, aggressive and modern
methods have placed the concern in its prominent position in the Southwest.

Mr. Geissler has acquired a thorough knowledge of the details of the

music business on account of his past connection with one of the greatest

houses on the Coast, and his mastery of figures and the handling of de-

tails—both so important for the success of a large business—have proven
of valued assistance. With constant activity and broad ambition, Mr.

Geissler has proven an important and esteemed factor in the growth of the

Steinway Room—second floor.
Grands with Uprights lining the wall.

Geo. J. BirKel Company
345-347 South Spring Street Los Angeles, California



Steinway Hall—fifth floor.

Repair Shops—ffth floor.

Medium and Popular Price Piano; also general
surplus stock—third floor.

XHe Pianos

FVepresented
The George J. Birkel Com-

pany handles the Steinway,
Kranich & Bach, Starr, Estey,

Emerson, Haddorff, Richmond,
BrinkerhofF and other pianos.

A complete and satisfactory

line for the customer to make
his selection from.

Reed Organs
The makes of reed organs

sold by the George J. Birkel

Company are the Mason &
Hamlin, Estey and Farrand.

Pipe Organs
The Austin and Estey pipe

organs are prominent in the

line of this concern.

Piano Players and
A.iatomatic

Instruments

The piano-player depart-

ment of this house is one of

its leading features as the

makes represented are the Ce-

cilian, Cecilian piano, Olympia
and Orchestrion. Cecilian

recitals with excellent pro-

grams are constantly given,

and being well advertised at-

tract interested and select

audiences.

Geo. J. BirKel Company
345-347 SovitK Spring Street Los Angeles, California
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SKeet Music
and BooKs

This stock is conceded to be

one of the best in the countr}'

and has a large and most select

professional following-. This,
in addition to the large popu-
lar trade, makes this depart-
ment a very busj^ and profitable

one.

Territory

On all of the agencies

named, the George J. Birkel

Company controls all of South-

ern California and Arizona,
their trade, however, extending
into Nevada, New Mexico and

Lower California. The con-

cern has branch stores at San-

Bernardino and Pomona, Cali-

fornia, and sub-agencies at

Santa Barbara, Riverside,

Santa Ana, Pasadena, Whit-
tier and Long Beach, Califor-

nia, and Prescott and Phoenix,
Arizona. Other territory is

covered by traveling salesmen.

Mail Order
Department

Thoroughly equipped and

systemized
—
doing a large bi»-

iness. Correspondence invited.

Catalogs and price lists gladly
furnished — pianos, organs,
Cecilian piano players, Victor

talking machines, small mus-
ical instruments and sheet

music.

Cecilian Display Room—second floor.

Ii^. ,. ^^^HM



WE SELL THE EARTH
BASSETT & SMITH

We deal in all kinds of Real Estate, Orchard and
Residence Property. Write for descriptive pamphlet.

Room 208, 202>^ S. BROADWAY
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

THE CHEAPEST AND BEST
LANDS NEAR LOS ANGELES
in the beautiful San Fernando Valley. One of
Nature's Sanitariums. Ranch lands, orange and
olive grroves for sale. Buildintf lots. An olive
mill with complete modern machinery. Will ex-
chang-e for cood city or other property. 1100 feet
above sea level. Free from fog-s. Adrtress for par-
ticulars Box 57, San Fernando, Cal., S. M. Fairfield

PASADENA

/ SELL ORANGE ORCHARDS
That pay a steady investment, with food water
rijrhts. I have them in the suburbs of Pasadena,
finely located for homes, also in the country for
profit. Fine homes in Pasadena a specialty.

REAL ESTATE.'^
MSURANCE , LOAH^

lP^,yesTM.E,j
"

16 S. Raymond Ave. Pasadena, Cal.

"THE THREE RS"

RANDALL REAL estate bobbins

Orange County, California
We have TEN ACRES i" bearing- walnuts, no buildings. Fine land, well

located, prime income property. $7 700.

FIVE ACRES of bearing walnuts, nice location, good house and barn. A
splendid income property, growing more valuable. City water. Three blocks from

depot. Will soon subdivide. $5 250.

FORTY ACRES—^Q^ dairy ranch; 30 acres in alfalfa, 7-room house, good
barn and other buildings, 2 artesian wells, plenty of water, 27 head of cows and

heifers, 400 hens, 6 horses and colts, all implements, with three-years' lease of 100

acres of land close by. Can make money today on this ranch. $10,000.
Above are samples ;

we have others. Write us your wants, and we will try and
suit you.

ORANGE COUNTY REALTY COMPANY
(RANDALL & ROBBINS) SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA

Crown and Bridge Work
is the best dental method of replacing lost teeth without the

necessity of wearing a plate. Mj' experience in performing
this work enables me to do it better—in less time—and at less

cost than the average dentist. TI Open all day.

Lady attendant. Home Phone 6432.

Cor. FiftH and
Sts., Opp. Central
ParK, Los Angeles

Hill 7IL*
ral ^OZ/

EstablisHed 1884-
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Ammunition

Repeating Rifles and Sliotguns

AWaRDED THE ONLY GRAND PRIZE

THE HIGHEST ATTAINABLE HONOR

Given for Arms and Ammunition

by the Superior Jury of tlie Louisiana Purchase Exposition

This verdict of superiority of Winchester Guns and Ammunition over all

other makes is no surprise to intelligent and up-to-date sportsmen the world

over. It will be regarded everywhere as the logical result of many years of

careful and successful effort to keep the quality of Winchester Rifles, Shotguns

and Ammunition on the same high plane that has made them famous the

world over for Accuracy, Finish, Strength and Reliability, and this recognition

of superiority is one which cannot be duplicated.

Winchester Repeating Arms Co.

Pacific Coast Agency, San Francisco

A. MtLLER, Agent



JSrys
are known by what they have grown. For
half a century they have been the standard—
haven't failed once to produce bigger, better

crops than any others. Sold by all dealers.

1905 Seed Annual free to all applicants.

D. M. FERRY A, CO.,
Detroit, Mich.

Trellis Tomato
Grows IS feet hijfh. Each plant bears from 1,500 to

2,000 tomatoes. One vine will supply an entire family
all summer. The most wonderful Tomato in the
world.

_
Photo of my plant and packagre of seed with

full directions for eight 2-cent stamps. Address

Mrs. Frank Holt, 26 Military Park, Ft. Thomas, Ky.

SPECIAL: $f.00
POSTPAID ^/l.

This \'est I'l.cket ^^'
Electric Searchlight

Everyone Guaranteed

NOT A TOY
Useful in a Thousand Ways. It fit« mcely in vest pock-
et Invaluable for Physicians, Watchmen, "farmers.
Plumbers, etc.; on trains, steamboats and strange hotels:
can betaken In cellar full of gas, or placed in keg of
DOwder without danger: no wires, smoke, oil. smell or dirt
Gives 3,0iXt flashes New baiteries. 3i\ postpaid, can
be replaced in a moment. 'Order tod.iv once yoti
have o"e you would never be without it.

DEN CLOCKTSTOO. Soiiti

brass works, run by a weighty no spring; no
key-winding. Kichly designed front, ex-
ecuted in (rood, honest haidwood. Utility
and Art combined. A dependable time-keeper
and a beautiful wall ornament in one. Double
vali.e yet all fctfl 00. Dr/iierfd .iiivuMfre i-i C i

FKEt Catalog of Furniture, Clocks, Silverware,
Stoves. Ranges and huDdrecis of artiiles for Home.
Wii;e today. Money back if not satisfied

THE Western supply co.
Chamber of Commerce BIdg. LOS ANGELES. CAL.

m h )m
FROM FIVE ACRES

NEAR SANTA BARBARA
You can find out how it was done, and how to do it

^yourself, by reading

*A Prdcticdl Poultry Plant for Southern Cdlifornin'

We will send it on receipt of

S1.25
Out Wbst Magazine Co., Los Angki.ES

DONT FORGET
THE NAME

When you order,

as some grocer-
will try to sell you
imitations of

Jell>0, America's

most popular des-

sert, which is now
used more exten-

sively than any
similar food pro-
duct in the world.

There are no others ''''just as good.''
Jell-0 is used in many ways as a dessert

or table jelly.
Six choice flavors. New Illustrated

Book of Recipes mailed FREE. Address
The Genesee Pure Food Co , Le Roy, N. Y.

PATENT REMOVABLE
WINDOW SCREENS

Covered With

HIGH GRADE
SCREEN DOORS

Wire Cloth Will Not Pull Out
Write for Catalogue F.

Ilipolito Screen & Sash Co.

634-638 Maple Avenue
Los Angeles, Cal.



Incomparable
, As a beautifier and preserver of the

complexion, ladies of refinement in

.^^ every civilized country of the world

endorse and use

tASLACHE^ Face Powder

For years this exquisite toilet

necessity has been the standard

of purity and excellence, with

many imitators but no equal. It

clears and freshens the skin and
makes a lovely complexion pos-
sible for all. Substitutes may be

dangerous. The genuine has

signature of Ben Levy in red

across label of box. Acceft no

other. Flesh, white, pink, cream
tints. 50 cents a box. Druggists
or by mail. Smnfle free.

BEN LEVY & CO.
Dept. 4 1 25 Kingston St., BOSTON

KIDDER'S PASTILLES. -liefTor Asthma.

STOWELL & CO., Mfrs.

Sold by all Druggists,
or by mail, 35 cents.

Cliarlestown, Mass.

ESPEY'S FRAGRANT CREAM
Will relieve and cure chapped hands, lips, rash, sunburn,
chafed or rougli skin from any cause. Prevents tendency
to wrinkles or ageing of the skin Keeps the face and hands
soft.smooth, firm and white IT HAS NO EQUAL. Ask
for it and take no substitute.

PacKa^e of Espey's SacHet Po-wder
Sent FREE on receipt of 2c to Pay Postage

P. B. Keys, Agt.. Ill S. Center Av., CKicago

International
Dentifrice

One-Tblrd
of a

Century

Standard
of the

World
A delicious beauti-'
fier, preserver and
cleanser of the teeth;
makes the breath sweet
and the gums less tender.
The Metal Box is a handy
package for the toilet table and
traveling; no powder to litter, no liquid to spill
or stain. 25 Cents, at all Druggists.

C. H. Slronti &. Co., Props.. Chicago. L'.S.A.

KIDNEY OLIVER

BITTERS
CURES DYSPEPSIA.

KINOOFWINE

ISSUCO TO

IM ACCOROANCeMATH

"hekmes" vintages
H J WOKI.I.ACOn

THISLWgLMUSTBeSD/OTIxro •nMvrviM

"HERMES" VINTAdES
Perfect California Wines. Each bottle bears the State of California'i
official label (as above facsimile) eruaranteeing' its contents to be tr\»*
and pure California -^vines.

These are the finest wines California produces, ared naturally

from 4 to 20 years old, and unexcelled for the table or for medici-

nal use. Shipments East Froi^Ht Free.
Write for price lists, etc.

CstablisHed 16&0

Los -Angeles, California
^>^^



ARE — YOUR — KIDNEYS
IN PERFECT ORDER?

Thousands and thousands of men, wo-
men and even children are going around
with weak unhealthy kidneys and neg-

lecting themselves day after day.

THE WEAK SPOT
isn't going to stand the strain many
days. You must either do something
for yourself quick or be in a eooidition

beyond all medical aid.

Weak and unhealthy kidneys are re-

sponsible for more sickness and suffer-

ing than any other disease, therefore,
when through neglect or other cause

kidney trouble is permitted to continue,
fatal results are sure to follow.
Your kidneys have a great deal of

work to do and it is therefore absolutely
necessary that they should be in a

healthy condition at all times.

Hooper's Parsley Kidney Pills are aid-

ing hundreds and hundreds on to a quick
and sure recovery. The effect of this

"Godsent" pill is mild and immediate.

People who have tried almost every
medicine without effect have been cured

entirely after taking a few boxes of

these wonderful pills. The name tells

you what the pill is chiefly composed of.

It is proving to be nature's own cure for

that terrible disease— Kidney trouble.

The form in which we compound this

cure makes it pleasant and easy to take.
British Pharmacal Co., Milwaukee, Wis.,
Distributors.

Price 50 cents a box.

For sale by Off Drug Co., Los Angeles

EVERY WOMAN
is interested and should know about

the wonderful

v:

Marvel K'"'

DoucKe
If your druerg-ist cannot
supply the MARVEL, accept
no other, but write us for Illustrated '^

Book, sent free—sealed. It eives price^
by mail, particulars and directions in-

valuable to ladies. Endorsed by Physicians.

MARVEL CO., Room 148 Times Building. N.Y.

Mothers!

Mothers!!

Mothers!!!

MRS. WINSLOW'S $00TNIN6 SYRUP

has been used foi over SIXTY YEARS by
MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHIL-
DREN while TEETHING, with PERFECT
SUCCESS. It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFT-
ENS the GUMS, ALLAYS all PAIN, CURES
WIND COLIC, and is the best remedy for
DIARRHOEA. Sold by Drue^ists in every
part of the world. Be sure and ask for

"
Mrs.

Winslow's Soothing- Syrup," and take no other
kind. Twenty-five cents a bottle.

Ideal for Bathing the Face, Neck and Hands

It cleanses the skin of soil and oily waste, improves the circulation,
builds up the muscles and smooths out the wrinkles. Ideal for

softening the beard before shaving. Price mailed, 25 cents.

Accept no others. Beware of imitations.

Bailey's

Bailey's

Bailey's

Bailey's

Bailey's

Bailey's

Bailey's

Rubber Complexion Brush .

Complexion Soap ...
Bath and Shampoo Brush

Rubber Bath and Flesh Brush

Rubber Toilet Brush (large)

Rubber Toilet Brush (small)

Rubber Glove Cleaner

i .50

.JO

.75

J.50
.50

.25

.JO

Cleans the teeth perfectly and polishes the enamel without injury.
Never irritates the gums. Can be used with any tooth wash or

powder. Ideal for children's use. No bristles to come out. No. 1,

25c ; No. 2, 35c. Mailed on receipt of price.

At dealers or sent on receipt ofprice. Agents -wanted.

C. J. Bailey & Co., 22 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.



Clever
Booklet
Free

Stern &
Saalberg Co ,

Mfps ,

New York

(Established 1879.)

"CURES WHILE YOU SLEEP"

WHOOPING-COUGH, CROUP

BRONCHITIS, COUGHS

DIPTHERIA, CATARRH

CONFIDENCE can be placed in a remedy
which for a quarter of a century has earned un-

qualified praise. Ask your physician about it.

Cresolene is a Boon to

Asthmatics

ALL DRUGGISTS
Send Postal for Descriptive

Booklet

Cresolene Antiseptic
Throat Tablets for the
irritated throat, at your
druRgist or from us, 10c.

in stamps.

The Vapo-Cresolene Co.
180 Fulton St., N. Y.

288 St. James Street, Montreal.
Canada

"We maintain our
reputation of

Handling tKe
best lines of

RANGES botK Cast
and Steel,
nxade in

America

A Glen-wood

James W. Hellman

Up-ward of

3,000
in use in

Los Angeles
and vicinity-

testify

to tKeir

POPULARITT
and

SUCCESS

A Queen

161 N. Spring St., Los Angeles

^lSr|«paloma Toilet5?ap AT ALL
DRUG STORES



Lamp-

chimneys that

break are not

Macbeth's.

If you use a wrong chimney, you lose a

good deal of both light and comfort, and

waste a dollar or two a year a lamp on

chimneys.

Do you want the Index? Write me.

Macbeth, Pittsburgh,

DRINK

MAiER I mim
BREWERY

LAGER-BEERS
The best and purest brewed on the Coast.

For sale in bottles and kegrs.

Telephones: Sunset—Main 91

Home 91

The Ehmann Emulsion

of Pure Olive Oil

is just what you want. Perhaps you
can't take olive oil because you can't
bear the taste. In the Ehmann Emul-
sion the oil taste is eliminated and the
effect heightened. It will cure Con-
sutnption, Constipation, all Ivung and
Stomach Complaint. If j'our drug-
gist don't keep it, we will send you a

large bottle prepaid, on receipt of
Sl.OO. Send for our booklet, anyway.

The Roycrofters,
East Aurora. N. Y.

Dear Mr. Ehmann: ^^b. 24, 1904.

Sample of the Olive Oil Emulsion received
and duly sampled. It is a superb article.

My father. Dr. Silas Hubbard, thinks you
have made a great and valuable discovery
in this preparation. He says it is superior
by far and safer than cod liver oil.

Sincerely yours, Elbert Hubbard.

NONE GENUINE WITHOUT THE SIGNATURE

OROVILLE, CALIFORNIA

Reliable help promptly furnished. Hummel Bros. & Co., Tel. Main 509.
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Please Mention that You Saw it in OUT WEST.

Santa

Barbara
CHRISTMAS

TREi:

THe CHristmas
Tree of the

Santa Barbara
Kindergartens
at OaK ParH,

Santa Barbara,
1904-

Literature concerning tHis wonderful valley of

never-ending summer, mailed free on application to

C. M. GIDNEY
SECRETARY CHAMBER OF COMMEIRCE

Santa Barbara, California

IRRIGATED
.. FARMS ..

OF FIVE ACRES
AND UPWARDS

in the Counties of

Fresno and Merced

California

MILLER <& LUX
LOS BANOS. MERCED COUNTY

CALIFORNIA

LONG BEACH
I have a few choice investments of

from $1,000 to $5,000, which will double

inside of two years.
Also some good buys in the KNOLL

PARK TRACT, lots 50x150, sidewalks

and curbing-. These can be bought
right
Two or three good mortgages that

will net from 6 % to 8 % .

For full particulars regarding
LONG BEACH properties, write me.

1^" See Oi)posite Page.

G. H. BLOUNT
36 PINE AVENUE

LONG BEACH

ANO 618 BRYSON BLOCK
LOS ANQELBS

Hummel Bros. & Co., "Help Center," 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 508.



Full information concerning- the past, present and future of Ocean Park can be obtained from

any of the persons or firms named below—whose public spirit has made this page possible.

I. E. Warfiki,d & Co., Mrs. Geo. Sibi,ey,

Real Estate and Investments Real Estate and Investments
Smith Rbai,Ty Co., E. J. Vawtbr, Carnation Grower

Real Estate and Investments Eraser & Jones,
Ocean Park Bank Real Estate and Investments

John W. Eincoi^n, Real Estate Rockhoi^d Grocery Co.

Davis M. Clarke, Clay S. Berryman,
Real Estate and Investments Real Estate and Investments



Please Mention that You Saw it in OUT WEST.

B R KS

^"
BUILD

YOUR OWN BOAT
BY THE BROOKS SYSTEM
1 your own Launch—Sailboat—Ronboat or

vening^s—and the work wi 1 be a

It's easy when we show you how.

You can bi
^ Canoe in your leisure tii

source of profit and pleasure

$12 covers the cost of a $50 boat. Cheaper boats coot loss irn

proportion. Write us—we'll tell you how.
The Brooks System consists of exact size Print'd Patterns of every

piece, with Detailed /nstritctioiis, a complete set of IVorkinz Ill"s-

trationi:, showing each step of the work, an itemized bill oi Material

required and how to secure it.

Over six thousand a>nateurs successfully built boats by the Brooks

System last year. Fifty per cent of them hive built their second boat.

Many havees ablished themselves in the boat manuficturing business.

Patterns of all kinds and si'es from 12 to 55 ft. Prices from $2.50 up.

Catalojjue and particulars FREE. For 25c 100 page catalogue contain-

ing valuable information for the amateur yachtsman, showing several

working illustrations of each boat, and a full set for one boat. Full
line of knock-down and completed boats. When so ordered—Patterns
are expressed, charges prepaid, C.O.D. to allow examination.

BROOKS BOAT MANUFACTURING CO.
Originators of the Pattern System of Boat Building

2502 SHIP STREET BAY CITY, MICH., U. S. A.

EAMES TRIOYCLE CO.

Patentees and Manufacturers of Tricycle Chairs
for Cripples, Tricycles, Invalids' Rolling- Chairs,
and Hospital Appliances. Special machines made
to order when required. SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE,
and See if one of our desigrns will not suit your case.

20J8 MARKET ST.. SAN rRANCISOO
OR 212 S. HILL. ST.. LOS ANQELES. CAL.



Eivery citizen of Pasadena—and some others-r-are convinced that it is on the whole the

most desirable abiding place on earth.

Anyone who wants to know why can find out, and at the same time get an attractive il-

lustrated booklet, by writing to any of following addresses in Pasadena :

William R. Staats Co., Agents for Oneonta Park Rose J. Rasey, Hotel El Morera
First National Bank of Pasadena Pasadena National Bank
Bassett & Sons, Wilson's Peak Park The Pasadena Board of Trade



RIVERSIDE— the home of the navel orange—is a singularly beautiful city, attractive t

visitors and home builders alike. Any of those named below—whose liberality makes this

page possible
—will furnish full information to enquirers. Some of them have striking illus-.

trated souvenirs to mail free to people really interested.

Wilson & Strange
Campbell Curio Co.

Riverside Trust Co.

Heath, the Photographer

H. W. Fletcher & Co.

Frank A. Miller, The New Glenwood Hotel

OF THE



Population in 1900, 17,700 ;
in March, 1904, over 25,000, and growing at a phenomenal

rate. Unprecedented building activity ; tremendous commercial outlook. A city of mag-
nificent home-sites, with the only perfect climate on earth, and the world famous harbor

that will build a metropolis. ^ Pacific Beach—her matchless suburb and nearest avail-

able beach resort. U A card to any of the following firms or persons will bring complete

and fully illustrated literature :

Ralston Realty Co.

College Hill Land Ass'n

Turner & Barr
San Diego L/And Co.

Union Title & Trust Co.

E. A. HORNBECK, Gen. Mgr.
CoRONADO Beach Co.



MAGAZINE
OF

ADVENTURE
America's Popular Monthly
Edited by Christy Heard

Descriptive and Pictorial of HUNTING,
FISHING, CANOEING, EXPLORA-
TION and TRAVEL — all that interest-

ing matter classed under the popular
word "ADVENTURE."

Copy 20 cents

Yearly $2.00

Nothing better in its line

published in the world

WARWICK PUBLISHING COMPANY, Publishers

437 Endicott BIdg., St. Paul, Minn.

Hotel del Monte
BY THE SEA

NEAR OLD MONTEREY

A palatial home in park-like

grounds. Every opportunity for

rest and sport. Finest golf links in

the world. Surf and pool bathing-,

glass-bottom boats, oiled roads.

JUST THE PLACE
TO SPEND

WEEKS AND MONTHS
IN IDLING LUXURY

NEW MANAGEMENT

Send for illustrated pamphlet to

GEO. P. SNELL. Manager

DEL MONTE CALIFORNIA

Hotel Del Coronado
COROMJtDO BEJtCH. CJHIFORMIJt

OPEN ALL THE YEAR

America's Social Center
CLIMATE UNSURPASSED

RATES
$3 per day and up

GOLF,

HUNTING,
FISHING.

BOATING,
BATHING

PuRK Distilled
Water

For Particulars
address

HEALTH RESORT

NOROAN ROSS
Managrer

AUYUn TUEATDIPAI PHI 11 PDCAM preveats early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coatiuff ; it re-
NUIIU InLHiniUHL bULU bnUllTl moires the«a. ANYVO CO., 427 N. Main St., Los Aa^eles



il'SAN FRANCISCO AVENUE

Population 7000

Ideal Climate

Beautiful Parks

Twenty Churches

No Saloons

Excellent Schools

Three Banks

Pomona College

Public Library

POMONA CALIFORNIA
The Home of the Goddess of Fruits. A beautiful city, 33 miles from Los Angeles; with three trans-conti-

nental railroads; situated in the heart of one of the most fertile fruit valleys of the State. The very

place for an
''
ideal home." Write, for further information and illustrated pamphlets, to

R. R. Pitzer, SecV Board of Trade

Via the

You CKoose tKe Road
As Far as CHICAGO, ST. LOUIS

or CINCINNATI

We Do the Rest

Pennsylvania R. R. Lines
r. T. ^VIDNEY, City Pass. Agent. 115 ^W. 4tH St., Los Angeles, Cal.

The Delightful Scenic Route to

Santa cMonica
And Holtywood

Fine, Comfortable Observation Cart—
Free from Smoke

Cars leave Fourth street and Broadway, Los Angreles, for Santa Monica via Sixteenth

street, every ISminutes from 6:35 a.m. to 9:35 p.m., then each hour till 11:35 ; or via Bellerue
Ave., for Coleg-rove and Sherman, every hour from6:lSa.m. to 11:15 p.m. Cars leave Ocean
Park, Santa Monica, for Los Angreles, at 5:45, 6:10 and 6:35 a.m. and every half hour from
6:55 a.m. till 8:25 p.m., and at 9:25, 10:25 and 11:05 p.m.

Cars leave Los Angeles for Santa Monica via Hollywood and Sherman via Belle-me

Ave., every hour from 6:45 a.m. to 6:45 p.m., and to Hollywood and Sherman only every
hour thereafter to 11:45 p.m.

jO^For complete time-table and particulars call at office of company.
Sinsrle Round Trip, 50c. 10-Trip Tickets, $2.00.

316-322 WEST FOURTH STREET, LOS ANGELES
TROLLEY PARTIES BY DAY OR NIQHT A SPECIALTY



PleaM M*ntlon that You Saw it In OUT WEST.
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W'E ARE just emerging from
by far the greatest Holiday
business we liave ever heard

of in the history of the Diamond, "Watch and
Jewelry business. Never before has the country-wide good

will and acquaintance enjoyed by our house, been so plainly and
overwhelmingly demonstrated to us. More than one-half of the

tremendous volume of Christmas business handled by us, came from
persons living at a distance who had previously purchased from us, and

who found an established trading connection with us at a time like Christ-

mas, a great and timely convenience, involving no delay.

The Privilege is Yours too
The same invitation that has brought us thousands of customers from all over

America, is open to you and your a<!Couiit will be very welcome.
Please send your name and address for a copy of our 1905 Catalogue. When you

receive it, glance through the wealth of gems and jewels illustrated on every page
and make a selection to be sent for your inspection. Any article that you select, will

be sent at once without your incurring any obligation or a penny of expense. If you are
. pleased with what we send, and are satisfied that the price is very reasonable, you may pay
one-fifth and keep it, sending the balance to us in eight equal monthly payments.

M-X,T
/^ t « T^* t it will prove a veryYou Select a Dianiond rt^i-^^t-";^^

'
are steaily increasing at the rate of twenty per cent annually. You can make a diamond purchase

'an ideal method for saving during 1905, and at the same time enjoy the constant pleasure and prestige
rwhich comes to every wearer of the precious gems.

No matter how far away you
may be, you can 'do business
with us quickly, confidentially
and satisfactorily. We open

T«5 CirflflH Charge Accounts with any*^ VJV7V7U. honest person, and whether
you are a $10 per week employe or a wealthy
employer, we want an opportunity to submit
our goods to you on approval, and to offer you
every courtesy and advantage of the popular
Loftia System. We guarantee confidential rela-

tions.

Your
Credit

Cash
Buyers

If you prefer to do business on a/
cash basis, we have a proposi->
tion that will interest you, as
follows: Select any diamond

that you want and pay cash for it, and we will

give you a signed agreement to take it back at

any time within one year, and give you spot cash
for all you paid—less ten per cent. Thus, you
might wear a fifty dollar Diamond for a year,
then send it back to us and get $45, making the
actual cost of wearing a fine Diamond for a whole
year, less than 10 cents a week.

Git{^rc\rtff>e' anA l^V'r»fmTlt*<=» Every Diamond that we sell is ac-Udrdniee ana Ili^CIiailgt; companied by a signed certificate of
value and quality. Every Diamond that we ever sold is good for full value in exchange
for other goods or a larger Diamond.

RiixT-ofO rtf rii a rY-^r^t-»/^o should give particular attention to the re-

DUyer6> «1 l-'l<iIllUIia5>
liability of the house from which they buy. In

fltlH Finf AXrf»t"php»Q no other class of merchandise is quality of such"*"-* •*• **>*^ »» cH-V-lICO paramount importance as in Diamonds,
Watches, and Jewelry. Our best guarantee of every representation made is that we have
kgrown to be the largest retailers of Diamonds in the world. At the St. Louis Exposition
'we were awarded the highest honors (Gold Medal), after the Superior Jury had made a
side-by-side comparison of our goods, methods, terms and prices with those of other ex-
hibitors, including many from foreign countries.

Please write today for Catalogue.

;ave^^^^ LOFTIS BROS. ® CO. QUi)

.WINA
HEART

Diamond Cutters and
Manufacturing Je^velers

Dept. B279, 92 to 98 State St., Chicago, 111.



<S&vTHE TWO BEST TRIPS
PI

»Pu'
IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

The
ORANGE
GROVE
TRIP
to

Riverside
and

San Bernardino

Excursions Every Tuesday and
Saturday—$2.4-0 Round Trip

TKe
Catalina

Trip
—Stopping
Enroute

at

Long DeacK

Personally Conducted Excursions
Every Saturday—$2.30 Round Trip

Information: 250 S. Spring St.
PHONES: HOME 352-4-90
MAIN 352-JAMES 8951

NEW YORK

ENTRAL

LINES

NEW YORK CENTRAL & HUDSON RIVER R. R. (The 4-Track Trunk Line)

MICHIGAN CENTRAL (The Niagara Fails Route)

LAKE SHORE & MICHIGAN SOUTHERN (Route of the 20th Century Limited)

C. C. C. & ST. L. (Big Four Route)

BOSTON & ALBANY (The Model Railroad of New England)

PITTSBURG & LAKE ERIE

LAKE ERIE & WESTERN

Through Trains Chicago and St, Louis to New York—
Grand Central Station

and Boston—New South Station

SIX TOURIST CARS A WEEK BETWEEN CHICAGO
AND BOSTON

All tickets by the New York Central Lines allow stop at Niag-ara Falls

without extra charge.

Ticket Offices and Information Bureaus:

637 MARKET ST,, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,
324 SOUTH BROADWAY, LOS ANGELES, CAL.

AllVWn TUCATDIPJII Pni R PDCiil preTents «»arl7 wrinkles. It is not a freckle coatiufir ; it re

AHIIU I nijlllllUAL UULU UIIlAIII wovesthem. ANYVO CO.. 427. N. Main St., Los Aareles



THE TOTEM
POLE ROUTE
LAND OF THE MIDNIGHT5DN

Over S,000 miles of* ever chang'ing*
scctxery, noivhefe else equa.llecL.
Twenty Ajur hours of summer sunlioht
to view the ^fvoivders of* Ala.sKa duriciLgf
a. trip on the pedatial steamship "SPORANE."
Majestic snow capped mountains. Vast"
fields of* ice ?ind gl^aritic g**laciers-,
the staLnLding' monuments of* prehistoric
agtes. A thousand islands, bays and in-
lets passed enroute.
Awe-inspiring, exhilarating", educational.
Inside passa^'e, seasickness unknown.

SB:ExajDaKi& excursions leaving-

mOONA. SEATTLEAND VICTORIA-
JUNE 8, 22; JLLY 6, 20; AIGIST 3, 17, 1905

Reservalions now bein^ made.Apply toCbmpax|^
rtKces, any Railroad or wurist Agent for rates
and l!uU information. Send^ cents in postage,
to Clover cost of mailing* and receive copy 'All
dieYear Rbund Toursfoeautitiilly illustrated.

CD.D U IN i^ IN P<
GeneraLl Passen^^er A.g'enilr
lO Market St. San Francisco



Golden State
Limited

LESS THAN 3 DAYS LOS ANGELES AND CHICAGO
via

EL PASO-ROCK ISLAND ROUTE

Drawing- Room Sleeper
—San Francisco and St. Louis, and

Santa Barbara and Chicago. Ten-section Modern Tourist Sleeper

and Dining Car—Los Angeles and Chicago. Electric Lighted

throughout, with Pullman Vestibule Equipment, presenting all the

latest improvements.
Information concerning- time, tickets, reservations, etc., can be

obtained at Southern Pacific Ticket Office, 261 South Spring Street,

Los Ang-eles, or from any Southern Pacific Ag-ent.

Q. A. PARKYNS,
Asst. Qen. Freight and Passenger Agent

N. R. MARTIN,
District Passenger Agent

Southern Pacific



aatCrfpt

THE PERFECT TRAIN
and tKe only train bet-ween CKica^o and SovitKern
California, via any line, exclusively for first-class travel

Luxurious Comfort
WitK Limited Time

Free booKlet about it at Santa Fe TicKet Offices
or from General Passenger Offices,

Los Angeles and CHica^o

^-

kO-^

ih
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Please Mention that You Saw it in OUT WEST.

MEULINS FOOD BABIES
IVesult of Guessing Contest

The above portraits were shown in our exhibit at the St. Louis

Exposition. We ofiFered $250.00 in gold to the person who could cor-

rectly guess the boys and girls in the 20 numbered pictures.
No one guessed 20 correctly.
Mr. George Harrison, Enfield, N. C. w^as a^varded the $250,00, the

only person guessing 18 correctly, this being the the largest number of
correct guesses.

Mellin's Food received tHe GRA.ND PRIZE, Hi^Her tHan tKe Gold
Medal, the Hi^Hest A-wtavA of tKe St. Lotiis E^xposition IQO^.

No other infants' food received so high an award.

MELLIN'S FOOD CO., BOSTON, MASS.
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The Doubter Doubted, and
Hammered the Hamimer
A man walked into our New York

office recently and inquired if that

was the place where the "Hammer the

Hammer Revolver'' was sold. Upon
being assured that it was, he said he

would like to see it. He took the Ivkr

JoHNSOX, looked it over carefully, then

suddenly asked,

•* Got any ball cartridges ?
"

Cartridges were supplied, and he loaded

the revolver.

"Now, have you ^ot a hammer?"

A hammer was brought to him from

the work shop. He took it and—Biff!
Biff! BIFF!— gently at first, then

harder and faster came the blows. For

a change (but not without some trepi-

dation), he threw the revolver on the

floor and gave it a few vigorous kicks.

Then, convinced, he bought
Revolver, and the doubt
longer doubted that he c

''Hammer the Hamm
of an Iver Johnson Revol

We prefer to sell to doubters, for w
vinced, they shout their convictions from

tops and that means sales for the Iver Jo

Our bright little booklet, "Shots," discusses the

ject of revolvers in the home and tells why the 1

Johnson Rkvolver is absolutely safe from accide

discharge. It will be sent free to any address

write for it.

Every genuine Ivkr Johnson lias the name on
the barrel and the owl's head "trade -mark" on
both grips. Look for them— dealers have been
known to substitute.

THE

Iver
Johnson
Revolver

Hammer
the

Hammei

Accidental^
Discharge
Impossible

Hammer, *5."o

Hammerless, *6.®°

For sale by all Hardware
and Sporting Goods dealers.

Iver Johnson's
Arms and Cycle Works

Fitchbur^, Mass.

Xi:\v ViiifK ()i-fice: QoCliaiiibersSt.

Accidental

Discharge
Impossible

Not "almost impossible'*
or ''practically impossible"

absolutely impossible.but

NO ONE ELSE EVEN CLAIMS THIS



4 MATTEROFHEALTH

^aWk^
POWDER
Absolutely Pure

HAS MO SUBSTITUTE

Used Round the World

Waller BiiKeiSCo:!

Chocolate
AND

Cocoa
The leader for

124 Years

LOOK H)R THIS
TRADE-MARK

OrandPH^WoH^Fair
Walter Baker & Co. Ltd.
Established 1780 Dorchester, Mass.

45 HIGHEST AWARDS IN
EUROPE AND AMERICA

From the Greek

SOZO—to preserve

ODONTES—the teeth

True to its name,
it has ever been the

old reliable

Sozodont
y^ ^ ^

HALL & RUCKEL
NEW YORK

VnCP PIANOS
have been established over 50 VEARS. By our system ot

pay merits every family in moderate circumstances can ow»
a VOSE piano. We take old instruments in excbaxige ani
rl#*liv#»r thp home fr»a of «xf)eBSft



March-April, 1905
^o/^Me^^K -the land of sunshine- Vol. XXII, Nos. 3-4

THE NATION v^>/
BACK OF y^y

THE WORLD
FRON"^

Copyrighted 1905, by Out West Magazine Company
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FOR THE INDIANS
THE SEQUOYA LEAGUE '« ^'^^"S the Mission Indians not

== only by remedying abuse- and tryiij;^

to get ihem better lands, but also by extending the market for their DASRELTb.

A representative collection is on sale, for the benefit of the Campo reservations, at

reasonable prices and fully authenticated. These baskets can be had of

Mrs. Chas. F. Lummis 200 Ave. 42, Los Angeles
the: money goes to the Indians

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^E*< < ^ '• •



OUT WEST
A ]VIaga2^ine of the Old Pacific and ttie Ncaa?"

Edited by CHAS. F. LCIMMIS
CHARLES AMADON MOODY, Assistant Editor

Among thb Stockhoi,ders and Contributors arb ;

DAVID STARR JORDAN
President of Stanford University

FREDERICK STARR
Chicago University

THEODORE H. HITTELT/
The Historian of California

MARY HALLOCK FOOTE
Author of "The Led-Horse Claim," etc.

MARGARET COLLIER GRAHAM
Author of "Stories of the Foothills"

GRACE ELLERY CHANNING
Author of "The Sister of a Saint," e:c.

ELLA HIGGINSON
Author of "A Forest Orchid," etc.

CHARLES WARREN STODDARD
The Poet of the South Seas

INA COOLBRITH
Author of "Song-s from the Golden Gate," etc.

EDWIN MARKHAM
Author of "The Man with the Hoe'*

JOAQUIN MILLER
The Poet of the Sierras

BATTERMAN LINDSAY

CHARLES FREDERICK^HOLDER
Author of "The Lite of Agassiz," etc.

CHAS. DWIGHT WILLARD

CONSTANCE GODDARD DU BOIS
Author of "The Shield of the Fleur de Lis"

WILLIAM E. SMYTHE
Author of "The Conquest of Arid America," etc.

SHARLOT M. HALL
DR. WASHINGTON MATTHEWS

Ex-Prest. American Folk-Lore Society
WILLIAM KEITH

The Greatest Western Painter
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New York City Hotel

The YENDOME
Broadway, Corner 41st Street, New York

First-class Hotel at Moderste Prices

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
j_$o Rooms, 200 Bathrooms. Within two blocks

are located 15 of the most promine^it theatres.

Two minutes' walk from the shopping district

and New York's finest stores.

Times Square subway station, i block away.
Seven minutes from City Hall and lower Broadway.

L. L. Todd, Proprietor^

Associated in management in'th Mr. Todd :

Jilessrs. M. J. Crawfukd, E. Sanfoud Ceuwell, and F. C. Grukn.

European

and

American

Plan

ROOMS
FROM
$J.50

UP

HOTEL LEICHTON A First-Class Tourist and Family Hotel

of Over 100 Outside Rooms
OPPOSITE WESTLAKE PARK '200 feet frontage, on Sixth St., corner of Lake St. Best location of any hotel in Los Angeles.

Right up to date in every way. Hotel stands 50 feet above the lake. Sanitary conditions are perfect. Smallest rooms are 11-6 x 18 feet Lvery
room has a clothes closet, hot and cold water, steam heat, telephone, electric light. Elegantly furnished, 50 baths, elevator. Billiards, pool, tennis.

F. A. CUTLER. Manager LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
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The Basis of any Office System must

be a Simple, Efficient Method
of Filing Correspondence

The original Shannon System (made solely by us) provides
—

not merely instant location of any paper
—^but also positive Safety

and Unlimited Capacity. Our catalogue No.oOllL takes up this subject
in detail. May we send it to you ?

I

YAWMAN & ERBE MFG. CO.

Los Anfireles Ag-eucy :

THE OUT WEST CO.

San Francisco Office, 6S5 Mission St.

Main Factories and Ex. Offices,
Rochester, N. Y

ili

''YandE"

Rapid Roller

Letter Copier

provides the only safe,
sure way of copying cor-

respondence. Shows every
correction or alteration.

Strong
—

speedy
—

easily

operated. Write to-day
for catalogue No. 33-ML
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WE PAY THE EREIOHT
DIRECT FROM OUR FACTORY

IN GRAND RAPIDS

TO THE CONSUMER
ANYWHERE IN THE UNITED STATES

NO. 1989

Mission CoQcti Special
One of the best style* in the Mission

Couch that we carry. Th'- frame is one
which cannot fail to.nppealto the most
fastidious. Lengrih 75 Inches, widlh 30
inches Made in extra heavy oak stock,
quarter sawed, fijiished in the rich

grold n color, or can be furnished in

weathered, Antwerpor Flemish to order.
Casiered with the Kox pait-nt casters.
Cushion and pillow loose, stuffed with
the best curled hair, very soft and elastic.

NOi 1989i Mission Couch, g-enuine leather. Regfular price, $55...$45i50
"

Spanish
" " "

$65.. .$55.00

MONEY BACK IF NOT SATISFIED

If desirous of obtaining a Couch that is unique, as well as decidely up-to-date in

every particular, we would especially recommend the Mission Style. Appropriate in

either Library or Living Room.
Write today for our large 200-page money-saving- illustrated catalogue of House

Furnishings. Sent Free.

THE WESTERN SUPPLY CO.
DEPT. A. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

LOS ANGELES, CAL-



Doiit experiment-Justhu^a

FORD

Experience L
'Urn,r

is thekeytoAutomobile Construction
and we have the Key

Henry Ford has made a life work of the development of the

Automobile and presented to the world a car so perfected that the

success of the Ford Motor Co. is without a iJarallel in the Auto-

mobile Industrj-.

The fundamental features of the first Ford Car were light weig-ht
(resultinsr in economy of maintenance), ample power (not too mijch and
not too little BUT ALWAYS POWER) and absolute simplicity, with
the elimination of every unnecessary complication. These features still

further developed are distinctive in Ford cars today. There have been
no freaks, no failures, no experiments in Ford cars.

Send for detailed description of

Model "C" Toiineau Car, 1250 lbs., 2-cyli»ider opposed, price, $950.00.
Model "F" Side-entrance Tonneau, weight 1400 lbs., 2- ryhnder oppo-ed,

price, $1200.00.
Model "B" 4-cylinder, verticle, weight 1700 lbs., side-entrance tonneau,

price, $2,000.00.
Delivery Car, weight 1350 lbs., 2-C)iinder opposed, price, $950.00.

Ford Motor Co., Detroit, MicK.
CANADIAN TRADE SUPPLIED BV THE FORD MOTOR CO. OF CANADA, LTD., WALKERVILLE , ONT
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Please Mention that You Saw it in OUT WEST.

Tlie Correspnndeiu e Sciiool.
with an international reputation—
the e-< rrespond me Institute of
Anieri a - was founded and
ori inated liy me. My first in

vestment "as $l.:t7— this amount
started t e s-jhool I tlecided to

take in partners -the cash i api al

was t en Increased to just JSO.OO.
Under my direction the school

grev. rapiily In one year over
a hundred th usand dollars was
taken in tliroutfh the ' nited
States mails I made money
from this investment—so did my
associates Large di idrnds
were paid 1 believe 1 can do it

a^ain
I am now interested in another

eiiterprie Its prospects are

brisjlit
- Inrge profits "re both

pos^iiileand proba 'le. 1 am encuraaed. It is my intention to

develop tl. is new undertaking as rapidly as po'^sillle. 1 am look-

ing f.ir . artners—co-operat. rs I believe I have a proposition that

will interest the man or woman who ' as a little nionev to invest

Bei nie a sto klioliler in my latest ent rprise. Write me Tt
full information- if j ou «ant quick action send me your remit-

tame tod y My business experience and reputation will satisfy

you regarding my reliability 1 believe 1 can make money for

you. I m not promoting oil wells, gold mines or enterprises of a

sindlar ature. I «autto tell you about an established buiness.
Send me your name and address ami I w U mail you the whole

story.

Alt. F. Clark
Suite M,

87 Nassau St.,

NEW YORK.

now TO MAKE MONEY

IN RAISING CHICKENS
A man who has learned how by doing it

has written a book telling all about it,

down to the smallest details. He is now

taking $1,500 a year from five acres de-

voted to poultry
—not raising fancy chick-

ens, but supplying poultry and eggs to

the market.

\0 REASON WHY YOl SHOILDN'T
do likewise, if you have the "

gumption."

Needn't feel troubled because you haven't

the experience. The author of this book

was a sea-captain till a few years ago, and

had to find out as he went along. His

book will save you that trouble, or some

of it.

Seni postpaid, on receipt ofprice, $1.25.

OUT WEST MAGAZINE CO.

LOS ANGELtS

"We maintain our
reputation of

Handling tHe
best lines of

RANGES botK Cast
and !!>teel,

made in

America

A Glen-wood

James W. Hcllman

Up-w^ard of

3,000
in use in

Los Ang'eles
and vicinity-

testify

to tKeir

POPULARITT
and

SUCCESS

A Qvieen

161 N. Spring St., Los Angeles
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The
Car of Economy

The greater your familiarity with automobiles in general, the greater is

, our appreciation of the many surpassing qualities of the Cadillac.

In no feature is Cadillac superiority more pronounced than in economy of

aiaintenance—a motor problem which, until we entered the field, remained
unsolved. The simple, durable, common-sense construction of the Cadillac,
its perfect self-adaptability to the various exigencies of automobile travel,
make it by far the most economically maintained of all motor cars.

Absolute dependability and safety of operation under all conditions are

insured in the Cadillac by its wonderful ease and simplicity of control, for

neither the motor nor its connections can in any way be deranged through a

mistake in manipulation. By a single, almost unnoticeable, movement of the

driver's hand, the speed of the car, though it equal that of an express train,

may within a few feet be reduced to a mere snail-pace.
The illustration above shows our new Model F touring Cadillac, a car of

almost incredible power and endurance, embodying all that could be desired
in appointment, elegance of design, excellence of construction, comfort of

riding. These same surpassing qualifications are manifest in the other models.
All Cadillac engines are built after our own exclusive designs by makers

acknowledged to be the best in America. This is the secret of the marvel-
ous power of "the car that climbs."

Model F—Side-Entrance Touring Car, shown above.
Model B^ Touring Car, with detachable tonneau.
Model E—Light, stylish, powerful Runabout, divided seat.
Model D—Four-Cylinder, 30 h. p. Touring Car. The marvel oi

the automobile world.
Write for calaloa I

' and address of nearest dealer, ivhere you can see and try a Cadillac

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Detroit. Mich.
Member Associatinn Licpn,s''d Automobile Man-ii.faclurer<'.



BooKs of WortK

and Interest
Old Masters and Ne"w

By Kenyon Cox. $1.50 net ; postag-e extra.
A collection of essays in art criticism by an artist of the first rank.

Letters of HenriK Ibsen
Translated by John N. lyaurvik. $2.50 net

; postage extra.
The first collection ever made of the correspondence of the greatest living'

dramatist, revealing a delightfully human personality in the great sphynx of
northern literature.

Virginia Coxinty Records
Spotsylvania County. $7.50 net

; postage extra. Volume I. Edited by
arrangement with the Genealogical Association. Wm. Armstrong Crozier.

A transcription and reprintof invaluable American documents, containing ab-
stracts of wills, deeds, marriage license-^, guardians' bonds, lists of revolutionary
soldiers, etc., etc., with an exhaustive index.

Crozier's General -Armory
A registry of American families entitled to Coat Armor. Ck>th, $3.00 net

;

L/eattier, $4.00 net
; postage 15 cents. By William Armstrong Crozier. D^'scrip-

tions of nearly two thousand coats of arms, with the name of the first of ihc family
in America, date of arrival and place of settlement, the town or county whence
he came : a glossary of heraldic terms, etc.

Herbert Spencer
A final review of Spencer's character and philosophy by Prof. Josiah Royce o^

Harvard
;
with a chapter of personal reminiscences by James Collier, Spencer's

amanuensis and assistant. $1.25 net ; postage 10 cents.

"Of all the appreciations, estimates, analy-es, reviews and expositions of Herbert Spencer that
we have seen since his death and the publication of the Autobiotrrapliy, ihe most v ilnab e is Herbert
Spencer, An Estimate and Review, by Josiah Royce."—Saturday Evening Post, I'hiladelphia.

Misrepresentative Men
Verses on celebrities, from Adam to Pres. Roosevelt, by

" Col. D. Streamer.
$1.00.

" Shows so hiirh-spirited a mastery of wo'ds and meter that it will be read with pleasure by the
most fastidious lover of what is amusinjr."—The Nation, New York.

XKe Fvisser's BooK
Rules and regulations for modern beaux and ladies' men. By Anna Archibald

and Georgina Jones. Pictures by Florence Wyman. 75c.

F*or sale at all booKsellers

Fox, DurriELD & Company,
PublisKers

36 East 21st Street, NEW YORH
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"Gkasshoppek Basket"' (from collection of C. E. Runisey, Rivorsid„').

INDIAN BASKETRY
Studies in a Textile Art Without Machinery

IN TWO VOLUMES

By Otis Tufton Mason
Cii7'ator, Division of Ethnology^ U. S. National Museum

This is the first comprehensive work on Indian Basketry. It is a very elaborate

book, written by an authority and covering" every branch of the subject
—

history, materials,

weaving- and dyeing methods, uses, symbolism, etc., etc. No collector of baskets and no-

body interested either in the Indian or in primitive handicrafts and arts can aiford to be

without this most interesting- work. The pictures are sumptuous, comprising 46 heliotypes
in full color, and more than 200 beautiful half-tones illustrating- all the implements and pro-

cesses, besides the typical finished baskets of different tribes and for different purposes.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., NEW YORK



fThe Spit Ball
made several players famous.

the ^reat Base Ball Game
brings out the fine points, tells

you how, gets you interested,

gets you excited and you can

play the game on a real diamond

just as you see the Pacific Coast
and other League Stars play it.

At your dealer or sent

post-paid for 50 cents.

-THE FAN CRAZE CO., Cincinnati, O.

ASK PECK!
HE

KNOWS!

Literature and particulars on leading
hotels and resorts of California and
the West.

TOURING CALIFORNIA
An illustrated guide to California.

Mailed on receipt of six cents to cover

postage.

PECK'S RAILWAY GUIDE
Time Cards of all Railway, Steamship and

Sta<re Lines covering the West. Mailed
on receipt of four cents to cover postage.

PECK'S TOURIST BUREAU CO.
INCORPORATED

FREE INFORMATION
II IMOIMTCOMERY ST.

SiMM FRANCISCO
222 S SPRING ST

LOS ANGELES
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/deli6htful\

antiseptic]
Vdentifrice/
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TOOTH
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CO.
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VACATON 905
All Aboard!

Vacation is issued annually by the

%
THE PICTURESQUE ROUTE

OF CALIFORNIA

and is the standard publication on the Pacific Coast

for information regarding

MINERAL SPRING RESORTS, COUNTRY
HOMES AND FARMS WHERE SUMMER
BOARDERS ARE TAKEN, AND SELECT
CAMPING SPOTS

This year's edition Vacation, 1905, contains about 200 pages,

beautifully illustrated, and is complete in its detailed in-

formation as to location, accommodations, attractions, etc.,

with terms from $7.00 per week up.

To be had at Ticket Offices, 650 Market Street (Chronicle Building), and Tiburon

Ferry, foot of Market Street
;
General Office, Mutual Life Building,

corner of Sansome and California Sireets, San Francisco.

Applications by mail will receive immediate response

J. L. FRAZIER R. X. RYAN
GenH Manager GenH Passenger Agent



There is but

One Mm
There is hut

One Rodd

running directly by and in

full view of the cataract.

It is the

(

When you go east, remem-

ber that all day trains of the

MICHIGAN CENTRAL
passing Niagara by day stop

five minutes at Falls View to

allow passengers to alight

and view the magnificent

spectacle. Ten days' stopover

on all through tickets.

Summer Vacation Tours for

1905 to the popular summer

resorts on the N. Y. Central

lines. Send four cents post-

age to

0. W. Ru§§les.

0. P. and T. A.,

(tiicdgo, III.



Are You Going
East?

Then buy your Tickets over

THE NORTHERN PACIFIC
And enjoy grand scenery, the best of service and visit the

Lewis & Clark Exposition at Portland

and also

THE YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK

Both of these world-wide attractions can be seen

by going over the NORTHERN PACIFIC

Three Trans-Continental Trains Daily. Pullman and Tourist

Sleepers and Dining Cars on all trains

THE NORTH COAST LIMITED

a palatial home on wheels, runs every day in the year

Fare to all Direct Points as Low as by any Line

For full information call on or address

C. E. JOHNSON,
Travelling Passenger Agent

125 West Third Street,

Los Angeles, California.



Engraved

Wedding Invitations

Engraved

Announcements

Crane's Kid

rihish

Wedding

Stocl( in

the Exclusive

"
Pearl Grey

"

E EXTEND a cordial

invitation to call

and inspect the

latest effects in Fine

Stationery.

We show Crane's Linen Lawn
in nobby sizes with the deep

pointed flap Envelopes to match.

Berlin's Colonial Lawn, in

White and Tints, completes a

full line of the best writing

papers made.

Prince Henry Note in Linen,

Bond, Plate, and Kid finish, 35c

per lb. Envelopes to match.

Berlin's

Colonial

White

Wedding

Stock in select

sizes

Engraved

stationers

115 South Broadway

Los Angeles

Engraved

At Home Cards Calling Cards



Japan-
3 MONTHS' TOUR

from San Francisco March 18.

All arratitrements strictly

First-class. Inclusive fare

S650.00

Europe
30 TOURS *

Covering- all Europe.
Inclusive fare

S175.00 TO S1015.00

Write for booklets.

THOS. COOK & SON
621 Market St., San Francisco

From the Greek

SOZO—to preserve

ODONTES—the teeth

True to its name,
it has ever been the

old reliable

Sozodont
,^ ^ v»

HALL & RUCKEL
NEW YORK

TUc Best is flone too dooJ (or Too.

Orange County, California
Has the best, cheapest and most abundant water system. Has the least

indebtedness on its farms and ranches. Ship^ more carloads of Winter Vegetables.
Produces the most English Walnuts. Has the only Condensed Milk Factory.
Raises the most Celery. Has the best soil. Small ranches 10 to 20 acres. Pro-
duces the most diversified crops of any County in Southern California. For these
and other equally pertinent reasons we are the best for the homeseeker.

Waterstocked Land, vacant.

Artesian Belt Land, vacant.

Walnut Ranches, bearing.

Orange Groves, bearing.

$200 and upwards.
$ 75 and upwards.
$450 and upwards.
$500 and upwards.

Chicken Ranches. Dairy Ranches. Ranches for General Farming.

160 acre Mountain Ranch, sure relief for Asthma, $1600.

RANDALL ^ ROBBINS,
(ORANGE COUNTY REALTY CO.)

SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA.

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coatinfir ; it re-

moves them. ANYVO CO.. 427 N. Main St., Los Ansrelep
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Evolution
Has merged
five of our
competitors
into one

This will be a

great saving
of time to

people who are
in the habit of
"
looking^

around "

before making
purchases.
After you
have con-
vinced your-
self of the
truth of this

statement, be-
fore you buy,
f,'^ive us a call.

IVe are not in
the combine.

BROADWAY DRAPERY
AND FURNITURE COMPANY

447 South Broadway
Los Angeles
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ESTABLISHED 1889

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL
PAID-IN CAPITAL
PROFIT AND RESERVE
MONTHLY INCOME

FUND

S77,000,000
3.500.000
450,000
200,000

The Largest Co-operative Bank in the United States.

Pays 6 per cent, on Term Deposits, and

5 per cent* on Ordinary Deposits*

HOME OFFICE : 301 California St*, San Francisco, California

DR. WASHINGTON DODGE, Pres. WM. CORBIN, Sec'y and Gcn'I Mgr.
W. J. BEAVER, District Manager, 212 Laughlin Bldg., Los Angeks, Gal.

>*ISrI"Paloma Toii.et5?ap AX ALU
DRUG STORES]
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Formerly
XHe L.ancl of SunsHine

THE NATION BACK OF US, THE WORLD IN FRONT.

OufWcsT
Vol. XXn, Nos. 3-4. MARCH-APRIL, J905.

FOREST ri:si:rvi:s or southern
CALIFORNIA.
By SOLON LAUER.

NOTWITHSTANDING the im-

portance of guarding our

mountain forests against

damage by fire and other means,

there is some popular ignorance of

the work undertaken by the gov-

ernment, and not a little prejudice

against it. When a hunter has had

his shotgun or rifle taken away
from him by a ranger, he is apt to

say ungracious things, at least to

himself, about the Forest Reserve

system and its regulations. When
a camper, who has perhaps built a

big campfire among dead

leaves or against the side of

a dry log, is told by a ran-

ger that he must put out the

fire, and build another one

in a safer place, he is quite

likely to resent the interfer-

ence as an outrage upon the

sacred rights of an American citizen, who owns his share of the

government domain, and thinks he ought to do about as he

pleases on it. When a man who wants to take a little trip into

Copyright 1905, by Out West Magazine Co. All rights reserved.
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the mountains, for health or recreation, is told that he cannot

carry a shotgun into the reserve under any circumstances, and

that he cannot take a rifle or even a revolver without first ob-

taining a permit from the Forest Supervisor at Los Angeles, he

may make remarks to his informant to the effect that he thought
he was living in free America. When a stockman who has been

driving his sheep wherever he could find feed for them, and has

been in the habit of setting fire to the woods to burn off the

brush and timber, in order that more feed might come up for his

sheep, is told that he cannot any longer use the public domain as

a private pasture, nor even drive his flock across any portion of

it without permission ; and that if he sets fire to the brush he is

liable to a fine of anywhere under five thousand dollars, and to

imprisonment as well, he may feel like cursing the United States

government from Roosevelt to the nearest ranger.

When a rancher is told that the preservation of the timber

growth on our mountains is of most vital importance to his own

private interests, in preserving and augmenting the natural

water supply on which he depends for his crops, he may smile,

and make remarks about the new-fangled notions of these young
fellows just out of college, and insinuate that the Forest Reserve

has been organized chiefly to make more jobs for politicians,

and their push. As for the resident of the city, the chances are,

that unless he is a sportsman, the average man could not tell you
what the Forest Reserve is, or where it is, or what it is for,

anyhow.
Of course there are plenty of people who know something

about this great work which our Uncle Sam has undertaken,

and plenty, too, who entertain no especial prejudice against it;

but it is safe to say, that not one citizen in a thousand really

has an adequate conception of the vast importance of this work,

to the whole country adjacent. In land which without water for

irrigation would soon lapse into a howling desert, it would seem

as if every inhabitant should be vitally interested in everything

that has even a remote bearing upon the question of water supply.

It is a fact that the mountains included in our forest-reserve

system form the only source of water supply for the cities and

towns of all Southern California, and our best and most valuable

farming lands. Now the relation of timber growth to the con-

servation of the water which falls upon these mountains is a

subject which has received the most exhaustive study of our best

scientific minds. The effort of our government to preserve and

increase this growth is neither a new nor an untried enterprise.

Similar work has been carried on in Europe for many years.
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There are many sources of injury to the brush and timber

which clothe our mountain ranges ; but the worst and most com-

mon are fires started sometimes by the carelessness of campers
and hunters, and sometimes intentionally by stockmen. The
use of the public domain for grazing- purposes has wrought much
havoc in some sections, especially where young trees had been

planted by the government to replace timber burned oflf in for-

mer years. Sheep usually make clean work of it wherever they

go, and what they do not eat, they destroy by trampling under

foot. The ax and sawmill have done their share in denuding
some sections

;
and devastation still goes on, where land was

patented before the reservation was made by the government.
But all these sources of danger to our forest growth have been

greatly diminished' during the time that the government has

been at work here. For three or four years now, there have

been no very extensive forest fires, in Southern California, though
there were some that might have been very bad had they not

been soon extinguished by the well-organized efforts of the

rangers. In this work, it is especially true that an ounce of

prevention is worth a pound of cure. The vigilance of rangers,

and the greater caution of campers and others in the matter of

camp fires, since a penalty was fixed for carelessness, have doubt-

less saved our mountains from many a devasting blaze.

Not only is the government active in preventing and extin-

guishing forest fires, but it has made considerable effort toward

replenishing the destroyed growth of the mountain sides. While
some of this effort was misdirected, enough has been accom-

plished to give encouragement for future work. He who loves

the mountain trails, and travels them often, will find places

where the work of reforestation has made a very good beginning.
In the pineries are millions of young trees, from little seedlings
to saplings four to six feet high, and none of them over six years
old. In many places they stand so close as to cover the ground.
With proper care in guarding this young growth, it will not be

many years before the bare places on our mountain slopes will

be covered with a garment of living green. There are many
places, however, which can never be covered with pines or other

big timber, and the conservation of the water will be effected

by preserving carefully the native growth of chaparral. The fact

is, this growth, wliich no fires or other destructive causes have

ever been able wholly to annihilate, furnishes the very best of

cover for our watersheds. Its roots intermingle and bind the

soil, and its dense growth catches and retains leaf-mold and other

vegetable matter, so that rain falling upon it does not rush into
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A Mountain Fike in the Sierra Madres
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the water courses and away to the sea, where it certainly is not

needed, but soaks into the soil, to filter through slowly during
the dry season, and supply distant cities, towns and ranches.

There are about four million acres of mountain lands embraced

m the forest reserves of Southern California, located in the

counties of Santa Barbara, Ventura, Los Angeles, San Bernar-

dino and Riverside. The organization of the government work
in two territories, the San Gabriel and the San Bernardino, may
be taken as representative of what is being done throughout
the whole Reserve. These reserves were organized in 1892.

They are divided into 34 districts, each in charge of a ranger.

There are three grades in the office of ranger, the salary for each

being respectively $60, $75, and $90 per month. The rangers are

Pine Forkst Several Years After a Fire

all under the direction of a Forest Supervisor, with an office

in Los Angeles, who is empowered to employ and discharge

them, and sign the vouchers for their pay, which comes direct

from Washington.
The districts in charge of the rangers vary in size according

to their location and exposure to danger. Some of the more re-

mote, where there is little travel, include from 100 to 200 square

miles, while those nearer civilization and its dangers contain

only from 20 to 40. In the larger districts, tlie ranger does well

if he gets over his territory once a week, but in the smaller ones,

he is expected to patrol his beat every day. Each ranger has

some kind of a headquarters on his territory
—a tent or cabin—
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and almost all of them are now connected by telephone with the

office of the Supervisor.

The duties of a ranger are various and often strenuous—es-

pecially in case of fire. He is expected to watcli all the travelers

in his district ; take their names, and their guns, too, if they are

not provided with a permit ;
select camping places for such as

stop ; see that camp fires are built only in safe places, and are

thoroughly extinguished when left
;
and in every way supervise

the conduct of campers in the interests of the Reserve. The

ranger has power to arrest for any violation of the game laws,

and must report to the supervisor any violation of the regula-

tions for the Reserve. He must prevent the destruction of

Forest Fire on Mt. Lowe

timber, and trespass by stock. During the summer season these

duties keep the ranger busy. In the winter he has no time to

loaf. He must work on trails, repairing old and making new
ones. His hands must not shrink from the mattock and the axe.

He is set to constructing telephone lines which every year are

being extended.

If a fire starts in any district, the rangers within a certain

distance go to their comrade's assistance, while their own dis-

tricts are temporarily guarded by others, whose territory is

adjacent. If the rangers cannot manage the fire, outside help

is called. For such emergencies a very clever and effective plan

has been adopted. A sort of fire militia has been organized in
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communities adjacent to the Reserve, and the members of this

respond to a call for help with all the zeal and alacrity of the

old-time village fire department. Ranchers and stockmen are

sometimes drafted, and must serve in cases of necessity. A
stockman who refuses will forfeit his grazing permit. In each

district are located tool houses in which are stored supplies of

food and various implements for fighting fire.

Rangers are required to wear their badge and entire uniform

while on patrol duty, except during hot weather, when they are

permitted to leave ofif the coat. Each ranger provides for him-

self in the matter of food and shelter. He is given two days out

B.
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Miners and other settlers are allowed to use even a shotgun on

their own property. Fireworks of any sort are prohibited on

the Reserve
; though other forms of patriotic enthusiasm are

tolerated, if they do not lead to fire. Fire-water is sometimes

dangerous in this particular, causing fires which water will not

extinguish.

The ranger must make a monthly report to the Supervisor, in

which he states his work for each day, the distance traveled,

number of hours of work, camp fires extinguished, number of

people seen, number of gun permits examined, and amount of

trail or other work performed. If a ranger is careless in these

matters, he is liable to "get fired." Uncle Sam does not intend

that his rangers shall spend their time picnicking, or gossiping.

The fact is, these men do more work than men employed in

European forests. Germany, with a forest area less than three

times the size of the Southern California reserves, employs five

thousand men in her forestry work. In our reserves, doing
work more difficult, only ninety men are employed, and most of

them only a portion of the year. Thus it may be seen that Ger-

many employs 20 men where we have one
; and even then she

has had more timber destroyed by fire in the past three years
than was destroyed in Southern California reserves. Of course

the denser population of Germany will account for the larger

force employed, but our ranger force is certainly not extrava-

gant, or even adequate, all things considered. As our population

increases, larger appropriations will be needed to care for our

Forest Reserves.

All along the boundaries of the Reserve are posted notices

printed on cloth, setting forth the objects of the government in

establishing the Forest Reserve, and the regulations enacted

for its protection. This circular states that the prime objects of

the work are :

1. To protect a growth of timber on land which is not fit to

grow other kinds of crops.

2. To keep a growth of vegetation, especially timber, on land

which would otherwise wash and gully.

The circular adds that it is for the welfare of the people of this

particular region that this Reserve is created. It is for the

settler and home-builder of this region that the National govern-

ment expends large sums of money to insure to his home the

benefit of future supplies of timber and water, and protection

against flood and drought.

Among the principal regulations governing forest reserves,

are the following:
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1. Agricultural settlement of any kind under any claim is

forbidden.

2. Timber may be obtained as follows : (a) under the "free

use" permit, any settler or prospector can obtain timber free of

charge for his own use. (b) By purchase. Application for tim-

ber is made to the Supervisor of the reserve.

3. Persons wishing to graze stock, other than riding, pack or

team animals, and persons wishing to cross the reserve with

Ranger's Cabin in thb Arroyo Seco

herds of sheep, cattle or horses, should apply for permit to the

Supervisor.

4. Persons wishing to erect and occupy buildings for the

purpose of carrying on any kind of business other than mining,

should apply to the Supervisor or to the Secretary of the Interior.

5 Prospecting and mining is permitted anywhere in the Re-

serve ; but it is forbidden to take up land as mining ground and

use it for other purposes than mining.
The regulations concerning rifle permits, and those govern-
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ing the location of camps and campfires, together with those

which exclude shot guns and fireworks, are local in character,

not being enforced on other reserves. As applied to our local re-

serves, however, they are salutary and necessary.

Upon the Fire Warning circular are posted certain suggestions

to campers and others entering the Reserve, which are necessary

precautions, as every old camper will testify.

I. Do not build a larger fire than you need.

A Tkail on the Reserve

2. Do not build your fires in dense masses of pine leaves,

dust and other combustible material where the fire is sure to

spread.

3. Do not build your fire against large logs, especially large

rotten logs, where it requires much more work and time to put
the fire out than you are willing to expend, and where you are

rarely quite certain that the fire is really and completely extin-

guished.
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4. In windy weather and in dangerous places, dig a fire hole

and clear off a place to secure your fire. You will save wood and
trouble.

5. Every camp fire should be completely put out before leav-

ing camp.
6. Do not build fires to clear off land, and for similar purposes,

without informing the nearest ranger or supervisor, so that he

may assist you.
If picnickers and campers would cut out these suggestions

Making a Tkail

and read them over frequently before going into the cahons, it

might save trouble, for them and others. Most persons do not

realize how inflammable the fallen leaves, dead grass, twigs and

brush are, in most of California through much of the year. Fire

will spread in this stuff as a spark would in timber. A burning

sulphur match, a cigar stub, a wad from a shot-gun, may start

a fire that will destroy hundreds of acres of timber, and indi-

rectly lessen the water supply of the burned district for several
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Supervisor Thomas and a Ranger on the Reserve
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years to come. This dry stuff is much more easily ignited in

the sunshine than it is in the shade ;
therefore camp fires should

be made in shady places. There is often a difference of tem-

perature of 30 or 40 degrees, between ground lying in the sun and

that lying in the shade. Often this difference in temperature
will determine whether or not a stray ember, a spark, or a- flying

bit of lighted paper will set fire to the dry stuff on which it

alights. Campers should bear this in mind.

In an interview with the Supervisor some facts were brought
out which may be of interest to the readers of this article.

Many of the rangers are young and unmarried men, but some

are married and maintain their families on the Reserve. No

age limit is prescribed for those who wish to enter the employ
of the government as rangers, and no special examinations are

held. The candidate for a place should be recommended to

the Supervisor, if possible, and should be able-bodied and healthy,

for the duties of a ranger are often very severe, in cases of fires.

The ranger when once employed, is closely watched, and if found

unfit, for any reason, is summarily discharged by the Supervisor.

Any person wlio properly conducts himself may enter the

Reserve to camp, hunt, or fish, within the limitations prescribed

by the Regulations, and the local game laws. He may set up a

temporary camp, but permanent habitations are not allowed,

even for strictly private use, unless by special arrangement.
Certain camps, like Martin's and Strain's on Mt. Wilson, are on

patented ground. Camp Merriam, on an elevation west of Echo

Mountain, was established before the Reserve was set aside,

though not on patented land
;
and is allowed to remain on suffer-

ance, during good behavior. The "Brown Place," above Las Ca-

sitas, where Jason and Owen Brown, sons of old John Brown,
filed their claims some years ago^ as patented, and is at present

private property, though the cabin was for some time used by the

Forest Rangers as a store-house and headquarters. Sturtevant's

and Switzer's Camps, as having no patent, have been included in

the Reserve. A number of claims in the Arroyo Seco, having
never been perfected, were absorbed into the Reserve.

In conclusion, it may be said that our great Forest Reserves

may and ought to be every year more and more the great Park

and recreation ground of the people.

This use of our mountain territory is perfectly consistent with

tlie objects of the Government in maintaining the timber growth
in the interest of our water supply. It is only necessary that

every person who enters the Reserve s'hould make himself per-

fectly familiar with the regulations, and then abide by them
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faithlfully and conscientiously. The regulations enacted for the

preservation of our forests need not be a burden to any person.
There is plenty of room for all, and plenty of latitude for legiti-

mate pleasure, within the limitations prescribed.

On the other hand, it might be sugg'ested that, in the interests

of legitimate recreation, the Federal Government, or the local,

State or county officials, should take measures to improve the

roads leading into the reserves, that these greatest natural parks

may be more readily accessible to the people. In some of our

cafions, access by wagon can be had only over private roads,

which are liable to be closed by a whim of the owner, or a toll

charged. Other canons are accessible only by trail, the road, if

there is one, being too rough for ordinary vehicles. These mat-

ters should be attended to, as soon as funds will allow. Good
roads into the canons would tempt many who are now prohibited

by physical inability, from enjoying the grandeur and beauty of

our mountains.

Pasadena, Cal.

#

roG
By NEETA MARQUIS.

OOL and gray and spirit-soft,

To sick flowers tossed in fever-heat,

I come, a night-nurse from the sea

With quiet treading feet.

I lay calm fingers on each pulse ;

I gently wet the parched lips.

And give them drink from mist distilled

That ofif the palm-tree drips.

To poppy, rose and heliotrope.

Each in her little garden bed,

I glide refreshingly in turn

And ease each aching head.

What time the breeze of day must rest,

I thus my healing vigil keep.
And when she stirs again at morn,

I steal away to sleep.

Los Ang'eles.
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WHERE CAPTAIN COOR WAS HILLED.
By WALTER K. FISHER.

EALAKEKUA Bay is the one spot which rescues the west-

ern shore of Hawaii from utter mediocrity. Perhaps its

association with the name of that great navigator, Cap-
tain Cook, may lend a certain encTiantment to its bold outlines.

One comes upon it, too, when all hope for beauty of detail has

long been abandoned, and the traveler wonders if the monoton-

ous shores can support anything more inviting than forbidding
fields of lava, or noncommital sugar-cane. To be sure, in early

dawn, he catches a glimpse of the lofty crown of Mauna Kea,

but about sunrise the inevitable cloud-cap settles down, and all

that relieves the long, snaky rivers of black lava—now appar-

ently descending from the sky—is an occasional cocoanut palm,
or a native hut half buried in thorny algaroba trees.

When the U. S. S. "Gony" dropped anchor almost under the

shadow of a green clifif at the far end of the bay, "the Major," S.,

and I were dropped unceremoniously into the yawl and left to

explore the fauna of the shore, while the ship went outside and

held argument with submerged lava flows, through the medium of

dredge, tangle-bar and sounding-shot.

We rowed over to the north side of the bay, beneath a steep

"pali," or precipice clothed with verdure. Along its face were

Monument to Captain Cook, Kealakekua Bay
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numerous small caves, now tenanted by tropic birds. In early

times, S. said, the natives hid the bones of their dead here, and

we easily distinguished upright sticks in the mouths of the di-

minutive caverns. Those early Hawaiians showed themselves

able climbers, for the face of the bluff is xceedingly steep, and in

places fairly vertical.

Kealakekua Bay was obviously formed by two ancient lava

streams, descending from somewhere up behind the pali, and

thence extending seaward on either side, forming two low, rough

points. Indeed the latest flow on the north might have hardened

last week, so sleek and shiny is it
;
but the sea has bitten out big

Hawaiian Canoe, Near Spot Where Captain Cook was Killed

chunks of the black rock, and cut blow-holes far back from the

shore, whicb, when the surges rush into the sea-caves, spout water

high into the air with a booming roar, and suggest veritable

geysers.

We landed at a little stage on the north point, close under the

pali, and near Cook's monument. The captain was killed here in

1779 by the natives, and his appreciative countrymen long ago

reared a cement obelisk to his memory. A family or two of

Kanakas—it was rather difficult to figure just how many—lived

close at hand, and their brightly colored outrigger canoes were

drawn up on the rocks before the door, in very nearly the same
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spot where their ancestors knifed Captain Cook. The sail of one

black-and-yellow canoe was still hoisted, and presently the burly
owner emerged from the recesses of his shack and shoved off. The
sail caught the uncertain breeze even before the canoe was fairly

affoat. This gentleman of anglophobic ancestry was a worthy

disciple of that prevalent cult in the Hawaiian Islands w^hich

adopts for its motto, "Never do a thing which may safely be left

undone." How much work is saved by never lowering the sail!

We scattered to explore the shores though they yielded little

save a few fat sea-cucumbers or beche-de-mer, sea-urchins,

shrimps and limpets, the last two being used as food by the na-

I(AVA IN Foreground. Ruins of an Old Heiau in Middle Distance

tives. There are probably few tropical islands which have such

barren shores as the Hawaiian group. But on the point, where

shiny black lava was rolled in coils like new taffy, we came upon
the ruins of an old "heiau," or shrine, built like a big stone wall

enclosing three sides of a square. Near the landing there was

another and larger enclosure, now used as a goat yard and full of

young cocoanut trees. The latter resembled a sanctuary, for we
felt convinced that no modern natives would build such a wall.

The Major now opportunely arriving from a tour of inspection

of the fishery proposition (which was only slightly more flour-

ishing than the shore fauna), we embarked for Napoopoo, on
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the south side of the pali. The sea is always nervous on the

Hawaiian coast, so that the diffident traveler is forever rushing
at a dock, as if he intended to carry it inland. It was thus we
bore down upon the unsuspecting landing at Napoopoo, and the

one native who saw our approach fled (in search of the sheriff we
found later). But the Major, being an old hand at the rudder,
averted municipal expense and a damaged boat. We presently
met Mr. W., an American engineer engaged in laying out a rail-

road line to this hallowed spot from far Hilo. He conducted us

through a long lane of checkered shade, to the north of the little

settlement, where, near a small pond, stand the ruins of the old

Napoopoo Landing, Pali in the Background

heiau or temple of Lono. This structure was one of the causes

of Cook's death, inasmuch as his desecration of the sacred pre-

cincts first estranged the friendly natives. It is now surrounded

by jaunty cocoa palms and almost half hidden by shrubbery.
One is reminded of nothing more than a huge, rather regular,

rectangular pile of lava rocks, some eight feet in height, and cover-

ing perhaps half an acre, though the ever-present lantana hides a

considerable portion. The top of the heiau is paved with smaller

stones and pebbles, and is nearly level. Here one sees the re-

mains of still higher structures in the form of ruined altars, built

like common heiaus, namely a small square, open on one side.
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Opulent castor-oil plants thrust themselves up through the

chinks between rocks and cast a diminutive shade, while on all

sides save to the seaward the yellow and pink blossomed, thorny
lantana raises a threatening chevaux-de-frise.

Our narrator briefly told us that Captain Cook put into Keal-

akekua Bay on his second visit to the islands, in January, 1779.

He had come upon the northern islands of the group early in

January of the previous year, while on his way from the Society
Islands to Alaska, during his third voyage of discovery. And
now, having spent the summer along the coast of Alaska and

in the Arctic Ocean (in search of a Northwest Passage), he was

KuiNS OF THE Temple of Lono, Kealakekua Bay

retreating from the ice fields to spend the winter with his two

vessels, the "Resolution" and "Discovery" in his newly-found
islands.

Immense throngs of people collected on the shores of the bay,

and one of the first ceremonies after landing was the formal in-

stallation of Cook as an incarnation of the god Lono, at the tem-

ple on wbich we were standing. His return thus verified an an-

cient prophecy or tradition. An observatory and camp was made
near the heiau, and the place tabued by priests. Rich presents

and constant supplies of provisions were given to Cook, for

which small return was made, and after about ten days the na-
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tives began to tire of their guests, whose abandoned conduct dis-

gusted them. There being a need of fuel, the men from the ships

carried off not only the railing of the temple, but also the twelve

idols. From this time on numerous affrays took place and wben
the visitors embarked, February 4, satisfaction was general. But

the natives reckoned without their host, for the ships returned

in a week to repair the foremast. The priests, as before, tabued

the former camp, and the party landed. But matters soon went

from bad to worse, thefts on the part of the natives became gen-

eral, and fights frequent. At last the cutter was stolen and

broken up for iron. Cook determined to decoy the old king

"We Explored the South Point'

abroad and hold him till the missing boat was restored. Ac-

cordingly a blockade was formed across the bay, and Cook landed

on the north side, at a place called Kaawaloa, where his monu-
ment now stands. Unfortunately for these carefully laid plans,

two high chiefs attempted to enter the bay in canoes, were fired

upon, and one of them killed. An immense crowd of people had

collected, many of them armed, and when the surviving chief

reached shore with the news, a general rush was made upon Cook

and his marines, who fired aided by the people in the boats. Dur-

ing the scrimmage Cook turned for a moment to signal his men

to stop firing, when a chief stabbed him in the back from behind
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with an iron dagger. The captain fell forward, partly in the water,

and soon died. Lieutenant Phillips then killed the murderer

and swam to the boats. That night, on the summit of the pali

above the heiau, the natives held funeral ceremonies, and the

bones of Cook were deified. Later, a portion of them were re-

covered by his officers and committed to the deep with military

honors.

We spent the remainder of the forenoon in exploring the south

point, whicTi proved rather disappointing. But on our journey

back to Napoopoo with our friend the sheriff we were waylaid by
some hospitable natives and regaled with fresh cocoanuts, while

we held a rather commonplace conversation with our entertainers

in well-chosen remarks upon the beauty of their country. The

trail to Napoopoo meandered through one of the roughest lava

flows we had yet seen. Walking was made possible by laying

flattish stones over the worst places, and it was a marvel to see

the barefooted boys pass over the trail without seeming discom-

fort. In cooling, the lava seemed to have been ground up into

hillocks and valleys of extremely sharp scoriae and rock.

The "Gony" had returned to her anchorage, and no sooner

were we seated in Mr. W.'s lanai or summer-house (in full view

of the vessel unfortunately) than several sharp blasts of the whis-

tle rent the unruffled atmosphere of the bay. Some one sug-

gested that the "Old Man" had hold of the whistle cord and that

we had best carry our alligator pears aboard. We wisely con-

cluded to do this and took leave of our new-found friends with

genuine regrets. There are no more kindly and hospitable peo-

ple than the native Hawaiians,and the same is true of our coun-

trymen who have made their home there,

Palo Alto, Cal.
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SHAKESPEAREAN CLIFF.
By MARY H. COATES.

RONTING the ocean above the Santa Cruz light-

house, on the cliff drive, where the scenic

bluffs alternate with shallow, sandy beaches,

stands a conspicuous rock—Spliinx Rock. Be-

yond it is a cul-de-sac worn into the land by the

sea waves, the east wall of which is sometimes

called the Shakespearean Cliff.

On this cliff the elements work continuously, making and tear-

ing away, chiseling with strokes as ponderous as the blows of

a battering ram, etching with touches as light as the brush of a

falling feather. It has pleased many observers to interpret some
of the resultant carvings as representing Shakespearean charac-

ters.

The most prosaic may count a dozen faces, so plainly are they

depicted, and for the sufficiently fanciful there is almost no end

to the delineations. By changing the point of observation some
of them change like tlie shifting of a kaleidoscope ;

and again, pic-

tures vanish and others appear with the weather and years.

A Slightly Different View
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One of the most noticeable is a Janus-faced masque easily

symbolizing Comedy and Tragedy. Far below is a quadruple,

with Portia above, Brutus on the left, Bottom beneath and Cali-

ban on the right; but a difference of ten feet toward the left in

view-point changes the whole to a jumble of witches; five feet

still further along and the entire farrago vanishes.

The largest single face portrays wisdom and moral nobleness—
Prospero; below it, on a jutting shaft leer the fun-making
wrinkles of Touchstone

;
to the right is the melancholy Jacques,

and beyond is a face with a conscience-stricken mark. Around

are uncountable profiles skewered together in a cradle-to-the-

grave series.

To a student or dreamer sitting on the opposite cliff, with the

afternoon sun shining at a favoring angle, with prating gulls

wheeling over, with the murmur of soft wave-lappings beneath

and the odor of ozone in the air, it is but a step into Make-Be-
lieve land. Before him come the swaying of a sea of faces, the

glare of footlights and the stage. The orchestra rumbles, the

curtain rolls up, and the thought-people of Shakespeare's creat-

ing live, love and hate
; scheme, counter scheme and die.

Santa Monica, Cal.

the: song or the river.

By MAUDE SUTTON.

RIVER, flowing from wonderland.
Into the vales of the under land.

Sing me a song of some dear old wood
That close to the heart of the mountain stood.

Some wood by the lone hills girded in,

Where never the foot of man has been.

Where you slipped in the dawning by mossy ways.

Starry with blossoms of sweet, dead days.

Stand under the city's walls and sing
A song of that far away blossoming;

Sing in the hush of the afterglow
A song of the hills that you used to know.

Moab, Washing-ton,
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HIS MAIDEN VISIT.

By THERESA RUSSELL.

"The world is so full of a number of things,

I'm sure we should all be as happy as kings."

OW Jimmie had never heard of The Child's Gar-

den of Verses. Nay, verse itself was as far

from his acquaintance as Sanskrit, and "gar-
den" connoted to his sparsely furnished mind
some ragged rows of turnips and radishes and
a big patch of melons and sweet potatoes flour-

ishing within their borders of irrigating ditches.

Of the number of things in this world, the overwhelming ma-

jority, including kings, were, and were likely to remain, denoted

by X in his simple calculations.

Nevertheless, he was as happy as a king. This morning, in-

deed, he was happier than any man could be who had to wear
a heavy crown upon his weary head. For no king had ever sailed

up the Colorado to see Mrs. Garnet, and probably, no king ever

would.

The boy bounded down the bank, ran along the willow-lined

trail to the boat and was about to climb in.

"Jimmie," said his mother, "where's yer hat?"

I
JiMMiE AND His Grandfather
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He clapped his chubby brown hands to his rumpled brown

hair.

"I left it on the woodpile."

"Oh, such a young one !" she exclaimed in the guttural tone

that signified vexation. "Run back an' git it, quick, now, or we'll

go off an' leave yer."

Jimmie knew better than to interpret this literally. He was
familiar with threats but a stranger to punishment. Moreover,

this particular fate would have been inconceivable, for he had

known scarcely an hour's separation from his mother in all the

five years of his life. However, haste was all very well enough,
and he scampered breathlessly up the bank. At the top he met

his grandfather.

"Fergot yer hat, didn't ye, boy? Here 'tis!" tossing it into

the eager palms. "Be ye all ready to start finally?"

"Yep," answered Jimmie, already nearly back to the boat.

The old man hesitated an instant, and then slouched after him.

He had intended to go on about his business, but he suddenly
seemed to see endless hours of time before him for that, after

they were gone and he should be left alone for the first time in—
oh, longer than there was any use in thinking about.

Lelia glanced up at her father. She was leaving him, too, for

the first time in her life, and she had lived nearly twenty-four

years. That grizzled, knotted, unwashed figure represented all

the parenthood and most of the companionship she had ever

known. Her recollections of her Indian mother were of the

faintest; those of Jimmie's father were sharp enough, but be-

longed to the same remote, because irrecoverable, past. There

was no place now in her life for him whose careless coming and

cruel going had been as brief and tragic as the visit of Faust to

the trusting Marguerite.
Tom Boyle had hoisted the sail and it bellied out promptly with

the breath of the south wind.

"Good bye, Mr. Underwood," he called, intent with the rudder.

"So long," replied the old man.

Lelia smiled but said nothing. She was still weak from the

touch of typhoid which had given excuse for this trip to her

neighbor, twenty-five miles up the river, where feminine care

and a good rest might win back her strength.

"Lelia put some spuds in the oven for yer dinner," shouted

Jimmie over the rapidly widening distance. The grim old face

lighted up as the man gave the boy a quizzical, almost tender,

glance. He did possess a smile, but it was so seldom used that

it had a rusty appearance when he put it on, while his infrequent

laugh grated on harsh hinges.
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Jimmie was used to the river. It had always been his next

door neighbor. But it was borne in upon him now that the river

knew about more things than he did. He had never dreamed

it would look so strange to him away from home—that it would

wear this air of unfamiliar aloofness. The little ranch in the

little valley was soon hidden from his wistful backward view. The

circling hills that had always defined his horizon at what seemed

to him an unapproachable distance now actually came right

down and dipped their feet into the water. The boat, scudding

freely along, passed the "Klondyke" mill, then the "Quartette,"

then the Pai-Ute camp above Round Island. Jimmie had grown

The Abandoned Mill

up with these names, and now he retaliated upon the river for

its unfraternal reserve by regarding the real places with vast con-

descension. "So this is you, is it? Well, I know all about you!"
He also knew that the abandoned mill of Monahan and Murphy,

and the "Gold Bug" with its solitary watchman, were landmarks

that indicated the latter part of their journey. At last they also

were back of him, and Tom pointed to some objects on the left

bank, away on beyond the riffles'.

"See that row of buildings?"

"Uh-huh."

"Well that's El Dorado Cafion."
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At this announcement Jimmie nearly upset them in his eager,

anticipatory joy, but as the boat swung around alongside the big

flat ferry, moored to the shore, his little heart felt the cold clutch

of a panic. To the most cosmopolitan traveller there's no place

like home, but to Jimmie, hitherto, there had been no place but

home, and every other-where possessed all the terrors of the

Unknown. He doubled himself up into a miserable, funny little

bunch of quaking distrust,and began to cry.

"Aw, Jimmie!" broke in his mother's rasping, ineffectual voice,

with its undertone of indulgence. "Come on now and behave

yourself. Don't be such a silly!" And he was transferred forci-

The Mill at El Dorado Canyon

bly from the boat, the last familiar home-link, to this alien shore.

Now Mrs. Garnet was a woman of supreme tact and accurate

knowledge. She met her reluctant little guest with a piece of

pie. The Unknown at once began to divest itself of dread and take

on interest. Nothing that held and offered anything so tempting
could be unpardonably awesome. Besides, Mrs. Garnet was

laughing in her eyes. Jimmie felt dimly that no one had ever

looked straight at him and clear through him like that before.

And yet, somehow, he didn't mind. He became suddenly sub-

conscious, so to speak, of something sweet and appealing, some-

thing better even than pie, though intimately related to it. He ac-
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cepted both and sat down on the step to incorporate them into

his little hungry system and in so doing he acquired a sense of

belonging to this place that eliminated all the dismal Heimweh.

Next morning Jimmie awoke with the feeling of one at home

in a strange land. If he had ever heard of Heaven, he would

probably have supposed that he had arrived. This sense of rein-

carnation was due in part to the novel sensations contributed by
the soft freshness of his bed, and comfort of clean, sweet things

around him. There was also the reminiscence of the hot bath

and little night-shirt Mrs. Garnet had insisted on the evening be-

fore—had had to insist on, in the face of his strenuous and dis-

" Garnet's Place'

gusted opposition. He smiled in enlightened amusement now

and made a virtuous resolution to humour her without any

trouble next time. Dreamily he contemplated the lace curtains,

the pictures, the rugs, the bowl and pitcher of water, the white,

white towels, and wondered what people had so many things for
;

wondered, too, in an unconscious fashion, why he liked them so

well. And yet he could not feel on easy, cordial terms with them.

He turned for relief to his mother, sleeping by his side. The

evening before, his hostess had brought a cot into the room for

him, put him in it and instructed his mother to see that he stayed

there. But after her departure, his broken-hearted wails, beat-
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ing upon Lelia'& own unaccustomed loneliness caused her to

yield, as she always did, covering her tender pride in him with an

assumption of harshness that no whit deceived her spoiled, will'

ful son. Now her dark, round, heavy face, framed by coarse,

black, tangled hair, gave him a sense of reassurance and content-

ment. He put out his hand and shook her shoulder.

"Lelia, do you reckon th' ol' man's got th' cow milked yet?"
Her thoughts were already at the little home, away from which

she had never before spent a night, and her reply was prompt,
"Sure ! Long ago. They don't get up early here."

"I'll bet he'll never look after th' eggs under th' settin' hen,"

mused the boy. Then with the kaleidoscopic freakish ness of a

child's impulses, he exclaimed eagerly, "Let's us get up, quick!"
He had thought of something. Out in the other room was a rock-

ing chair. It was the first one he had ever seen. "What is it,

Lelia?" he had asked, sidling up to his mother and viewing it

with a mixture of apprehension and curiosity aroused in him by

every separate object in this avalanche of new impressions. He
could scarcely be persuaded into it, but once in and going at full

and reckless speed he could be no means be persuaded out of it,

not even when sleepiness overcame him and reduced his sweep-

ing career to intermittent, spasmodic jerks. But he was wide

awake now,and, hastily slipping into his clothes, he ran into the

adjoining room and put himself into direct and immediate com-

munication with enjoyment.

Presently came the summons to breakfast. Obedience, touched

with alacrity, brought him promptly to his chair beside Lelia.

His expectant eye roved over the beautiful and bountiful table.

Over against his marvelling delight in napery and china loomed

the depressing discovery that there was no pie. However, the

biscuits looked compensatory. Meanwhile another eye was tak-

ing cognizance of him and observing that ablutions had mani-

festly not been included in his toilet.

"Why, Jimmie," said Mrs. Garnet, "you haven't washed your
face this morning, have you?"

Jimmie wriggled in embarrassment and transferred his gaze
from the biscuits to his grimy little paws.

"Well, run on now and do it," continued that cheerful, inex-

orable voice. Both those qualities were new to Jimmie, and he

did not move. "There's a basin on the porch right by the door,

and you'll have plenty of time. We always wash at Garnet's

house before we eat."

In her heart she was thinking, "It's now or never, and it shall

be now." But the obstinate little figure never budged. His mon-
itress had evidently given it up, and was serving a platter of eggs,
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dainty dishes of ivory and gold garnished with morsels of crisp,

brown bacon. Lelia, a silent auditor of the admonition, took her

portion and was about to help the boy to his when she felt a re-

straining hand on her arm. "No !" said a gentle, decisive voice.

"Jimmie doesn't care for any eggs this morning." She gave her

hostess a mute, bewildered glance, for the idea of discipline was

as utterly foreign to her as to the boy, but acquiesced. Jimmie
felt a suffocation in his throat.

Next came a dish of creamed potatoes. Mr. Garnet, from his

side of the table, started to give the boy some of these, but was

checked by the same mild, warning tone, "No, Jimmie doesn't

Jimmik's Plavgkounu

wish for any potatoes tliis morning." The look he threw his wife,

however, was one of appreciative humor, and nothing more was

said. The steaming, savory potatoes passed by on the other side,

and that constriction around Jimmie's throat tightened uncom-

fortably.

Lelia continued to eat with her cuistomary stolid indifference,

her maternal inheritance. Jimmie continued to starve, while the

battle waged between hunger and stubbornness. To the latter

was the victory, however, and he began the day in unrepentant

fasting.

About ten o'clock that morning Mrs. Garnet saw a shadow fall
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athwart her kitchen door. "Please," timidly spoke an humble
voice, "can I have a little piece of bread? I'm awful hungry."
She looked down at the small, sturdy figure. Under a sheen of

hair brushed to brilliancy on either side of the rather jagged

"part," glowed a face transfigured by zealous scrubbing and the

grace of a hard-conquered self. "What a handsome lad !" she

thought, noting his rounded, dimpled beauty, the clear shining
of his baby eyes, the satin smoothness of his clean cheeks flushed

with a fresh color that seemed to glow rosily from within through
the thin, transparent, olive skin, the sensitive mouth, the cameo
features—mocking legacy, sole endowment from the father who
had never seen him. "What a pathetically handsome lad !" Aloud

she said, "You come right in here and sit up by this table and

I'll give you a good breakfast."

The only danger after that was that the vain youth would be-

come an unconscionable dandy, so extravagant did he become

with soap and water, so diligent in dressing his ambrosial locks.

When not engaged in these dermatologic operations, he spent

his time playing with Lelia, the only playmate he had ever had,

or by himself in Mr. Garnet's tool-shop. This place was his de-

light. The only drawback lay in the disturbing penchant his

playthings had for losing themselves. At home the caution to

leave things exactly where he found them would have been as un-

heeded as the trifling breezes that were forever talking to the

Cottonwood trees. But the newly-infused leaven was beginning
to work within the hard little lump of his soul.

One day, Mrs. Garnet, sitting on the veranda overlooking the

river, was astonished to hear the quick patter of feet and to feel,

the next moment, a hot, wet cheek rubbed remorsefully against
her sleeve.

"Oh, Mrs. Garnet," sobbed Jimmie, in the grief-stricken can-

dor of a spontaneous confession. "I do want to be a good boy;
I do try not to be bad, but I just can't find them damn screw-

drivers anywhere !"

"There are in this world such a number of sins," murmureci

the discouraged missionary. "Where shall I begin?"
She began by soothing the culprit about the fugitive screw-

drivers, and ended by addressing to him his first sermon on pro-

fanity.
"It is a very wicked thing for anyone to swear," said this amaz-

ing friend of his. He wondered vaguely how she came to know
about so many, many things. "It is dreadful. Why, God will

not love you at all if you say such naughty words."

"But who is God?" inquired the young pagan in the frankness

of absolute ignorance. "And where is he at?"
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"The plot thickens !" she sighed helplessly, and Jimmie con-

tinued in reflective defense, "Why, Grandpa says that all the time,

and Lelia, too, when she is awful mad." But he attended to her

exhortations like a harkening- cherub, and seemed of hopeful

promise
That afternoon he was sick. The cause was laid to the ex-

tremely hot weather, and, perhaps, too much lemonade. But

when this short but violent attack became of daily repetition, in

spite of their watchful care, they were at a loss to account for it.

One afternoon, Mrs. Garnet, engaged in arranging some things

The Home of Lelia and Jimmie

in a shadowy corner of the store room, perceived Jimmie making
a stealthy entrance. On a low shelf stood a large bottle of wine

that had been recommended to Lelia's conservative use as a tonic.

Making a tiptoed beeline for his mother's "medicine," baby Bac-

chus quaffed generously and gleefully smacked his thieving little

lips.

"So he's just been drunk all this time, has he?" cried Lelia,

when acquainted with the companionable relationship between

her inebriated son and the inebriating bottle. "Well, if he ain't

the worst rascal ! Why, he smokes a pipe at home, sometimes,"

she continued, with a shrill fluency of excitement. "Father gives
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it to him. He looks so comical with the big old thing in his

mouth."

"Never mind, dear," said Mr. Garnet consolingly to his wife.

"We are advised to let the heathen rage, and I guess we might as

well let them do other things, according as it pleases them." Then
he strolled away, humming irreverently, "They'll be happy in

their own sweet way !"

At last, and yet too soon, the time came to go home. Jimmie
sat close to his mother in the boat, his pudgy little fists tucked

into his bulging pockets, his flapping sombrero pulled down over

his sober countenance. Mrs. Garnet stood on the shore, direct-

" His Truly Own River '

ing them where to stow the lunch box she had provided. A sud-

den thought came to her.

"Jimmie," she cried, "don't you want a cookie to eat as you go

along? You'll be hungry before noon. I'll run in and get you
one." As he reached out for it he encountered that look again,

so sure, so sympathetic, so penetrating.

"Oh, Mrs. Garnet," he cried, the close-folded little bud of his

nature beginning to swell with the compelling sap of these new

impulses and influences, his material and moral horizon widen-

ing, his vocabulary enriched by at least one new, divine word.

"You do love me, don't you?"

i
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The boat was carried into the current and glided swiftly down
stream. A sudden realization of home surged up within the little

wanderer.

"Say, Lelia," he exclaimed, munching his cookie, "the chickens
will be hatched by this time, won't they? And won't Bulger be

glad to see us ! And old Bob and Nig, too. They'll all wag their

tails an' come a-runnin' an' bark like he—" He caught himself

up ruefully. "Like—like anything," he concluded bravely, try-

ing to put as much swagger as possible into the mild and inex-

pressive word.
He gazed down the long, gleaming stretch of water. It was

such a big river ! It bounded his world as completely as did the
Homeric Oceanus that of the peninsular-dwelling Greeks. But
there, by the willows and cottonwoods, the creaking windmill
and the low, sagging shanty of withes and adobe, it was his truly-
own river.

"Lelia," he murmured pensively, "I wish we was home right
now, don't you?"

Los Aagreles.

A SONG or THE NESTING BIRDS
DASH and it's over, the warm spring rain,
And hurrah for the flowers and sun

;

Hurrah for the flash of a grey, damp wing—
And the nesting songs begun !

The foothills slant to their feet of sage,
And hide in grease-brush and thorn.

And under your feet, at the turn of the road,
The first wee spring flower is born.

Up the long hill where the shy quail hide
A furled green fern has pushed through ;

There's a smell on the hills of rain, and grass,
And exultance and gladness in you.

Out from the pepper's lace-latticed green.
Comes the cheeriest music heard—

The droning hum of the working bee,
And the song of the nesting bird.

Happy are they of the swift dark wing,
And cheerily sing they their lay ;

And happy are you of the troubled heart,
Who were weeping yesterday.

Cheering is love from one beloved,
And cheering a friend's kind word

;

But cheerier still is the hum of the bee,
And the song of the nesting bird.

Glsinore, Gal.
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the: mountain pine:.

By RICHARD SCRACE.

•jTI^OTHING in all Nature stands alone;

^1^ Upon the grand, gray rock, the Mountain Pine

Hath a companionship divine.

Tu-ee-u-la-la chants with deep, low tone,

Wa-pama thunders down its shadowy gorge.
One sings: "He dwells in peace," through every hour

And one seems as His chariot wheels of power,
Torn from the ore, welded at Titan's forge.

But in the balmy days of early June
The water's flight is hushed in part repose.

In white sun-fire they fly and float and drowse—
The pines sway dreamily to their own tune,

And down the face of the bare granite walls

A flood of singing water, sunlight, air.

Shrouds it with mist, as though some spirit fair

Played with the sun-filled tissue of the falls.

And in the Winter, there's grim comrad'ry
Of hurtling boulders and up-rooted tree,

And avalanches from the laden height ;

The shining bloom of snow is everywhere,
A dust of shimmering petals fills the air.

Swaths of majestic forests catch its light.

The precipice's stones form polished keys.

And rushing waters make wild harmonies.

Blessed evangels hath the mountain high ;

•The flood-wave, leader of the glorious choir,

With snow and clouds and winds that never tire

Sing and wreathe round it as the years go by.

And on the great gray rock the Mountain Pine

Serenely dwells ; the whirling winds below

Do not trouble its strong boughs ;
the snow

Can bend it not, nor flood wave undermine.

When I'm a-weary of the babbling world—
Its books, and all—save the four footed things

—
I clamber where the pine its shadow flings

O'er the path that's round the boulder curled.

Breathe in exhilaration, sweet and clear

And watch the great white clouds drift slowly by,

Into the wilderness of thin, blue sky,

And gain rare glimpses of an upper sphere.

Toronto, Canada.
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T^vo noble: girls.
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and of clear intelligence, and they are doing enormous good among
their people. Naturally they add very greatly to the efficiency of the

white matron. They are located at Cam^po, and are to be provided
with a team so that they may make the rounds of all five reservations

—a pretty serious mountain trip in any weather. There could hardly
be a worthier assistance than any given to these two devoted girls.

Extracts from one of their letters, and a facsimile of the writing,

speak better than comment.

Miss Lachappa is 24 years old. Her mother died at her birth, and

she has been brought up by her grandfather at Mesa Grande. She

went to the Mesa Grande school, thence to the Perns boaraing
school. Coming back on vacation, and finding her grandfather liv-

ing on acorn meal only, she secured a place to do housework and

sent home her earnings. Then she was matron of the Mesa Grande

school
;
and after that went to the Phoenix, Arizona, boarding school,

paying much attention to cooking and music. Thence she went as

assistant in an Episcopal Mission among the Piutes near Reno,

Nevada, for two years. By her own earnings she has built a com-

fortable wooden house for her grandfather, and furnished it. Last

December she entered this important but self-sacrificing work at

Campo.

A letter from one of these Indian missionaries :

Campo, Calif.

My Dear Teacher:—Your letter we received yesterday. How thankful I

am for the cheque sent by Miss Du Bois, and all your troubles. Indeed,

you have won the crown, and it is waiting for you.
* * * Even if I was

alone I would get just enough to keep me from starving and nakedness.
You know how happy we are in this kind of work. I wish we did not
have to think of money. Every day and week seems to bring us something
to do for these poor creatures. We have eight children in school. Frances
teaches them and I make children's underwear out of the old clothes. We
have no books, chalk, "nor nothin'." Miss Robinson wrote to Mr. SheJI

for these things ;
he promised to help us all he could.

Mr. Weegar has promised to give us $3 a month from Sequoya League
for rations for noonday lunch for the children

;
he said he would try it for

three months. We cannot tell how much it will cost ; we only started last

week. * * *

A man from Cuipaipa came down here so that his children could come to

school. We let him have the tent ; four of them are of school age. He is

at Cuyamaca cutting wood ; many of them went from Manzanita and La
Posta. * * *

]\/[i-. Weegar is to suggest about building houses and fur-

nish them some furniture, stoves, beds; these will help them to start on the

new life. I wish this was to be done pronto; we would be the happiest
creatures.

You remember the old sick lady? She is getting worse; her feet ano

much cwollen, but she may live through winter. We go to see her every

day and take soup and sometimes fuel.

I will send Auntie $10.00. I wonder who is plowing the land.

I think Frances will write you. Teacher, you do not know how close

we have to live
;
we live on nothing but beans. Miss Robinson is learning

.10 eat them
;
she is quite fond of them now.

The tent flies are here.

My love to you and from Frances.
Your hija,

Rosalia.
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\fS\Jla. CxJfo^ X^ir^^^ -lArxJUL AJL^vv^JU^^^^^'yJlriJV

(yi^cL ntcMjL^ CA^^V^cL 4\Ajiu. l/ir-LJ-t-.^An^

J-vUly Cri^cL yiAT^CrwiyCLn^y Ca^lX^O^ J]aJL^olcla^

^\\^Ou'c)U atnrvb t^OLAJi^ Oyvx^ cL Jl<y^-cAA/(A^yu\^o

Facsimile of Letter from One of the Indian Missionaries.

Miss Nejo's mother died when she was twelve. Rosalia, in her

child years from eight to twelve, walked to school four or five miles

every day. At twelve she was sent to the San Diego Mission school ;

and was there, off and on, for eight years
—sometimes with inter-

missions to earn money by housework. She was matron of the Mesa
Grande school for two years ;

and then for two years, without pay,

assistant to Mrs. Mary B. Watkins, the devoted woman who has

done so much for the Mesa Grande Indians, and who had broken

down in health. Rosalia then spent two years in San Mateo, Cali-

fornia, working her way through a course in Mission work. She

saved enough from her wages to build her father a good wooden

house, which she furnished and decorated. Several oil paintings

of her own execution adorn the walls.

At Campo, with Miss Robinson, these Indian girls are conducting
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a little school—which is sadly hampered for want of books and ma-

terials. For blackboard, they are using planks covered with black

cloth. They not only teach the chilren, but are carrying helpfulness

to the families, teaching the women to sew, make over clothing, cook,

and so on.

All that these devoted young women ask is a poor living. There

ought to be no doubt that in Southern California there will be many
glad to give them that—and more. And contributions for this pur-

pore can be sent to the Sequoya League. More about Campo, its

needs and the work going on there will be found on later pages of

this magazine.

YATAI.
By ARTHUR B. BENNETT.

jr Y!> O, thou, m a niche in that caiion, where the human tide

^N* eddies below—
Whose sides were performed of t'he mason, where the

trolley cars clang to and fro;
Where the minutes are masters of iron, begrudging to live or to

die—
Ho hither, dear soul of the days that are not, let us take the trail

down to Yatai !

Remember, I pray, in your city, where your waiter detachedly
waits

To proffer you nothing for hunger, nor to drink, that a thirsty
soul sates.

That we fed on the fishes of Egypt (do its cucumbers come to

t'he eye?)
Or rather, dear soul of the days that are not, on the feed that

they have in Yatai.

And what? 'Tis a niche of a canon where the sycamore blinks

to that sun.
Who times one in rising and setting to beguilment of days as

they run
;

There the meals are the masters of iron, tbe deciders to live or

to die—
There living, we lived, in the days that are not, in a hut by a

spring in Yatai.

By voices that call in that caiion, by the echoes that halted our

hearts,

By vistas that pray to be gazed on for their charms from t'he

Master of arts ;

By the dews and the brush-scent at even, clear stars, and coyotes'
far cry,

T conjure, dear soul of the days that are not, let us take the trail

down to Yatai !

Saa Dieg-o, Cat.
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AN EPISODE IN THE LIFE OF A WORKER.
By ROY O. ACKLEY.

FOURTEEN months ago, after a hard struggle
with winter, I threw down my hammer and

saw, and started west. Work in the building
trades had been unsteady, and indications held

no promise for the future, so, acting on the ad-

vice of a friend, I headed for a western mining

camp, re^solved to try my hand at mining. A
little job that I had just finished afforded me a "road stake"—
$8.00. It was in May and the weather was beautiful. I caught
a night freight, and the next morning I found myself in Minne-

apolis with Butte, Mont., fixed as my destination. A walk around

the block to the employment agefncies assured me that it would

be possible to "ship out" a part of the way, so I waited for my
chance. Along the curb on either side of the street for at least

four blocks were lined up a gang of men, mostly foreigners,

waiting their chance to be shipped out of town for railroad work.

The next day I found my chance. It was a little town in

North Dakota—Valley City
—near where they were building

a branch
;
men would be shippejd that afternoon, and the fee,

$2.00. In exchange for my money I was given a little slip of

paper which assured me of a job as trackman at $2.00 per day,

with board at $4.00 per week. There were nine in the bunch,

and at four o'clock we were herded to the depot by the Employ-
.ment Man and placed in the smoking-car of a west-bound train.

It didn't take me long to size up the bunch and determine that

they were not railroad workers. They were simply fellows like

mysejlf who wanted to go west and had seized upon the cheapest

way to get there. Two dollars a day and the filth of a railroad

camp had no charms for us; so, when the train arrived, we

jumped to the station platform, and, disregarding the cries of

the agent who was there awaiting us, we scattered in every di-

rection. It was night, and after a hasty lunch at an uptown
restaurant I returned to the depot. A west-bound freight was

due in two hours, I learned from the station agent, so I climbed

into an empty box car to await its coming. A cold rain set in

shortly, and when the train arrived I was stiff and shivering. I

looked over the train as she stood puffing and snorting ready to

pull out—not an "empty" on her. All were loaded and sealed.

Lights were flickering here and there through the darkness.

Suddenly there were two short blasts of the whistle, the slack

was pulled out of the train with a jerk, and she started forward.

I made for the rods underneath, but as I did so a dark form
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came running up from the rear and stopped me. "A flat car

loaded with pipes up ahead," he said and we started.

It was a stiff run, the train was gaining speed at every moment,
but despite the darkness we gained steadily, until at length we ar-

rived out of breath, and pulled ourselves up onto the "pipe" car.

It was the fourth car back from the engine—a "Gondola" piled

high with twenty-four-foot sewer-pipes. It was the work of a

moment to scramble into one of the pipes to and through the

center of the car
;
we lay there panting. The wind whistled

through, cold as ice, and in a few minutes we were chilled to

the bone. Then a light flashed into the end of the pipe; it was

the "Brakie." We could hear him as he moved about, throw-

ing his light first into one pipe and then another. At last ours was
the one. The lantern came into view, held high to the top of

the pipe, and underneath appeared the face of the brakeman,
his eyes shaded with his hand, and peering ahead. I buried my
face in my arms and lay still, but he saw me.

"Pile out of there," he said. "You'll have to dig up a dollar

apiece. Get the rest of 'em out. I'll be back in a few minutes and

collect fare." The next instant the light disappeared, and we
could hear the brakeman climbing over the pipes, going back to

the rear of the train.

It was no use laying low any longer, so we scrambled out and

sat down on the end of a pipe.

"Going to dig up?" I asked my companion.

"Naw," came the reply. "It's bad enough to have to hobo with-

out havin' to dig up. If I digs up, I rides on the cushions."

I myself felt a good deal the same way, and besides my road-

sta,ke had dwindled to $4.50 and not half of the distance covered.

"Try de end door," said my "pardner."
I rose up and reached across to the end of the box-car next

ahead. It was so dark that I could not see, but I could feel it

was not the regulation end-door. Instead it was a little opening,

eight by sixteen inches, high up in the front of the car, closed

with a sheet-iron slide. I felt for the seal but there wasn't any,

my fingers pressed against the iron and it slid open. From in-

side came the heavy snores of someone sleeping.

"She's all right!" I cried. "Give me a boost." My arms and

shoulders slid through all right, but my hips stuck. The train

was running at a good rate of speed and the roadbed was rough.

My feet rested on the edge of a pipe on the "Gondola," my head

and arms dangled downward feeling for the floor inside the car.

I struggled, my "pardner" outside pushed, and finally, with a

lurch of the train, I slid through and fell to the floor of the car

a few feet below, scraping my shins as I did so. But I was in-
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side. The next thing was to get my "pardner" in; his arms
came through but his shoulders stuck. It was no go; he was a

heavier man than I, and, after a few minutes of fruitless effort,

he gave it up.

"So-long, old man !" he said, and I slid shut the door, and,

finding a pin and chain inside, bolted it. Inside, it was as dark

as pitch. I crawled to the farther end of the car, removed my
coat, and, throwing it about my shoulders to keep in the warmth
of my body, lay down. A few minutes later, lulled by the peace-
ful snores of the other occupant of the car, I fell asleep. When
I awoke, light was streaming in through the cracks around the

doors; the train was running, and I made my way forward

through the semi-darkness, and cautiously pushed open the door.

There was the "pipe car," but as for my friend of the night be-

fore, he was nowhere to be seen. Anyway he hadn't given me

away to the brakeman, and sliding the door farther back I sized

up the interior of the car. It was loaded two feet up from the

floor with lumber apparatus which later I found was to be used

in the interior workings of an ore-mill. In the farther corner, all

curled up in a ball, his coat thrown over his head, lay my com-

panion of the "snores." He was still asleep. Partly closing the

door, I scrambled back and shook him. With a grunt he opened
his eyes and sat up. He was a short, slightly-built fellow,

dressed in a greasy suit of black. Over his face spread a plenti-

ful growth of grimy whiskers. "I'm going to Butte," he ex-

plained. "GiOt a job cooking out there—twenty-four a week
in it."

I closed the end door and bolted it, then little by little I

gathered up his story. He was a cook, and for six months he

had worked in a railroad camp. After that, a trip to Minneapolis,
a turn at "bank," with plenty of "booze" for a week, then a

night freight west-bound where a job awaited him.

The car we were in I learned was billed for Butte, and as long
as we laid low we were all right; but the question was, could we
stand it for that length of time without food or water? Already

my friend had passed two nights and a day with nothing more
substantial than a can of tomatoes which he had drank the first

day out.

"Just lay down and sleep as much as you can, not moving
around any, and we'll make it all right," advised the cook. "I've

stood it four days and four nights going to Seattle, and I guess
it can be done over again. Have to lay still, though, and save

your strength."

And we lay down. Part of the time asleep, part of the time

awake, lying first on one side and then on the other. The in-
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terior of the car, as the sun rose higher, became warm, then hot.

Night came on and it cooled until we shivered underneath our

coats. Another day, then again night. I was so thirsty I could

hardly speak; my tongue seemed swollen to twice its natural

size. And still the train pounded along; sometimes stopping
and switching for a time, then on again. Morning came and

passed ;
then the car became unbearably hot and I knew it must

be after noon. The train stopped; I could stand it no longer—three days and three nights without food or water. Slipping

open the door I crawled through, and this time it was easier.

I had shrunk.

"Here's two bits," said my companion handing a quarter out

through the opening. "If you can get back here without letting

the shack see you, bring me a can of tomatoes, or something.
If you can't—" But I didn't stop to hear the rest. The sun was

pounding down between the cars, hot and dry as the blast out of

a furnace. I staggered forward, dodged through between cars,

stumbled over tracks, until finally I emerged. The town lay

before me
; a wide street, two rows of low frame buildings, and

many saloons .... I lined up to the bar, called for

beer, drank it, and everything grew black before my eyes; the

room whirled. Someone grabbed me by the arm, and I went

over.

When I came to, I was lying in a rear room of the saloon.

"Been doped, I guess," said a voice; but I denied it.

"I'm subject to these spells," I said, putting my feet on the

floor and sitting up. I felt better, although a trifle dizzy.

Across the street I found a restaurant, and exercising a little

common sense, I refrained from eating hearty food, taking a lit-

tle beef bouillon instead. After that I purchased some potted

veal, some crackers, a loaf of bread, and four cans of tomatoes ;

thus supplied I hurried back to the depot, where the train was

still standing. They had been doing some switching, but after

some difficulty I found the "pipe car," and was just climbing

up when a voice stopped me: "Where you going?"
I looked down ;

there on the rail between the cars sat the brake-

man. "I want to get to Butte City," I told him.

He sized me up, looked over my bundles, and grinned : "You

made this train in?" be remarked.

I nodded my head.

"Well, if you want to get to Butte, you will have to dig up

six bits. This is Logan Junction, it's a sefventy-five-mile run

from here. No show to beat her," he went on. "It's all grade
and we only pull ten cars. It's worth the money anyhow."

I handed him seventy-five cents and climbed onto the "pip^
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car." All of the time I was afraid the cook would pull open the

slide door in the box-car and look out, but he didn't, and in a few

minutes I heard the two short blasts of the whistle (release

brakes), then it was repeated from the rear, and we had started.

At a corner I looked out. Ahead were two monstrous mountain

engines ;
in the rear, pushing, was one

; and only ten cars. Cau-

tiously I rapped on the door of the box car, cautiously it was

opened, and the cook's face appeared at the opening. "Coast is

clear," I announced, opening a can of tomatoes, and handing them

in. "Go slow," I cautioned, "or you will founder yourself."

Then we had a meal fit for the gods—tomatoes, tinned veal-

loaf, bread and crackers. The sun was sinking lower and the

air felt fresh and invigorating. We ate until not a morsel was

left. And all of the time we were climbing higher up into the

mountains
;
the scenery was becoming more rugged. Above us

towered the peaks sharp and abrupt. Winding, twisting, over

trestles, through cuts, at times barely clinging to the face of some

precipitous descent, the train threaded its way cork-screw like

upward into the hills
; sometimes creeping at snail's pace, the

three engines belching and snorting like mad, then fairly flying

down short grades, around curves, and on. Then we came to

a stop for the engines to take water. The "Brakie" came over the

train : "The highest point in the Rockies on the N. P.," he

announced.

The balance of the run into Butte was down grade. The sun

plunged down behind the peaks and the air became chilly, but

despite the cold I clung to the topmost pipe on the "pipe car,"

and watched the gathering darkness, with the wind, as we in-

creased speed going down grade, tearing around like mad. One
of the pipes loosened, shifted backward, turning out over the

side of the track with the lurch of the train. The chains that held

the pipes in place groaned with the strain. At any moment the

chains might give way, precipitating pipes, car, and all down
the mountain side. It was dangerous ; I kncAv it, but still I

sat there clinging to my place with both hands. And onward
we rushed, around curves, over trestles, through cuts, and every

instant gathering speed. Finally away ahead through a gap in

the mountains, flashed the lights of Butte. I looked at the

shifting pipe ; it had wedged itself in and lay still. Then grad-

ually came a slackening of speed, the train crawled around the

side of a mountain, and down onto the flat, shimmering white

in the moonlight, then into the yards, and we had reached Butte.

The cook scrambled out through the end door, we shook hands,

and he disappeared.
That night I found a bed at the Southern Hotel—rates with
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boards $i.oo per day—and the next day I buttonholed the hotel-

clerk and inquired for work. "If you are not a miner, boy, and

have got to rustle, you had better try some of the smaller camps."
I took his advice, and that night at eight o'clock, after a thirty-

mile railroad-ride and twelve miles by stage, I found myself in

Soap Gulch, with just two bits left in my pocket.

"Yes," said the Hotel Man, in response to my inquiry,- "your
credit is good for a month. I always hold up a rustler for that

length of time if he's square ;
it's the custom in the west, boy."

And I climbed into bed and slept the sleep of perfect content.

The next day I met the shift-boss at the mine and got a job
—

$3.50 per day, with board $1.00 per day. If I was saving, I

could lay up $60 a month.

I stayed in that camp a year. Part of the time through the

breaking down of machinery I was idle. One day I dug up my
cache and counted it—$350.00. It was enough. Again it was

spring. In the east the lilacs were blooming. The next day
I registered at the best hotel in Butte. I stayed there a day,

then down to Ogden where I caught the Overland Limited, buf-

fet, observation car and all. It was costly, but I was going east.

I was going right
—my clothes were good and I looked the part.^

I tipped everybody—porters, flunkeys and all. Now—two

months later—I am in Iowa, with a hammer and nail-sack,

driving nails to heat the band. Next spring I am going back.

Sioux City, la.

RAIN
By NORA MA V FRENCH

HE rain was grey before it fell.

And through a world where light had died.

There ran a mournful little wind
That shook the trees and cried.

@r?

The rain was brown upon the earth,

In turbid stream and tiny seas;

In swift and slender shafts that beat

The flowers to their knees.

The rain is mirror to the sky—
Oh, passing words, a blue so dear !

And drifting in the shining pools

The clouds are white and near.

Los Anireles, Cal.
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CAUSES or DIALECTS AND TONAL
VARIATIONS
By MARY A. DAVIS

Rff HAT human character is largely affected by climate and

X geographical conditions is manifestly true, and that the

tone and voice are influenced by the character is so evidently

manifest as to need no proof. The mental endowments of a race

affect the accent. A nation may be gay and vivacious, thereby

causing the individuals of each successive generation to speak
in bright and sparkling tone

;
or the habits of the people aided

by climate give to other races a language slow and guttural.

Environment leads still others to be silent and thoughtful, caus-

ing the language to be sad and mournful in accordance with

the character.

The throat and lungs have a large share in making our tones,

and these in turn are dependent upon aliment and hygienic con-

ditions for their proper development.
The popular drink of a nation directly affects the brain and

we immediately see its effect in the speech, wine drinkers being

quick of action and speech, and beer drinkers usually heavy
of motion and slow of speech.

As the food eaten by a race depends largely upon soil and cli-

mate, the human constitution must adapt itself to the locality

in which it lives, and this is the primary cause of change of tone

and accent by people allied in blood and speaking the same

language.
A fair illustration of this change is found between the peo-

ple of Spain and their descendants in Mexico and South Amer-
ica, On this side of the Atlantic the voice is not as soft and

sweet as in Old Castile. These descendants do not pronounce
z with the soft sibilance of their forefathers. Mexicans do not

pronounce 11 properly, as in such words as "gallo" and "caballo".

In the United States of Colombia and Venezuela they do not

sound the a as hard as in Spain, and in many words the e in-

stead of being sounded as an English a has the sound of e in

met.

The Republic of Argentina has a different climate from its

more northerly sisters, and the change in the voice is more dis-

tinctly marked. Burning winds from the north blow over the

salt deserts, laden with a mixture of dust and salt, making re-

spiration positively painful, and irritating the throat and nasal

passages. Another wind called the Pampero swe'^ps from the

Antarctic over the dreary wastes of Patagonia, without hill or

tree to check its mad force, and drives across the plains of Ar-
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gentina unobstructed, save for the tall grass of the pampas.
With such a climate it is not strange that the native of Argen-
tina should have a harsh voice, and that his tone should lose

the softness of the tones of his forefathers in Europe.

It is said that the quick energy and suspicious caution of the

Italian is partly due to his volcanic mountains, his tones having

developed distinct but low; the balmy air giving his language
that peculiar sweetness so agreeable to the ear.

The Slav gets his deep and melancholy note from his dense

forests and boundless steppes. The oppressions undergone from
a succession of corrupt, despotic and unjust dynasties have lent

a depth and pathos to his tones that a happier race could never

possess.

So many causes, almost imperceptible at first, afiFect the

character of a race, when placed in new environment, that it is

difficult to analyze the reason of the change of tone and voice

unless there be a pronounced distinction; but it is not difficult

to trace the cause of the difference between our English cousins

and ourselves. They have no earthquakes or cyclones, nor any
other elemental forces to disturb their calm. They are reason-

ably sure of their fogs and rains, and the uniform change of the

four seasons. This calmness, we sometimes stigmatize as phleg-

matic, but we are forced to admit that it gives them patient

energy and a sure command of themselves.

The British Isles have not the vast areas and lofty mountains

of our own continent, neither have they our mighty rivers that

water the boundless plains. They have no deserts with dry and

burning wind to parch the throat, nor our virgin forests, which

alas, are being so ruthlessly destroyed. Their plants and trees

do not grow so rapidly nor so large as do ours. The flowers,

the birds and the insects, have not the same variety of colors

which distinguish those of our own land. Their sky is not as

bright, and all their tints are softened and tempered down.

There is no doubt that the religious beliefs of a people are

influenced by climate
;
and the voice takes on a tone in accord-

ance with this belief, as is evinced by the deep resonant tones

of the Scotch, inherited from their Presbyterian ancestors; the

quiet, gentle tones of the Quaker, who wishes all men well, and

the light quickness of the French, showing their indifference to

all religion.

This same cause, no doubt, influenced the change of accent so

pronounced in the descendants of Puritan forefathers. The

Catholic church has left her mark in the use of Latin by giving

the Irish their broad a's; and in her love of display we trace an
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analogy to the language and character of the people of Southen

Europe.
In the beginning the continent of Europe seems to have been,

in many respects, inferior to the other continents of the Eastern

Hemisphere. How can we reconcile this apparent inferiority

with the brilliant part Europe has performed among the other

continents? Could it have been an accident that so many fine

languages developed on this, the smallest continent of the three?

May not Europe have concealed, under her irregular topography,
some real superiority which has given it the distinguished place
it holds among the continents? The very fact that it is diversi-

fied and separated by numerous mountains and bodies of water,

into small plains, peninsulas and valleys, gives each community
of people a certain amount of isolation.

Diversity of soil, climate, religion, and the different forms

of industry strengthen this individuality, and a variety of dia-

lects follows.

The continent of Europe has neither the extreme heat of the

tropics, nor the cold of the frigid zone. Much of the land, ow-

ing to the irregularity of the coast line, is near bodies of salt

water, developing and changing, not only the sea-faring people,

but those in other occupations, through the softening infiuence

of the salt air. The infiuence of the sea upon language is easily

seen by comparing the soft tones of the Portuguese, Spanish and

Italians, with the harsher tones of inland countries such as

Germany, Austria and Russia.

Had the soil been uniformly prodigal, and the climate univer-

sally salubrious, the people of Europe would have been more

indolent, but, not possessing great natural wealth, they took up
the form of livelihood most suitable to each locality, and the dif-

ference of soil, climate and the forms of industry pursued in

the various communities, affected tlie dialects of those speaking
the same language. Isolation and intermarriage so confirmed

the habit of these dialects, that, after generations, they became

distinct languages.
The numerical strength and power of the people speaking

different tongues influenced the time in which they sang and

spoke; the conquering nations using a major key, while the con-

quered nations invariably sang in a minor key, and their spoken
tones were deep and often sad. It is said that all nature speaks
in a minor key; the ocean's roar, the murmur of the river, the

rustle of the leaves, and the moan of the wind in the trees carry

the same soft cadence, and it is not strange that the Indian, who
lives among these sounds, should use the same key in his music,

and that his spoken tones should be in unision.
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Frequent wars and numerous difficulties which beset the peo-

ple of Europe in their march of progress turned many to the

New World. The strongest and bravest men of every country,

speaking a variety of languages, and using terms peculiar to their

own section, meet in this new land. Gradually the language of

the fatherland is forgotten, and yet tones and words and expres-
sions linger, and are repeated by children and grandchildren,

until, unconsciously, these differences, being diffused through a

section of country, become characteristic. It is not strange that

the children of foreign parents should have some accent of the

fatherland. It is remarkable that they do not retain more of

their parents' accent, and it is a great compliment to our public
school system that the English language in America has pre-
served so great a degree of purity.
A striking illustration of change in tone and accent produced

by climate—the more striking because the language itself is the

same—is that between the New-Englander and the Englishman.
The geography of the country is similar to Old England, and the

people themselves are more like their English ancestors than

those of any other part of the Union. The fact that they had no

important mineral wealth contributed toward doing away with

the element of chance which has affected the western pioneer.
The soil not being so productive as further south gave them

a precarious food supply, and a part of the population turned to

the sea for its food. Finding immense quantities of food and

other fish, they began to carry them south, and sold great quan-
tities to the southern planters. Whale fishing followed, and grad-

ually a large commerce sprang up. They had many fine harbors

and excellent timber for ship-building, and thus the peculiarities

of sea-faring people crept into the language. The soil was poor,
but sheep throve on their stony hillsides, leading to the manufac-

ture of woolen goods. They were not slow in discovering that

their rivers furnished exceptional advantages for water-power,
and what was more natural than that their vessels should return

from the south loaded with cotton to be made into cloth? They
had a variety of excellent hardwoods for furniture, and conse-

quently this was added to their list of manufactures, and boots

and shoes, hardware and firearms, and so on, until they became

foremost as a manufacturing people. The whirl of machinery,

with its accompanying lint and dust, naturally injured the voice,

and we find their language becoming nasal.

The people of New England did not buy slaves, but this was

not because they were better than their southern neighbors, but be-

cause the labor of the negro was not skilled enough to be of value

in manufacturing, but was particularly remunerative in the south
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where they had large exportable crops. They did, however, need

skilled labor, and it is from the English manufacturing class

which came over, that our true Yankee inherited his pronuncia-
tion of "caow" and "haow,"

In New York, New Jersey and Pemisylvania the people are

largely of Dutch and German origin, and carry in their speech

peculiarities of those languages, frequently saying "wy" and

"wot" for "why" and "what."

Maryland and Virginia were principally settled by educated

English. This fact, aided by a salubrious climate, seems to have

helped them to retain an especially pure tone. Though they have

a quality of tone and accent entirely distinct from any other sec-

tion, they have one peculiarity in common with a good many
other southern people, that of entirely eliminating the r from the

end of a word, as "Mistah" for "Mister." Further south they

have a pleasant "throaty" accent, probably induced by their

warm, moist climate, and assimilation with Spanish and French.

The rich resonance of the negro voice probably aided in effecting

this change.
We find the most striking dialect of the United States in the

mountains of Tennessee, where, partly because of the topog-

raphy of the country, they have been isolated for several genera-
tions. Their illicit "stills" have fostered this isolation, and they
have continued to live in such a state of ignorance that their

English has undergone a change not only in accent but in words

and expressions, until one can readily see that if this were to

continue for a few more generations, these people would have a

distinct language. They constantly say "we'uns" and "you'uns"
and "you all," and one occasionally hears the educated people of

Kentucky and Tennessee say "you'all."

The people of Arkansas and Missouri sometimes use the parti-

ciple without the auxilliary, as "He taken his hat," or "I written

a letter," and in Texas there is an elusive difference from the rest

of the south, charmingly soft and sibilant, but difficult to describe,

The Mormons in Utah have an individuality of accent, and

sometimes drop their "H" like a cockney. This is probably due

to the fact that many of the first generation of Mormons were

from England. They are the only Americans who have this

habit. It is not strange that they have it, but it is remarkable,

considering how many in this country are of English descent,

that more Americans do not have it.

The people of the Mississippi Valley, although descended from
those who emigrated from other parts of the Union, have a dis-

tinct accent of their own, pronouncing their a's less broad and

giving the o vocative a slightly different sound.
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West of the Mississippi, where Tiigh winds, cyclones and bliz-

zards abound, the voice is liable to be, not exactly nasal, but

rather catarrhal in tone, with the a flat and the o long and slight-

ly drawled.

In Minnesota and that part of the northwest there seems to be

a peculiar mingling of "Yankee" and western accent. The voice

is rather monotonous and sometimes there is a sort of burr to the

r caught from the Norwegian settlers there. You often hear

"Sumthun" for "something," and "Sary," "Almiry" and "Piory,"
for "Sarah," "Almira" and "Peoria."

The mining states of the west have their own expressions and

accent, and their tones are buoyant and hearty. Hope dominates

their mental vision and lends its cheer to the voice.

Northern and Southern California seem destined to have two

distinct dialects, for already we can detect a difference of accent.

In the north they say "singin" and "dancin" for "singing" and

"dancing," and the tones are not so much from the throat as in

the south, but rather from the head. In the south, the young, es-

pecially young girls, have rich and full tones but speak so rapidly

as sometimes to have to repeat their sentences, as if stammering.
This does not seem to be a fault of the vocal organs, but rather

that the brain is too rapid for the speech. It has been said that

the children of California master studies which do not require

deep thought with extreme readiness, the brain being exceed-

ingly active, but are lacking in mathematical and logical studies;

and although in California much time is given to arithmetic, the

children there are two years behind the children of the Lake

states in the same branch. If this is a fact, it is probably due to

climatic conditions, and is the reason why so many young people

speak too rapidly in Southern California.

After all, the English language as spoken in America, although
a much larger country than Great Britain, varies very little in

comparison with that spoken in the various counties of England,
to say nothing of the varieties of language of the Irish, Welsh,
Scotch and Cornish.

Probably in olden times it was not correct to sound an h at

the beginning of an English word, any more than it is now to

sound it at the beginning of a Spanish word, but there seems to

be no good reason why they should have prefixed the sound of h

where there was none.

The Irish roll of the r was probably the universal method, and

it would be an excellent custom if it were practiced in our

schools as it would greatly aid in learning foreign languages.

English women pronounce their words with less effort than

do Americans, and even if illiterate they seem to have a softness
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of speech, the words apparently flowing out with great ease and
sweetness.

They say we drawl our words, but we think we only pronounce
them distinctly. However this may be, we learn to speak foreign

languages much more correctly than do they. And it is a. well

known fact, that although France is their next door neighbor,
and we are separated from that country by several thousand miles

of ocean, Americans who learn French speak it more correctly
than do the English.

Although our young people sometimes stammer out their

words, a distinction should be made between stammering and

stuttering, and there is not nearly so much stuttering and lisping
in this country as in England; in fact one rarely hears a grown
American lisp.

The r is the most troublesome letter of the alphabet except the

h. It is put on the end of words where it does not belong, and
left off where it does belong, and sometimes it is left out of the

middle of a word. The lady who said : "Marier, bwing me a

dwink of watah and close the doah," furnished a good example of

these vagaries. Sometimes the final a is changed to y and a broad

a given when it should be y. As"Mara1i" for "Mary," and "Sary"
for "Sarah."

South Sea Islanders and Chinese have no r in their language
and say "lice" for "rice" and "stling" for "string."
There is much confusion about the various sounds of a, par-

ticularly in such words as "aunt." "Can" is correctly pronounced,
but when it comes to the negative some "cahn't" and others

"cawn't" pronounce it.

There is no doubt that various diseases affect the voice, and

those who suffer from indigestion have more or less huskiness

of tone. The frequent "hem" that we hear is not always pro-
duced by catarrh, but is often the result of a nervous irritation

arising from inflammation, or disease of some vital organ.
The speech of a whole community may be modified by some

peculiarity of one family. Perhaps the children are tongue-tied,

and, going to school, all the children in the district learn to drawl

with a slight lisp. Being tongue-tied is a defect more common
than is generally supposed, and one that proves a serious detri-

ment in singing and learning foreign languages. If the ligament

holding the tongue is too short it is a simple operation to have

it cut during infancy, and every infant should have its mouth ex-

amined soon after its birth to see if it has this defect.

The destruction of our forests is having a very injurious ef-

fect upon the American voice by drying up the water supply,

thereby decreasing the humidity of the air, and causing blizzards
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much the same effect upon the vocal cords as that produced upon
the strings of a violin.

The nervous haste of the nation, in its frantic effort to get

ahead, makes us enunciate hurriedly, and prevents our language
from being smooth and refined.

The servant-girl problem, so difficult for the American house-

keeper to solve, sometimes gives the voice the tired whine which
the woman no doubt feels who must take care of her home and

family, and keep up with the tide of fashion. And no doubt ca-

tarrh, more than any other one thing, gives American women the

nasal twang which foreigners so often harshly criticise.

Southern women are said to have sweeter voices than their

northern sisters, partly because they have a warmer and moister

climate, and partly because they have had for generations their

black servants, and more freedom from household worries.

It is said by the English that the second generation of Califor-

nia women have a bell-like clearness of tone, sweet and pleasant
to hear, which is no doubt due to the mild climate and proximity
to the sea. They also live out of doors a great deal, and have lit-

tle or no furnace heat to weaken the vocal cords.

The tones of the voice are so subtle and elusive, that although
we might not be able to tell why, we are quick to detect the nation-

ality of strangers, and even to tell the section from which they
came. In the west, where the residents meet many tourists, they

get accustomed to judging by the voice, tone and manner, and are

rarely mistaken in their judgment. Often they can tell not only
from what section the stranger comes, but his business, whether

a doctor, lawyer, minister, merchant or farmer, and even his re-

ligion, whether Catholic, Episcopalian, Presbyterian, Methodist

and Baptist.

Of the thousands of tourists who go to Southern California

annually, very few respectable people are asked for references,

even when taking up their abode in private homes, and those

whose business brings them into frequent intercourse with stran-

gers are rarely deceived, the voice being a safe guide in forming

a coirect estimate of character.

Pasadena, Cal.
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LETTERS or AN ARGONAUT.
From A\j^u8t, 184-9. to October, 1851.

[cONCIvUDED.]

.NUARY 31, 1851. . . . This place since I

left it has improved in a most astonishing man-

ner in every respect. It has grown nearly one-

third, and when I go into the streets I hardly

know where I am; society has also improved,
a great many gentlemen having either sent for

or brought out their families, so that when you
now walk the streets it is no uncommon thing to meet ladies.

I went to church last Sunday at the Rev. Mr. Williams, Presby-

terian, and found a church about as large as ours at Walpole, well

filled; and much to my surprise and pleasure also, there was a

very respectable portion of ladies ;
it looked more like home than

anything I have seen in this country. , . . The church is

a new one. . . . Sunday before last I went to hear Rev. Mr

Farley, Unitarian, who has commenced services in a small hall

. . . There is no doubt, I think, that moral and religious in-

fluences are decidedly on the increase here. ... I have never

before since I came to California for a moment wished you a resi-

dent of this place, but now I wish with all my heart you were

here, for I see I could make you comfortable and many of the an-

noyances which I feared to expose you to, have passed or are pass-

ing away.

[His business had suffered materially by his absence and,

though it rapidly improved, he began to anticipate that his stay

would be prolonged beyond his first expectation of one year and

proposed that his wife, with one or two of their three children,

should join him. In the course of discussion of these plans it

appears that acquaintances were often escorting ladies in parties

of four or five either around the Horn or across the Isthmus.

Hope is expressed that the Tehauntepec route will be opened in

the course of the year, thus avoiding "the detestable Isthmus

of Panama altogether," and later (Sept. 14, 1851) mention is

made of a man's returning, September 15, via Nicaragua, a route

which he himself was to take a month later. It appears that it

was not thought safe to start on the journey via Panama between

May and November on account of the rains. His advice for this

journey shows what the womem had to undergo who created

American domestic life in California. He writes :]

March 14, 185 1. . . . You will need to get an oil silk

over-dress for bonnet and all, both for yourself and Totty. This

is better than India rubber, which is too heavy and hot. Also
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you had betteir prepare for riding across from Gorgona or Crures

to Panama on horseback—and you will do this much more com-

fortably by riding astride on the horse or mule than sideways.
Both Mrs. P. and Mrs. M. who came with us, started on side-

saddles, but were obliged to give them up after a trial of a fetw

miles. The roads in some places are very steep, up and down,
and it is next to impossible to sit in a side-saddle. The best

way to cross is to take a hammock-netting and bearers^—four

or six are needed. In this way you can pass over without the

least fatigue, but it is more expensive and sometimes takes two

days. ... If all the ladies in your company could come

this way it would be much better for them. L. [5 years old] I

suppose will have to be carried over on a chair, which the natives

carry strapped onto their shoulders. These men with a light

load can keep it up with the mules. ... I have told Dr.

M. he must bring with him some teia and a spirit lamp, so that he

can make some tea on the river. You had better also, I think,

take a small package of tea, a nurse-lamp and a small bottle of

alcohol and pack them where you can get at them conveniemtly.
Dr. M— also said he should be provided with provisions for use

in going up Chagres river. In case he should fail in this, you
had better, before leaving the steamer, or before you leave New
York, provide yourself with crackers or something of the kind,

as it is difficult obtaining anything fit to eat on the river. Also

you and Totty will need to provide yourselves with silk um-
brellas—you will need them as protection from the sun if not

from the rain. A wide dress at the bottom, rather long like a rid-

ing habit, and drawers with a strap to go under the foot inside

the boot, which should be of leather as thick as ladies' boots are

ever made of, you will find the most comfortable for horseback

riding across the Isthmus. [Nothing came of these plans.]

. I have about concluded all arrangements with Mr.

Skinner by which I purchase all the interest of Willis & Co. here

. Mr. Skinner and Hamilton [Willis] retaining each one-

third of the Banking House building. [This arrangement was

consummated and Mr. Skinner returned to the East on May i,

1851.]

March 31, 1851. ... I have three rooms, a parlor and

two bedrooms, the fourth story of our Banking House, which are

very pleasant and comfortable, and I think for the present we
shall do very well there; there is also a small room which now
answers for a kitchen on the same floor—I think we can live here

until we get rich enough to go home. . . . Business better

than it has been for six months. It has nearly doubled since my
return. [Beach and Wells in Sacramento were, as appears from
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the same letter, then averaging in commissions on the purchase
of gold dust alone, $75 a day.]

April 14, 1851. As business is much depressed here just now
and are thinking of trying the mines, and I think that per-

haps is the best thing they can do, for the present, as they run no

risk now in doing so, there being comparative comfort and plenty

at the placers, compared to what was the case a year ago . . .

Mr. Faulkner ... is engaged in putting up some iron

warehouses until his material for his machine shop arrives. . . .

I have rather more on my hands of business than I like, but still

I am in excellent health and spirits.

April 29, 185 1. If you come round the Horn ... I would

not recommend you to bring much beside your wearing apparel
as we can get everything that is needed here now. [On May ist,

he adds :] All well at the last moment, business good and plenty
to do.

[These were the last words Mr. Wells was ever to write as a

well man. In the great fire of May 4 his Banking House was

burned, his books and papers destroyed and he himself injured

beyond recovery. Letters from his brother, who came from Sac-

ramento to tend him, tell of acute suffering and manly struggle
with destiny. Of the catastrophe itself, the only record by an

eye witness in these papers is a clipping of a letter by an un-

named correspondent of the Boston Courier (undated). He says
in part: "I came near losing my life in the fire and lost every-

thing else. The reason was our trusting implicitly in Wells'

fire-proof block, which no one doubted was fire-proof to all ex-

ternal fire, though finished inside with wood. The walls were

brick, two feet thick, the roof covered with cement a foot thick,

the window shutters of bolted iron and the wood frames at least

eighteen inches inside of the shutters. People even moved jew-

elry and valuable papers into it during the fire for security. Mr.

Wells, General James Wilson, the two Whitcombs, Messrs. Nor-

ton and Sattalee, Mr. E. G. Austin, the last five being lawyers
in the building, one or two clerks of Wells, Capt. William L.

Howard, Wheeler and myself shut ourselves up in the building

after the fire had reached its neighborhood with as much water

as could be got from the well in the yard outside in buckets, tubs,

etc., intending to stick it out. There were wooden buildings

nearly around the block—Dr. Rabe's, a large three-story frame

adjoining Wells' (within four feet) on the rear. When this last got
on fire the heat was tremendous and the flames roared around the

north end of the building down Clay street in one continuous

sheet in the direction of the gale enveloping the whole of that end

of Wells' building. . . . All the iron windows and door
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shutters on that side became heated, almost melted and warped
into semi-circles. . . . We were forced downstairs and into

the banking room in the basement. . . . The great wooden
block on Montgomery street opposite was in flames, the scuttle

on our roof took fire. We sought the only possible avenue of

escape (the staircase was all on fire), the bank doors on Mont-

gomery street, which were closed and bolted on the inside. Hor-

rible to relate the doors were so expanded with heat that the

bolts could not be started. For a moment our fate seemed in-

evitable—we must be roasted alive—when someone found an

iron bar. It was Norton. Sattalee had already burnt his hands

horribly on the iron door in his frantic eflforts to open it. With
the aid of the iron bar the door was forced and the appalling scene

outside presented itself. . . . Then commenced the race for

life. Through flames and smoke, blinding, suflFocating and

scorching we rushed. , . . Everyone except Wheeler was

worse burned than I. . . . Wells is frightfully burned, so

is General James Wilson. Whitcomb and Austin fell down in

the fire and are so horribly burned that neither is expected to

live. . . , This banking house was erected by Wells & Co.

under the superintendence of a Boston mechanic at a cost of

$116,000 including the land. ... It was the best building

in the city. . . . The books of Wells & Co. were burned,

the bookkeeper being engaged on them making up the bank book

of their depositors on the night of the fire. The gold dust and

treasure were in the vaults and were saved. The building will,

we learn, be immediately rebuilt." [The repairs were completed

late in June. Mr. Wells' brother, Edwin, who arrived from Sacra

mento on May 5th, wrote to his sister:]

May 13, 1851. Not a single person connected with the office

of Wells & Co. escaped, and only one is as yet able to be out, and

he can do but little. Everything in the vault was secure, but the

books and papers were all burned. The vault was generally

closed at dark and the bookkeeper, Mr. Strong, had usually to

write at his books till ten and sometimes one o'clock before he got

through. Mr. Skinner in reply to Mr. Strong's remark that the

books should be put away in the vault remarked that the building

was just as secure as the vault, and I have no doubt would have

been under ordinary circumstances, but, all having the same opin-

ion, those outside trying to save goods and stacked [them] up on

two sides of the building and they caught fire and burned about

the same time that a large wooden building burned at the south

end, which [i. e. the goods] added so much to the mass of heat

from the surrounding buildings that, with the means at hand,

[it] made their efforts to save the building of no avail and when
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they went out [they] had [to] go through livid flames of fire

without knowing which was the best way to go. The more for-

tunate came off slightly damaged, but others guessed wrong and

are suffering to a terrible degree. Thomas [Wells] and General

Wilson ran right into it and had to turn about, both completely

exhausted and had to be carried to some place of security. Mr.

Strong the bookkeeper was unfortunate, face very bady burned

indeed. . . . Thomas' business will suffer interruption till

he is able to attend to it himself with his bookkeeper.

He will be so liable to fraud from which he has nothing to protect

bimself but the good recollection of his bookkeeper. . . .

May 15. . . . There was quite a shock of earthquake

here this morning; no damage that I can learn.

[The bank re-opened for business on June 20th. His brother

Edwin writes:]

June 13, 1851. Public feeling here is all that we could wish.

Everyone has confidence in the soundness of the house.

We shall open the office very strong, with coin enough to pay all

and more too, and I am in hopes we shall come through all right.

[Again he writes, June 30, 1851 :]
You will have seen by the

papers that we have bad another terrible conflagration [June 2,

185 1 ] in this doomed city. We expected the house we are stop-

ping at would have been burned, but it escaped. We had all our

things removed and Thomas rode [was driven? He never re-

covered the use of his hands] out of town to Judge Bennett's

where he stayed until it was all over, and although we did not

get burned out again, we were considerably alarmed. By the

time tbe fire got down to the Banking Building we had it so

secure that I do not think it would have burned had the fire

swept all around us, which it did not, but was stopped on the

opposite side of the street. There is no such thing at present as

controlling a fire here in a windy day. No water to be had, and

houses built of such light inflammable materials that its progress

is very rapid. A whole square will burn down in about twenty
minutes or half an hour.

[On July 10, 1 85 1, the invalid moved back into his old rooms
in the upper story of the rebuilt bank. There exists a board-bill

of this date that contains some items of economic interest. It

is as follows :

"Thos. G. Wells, Esq., to Mrs. Denny, Dr.
To parlour and board from May 11 to July 10, 61 days at

$16 per day $ 976
To. cash paid Mrs. Stutts for washing y6
To cash for flannel, silk, etc 50

$1102."
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A marginal note states: "The last item was for furnishing the

materials and making of two undershirts."

July 14, 1851 (dictated). Business has been so dull and affairs

in general have assumed so gloomy an aspect that ... if

business prospects do not improve as the season advances I shall

probably close up my affairs here and return to you ... at

the worst, however, I hope and trust to be able to save enough
from the wreck to make us comparatively comfortable. [His
brother adds in a more encouraging strain :]

We shall not make anything for some two months and per-

haps more ; business, "however, is seen to revive and we shall get

our share of it I have not the least doubt, perhaps not as much

as formerly but still a very handsome one. We have much, very
much to be thankful for and indeed to be justly proud of. That

a business of such magnitude should be interrupted under such

circumstances for eight weeks and then resume with apparently
all the confidence it ever enjoyed is a triumph There

has been no excitement, no run for money, but they came and

got it just as they had a need for it. All the old friends of the

firm have continued their accounts just as before . . . but

the worst of it all is that Thomas does not recover.

July 31, 1851. [Edwin R. Wells writes:] We have got the

building all repaired up so that it looks better than it ever did,

and is now considered by good judges to be fireproof from the

outside. The improvements to render it fireproof have cost con-

siderable but they are all of a permanent character and could

not have been made for less than twelve thousand dollars had

they been made before the building burned. . . . We have

two of the finest stores in all the city, one a stationer's and book-

store, the other a jeweler's, and equal to the same in the Atlantic

cities and cost about five times as much to fit them up. We have

paid from $12 to $14 a day for mechanics in the building, and that

has been the general price.

[On August 14, 18.S1, Mr. Wells was again able to hold a pem,

but with pain and difficulty, yet he speaks of a plan to make a

visit in the East and return to continue the business. A fortnight

later, however, he begins pathetically to realize the fact that his

nervous system is permanently shattered.]

August 31, 1851. . . . The ambition of business has been

completely burnt out of me, I believe, I feel so differently from

what I did before my late misfortunes. I only now wish to get

the business here in such a train that Edwin can carry it on, and

to find a suitable person with some capital to be associated with

him, and this I have reason to believei I shall soon be able to

accomplish.
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Sept. 30, 185 1. ... I have at length concluded to close

up my business here entirely . . . for various reasons,

among which are that I find my long confinement has enervated

both body and mind to such an extent that were prospects of

business even better than they are, I should still hesitate to

undertake the task of creating and managing a large business.

I find I need and must have a period of mental repose.

All that I saved from the fire was one pair of drawers, one pair of

socks, my wallet and sleeve buttons; everything else was burnt

, together with about $75,000 worth of notes and papers
of my own and other people's property.

[He was not suffered to "close up his business." Fate had still

a last blow for him. The next is his last letter from California
:]

October 13, 1851. I expect to leave this place tomorrow for

home. . . . I go by the way of Nicaragua and as the mail,

which goes by Panama may arrive first, I send these few lines of

advice to you. The cause of my leaving thus suddenly is that on
the 2nd inst. I received notice that Willis & Co. had protested
some of our bills of exchange for non-acceptance; this at once

caused me to suspend payment here and put my affairs in the

hands of assignees. ... I think I can do more good at

home than here in settling up the business. [He reached New
York November 18, 185 1. He lived on for nearly twenty-two

years, suffering often acutely, and never recovering health either

of mind or body. No one in his home ever mentioned California.]

With these letters were found three newspaper cuttings, ex-

tracts from which may form their fitting epilogue.

The Alta Californian of October 4, 185 1, in announcing the

assignment, said :

"The misfortunes of Mr. Wells heretofore have been enough
to break down almost any man and this stroke must have added
the last drop to his cup. When in the full tide of success the

devastating fire of the 4th of May came down upon our city and

swept thousands from his hard-earned capital. Nor was it con-

tent with this
;
his office must not only be made a ruin, his capital

must not only be threatened, the books of his concern must not

only be totally destroyed—leaving his business in utter confus-

ion—but the dread element, not yet satisfied, must touch even

him with its withering blast. . . . Were it imprudence,
were it rash speculation which had brought this about, the case

would be different, but the fact that untoward fate has done it

all is what has excited the utmost sympathy of the whole com-

munity."

The San Francisco correspondent of the Journal of Commerce
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in a letter dated October 15, after rehearsing the circumstances,

said: "Mr. Wells carries with him the sympathy of this whole

community."
The San Francisco correspondent of the Atlas in a letter of

October 14th, after discussing the assignment, said : "What-
ever may be the final issue of his business, no complaints are

made against him by his creditors. He was the pioneer of bank-

ing in this city. His promptness, his scrupulous integrity, his

urbanity and public spirit have endeared him to the business

population of this place."

He had given the best of his mature manhood to San Francisco.

He passed out of the Golden Gate broken in health and little

richer in fortune than when he entered it, but he had played a

worthy part in laying the foundations of commercial California.

• New York.

A LOAFIN- ON THE SHORE.
By ETHEL GRIFFITH.

OVE to lay along the shore,
On an ole gray rock;
See the breakers rollin' in.

Feel the jar and shock.
Ocean hits the shore a biff,

Knocks hisself in spray.
Then goes slidin' back agin',
Meanin' jess hoss-play.
Love the salt smell in the air,

An' the gray gulls' call
;

Love the little homely crabs,
An' grass an' mud an' all.

Sun pours down so warm-like.
Soaks y'u through an' through.
Sky bends clost an' frien'ly,
Like it jes love you !

Waves come whisperin' up to me,
Layin' on the sand;
Leaves some sea moss, likely,
Er a wet kiss in my hand.

Breeze a-tricklin' through my hair

Tender an' caressin',

Makes a feller almost feel

It's his gal confessin'.

Close my eyes an' drift away
In memories vague an' sweet,
Hearin' still the little waves

Singin' at my feet.

Little fishes swimmin' by,
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All so gay and iree,

'F I keep still, they don't keer,

Jes wink back at me !

An' hear the loon a laughin',
Dismal-like an' wild,
Er cryin' in the salt marsh
Like a long-lost child.

Love ole Ocean smooth an' green,

Sleepin' neath the moon.
Purrs an' murmurs to hisself

Drowsy little tune.

Then the gray clouds gathers.
Wind comes mutterin' by,
Ocean whispers sunthin',
Wakens with a sigh.
Rolls an' tumbles round a bit,

Then flings his covers high!
All his waters darken
Neath the wild dark sky.
Feel the salt spray on my cheek,
Wind howls lonesome-like.
Makes a feller shiver

'Lone there—in the night!
Waves toss high an' higher
An' moan along the sand,
Mutterin' sunthin' landward,
I can't understand!
Hush my breath an' listen.

Almost catch the call;

Some old secret likely,
In the waves' sad fall.

Lonesomer an' sadder.
Never heard the beat!

Jes the waves a talkin'—
Breakin' at my feet.

Feel so dumb an' foolish,

Settin' there all still.

Can't make out the meanin'.
Listen as I will.

Seems like I'd remember it.

Song I'd heard before,

Long ago an' far away.
Heart mem'ries turnin' o'er.

Only know the feelin',

Half of hope, half fears,

On the wet sand kneelin'.

Eyes a rainin' tears.

Feel s' weak an' silly.

Feel s' mean an' small.
Can't make out the meanin'
In the waves' wild call !

National City, Cal.
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CSequoya League^"^ r*^ ^^-11 (incorporated )

TO
(incorporated )

MAKE BETTER^ INDIANA I

Se-quo-ya,
^'^

the American Cadmus" (born 1771,
died 1842), was the only Indian that ever invented

a written language. The League takes its title from
this great Cherokee, for whom., also, science has named
{"Sequoias") the hugest trees in the world, the giant
Redwoods of California.

NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
David Starr Jordan, President Stanford University
Geo Bird Grinnell, Ed. "Forest and Stream," N. Y.
Chas. Cassat Davis, Los Angeles
C Hart Merriam, Chief Biological Survey, Washington
D. M. Riordan, Los Angeles
Richard Egan, Caplstrano, Cal.
Chas. F. Lummis, Chairman

Advisory Board.

LOS ANGELES COUNCIL.
PREST., Rt. Rev. J. H. Johnson

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Wayland H bmith (Sec. of the Council)
Miss Cora Foy
Miss Mary B. Warren
Miss Katherine Kurtz, Secretary
Chas. F. LummU, Chairman

Mrs. Phebe A. Hearst, University of California.

Archbishop Ireland, St. Paul, Minn.
U. S. Senator Thos. R. Bard. California.
Edward E. Ayer, Newberry Library, Chicago.
Miss Estelle Reel. Supt. all Indian Schools, Washington.w • " - --

. J. McGee, Bureau of Ethnology.

Dr. T. Mitchell Prudden, Col. Phys. and Surg'ns, N Y
• Dr. Geo. J. Engelmann, Boston.
Miss Alice C. Fletcher, Washington.
F. W. Hodge, Smithsonian Institution, Washington.
Hamlin Garland, author, Chicago.
Mrs. F. N Doubleday. New York.
Dr. Washington Matthews, Washmgton.
Hon. A. K. Smiley, (Mohonk), Redlands, Cal.

George Kennan, Washington.

, Putnam, Peabody Museum, Harvard College.
Stewart Culin, Brooklyn Inst.

Geo. A. Dorsey, Fielcl Columbian Museum, Chicago.
Treasurer, W. C. Patterson, Pres. Los Angeles Nat'l Bk.

Life Members.
Amelia B. HoUenhack, Josephine W. Drexel, Thos. Scattergood, Miss Mira Hershey, Mrs. D. A. Senter, Herbert E,

Huntington, Miss Antoinette E. Gazzam, J. M. C. Marble, Joseph Fels, Mrs. Mary Fels.

BOUT ten months ago the Los Angeles Council of the Se-

quoya League came into being. This occurred at a meet-

ing held at Mr. Chas. F. Lummis's residence on the 28th

day of April, 1904. On May 27th a great Mass Meeting was held

by the League at the Simpson Auditorium, for the purpose of calling

public attention to the work it had undertaken. This meeting was

presided over by Rt. Rev. Joseph H. Johnson, the President of the

Council, It was addressed by Chas. Cassatt Davis, Mrs. Arturo

Bandini, Rev. C. J. K. Jones and Chas. F. Lummis, whose lecture

on Conditions among the Mission Indians was illustrated by lantern

pticures.

The first Bulletin, a statement of the situation and the plans of

the Council, was issued at this meeting. Much interest was aroused.

A congratulatory telegram from President Roosevelt, and letters

from President David Starr Jordan of Stanford University, General

Harrison Gray Otis and U. S. Senator Bard were read. Mrs. Jno.

S. Mitchell exhibited a well selected collection of baskets, blankets,

etc., illustrating the Indian arts and crafts.

On Nov. 7th Chas. F. Lummis and Wayland H. Smith, represent-

ing the Sequoya League, and Chas. E. Shell, representing the U. S.

Government, made a wagon trip to Campo and the four neighboring

Indian Reservations of La Posta, Manzanita, Laguna and Cuipaipa,

to investigate conditions there. They had been reported very bad.

They were found wretched in the extreme. All five reservations

in a starving conditions. The Indians had nothing but acorns to
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eat, and few of them; insufficient clothing and blankets, and many
of the brush huts afforded no protection against the long cold win-

ter rains and the snow that sometimes falls two feet deep in the

mountains.

A Relief Committee composed of Geo. W. Marston, Mrs. C. B.

Daggett, H. C. Gordon and Mrs. Frank Salmons was organized

in San Diego. They did excellent relief work. Seed grain for the

next season's crop was furnished by them at once, together with

abundance of warm clothing and bedding.

On Nov. 25 a large public meeting was held in Simpson Audito-

rium, to arouse sympathy for the condition of the Campo Indians.

Bishop Johnson presided and Chas. F. Lummis described the state

of things at Campo in an address with lantern pictures from photo-

graphs taken by him on the trip. The audience was large and in-

tensely interested. Nearly $900 were subscribed for the relief of the

Campo Indians.

Wayland H. Smith then returned to Campo and organized a

scheme for systematic relief through E. H. Weegar, representative

of the Council at Campo. Regular rations are distributed every two

weeks to the old and sick. Medicines, soup, etc., are also furnished

when required.

Two Field Matrons have been appointed to Campo by the Gov-

ernment, paid by government funds. In addition, a third matron

is paid by private subscription. To this amount the Council con-

tributes $5.00 a month. The duties of these matrons are to work

among the Indian women, teaching them the domestic arts of civ-

ilization, caring for the sick and encouraging as much as possible

high standards of life. They have been given a horse and wagon
and keep in touch with five reservations.

They have also established a little school at Campo, where the

children and some of the older people are taught.

Wayland H. Smith made during December a trip of several hun-

dred miles, mostly by wagon and stage, to the reservations of Capitan

Grande, Los Canejos, Santa Ysabel, Mesa Grande, and the pictur-

esque and remote reservation of Inyaja, all in San Diego County.

The Indians of Los Canejos and Capitan Grande were found en-

tirely without seed grain for planting, and with no means of gettmg

any. They were otherwise quite destitute. The water supply of

Capitan Grande was also found entirely inadequate. Through the

Relief Committee of San Diego, seed grain was supplied these two

reservations, together with warm clothing and bedding. Mrs. Dag-

gett went personally to the reservations with the suppHes, and su-

perintended their distribution.

Steps are now being taken by the government to improve the Capi-
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tan Grande water supply, and water has already been developed in

good quantity near the school-house.

The Council is endeavoring to have all the Southern California

reservations fenced with barbed wire, for the double purpose of de-

fining the limits of the reservations against the aggression of set-

tlers, and also keeping their stock out of the Indian's crops.

During a visit made by Chas. F. Lummis to Washington during
September, he had interviews with President Roosevelt, Indian Com-
missioner Leupp and the chairmen of the Indian Committees of both

Houses, looking to the purchase of a new and adequate reservation,
near their old ones, for the Indians of the five reservations of Campo.

February 9, 1905, a mass meeting was held in Blanchard Hall,

Los Angeles, to urge the action of Congress in this direction. The
meeting was presided over by Bishop Johnson and addressed by Os-
car Lawler, Bishop Conaty and Charles F. Lummis. Resolutions

were passed calling upon Congress to secure such reservation and

recommending the services of a reservation farmer.

The Federation of Women's Clubs, representing over 200 clubs

and 10,000 members, passed similar resolutions.

A second Bulletin, profusely illustrated, descriptive of the Relief

of Campo and other matters was issued by the Los Angeles Council.

It will be mailed free to any one addressing the secretarv, Wavland
H. Smith, 828 S. Figueroa St., Los Angeles, Cal. W. H. S.

* * *

At this writing, the status of the case is not definitely known,
but apparently there is no appropriation this year to purchase
decent lands for the Campo Indians.

There is hope, however, of a commission to investigate the mat-
ter—and if anyone ever doubted that this is the only way to do
such business properly, the Warner's Ranch case settled the doubt
forever. A proper commission can, as it did in the Warner's
Ranch case, save the government not only from blunders, but
about 40 per cent, in money over the ordinary Red Tape way of

doinsr these things.
Without knowledge and authority, it is reasonably safe to say

(because there are people in California who will try to see that this

comes true) that such a commission will work very much as the

Warner's Ranch Commission did ;
that it will be of people who "know

their job;" that it will investigate the case thoroughly in the field,

and not in hotel lobbies; that it will find adequate lands on which
these Indians could live, and secure the proffer of them at a reason

able price. The Warner's Ranch Commission started out by giving

warning that any attempt on the part of the property-owners to "hold

up" the government would cut that property out of consideration.

Most people who received this notice wisely took it at its face value ;

two people who did not, found their mistake. It is safe to prophesy
that the sam.e thing will be true with the Campo Commission.

Any person in the mountainous part of San Diego county who
has good lands, with water, for sale at a reasonable price

—and a rea-

sonable price means the price that a commission of veteran Califor-

nians would be willing to pay if the property was for themselves as
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an investment—should send in statements of acreage, water, price,

and other particulars of Chas. F. Lummis, Los Angeles; who will

see that such proffers reach the proper official hands at the earliest

moment.
5t! * *

Those who have contributed so generously to the relief of Campo
will be glad to know that their sympathy was not wasted. The seed

was all put in the ground, and is all up. This excellent winter

promises as good a harvest as can possibly be raised on the wretched
lands a rich government now allows its wards. The Indians are

warmly clothed and well fed, thanks to Southern California, A little

noon-day lunch is provided (by the League) for the schools taught

by the American matron and her two Indian assistants. A family
has come clear from Cuiapaipa to Campo, that its children may at-

tend this school.

The poor old woman, so starved and emaciated that her picture*
aroused wide public indignation, died in the middle of February. It

is good to remember that for two months before her death—and for

the first time in half a century
—she had plenty to eat, to wear, and

to cover her sleep. To those who saw this poor old creature, this in

itself would repay all the effort and all the money that have been
contributed to the bettering of the condition of these five reserva-

tions. But it is also good to remember that the spontaneous gener-

osity of Southern California has also fed a great many others who
have a fair chance to live.

* * *

An official in the Office of Indian Affairs, at Washington, writes

to one of the workers in the Southern California field, in response
to a request forwarded by the Campo Indians for permanent relief.

The Indians said "we do not ask for rations; we can work for our

families, we only want a chance to work." The official, having
sent the Indian letter the rounds of Red Tape, writes that "the office

has supplied $700 for these Indians; that 'the public has responded
to the needs of the Indians and have (sic) assisted in the matter of

seed grain, clothing, etc'
;
that 'the government has placed two field

matrons at Campo' and that 'they are obtaining great results;' that

'the Indians are grateful for what has already been done.' In view
of this the office can do nothing further, as the Indians have been

amply provided for."
With all due respect to those who live where Red Tape moveth

itself a-wrong, it may be predicted that the Office not only can, but

will, do a great deal more for these Indians, "Amply provided for"

eh? $12 apiece for the year may be deemed ample provision in

Washington, but there are pessimists who would think it rather

short measure. But $12 apiece for all time is a little worse yet
—

and that is the logic of it. These Indians have gone hungry and
destitute for forty years or more—ever since the government at

Washington pretended to give them lands on which to make a living,
and ordered them to stay on these lands and live. The Department
has known for forty years of this wicked blunder. Not a year has
ever gone by that the attention of the Indian Office has not been

*See frontispiece of this maaraziae for Junuary.
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called to the destitution and suffering of these its wards. For years

past, kind-hearted people in Southern California have been con-

tributing more or less to keep these Indians from actual starvation ;

and within six months there has been a great uprising of popular

feeling upon the discovery that conditions were far worse than ever

before, and that 150 people were literally dying of hunger. For the

time being, this public has very gladly relieved the necessities of these

neglected wards of government. It has fed them, clothed them, and

given them their seed. It comes, then, with clean hands in asking
that Department of the government which is put and paid to take care

of the Indians that these Indians be permanently taken care of.

There is only one permanent remedy, and that is to give them lands

upon which, by hard work and sharp economy, they can make a poor

living. Nobody could make a living on the lands they now have.

Half as many New England farmers would starve there. And pre-

cisely as public sentiment in California forced a proper solution of

the Warner's Ranch case, it is perhaps not too much to say that it

will insist upon a proper solution of the Campo case. The thing as

it stands today is a disgrace to the government, and the Indian Office

The only parties respondent who needn't feel ashamed are the In-

dians, who have worked, with pathetic patience and industry,
their worthless lands

;
and the public of Southern California, who

have risen up with their good money to relieve present conditions

and to demand the permanent remedy.
Chas. F. Lummis.
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Clara L. Dows, Mrs. Fred E. Wilcox, Mrs. Grace Simons, Mrs. C. P.

Williams, Mrs. Wm. C. Baker, Miss Jenny E. Williams, Miss Antoinette A.

Williams, Mrs. J. W. Allerton, Mrs. Elizabeth Grinnell Pasadena; Mrs. G.

G. Guyer, Mrs. Harriet W. Chambliss, Altadena; Wm. L. Foster, Roxbury,
Mass.; Miss Martha H. Mathews, St. Louis; Mrs. M. P. Gardiner, Buffalo,
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W. Chambliss, Altadena, $3.00; Mrs. Wm. C. Baker, Pasadena, $3.00.
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' AN OLD GOLD MINE, OF DARIEN.
By G. BRITTAIN LYTTLE.

Despues del descuhrimento del PaciUco por Balboa, se supo que en
sus castas habia territorios donde se encontraiba mas oro y plcta que hierro
en biscaya.

—Historia Universal.

MONG the adventurous colonists w"ho had ac-

companied Encisco to San Sebastian, situated

on the eastern shore of the Gulf of Cartagena,
in the Province of Darien, was one Vasco

Nufiez, commonly called Balboa. Nine years

before, he had accompanied Bastidas and La

Cosa in their expedition to the Isthmus. That

enterprise had been profitable, and Balboa had made money.

Subsequently, however, he had lost all his money and had ob-

tained a livelihood at husbandry on a little rancho near Hispan-

iola, on the island of Santo Domingo—which he could not leave

on account of his indebtedness. The authorities on the island

practiced the closest scrutiny of outgoing embarcations to pre-

vent the desertion of colonists, and the inspection of vessels was

made after they had weighed anchor.

Balboa had managed to get himself shipped on one of Encisco's

expeditionary brigantines as freight in a cask such as were ord-

inarily used for shipping provisions. He remained stowed away
until inspection was concluded and the port officials had gone
back in their boats to Hispaniola, which began to lay well astern

when he appeared aboard the departing vessel. Encisco, who

was "de por si," or by nature a pettifogger, would have been in-

clined to proceed harshly with Balboa, but what could he do?

It was impracticable now to send him back, and after all he was

regarded as a desirable recruit on account of his well-known

valor and experience.

Was it not he who in 1513 had been the first European to be-

hold the Pacific? Had he not then taken his ships to pieces;

transported them across the isthmus in sections, and set them up

again and launched them on the great ocean of his discovery?

Was it not he who had published abroad that thirty streams

prospected by him in that region carried gold?
Arrived at San Sebastian, before they had begun to unload the

ships, the largest struck a rock in the offing and foundered, with

the greater portion of their supplies, which were entirely lost.

The colonists were now in a predicament, their best ship and

nearly all their stores destroyed, and themselves, to the number

of one hundred and fifty men, including thirty of the survivors of

Ojeda's former disastrous expedition to the same place, practi-
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cally "acimarronados" on an inhospitable shore. Not only had

all their provisions been lost, but also their supply of medicine,

and all their maps and charts. And Balboa was now the one man
of the expedition who held a definite idea of means of escape

from almost certain death from starvation, slaughter by the

aborigines, or the inclemencies of the approaching malarious

season.

On the opposite side of the gulf, he informed his almost des-

pairing comrades, was a powerful tribe of Indians, occupying an

extensive region interspersed with numerous villages and rich

in gold. He proposed that they should endeavor at once to

cross the gulf and possess themselves of the territory on that

side where they might at least find means of subsistence and em-

ploy their time in collecting gold, if successful in subduing in

detail the native inhabitants of whom there were several less

powerful tribes than the one they should first encounter.

Balboa's proposal was accepted by all with enthusiasm, and

with their brigantines and such other small craft as they could

get ready without delay, they set sail. Taking advantage of the

prevailing season of favorable weather, they eflFected a landing
without mishap at the point indicated on the crude chart im-

provised by Balboa. They found the tribe of Indians which he

had described, and after a bloody battle with its warriors, com-

manded by its chieftain, Cacique Cernaco, whom they defeated

completely, possessed themselves of the principal village and

laid the rest for leagues around under tribute. One result of

their first battle was the discovery in the conquered village of

gold to the amount of "diez mil castellanos," or about 1,500

ounces. They then built a fort and proceeded to prospect the

adjacent streams and alluvial deposits, which they continued to

do profitably for several years.

The quick returns, and the abundance with which gold was

found as soon as mining was started, encouraged the Spaniards

to brave the unknown perils of the virgin forest, inhabited by
warlike Indians, some of whom have, to this day, remained un-

conquered and still occupy and hold sway over a small portion

of the territory now comprised in the Republic of Panama. The

pioneers were repaid for the untold hardships of travel and cli-

mate they had undergone by the discovery of the Espiritu Santo

gold mine, in Cana, about one hundred and fifty miles southeast

from the capital of Panama, which alone, according to Restrepo,

the historian, produced above thirty millions in gold from 1680

to 1727, when a general revolt of the Indians obliged the Span-

iards to be constantly on the defensive, and made it very diffi-

cult for them to continue operations. Matters were aggravated,
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presently afterward, by the falling in of one of the main galleries,

causing the loss of several lives and hastening the complete with-

drawal of the Spaniards from the gold region.

During the last quarter of the nineteenth century, the Darien

Gold Mining Company was organized in Manchester, England,
with a capital of $1,000,000, for the purpose of re-locating the

Espintu Santo mine and taking up the work where the Spaniards
had left off. Innumerable obstacles encompassed the enterprise

at its inception. The mines of this region had remained un-

touched for a century and a half. A new and dense forest had

grown on the site of the old mining town near Cana, which at

one time must have been well defended, as, in the ruins of one

of its forts, three brass cannon were found. Old workings could

be seen in the beds of many streams, or near them, where the

alluvial deposits had been worked. Remnants of old stone stamp-
heads and long and deep water-ditches added to the evidence of

the industry and activity displayed by the early settlers in that

region.

The ancient records had been somewhat confusing in relation

to the precise location of the richest mine, and, in consequence,
not a few of the old workings had to be prospected to locate the

one most desired. The difficulties of transporting provisions
and machinery were of the first magnitude, as Cana is situated

on one of the spurs of the Andes, at more than 2,000 feet above

sea-level, with higher mountains and a very broken country inter-

cepting the way to the navigable portion of the Tuira river, which
forms the natural outlet to the Pacific. The working capital was

being rapidly exhausted, and doubts had begun to enter the

minds of the organizers of the company, when a happy incident

caused a favorable turn in affairs. In January, 1893, the pros-

pecting shaft at what was designated the South mine struck old

workings at ninety feet below the surface, and the water that

had accumulated in them rushed in and flooded the mine.

But were these the old workings of the Espiritu Santo mine?
To answer the question new capital was subscribed, and the

mine was drained by the construction of a drainage adit, con-

sisting of a tunnel 1,100 feet long, opening on the hillside. This

tunnel was finished in August, 1894. After the water was
drained out, extensive old workings were revealed. vSome of the

galleries had fallen in, and the extraction of any kind of rock

was "peligrosisimo," as the native workmen expressed it, in a

word; so they had to proceed "poco a poco" and with tedious

precaution. To expedite the work it was necessary to sink the

Heenan engine shaft a short distance from the lode. At one

hundred feet below the adit a cross-cut was commenced toward
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the ore body, which wa<« struck in December, 1895. A few days
afterward the workmen again found empty cavities. The Span-
iards had obviously been further down than had been supposed.
Old implements and tools slowly came to light

—iron bars with

steel points, hammers, remains of leather buckets, pieces of

manila rope, wooden "bateas" about eighteen inches in diameter

(probably used to carry the ore out of the mine), and six tread-

wheels (evidently worked by slaves for raising the water). A
remarkable thing, was that some of the wheels and many tiers

of timbers were found in place and in good condition, after more
than 150 years.

All the above findings agreed so perfectly with the description
of the workings of the Espiritu Santo mine, given in the Spanish

records, that no doubt was now left as to its identity, and the

efforts were directed to get below the Spanish workings, which

now appears to have been accomplished, the results so far

achieved pointing to the full realization of the anticipated profit-

able exploitation of this famous abandoned Spanish mine.

The lode formation of the Cana mines diflFers considerably
from the ordinary ore deposit, and for that reason it is interest-

ing from a geological point of view. The gold is associated with

fragments, mostly of calcite, that fill the cavities in a volcanic

rock—andesite. These cavities do not seem to have measured

more than a few inches in any dimension. The gold is mostly
found around the material filling the cavity, and in contact with

the enclosing andesite. The ore is chiefly free milling, about

seventy per cent, being extracted by amalgamation. The aver-

age value of the rock treated has varied from one to two ounces

of gold per ton.

The trip from Panama to that region of the new republic is

one of unusual interest. A little steamer called the Darien, with

an elegantly fitted cabin and capacity for twenty tons of freight,

make the voyage from Panama to Real de Santa Maria, at the

head of navigation on the Tuira river, in twenty hours.

Leaving Panama at daylight, the little craft steams along on
the calm waters of the Pacific, passing close to the Pearl Islands,

so called on account of the large number of pearls covering the

surrounding sea-bottom. The shells are secured by divers who
make a specialty of the work. Although the majority do not

contain pearls, they are all valuable as mother-of-pearl.

Next we enter the extensive gulf of San Miguel, where the

Tuira river empties into the Pacific, about one hundred miles

southeast of Panama. While sailing on the majestic Tuira, at

the mouth of which there are no bars to obstruct navigation, we
were able to make extraordinary headway aided by the rapidity
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of the in-going tide. The swiftness of the current in either di-

rection—due to the tide, whose effects are felt in a diminished

ratio for sixty miles up the river—will be easily understood when

it is known that the difference between high and low tide in the

Gulf of San Miguel is twenty-four feet.

Along the shore are several native villages, at little intervals

on either bank of the stream, and strewn between these, colonies

of alligators, individual specimens of which were from fifteen

to twenty feet long.

We reached Real de Santa Maria at the head of navigation,

fifty miles up the river, on schedule time and laid over there

a day or two to visit the ruins of the old town in the vicinity,

built by the Spaniards in the sixteenth century, with the forts

they constructed to defend it from the repeated attacks of In-

dians and pirates.

Leaving Real de Santa Maria in the early morning a few days
after our arrival, we started on the inland journey, and after

nearly nine hours of hard "jineteando," or as Cervantes has it

in Don Quijote, "riding horse-back on a burro," over marshes
and rugged hills and among colossal trees reminding one of our
forests of sequoia, we reached Cituro, the half-way station, where
the night was spent. To this point the Cupe river, one of the

affluents of the Tuira, is navigable by canoes during the rainy sea-

son, when most of the cargo is floated up. The loaded canoes
«;ometimes make the trip in four days, but often require more
than double that time. In the dry season, scarcity of water in

the Cupe river, makes navigation more difficult and the canoes
have to stop three miles below Cituro. In the rainy season,
the return trip from Cituro to Real is oftener made by canoe than

overland. The thrilling experience of shooting down a few-

rapids below Cituro, and the changing tropical scene at every
turn of the winding river, add novelty to this manner of making
the return journey, which takes from twelve to fifteen hours. But

one does not grudge the time so spent.
The road from Cituro towards Cana crosses the Cupe river

nine times, and runs up the Cupe hill, which rises abruptly
about five hundred feet above its foot. Thence up and down a

series of smaller hills to the crossings of Paca river; thence up
the steep Paca hill, towering nearly a thousand feet above its

base. A ride through the Cana plateau, a picturesque and fer-

tile valley a few miles in extent, and a further rise of two hun
dred and fifty feet along the Espiritu Santo range, brought us to

the end of the road at the Cana mines. While camping on the

mountains, notwithstanding the fact that we were only eight de-

grees north of the equator, one found it necessary to use very

heavy blankets at night, during the dry season from January to

April. The only disagreeable features of the region in that other-

wise pleasant portion of the year are the unbearable "garapatas"

(racimus hexapoda), and the no less detestable "coleradillas."

Black ants, growing to about an inch in length, are also com-

mon, and sting like a scorpion.
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The Darien Gold Mining Company has more recently caused

to be constructed a macadamized road from the head of naviga-
tion to the Espiritu Santo mine, in the operation of which the
most approved modern machinery and methods are used. The
wealth of Darien is not limited to gold. It is very rich in val-
uable timber, and quite a considerable amount of mahogany
has been exported. The palm producing vegetable ivory is very
abundant. The rubber industry has also been very profitable,
but the natives' inexcusable practice of cutting down the trees,
instead of simply tapping them to take the rubber out, has greatly
diminished the output. The trees thrive so well in that locality
that their planting and cultivation ought to prove a remunerative
investment. Now that Colombia has philosophically resumed
friendly relations with the United States and Panama, unprece-
dented development in all lines of industry is anticipated as one
of the results of constructing the inter-oceanic canal, in all that

region bordering on its route.

DEATHS HOUR.
By H. DUMONT.

\ ^%HEN Morning lifts her lovely head

A>^ up from her star-watched, sun-kissed bed,* • And glides away
To greet the day—

Young Day she longeth so to wed;
Who, then, would lay him down to rest

Within the sleep Death deems the best,
When tables bend
With fruit gods send,

And he might be a guest?

When Day, his first kiss scarcely cold,
Must leave the bride he may not hold.

And forth to aid

The reaper's blade.
And touch the mountains with his gold;
Who, then, would willingly consent
To hide away in Death's dark tent.

When full his hand
With golden sand

So eager to be spent?

But when dear Nature nods her head,
And, drowsy, seeks her twilight bed.

When through her dreams
Run golden seams.

Entwined and linked with silver thread,

Who, then, would crave a boon more sweet.
Than close to lie at Nature's feet,

And die like a flow'r

At evening's hour.
When Death and Beauty meet?

San Francisco.
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Cal.; James Slauson, Bradbury Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.; O. S. A. Sprague, Pasadena,

Cal.; J. Downey Harvey, San Francisco, Cal.; John A. McCall, Prest. N. Y. Life Ins. Co.

<^fft
HE Second Bulletin of the Southwest Society is now out—a

J^ handsomely illustrated pamphletof thirty-two pagesof this

size—and will be sent free to anyone on request. It tells

of the Society's splendid achievement in its first year ;
the recording

of over 500 of the beautiful old Spanish and Indian folk-songs of

the Southwest, and the purchase of the superb Palmer-Campbell
collection of Southern California archaeology. The first Bulletin of

the Society, showing by numerous striking illustrations the best of

the Caballeria collection of ancient paintings which hung in the Old
Missions till 1834—a collection which the Society has purchased for

its museum—is out of print ;
but a second and even larger edition is

being issued, and copies will be sent free on request. These paint-

ings are now on exhibition at the Los Angeles Chamber of Com-
merce on Saturday afternoons from 2 to 4.

These three actual achievements for Science everywhere, and for

the public benefit of this community in particular, have never been
rivalled as to importance in any one year's work by any other society,
of the fifteen which compose the Archaeological Institute of America,
Nor has any other member grown so fast. The first Bul-

letin, printed last September, when the Society was nine months old.

showed a list of twelve life and 100 annual members—making this

the sixth society numerically among the fifteen of the Institute. That
in itself was a pretty tall monument to Western intelligence and pub-
lic spirit. But the new roster contained in the Second Bulletin,
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shows twelve life and 149 annual members. This puts the Society
in third place—passing the Washington (D. C), the Pennsylvania
and the Detroit Societies, in the last few months. Now only the

Boston and the New York Societies are bigger than the "Baby of
the Family"—and it means to outgrow them both before it is two
years old. It has two great advantages—a community of a much
higher average in both intelligence and public spirit ; and, above all,

a wonderfully rich field of its own. It has the unique opportunity to

harness science and material advantage together; to advance the

higher scholarship of the world (as we all Hke to do, if it doesn't

cost us too much) and at the same time to have the visible, tangible,

money's-worth results as an education for ourselves, a heritage to our
children and an attraction to our visitors. In other words, the

Southwest Society can make—and is seriously making—not onlv

an intellectual but a business asset of its work for Science—the world
over. And its community is both intellectual and "business." Un-
less all signs fail, before the 30th of November, 1905 (its second

birthday), the Southwest Society will be the Ranking Member of

the severest, the most exclusive and the most respected scientific

body in America. That will be worth while.

The plans forthe Southwest Museum—the great free public mu-
seum which this Society will build and control—are progressing

logically, steadily, and as rapidly as is safe in a work whose integrity
involves the reputation of such a community. The museum is going
to be built and built right, and begun soon. It is going to be out-

wardly the noblest piece of architecture in California. It is going
to be the first public building in Los Angeles on a broad enough plan
to be adequate fifty years from now—today every public utility of

schools, library, transit, and all, is already outgrown by the un-

paralleled growth of the Soonest City in America. The Museum
will begin small, but on a large plan

—and up to the highest scientific

standards at every step. And a thousand years from now, it will

still be a monument,
Since the Second Bulletin was printed, the Society has gained

three new life-members—Mr, O. S. A. Sprague, of Pasadena, J,

Downey Harvey, of San Francisco, and John A. McCall, of New
York—and annual members. Since the first Bulletin and the sup-
plementary list of new members printed in the December num-
ber of this magazine, the following have taken annual membership :

R. B. Burns. Chf. Eng., A. T. & Prof. J. T. Millspaugh, Prest. State
S. F. Coast Lines. Normal School.

Francis S. Borton, Puebla, Mex. H. Newmark. Los Angeles.
Mrs. A. F. Coronel, Oaxaca, Mex. Hon. J. D. Phelan, San Francisco.

W. D. Campbell, Los Angeles. Mrs. Alice Scott Smith, San Fran-
Isidore B. Dockweiler, Los Angeles. cisco.

Chas. F. Gilmore, Los Angeles. F. T. Sutherland, Georgetown, Brit-

F. W. Dodge, Smithsonian Institu- ish Guiana.

tion, Washington, D. C. Hon. A. K. Smiley, Redlands, Cal.

Godfrey Holterhoff, Jr., Asst. Treas. U. S. Grant Jr., San Diego, Cal.

A. T. & S. F. J. E. Fishburn, Cashier Nat'l Bank
Thos. E. Gibbon, Los Angeles. of Cal., Los Angeles.
Los Angeles High School. James Montgomery, Los Angeles.
T. P. Lukens, Pasadena, Cal. L. A. Council 621, Knights of

Most Rev. Geo. Montgomery, Arch- Columbus.

bishop, San Francisco.
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LANDMARK!

TO CONSERVE THE MISSIONS
AND OTHER HISTORIC
UNDMARKS OF SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

OFFICERS.
President, Chas. F. Lummls.
Vice-President, Margaret Collier Graham.
Secretary, Arthur B. Benton, 114 N. Spring St.
Treasurer, J. G. Mossln, American National Bank,
Corresponding Secretary, Mrs. M. E. Stllson.

812 Kensington Road.
Chairman Membership Committee, Mrs. J. G.

"r3 DIRECTORS.
J. G. Mossln.
Henry W. O'Melveny.
Rev. M'. S. Llebana.
Summer P. Hunt.
Arthur B. Benton.
Margaret Collier Graham.
Chas. F. Lummls.

Mossin, 1033 Sante« St.

Honorary Life Members: R. Egan, Tessa L. Kelso.
Life Members: Jas. B. Lankershim, J. Downey Harvey, Edward E.

Ayer,*John F. Francis, Mrs. John F. Francis, Mrs. Alfred Solano, Margaret
Collier Graham, Miss Collier, *Andrew McNally, Rt. Rev. Geo. Montgomery,
Miss M. F. Wills, B. F. Porter, Prof. Chas. C. Bragdon, Mrs. Jas. W. Scott,
Mrs. Phebe A. Hearst, Miss Annie D. Apperson, Miss Agnes Lane, Mrs. M.
W. Kincaid, Col. H. G. Otis, H. Jevne, J. R. Newberry, Dr. W. Jarvls Bar-
low, Marion Brooks Barlow, Geo. W. Marston, Chas. L. Hutchinson, U. S.

Grant, Jr., Isabel M. R. Severance, Mrs. Louisa C. Bacon, Miss Susan Bacon,
Miss Mira Hershey, Jeremiah Ahem, William Marshall Garland, Geo. L.

Fleltz, Miss Josephine W. Drexel, Mrs. Sarah M. Utt, Miss Anita Utt, Emily
Runyon Earl, D. M. Riordan, Frank J. Sullivan, Alice Phelan Sullivan, John
Jewett Garland, Alfred Solano, P. Campbell Hoyle, Amelia P. Hollenback,
D. Freeman, H. T. Lee, Samuel Klrkland Lothrop, Miss Elizabeth W. John-
son, Miss Mary Louise Phelan, Mrs. Eleanor T. Martin.

S THE summer comes on, the time approaches when further pro-
tective repairs should be made to the Missions of Southern Cali-

fornia. The Landmarks Club has already saved the principal build-

ings at four of these missions
; but this is only beginning the necessary work.

To make these repairs requires money. If it were not for the natural human
tendency to forget things, there would be plenty of money on hand now to

undertake a large work; for enough good Americans have already enlisted

in this cause to ensure its permanent success, if they would remember !to

pay their annual dues. Unfortunately, a large proportion of them do not

remember; and the Landmarks Club is handicapped by lack of funds.

Membership is only $i a year, and is open to all.

Thet Landmarks Club cook-book is published for the benefit of this work,
and its sales contribute directly to the fund. Besides this, it is the best
cook-book ever printed anywhere of California and Spanish-American recipes,
besides a great number of the best cosmopolitan dishes. Sent by mail for

$i.6o.
Receipts for the Work.

Previously acknowledged, $7,390.63.
New contributions—Mrs. Louisa C. Bacon, Mattapoisett, Mass., $10.00 (her

fifth such contribution).
F. S. Borton, Puebla, Mex., $5.00.

$2.00 each—C. B. Boothe, Mrs. C. B. Boothe, Los Angeles; S. S. Mc-
Clure, New York.

$1.00 each—Miss Helen de F. Boothe, Mrs. P. W. Hoyle, Eva F, Lummis,
Los Angeles ; Mrs. Frederic C. Williams, Forestville, Conn.; Lilian Ferguson,
San Francisco ; W. P. Nelson, Pasadena ; Mr. Rider, Bloomington, 111. ; Mrs.
H. H. Rose, Los Angeles.

Smaller contributions received through Mrs. S. A. P. Wheeler, Chamber
of Commerce, $1.50.
Rent Monastery at San Fernando to Feb. i, 1905, $114.00.
Landmarks Club cook-book, $4.80.
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THE LION S—
AND THE

ass's skin

It puzzles some people all the time, and all people some of

the time, to guess why the "New York Evening Post" per-

sists, deject, upon an unworthy planet. Perhaps the utter

reason is as that of the Boston lady who knocked for admission Up
Yonder. "Really," said St. Peter, "you had better not come in—
you Never would be Satisfied Here."

When the paper was founded (in 1801), it knew the mind it then

had:

"The design of this paper is to diffuse among the people correct informa-

tion on all interesting subjects, to inculcate just principles in religion, morals

and politics; and to cultivate a taste for sound literature."

The Evening Post today carries this motto at its head. Maybe it

also still says: "Now I lay me." But nowadays, while it doth

indeed echo what it remembers of the conscientious scruples that its

fathers had; mostly its voice serves for ease of the dyspepsia con-

genital "in the midst" of the sons. Its main mission is a somewhat

sour worship of the God of Things as they Aren't—in the Evening
Post's parish.

So it is with some relief that they who remember its earlier useful-

ness discover now and again a valid reason for its continuance to

cumber the earth. If slower than the Century Plant, it is as sure.

After 104 years of growing up to It, it at last is flowering at the top

of its branches.

Though somewhat tardily, the Lion has just discovered this hope-
ful symptom, and trusts he is not too late for congratulations. He
begs to tender these heartily to the Evening Post

;
and not only there.,

but to such wider circle as he can of those who may not have known
of the renaissance of brains in tbatvenerable journal. We are fallen

upon good times indeed when the Evening Post awakens sufficiently

to its responsibilities and opportunities to give a third of a column of

its editorial space (headed by the italics given above) to—God bless

us—to the Lion's outer and visible adornment !

"No trained Western eye," says the Post, "is required to recognize the af-

fectation of a California editor and author who arrived in Cleveland recently,

garbed like the 'Arizona Bill' of melodrama. As described by an admiring
observer 'he seemed a typical Western man both at heart and in dress. He
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tempted the breezes of Lake Erie with a broad-brimmed sombrero, and wore

a rough suit of corduroy, blue woolen shirt, and Indian belt and moccasins.

He ... lit his cigarette with flint and tinder.' . . . The Cleveland

apparition was simply seeking publicity, and trading upon an outworn tradi-

tion."

Now the Lion has worn the same kind of clothes for twenty years—without variableness or shadow of turning. His dress has not

bothered him. He never guessed that it needed international arbi-

tration, or the mental perspiration of metropolitan journals. He
hadn't even taken thought that it was anyone's particular business.

He does not Uke to be conspicuous; but neither does he like to be

uncomfortable. He never knows where he will be tomorrow; and

he really has so many things to Do that he can't lie in hospital while

the surgeon makes his nose retrousse in honor of St. Patrick's Day,

or restores its aquilinity for some other function. Nor does he care to

go to bed while the tailor clawhammers his short coat. Whether he

is at home, or in the desert, or in any company, he is the same dis-

agreeable and unbeautiful Beast. You know where to find him—you
know him when found. If he could put on an Evening Face, that

might be worth all the trouble it would cost, and he would take pains

to buy a better one. But since it is the same countenance, the same

heart, the same head, the Lion can't really see any use in trying to

disguise them—not even in an Evening Post's skin ! On the con-

trary, he has a certain frank affection for the National Costume

which has been good enough for him, for his wife and children and

friends through the serious part of his life. His garb is clean. It

"cost as much" as that of the Evening Post. It is paid for. And
it covers so much of the Lion's cuticle as is required of law ; leaving

his face exposed to all men, his hands open to his friends and doubled

to—those who are not.

The Lion has infested every sizable city in the three Americas in

these same Rags which are Glad enough for him. Only in the East-

ern States of the American Union has he ever found any single

snipe
—of gutters or of journals

—so unbred as to trouble aloud

about it—and very few of the gutters. Street arabs are observant;

but they have also many of the instincts of Manhood—the first of

which is to See to Yourself. In all America south of us, of course

there is not a New York Evening Post. Down there bad manners are

monopolized by the dogs—and no one minds the one utility God has

given their throats. It was only when barking did not suffice, and

certain Mexican mongrels took the habit of biting his horse's heels

that the Lion bothered to uncoil his reata, "rope" the offender, and

drag him a few hundred yards
—a remedy so invariably effective

against barking curs that it may be worth trying again.

The Lion has no quarrel with those who prefer to let their tailors
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make up their minds, frock or cutaway. The only reasons for

clothing at all are comfort and decency. If the clothes-lme of least

resistance is to most people a vicarious one, they are wise to follow

it. They in one way, the Lion in another, get rid of wasting their

grey matter on an unimportant detail. Probably both could improve
their garb if they really bent their brains to it. Probably both can

bend to better things.

As for "desiring publicity" or "trading on an outworn tradition,"

the Lion neither "trades" nor "desires." He has everything he

wishes in this world, except time to do more—and he will probably
have that. Pubhcity is easy to those who need it—and the mind of

the Evening Post, which has thus come out without any clothes on

at all, is welcome to its catch.

And while the paper which once thought of brains and principles,

now worries about the clothing of an obscure and remote person, we
of the more recent West may (if unoccupied) be concerned as to the

moral habiliments of the aforesaid paper. In order to make its point

strong in this weighty editorial deliverance of "correct information,

just principles, and taste," it wilfully misquotes its source. Anyone
who will compare the Cleveland Plain Dealer of December 17 with

the Evening Post of December 24th will see how intentionally the

Post lied. The truth would not in the least have made the Lion's

dress more conventional; but the lie does show the morals of the

Evening Post.

It may or may not be that this sudden and close concentration of

what faculties it has upon a matter large enough to engage them all

is due to the same reason which leads the Evening Post of a later

date, commenting upon Mrs. Stanford's death, to reiterate its silly

charge that she "dismissed Prof. Ross from Stanford University

because he was guilty of believing in free silver." This was onlv

Tenderfoot when the Evening Post first printed it some four years

ago ; but now it is wholly wanton. The Lion had the pleasure of

proving then, to the considerable pain of the Evening Post and its

betters, that Ross was not dismissed for any such reason, but be-

cause of an indecent, vulgar, outrageous pamphlet which he printed

This magazine crucified the ignorance and the bad manners of the

Evening Post in that matter, publishing photographic facsimiles of

Ross's work, and tagging his defenders with their responsibility for

the most egregious thing ever done by a college professor in the

United States.

Meantime, this Distant and Sometimes Pacific beast would like to

wear peaceably what few and unfashionable garments he has the

honor to own; but he is going to wear them anyhow—even if he

has to fight for them.
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Not many months ago the Secretary of War graciously BUT S£
recognized the claims of history and scholarship, by restor- that filches

ing, at the earnest request of certain thoughtful Californians,
^^ ^°°° vf^ta^

the historic name of the Presidio of Monterey. This was not only a

good deed but a good precedent; and a precedent which should be

followed up in other directions. Neither the government of the

United States nor the population of California should longer be com-

mitted to the barbarous stupidity of the illiterate and ludicrous

butchery of place names now so common in this State. The Spanish

names of California are not merely a part of history ; they appeal not

merely to the scientific. They are part of the long romance of the

Golden State ; they are a pleasure to the intelligent of our own people

and an attraction to our visitors—in a word, they are an asset. A
few localities, like Santa Barbara in particular, have had the business

sense as well as the intelligence to retain, and even to make a feature

of, these names. It is time that the people in California who know

how to spell their own language, shall take pains that the Spanish

names in California be also rightly spelled and rightly pronounced.

The temper of the Californians about these things is all right. They
will stand for any proposition based on sound common sense, if the

routine trouble is saved them.

The Landmarks Club has already done a good deal in the past

for the preservation of historic street names in Los Angeles. The
War Department has shown—even at the expense of Red Tape—
its sympathy with this sort of right feeling. It would look to be time

for other departments of the government and for Californians, both

as individuals and through the innumerable organizations to which so

many of them belong, to insist upon further reforms before the bar-

barous mutilations shall become too familiar and too long-rooted

to be done away with. It would seem that to patriotic orders such

as the Native Sons and Native Daughters of the Golden West the

preservation of California names in their purity should be a privilege

as well as a duty. It would seem as though the inhabitants of every
town whose name is now botched by official ignorance should protest

and insist upon justice. The Southern Pacific Railroad has given
several promising tokens of enlightened feeling in this matter; and

there are several linguistic crimes which it should atone for—having
committed them. Such cheap and vulgar bob-tailings as Ventura
in place of San Buena Ventura

; Fernando instead of San Fernando
;

Capistrano for San Juan Capistrano; San Juan for San Juan Bau-
tista—all these things are unpardonable blunders in a business

sense, to say nothing of their ethics. In each of these cases the sin

is that of un-Sainting the place. It would be like leaving of? the

Saint from St. Paul or St. Louis or San Francisco or Santa Barbara
or San Diego or San Gabriel. It is time to put the Saints back.
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A much more numerous, and if possible more absurd, crime against

literacy was practised, a few years ago, by some particularly un-

digested cheap clerk in the Post-Office Department at Wasnington.
As ignorant of California and its history as of the grace of God, this

1x3 petty tyrant ran together all the two-word place names in Cali-

fornia that he dared. He spared Los Angeles and San Francisco.

Santa Barbara and Santa Clara and other of the most important

places, but laid the cudgels of his stupidity on the back of places too

small to sass him back. Perhaps nothing in the world could so

graphically express the illiteracy of this act as a parallel column of

the original Spanish names, the mutilations of them by this ex-officio

pettifogger, and the English translations treated in his same idiot

fashion :

El Cajon Elcajon Thebox
El Rio Elrio Theriver

El Toro Eltoro Thebull

Loma Linda Lomalinda Beautifulhill

Dos Palos Dospalos Twotrees

There are a lot of other atrocities in this sort; but the above will

suffice to show how lonely as a bullfrog on the wind-swept shores

of Lake Superior the mentality of that particular clerk would be if

turned loose inside the shell of a mustard seed. Nor does there seem

to be any reason why free-born Americans should think they have

to submit to his impertinent liberties with their reputation for in-

telligence. Naturally almost every Californian has some correspond-

ent who will know what these words ought to be, and who will think

that this misspelling of them is an indication of the ignorance rife

in the wild and woolly West. As a matter of fact, we are less igno-

ra:nt than we are long suffering ; but strangers won't give us credit

for that.

Another class of equally ignorant muddling of California place-

names is in the omission of the article altogether. This has a good

many examples, but perhaps the most absurd is in the case of the

post office name of Llagas. The old Spanish name was Las Llagas.

Llagas means "wounds"—a fine fat name for a California com-

munity to live under. But Las Llagas means—and has meant for

centuries—the Wounds of Christ.

One particularly impudent job of the six-bit post-office name-

confounder was in making Paloalto one word. In 1776, Col. Juan
Bautista de Anza, the father of San Francisco, gave that name to

the present place because of a mighty redwood tree still standing

beside the railroad, "which," said Anza, in the year of American In-

dependence, "is seen from a distance, rising like a tower from the

surrounding trees." Anza made two wonderful expeditions from
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mid-Arizona to California before the United States was born. The

man who stands first among the builders of the first trans-continental

railroad had sense enough and morals enough to retain that fine

historic name, and gave it to his beautiful and princely establishment.

But the two-penny clerk in Washington is allowed to make a monkey
of both !

Men and Brethren—and particularly also Sisters, who are more,

today, in the line of that protest which is progress—these things

ought not to be. Let us see that they shall no longer disgrace us.

Let us take it up with the Post-Office Department, the railroads—
the everybody who has anything to do with such things

—and see

that, right now, California puts off these barnacles of ignorance and

starts right in to rectify a thing which is not unimportant any more

than spelling, grammar, or any other decent, respectable, common
education is unimportant.

Probably it was the translator's fault which marred by a^ -^

MEN, AND
word one of the cleverest epigrams ever put upon a human women, and

type, whereby we know Max O'Rell's category of the Bos- professors

tonians as "educated beyond their intellects." No one was ever too

much educated; but a great many others than Bostonians have been

INSTRUCTED beyond their intellect.

The Lion has been reminded of this, bitterly and of late. It is not

long ago that he was obliged to make a penitential pilgrimage of the

breadth of the East. The obligation was appointment by an Amer-
ican scientific body to deliver the December lectures before its affil-

iated societies and the allied universities. This insured audiences of

high character—and, be it added, of the most charming cordiality.

Probably no Western man can quite understand—who understands

their relative circumstance—how so many human beings can remain

so human and so lovable where and how there is so Httle chance to

be either. But there is no disputing the fact that some of them do

thus remain; and as bigoted a person as ever felt that, as against

going East, he would rather his most valued enemy hit him an un-

resented kick at every jump around the periphery of a lo-acre lot,

is free to confess that he doubts if the Lord ever made nicer people
than those who mitigated his geographical penance.
On the other hand, his official orbit bumped, at every angle of the

circle, again; t the logical outcome which awaits all who Stay Too
Long where people are Too Many. The arrangements for his lec-

tures were naturally in the hands of college professors, almost with-

out exception
—the ex-officio leaders, in almost any community, of

any scientific activity. It is a pity to have to say it, but it is so true

that it has to be said, that 65 per cent, of these agreeable and looked-

tip-to gentlemen, though learned, law-abiding. God-fearing and re-
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spectable citizens, ranging from 30 to 70 years of mundane schooling,

could not hold down a job as errand boy in a country grocery for

one week—^because they haven't enough practical sense.

The Lion does not in the least mind any audience ; he does not mind

getting out before it to move the tables or the chairs, set up the

blackboard, turn up the lights, or do any other thing that needs tc

be done—and he had very frequently to do it. It is simply as a

philosophic view of things which at last really mean a good deal,

not to persons only, but to populations, that this is at all worth while

as a text. But since all of us—even including the ribald newspaper

reporter, who regards college men as Natural Enemies—do look up
to men whose profession is to teach youth the higher ways of living,

there is something more serious behind the joke.

Now, in more than half the big universities and important cities

in which the Lion had the pleasure to be endured by intelHgent au-

diences, the college professors who had charge of the arrangements
"fell down." This began the very first night

—when three phono-

graphic records of a value beyond money were ruined by inadequate

preparations. Instantly upon this catastrophe, the lecturer, and the

master of ceremonies for the national body began to "warm the wires"

to further societies and their officers, warning them to avoid further

trouble. But, bless you, these academic gentlemen evidently thought
that we had never telegraphed before

;
that we had just for the first

time heard of this modern facility, and were trying our 'prentice hands

on it. What we wired, meant nothing to them ! I would not dare to

print the cold facts as to the dozen cases of this sort—not because I

do not expect to be believed, but because I would not, even for

reform's sake, identify some of the excellent gentlemen whose in-

credible unworldliness disgraced a scientific cause. But I cannot do

less than say that I would rather a son of mine never saw a book or

a school—much less a college
—than to grow up so hopeless, so

helpless and so handless a member of this old world, which still has

to keep its feet on the ground, howsoever its head may be in the

clouds.

This is a large life
;
and there are many eddies in its swift current

There is a place, no doubt, for each of the Three Sexes (amending
an ancient sarcasm)

—Men, Women and College Professors But

there is more room, and better use, for those who can stick to one of

God's making. Every real man has a great deal of woman in him ;

every real woman has much manfulness
;
and even college profesors

ought to have a little of both.

This is not only true, it protrudes. The Real college professors

make the imitations possible
—if there were not Men (like some the

Lion met on this same trip) to ennoble a suspicious profession, the
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amateurs could not stay in it for a week. In this same environment
were some who have been, through a reasonable life-time, at the head
of their profession ;

men who have taught tens of thousands of young
men, and put the breath of intellectual life into their nostrils, and
who are still, as they have always been, Men among Men—who have
horse sense, and self-control, and self-dependence, and the ability
to fall out of the back end of a wagon when there is need. Almost
without exception, the college professors of this class are incom-

parably ahead, in sheer scholarship, of the college professors of the

where-is-it-mamma class. Without exception, they are as much more
beloved as they are more respected.

Now, the Higher Education is a noble thing
—if it is noble. If it

only makes a more influential fool of one who was a fool to start with,
it is not only not noble, it is bad. To have an incompetent, do-less,

m.echamcal pair of spectacles-on-legs trotting solemnly about, and

setting the pace for young American men and women, is a misfor-

tune anyhow. If the impressionable college boy and college girl were
to take this disembodied pink-tea intellect seriously it would be a

disaster. Fortunately, youth has almost always some sense of humor;
and whatever its original illusions, it usually discovers within a year
the facts in the case. Never so tall, never so handsome, never so

sympathetic, never so learned, a Greek professor, if he have not sense

enough to pound sand—he will come in the due estimate of his

classes, to be valued for about what he is worth. But not quite.

For while youth is sane, in the long run, as humanity is, it is also

human and therefore subject to certain prejudices. No boy that ever

was—not even one predestined to be a college professor of that sort—
can respect so much the kind of professor I have indicated, as he
would respect a professor who was also competent to be trusted to

put the cat out of the house. But no boy or girl can forever keep

apologizing to their own common sense for their intellectual guide.
And this, while not exactly a disaster, is a loss, when we think how
many young Americans are trying in our colleges to get all they can,
and how much they deserve to get for their sacrifice of money, time
and effort.

First and last, let us continue to refuse to confound Education
with Instruction. Education is that drawing out which fits a man
or woman to live decently, happily, successfully, in whatsoever en-

vironment shall befall. Instruction is that building-in of lumber to

any head—which some may use, and which so many are so loaded up
with that they have no room to walk nor play in their own yard—
and never really use a single board of it for their proper shelter from
the weather that God sends upon us all.

The tragic death of Mrs. Leland Stanford in Honolulu on p^^ce
the last day of February, 1905, came as a shock to a wide to her

public. It has been much bruited whether her death was due ashes

to natural or to criminal causes. There cannot be less than genuine
relief at the present conclusion that hers was a natural demise. The
idea that the woman who, more than any other in the world's history,
has fostered education, could have been done to death by a poisoner,
was abhorrent to every thoughtful and patriotic person. For, quite
aside from the wickedness of such a taking off, those who use-their-
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brains-to-think-with would inevitably remember where the respon-
sibility lay, back of the poor tool who may have committed the act.

Of course, if anyone did poison Mrs. Stanford, it was because scur-

rilous papers
—not only yellow sheets, but some too pale to be of any

color—have for years persistently, and with apparent wilfulness,
lied about her. And I am not sure that the wanton Ues of the yellow
journal to sell papers are baser than the dyspeptic lie of the tender-

foot journal for ease of its ignorant indigestion.

Happily, this wide-spread disgrace seems to be averted from us,

and there is left only grief for a life which was great despite its

limitations. Mrs. Stanford had lived a long span. She would have
been 80 years old the 25th of next August ;

so her death can hardlv
be called untimely, save as for its sudden impact upon a constitution

still so robust. She had the fullness of life—of its sorrows, its

triumphs, its accomplishments. And she did large things to which
not only California but the nation and the world are, and shall be,

debtors. God rest her !

It is intended to print, in an immediate number of this magazine
a competent historical sketch and appreciation of this woman's life

and of what she did for American scholarship. It will probably be
a century before Eastern savants become de-provinciaUzed enough
to realize, in its fullness, the extent of her service to the nation

; but
now is a good enough time to advance the facts which will one day
be recognized.

VALE California has very seldom and very little had cause to

ATQxre be proud of her national senators. She is not alone in this,
SALVE

among the sisterhood of States; for in that worldly body
there are few men who will be remembered, even by name, twenty
years hence. Of one native son—the biggest Californian born—the

State will always be proud. Stephen M. White was one of the large-

pattern Americans
; had he lived to even middle age, his impress

would have been still larger on the nation.

Among her representatives in the U. S. Senate, the State has
reason to be proud of the man who has just yielded his chair, Thos.
R. Bard. Senator Bard goes out with the respect of every man, I

believe, who ever knew him. He has deserved well of his State and
of his country. He has left a record of personal integrity, of high
courage, and of ability, of which any man might be proud. He has

that financial status which seems to be, now-a-days, inevitable as a

condition-precedent to the Senate ;
but he is not of the Abjectly Rich.

He acquired, and he held, by sheer grace of his personal qualities,

serious weight in government circles. And quite aside from that,

those Californians who work for causes that have no money in them
will always be grateful to this quiet, courteous, patient man, who
never balked at trouble to himself to find out the facts, and never

ceased to insist upon them and their proper remedy, with a stead-

fastness which wore out the politicians and did not anger them.

He has left a good mark as a Californian and a senator—here's

hoping that his latter days may be as full of happiness as they
deserve.

And here's hoping that the earnest young man who succeeds him

may do himself and the State as high honor.

Chas. F. Lummis.
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THAT
WHICH 15

WRITTEN
Within its own field, there is nothing to com-

- ^^ -
Vf"".-^'"" P^''^ evtn remotely with Indian Basketry, by

tf°Y ' .^ -
(Zd.x\ Tufton Mason, Curator of the Division of

Ethnology, U. S. National Museum. Indeed, before the publication of these two

portly and beautiful volumes, there was absolutely no reliable source to which a

student could go for a comprehensive and scholarly treatment of the general

subject. A few careful students have made valuable reports of their work

along special lines ; but no scholar of standing had undertaken to assemble

and classify the facts so as to give a satisfactory view of the field as a whole.

This is the task which Dr. Mason has performed with a scientific thorough-
ness that leaves little to be desired from the standpoint of the collector. The
illustration is particularly fine and free, there being almost 250 plates, many
of them in color, and more than 200 text figures. Altogether it is a work
which every basket collector will want and every public library of any im-

portance must have. Doubleday, Page & Co., New York. $15 net.

SEARCHERS
FOR THE

TRUTH

The letters of Ernest Renan to his lifelong friend, Marcellin

Bethelot, are of no little interest. They were the free and intimate

expressions of the thought of a subtle, brilliant and fearless investi-

gator and iconoclast addressed to one of the most original and greatest ex-

perimental chemists, and the period of their writing extends from early man-
hood to old age—quite sufficient warranty, one would think, of their interest

and stimulus to their purchase. There is the less reason for offering them
under a title—Letters From the Holy Land—which is not fairly descriptive,

and for the announcement that they were written "during the trip to the

Holy Land on which he gathered the material for his greatest work—'The

Life of Jesus.'
" Not one-fifth of the letters were written from "the Holy

Land," even allowing that phrase to include all of Asia Minor and Egypt,
as well as Palestine ; and not the tenth of them during the trip named. Nor
are those letters to which the title is appropriate of any such value as human
documents as are many of those bearing dates much earlier or much later.

The translation, by Lorenzo O'Rourke (who also supplies an enthusiastic

appreciation, by way of preface), is excellent. M. Berthelot contributes a

brief account of his friendship with Renan. Doubleday, Page & Co., New
York. $2 net.

Dr. Louis Livingston Seaman was moved by "experience in the ^jje normal
Spanish-American war, and in the Philippines

—where the principal condition

enemies of the army were ferment and microbes, and the main o^ soldiers

fighting was done by the Medical Department, against insurmountable odds

and a wretched commissariat—to see something of another kind of war,

where the effects of powder and shell should play at least an incidental part

in the loss of human life." Accordingly, he went with the Japanese From
Tokio Through Manchuria, and has written a book, "in the hope that even

those who run may read the profound and convincing lesson, the most im-
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pressive of all the lessons which Japan is teaching the world today, that the

normal condition of the soldier is health, and that those who die in war
should die from bullets received on the firing-line, and not from preventable
diseases in quarters." D, Appleton & Co., New York, $1.50 net.

A C N. & A. M. Williamson have discovered a profitable com-
TRUSTFUL bination for story-tellers' purposes in a rich and lovely American

EARL
giri^ an Englishman of birth (one of the two in disguise), one or

more motor cars, and a pleasure trip through Southern Europe. The work-

ing of this lode in The Lightning Conductor has so far panned out twenty
editions—the gentleman, in this case, masquerading as chaffeur. No prudent

literary miners would abandon so rich a bonanza as this, and we now have,

accordingly, The Princess Passes, in which the lady takes her turn at travel-

ing for some weeks incognito. She chooses the garb of a boy, and "Lord

Lane," who has never once suspected anything during the weeks of their

traveling together, is sufficiently overwhelmed with amazement and affection

when the news is broken to him. Henry Holt & Co., New York, $1.50,

soKS Himself a resident of Ilinois for more than half a century—and

OF clearly enough a devoted son of the State of his adoption—Clark
ILLINOIS £ Carr has succeeded admirably in carrying out the avowed pur-

pose of his book, The Illini. This he states as, "by interweaving fact with

fiction, to give his conception of the position and influence of Illinois among
the sisterhood of States, as well as his estimate of events, and of those

Illinoisans who were conspicuous actors in them, from 1850, when the Fugi-

tive-slave law was enacted, to the opening of the Civil War." As fiction, the

book would be of no considerable importance, but for its value as reminis-

cence, I do not see how anyone who is proud of Illinois and the part her

adopted children took in shaping the affairs of the Nation at their most crit-

ical stage, can afford to deny himself its possession, A. C, McClurg & Co.,

Chicago. $2 net.

THE Marion Crawford has drawn on his most lurid colors for the

REWARD OF villain in Whosoever Shall Offend. The reader is not surprised at

VILLAINY what happens when his female accomplice, who has betrayed him,

under threat of immediate death if she refused to confess, falls into his

hands.

He spat in her face as she writhed under his grasp. He looked

into her living eyes once more with all the cowardly hate that pos-

sessed him, he struck deep and sure, he saw the light break in the

pupils, and heard the awful rattle of her last breath.

Then he jumped out of the window and into the "jagged fangs" of a huge

dog, which so dealt with him that the comparatively good people of the book

could go on their ways unmolested thereafter. The Macmillan Co., New
York. $1.50.

Whatever man of middle age or past looks back sometimes with wistful

tenderness on the little lad who was himself, yet so unlike himself, may be

safely recommended to Clarence S. Darrow's Farmington. The atmosphere
of country boyhood has seldom been better caught between covers. The

note of quiet reflective humour tinged with melancholy is not the les^

/effective coming from one whom most of us have known only as lawyer,

politician and reformer—one of the most strenuous figures in strenuous Chi-

cago. A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago, $1.50.
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A Prince eloping with an opera-singer on his steam-yacht, which also car-

ries some millions of treasure and his beautiful sister, the Princess Alix; a

mutiny planned before ever they set sail; and a young doctor who prevents

any of the mutineers' dough from becoming cake—these are the essentials

in Marriott-Watson's Hurricane Island. There is plenty of thrilling, if not

always probable, action, and the doctor gets the Princess at last, while the

leaders in the mutiny get what they deserve. Doubleday, Page & Co., New
York. $1.50.

The sub-title of A Belle of the Fifties—Memoirs of Mrs. Clay, of Ala-

bama, covering Social and Political Life in Washington and the South,

1853-66. Put into narrative form by Ada Sterling—needs no gloss. Save,

perhaps, the bald statement that Mrs. Clay, by virtue of her beauty, vivacity

and intellectual power, was for many years a leader in whatever circle she

entered, and that her husband, Clement C. Clay, Jr., was Senator of both the

Republic and the Confederacy. Doubleday, Page & Co., New York. $2.75

net.

The authors of Uncooked Foods and How to Use Them—Eugene and

Mollie Griswold Christian—attest that after having become seriously inr

paired in health while eating cooked foods, they evolved a system of feeding

which restored them to perfect health within a year. Further, they cite the

case of a young New Yorker who, after" adopting a similar system, lifted a

million pounds in thirty-four minutes. Their book tells others how to go
and do likewise. The Health-Culture Co., New York. $1.

The Little Citizens of Myra Kelly's stories are clearly drawn from life, and

are all the more entertaining on that account. The 58 scholars of Room 18,

in a public school on the lower East Side of New York, and their teacher

(much beloved, though she is "a Krisht," and most of them are proud to

be styled "Sheenies") supply the material for much genuine humor, shot

through not infrequently with quite as genuine pathos. The book is worth

while. McClure, Phillips & Co., New York. $1.50.

In The Strategy of Great Railroads, Frank H. Spearman makes a friendly

study in some detail of nine of the great railroad systems, with certain his-

torical chapters thrown in for good measure. His brief explanation of Mr.

Ripley's "successful strategy" at the head of the Santa Fe is worth quoting—
"merely the simplest, oldest principles of doing business—common sense in

generous quantities, well-grounded in common honesty." Charles Scribner's

Sons, New York. $1.50 net.

The Younger American Poets could not ask for a more sympathetic and

appreciative critic and interpreter than Jessie B. Rittenhouse proves herself in

the volume by that name. She discusses at some length and with free quo-

tation the work of eighteen poets "who have been born within the last half

century and whose place is still in the making;" and regrets her inability

to consider a larger number. Little, Brown & Co., Boston. $1.50 net.

Recollections and Letters of General Robert E. Lee, by his son of the same

name, is made up largely of letters to different members of his family, inter-

preted and complemented from the memory of the son. For many readers

they will perhaps add a touch of tenderness to the mental image of that gal-
lant Christian gentleman and great leader in battle. Doubleday, Page & Co.,

New York. $2.50 net.

The title of Annie E. Holdsworth's A New Paolo and Francesco sufficiently
indicates the plot of the novel. As for the manner of the telling, the author
never drops below concert pitch. John Lane, New York. $1.50.
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The four stories of woman's-college life, by Josephine Daskam, included

in Her Fiance, I should have described as slight, sprightly and amusing.
But the publishers supply a quotation from some critic with a dazzling vocab-

ulary, which is quite too delicious to miss—"Etincelant with gay insouciance

and ready wit, and, above all, genuine womanliness." Henry Altemus Co.,

Philadelphia. $i.

Mr. O. Henry describes his Cabbages and Kings, in its own pages, as

"patched comedy" and "tropic vaudeville." It is certainly, as he also sug-

gests, "episodic and discontinuous," and the thread binding it together is but a

slender one. Yet there is sufficient laughter stored up in it, and some swift

tragedy. McClure, Phillips & Co., New York. $1.50.

Three recent additions to the "Pocket American and English Classics"

are Lewis Carroll's Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, Dickens' Christmas

Carol and Cricket on the Hearth, and Homer's Iliad—the prose translation of

Andrew Lang, Walter Leaf and Ernest Myers. The Macmillan Co., New
York. 25 cents each.

Both in plan and in execution The Secret Woman reaches a higher mark
than had been before attained by Eden Phillpotts. Its main theme is the

atonement for crime—an atonement shared, in accordance with the unvarying
law, by more than those who shared the crime. The Macmillan Co., New
York. $1.50.

There seems to be ample evidence that many readers find amusement in

seafaring men and their entanglements, as described by W. W. Jacobs.

Dialstone Lane ought to be as effective as the rest of this humorist's work,
with those who like the brand. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York. $1.50.

A useful little Handbook is Running Water : Its Measurement and Service,

by David S. Gray. The strong point claimed for it by the author is "the

simplifying of questions that are commonly put in a most technical form."

Published by the author. Grand Junction, Col. 50 cents.

Joseph A. Altsheler, whose novels have hitherto concerned themselves with
the parlous times of war, turns, in Guthrie of the Times, to politics, journal-
ism and business. All the same it is a war-story throughout, and a good
one. Doubleday, Page & Co., New York. $1.50.

Letters written to "Collier's Weekly," which sent the author to the East
before the war began, form the basis of Frederick Palmer's With Kuroki in

Manchuria. It is entirely readable, and, so far as one can judge, reliable.

Charles Scribner's Sons, New York. $1.50 net.

On Etna is a thoroughly interesting story of modern Sicily. The local
color is convincing, and even the highly fascinating brigand is made credible.

Norma Lorimer is the author. Henry Holt & Co., New York; Jones' Book
Store, Los Angeles. $1.50.

A Nation's Ideal, by Charles Felton Pidgin, is described in a sub-title as

"a romance of Dr. Franklin's nine years of happiness at the Court of France."
The author seems to have done the best he could. Henry Altemus Co., Phil-

adelphia. $1.50.

The thirteen tales of the lumber-camp and of the frontier, by Stewart Ed-
ward White, published as Blazed Trail Stories, are swift, dramatic and vivid.

Such work will never fail of a rapt audience. McClure, Phillips & Co., New
York. $1.50.

Beautiful and attractive at every point, from cover to cover, is the edition

of Eugene Field's Poems of Childhood, illustrated in color by Maxfield Par-
rish. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York. $2.50.

The Marathon Mystery, by Burton E. Stevenson, is a detective story of

some ingenuity. Henry Holt & Co., New York. $1.50.

Charles Amadon Moody.



Oneonta ParK
is unlike many cf the subdivisions now offered for bale. One of the principal and most

unique features wherein it differs from other tracts, is the fact that the motive in

marketing it is not profit over original cost. This may provoke a smile. Let us ex-

plain. Oneonta Park is owned by the Huntington Land & Improvement Co., whose

electric roads radiate for miles in all directions from Los Angeles. These roads extend

through new and unsettled country and are unprofitable until the adjacent property is

settled and traffic thus created. It is for this reason, and no other, that such a vast

amount of money has been expended at Oneonta Park. The accompanying cut shows

the character of the improvements. A rapid growth is inevitable. We quote from Mr.

H. E. Huntington: "If in time I get my money out with interest I am satisfied.

Our profit is the railroad." Many are availing themselves of this chance to buy

highly improved building lots, practically at cost. Prospective purchasers will do

well to look about before the choice lots are spoken for. See

Wm. R. Staats Company
C>3 S. Raymond A.ve. (Dept. F) Pasadena, Cal.

OR APPLV AT OFFICE ON THE TRACT

Los Angeles Representative : R. A. Rowan & Co., H. W. Hellman Bldg.
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IyerJohnson
REVOLVERS

ACCIDENTAL
DISCHARGE
IMPOSSIBLE

Hammerless,

$6.00

THIS IS THE SAFETY POINT
—the Safety Lever that makes
accidental discharge impossible,
and disposes of this last argument
against owning a revolver.

The safety principle: The firing pin is entirely separate from the hammer and cannot be struck

without the aid of tiie Safety Lever; the Safety Lever is put into operation only bv deliberately

pulling the trigger. That's why you can "Hammer the Hammer" of an Ivek Johnson or throw
the arm around anywhere—any way—it can't possibly go off.

Learn aboutit by sending for our bright little booklet
"
Shots

"
sent to you free together with our handsome catalogue.

Iver Johnson's Arms and Cycle Works, Fitchburg, Mass. New York Office, 99 Chambers Street.

RAMONAT0ILET.SOAP FOR .SALE
EVERYWHEFPE
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Please Mention that You Saw it in OUT WEST.

OUR OWN BRAND
OF OLIVE OIL and

OUR MEDAL-WINNING WINES

ARE CALIFORNIA'S

CHOICEST PRODUCTS

In Order to Introduce ^^^^^ ^ % ^^^^^^ ^ Tl

^^'nSt; Olive Oil
and OUR *1^ T* a ^

FAMOUS Vintages
In tHeir ABSOLUTE. PURITY, direct from ovir store.
we quote tHe following INSIDE PRICES i

2 cases, each containing- 1 dozen quart bottles (5 to the gallon) of our Best

Assorted "Wines, Champagne excepted, including 1 bottle of Old California

Brandy, 24 bottles all told, for

Only $11.00
or a splendid assortment of Table Wines

at $8.50
for 2 cases, assortment to be made by us, or by yourself

—as you choose.

^.^ ^.^^ ^
_ ( Quart bottles $11 per case of 1 dozen

flMA7'i=* fill ^ Pint bottles 12 " 2
"

V^IXV^^ V^XX
)
Half Pint bottles 13 " " 4

"

FREIGHT prepaid by us to your nearest railroad station, providing- your apR-reg-ate order

of Wines and Olive Oil amounts to 100 pounds or over. For your guidance in this matter, we jrive

the weight of 2 cases of wine-i-lOO pounds; case of olive oil, about 30 pounds.

EDWARD
n^^ .^B GERMAIN

Hg^ WINE CO.

W^^ LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
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To The Most
PopularHome Cooks
^^ The makers of Dunham's Cocoanut are offering S2,000in prizes in a '^j^^^M great voting contest for the most popular home cooks. Every woman ^^^k

BBF^. cook is invited to enter this most profitable and fascinating contest. It ^H
^ is the occasion of a life-time to earn handsome prizes. Many women recog- ^
1 nizing this have begun work in earnest, determined to be successful. But your 1

opportunities are just as good, as the voting has barely begun. It costs nothing to

enter and only requires a little effort to succeed. Read about the

PRIZES AND CONDITIONS
To ascertain who are the most popular home cooks, we offer 82000 cash, in a grand prize

voting contest, starting immediately and closing October 1st, 1905.
First Prize $i)00.00 ; Second Prize 8200.00; Third Prize 8100.00; Fourth Prize 8.50.CO; Fifth

Prize82o.OO; Twenty Prizes of 810.00 each
; Fifty Prizes of 85.00 each.

The popularity of the different home cooks will be determined by the total number of
votes cast for each during the contest. In case two or more candidates receive the same
number of votes, the prize money will be divided equally between them. Any woman home
cook may be voted for.

The voting ballot consists of that part of the wrapper on a package of

DUNHAMS COCOANUT
bearing the Cocoanut cake trade mark. Write the name and address of the woman for
whom you wisli to vote on the back of this part of the wrapper. This is imperative. Bal-
lots from 5c packages will count as one vote each ; 10c packages 2 votes ; 20c packages 4

votes; 40c packages 8 votes. No other kind of ballot will count. Mail your ballots,
postage fully paid.

1 In addition to the Grand Prizes 8675.00 has been set apart to be given in Three
i Special Awards. Tiie amounts in each of these Special Awards will be 8225, divided

j

I into twelve prizes as follows: First Prize 8100; 2nd Prize 850; 3rd Prize 825; 4th J

I Prize 810; Eight Prizes of 85.00 each. These Special Awards will be given at inter- I
vals during the regular contest, but will in no way interfere with it. The first I
of these will be awarded March 15th, 1905, to the women having the most votes I

H to their credit at that time. I

I EXXER T<iOW I
I Be a candidate. Send in your name at once. The special prizes alone are well worth V

f your while. Send us your name and address on a postal and we will mail you circular 1

giving prizes and conditions of contest in detail. Address all votes and communica-
tions to

DUNHAM'S COCOANUT CONTEST, P. O. Box 1765, New York, N. Y.
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v^'- SHOE TREES -
For your feefssake-for your slioes' sake—know what Leadam Shoe Trees ARE and the GOOD they do. Acquire the slioe tree haldt and pro-

long the life of your footwear—take away that "vicious" curl at the toe—hold the sole of the shoe flat—drive wrinkles out of the uppers—avoid ill

effects of wet and make your shoe a luxurious home or your foot.

Leadam Shoe Trees for Men and Women. Name oa every pair. For sale by "Rosenthal's" Inc., 107-113

Kearney St., San Francisco, Cal.; Wetherby-Kayser Shoe Co., and C. M. Staub Shoe Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

TKe Most Expensive
Course throuffh life is taken by those who continually buy the cheapest
of everything-. It isn't the rule that the highest prices must be paid to

get the best dental work, but the kind that you should buy ought to cost

mofe than the kind you don't want at any price. Let me give you some
ideas about my moderate and fair charges—my painless methods—my
perfect work—and my guarantee. Established 1884. Lady attendant.

Cor. FiftH and Hill Sts. Opp. Central Park Los ./\.n^eles

EAMES TRICYCLE CO.

Patentees and Manufacturers of Tricycle Chairs

for Cripples, Tricycles, Invalids' Rolling Chairs,

and Hospital Appliances. Special machines made
to order when required. SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE,
and see if one of our designs will not suit your case.

20Ja MARKET ST.. SAN F^RANCISCO
OR 212 S. HILL ST.. LOS ANQELES. CAL.

BINDER'S TAR SOAP

A CLEAN
SCALP AND A
BEAUTIFUL

HEAD OF HAIR
is the natural condition of every man,
woman and child. If you haven't it get
a copy of our booklet

"THE BINDERMA SYSTEM
OF HAIR CULTURE"

It will tell you what's wrong- with your
hair or head—how to cure that— and

then how to secure a beautiful head of

hair. The booklet is free—from your
own druggist or from us.

The Binder Company
Makers of all kinds of hair, scalp

and toilet preparations.

31-33-35 S. 13th St. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

i
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The Toffee King's ProGlamation
This decree should interest all those who likegrood thine-s to eat. I am the Ruler of the Kingrdotn of

Health and Happiness. There are no taxes to pay—my subjects are all happy freeholders. All of them
withont
excepiion eat MACKINTOSH'S TOFFEE

The Old English Candy known as Mackintosh's Extra Cream Toffee is not a candy simply. Its medical value is

recoernized bj' the profession as of the hiffhest value. Dr. Gordon Stables, one of Engrland's greatest doc-

tors, says, "Mackintosh's Toffee is the best candy I know. It is fuel to the system." The TofEeethat I manu-
facture is worth a king's ransom to those who are suffering- from colds, hoarseness or bronchial troubles.
Do not ruin your system by taking- poisonous drugs. A cold in the head can be cured by fresh air, exer-

cise, and my Toffee — taken in equal proportions. Try it yourself. Tell your friends to try it. There is

nothin»f like Mackintosh's Toffee for that backing cougB.
Mackintosh's Toffee has been the favorite domestic confection in England for many years. Its purity

and its wholesomeness make Toffee a popular candy for the young and old.
Mackintosh's Toffee is on sale throughont the United States, by leading grocers, confectioners, drug

stores, etc. A large package will be sent for 10c. , or a 4-pound family tin for $1.60. I prepay all charges.

JOHN MACniNTOSH, Dept 21. 78 Hxidson St.. new yorr



EDU OAT I ON AL. INST IT UT I O N S

los Aq£e/e6

212 ^kA^EST THIRD ST.
Is the oldest established, has the largest attendance, and is the best equipped business-

college on the Pacific Coast. Catalogue and circulars free. Telephone Black 2651.

PASADENA-I30-I54 S. EUCLID AYE.

ENCLISH CLASSICAL S(ll00l lor Girls
IAth Year beqan Oct., 1903

Boarding and day pupils. New building's. Gymna-
sium. Special care of health. Entire charge taken of

pupils during school year and summer vacation. Cer-
tificate admits to Eastern colleges. European teachers
in art, music and modern languages.

Tel. Black 1671 ANNA B. ORTON, PRINCIRAL

CAL.Occidental College
^os^mnts,

Thb College. Four Courses—Classical, Scientific,

Literary, and Literary-Musical. Two new brick
buildings, costing $70,000— modern and convenient.

Academy. Prepares for Occidental, or any other
college or university. The Occidental School of Mus-
ic—Theory, Vocal and Instrumental.

Fall semester opens September 14, 1904.

Address PRESIDENT GUY W. WADSWORTH.

Los Angeles

CaliforniaSAINT VINCENT'S COLLLGE
Boarding and Day College
and High School

Military Drill and Calisthenics a Feature.
For catalogue write the President.

The ACADEMY OF THE IMMACULATE
HEART — a boarding and day school for

young ladies, conducted by the Sisters of the Im-

maculate Heart.

For prospectus address

Mother Superior, Pico Heights, Los Angeles

STAMMER?
We are cured; let us cure you. No time-beating. The Science
of Speech for Stammerers. Free tuition offer. Book E free.
Natural Soeech Academy. 1028 E. 28th St., Los Angeles, Gal

California
Tent-Life, the ideal open-air cure of Diseases of Lung
and Throat. Latest scientific appliances for success-
ful treatment. Superb location overlooking Pasadena
and Los Angeles. Altitude 1,800 feet. Modern conve-
niences. Best nursing. Excellent table. Booklet free.

ESPERANZA SANATORIUM, Altadena, Gal.

ni AYS -° PLAYCr L" ENTERTAINMENTS O
Catalog of thousands sent Free! Free! Free!

Address SAIW'L FRENCH, 30 W. 22d SL, New York

GINSENG
25-cent BooK Free

I want every reader of this pub-
lication to read mj' book on GIN-
SEN(t, and so for the next thirty
days I will send a copy absolutely
FREE. I usually charge 25 cents
for this book.

I am THOVtPSON OF SCRAN-
TON, the Ginseng Man, I sell

the true American Ginseng roots
and seeds, and guarantee them.

Write for this book today.

Agents wanted.

ARTHUR C. THOMPSON
Dept. 10, THompson Bldg., Scranton, Pa.

LEARN
TELEGRAPHY
BOOKKEEPING
OR SHORTHAND

BY MAIL—AT YOUR OWN HOME
Anyone can learn It easily In a few weeks. We are

unable to supply the demand for telegraph operators,
bookkeepers and stenographers. We trust jou for the
tnitlon until coarse Is <'omplet4*d and position is Sf cured; the
only Immediate charge Is for the actual cost of the text
books and supplies needed. Write today tor particulars.

MICHIGAN KURIJUESS I> STITn E.
447 Institute Itulldlng-, - Kalamazoo, Mich.

KIDDER'S PASTILLES.
-^^'fTor Asthma.

STOWELL & CO., Mfrs.

Sold by all Druggists,
or by mail, 35 cents.

Charlestown, Mass.

GUNS
S7.00 EACH

U. S. CIVIL WAR REUCS
Send for Catalogue

WALSH'S SONS & CO.
•

6:! Washington St Xeivarlc, N. .1.

THE "MONARCH" IS THE
only AUTOMATIC FISHHOOK nianufac

tured that CANNOT be

sprung by weeds or in

casting Holds the fish

tighter the more he pulls:

fish are caught by touch-

ing the bait. Small size 10c ; large l'>c Com
plete set of .T hodVs, 50c Guaranteed satisfac

tory or money refunded Agents Wanted. Q_ \^_ DOERING
<£ CO., 562 LIBERTY AVENUE, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

IflDDATiniU The great JAP secret of perfect health.
VIDnHIIURI (Used for centuries). "The nerves are
electric." Simple as a door bell or electric lights

—PrCbS the

ControllerNerve—Nature does the rest. (Instant relief.) No
more headache, backaci.e, fevers, appendicitis, paralysis, heart

disease. irregularities, etc. {Try it.) Endorsed by Y.M.C.A.

Physical Director, Sec'y and Treas. Academy of Sciences, Ob-
server U. S. Weather Bureau, E^litor Fruit World, Eminent
M.Ds., D Ds., Scientific Journals. Send for our Quarterly
U'ree) Natural Cure, 303 Ave. 61, Los Angeles, Cal.



$1,200 a Year for Life

Secured by Small Montlily Payments

Five shares or acres in the great commercial rubber orchard of the Mutual Rubber Pro-

duction Company will, at maturity, yield you or your heirs, longer than you can live, a sure

and certain income of $1,200 a year. No large cash-down payment is required to secure these

shares, as they are paid for in modest monthly installments, just as the work of development

progresses On our splendid domain of 6,175 acres of land in the semi-tropical State of

Chiapas, Mexico (the finest rubber land in all the world, and with the finest climate), we are

changing the production of crude rubber from the primitive and destructive method hitherto

employed by the natives, to the most scientific and successful plan known to modern forestry,

and under Anglo-Saxon supervision.

There is nothing speculative about Crude Rubber. It can be sold every

day in the year, in every market in the world, at a stable price that has

been steadily advancing for many years. For a quarter of a century the

world's supply has always been spoken for months before it has reached a

civilized market.

The semi-tropics were stripped . years ago of their virgin rubber trees, the natives having ruthlessly
"tapped them to death" to get every ounce of the rubber millc from them. To-day, the golden harvest is

sought for in the almost inaccessible jungles of the Amazon, and Bolivia and Peru, at an added outlay of time
and money. The natives there still pursue their merciless method, and no white man can live in that fever

zone to guide and restrain them. Hence, the price of crude rubber is higher to-day than at any time since

Goodyear first made it a commercial possibility. It has doubled in a decade, and the question of the world's supply
for the future becomes of vast moment. It is inconceivable that the production of one of the world's greatest
necessities shall lonijer remain in such ignorant hands.

The Mutual Rubber Production Co. was one of the first to enter into this new and immensely profitable
field on a large scale. The remarkable opportunity is now ofjen to you to secure shares in our great planta-
tion, each share representing an undivided interest equivalent to an acre of land. Supposing you wish to buy
only five such shares, and thus provide a competency for future years for yourself and your family. You pay
§20 a month for 12 months, then $15 a month for 12 months, then §10 a month for a limited period, until you
have paid the full price of the shares in the present series—$288 each; but during this period you will have received
dividends amounting to $210 per share; hence the actual cost of your shares is only $78 each, and from the maturity
period onward, longer than you can live, your hve shares will yield you or your heirs a yearly income of $1,200. This
most conservative estimate is based on Government reports of the United States and Great Britain, the most
reliable sources of information in the world. Of course if you buy 10 shares, your income would be $2,400 yearly,
or better still, 25 shares will yield $6,000 a year.

Five Acres, or Shares, in our Rubber Orchard planted to 1 ,000 Rubber
Trees will at maturity yield you a sure and certain income of $100 a month
for more years than you can possibly live. Your dividends average 25

per cent, during the period of small monthly payments.

Every possible safeguard surrounds this investment. The State Street Trust Co. of Boston holds the title to
our property in Mexico as trustee. We agree to deposit with them the money paid in for shares, and we file

with them sworn statements as to the development of the property. I'his company also acts as registrar of
our stock. You are fully protected from loss in case of death or in case of lapse of payment, and we grant you
a suspension of payments for 90 days any time you may wish. Furthermore, we agree to loan you money on
your shares.

We can prove to you that the five shares in this in-.estment, paid for in small monthly installments, will

bring you an average return of t^vcnty-five per cent, on your money during the period of
payment, and will then bring you illOO a month for more than a lifetime. This opens the door for

yourself, not to wealth, but to what is far better, a competency for future years, when perhaps you will not be
able to earn it. Payments of $4.00 per month the first year and smaller payments thereafer will secure you
one share.

If you will write us at once, full and concise information proving every statement will be promptly
furnished at our expense. This information will quickly put you in close touch with every detail of our
plan. Your every request will receive immediate attention. Write us now.

Muttial Rtibber Prodtiction Company
&2 MilK Street, Boston, Mass.



Desig-nated Depositary of the United States

riRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LOS ANGELES

Special Ladies' Department
Capital Stock $ 500,000.00
Surplus and Undivided Profits 750,000.00
Deposits 6,343,257,25

J. M. Elliott, President F. Q. Story, Vice-President
J. C. Drake, 2nd Vice-President

Stoddard Jess, 3rd Vice-President
W. T. S. Hammond, Cashier

A. C. Way and E. S. Panly, Assistant Cashiers

DIRECTORS
J. M. Elliott F. Q. Story J. C. Drake H. Jevne

J. O. Koepfli W. J. Trask C. W. Gates
Stoddard Jess W. T. S. Hammond

All departments of a modern banking business conducted

Los Angeles National Bank
N. E. Cor. First and Spring Sts.

UNITED STATES DEPOSITARY

Capital, .... $500,000.00
Surplus and Profits, - - 300,000.00
U. S. Bonds carried at Par, 650,000.00

Modern Safety Deposit and Storage Vaults.
No city or county deposits. No interest paid
on deposits.

W. C. Patterson, President.
G. E. Bittineer, Cashier.

MITIAL SAVINGS BANK
OF SAN FRANCISCO

710 Market St., opposite Third, San Francisco

Guarantee Capital $1,000,000
Capital and Surplus 565,000
Deposits over 9,500,000
James D. Phelan. Pres. S. G. Murphy, Vice-Pres.
John A. Hooper, Vice-Pres. George A. Story, Cashier

C. B. Hobson, Assistant Cashier

DIRECTORS
James D. Phelan S. G. Murphy John A. Hooper
James Moffitt Frank J. Sullivan Rudolph Spreckles
Robt. McElroy James M. McDonald Chas. Holbrook
Interest paid on deposits. Loans on approved secur-

ities. Deposits may be sent on postal order. Wells,
Fargo & Co., or exchange on city banks. Interest paid
last term 3K per cent.

UNION TITLE

& TRUST COMPANY

903 FOURTH STREET

SAN DiEdO, (ALiFORNIA

The (erman Savings

and Lodn Society
526 (ALIfORNIA ST.. SAN fRANCISCO

Guaranteed Capital and Surplus $ 2,474,518.82

Capital actually paid up in cash 1.000,000.00

Deposits, December 31, 1904 37.281,377.60

Bodrdot Directors

President, John Lloyd
First Vice-President, Daniel Meyer

Second Vice-President, H. Horstmann

Ig-n. Steinhart, H. B. Russ, Etnil Rohte
N. Ohlandt, I. N. Walter, J. W. Van Bergen

Cashier, A. H. R, Schmidt
; Assistant

Cashier, William Hermann ; Secretary,
Geo. Tourny ; Assistant Secretary, A. H.

Muller
;
General Attorney, W. S. Good-

fellow.

PASADENA

/ SELL ORANGE ORCHARDS
That pay a steady investment, with irood water
riffhts. I have them in the suburbs of Pasadena,
finely located for homes, also in the country for
profit. Fine homes in Pasadena a specialty.

16 S. Raymond Ave

g^ REALEoTATf
^^fc!SURANC£,

Pasadena, Cal.

WE SELL THE EARTH
BASSETT & SMITH

We deal in all kinds of Real Estate, Orchard and
Residence Property. Write for descriptive pamphlet.

Room 208, 202>^ S. BROADWAY
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

THE CHEAPEST AND BEST
LANDS NEAR LOS ANGELES
in the beautiful San Fernando Valley. One of
Nature's Sanitariums. Ranch lands, orange and
olive g'roves for sale. Buildinsr lots. An olive
mill with complete modern machinery. Will ex-
change for erood city or other property. 1100 feet
above sea level. Free from fog-s. Address for par-
ticulars Box 57, San Fernando, Cal., S. iVI. Fairfield.

Hummel Bros. & Co. furnish best help. 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



riELDING J. STILSON CO.

PAID-UF CAPITAL, $150,000

REALTY STOCKS BONDS

305 H. W. Hellman Building-

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Member
Los Angeles Stock Exchange
Los Angeles Realty Board

Western Union Code
Cable Address:

"Stilson"

TELEPHONES 105

Ct" KCtA'^C' o/,if-ytjl^ 2yO-i^ }ftOt<jt/

of this most popular of ah
desserts is recommended by
all hoii8ei;eepers. Old and
young all agree tiiat there is

nothing go dainty for all occasions. It can be prepared in
two minutes by simply adding a pint of boiling water,
then set to cool.

For a more elaborate dessert fruit or nuts can be added.

JELL-O received the Gold Medal, the highest

award, at the St. Louis Exposition.
Write for illustrated ))0ok of Recipes, mailed free.

The Genesee Pure Food Co., Le Roy, N. Y.

THE

ONLY REAL CURE
FOR

GRIP
AND

STUBBORN COLDS
IS

ORANGEINE
(Powders

Proven by many seasons—Countless cases.
Act Promptly—Dispel After Effects. No alcohol.
No narcotics. No drug effect.

Full, simple directions and composition iu

every package.

TRIAL PACKAGE FREE
Orangeine is sold by progressive druggists everywhere,

in 10c, '25c, 50c and (the family economy 35-powder) $1 pack-
ages. On receipt of request we will mail lOctrijil package
free, with lull directions, ccmpositiou and wide human
experiences.

The Orangeine Chemical Co., 15 Michigan Ave., Chicago.



'WmcHBSTMR

AMMINITION
Repeating Rifles and Shotguns

AWARDED

The Only Grand Prize
The Highest Obtainable Honor given for Arms and Ammunition

by the Superior Jury of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition

St ST. LOUIS

This verdict of superiority of Winchester Guns and Ammunition over all

other makes is no surprise to intelligent and up-to-date sportsmen the world

over. It will be regarded everywhere as the logical result of many years of

careful and successful effort to keep the quality of Winchester Rifles, Shotguns
and Ammunition on the same high plane that has made them famous the

world over for Accuracy, Finish, Strength and Reliability, and this recognition

of superiority is one which cannot be duplicated.

Winchester Repeating Arms Co.
PACIFIC COAST AGENCY, SAN FRANCISCO A. MULLER, Agent
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WSPEPSIA
WAFERS

%
8

... ^ , ,„Jves&idcurE3 Indigestion, J
RiTiSH Hedrtburn.dfspepsiddnddll

pHARMACALCo Stomdch compldints.

MILWAUKEE, ^m-S0*p7rboX. gJ

BAD STOMACHS MADE HEALTHY,

Any man or woman suffering with

indigestion will try almost any re-

medy they hear of, Th'C torture of

stomach troubles and indigestion

are so severe they will use any
medicine advertised in the hope of

a speedy recovery. Thus have the

suffering and innocent public been

robbed of thousands of dollars. They
know they are being robbed, but

what can they do? They gain a

little relief from a few of these

medicines and consequently buy
them realizing all the time that they
are growing worse.

But there is a CURE, a positive

Cure.

Dr. Spencer's English Dyspepsia
Wafers. We have luckily struck

upon a remedy that will help you,

effecting a permanent cure for in-

digestion, dyspepsia and bad sto-

machs.

D. S. E. D. W. relieve the stomach

of its work and permit that organ
to rest and regain its health and

strength. They contain all the es-

sential ingredients that enter into

the digestive fluids and secretion of

the stomach.

The great and effective work of

tablets is no longer confined to

America. They are being sold all

over the world. Price 50 cents a box.

BEITISH PHAEMACAL CO.,

Distributors,

Milwaukee, Wis.

For sale by Off Drug Co., Los Angeles

Mothers !

Mothers!!

Mothers!!!

yitS. WINSLOW'S $00THIN6 SYRUP

has been used foi over SIXTY YEARS by
MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHIL-
DREN while TEETHING, with PERFECT
SUCCESS. It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFT-
ENS the GUMS, ALLAYS all PAIN, CURES
WIND COLIC, and is the best remedy for
DIARRHCEA. Sold by Drujrsrists in every
part of the world. Be sure and ask for

"
Mrs.

Winslow's Soothingr Syrup," and take no other
kind. Twenty-five cents a bottle.

Baiueys
,; PETIT-E.

COMPL-EXION
BRUSH

4Kx
Ideal for Bathing the Face, Neck and Hands

It cleanses the skin of soil and oily waste, improves the circulation,
builds up the muscles and smooths out the wrinkles. Ideal for

softening the beard before shaving. Price mailed, 25 cents.

Accept no others. Beware of imitations.

Bailey's Rubber Complezion Brush .



Please Mention that You Saw it in OUT WEST.

SIGN OF THE RED SEAL I am developing a mail order business, and will be

glad to write you fully about anything in my line-

Please use your business stationery, and ask all the

questions you wish— but I don't admire postals.

PRINTING
"THE

BETTER
SORT"

Suggestions, designs and "dummies"
for booklets, announcements, mailing
cards, form letters, index cards, etc.

An)^thing in printing or engraving done
under my personal supervision, in my
model "print-shop," economically.

RIBBER STAMPS SEALS, STENCILS, DATERS, MARKERS, etc. Catalog
now ready. LOW PRICES on many things to introduce.

COPPERPLATE ENGRAVED
and 100 cards from same — the very best—
$1.50 postpaid. Seal-grain leather case, name

in gold, FREE with first order.



Please Mention that You Saw it in OUT WEST.

LAMP-FITS.
How do you know what

chimney fits your lamp ?

Your grocer tells you.
How does he know?
He don't.

Do you then ?

That's about how lamps
are fitted with chimneys by

people who don't use my
Index; and they complain
of bad chimneys ! Lamp-
Fits indeed ! Do you want

the Index ? Free.

Macbeth, Pittsburgh.

Up
5tairs

at

Night
your Silver is reason-

ably secure from mid-

night dangers. The
only absolute security
against the daylight
danger of scratching
or wearing when
cleaning is by using

eLECTRo
5r SilverPolish 71

SILICOK
It insures the highest degree of brilliancy with-
out the least detriment in any form. At Gro-
cers and Druggists.

Trial quantity for the asking
Box pustpaid 15 cts. (stamps).

"Silicon," 30 Cliff Street, New York.

PRESS CLIPPINGS
ARB EVERY DAY BEING) MADE A

SOURCE OF GREAT PROFIT
IN THE BUSINESS WORLD

They supply the manufacturer and business man with valuable information as to

new markets and outlets for their products and goods. They supply anyone interested
in any matter with all the information from all parts of the country, pertaining to that

subject.
THE INTERNATIONAL

RRESS OLIRRING BUREAU
which is the largest Press Clipping Bureau in the world will send you daily, everything

printed in every newspaper, magazine or trade journal in the

country, on any particular subject.

This Bureau reads and clips 55,000 papers and other periodicals each month, and can furnish anyone
everythingr printed in the country on business, financial, political, social, theatrical, scientific, sporting-,
ag-ricultural, mining-, or, in fact, any subject whatever that is mentioned in the columns of any news-
paper or publication. Write and state the subject you want clipping's on and we will quote you a

SPECIAL BARGAIN RATE
for a trial month, that you may understand the g-reat advantages to be derived from press clipping's.

Address INTERNATIONAL PRESS CLIPPING BUREAU
112-114 DEARBORN STREET CHICAGO, U. S. A.



"Z'Ai? Queen of
Toilet Powders.''''

Each application is

an added charm to

my lady's face. Beau-
tiful women every-
where pronounce it

the one perfect beau-
tifier and preserver
of the complexion.

For years this exquisite toilet neces-

sity has been the standard of purity
and excellence, with many imitators

but no equal. It clears and freshens

the skin and makes a lovely complexion
possible for all. > The genuine has sig-
nature of Ben Levy in red across label

of box. Accept no other. Substitutes

may be dangerous. Flesh, white, pink,
cream tints. 50 cents a box. Drug-
gists or by mail. Sendforfree sample.

BEN LEVY & CO.
Dept. 4 125 Kingston St., BOSTON

International
Dentifrice

Ooe-Tblrd
of a

Ceotury

Standard
of the

World
A delicious beauti-
fier, preserver and
cleanser of the teeth;
makes the breath sweet
and the gums less tender.
The Met&l Box is a handy
package for the toilet table and
traveling; no powder to litter, no liquid \o spill
or stain. gS Cents, at all Druggists.

C. H. Strong & Co.. Props.. Chicago, U.S.A.

Pneumatic^
Perfection
attresses

mean so much to the invalid, and are so comfortable
to well men that they are necessities in every home.
On board a yacht or in camp they have no equals as

beds, life preservers or cushions. They do not

grather vermin, moisture, or lose their shape.

^^Send for Price list now !

The Pneumatic Manufacturing Co., 5 South St., N. Y.

KIDNEY &LIVER

BITTERS
CURES DYSPEPSIA.

KINOOFWINE

ISSUED TO

IN ACCOROANCe MATH.

"hermes" vintages
H i WOCH.I.ACOTT

TMI5uagLMusT Be snnmxeo tmtsirami

t* U FHM F C " VI N T )l Z' F C Perfect California Wines. Each bottle bears the State of California'i

nLKrILO tIIiIAML^ ofiQcial label (as above facsimile) gruaranteeinsr its contents to be tr^»«
and pure California 'brines.

These are the finest wines California produces, ajred naturally

from 4 to 20 years old, and unexcelled for the table or for medici-

nal use. Shipments East Prei^Ht Free.
Write for price lists, etc.

EstablisHed IS&O

Los Angeles, California
^^^^^

Reliable help promptly furnished. Hummel Bros. & Co., Tel. Main 509.



Develops Bone, Brain and Brawn
A sound mind in a sound body is the ideal which every rational man

seeks to attain. This ideal is a question of proper food, and

i"^! Shredded Wheat Biscuit

will produce the desired result. It is made from the choicest

wheat and nothing else. C^ It is a known fact that

wheat contains all the elements of the human body
and brain. It builds muscle, bone, teeth and

"gray matter." €[ Try Triscuit, the whole

wheat cracker used as a toast or wafer.

Send for booklet

"The Vital ^estion Cook Book"

THE NATURAL FOOD
COMPANY
Niagara Falls

N. Y.



For

TT will surprise
you how delicious

a dash or two of

MolLHENNY'S
Tabasco Sauce willj
mabe your salads,
soups, roasts, etc. Try
itodceand you will re-

j

alize why it has been
in use nearly half a
century in the leading
hotels and restaurants
and by the best fami-
lies througrbout the^
land. HBesides erivinfir /
a spicy, piquant fla-

vor, it creates a keen
appetite and insures a pood di-
erestion. Askyour dealer/or

MCILHENNY'S SgaS^e
FREE BOOKLET

of New Receipes on request.
MclLHENNY'S TABA3<

New Iberia, La.

The Ehmann Emulsion

of Pure Olive Oil

is just what you want. Perhaps you
can't take olive oil because you can't
bear the taste. In the E^hmann Emul-
sion the oil taste is eliminated and the
effect heightened. It will cure Con-
sumption, Constipation, all Lung- and
Stomach Complaint. If your drug-
gist don't keep it, we will send you a
large bottle prepaid, on receipt of
$1.00. Send for our booklet, anyway.

The Roycbofters,
East Aurora. N. Y.

Dear Mr. Ehmann: ^eb. 24, 1904.

Sample of the Olive Oil Emulsion received
and duly sampled. It is a superb article.

My father, Dr. Silas Hubbard, thinks you
have made a great and valuable discovery
in this preparation. He says it is superior
by far and safer than cod liver oil.

Sincerely yours, Elbert Hubbard.

NONE GENUINE WITHOUT THE SIGNATURE

OROVILLE, CALIFORNIA

/M

(Established 1879.)

"CURES WHILE YOU SLEEP"

WHOOPING-COUGH, CROUP

BRONCHITIS, COUGHS

DIPTHERIA, CATARRH

CONFIDENCE can be placed in a remedy
which for a quarter of a century has earned un-

qualified praise. Ask your physician about it.

Cresolene is a Boon to

Asthmatics

ALL DRUGGISTS

Cresolene Antiseptic
Throat Tablets for the
irritated throat, at your
drugfirist or from us, 10c.

in stamps.

Tlie Vapo-Cresolene Co.

180 Fulton St.. N. Y.

288 St. James Street, Montreal,
Canada

DRINK

MAIER & ZOBElfIN

BREWERY

LAGER-BEERS
The best and purest brewed on the Coast.

For sale in bottles and keg's.

Telephones: Sunset—Main 91

Home 91
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Every citizen of Pasadena—and some others—are convinced that it is on the whole the

most desirable abiding^ place on earth.

Anyone who wants to know why can find out, and at the same time get an attractive il-

ustrated booklet, by writing- to any of following addresses in Pasadena :

William R. Staats Co., Agents for Oneonta Park
First National Bank of Pasadena
Bassett & Sons, Wilson's Peak Park

Rose J. Rasey, Hotel El Morera
Pasadena National Bank
The Pasadena Board of Trade



RIVERSIDE— the home of the navel orange—is a singularly beautitul city, attractive to
visitors and home builders alike. Any of those named below—whose liberality makes this

page possible—will furnish full information to enquirers. Some of them have striking illus-
trated souvenirs to mail free to people really interested.

Wilson & Strange Riverside Trust Co. H. W. Fletcher & Co.

Campbell Curio Co. Heath, the Photographer Frank A. Miller, The NeKtJlStfwd^^J^l

/ .^. i»f c l.»«s;ITY



Population in 1900, 17,700 ;
in March, 1904, over 25,000, and growing- at a phenomenal

rate. Unprecedented building activity ; tremendous commercial outlook. A citj' of mag-
nificent home-sites, with the only perfect climate on earth, and the world famous harbor
that will build a metropolis. 1| Pacific Beach—her matchless suburb and nearest avail-

able beach resort. 1| A card to any of the following firms or persons will bring complete
and fully illustrated literature :

Ralston Reai^tv Co.

CoivLEGE HiLiy Land Ass'n

Turner & Barr
San Diego Land Co.

Union Titi.b & Trust Co.

E. A. HoRNBECK, Gen. Mgr.
CoRONADO Beach Co.



IRRIGATED

.. FARMS ..

OF FIVE ACRES
AND UPWARDS

in the Counties of

Fresno and Merced

California

MILLER A LUX
LOS BANOS. MERCED COUNTY

CALIFORNIA

Hotel del Monte
BY THE SEA

NEAR OLD MONTEREY

A palatial home in park-like

grounds. Every opportunity for

rest and sport. Finest golf links in

the world. Surf and pool bathing,

glass-bottom boats, oiled roads.

JUST THE PLACE
TO SPEND

WEEKS AND MONTHS
IN IDLING LUXURY

NEW MANAGEMENT

Send for illustrated pamphlet to

GEO. P. SNELL. Manager

DEL MONTE CALIFORNIA

Hotel Del Coronado
CORONJtDO BEJtCH, CJiLIFORNIJt

OPEN ALl. THE YEAR

America's Social Center
CLIMATE UNSURPASSED

RATES
$4 per day and up

GOLF.

HUNTING,
FISHING,

BOATING.
BATHING

Purr Distilled
Water

For Particulars
address

HEALTH RESORT

MORGAN ROSS
Managrer

Hummel Bros. & Co., "Help Center," 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.





Hotel F*alomares
POMONA. CALIFORNIA

COMMERCIAL
AND

TOURIST

^FINE

[SAMPLE
ROOMS

AMERICAN
OR

EUROPEAN
PLAN

REASONABLE
RATES

STRICTLY FIRST-CLASS

Open all the year. Climate Unsurpassed, Pure Mountain Water,
and a host of other attractions.

NEW MANAGEMENT O. B. MANVILLE. PROPRIETOR

SAN FRANCISCO AVENUE

Population 7000

Ideal Climate

Beautiful Parks

Twenty Churches

No Saloons

Excellent Schools

Three Banks

Pomona College

Public Library

POMONA CALIFORNIA
The Home of the Goddess of Fruits. A beautiful city, 33 miles from Los Angreles; with three trans-conti-
nental railroads; siiuated in the heart of one of the most fertile fruit valleys of the State. The very
place for an "

ideal home." Write, for further information and illustrated pamphlets, to

R. K.. Pitzer, Sec'y Board of Trade

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coatluir ; it re
moves tlicm. ANYVO CO., 427 N. Main St., Loa Angeles



THE TWO BEST TRIPS/^
IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

TKe
ORANGE
GROVE
TRIP

to

Riverside
and

San Bernardino

The
Catalina

Trip
—Stopping
Enroute

at

Long BeacK

Excursions Every Tuesday and
Saturday—$2.40 Round Trip

Personally Conducted Excursions
Every Saturday—S2.50 Round Trip

Information: 250 S. Spring St.
PHONES: HOME 352—490
MAIN 352—JAMES 8951

NtW YORK

(Entral

LINES

NEW YORK CENTRAL & HUDSON RIVER R. R. (The 4-Track Trunk Line)

MICHIGAN CENTRAL (The Niagara Falls Route)

LAKE SHORE & MICHIGAN SOUTHERN (Route of the 20th Century Limited)

C. C. C. & ST. L. (Big Four Route)

BOSTON & ALBANY (The Model Railroad of New England)

PITTSBURG & LAKE ERIE

LAKE ERIE & WESTERN

Through Trains Chicago and St» Louis to New York—
Grand Central Station

and Boston—New South Station

SIX TOURIST CARS A WEEK BETWEEN CHICAGO
AND BOSTON

AH tickets by the New York Central Lines allow stop at Niag^ara Palls

without extra charge.

Ticket Offices and Information Bureaus:

637 MARKET ST,, SAN FRANCISCO, CAU
324 SOUTH BROADWAY, LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Reliable help promptly furnished. Hummel Bros. & Co., Tel. Main 509.



THE TOTEM
POLE ROUTE
UND OF THE MIDNKiflTSDN

Oven d,000 miletf of* ever chang'iiiLg'
sceivei^f now^tiere else equatUecL.
TwewKty A>ur hours of^ summer sunliojit
to view the woivders of Alaska duriiiLgf^
a trip on the palatial steamship "SPOR^NET

Majestic snow capped mountains. Vast"
fields of* ice and g"i^antic g*laciers-,
the standing" monuments of* pr*eKistoric
ages. A thousand islands, bays and in-
lets passed enroute.
Awe-inspiring, exhilarating* educational.
Inside passag'e , sea sickness unknown.

SBJESCLUSIVE EXCURSIONS LEAyiNG-

Tm)11A. SEATTI^AND VICTORIA-

JJJLWC », 22; JLLY 6. 20; AliOlST 3, 17, 1905

Rsservations now being madcAppfy toGomp&ir^
(riRces, any Railroad orJurist Ag&nt for rates
and fiill mfbrmation. Send 4 cents in po^stage,
to cover cost of mailing* and receive copy "All

theYear l^ound Toursrbeautitully illustrated.

CD.D U IN A N N
Genera.1 Passen^^er A.g*ei\1r
lO Market sr. San Francisco



Golden State
Limited

LESS THAN 3 DAYS LOS ANGELES AND CHICAGO
via

EL PASO-ROCK ISLAND ROUTE

Drawing- Room Sleeper
—San Francisco and St. Louis, and

Santa Barbara and Chicago. Ten-section Modern Tourist Sleeper

and Dining Car—Los Angeles and Chicago. Electric Lighted

throughout, with Pullman Vestibule Equipment, presenting all the

latest improvements.
Information concerning time, tickets, reservations, etc., can be

obtained at Southern Pacific Ticket Office, 261 South Spring Street,

Los Angeles, or from any Southern Pacific Agent.

G. A. PARKYNS,
Asst. Gen. Freight and Passenger Agent

N. R. MARTIN,
District Passenger Agent

Southern Pacific



Santa Fe

Unlimited comforts are proviJeJ onTke

CaliTornia

L/imited
Compartment PuUmLans for tkose

who seek seclusion; Observation
Pullmans for those -vAio Tivish to

vie^v the passing sho^v; Buffet-smoking
cars for those who enjoy cluh luxuries.

Absolutely the finest transcontinental

train. And better than ever this season.

Millions of dollars recently spent to per-
fect the track it runs on.

All tnis luxury is yours for tkree glorious Jays,
at the mere price of a ticket to Cnicago.

The Calirornia Limited, runs daily from San Francisco and Los
Angeles tnrougn to Kansas City and Cnicago. Harvey Jining-car service.

Santa Fe All tke ^Vay througk South-west Land of Enckantment.
Rock-ballasted, oil-sprinkled track.

Pamphlet of the train, and book describing the trip, mailed on request.
Address Gen. Pass. Office, A. T. fi^ S. F. Ry.—Coast Lines, Los Angeles, Cal.

New $250,000 kotel, "El Tovar," at Grand Canyon of Ariz

-I I t AI
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MELLINS FOOD

CATHERINE C. McNAUGHTON, Chicago, 111.

This Mellin's Food baby, when 6 i-2 months old, weighed ig 1-2 lbs. Her

flesh is hard and firm and she is, and always has been, perfectly happy and well.

Mellin's Food will do just as much for your baby, and we should like to send

you a sample free to trv.

Mellin's Food was the ONLY Infants' Food which received the Grand
Prize at the St. Louis Exposition, 1904. Higher than a gold medal.

MELLIN'S FOOD COMPANY,





SURR.E.Y; TYPE. CNE

'Kis caorriaL^G is ^a^ acirv.oivs±ral-

csJ sxiccGS*s. CEve irvoirvtks

jvise oiv live 'Patcinc Coa^st

Islvows tlrv^l. its 'xxjy^e^Q.jy is

strLZ>lly2i.7L\!i iKal like zW otKcr
R,^iTiblcr5, it is to tc dJepaivdad -upoi^
^w]-vc:rcrv^cr' T'oacds sore Al for IttzcvcL

ClFvill iirdioir'irs.ajtiorx oxv x-'c.cjxiest^

C^O^kci-ModiGls $7^0, $890, $2000

THOMAS BJETFEKf& COMPANY

E.R.C-ULncU5c,i6lS-20 Coxirt Pla.ce,D«ivVci-, Colox*a.G[o»

W, K.Cow^eviv,830-34 SovttK Bfos^^AV^y, Los Axvgelcs,
Czvlifoarn-i©. , "Ra^nvblcr Avitoitvotila A^ervcj^ TcntK



A MATTEROFHEALTH

^mm^
POWDER
Absolutely Pure

HAS MO SUBSTITUTE

Used Round the World

WallGiBaRer&Co:!!

Chocolate
AND

Cocoa
The leader for

124 Years

ijidk for thi-^

tkade-makk;

Grand Prize
World's Fair
'St. Louis

Walter Baker & Co. Ltd.
Established 1780 Dorchester, Mass.

At^ HIGHEST AWARDS IN
5**^ EUROPE AND AMERICA

MMass:^
CALIFORNIA
PRESERVES

California's fittest tribute to

the dining tables of the vjorld

BisHop's California
S^weet PicKles

Pickled Fig-s are deliciously grood. Serve them
for breakfast, dinner, lunch. The g'reatest of

dainties for every table. Finest California Figrs

are used- Thirty other varieties of semi-tropi-

cal fruits are put up.

BISHOP CO. CO., Los Angeles
Hifi-hest Award, Grand Prize, St. Louis, by
original jury—
jellies, jams,
preserves.

TootH
Paste
deans and pre-

serves the teeth.

Mothers should realize the

importance of preserving
intact the primary set of

teeth until the secondary
or permanent set is ready
to take its place. Let us

send you our free booklet on **

Taking Care of

the Teeth" which contains much information

in concise form. Children should be encotwaged
to use Dentacura Tooth Paste. 25c. a tube.

Avoid substitutes.

DENTACURA COMPANY,
107 ALLING ST., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

^w '^t^\.C\ have been established over 50 YEARS. By our system of

1 BliV^ ^11 1^^ payments every family in moderate circumstances c*nowO
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FOR THE INDIANS
THE SEQUOYA LEAGUE, ^^ ^'^'"^S the Mission Indians not— onlj' by remedying abuses and trying
to get them better lands, but also by extending the market for their DASRETS.

A representative collection is on sale, for the benefit of the Campo reservations, at

reasonable prices and fully authenticated. These baskets can be had of

Mrs. Chas. F. Lummis 200 Ave. 42, Los Angeles
THE MONET GOES TO THE INDIANS

4-3 additional SasKets, of mvicK variety, just received

Prices, $2 to $10

LEADAM S^^^^HOE T »

For your feet's sake—for your
shoe's sake—know what Lead-

am Shoe Trees ARE and th

GOOD they do. A cq u i re the

shoe tree habit and pro-

long' the life of .vour foot-

wear — take away that
"vicious" curl at the toe
—hold the sole of the shoe
flat—drive wrinkles out of

the uppers—avoid ill ef-

fects of wet and make your
shoe a luxurious home for

your foot.

Lcadam Shoe Trees for

Men and Women.
Name on every pair.

For sale by
"Rosenthal's" Inc., 107-

113Kearney St., San Fran-

cisco, Cal.; Wetherby-
Kayser Shoe Co., Los An-

geles, Cal., and C. M.
Staub Shoe Co., Los An-

geles, Cal.

AN EAR OF

LAGUNA
GROWN
CORN

CORN? YES!
and all other necessaries of life, and all deciduous

fruit in addition, abundantly gro\yn on the

LACUNA DE TACHE GRANT
in Fresno and Kings Counties, the geographical

center of California.

Prices $30 to $60 per Acre with ample water

One-quarter cash, balance in 8 annual installments. For full

printed information and local paper 2 months FREE, Address

Nares and Saunders, Managers
GRANT BLOCK, LATON, CALIFORNIA



Among all

automobiles the

Cadillac stands pre-eminent for its

low cost of maintenance. Simple, durable, common-

sense construction makes it truly the
" Car of Economy."

Because of simplicity of power-development and efficiency of trans-

mission there is practically no energy lost in the Cadillac—a feature which

alone reduces by a big percentage the cost of fuel, lubrication, etc.

The Cadillac mechanism is designed with a view to making it virtually trouble-proof.

with the result that the liability of damaging the motor or its connections through a

mistake in manipulation is reduced to a minimum. Absolute control at all times and

i-ader all conditions is maintained more easily
—Ivith felver things to think of—in the

Cadillac than in any other machine. This means that the Cadillac is the safest, the most

reliable and most easily operated of all motor cars. The new medium-power touring car

shown above is in every detail a notable example of art and skill in automobile building.

The many features of beauty, efficiency and appointment which characterize it are found

also in the other Cadillac models.

Model F—Side-Entrance Touring Car.

Model B—Touring Car, with detachable tonneau.

Model E—Light, stylish, powerful Runabout, divided seat.

Model D—Four-Cylinder, 30 h. p. Touring Car.

Write for Catalog Y, and address of nearest dealer, k>here you can see and try a Cadillac.

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE CO., Detroit, Mich.
Member Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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New York City Hotel

The YENDOME
Broadway, Corner 41st Street, New York

Firsi-ciass Hotel at Moderate Prices

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
jjo Rooms, 200 Bathrooms. Within two blocks

are located 15 of the most prominent theatres.
Two minutes' walk from the shopping district

and New York's finest stores.

Times Square subway station, i block away.
Seven minutes from City Hall and lower Broadway.

L. L. Todd, Proprietor,

Associated in manaqevient uith Mr. Todd ;

Messrs. M. J. Crawford, E. Sanford Crowell, and F. C. Geuen.

European

and

American

Plan

ROOMS
FROM
S1.50

HOTEL LEICHTON A First-Class Tourist and Family Hotel

of Over 100 Outside Rooms
OPPOSITE WESTLAKE PARK 200 feet frontage, on Sixth St., corner of Lake St. Best location of any liotel in Los Angeles.

Right up to date in every way. Hotel stands 50 feet above the lake. Sanitary conditions are perfect. Smallest rooms are 11-6 x 18 feet Every
room has a clothes closet, hot and cold water, steam heat, telephone, electric light. Elegantly furnished, 50 baths, elevator. Billiards, pool, tennis.

F. A. CUTLER, Manager LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Ramona Toilet .Soap ^^s^^£VERYWHEP?E



The BIG
'/£?

URoflthe

^e Popularity o^^ Otir Cars
has created a demand for a complete
line of Ford Models from which every
users individual requirements can be
satisfied.

riodel C. $950 , ^,
Removable rear entrance tonneau, double

opposed motor.

Model B, $2,000
Side entrance tonneau, 4-cylinder vertical

motor.

Detailed description
of these models to-

gether with our new
catalogue, describing
'.inique Ford features
will be sent on request

Ford
Motor Co.

Detroit*
Mich.

CALirORMA
HOMESEEKERS ATTENTIOIV !

THE REALTY TRUST CO.

of Los Ang-eles, Trustee
offers for sale 15,000 acres of rich, level land in tlie

HILMAR COLONY, Turlock Irrigation District
in subdivisions of twenty acres and upward.

PRICE, $35 PER ACRE
Terms—To actual settlers we offer unusual terms.
Water—The land owns the water—a never failingr

supply. ,

Cost- The cost of water averag-es about 50 cents
per acre i^er annum.

Soil—Level, ashy loam ; easily cultivated.
Canals—Broad canals now on land; small ex-

pense to irrig-ate.
Products—Alfalfa, vines, peaches, apricots, fig's,

wheat, corn, etc.

Vegetables of every variety grow in great abund-
ance.
Location—Stanislaus County, 115 miles southeast

of San Francisco, on Southern Pacific railroad.
Population—Hundreds of families have already

located on these lands, and support themselves
thereon.
Railroads—S. P. and Santa Fe near at hand.
Markets—The best markets in the west are in easy

reach.
Schools—Public schools on our tract,others near by
Remarks—The San Joaquin and Merced rivers from

1 ID 3 miles away; millions of cords of oak wouti
along the rivers. Great flocks of wild geese, ducks
and quail can be found along the rivers and canaN.
Climatic conditions are all that could be desired.
Exchanges— Will exchange these lands for South

ern California property on cash valuations.

THE REALTY TRUST CO.. of Los Angeles
6 per cent interest paid on investments. Capital paid up |100,000

129 S. Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal-
Opposite Cliamiier of Commerce

Tlie Correspondence School,
with an international reputation—
the Correspondence Institute of
America — was founded and
oritjinated by me. My first in-

vestment was $1.37—this amount
started the school. I decided to

take in partners—the cash capital
was then increased to just $50.00.
Under my direction the school

grew rapidly. In one year over
a hundred thousand dollars was
taken in through the United
States mails I made money
from this investment—so did my
associates. Large dividends
were paid. I believe 1 can do it

again.
I am now interested in another

enterprise. Its prospects are

bright—large profits are both

possible and probable. I am encouraged. It is my intention to

develop this new undertaking as rapidly as possible. I am look-

ing for partners—co-operators. I believe I have a proposition that

will interest the man or woman who has a little money to invest

Become a stockholder in my latest enterprise. Write me for

full information— if you want quick action send me your remit-

tance today. My business e.xperience and reputation will satisfy

you regarding my reliability. I believe I can make money for

you. I am not promoting oil wells, gold mines or enterprises of a

similar ] ature. I want to tell you about an established business.

Send me your name and address and I will mail you the whole

story.

Alt. F. Clark
Suite M,

87 Nassau St.,

NEW YORK.



Model P, $1,200
is a larger and more powerful car than
Model C, has the popular Ford double op-
posed motor, divided front seat, double
side entrance tonneau.

The Doctor's Car, without top, $850
is especially designed for physicians

Get a Ford demonstration of power in
comparison with other carsand see the dif-
ference between actual power and rated
power.

Ford Motor Co.
Detroit, Mich.

Canadian trade supplied bv The Ford Motor
Co. of Canada, Ltd,, Walkerville, Ont.

About the Word " Worccstcrsliirc.99

Over seventy years ago, Lea & Perrins first put on the

market a table sauce known as

Lea & Perrins'
Worcestershire Sauce

It has since gained a world-

wide reputation ; therefore,

many manufacturers have
used the name Worcestershire,

and some even called their

crude imitations the
"
genuine." But the Original and Genu-

ine is lea & Perrins' Worcestershire Sauce. Take No Imi-

tation ! Do Not Be Deceived.

Jolin Duncan's Sons, Agents, New York



JOHN LAME'S NEW BOOKS
By the Author o/ THE RAT TRAP and THE STORY OF EDEN

CAPTAIN AMYAS
Being the Career of D'Arcy Amyas, late Master of the R. M. S. Princess.

12 mo. A Novel. By DOLF WYIyLARDE II. 50

'Told with vijfor and no prudishness, and is another bit of evidence of the writer's streng-th as a novelist.'— Chicago Evening Post.

THE SREC/AL/ST
A Novel. By A. M. IRVINE

12 mo. $1.50

"It is a better story in every way than "Ships
That Pass in the Nig-ht."—^. 3'. Globe.

HELEN ALUSTON
A Novel. By the Author of
"Elizabeth's Children."

12 mo. $1.50

"Perfect in its art—deserves a permanent place
in literature."—Boston Evening Transcript.

HELEN OF TROY, N. Y.

A Novel
By WiLFKiD Scarborough

Jackson
Author of

" Nine Points of the
Law.-' 12 mo. $1.50
"An entertaininsr and well writ-
ten little tale, and the most ag-ile

plot that one often finds in
fiction."—TV. T. Sun.

SIR BEV/LL
A Romance. By the

Rev. Canon Arthur Thynne
With seven i/lustratiotis by 3. Lev

Pkthybridge and a portrait of
Sir Bevill.

12 mo. $1.50.

"A book of more than ordinary
interest."—Providence Journal.

DEAR
FATHERLAND

A Novel

By EX-LIEUTENANT
BIESE

Author of "Life in a Garrison,"
the book suppressed by the

German srovernment.

12 mo. $1.50.

"A book to cause Ger-

many's statesmen to redouble

their efforts to purg-e the army
of the elements that are under-

mining' its strength."— Wash-

ington Evening Star.

A NEW PAOLO
AND FRANOESCA

A Novel
By Annie E. HoldsworTu
Author of "The Years That the

Locust Hath Eaten."

12 mo. $1.50

"Forcefully written and of good
fiber."— Chicago Record Herald.

BEFORE
THE CRISIS

A Novel
By F. B. MOTT

12 mo. $1.50

"a g-enuine, straightforward
romance of adventure."—Phila-

delphia Press.

A PRINCE TO ORDER
A Novel. By Charles Stokes Wayne

12 mo. $1.50
The adventures of an involuntary pretender to the
throne of the imaginary kingdom of Badavia.

CHARMS
A Novel. By the Eakl OF Iddesleigh

Author of the "Luck o' Lassendale," etc.

12 mo. $1.50

"An excellent story."—.V. 1'. Sun.

THE MANITOBAN
A Novel

By H. H. Bashford
Author of

"Tommy Wideawake," etc.

12 mo. $1.50
"True to the conditions of
real life in the Canadian
West."—Toronto Globe.

LIF£ OF CERVANTES
By ALBERT P. CALVERT

With numerous

illustrations, portraits, etc.

12 mo. $1.00 net

OONSTANOE
WEST
A Novel

By E. R. PUNSHON
A novel of life in the wilds

of Canada

12 mo. $1.50

John Lane WRITE FOR SPRING LISTS
67 FIFTH AVENUE New York



Engraved

Wedding Invitations

Engraved

Announcements

Crane's Kid

finish

Wedding

Stocl( in

the Exclusive

" Pearl Grey
"

E EXTEND a cordial

invitation to call

and i nspect the

latest effects in Fine

Stationery.

We show Crane's Linen Lawn

in nobby sizes with the deep

pointed flap Envelopes to match.

Berlin'5 Colonial Lawn, in

White and Tints, completes a

full line of the best writing

papers made.

Prince Henry Note in Linen,

Bond, Plate, and Kid finish, 35c

per lb. Envelopes to match.

Berlin's

Colonial

White

Wedding

Stock in select

sizes

Engraved

stationers

115 South Broadway

Los Angeles

Engraved

At Home Cards Calling Cards



SPECIAL: $1.00
POSTPAID

This Vest Pocket

Electric Searchlight
Everyone Guaranteed

NOT A TOY
Useful in a Thousand Ways. It fits nicely in vest

pocket. Invaluable for Physicians, Watchmen, Farmers,
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AN OUTING WITH THE SIERRA CLUB 2(A

In 1904, a camp was established in Tuolumne Meadows, and

from this base excursions were made t.o neighboring points of

interest.

The outing began in the Merced Yosemite, where, on the 3rd

day of July, 1904, the club dedicated, with appropriate ceremo-

nies, the lodge it had erected as a memorial of Joseph Le Conte,

who was for years one of its honored members.

The tramp began on the morning of ji:ly 4th, the club leaving
the valley by the Yosemite Falls trail, and proceeding by easy

stages, camps on the way being made at Porcupine Flat and

Tenaya Lake. Several parties climbed Mt. Hofifman and Cathe-

dral Peak.

Dedication of L,k Conte Lodge, Yosemite Valley

The meadows of the upper Tuolumne are the most extensive

of the Sierras. For eighteen miles they extend along the river

and its main tributary, Lyell Creek, having a width ranging
from half a mile to two miles.

No one who has seen a mountain meadow, with its border of

forest trees, its carpet of vivid green grasses interspersed with

wild flowers, will attempt to describe it. The Tuolumne Mead-
ows are mountain meadows, and no more can be said.

As it flows through its meadows, the Tuolumne river does noi

display the ordinary characteristics of mountain streams. In-

stead of a torrent, rushing between rocky banks, dashing over

ledges and boulders, we have a placid, deeply flowing river, moy-
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Tuolumne Rivkk,

ing- between grassy embankments, its calm surface marred by
few disturbing rocks. There are falls and rapids, and in many
places the banks are rocky ;

but its general course is even and

quiet. Below the meadows it makes a wild plunge down its

grand cafion, only to resume its peaceful wanderings in the

beautiful valley of Hetch-Hetchy.
In its u]5per r':aches. the Tuolumne is unlike the other streams

which head in the high Sierra. Each of these rivers has its indivil-

uality.

The Kern is a dashing madcap. It has no time for thoughts or

dreams. It has business below. It cares not what impression it

makes. Its only aim is to hasten over its rocky bed to the broader

life of the valleys.

The Kings river is a mountain nymph, beautiful and innocent.

Shy and elusive, she will glance at you from behind a jutting rock,

then lose herself in the dreamy shadow of a green arcade. She may
be just a little conscious of her beauty; but it is a guileless, inno-

cent knowledge, and does not mar her sylvan charm.

The Merced is beautiful, but not with the artless loveliness of the

Kings. She is more sophisticated. She knows her power. She

says: "Look at me. I have taken the great leaps of Vernal and

Nevada. I shall soon make the mad plunge of the Cascades. Now
I rest, serene in my loveliness. Am I not beautiful ?"

She is beautiful, but with just a tinge of worldliness. It may be
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Hetch-Hetchy Valley

that the nymph of the Kings river takes shy glimpses of herself in the

depths of some forest pool ;
but we are sure that the Merced maiden

keeps a mirror and spends hours in the contemplation of her loveli-

ness. The Merced is the ball-room beauty ;
the Kings, the nymph of

forest and river. But the Tuolumne is unlike any of the others. It

has not the dash of the Kern, the sylvan charm of the Kings, nor

the assertive beauty of the Merced. Placid and serene it flows
; wise,

not with the learning of the world, but with the lore of woodland

and mountain. In no haste to reach its goal, it fulfils its destiny, and

moves in its own dreams, its swirling eddies telling unuttered

thoughts. But its silence is only the calm of latent power. Alone,

behind the guarding walls of its canon, it breaks forth into wild

passion, only to lapse again into a brooding calm.

It can tell strange legends of the peaks. It knows what Titanic

labors upheaved the massive bulk of Dana. It has held converse

with the wild spirits who dwell on the ice-clad peak of Lyell. It

knows the secret rites woven by the spirits of the glacial caves ere

they send forth the waters of its source. Heedless of man and his

works, it lives its own deep dreams.

But if the river is regardless of man, it none the less alTords him

a most delightful resting-place.

The Sierra Club camp was situated near the junction of Lyeli

and Dana Creeks, which unite to form the Tuolumne river.
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Westward View

Pleasant and interesting excursions may be made by following

up either tributary.

Dana Creek rises on the flanks of Mt. Dana, a mountain of

enormous bulk. The ascent of this mountain is tiresome and

laborious. Except on its glacial
—eastern—side, it presents no

great difficulties, and no dangers. To reach its summit from the

north, west or south, requires no real climbing
—

only a long walk

up hill. But the footing is such as to render walking har;l

work. Its sides are covered with loose stones of all shapes
and sizes, probably the debris of what was in prehistoric times

a peak of great altitude. With the top in sight, but apparently

coming no nearer, the pull over the loose stones is a heavy task.

The summit is disappointing. It has no distinctive charac-

ter, no individuality. It does not stand out from the mass of the

mountain. There is no slender spire of rock, as on Mt. King
or Cathedral Peak

;
no giant monolith, as on Brewer ; no high,

sharp ridge, as on Williamson ; no appalling precipice, as on

Whitney ;
no lonely, magnificent peak, as at Shasta. What one

considers the essential features of a mountain peak are wanting.

The. summit is simply the top of an enormous rock pile. On
reaching it, you know you have reached the top, because you
can go no higher ;

but there is no sense of finality, of achieve-

ment.

The view compensates both disappointment and labor. The
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From an Unnamkd Peak

summit commands a magnificent panorama of wooded range?,

profound carious and snow-capped peaks. To the north, east

and south, most of the mountains are covered with snow. To
the west are the long wooded ridges of the first range of th-^

Sierra, with the distant summits of the Coast Range on the

horizon. To the east is a stretch of desert, brightened by the

blue waters of Mono Lake. A few miles from the lake are the

curious volcanic craters. The mighty masses of the Merced

group prevent a comprehensive view of the Southern Sierra.

As we approached the summit we observed a curious and

beautiful eflfect. Upon the edge of the ridge dividing the north-

ern and eastern slopes there stood a narrow "cornice" of snow

rising about four feet above the rocks. This snow was translu-

cent, and in the light of the sun glowed with a delicate yet vivi'd

green.

The descent of Dana is even more wearing than the ascent.

This mountain is not so fatiguing in a strictly physical sense, as

it is tiresome—it is a bore.

But the long downward climb was ended at last
;
and there

followed two days of luxurious "loafing" in the main camp.

Only one who has experienced it, can know the joys of loafing

in camp. When the knowledge of a difficult climb accomplished,
and the prospect of another, are present to repel the charge of

laziness ; when there are small occupations, the pursuit of which
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Lyell Fork,

produces the appearance—without the efifect—of great activity;

when skies are clear, rivers murmurous and still—and the com-

missary abundant, camp-loafing is a delight. It is also an art.

Do not loaf too obviously, or too industriously. Be fruitlessly

busy, actively idle. Talk of what you propose to do the follow-

ing day. An effect may be produced by asking the cook in a

loud voice if you can have breakfast at four the next morning,

requesting liim to put up a kmcheon for you. This will impress

others, at least those who are making their first outing.

If you rush in to breakfast the next morning at nine, just in

time to save your distance, no one will know but that you have

been up and active for hours. A fishing rod will heighten the

effect. You may remark that the fish did not rise, which will

be true of the fish—and of yourself.

The most difficult mountain-climb made by a large party was

the ascent of Mt. Lyell. This mountain attains the altitude of

13,090 feet, and bears upon its eastern slope a living glacier.

The Lyell party left the main camp July 15th, following

Tuolumne Meadow and Lyell Creek through the upper mead-

ows.

The) sunset effects in tlie upper meadows were beautiful.

Long after deep shadows rested upon the valley and its forest-

clad walls, the peaks glowed with a rosy light, which faded into

purple, then died away, leaving the rocky summits dark, gloomy,

forbidding.
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Tuolumne Rivek

Arrived at Lyell base-camp, we were soon in bed, as an early

start had been ordered for the morning.
The summit of Lyell is reached by passing over Lyell Gla-

cier, which is deeply covered with snow. During the warmer
hours of the day, the snow becomes softened to a considerable

depth, but freezes again at night. As climbing over the soft-

ened snow is difficult, sometimes dangerous, it is necessary to

reach the snow fields before they have felt the effect of the

sun. Four o'clock found us out of our sleeping-bags, and "lined

up," heavy-eyed, but eager.

A party of less hardy climbers was to make an easier trip to

the foot of the glacier; but fifty-three men, women and boys
answered the call for the summit.

A member of the outing committee was leader of the summit

party, which was divided into three companies, each having its

captain. Rigid discipline was establisned and enforced. Each

member was assigned to a numbered position in the line and

instructed to keep it. Change of position was not permitted.

Even when halts were made for rest, the line was kept. At

intervals the word was given, "Call your numbers," and each was

required to call his number in its place, the captains seeing that

the order was preserved. Our line was completed while it was

yet too dark to start, so we stood in position, awaiting the light.

We had not long to wait, and as the first glow of dawn rested
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upon Lyell's peak, we attacked the side of a steep ridge, and were

fairly off.

After a sharp climb of about five hundred yards came the

command, "Halt! Rest! Peel sweaters!" each of which was
welcome to many. "Second wind" does not come early on sucli

a hard ascent, and rest was grateful. "Peeling" was also accept-

able, as, in spite of the nipping air of dawn, the work was warm-

ing.

Then followed a zig-zag up the side of the ridge, a long walk

on its backbone, a short descent, a crossing of frozen ground
which would be a swamp on our return, short scrambles up steep

clifts
;
then the long, laborious climb over the snow.

Ascent of Mt. Lyell /'holo by ir. /'. /'<;ir','

A mountain snow-field, instead of presenting a smooth, even

surface, is broken by innumerable ridges, the depressions be-

tween which vary in depth from a few inches to four or five feet.

The ridges have broad bases, but taper to a knife-edge. On
the higher snow-fields, where the snow is hard frozen, a fall on

or between these ridges is far from pleasant ;
and on our climb,

many aching bones and muscles bore witness to the quality of

the snow. It was pleasant and exciting to know that we were

traversing a river of living ice, but we were not anxious for an

intimate acquaintance with its primary stages.

Our course lay obliquely across the ridges, and as, with in-

creasing altitude, they grew farther apart, stepping from one
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Descending Mt. Lyeli, Photo by W. F. BaiU

to another became so difficult for many of the party that it be-

came necessary for the leader to make a trail, which he did by

kicking ofif the upper portions of the ridges. Often in his attack

the leader would slip and fall between two ridges. Rising, he

would bring fists and knees to bear on the icy barrier.

Trail-making proved such heart-breaking work that three men
in succession were glad to yield the leadership. As the fourth

man weakened, we left the main body of the glacier and followed

a narrow tongue, which extends through a "chute" almost to the

summit. This chute is a narrow cleft in the rocks, and very steep.
Near its top the neve gives place to smooth, solid ice, bare of

snow, which continues for about fifty feet at a steep incline.

This icy chute gave us the only dangerous piece of work of the

Mt. Lyell
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climb. The situation was trying to weak nerves. The walls

of the chute were too steep to be scaled. A tongue of snow ex-

tended for some distance between the ice and the rocks, and

from the tongue, which was a mere knife-edge, with smooth ice

on one side, and a deep bergschrund, or gap between snow and

cliff, on the other, it was necessary to step down upon the ice.

In most places the bergschrund was so wide that it was im-

possible to rest a hand against the cliff to assist in maintaining

equilibiium.

Owing to the steepness of the chute and the glassy surface of

the ice, the leaders determined to cut steps in the ice and use a

rope in making the ascent. While steps were cut and the rope

Dkscext of Mt. Lyell Photo by W. F. Bade

Stretched, the party waited patiently, a few hanging to the rocks,

the greater number standing on the snow.

While one man cut steps, another went on over the ice as

anchor for the rope, one end of which was tied around his waist,

the other to a projecting rock below the ice steps. As the chute

made a sharp turn, it was necessary to station another man near

the middle of the rope to keep it clear of the rocks and within

reach of the climbers.

As the leaders looked down upon the party waiting below,

some clinging to the rocks, others standing in the snow, and

reflected that fifty people, thirty of them women and boys, were

trusting to them to be conducted safely over that icy slide, they

realized the grave responsibility they had assumed. But hesi-
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tation was idle ; the people were becoming chilled from the snow,

so the ascent began.

Clinging to the rope, carefully seeking the ice steps, the

climbers came slowly over the ice. The women made the pas-

sage without hesitation ;
but many a fair face was pale, and

many a little hand trembled as the anchor-man grasped it for

the final lift. Only one person at a time was allowed on the rope.

The object of this was to minimize the risk of injury from that

terror of the mountains, falling stones—an ever present source

of danger. In spite of precautions, numerous sharp fragments
of stone dashed down the chute, but, fortunately, no one was

struck but the anchor-man, and he was not injured. An hour

was consumed in crossing the ice, during which time the leaders

P/io/o by W. F. Badi
Mts. Banner and Ritthr from Base Camp

were subjected to a considerable nervous strain. But at last

all were safely over and found in the view from the summit

ample compensation for their risks and exertions.

The descent from Lyell was without incidents, but tiresome.

All but one of the party avoided the icy chute, by a long detour

over a snow-slope, descending to the glacier over a rocky ridge

not practicable for ascent. The snow, softened by the sun, was

loose and slippery, and much slipping and sliding were caused

thereby. The enthusiasm of climbing, the prospect of attain-

ment, the spice of danger, which marked the ascent, were lack-

ing. It was simply to get down.

Early the next morning nine of us prepared for the conquest
of Ritter. The trail was considered impracticable for animals,
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so, reducing bedding and provisions to their lowest terms, we
shouldered packs and started on a fifteen-mile tramp over a

steep pass, up several high ridges, across a number of mountain

streams, to the base of Ritter.

We camped for the night near Thousand Island Lake, one of

the sources of the San Joaquin river, a blue mountain lake dot-

ted with numerous islets, some showing groups of trees, many
being but bare rocks.

After our evening meal we looked long and earnestly at our

objective
—Mt. Ritter, and its companion peak. Banner. It

would be difificult to imagine a more impressive mountain view

P//nlo by W. F. Bad,'

On the Slope of Mt. Rittek

than that of the Ritter-Banner group. Rising from a common

base, the peaks of these two mountains are separated by a broad

glacier. Neither mountain has a wide-spreading base. Tall

and slender, they rise from their surrounding snow fields. From

our view-point. Banner (12,957 feet) obstructed the view of the

summit of its loftier neighbor, Ritter (13,156 feet).

Our start was made at dawn. Crossing an ancient moraine,

we passed by a gem-like lake into which the Ritter-Banner gla-

cier was discharging miniature icebergs ; then, turning a shoul-

der of granite, we were again upon a living glacier, and the day's

work was begun.



Mirror Lake
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A mountain may seem difficult and dangerous in contempla-
tion, or when viewed from its base

; but once the steady, per-
sistent climb is begun, difficulty and danger are forgotten; obsta-

cles and perils are surmounted or avoided systematically, and
as they are separately encountered.

Ritter did not seem nearly so formidable when attacked at

short range as when viewed from Lyell or from base-camp
After a time we began thinking that his gloomy, threatening

aspect was only a "bluff."

The work on the glacier is different from that on Lyell. The

snow ridges are not so difficult, being lower and closer together.
But the ascent is much more abrupt. Snow could not cling to

the rocks if they were steeper.

Obeying instructions from Prof. J. N. Le Conte, who had

made the ascent, we kept to the snow as long as possible. Pass-

ing from snow to rocks was dangerous, as is always the case

when the cliffs rise nearly vertically from their base. There is

a gap—bergschrund—between snow and rock, which offers op-

portunities for accidents. Should the snow-edge break, or

should the climber miss his footing on the cliff, he would be

dashed upon the rocks below. Our party crossed in safety,

and commenced climbing an almost vertical rock-wall wbicli

demanded the exercise of extreme caution. Had it not been that

the face of the mountain is marked by ridges, or "flutings," the

edges of which are composed of broken fragments of rock, the

ascent would have been impossible. It was only by laboriously

clambering over, under and around these fragments, often mak-

ing long detours, that we reached the summit.

So steep was the ascent that at any time after leaving the

.glacier, a fall would have resulted in serious, if not fatal, injury.

Danger from falling stones was constantly imminent. A care-

less step or a grasp of a loose stone would start a miniature

avalanche, endangering the lives of those below, who, clinging

to precarious handholds or standing on narrow ledges, could

not avoid the falling fragments.
In the course of our climb we suddenly came to a sheer cliff

offering neither footholds nor handholds. To have gone back

would have involved a long climb and the loss of more time

than we could spare. The only alternative was to cross on the

snow to a buttress of rock which bounded the southern edge of

the cliff. The snow had shrunken from the wall, leaving a gap
about twenty feet wide. The cliff was vertical

; the snow was
almost vertical and ended in a knife edge, having on the right the

bergschrund about thirty feet deep with sharp rocks at its foot,

and on the left a snow wall one thousand feet high and too steep

1
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for footing. Our weight might cause the snow to give way to

right or left, or might send its entire upper portion shding down
the mountain. But rather than turn back, we crossed on the

kjnife edge. The discance across was about fifty feet, but it

really seemed greater. As we worked across this place, we
concluded that Ritter was not blufiing after all; and our conclu-

sion was strengthened by the remainder of the climb.

At last we reached the narrow ridge which leads to the sum-

Clouds' Rest and Liberty Cap

mit, and in a few minutes were at the top, where all our exer-

tions were rewarded by a magnificent view.

The view does not differ materially from the prospect from

Lyell, except that Ritter permits a view of mountains which it

shuts ofif from Lyell. It also affords a better view of the carious

of the San Joaquin river.

There can be nothing more inspiring than the view from a

great mountain peak. It produces a spiritual exaltation com-

parable with no other state of mind. To me the effect is similar

to that produced by music.
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We remained at the summit an hour. Before leaving we in-

scribed our names on the register, which the Sierra Club keeps
in a pile of stones on the summit. On most of these high peaks
of the Sierra Nevada the club has deposited copper cylinders

containing rolls of paper for registration of names of members
who make the ascent.

As is the case with all mountains of the character of Ritter,

the descent is more difficult than the ascent. But we reacheil

the glacier level without accident, and walked into camp tired

and happy. r

Mt. Ritter is a difficult and dangerous mountain. With the

Cathedral Lake

exercise of great caution its ascent may be made in safety, but

it should be attempted by those only who are accustomed to

mountain climbing, and who have sure feet and cool heads.

On its return to Tuolumne meadows, the Mt. Ritter party
found the main body preparing to break camp, to start the next

morning for Hetch-Hetchy valley, by way of Hardin Lake and

Hog Ranch, following the old Tioga road the greater part of the

distance.

A small party was to follow the Tuolumne river through its

grand cafion, joining the others in Hetch-Hetchy. The trip

through Tuolumne Canon had been considered the most adven-

turous of the outing. On account of its difficulties and dangers,
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this canon has a bad name, and dire prognostications were made

as to the fate of those who should attempt its passage.

But the desire to enjoy the beauties of the cafion, the wander-

lust and the spirit of adventure combined to overcome hesita-

tion, and a party of fourteen, including eight of the Mt. Ritter

party, shouldered packs and made the descent.

The grand canon of the Tuolumne is about twenty-four miles

in length. It varies in width, in some places the rocky walls

coming very near the river, to recede again, leaving a stretch of

YosEMiTE Falls

meadow and woodland between river and clif¥. In no place
does the width across its floor exceed half a mile. The greater

portion is narrow. During the twenty-four miles of its course

through the caiion the river descends more than five thousand

feet, much of its fall being made in a series of magnificent cata-

racts. These falls have not the great height of Nevada, Bridal

Veil or Yosemite falls, but equal them in impressiveness. On
the Tuolumne falls the water, does not descend vertically, but

follows very steep inclines. One of these falls is unlike any
other of the great falls of the Sierra Nevada. On leaving the
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crest, the water takes an oblique course across the canon for

about lOO feet, then turns ahnost at a right angle to its former

course, only to be deflected by another ledge. In this manner

the river descends about five hundred feet in a series of steps,

each plunge being made at a distinct angle with those which

immediately precede and follow it. Another fall—the most

beautiful of the cafion—is the California, or "Fountain" fall. Ar

this point, where the river is very narrow and swift, it dashes

over a bed of granite sloping at an angle of about twenty-two
and one-half degrees. Not far from the crest of the fall the

Cliffs of Tuolumne Canon

stream impinges against a ledge or an enormous boulder, which

throws the whole body of water into the air in a mass of spray

and foam. The river is larger than the Merced, where it passes

through its Yosemite, and the effect of such a volume of water

hurled into the air is indescribable.

The walls of the cafion are higher than those of the Merced

Yosemite. Their sky-line is not so even, being broken by peaks
some of which reach an altitude of seven thousand feet. There

are cliflfs which have a higher vertical face than any of the Mer-

ced Yosemite
;
and there are vast buttresses of rock which, in

bulk, height and impressiveness, surpass those of the more
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famous valley to the south. If one could except the Le Conte

dome, it would be safe to say that the Tuolumne canon is grander

than the Merced Yosemite.

This statement will be received with incredulity ; for many
know the Merced Yosemite, while very few have even heard of

the Tuolumne canon. The reason for this is not far to seek.

The difficulties and dangers attending its passage have prevented

the general public from becoming accjuainted with the cafion

of the Tuolumne. There are no trails through it. It is im-

passable for pack animals, and extremely difficult for footmen.

To I'onstruct wagon roads like those of the Merced Yosemite

would involve engineering difficulties so great as to render their

cost prohibitive. The cafion is also more remote from railways

Tenaya Canon and Lb Conte Dome

than is the Merced Yosemite. For these reasons the Tuolumne
canon is little known now, and will so continue for many years.

The passage of the canon is considered dangerous. While

our party passed through in safety, we could readily see that

it has well earned its reputation.

The most formidable obstacle, the greatest dangers, are pre-

sented by the glaciated rocks of which the domes of the canon

and a great portion of its floor are composed. The action of

glaciers long since extinct has polished the rocks of the cafion

to a high degree. It is the theory of some that the action of

sand has contributed more largely than that of ice to this effect.

Be the cause either one, or the other, or the two combined, the

rocks certainly have received a fine polish. In the sunlight

the sheen of the rocks is like that of ice or snow. Seen at a
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Silver Apron,

distance of a quarter of a mile, stretches of this glaciated rock

glitter and glisten like glass. This glacial polish renders the

surface of the rocks so smooth and slippery that footing is un-

certain, even upon a level surface. When the rocks lie at a

sharp incline, as is usually the case, crossing them is always haz-

ardous, sometimes impossible. Hob-nails will not take hold on

the rocks, and unprotected shoe soles slip at every step. At
several places on our trip we found it necessary to use a rope
in making descents. In places, dikes of polished granite extend

across the caiion from cliff to cliff, leaving a narrow trough with

vertical sides for the river. Often the cliffs are too precipitous
to permit a detour, and the only escape is by "roping." A rope
is passed around a tree, the climber grasps its two sections, as-

sumes a sitting position and slides with more or less grace as

far as the rope permits. Tf the rope reaches the foot of the

slide, well and good ;
if not, he must trust to luck. This process

is trying to nerves—and trousers.

Our party was fortunate in finding slides with trees conven-

iently placed ;
and in one place only did we find a slide which

in length exceeded our doubled rope, and there it was necessary
to drop only about ten feet to a friendly ledge.
Next to the glaciated rocks, the most formidable features of

the cafion are the domes, which are numerous. A dome is what
its name indicates—a rounded mass of rock rising alone from

the floor of a valley or plateau, or jutting from the side of a
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mountain. Its sides curve with a very short radius, and are

consequently steep. Many of the domes are glaciated, but even

those wliich were never polished by the ice, or from which the

glacial polish has worn away, are difficult, often unsurmount-

able. They frequently reach a height of seven or eight hundred

feet and cover large bases. Occasional cracks in the surfaces,

or clumps of moss render a precarious footing possible. But

often their steep, unbroken sides defy the most expert climber.

If an isolated dome is encountered, it may be avoided by a de-

tour. But if a dome projecting from the cafion wall blocks the

way, one must either climb over it or turn back. On several

occasions, our party was compelled to travel long distances

from the river, climbing nearly one thousand feet, because a

stretch of rock only a few yards across offered no footholds.

On one occasion, as we were walking along the river bank,

congratulating ourselves on our rapid progress, we came upon
the nose of a cliff projecting into the water. A narrow ledge

led from the river bank along the face of the cliff, but was broken

wTiere the cliff entered the water and renewed just one foot be-

yond our longest step. The sheer face of the cliff gave no hand-

holds upon which to swing across. It was most exasperating.
That gap of twelve inches caused us to consume more than two
hours' time. First came a long hard climb up a chimney which
terminated in a narrow ledge at the foot of a steep and slippery
incline. This ledge, composed of brittle rock and narrowing to
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a few inches as it crossed the incline, could not be crossed with-

out assistance. One of the party scrambled up the incline and

with the rope steadied his companions as they crept across, find-

ing a descent for himself on the other side of the slope. Arrived

at the end of the ledge, we found ourselves at the edge of a

sheer descent of fifty feet, at the foot of which began a stee])

slope hundreds of feet in height. Our rope helped us- down the

first, and hard work accomplished the second.

The Unicorn

The most laborious work of the passage was what is tech-

nically called "brush-bucking." In many places the cafion walls

terminate in gentle slopes covered with earth. Xept moist by
water trickling and seeping from above, these slopes support a

luxuriant growth of brush. Wild lilac, buckthorn, manzanita

and other bushes form thickets which are almost impassable.

When the slope extends to the river, or terminates in a sheer

cliflf, the only passage is through the brush. The bushes must
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be thrust aside by main force, and as they are tough and elastic,

progress is slow. Some of the brush—notably manzanita—
"fights back." Working through these thickets up steep slopes

or along narrow ledges is fatiguing.

It was interesting to note the changes in vegetation as we

descended. At first we met only the pines and other conifers of

the 8500-fdot level. These gradually gave place to the growth
of lower altitudes. Toward the end of the cafion we walked

among magnificent oaks. Similar changes were noted in the

wild flowers.

As the lower levels were reached flowers increased in number

and in beauty. In several places where the river runs between

Falls at Head of Hktch-Hbtchy

b

low, flat banks, it was bordered with bushes of the azalea. More

than once we saw an eighth of a mile of these lovely flowers in

full bloom, their rich, heavy odor filling the air with sweet-

ness.

As the canon lies within the boundaries of a forest-reserve

where shooting is prohibited, animal life is abundant. Members
of our party saw deer. Once in crossing a meadow we walked

for more than a mile along a distinctly marked bear run. We
also saw numerous other bear "signs." Smaller animals are

numerous.

The river is full of fish. Our passage was too hurried to per-

mit time for sport; but we supplied our frying pans by a few
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Hetch-Hetchy Vai-ley

The descent of this canon is difficult, and is attended by some

danger. But any one possessed of reasonable strength, endur-

ance and coolness may make the passage in safety, and will be

abundantly rewarded for all exertion and risks.

Hetch-Hetchy valley needs no description. We- had two idle

days there ;
then came a tramp to beautiful Lake Eleanor

;
for a

few of us a night at desolate Granite (or Kibbey) Lake ; then a

walk through a magnificent forest to Reed River; one more night

under the stars
;
a last eight-mile stretch, partly through a dis-

trict made desolate and hideous by sawmills; then a little lum-

bering-railway ; then the Sierra railway, where stuffy Pullmans

made us sigh for breezy nights under the trees
;
then Oakdale ;

and the friendly tentacles of the mighty octopus gently but firmly

drew us back to civili-zation and labor.

Tlie outing was a pronounced success. During a month one

hundred and forty-six club members and guests, together with

servants and a large party of packers, were conducted over many
miles of mountain trails; numerous mountains were climbed

and many side-trips made, without a single accident. The party

was well fed and cared for. A large pack-train kept us supplied
with provisions. Lodgings were commodious and airy, the roofs

being the broad sky ; the walls, forests and cliffs ; the floors and

beds, the bosom of kindly mother earth.

If it be asked what is gained by these outings, the answer is

easy. In the first place, the outings necessarily afford abundant
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opportunities. for active physical exercise. Although a few use

saddle-horses, the outings are primarily tramping-trips. The

exertion is not too violent. In passing from one camp to an-

other the ground is covered in easy stages, a day's march rarely

exceeding ten miles.

On side-trips, while the walks between camps are not diffi-

cult, the mountain-climbing and the exploration of rugged caiions

and passes necessarily involve more exertion. Such excursions

are made by the more hardy members only. But one who does

not join in the more ambitious efforts of the club need not be

idle. The main camps are always so placed that points of in-

terest can be reached by short excursions. Many club members

do not join climbing parties, but remain at the main camp, find-

ing in fishing, picnics and one-day walks abundant pleasure and

sufficient exercise.

Sleeping out of doors is also beneficial. A few campers use

tents
;
but the majority prefer to sleep under the stars, and

derive great benefit from constant exposure to the fresli air.

The aromatic odor of the pine forests is not only pleasant,

but health-giving. The fresh, pure air of the peaks and the high

valleys is tonic and invigorating.

Fed by melting snows, the springs and streams of the moun-

tains afiford an unlimited supply of cool, delicious water. Owing
to its purity, great quantities of this water may be drunk with-
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out injury, and the flushing of the system so caused is a distinct

benefit.

It is not merely its low temperature which renders mountain

water so pleasant. Dashing over rocks, plunging down cata-

racts, leaping to surmount obstructing boulders, the water be-

comes thoroughly aerated, acquiring a crisp tone and sparkle.

But it is not only cool, pure and fresh. It has a peculiar quality,

a "tingle" which makes it not only invigorating but exhilarating.

A draught of it brings to mind wind-swept peaks, glacial cav-

erns, sparkling waterfalls and whirling eddies.

Colds are almost unknown among mountain-climbers, the pure

air and outdoor life rendering one practically immune to these

annoyances of city life. Owing to the dryness of the atmo-

sphere, perspiration, though profuse, is at once evaporated.

Freedom from the ordinary cares and occupations of life is

also a source of physical well-being. It is absolutely useless to

vvorry over business. The main camps of the club are usually

made at the end of a four-days journey from railroads, and the

side-trips take one even farther from civilization. Out of reach

of telephone and telegraph, it is useless to worry, as nothing can

be done, and bad news cannot come in to cause new worries.

Those who join the outings seem to be able to detach themselves

completely from every-day life. A party of professional and

business men may spend days and nights together on trail and

mountain or aroutid the evening camp fire without once men-
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tioning business, money or politics.

This rest is certainly beneficial to

over-wrought nerves and weary
brains.

While the social features of the

outings are not the most prominent,

they are sources of great pleasure.

The club committee exercises

great care in forming its parties,

admitting those only whose charac-

ters, habits and associations are un-

objectionable. Many pleasant asso-

ciations and warm friendships are

formed.

Thrown entirely upon their own

resources, dependent upon one an-

other for entertainment, the camp-
ers learn to know each other better

in one month of camping than

v/ould be possible in years of every-

day life.

The evenings around the camp-
fires of the main camps are to manv
the most attractive features of the

outings. Regular programs are

presented, consisting of orchestral

music, songs, recitations, stories

and impromptu entertainments of

various kinds. Nothing can show
a person's essential characteristics

more clearly than the occupation?
and incidents of camp life. If a man
is a good camper, with all the term

implies, he is a good man, a good
friend, and you may rely upon him
forever.

There is nothing which draws
men so closely together as the inti-

mate association of a side trip. Far
from civilization, under the influ-

ence of the most impressive manifes-

tations of nature, the littlenesses of

everyday life are forgotten, and the

elemental facts of life and character

appear.
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To men who care sufficiently

for mountain-climbing to under-

go the labor and assume the

risks incidental to it, the pursuit

of their common object is alone a'

sufficient tie. When to this are

added the exchange of assist-

ance, pleasures and dangers
shared together, all the elements

of an intimate and delightful as-

sociation are present.

The purely intellectual bene-

fits of the outings are obtained

from lectures and camp-fire

talks. The club has been fortu-

nate in that a number of eminent

scientists have taken part in its

excursions, and each has deliv-

ered informal lectures on the

subject of his specialty. We have

had lectures from Dr. Grove

Carl Gilbert, Mr. John Muir, Dr
C. Hart Merriam, Dr. Henry
Gannett, Prof. W. F. Bade, Al-

den Sampson, Prof. A. J. Law-
son, and Prof. J. N. Le Conte

While no systematic instruction

has been attempted, a vast

amount of useful and interesting

information has been imparted.
To many the greatest benefit

derived from these outings is

the mental and spiritual eleva-

tion which comes from commun-
ion with nature.

The influence of scenes of

beauty and grandeur is ennob-

ling. He is to be pitied who can wander on the banks of a mountain

river, pass through a profound caiion, or stand upon the summit of

a lofty peak, and not feel that he is a better man.

Face to face with Nature where she shows her power most

grandly, we rise above petty cares and conventions, to a reali-

zation of its deeper significance. This mental elevation is not

temporary. Its influence is abiding, and we feel it in higher,
truer conceptions of life.

Los Anpeles, Cal.

The Gap, Hktch-Hetchy Valley
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YOSHMITi:
By JOHN D. GALLOWA Y

[TH step impatient and with troubled brow

And eyes all heedless of the beauty there,

Breathless he comes to this far mountain land-

The little Man-God of the world of care.

w
Then pause, and in this quiet valley seat.

O'er watched by clustered mountains calm and high,

He feels the wondrous spell that Nature weaves

And learns the secret of the sun-lit sky.

For here are curving domes and slender spires

And massive walls of granite stern and gray
That stand in grandeur as the master hand

Upreared them on that distant primal day.

Tiiese giant forms have felt the airy wings
Of countless years that passed in sun and rain.

Around them oft the crashing storm has rolled.

And on them many a sunbeam warm has lain.

They know the secrets of an earlier day,

When this old earth was in its glorious pr:me ;

They keep their secrets in their granite breasts

And, deathless, face the coming years of time.

And here the water plunges from the height.

And here the winding river curves its way.

And here the mirrored lake in silence sleeps.

And in the trees the wandering breezes play.

Around this sacred spot in fretted lines

The guardian forests keep their faithful stand.

And give with whispered voices soft and low,

A greeting to this fair and favored land.

And far beyond, the snowy mountains rise,

Whose pure white robe of never changing hue

And untr'od wastes and gleaming fields of ice

An old mysterious longing wakes anew.

Yet 'tis at night when thro' the azure air

The moon's bright orb moves silent, calm and slow.

That towering spires and domed heights are blent

In beauty by a pure ethereal glow.
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Then bathed in silver light the water falls;

In mystic glory drifts the wind-born spray ;

While from the hollow cavern voices sound—
The spirits of the waters at their play.

One constant star hangs o'er the shadowed height,

Where leaps the water to its headlong fall
;

One night-bird from the darkness of the trees

In cadenced music flutes his plaintive call.

Filled with the dreaming beauty of the scene,

The vague and sombre stillness of the hour.

He yields to feelings formless as the night
And owns the strength of Nature's mystic power.

He finds in shattered crag and lofty dome
And waters falling in the silver light,

A kinship wifh the spirit of the hills,

A friendship with the voices of the night.

And then with fond regret and backward gaze
Once more unto the restless world he turns,

Yet in his memory dwells the pictured place,

And in his heart the mountain longing burns.

San Francisco, Cal.

SOCIAL PHASES or SIERRA CLUB
MOUNTAINEERING

By MA J?ION RANDALL
HERE are ways and ways of enjoying life,

but few that are so incomprehensible to the

average mind as the way of the Sierra Club.

That civilized beings who have once known
the comforts and luxuries of modern city life

should choose to forego these even for a

month, to return to the ways of their nomadic an-

cestors, is deemed by some people ample proof of

unsoundness of mind.

Indeed, in the early days of his novitiate, the Sierra Club

member may find it a little difficult to prove his own sanity

satisfactorily to himself. Like the little old woman of the jungle
he must needs occasionally ask of his dazed consciousness, "Lack

a mercy on us, can this be I?" For not only has he learned to

sleep on the bare, hard ground, to arise cheerfully with the sum-

Illustrated from photographs by E. T, Parsons.
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mer sun, to bathe in icy streams, and, when on the march, to

turn his tin cup into soup-plate, bean-dish, dessert-dish or coffee-

cup ;
but he finds that except in his few moments of introspection

these eccentric conditions, far from surprising him, seem to be

the natural, rational order of things.

A very radical change, too, has taken place in his attitude to-

wards his fellow beings, and he finds himself on terms of easy

familiarity with men and women of whose very existence he

was unaware but a few days since. None of the signs by which

he has been wont to know his kind will avail him here
; as far as

outward appearances go, the professor and the packer might be

brothers—'tis only by their speech you shall know them. How
rare culture can fare forth clad in spotted overalls, how an orna-

ment to society can disguise herself in hob-nailed boots and

short-skirted denim gown, and how a kindly gentleman's soul

can exist behind the mask of a bearded miscreant are problems
which only the philosophy of the woods can explain. All sorts

of people are to be found here, gathered from many a clime,

many a calling, workers in the main, busy men and women of

many interests who have yet known how to keep the holiday

spirit alive.

Happily for the friendly, united feeling which is indispensable

to the success of the outing, the remote places in which the per-

manent camps are located necessitate several vagabond days

along the trail before camp is reached. It is impossible to re-
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With the Sikrra Club

main distant or formal amid the sights and sounds incident to

moving a party of two hundred persons, their provisions and

impedimenta, their cooks and their pack mules; and the sooner

one realizes that conventions and formalities are things to be put

away with one's city clothes, the sooner one is in harmony with

the spirit of the outing.

For freedom and fellowship are its dominant notes. There i.s

no chance for shams and insincerities here, and in no other place

is one's true nature so clearly to be read, often by the ligbt of

seemingly trivial incidents. When one is fifty miles from rail-

road or postoffice and a five days' journey from a bath-tub, one

develops an entirely new standard of valuations. A shoe-string,

a hat-pin, a piece of candy, these come to be priceless treasures,

and the measure of one's generosity is taken by the way one

shares them. A cake of soap is a trifling gift ;
but if it represents

your cleanliness for a fortnight to come, and you share it with

a poorer sister, shall not your name be blessed? As opportuni-
ties for high and heroic deeds come but seldom, it is by the little

things that we must judge, and it is strange how long and how

kindly such slight services will linger in the memory.
In all the Sierra Club camps, whether temporary or perma-

nent, the same general arrangement prevails. The camp is

mapped out into three principal divisions; the commissary is

the main centre of afifairs, the men's quarters are oflf to one side,

and the women's on the other. An adjacent meadow is as-
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Sunrise in the

signed to the pack-animals, but as they are not club members

they refuse to be bound by the restrictions of the committee, and

prefer to browse among the sleeping bags in the watches of the

night
—the only specimens of the genus nightmare known to fhe

mountains. One is repeatedly assured that a horse or mule will

never willingly tread upon a human form, but when one is

aroused from deep and peaceful slumber by a snorting, munch-

ing apparition not six feet away, one's instinct is to alarm the

camp.
Some amusing incident attaches itself to every camping-place

along the trail. Who could forget the humors of that nigbt spent

around the camp-fire when dunnage bags failed to arrive—the

songs that were sung and the jokes that were cracked at the

expense of the "slow mule freight"? Or that weird breakfast

eaten before dawn on the occasion of a momentous climb, where

a plaintive voice told how, "Someone got between me and the

moon, and I'm just swimming in maple syrup;" where the salt

and s.ugar by some invisible agency kept changing places, with

dire efifects on our coffee and mush, and where Charley Tuck.

most easy-going of Celestials, by a timely and mysterious ill-

ness entered his protest against the breakfast hour? The mis-

haps prove even more entertaining in retrospect than the days

that run smoothly, and they can be heartily enjoyed at the time,

too, if the right attitude is taken towards them. The reply of

a well-known scientist to the girl who boasted that she had not
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Hetch-Hktchy Valley

had a single misadventure was significant. "You poor thing,'

he said, "I'm so sorry for you!"
Life in the main camp, of course, varies according to mdivid-

ual tastes, some preferring a comfortable, idle existence with

books and hammocks
;
but most of us lead a wandering life from

sunrise to sunset. The day begins early, for delightful though
it may be to sleep out under the stars, a bed on the ground offers

no inducements to the half-waking, half-sleeping bliss which is

the greatest friend of the early worm. And some subtle influence

of the morning makes sleep almost impossible after the sun has

peeped over the mountain wall. Indeed, long before he has risen,

when the unfamiliar stars of the dawn are yet in the sky, one

feels the stir of the coming day, and watches, wide-eyed, the

nascent light in the star-strewn firmament growing, growing, un-

til the myriad eyes of night close, dazzled and ashamed, and

every dark crevice of peak and cliff is filled with life-giving light.

Far above the tree-tops a few strong-winged birds are soaring;

from every silent pine comes a murmur of awakening life
;
even

the babbling stream seems to send forth a new note of gladness,

and on every side is told the world-old story of dawn after dark-

ness, joy after sorrow, life after death.

I should like to entrap some narrow-minded believer in the

Gospel of Gloom and carry him away for a month in the woods
and ask him to explain why, when one has been stirred to the

very depths of one's being by some such marvellous beauty, one
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should turn so easily to laughter and jest. After watcliing in

awed reverence the wonder of the dawn, one realizes, with a

chuckle of self-mockery that one is sitting up in a most uncom-

fortable attitude cravenly postponing the ordeal of crawling from

the blankets and dressing. But a delicious breakfast is the re-

ward. You might not so consider it, viewed in the cold light of

civilization, but it tastes uncommonly good at the time.

. Then follows a long happy day spent in fishing, tramping or

swimming, a day spent alone, with one companion or with a

dozen, as one chooses. Half-past six usually finds us back in

camp waiting in hungry impatience for Charley Tuck's signal

^"^^^P
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the elated advent of a lucky fisherman or the discomfited arrival

of a luckless one is greeted with cheers, and on a few rare nights

to the little dramas enacted in by-play is added a more general
excitement in the coming of the pack-train, our one connection

with the outer world.

The camp-fire entertainment with which we conclude the day
is remarkable for the mixed program which it offers. A lecture

on geology, or botany, an instrumental solo by Charley Tuck,
an impromptu ballad or a vaudeville turn—one never knows
what the evening will bring forth. And then we say good-night,
and turning aside from the glowing circle, campward we go,

Dinner Time

to lie at last looking up where the tall shafts of the pines seem
to meet and uphold the starry canopy above.

But what idea can a bare outline of a day's doings give of the

charm of it all? Only those who have led the same wandering
life can realize how incomparably fresh the morings are, what joy
there is in the mere living and breathing, how strong grows the

spell of gypsy-land.
Now as you travel the unfamiliar way your fancy is caught

b a meadow, bright with the glory of painted blossoms—daisies,

white, purple and pink; yellow "brown-eyed Susan," delicate

cyclamen and flaming tiger-lillies. Again the strange, barren

beauty of a sandy plateau with snow-streaked mountains loom-

ing above, dark and forbidding even in the morning sunshine.
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dwells in the memory for many an hour. One day we walk for

miles among huge blocks of piled-up granite, where the juniper
alone is hardy enough to grow, and then one quick descent brings
us out of the grim land of granite and pine down among the

shimmering cottonwoods and grassy meadows of a rippling
water-course. A welcome relief, we think, and yet the next

moment the eyes again seek the sombre pines.

For what, after all, do those happy deciduous trees know of the

great mountain world ? Standing in close, clustering lines above

the laughing river, all summer long they dance and nod wan-

tonly to every wandering breeze, whispering stories of mirth and

sunshine, only to fall asleep when winter comes. But the

gnarled old pine stands alone, strong and reliant and touched

with a tender melancholy, even amid the joyous tumult of the

On thb Summit

Spring-time. For he has felt the weight of the winter snow,
has seen the death of the year as well as the birth of the spring,

and knows that every round-eyed daisy that looks up to the

sun opened its eyes only at the cost of another's death and decay.
Yet he sees in nature a force working ever for the good, with

nothing wasted, nothing lost, and strong in knowledge and in

faith he stands undaunted by the fiercest wind that blows.

Long afternoons one spends along the river—
"A little stream that little knows
Of the great sea towards which it gladly flows"

—watching the shining flecks, golden, brown or green, slip

siilently past, or looking up into the sky, a vast highway for the

questing clouds that daily troop across the mountains, some-

times singly, luminous, white-robed penitents, sometimes in

careless groups, happy knights-errant in raiment of crimson and
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gold, and every now and then a sullen band of the unforgiven,

gray-garbed and despairing, whose dull leaden masses yet fail

to hide the glory behind. From many a wide-spread meadow,
rimmed about with shadowy pines, have we watched the slow,

impalpable change from garish day to twilight, from dusk to

moon-lit night, until the tranquil stars shone forth again to quiet
the restless longing the vanishing day brings. For each pilgrim
soul has its quest urging it ever onward; and down the glowing
path that leads to the westering sun seems to be a forbidden road

to the grail.

All too quickly the great wheel of earth spins the golden hours

away until the last night has been spent out under the sky and the

last stage-load of radiant, sun-burned mountaineers has rolled

away homeward on the long hot stretch of the valley road.

If one loves dainty food, a soft bed and purple and fine linen

with an unchangeable devotion and expects that a pack-train be

run on the orderly plan of an express, a summer with the Sierra

Club is to be avoided. But if he can eat with undiminished relish

from ignoble tin, sleep peacefully on the ground and walk with

iease his ten daily miles, be they horizontal or perpendicular, he

will vote such a trip as ours an unqualified success. And in the

winter days, when, though the Sierra are storm-locked and in-

accessible, he hungers for the freedom of the open, his greatest

pleasure will be to gather around him his companions of the sum-

mer, and in talk of trail and camp live the merry mountain days
over again.

Berkeley, Cal.

IDYLL
By STACY E. BAKER

OME for the clamor of the town. But I,

To walk through greening fields, beside some stream,

Where willows droop and dream.

Some for the eloquence of men. For me.
The warble of full-throated songsters, where

May-buds perfume the air.

Corry, Pa.
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A SIERRA CLUB FISHERMAN
By EDWARD T. PARSONS

'Y FIRST summer's mountaineering in the Sierra

Nevada, July, 1901, led me to the Tuolumne

Meadows, possibly the most beautiful Alpine

parks in the entire system. For eighteen miles

they extend in succession from the base of Mt

Lyell, at an elevation of .nine thousand feet, to

the head of the Tuolumne cafion proper, eight

thousand five hundred feet above sea level.

They are broad and spacious, rich in flower-

studded verdure, bordered by heavily timbered

mountain slopes, and guarded and sentineled by

^r^:>r'^-::^~L~ .':i '^-'. interesting glacial domes and rugged mountain

peaks. Through the midst of these emerald

meadows flows the limpid Tuolumne River, loitering in sedgy glacial

lakes, gently cascading over granite dams, and meandering slowly in

its sod-banked bed as if loth to leave the superb region.

Thrilled by the delights of these fascinating uplands, I felt

but one thing lacking to their completeness—the jovs of angling.
For at that time the virgin Tuolumne was not yet peopled with

the trout that should have leaped in the occasional rippling cas-

cades, lurked under overhanging turfy banks, and multiplied in

Fishing I Photo by W. F. Badi
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Thb Happv Isles,

the deep, willow-sheltered, gravel-bedded pools of this beautiful

stream. So that when planning last year to revisit this titanic

roof garden, I heard with much pleasure that the Tuolumne had

been "stocked," and that there might possibly be a reward for

the faithful fly-caster over its likely waters.

Our Sierra Club party camped on the south side of the river,

in the forest opposite Lambert's Dome, and not far from the

appetizingly agreeable Soda Springs. One day an excursion

was planned to the lower end of the meadows, at the head of the

Tuolumne canon, where the river leaves the meadows to rush,

toss, and fall through the twenty-five miles of giant gorge on its

way to the fertile San Joaquin valley, there to be the life and

])rosperity of many an alfalfa field and fruit ranch. We were

to encamp at this gateway of the canon over night, and next

day view some of its beauties and wonders.

So I started in the morning, solus, with my rod, landing net,

and carefully selected flies, for my first trial of unknown waters,

and, while on my way down the river I found many deep pools,

the unruffled surface of the clear water revealed a warning vision

to my watchful quarry, and I joined the party that evening with

but a light catch of Rainbow Trout (Salmo Irideus).

I will not digress from my text to tell of the camp-fire's

sparkle, and the fun and fancy, the prose and poetry, of the

circle about it that night, which kept us delighted till at a late

hour we sought our pine-needle couches beneath the sheltering
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YosEMiTE Valley

branches of the conifers through which the twinkling stars

gleamed greetings from the Goddess of Nature to some of her

most enthusiastic devotees. Nor' will I dwell on the early

awakening to a zestful breakfast, the beginning of another glori-

ous day, after which I again resumed my sport.

Leaving the party which planned a trip down a portion of the

caiion, I retraced my steps over the trail of my previous day's

fishing, and this time, a favoring breeze obscuring from the

wary trout the sight of their enemy man, my creel fast filled with

gleaming beauties, who too eagerly sought the lure of Royal
Coachman and Peacock Hackle.

Two miles below the main Sierra Club camp I came to the

south of Eagle Creek. Just below its confluence with the river

there had formed a bar of sand and gravel out into the stream

nearly at right angles with its bank. As the waters of Eagle
Creek rippled over this bar into the deep pool below, they car-

ried much food for the expectant trout that lay in its depths.

I cautiously approached by a wide detour, not relying on the

filmy curtain that the breeze was weaving over the surface of this

likely pool, and casting my flies far out over the bar, waited

until they were carried down over the pool, when at once the

lurking trout made a double rise and strike. Then there were

som ecstatically exciting moments until I brought the struggling,

reluctant pair within reach of my landing-net, and finally creeled

them both. Then followed two hours of royal sport, as I landed,
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one after another, fiercely gamey, fat trout. Twice again were

both flies taken and doubles successfully banked.

Soon the growing weight of my creel admonishing me that

moderation in the kill was true evidence of real sportsmanship,
I betook myself to camp with a basket of iridescent beauties, so

far the record catch of the outing.

Many days of noble sport followed, not only for myself, but

also for others of the angling fraternity in our party, during this

remarkable month of mountaineering, but long will dwell fore-

most in my memory this first day's thrilling experience, adding
this region to the list of known trout-fishing territory that ex-

tends throughout the flanks of the entire Sierra Nevada.

Nowhere has Nature spread a more spacious, delightful, and

entrancing playground for her votaries, the lover of the out-of-

doors and the angler, than here in the Golden State
;
where the

beautiful Alpine scenery, the dry, ozone-laden air, and day after

day of cool weather under sunny skies, make camping a delight,

and where the rippling waters of many a mountain stream invite

the contemplative angler by day, and sing to him restful lullabies

by night.

San Francisco.

f

THE TROUT POOL
By rOM VEITCH

EASING now its mountain riot
;

Here the brook rests deep and quiet
Curling eddies soft unfolding.

Shady, sandy castles molding.
Foam-flecked bits of water shimmer.
Where the sunshine patches glimmer.
A pool to suit Diana's wish—
This shady pool in which I fish.

Oakland, Cal.

THE CONTRAST
By DR. WASHINGTON MATTHEWS

ARK days around the Gloucester moors
Have come again.
With winds that wail and mists that trail

O'er land and sea;
But darker days are in my soul.

Sad is my lot.

Despair and pain are with me here—
Alice is not.
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Bright days around the Gloucester moors
Are now with me

;

Clear is the sky and fair the land
And calm the sea.

The days within my soul are bright,
And life is dear

;

t"or, shining like the sun's own light,
Alice is here.

Dark days around the Gloucester moors
Have come again.

With northeast gales and slanting sails,

And drifting rain.

Sad are the echoes in my soul

As breakers' moan,
And like the rain my teardrops fall—•

Alice is gone.
Washington, D. C.

Alice is Here'
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THE CARPUT or GOD'S COUNTRY
By CMAS. F. LUMMIS

HAT Magic Carpet of the Arabian Nights was good

enough for fiction. All you had to do was to step upon
it

; and in the bat of an eye it whisked you whitherso-

ever you would go. In your Mind.

But the Magic Carpet of God's Country is better

in fact. All you have to do is to step upon it—and you
won't wish to go anywhere else. It is better than a

free pass to the uttermost parts of the earth—for you
are transported by staying where you are !

The infinite brocade which covers California today—as for

the last two months—is the most wonderful tapestry in the

world. The Field of the Cloth of Gold sounds pretty well ;
but

here is a field of the cloth of all the jewels and all the colors and

all the ores in the treasury of the universe. As seems fit in the

Land of the Sun, there is more color of gold than of any other
;

but every hue, and every sub-hue, and every shadow of a sus-

picion of a variation of hue, is here. The people of less favored

lands could not understand, even if they would believe it. They
never saw, at home, anything to suggest the remotest selvage

of the edge of this multitudinous garment that robes our Better

Country. Whilst the folk in New England were beginning to

seek a first lone spray of the tender arbutus—that precious little

plant which, like a decent word-a-year from some brutal hus-

band, has kept thousands from divorcing themselves from a coun-

try whose daily habit of climate is ''extreme cruelty"
—God's

Country was infinitely embroidered with jostling wild flowers

by the thousands of square miles. Hundreds of kinds of flowers

of every hue and habit, of every color of the prism, elbow one

another from mountain to sea. On the very desert—the identical

sandy wastes where every year, even in this day of railroads and

water tanks, people perish of thirst—one could ride today a thou-

sand miles straight away and (save at the crossing of some

stream-bed, or the mounting of a rocky ledge), his horse could

never once put down a hoof without trampling flowers. That is

something like a Carpet!

Once, in San Diego County, I had the literalness to take actual

census of perhaps the most prodigal flower carpet I ever saw.

We had driven through forty miles of it ; and in one spot where

it seemed thickest, I measured oflF a square foot, and counted the

blossoms one by one. How many do you fancy? 720-odd
flowers on 12x12 inches! The hundredth part of that would
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make a rich garniture on the mantle of Mother Earth anywhere—and probably the hundredth part is more than inspired Shakes-

peare or George Wither to their notes of "flowery meads." Along
that forty miles we had driven—^^and along ten thousand miles of

other roads in the same geography—the average was probably
at least 300 flowers to the square foot.

There are, alas, in California some of the kind of people who
"see" these things but are too shallow to understand. There are

thousands, also, of visitors who never so far escape from city

hotels, bounded with cement sidewalks, as to see these things

at all. I shall never forget the virtuous indignation with which

Beatrice Harraden (some years ago, when she was of some fame)
denounced to me personally the mendaciousness of Chas. Dudley
Warner and T. S. Van Dyke for talking about "square leagues
of flowers." She chanced to come when the flowers did not—
though I have no idea that they would have gone away on pur-

pose, upon warning of a visit from this insular Doubting Thomas.

The weaving and the duration of this enchanted carpet vary
with the coming and the distribution of the winter rains. I have

seen our world thus bedight in mid-February. This year

(thanks perhaps to a rather "cold winter") the patterns of the

carpet did not burgeon until March. It lasts, normally, from

six to even ten weeks. There are wild flowers growing some-

where in Southern California every day of the year, even as there

are "tame" ones—and I know of rose bushes in this town which

have never been one day without a bud or a blossom in five years

at a stretch. But I mean the incredible floral blanket—the

zarape so multicolored that Joseph's coat would have looked like

a rag beside it, and not a glad one—which makes a kaleidescope

'from the car windows across the whole Southwest in the due

season. There are more flowers in Southern California in one

day, in what are called in New England the winter months, than

there are in the whole of New England in the 365 days that fill

the year. Whether they are any better flowers, is a matter of

taste. Anyhow, the California flowers are "good enough for poor
folks"—and no one is poor who has this innumerable gold.

On my own little place there are, today, at least forty million

wild blossoms, by calculation. Short of the wandering and un-

conventioned foot-paths, which are almost choked with the ur-

gent plant-life beside them, you cannot step anywhere without

trampling flowers.—maybe ten to a step, as a minimum. One
bred to climes where God counts flowers as Easterners do their

copper cents, may not prefer to walk on them ; but out here God
and we can aflford the carpet. If Nature did not mean them to

be walked on, she probably would have left us some room on
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which we might walk without their prejudice. Something Hke

Punch's blunderer who trod on a lady's feet, we "have to step

some-where, you know."

Of these wild flowers, the multitude is hardly more marvelous

than the variety. Mother Nature seems as whimsical as she is

fond. A foot in altitude may make a generic difference : and even

on the same level, a rod is often enough to change genus, color

and the entire complexion of God's carpet. Here (I mean my
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Amomg thb Bkodiaeas Photo by C. F. L.

of all God's green things, the California wild oats. Here and
there are colonies of the drooping Brodiaea or "Spanish lily,"

that tall, violet-colored and most gracious princess of flowers

which the poetic Anglo-Saxon calls "hog-onion." Again close

by is an acre dominated by the sturdy "tidy-tips"
—

big golden
daisies with fringe of cream. Up under the shelter of the syca-

mores are bluebells and wild heliotrope, in blue and lavender

patches. Where the ground is sandier, that little open-eyed won-

der, the "ground pink" (fringed gilia) with cream throat and

larynx of blue, and lips as pink as a baby's, covers big areas.

Across the arroyo, where the sun comes later and the land is

higher and more alluvial, that queen of wild flowers, the mari-

posa (butterfly) lily nods on a stem whose curves are rivaled

in the whole vegetable kingdom only by those of the brodiaea.

And there are hundreds of other sorts. I am not trying to make

a Catalogue of the Ships
—but merely to give an idea that there
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are some. For fifty acres at a stretch, you shall brush through
the wild mustard, which before its seeding will be six or eight

or even ten feet tall
;
a veritable tree in which the birds of the

air do lodge, even as the Scripture saith.

It is curious, too, how the impact of man changes the whole

face of this incomparable flower garden. Not merely the kind

of civilized pigs that go out to ravish 500 California poppies

bodily by the roots for an afternoon's bouquet ; though these have

already daunted and changed those marvelous square miles of

gold which we used to see, ten leagues away, up-tilted upon the

illusive lower slopes of the Sierra Madre. Even the respectful

touch of those who are fit to have wild flowers left naked in their

sight
—these have changed them. The flower-temper of my own

land has shifted visibly in the ten years since I began to live on

what I have tried seriously to keep wild. A very beautiful tiny

white daisy, of which there were once millions, has become al-

most extinct here, as it had already done in most of this region.

The blue-bells are dying out
;
and several other original flower

denizens have migrated to God-knows-where. The golden flow-

ers have largely usurped their place. Big ones and little ones, of

many sorts, of many families; but somehow the color of the sun

seems to be taking possession of the floral soil. I don't know

why it is. The fable which gives its name—scientific as well as

popular—to that homely and familiar growth of our childhood,

the plantain, is that it grows only where man's foot has trodden.

Apparently there are some flowers more particular about the

company they keep. They refuse to grow longer on lands over

which the most careless of beasts tramples, even by vicary of his

babies.

Perhaps the time will come when we, who are so ready to rem-

edy God's mistakes in other things, shall be willing to lend Him
our valuable assistance in this which is no mistake. We are be-

ginning to arrest people for cruelty to horses and dogs—not so

much for an ethical feeling towards the suffering brutes, as be-

cause it hurts our nerves to see them abused. We are already

beginning to go through the motions of thinking to preserve our

forests—the peerless vegetal monuments of the whole world—
partly because we realize that they are good to look at, and

partly because we begin to believe the sensible people who tell

us that when the forests are all gone we shall ourselves dry up
and blow away for want of water. It may be that with the pro-

gress of time we shall learn to take care of a thing which is not only

a joy and an education but an asset—but one which we can de-

stroy, and are destroying just because God has not been stingy
with it. We are killing ofif that flower carpet as fast as our in-

L
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genuity can do it, by trampling, grading, ploughing, burning.
We have already, within a generation, radically changed the

floriation of Southern California in the particular communities
which we count as "progressive." The change has simply meant
the extinction of the more modest and the less resistant flowers ;

the present marvelous tapestry is a warning even as it is an in-

struction. It is made up of flowers that can best stand bad com-

pany—the bad company of other creatures of God who have no

rf^\ ^*'
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But perhaps in this country, where God does Care, there will

grow up a class of people who shall feel that the eternal march

and skill of nature are good enough for them
;
that the waves

and curves of the natural landscape are at least as good as a

dead level
;
that such a tapestry as these photographs show is as

attractive as a piece of ground teased into perpetual barrenness

by perpetual ploughing or lawn-mowered to eternal smugness
of what would be grass if allowed to grow. And that while the

flowers which have grown larger and more fragrant in gratitude for

the care we have given them are good in their place, so also good
in their place are the flowers that the Gardener of the Universe

has spent a million years to invent and esta.blish for those who

have sense enough left to know what they mean—and what He

meant.

THE WILDERNESS
By ARTHUR B. BENNETT

fOME
away! the hills are calling where streams of people

meet,

Where the clanging, jangling rattle jeers constant on

the street.

From these thousand new inventions, the thousand white man's

ills,

Come away, O weary dreamer, to the comfort of the hills.

Beware of modern devils—here comes one from behind !

Here is noise to kill the hearing, kaleidoscope to blind
;

Here is drilling, milling, swirling of devil-driven stream.

Come away, O weary dreamer, there is no place here to dream.

Here are scooting, shooting pleasures, each giving greatest thrill ;

Here five hundred million pleasures with each its one own ill.

Did my Moses seek these follies? It was not where traffic's most,

But the Wilderness that Jesus sought, baptized with Holy Ghost;

Did my Homer rave inventions, or seek a city's din?

For its glitter all is passing, its sin a lasting sin.

Come away ! the stars are calling in quiet peace and dew.
For the breathing earth is waiting, as patient motliers do.

Well secure that wayward footsteps will trend to her again.

For her health and smiling countenance, her breast the wide,

wide plain.

San Dieg-o, Cal.
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HERE are several kinds of Success. One is to

have lived long and well ;
to have inspired all

who knew you to clearer thought and better

life ; to have stood always as a rock for the

decent thing; to have dealt so with ten thou-

sand younger people that each, when you are

done, shall feel that intimate grief as of a father's death.

That was the success of Henry Lummis. He found life good—^he made life better for an innumerable company. When he

died, April 13, 1905, he had rounded out more than sixty years

as a teacher. He was probably the senior Greek and Latin pro-

fessor in the United States, in point of service, as he was one

of the oldest, best-known and best-loved of educators. His

surviving pupils are scattered over all the world—some of them

still boys and girls; some of them great-grandparents. There

is not one of them but remembers with almost filial love the

man who was so much more to them than a mere professor.

William Lloyd Garrison has told me that no other one person-

ality so charmed and shaped his life as a student ;
and there are

thousands of others who will say as much. For three-score years,

almost without a day's interruption, his magnificent constitution

bore him easily through an amount of scholastic work that few

have ever equaled. Even in his old age, when the younger pro-

fessors broke down with "overwork," he took their classes on

top of his own—and enjoyed it. A man of medium height, small-

boned, close-knit, light as a cat in every motion, never looking

•his normal 165 pounds, a steady burner of the midnight oil—and

for half a century without "exercise" except walking and similar

mild exertions—he was of extraordinary physical power. His

arms were round and smooth as a woman's; but their sinews

were steel.

No one, I think, that ever saw that face will ever forget it—
particularly in the later years. A halo of snow-white hair, still

thick and vigorous; a forehead broad and full and lofty; bushy

brows, a strong but clear-cut aquiline nose ;
a thick white mous-

tache that could not, after all, hide the firm mouth and chin. And
more than all, those grey eagle eyes, full of humor and of love,

but the last eyes in the world to defy. I have myself seen him

daunt and cow a mob of drunken ruffians—his hands hanging

loosely open at his sides, his voice so soft and clear that it

sounded like a woman's—but those eyes like whetted steel.

The eyes were like the mind—the clearest, cleanest, most alert
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and most logical of mentalities. Dr. Lummis was one of the

most critical—as well as one of the longest trained—linguists

in America
; particularly in Greek, Latin and Hebrew. In the

latter he probably had no peer. And he had the rare quality of

being able to make his exactnesses reasonable and real and at-

tractive. He was no less at home in the higher mathematics,

and often taught them. It was a strange catholicity of heart and

head—an absolutely unwavering devotion to right as he saw it,

along with a tenderness and geniality and tolerance which nearly

every pupil and parishioner will admit had no parallel in their

Henry Lummis, A. M., D. D.

May 25. 1825 April 13, 1905
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acquaintance ; an inflexible reverence for exactitude, combined

with the gift to popularize.

Henry Lummis was born May 25, 1825, in Port Elizabeth,

New Jersey. On his mother's side he was descended from John
Paul Jones, the naval hero of the American Revolution. His

grandfather, William Lummis, was in Washington's army. Many
of the immediate family on the paternal side were of that iron

band of circuit riders whose hardships and devotion in the cause

of Wesley form one of the most heroic chapters in the history of

the church in America.

Working his way by labor and by teaching, Dr. Lummis grad-
uated from Wesleyan University, Middletown, Ct., in the class

of 1855, ^^^ took his A. M. degree. Soon after, he became a pro-

fessor at the seminary at Newbury, Vt., and later principal of

the Lynn (Mass.) High School. He was married in Bristol, N.

H., May 5, 1858, to Harriet Waterman Fowler, who had been

his pupil at Newbury and an associate teacher at the Lynn High
School. Their home in Lynn was in the famous Gen. Lander

house, on Ocean street, where the oldest son was born, March

I, 1859. The girl wife died in April, 1861, leaving a baby daugh-
ter. Shortly afterward. Dr. Lummis became principal of the

New Hampshire Conference Seminary and Female College at

what is now Tilton, remaining there for about five years. His

oldest daughter has since been for years a teacher there. Thence

he went as professor to Lassell Seminary at Auburndale, Mass.,

and remained about five years. This professorship he resigned

to enter the Methodist intineracy under the New England Con-

ference, and held successive pulpits
—in almost every case for the

full term of three years
—at Natick, Boston Highlands, Ashland,

Monson, Watertown, Stoneham and Leominster, Mass. From

the latter charge, eighteen years ago, he went to Lawrence Uni-

versity at Appleton, Wis., as professor of Latin and Greek.

Until the last few months, he practically never missed a recita-

tion. At his death, he was senior professor there. By subscrip-

tion of the alumni, a life-sized portrait of him is being presented

to the university library.

In 1894, Dr. Lummis spent the summer in Los Angeles with

his eldest son ;
and there are many here who remember that rare

old man. It was his plan to come this summer again
—but he

has gone to the one Better Country.

For a few weeks he had been unable to go to the university,

and his classes came to him at his home. An attack of cardiac

asthma had for the first time handicapped his quenchless energy.

On Thursday, April 13, the classes recited to that undimmed in-

telligence. A little later, the white-haired old teacher leaned
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back in his chair, book in hand, for a little nap—and wakened no

more in this world. No pain, no premonition, no tears.

It is something to have lost such a man—but it is more to

have had him. Some of us began dead and will stay dead
;
but

that kind of life never dies. It goes on forever in every life it

ever touched, and in every life that they shall touch.

Dr. Lummis was by many years the last survivor of his father's

seventeen children. He leaves a widow (Jane Brewster Lum-

mis) and six children—Charles F. Lummis, Louise Elma Lum-
mis (now visiting her brother), Harriet Lummis, editor of the

Young People's Weekly in Chicago, Katherine Lummis of the

Milwaukee High School, Mrs. Gertrude Stehn, Chicago, and

Laura Lummis, now in Stanford University taking a post-

graduate course. Another son, Harry B. Lummis, died in this

city about four years ago.

C. F. L.

BUBBLE GULCH—A REMINISCENCE
By ROY A. ACKLEY

RODE into Bubble Gulch on an ore train. I had

"blowed" from the east. The trail was dusty and I

was worn out. I was also broke.

My first glimpse of the camp was as wc rounded

a mountain and tipped over a divide. There below

lay the mine, the hoist, the boiler-room, smoke-stacks

and mill, all looking grim and black. Farther down in

the valley lay the camp—fifty or sixty hastily built cab-

ins, three hotels, a half-dozen saloons, a couple of

stores, the whole surrounded by a glittering sea of old tin cans.

Not a tree was to be seen—on every side rose the mountains

grey and barren.

The proprietor of the Owl Saloon met us. I jumped from

the wagon, had a drink of poor whisky at his expense, brushed

ofT my clothes, and we went over to the hotel for supper. In

ten minutes the saloon-keeper. Wade, and I were good friends.

After supper I met the hotel proprietor. General Hardesty, big,

bluff and good natured, and known for miles around. "Certainly.

Stay as long as you want, and pay when you want," he said in

answer to my inquiry. "If a rustler's square I always h.old 'im

up for at least a month. It's the custom in tlie west, boy."
That night the camp turned out. Not on my account, but to

celebrate the marriage of "Senator" Jones, the book-keeper at the

mine. He headed the crowd and the town followed. "What's
the matter with Senator?—He's all right!" and the crowd lined
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lip to tlie bar four deep. Then they visited the other saloons.

And then they did it all over asfain. That nigfht it was the

Senator's treat and the camp didn't ^o thirsty. And I—Well,

T occupied the time in sfettin;ef acquainted. Anyway they were a

fine lot of boys, brigfht, strong, and healthy: and besides I was

just out from the east.

Climbino- the hill to the mine, T met a couple of youn^ women,

tall, wiry, and ru!^,8:ed. To me, a new-comer, they looked u,efly,

T passed them by with hardly a .sflance.

The shift-boss, Swinof Jaecfcrson they called him. was on top.

I stood beside him at the hoist. At intervals the cagfe would

pop into the collar of the shaft, all drippincf wet, loaded with ore

from the six-hundred. I asked for a job.

"You'll have to rustle a few days, boy," he said. "I'll put you
on at the first opportunity." The next instant he stepped onto

the ca.8:e. the station tender g^ave her two-four bells, and the cage

dropped from siisfht.

A week later I met Swins: on the street. "You can come out

on the erave-vard tonisrht," he said; and that niglit at eleven

o'clock T found myself lined up for candles tojsfether with some

seventy or more miners, dressed alike in overalls, iumpers. and

hob-nailed shoes—all waitinsf the sisrnal to 2^0 on shift. The
scene was impressive: the flickering^ ligfhts. the smoke-beg-rimed

engine-house, the throbbing engine, the forge, and above the

smoke-stacks and gallows-frame: and beyond, stretching away
in the darkness, the great rolling hills. Suddenly the whistle

blew—it v/as the signal to change shifts. Then came three bells

from below : the cage shot into the collar of the shaft, the load of

dripping gum-clad men stepped oflf, and the work of lowering
and hoisting the men had begun. First, the six-hundred-foot

level—that was the wet level—then the four-hundred, and last

the three-hundred. That was my level, and I crowded onto the

cage with the others. The next instant I felt the cage slipping
from under me and all was darkness. Suddenly, with a swish,

a light flashed : then asrain all was darkness. We had passed the

two-ihundred station. Then came a slowing up, the cage

stopped, and I found myself for the first time in a mine. Here
some one tapped me on the shoulder. It was Jimmy—Long
Jimmy they called him, maybe because he was so short; anyway
Jimmy was a good "pardner." I followed him through the drift

—a gallery hewed from the solid rock. He showed me how to

carry my candle, shielding it with my hand, so that it would not

go out. It seemed that we went miles; at times, where the drift'

was low, stooping and almost crawling ; then again carefully hug-

ging the wall, pressing away from the black hole which spread

i
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out beneath us at our very feet. Finally we stopped, entered a

cross-cut running at right angles with the drift, climbed down

a ladder through a manway, and we were in the stope. The air

felt heavy and oppressive, tilled with smoke.

"Bad air," said jimmy, taking off his jumper and swinging it

over his head. "It'll start a circulation," he explained. Then

he pointed out the ledge of ore—quartz all mixed through with

iron—the iron, as he explained, carrying gold. Under Jimmy's
direction I received my first lesson in mining—in timbering up
bad ground, in sorting ore, in pointing holes (which he always

explained would be "some bloody landsliders"), in striking the

drill fair, a task which I found difficult as my black-and-blue left

hand bore testimony ; and last but not least he taught me how to

properly load and blast my holes after 1 had drilled them. The

work was hard—swinging a four-pound hammer, "mucking,"

packing heavy timbers and the like. But I was learning; and

besides this a certain spice of danger was ever present. 1 always
waited impatiently for the time just before going oft shift, when
we blasted our holes. I liked to see the little fuses take fire—
see them spit

—
belching out their tiny streams of red

;
then

quickly make my "getaway" through the slope, into the manway,
and at last safe to the drift above, there to await breathlessly

the dull heavy reports which would tell of a good round of holes

gone without a miss.

It was in the fall, and the weather was growing colder. Then

one day word came up from below that the big pump on the six-

hundred station refused to work. Hastily the "sinkers" (used

in sinking a shaft) were lowered, but their puny efforts could

not keep back the water which flowed steadily from the face of

the drift. At length Netty, the pump-man, working in water

to his armpits, was obliged to abandon his post. The water came

up, drowned the sinkers, and the camp was in an uproar.

The Platonic mine had never been a paying investment.

Would they stand the expense necessary for the installation of a

new pumping plant? Could they stand it? But they did. Ben

Hanford, manager, went east, raised the money, and the camp
settled down for a long and hard fight. Week after week it con-

tinued. Once they fought it back to the top of the six-hundred

station
;
then again a pump broke and again the water rose.

It was during this time that the Amalgamated Copper Com-

pany shut down its entire works, throwing thousands of men out

of employment. Rustlers poured into camp in a stream. Every

incoming stage was crowded. And there was no work to be had,

and the camp was broke ; but still no one went hungry. It's the

way of the West,—if you're square you can eat, work or no work.

And night and day the fight with the water went on.
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Finally word came that the water was out, and the six-hundred

pump started. The men returned to work, and the camp settled

down. Fall had slipped into winter; the mountains had changed
from their dismal brown to a shimmering white. I preferred it

to the dust and barrenness of summer. And as the days passed,

in the black stillness of my stope, I gradually mastered the in-

tricacies of my profession
—

mining, I mean. I learned to point

my own holes, to ketch up bad ground, put in stulls, and many
other things. And besides I learned to strike a drill and strike

it fair. With confidence I learned to point an upper, straight

into the rock above my head, and with confidence I learned to

swing the four-pound hammer, describing a three-quarter circle

of steel, and at each blow lifting, and landing full force. No
longer a black-and-blue hand bore testimony of a poorly directed

blow; no longer the drill fitchered in the hole and stuck. I had

mastered the art and the pleasure was gone. I stuck to it a

month, and the snow had melted from the valley
—it was coming

spring. Then I sat down in my stope and thought. 1 picked

up the shovel and it seemed heavy. I started a hole, but the

hammer lagged. Again I "tapered," and thought.
The next day I laid off. I looked out over the brown rolling

mountains. I looked out over the flat. All was barrenness
;
not

a green thing in sight. ... In the east the lilacs were

blooming.
I climbed to the mine and stood at the hoist. The dull

heavy chug of the machinery came up from the stamp mill
; at

intervals the cage shot to the surface, only to sink back again.

The shifts changed, one coming, one going. . . , Every day
it was thus

; always the same, day and night, Sunday and every

day—always the same monotonous routine—Damn !
—I was

tired. I strode to the office, kicked open the door and drew my
time.

At the hotel I met a girl. I told her I was going away. Once
I had thought her ugly, then plain. Now not plain, but—Her

eyes were swimming—something rose in my throat. I caught
her hand and bent toward her—But, no! From the east came
the perfume of the lilac. I strode down the stairs, caught the

stage, and the next train east had me for a passenger.

While in Bubble Bulch, I made many good friends—true men
and true women. Those whom I once thought ugly I now know
to be the reverse. I write this as an after-thought, to let them

know; and some day, I am coming—Back.

Sioux Cily, Iowa.
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SOMETHING ABOUT THE YELLOWSTONE
PARK

By ALFRED TALBOT RICHARDSON

T LAST, after thirty years, the Govern-

ment has done in the Yellowstone Na-

tional Park that which must necessar-

ily have been done some time, but

which, though some money has un-

doubtedly been wasted in temporary

expedients, could not have been as well

done at first, for lack of knowledge of

conditions. Three-quarters of a mil-

lion dollars was allotted to the im-

provement of this place by the Congress of 1901, and with 1904
the three years in which this sum was to be expended were com-

pleted. "Improvement" is, however, hardly the word, although
it is the one officially employed. The Yellowstone Park is not

susceptible of improvement, unless at the hands of the Power
that made it what it is. That was the idea of the wise founders,

and, as the passing years have brought out its excellencies, it

has hardened into a tradition as sacred and impregnable, let us

hope, as the Constitution itself. All the rest of the world may be

"improved," but the Yellowstone Park is to remain forever prim-
itive and barbarous

;
a remnant of America as God made it, as

the Indian knew it, and as the white man found it; to become
more wonderful to each succeeding generation of Americans, and

this quite apart from the waxing or waning of geysers and hot

springs, by simply remaining unimproved.

Why spend money then? And how employ $750,000 in three

years without touching the Park?

Merely to make it more accessible to the people, to whose
"benefit and enjoyment" it was dedicated forever in 1872. The
Park is to remain primitive, but the roads need not be. Some por-
tions of the tourist route have been little less than terrifying in

the past. The six-day pilgrimage in the stage-coaches is some-

thing of an ordeal at best, and perilous mountain trails, exciting-

fords and crazy wooden bridges do not contribute in the least to

either the benefit or the enjoyment of the traveler. Ihe East-

ern American who is not used to this kind of thing, and who has

achieved a trip to tlie Park, with some pains, could well com-

plain of having been defrauded if he were kept in terror of

death for a part of the time that should have been consecrated to

objective enjoyment. One of the Park traditions is, in sub-

stance, that Uncle Joe Cannon stood in the way of appropria-

s
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tions for the benefit of the Park, for some time
;
but that in 1901

lie visited the place himself, and, besides beholding the more

patent wonders, which every tourist sees, and photographs, was

piloted from the Grand Cafion, northward over Mount Wash-

burn, either afoot or a-horseback, or both
; and that, after recu-

perating for a couple of days at Yancey's, he guessed that if peo-

ple were going to visit the thing they might as well have roads.

So roads have been built, and they are, or will be, as good as

any roads in the world—as good as it is possible to build. Still

they will not spoil the Park. The Park is rather a large place.

It contains more square miles than Rhode Island and Delaware

together, and the tourist circuit, covered by these roads, lies al-

most wholly within the northwest one-fourth of its area. In this

quarter there are to be good roads and hotels
;
there remains

three-quarters of the Park, as innocent of civilization as in the

days of Leif Eriksson. When one considers, moreover, that in

the invaded portion the encroachments consist only of a road

eighteen feet wide, and a hotel and a big barn every twenty
miles or so, it becomes plain that even that one-fourth is by no

means sophisticated out of knowledge. One may, in fact, at al-

most any point on the tourist route, take ten steps to the right

or left from the highway, and find himself in the undisturbed

habitat of the bear and elk, where pines of various kinds scatter

their yearly crop to the squirrels, grow old, fall and moulder, and

their grave-mounds are surmounted by their progeny, without

foot or eye of man having once penetrated their solitude ; and

where, as my favorite driver once warned me, you may find your-
self jumped on by a mountain lion fifteen or twenty feet in

length
—

although, as I understand, his Brother Bill is the only
one who has had that privilege.

The Park contains hotel-fare and electric-lighted and steam-

lieated rooms for such as can do no better, but it has also an in-

finite variety of trackless wilderness for the enlightened one who

prefers to pitch his tent far from his kind, court the wild crea-

tures that he may not kill if he would, and feast his eyes day by

day on incomparable mountains, his lungs on the breath of pine

forests, and his stomach on fresh-caught mountain trout. This

it may be remarked, is, from the money viewpoint, a rather more

costly way of seeing the Park than the established personally-

conducted method, which includes stage-coach and hotels.

It is believed that those who really get the most good out of

this great national playground are the ranchers within a conven-

ient circuit in Montana, Wyoming and Idaho, who come yearly

with wagons and tents, their families and friends, and very likely

a cow and some chickens, and live without cost, together with
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their stock, for a few pleasant weeks in tlie brief summer of that

lofty region. These are called, in the Park nomenclature, sage-

brushers. I know of neighborhood parties that have come over-

land for this purpose from as far away as Iowa, and as roads

throughout the Union become more usable, no doubt more and

more of this will be done. A part of the government money has

gone to make the Park accessible on three sides, as well as by
the chief avenue from the north—namely, by opening roads to

the eastern boundary by way of the Lake and the Stinking-water,

there to connect with the Rig Horn valley; to Jackson's Hole on

the south, and toward Monida on the west; so that all good
Americans may have a fair chance to see their Wonderland be-

fore they die.

The existence of roads, even of the best of roads, need not

therefore alarm the most jealous friend of the Natural Park idea.

As a matter of fact, the excellent highways that the government

engineers are building there constitute an added attraction to the

place. They are so much better than those we are in the habit

of seeing elsewhere, that no man is likely to spend a week riding

over them without taking away some ideas with him, of what

might be done in his own section. Every style of road-building

is here represented, and every variety of obstacle seems to have

been met and overcome. The Park embraces a queer range of

road- and hindrance-material—glass, granite, burning soil,

morass, slide-rock—and one need not be an engineer to take an

intelligent interest in the work that is being done on them. One

may in time become inured to the thought that heated water will

smoke, bubble and erump, and still take an always fresh pleasure
in other features of the Park, such as the bears, the Grand Cafion

and an occasional look at what the engineers are doing.
An excellent sample of a perfect road is that over which the

tourist first enters the Park from the railroad—the first ten miles,

for instance. This takes one from Gardiner, the railroad termi-

nus, through the settlement called Mammoth Hot Springs, where
the postof!ice, the military post and general headquarters are,

well into the central plateau. In this distance the road rises, by
all sorts of wondrous ways, from the altitude of Denver, 5300
feet, to 7300 feet above sea-level. Here, as elsewhere, it has a

maximum grade of eight feet in a hundred; it is wide enough for

two coaches abreast, and its surface is shaped as carefully as a

dentist molds the crown of a tooth. Generally also there is a

small artificial stream of water along one side, which is pleas-
ant company, and supports besides, a growth of grass and flow-

ers. The main object of these streams, however, is to aid in

the warfare against the dust which used to be so disagreeable a
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feature of the tour. They are believed to hold the dust down to

some extent, by saturation of the roadbed, and they serve as a

source of supply to the sprinkling operations, which are con-

ducted on a large scale. Last season eighty-five miles of road

were kept sprinkled, and the results were most satisfactory. In

1905 they expect to sprinkle no miles. Oil sprinkling was con-

templated in 1903, but the cost proved too great.

Aside from the entrance roads to each side of the Park, only
one new road was established under the appropriation mentioned.

This is an entirely new addition to the tourist circuit, which

runs north from the Cation, high over the shoulder of Mount

Washburn, with a branch to the summit; on to Yancy's (Junc-

tion Valley) and thence west to the Hot Springs, the point of be-

gining, by way of the East Gardiner. This is the road the ab-

sence of which attracted Uncle Joe Cannon's attention, and it is

a very material addition to the Park. It has been a rather hard

road to build, especially the part leading to the top of the moun-
tain. Here the established grade of 8 per cent has been exceeded,

and some spectacular feats in the way of zigzags introduced. In

one place there are four Z-turns, one above another, in the steep

mountain-side, and it is said that at the bends there was a rock-

cut of twenty-five feet on one side, and a fill of twenty-five feet

on the other. This may perhaps gain the credit of being one of

the "scary" places of the Park ; but the view from the summit

of Mount Washburn, on a clear day, should compensate the

owner of the weakest nerves for the agitation of the ascent. This

annex to the circuit will bring Amethyst Mountain and the

Petrified Forest within reach, as well as Death Gulch ; to the

detriment of the latter's renown, since it is surpassed elsewhere

in the Park.

The road system of the Park of necessity embraces a certain

number of bridges, some small, some pretty large. It may be

mentioned that none of the broken-backed old-timers of wooden
construction now remain

; they have all been replaced with steel.

Two bridges of very respectable magnitude were put in place in

the Cafion region in the season of 1903. One of these is an arch

of steel and concrete, spanning the Yellowstone River at the

Rapids, a short distance above the Upper Falls, and opening to

the public the right bank of the Canon, hitherto accessible only

by ferry, or by means of a ford, known only to soldiers and a

favored few besides. The labor of erecting the forming for this

suspended mass of concrete was enormous ; but the construction

of the bridge proper was accomplished in seventy-four consecu-

tive hours, by a force of 150 men. An electric-light plant was

installed for the occasion, and the scene of operations was visited
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at night by many tourists from the Canon hotel, and the camping-
station near by. One man fell in, but got out again, after a

brief but doubtless exciting voyage of a quarter of a mile in the

direction of the Falls.

That was a fortunate season generally. None of the tourists

happened to poke the wrong bear with their umbrellas, as hap-

pened in 1902, nor did any of them walk into hot places by mis-

take. Things did not go off so smoothly in 1904. The bears are

now, I think, generally admitted to be increasing past bounds of

safety. They have at all times been a nuisance to the road-crews,

and at some of the camps a bear-herder has had to be maintained

at night, to pelt the marauding brutes with tin cans, and thus

prevent them from tearing open tents, and pawing over the sleep-

ing men. They are generally condemned for cowardice, but here,

as elsewhere in the West, those who know bears best care least

to have anything to do with them. Even in this asylum, where

the mighty Wahb himself put on a garb of good behavior, it

appears that the hoped-for Golden Age for bears and men is still

in the distance.

On the road between the Canon and Norris, a steel bridge 120

feet in length and almost as high, was erected in 1903, over Cas-

cade Creek, cutting out a long dip that was hard on the horses,

and of no advantage to tourists. The usual difficulties connected

with the building of bridges of this kind are not diminished at an

elevation of 8000 feet, and a distance of forty miles from a rail-

road. Elsewhere on this line, the ominous Devil's Elbow, with

its 25 per cent grades, has been abandoned, the old road buried

beneath a mountain of rock and trees, together with the delicious

cold spring that used to refresh the wayfarer at the top of the

eastern hill, and a most attractive and practically level road has

been shelved in among the very crags, giving an astonishing

view of rocky pinnacles below, and of the lovely Virginia Cas-

cade far beneath. A wide swath of pines has also been cut out

on the south side of this road for a number of miles, for the pur-

pose of admitting the sun. It has been found difficult on some

years to get some of these roads open through the snow-banks

by the 15th of June, the date when tourists are authorized to

come and expect everything to be ready for them.

A plan for a roadway on brackets along the cliff from the brink

of the Gibbon Fall, which had haunted the brains of engineers
from the beginning, and for which timbers were even cut and

hauled under one administration, was given full investigation,

and finally abandoned. A huge retaining-wall, said to be the

finest piece of rock-work in the Park, has been built, instead,

down the long hill southward from the corner overlooking the
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fall, which all passers-by will remember, with it* old pine droop-

ing over the abyss.

Bridges are not likely to receive much attention from the

traveler on wheels, so long as they carry him safely over. The

pedestrian, however, can hardly do otherwise than linger and

admire such a piece of work as the Golden Gate bridge, whicn

replaced in 1900 the wooden structure which had excited the

apprehensions of tourists for fifteen years—of a young man
named Kipling among the number, in 1889. This "bridge" (which

merely hugs the cliff) has been declared by enthusiastic engi-
neers to be the finest thing of its kind in the world. It is of

massive concrete, wide enough for two coaches, and on a grade
and a curve both at once. It is so simple and so strong that it

seems not an unworthy part of one of the most striking scenes,

when rightly viewed, in all this land of scenery. Any reasonably

good walker, who is visiting the Park for the first time, should

by all means, if he would make the best use of his afternoon at

the Springs, after climbing up and over the Hot Springs terrace,

make his way by the trail through the woods in the rear up to

Snow Pass, and keeping around to the left, come down through
the Golden Gate from above. He will, if he is capable of impres-

sions, be impressed before he has gone far.

The rudimentary stone wall, which is visible below as one

leans over the parapet of the Golden Gate bridge, is the remnant

of a device by means of which a former engineer had thought to

supply the need of a roadway at this point. The present struc-

ture, like the greater part of the new road and bridge system,
is the work of Major Chittenden of the Corps of Engineers, an

engineer of international reputation, the historian of the Ameri-

can Fur Trade, and author of the most complete book on the

Park that has thus far been produced. Under Major Chitten-

den's supervision there has also been gathered at engineer head-

quarters, in the last two years, a library, as full as it could be

made, of Park literature, including magazine articles and news-

paper clippings, as well as books—a thing of which many an in-

terested visitor has felt the lack in the past.
Concrete is a favorite building material in the Park at present,

as it is in other places. A peculiar structure which attracts the

eye near the foot of the great Jupiter terrace at the Hot Springs,
is the concrete aqueduct which conveys water for the power-
house, where light is manufactured for the garrison of Fort Yel-

lowstone, and the not-altogether-to-be-envied perennial inhabit-

ants of the Springs station. The plaza, when fully illuminated,
is a brilliant sight. I have often thought of old Jim Bridger,
when looking down upon it after nightfall, from some of the sur-

rounding heights, and wished that I might lead him unawares to

such a place and bear his comment.
From a number of points on the ascending road, after passing
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this aqueduct, the traveler has a wide view over the capacious
corral in which the good "Buffalo Jones" has his bulky charges
confined. The purchased animals, brought in from Texas and
the Flathead reservation in the fall of 1902, have had a satis-

factory natural increase each year since, and each year, too, they
have succeeded in capturing and impounding one or two calves
from the doomed Park herd, the seldom-seen remnant of the wild
cattle of America. After a lifetime devoted to the buffalo, Mr.

Jones has been fittingly rewarded with the position of Game War-
den. He has a plan for domesticating some Arctic reindeer in the

snowy regions of the Park, and also importing a few seal for the

Lake, where he thinks they would multiply and be of service in

improving the condition of the fish, by eating the wormy trout,

against which the tourists have such a prejudice.
The traveler who has not visited the Park for a couple of years

will be struck, the next time he goes, by three new edifices in

the first hour. There is an excellent rustic station-building at

Gardiner, all logs and slabs and massive blacksmithery ; a great
stone portal, like the pylons of Karnak, at the boundary, the

cornerstone of which was laid by President Roosevelt during
his retreat hither in the spring of 1903 ; and a new barn of the

Transportation Company, at the Springs, a building whose
architect seems to have been inspired by recollections of the

Grand Cafion in his ideas of dimension and coloring. It is quite
a large barn, painted exteriorly with a number of substantial

colors, among which yellow, blue, green, white and black per-

haps predominate. There is also a new hotel at the Fountain,

sufficiently large and picturesque. An innovation, which may
mean much to the Park hereafter, has been introduced the last

year, in the seeding to alfalfa of the wide expanse known as the

Gardiner Flat, immediately within the northern boundary line—
the lowest place, therefore, in the Park. This was done for the
sake of the wild game, which will undoubtedly be attracted to

the place in large numbers; and it means a winter Park season,
for travelers will willingly make the small side trip from Living-
ston, to see the elk, antelope, bighorn, black-tail and fan-tail

deer, and other animals of their kind, which not every one sees in

the course of a lifetime.

One can hardly visit the Yellowstone National Park without

bringing away a conviction that part of the Government's money
is very wisely bestowed upon the place, so long as the present
lines are followed. And it is to be hoped that the liberality some-
what tardily reached in 1901 may be continued hereafter. All

the roads have now been opened that will probably ever be

needed, and they are located at last where they may stay forever,
after having been shifted, some of them two, three, or even four

times, through lack of experience of local conditions on the part
of earlier engineers, but still more for want of means to do good
work with. But money will always be required to maintain the

roads we now have. A mountain road costs about as much per
mile for maintenance as a first-class railroad, and a couple of

years' neglect is likely to entail costly repairs afterward.

N«rtli Talriwa, WaahiMrt*ti.
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"BISON AMERICANUS"
NATURAL HISTORY NARRATED BY A SCOUT

By FRED A. HUNT

ALL, we used to have pretty good times as ter

B^'-^^^SSp ^^
fodder when thar war plenty of bufflers," com-

*^
mented Wall-eyed Bill

;
"but yer see the wipin'

out of the bufflers just took away a rovin' fod-

der from the Injuns, and clearly cut down their

commissary when they war a-raisin' Cain on

the war-path. So we've got to endure runnin'

around short on our buffler steaks, humps and

tenderlines. And although thar war millions of

bufflers a-kerwallopin' 'round over the Western country, they had

plenty of feed oflf'n the buffler-grass that grew all over the prairies

and coulees whar the bufflers war. And in winter the grass kept

sweet and juicy under the snow—kind o' cold storage
—and all Mr.

Buffler had to do was to paw over the snow, like a hen scratchin',

and thar war his food that kept him fat and comfortable. Yes, the

good Lord gives fodder to His creeters on four legs just as well as

to the scouts on two, and we, who are scattered around pretty pro-

misc'us far away from civilization, and a good long jump from any

house, come to have pretty much the same kind of dumb trust in

Him that I guess the birds and beasts have. Some call it luck and

some one thing and some another; the Injuns call it Manitou. A
good deal, I estimate, accordin' to the education and tastes of the

gentleman who is makin' the confession
;
but I opine we all feel it

just the same. No, we don't show much of it; a man traversin'

tbe onsettled country gets to be like an Injun, and they don't show

no more emotion than a Dutch oven ; but I contend that a man can't

camp out by his lonesome in the piney woods, where every sough
of the wind is like a breath of God, nor be on that wavin' green

sea of the Staked Plains, when the sun goes down in a blaze o'

color that knock the spots off'n any fireworks I ever saw, without

comin' pretty close to a surety that some one, outside of Uncle Sam,

looks after Injuns, coyotes, scouts and bighorns.

"I remember a case that will show you jest the point of my drift.

In '78 a couple of horny-handed prospectors were punglin' around

in the snow-mountain country in Montana, somewhar' near whar the

Heart Mountain gold stampede was—and thar warn't enough gold

in that district to make a toothpick. But in some o' the ravines

of them mountains the snow has been fallin' and freezin' over, and

fallin' and freezin' over since first snow commenced to fall, I judge.

When the sun gits on it awhile a good deal of the top stratum melts
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and gets soggy and sloppy, and when winter and snow comes agin,

that freezes and snows over and makes a pretty good crust that is

reasonably safe to travel over in spots, but there are spots that

are honeycombed beneath. Wall, these prospectors were travellin'

on one o' them ice-lids to the crevasse below, and pickin' their way

quite amiably, too, as they wanted no ruction with the country,

when ker-flop their pack-animal broke through a thin place in the

ice and frozen snow and dow.n into a chasm of mush-ice and sloppy

snow. Nobody could tell how far the pesky animal went down

and thar war no surveyin' party could ever discover. But thar war

them two poor prospectors with one saddle-animal, with their guns
and mighty little ammunition—all their provender and cooking

outfit tucked under a snow blanket whose first stitches were started

in Adam's time, and they miles and miles away from any human

settlement, and none too sure there warn't a few rovin' Bannocks

about who might have a hankerin' for their scalps and the solitary

animal left. Pleasant outlook—kind of a land Robinson Crusoe lay-

out! But they had to make the best of it, and they war fortunate

that they didn't find another blow-hole to fall into. They piked

along, killin' a wanderin' sage-hen or some other small game, and

then their matches give out. An' a scout or prospector without

matches is pretty much in as bad a fix as a cat in the lower regions

(not whar the pack-animals fell to—the warm ones) without claws.

Well, they were walkin' along dejected-like and natchally lookin'

on the ground, when one of 'em lets a yell out'en him like a rattler

had struck him. "My God!" he says, "what's that?" and jumps
and picks up a handful of hard-tack. And a little further on were

two or three more and then some pieces, and they just follered a

regular trail of hard-tack until they had their pockets filled and a bag
of it on the anim.al. General Miles and his outfit had been along

that way and one pack-mule, loaded with four boxes of hard-tack,

had persisted in trying to go between two trees that it couldn't get

between, and, of course, the mule stove in a couple of boxes of the

hard-tack and then triumphantly waved its paint-brush tail and

dribbled hard-tack all along the trail. And these the prospectors

picked up with thankful hearts, and when they came up with the Gen-

eral's outfit camped at Old Faithful geyser, they told 'em the Lord

had fed 'em manna from a government mule.

"No, we ain't much on attendin' church, don't get around much
where brick and stone churches are for one thing, and then we don't

seem to yoke-up with preachers handily. They kinder strike a

scout as bein' just a le-eetle too starchy and rayther full o'

prunes—lots of 'em good fellows, too, when they get thar chokers

of?.
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"But thar was one daisy of a travellin' parson down to Fort

Keogh years ago, who was ace-high with nary pair in sight ! And
he could hold a stiffer hand of poker'n anybody, an' play it better,

an' he left the gentlemen he sot among in a game of draw as clean

bereft of dollars or dust, as a buffler's bones are clar o' meat when a

coyote gets through with 'em. Yes, he was manifestly a peacock
with his tail full-spread ;

a good talker, too, and always had a pretty

good sprinklin' o' maverick frontiersmen in his round-up. He was

popular and he deserved it, and, maybe, as the providential order of

things sends carcasses to the crows and buzzards, so the sports that

stacked-up against him furnished provender for the preacher ;
a dis-

pensation, as it were.

"But I war goin' to tell you somethin' about the bufflers and what

the Injun did with 'em, and he did most everything with 'em except

ride 'em. Yes, I've heard lots of talk about fellers ridin' bufflers,

but I don't take much stock in that tale. It might be done—so might
a man trim his corns with an adze, but I never saw him do it.

"Naturally, at first, the Injun killed 'em. And out of the millions

of bufflers thar used to be, thar was no difficulty in findin' plenty

of 'em to kill. But the Injun ain't like a white man. The white man

killed bufflers wastefully, and now thar ain't a splinter left of the

stacks thar used to be. The Injuns would pick out, or cut out, a

little band and surround 'em, and fill 'em full of arrows that dropped

the bufflers without scarin' 'em to death with the noise of the shootin'.

And when they had killed as many as they needed they quit. No;
white men don't do that usually. An Injun won't cut down a whole

tree to make a fire to cook a mess o' trout
;
he throws his lariat over

the dead limbs on a tree and pulls 'em down. When he eats wild

gfapes, he will pull the ripe ones off'n the stalk and leave the green

ones there to ripen for some one else to eat later on.

"Hard to believe they was so considerate, when they plundered

and murdered and raised merry hell on the warpath ? Well, almost

anything that's true is hard for a tenderfoot to believe, but all the

same they'll swallow any lie that would choke a government mule—
and it is said that they can swaller a quartermaster's affidavit. I

have heard say that some pilgrims believed Jim Bridger's yarn. He
used to live around Utah considerable—in fact, Fort Bridger was

named for him—and was pestered by emigrants wanting him to

show them wonders and tell them marvels. So one day he told

a band of them, that if they would go to a certain place they

would then come to a petrified forest, and on the branches of the

petrified trees were petrified birds and all those birds war singin'

petrified songs! He used to tell the yarn about the tenderfoot

blazin' away at an antelope for about three-quarters of an hour
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and never feazin' the antelope. The pilgrim finally concluded it

must be a petrified antelope, or a stuffed one or something, so went

prospectin' and found that there was a whole hill of transparent

mica between him and the antelope, so naturally the antelope wasn't

bothered by the shots. I will say that I have heard a rumor that

Bridger was a pretty good single-handed liar.

"But we left the Injuns with all the bufflers dead they wanted.

Well, they cut 'em up and left nothin' but the smaller bones, crackin'

the big ones and takin' the marrer out'en 'em. Some of the bones

was used for handles for their different tools and implements and

some was used for saddle trees. The marrer was melted and poured
into bladders, and, pounded up with dried buffler-meat and lots of

choke-berries, made pemmican. And don't you let anybody guy

you into believin' pemmican is delicious! If one likes pretty stout

tallow, dried beef and a large dose of pucker, he'll get along with

pemmican.

"The skin, of course, was carefully taken off, fleshed and tanned

by the squaws. The horns were scraped and made into cups, spoons

and ladles; cut into shapes and polished they made ornaments, as

did the hoofs. The sinews were well soaked in water and beaten

and became the thread of the Injun seamstresses, and, after being

well-twisted, like rope, the bow-string of the Injun hunter. The
brains were used in tanning the hide and in any other tanning they

did. The flesh cut into strips and dried in the sun made tip-top

jerked beef, and this could be packed in parfleches and cached any-

where the Injuns wanted, so they had a store and storehouses durin'

their raids, and the fresh flesh was most luscious eatin'. My favorite

pieces war the inside tenderline, the fries and the flank steak.

"And did you ever know how an Injun cooked a choice roast o'

buffler meat? Thar ain't many do know, except the old-timers, and

a good many of them has forgotten, some on account of old age,

and more because of their brains bein' cooked to a frazzle by too

much aguardiente. Not but what a snootful now and then, or per-

haps a little oftener, was acceptable, but to pickle one's self in booze

was pretty poor judgment.

"About the Injun roast! I call it, 'Buffler roti au naturel' (I

learned a pretty good smatterin' of French among the Red River

Half-Breeds), and I first got on to the way about a quarter of a cen-

tury ago when I was with a flyin' column after some reprobate In-

juns who led us a pretty lively dance over a section of the Staked

Plains. We had trailed after 'em without much trouble, as there

was a big bunch of 'em and they took no trouble to scatter and

cover their trail
;
but after a while they found things were getting too

hot for them and they did scatter, and then, of course, one couldn't
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tell which trail to follow—there was pretty close to a hundred of 'em.

Before that, the trail of the tepee poles made as strong a mark as

a hundred curry-combs dragged along the soil. So at our camp we
had a council of war, and, luckily, thar was a Mexican guide who
knew the country and the Injuns' habits. He told the Boss Officer of

the outfit that they would likely rendezvous at Caiion Cedro Blanco,

which he said was some twenty-five miles away from our camp.
"The weather was bitter cold, cold enough to freeze the tail off'en

a brass monkey, but the commanding officer said we'd pull out next

morning just the same. And we did. There warn't an earthly thing
that any white trailer could strike a direction by, nothing in sight

but the high, wavin' grass and the sky, as blue and shiny as a pol-

ished bowie-knife, but that Greaser made a bee-line for Cedro

Blanco, as the Engineer officer with the command found out by the

odometer and the prismatic compass, when he took the bearin's of

the trail we made. That Mejicano beat me^ and I thought I war
some persimmons on taking a line for anywhere. He just looked at

the sun, and by some sense I hadn't got, just went for Cedro Blanco

like a leader wild goose will go honkin' for where he wants.

"Near Cedro Blanco the Injun trailers killed a huffier, and when

they killed a single huffier they never tried to kill him at once
; they

always tried to crease him—shoot him just in front of his hind legs

or just before the hump—or wound him so that he couldn't get

away, and then tantalize him for quite a while, which was fun for

the pesky Injuns, but pretty tough on poor old huffier. The Redskins

believed that this made the meat much tenderer, and this the Injuns
had done with this one, and then, after camp was pitched they came
back and slashed out such chunks as they wanted.

"Then they built a small fire—they never built a big one to cook

by or to get warm at—the chief cook cut a square hunk from the

huffier hide and put a chunk of the choice roastin'-piece in it, then

skivered it with the hairy side out so that the meat was pretty thor-

oughly wrapped up in the skin, just about as close as our mothers

used ter put cloths about their puddin's.

"Then the Injun cut a stout willow stick about four feet long

and sharpened up each end, sticking the bigger end in the ground
near the fire and jabbin' the little end in the bunch at the top of the

sacked (or robed) meat, and the heft of the meat bent the

willow switch over so that the roastin' piece hung over the middle of

the fire. Pretty soon the flames singed the hair off, but they made

the skin kinder tough and hard. Then the cook squatted on his

hunkers by the fire and put sticks on as they were needed.

"How long the cook let the roast stay roastin' I don't know,
but I do know that when the 'chuckaway' was taken down and
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opened up there was as tender, juicy and elegant a roast as ever

any plainsman ate, and that is saying a whole lot, for a Dutch oven

cook ain't to be neglected by anyone with a good appetite. But this

piece of meat had been so carefully wrapped up, that all the steam

and juices seeped through the meat and made it as tender as the

heart of the Eastern girl any of us old half-savages left behind us.

'Tain't the first time that a pretty tough and ragged-lookin' hunk has

had a sweet and delicious inside to it; and that's Plains philos-

ophy!
'

"As I was talkin' about the robes when the memory of this feast

came upon me, I'll tell you they were always legal tender and
were plenteously used by the Injuns themselves. Bedding, clothing,

tents and saddle-blankets were made from them and the entire bufifler

robes used as well. Cut up and haired and painted in all sorts of

queer designs the robes became 'parfleches,' and out of the same
stuff were made lariats and tepee covers, and riatas, ropes and strings
were fixed up by the squaws.
"So you see the buflfler was pretty much of a providence to the

Injun. And when thev were wiped out the Injuns couldn't skirmish

around loose because their travelHn' commissary was eone and so

thev couldn't get food, and an Injun is as careful of his stomach an'

Its linin' as any one is.

"An' although, of course, their bein' quiet, an' civilized an' demor-
alized—that's pretty much the same thing—takes a lot of employment
away from a scout, I can't say that I'm sorrv: for the Injuns used to

plav such deviltrv when they were on the w^r-nath. So when T re-

member the sights I have seen after the Noble Red Man and his

chivalry had been along, I get pretty warm and drv, .so I guess, as

vou're temperance, I'll sachez off and take a snifter of tarantula

juice !"

And Wall-Eved vamoosed, singinp- the inspiring cadenza of the

Plains, "The Ram of Darby Town."
San Francisco,

IN THE SIERRAS
By WINFRED CHANDLER

ff STOOD upon a peak where drift clouds lie,

j
Where spring and summer hold their soft conclave.

I saw the circling mountains, wave on wave,
Roll on, and beat against the purple sky.
Around me and about me, far or nigh.

Naught else in sight save mountains, vast and grave.
That lift their hoary heads and, silent, brave

The fury of the years that wax and die.

I marveled, in my boisterous discontent,

That such vast lands no human needs should bless.

But soon I felt my higher sense awake.
And saw God's purpose, all beneficent.

No empires thralled to waste His plans distress.

'Tis not too much to give for beauty's sake.
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HUNTING DY PROXY
By EDITH /. COMSTOCK

HE matutinal coffee perfumed the air. Eggs

sputtered in the chafing dish.

From behind the coffee pot came an omi-

nous voice : "You promised !"

It did not disturb the newspaper that bar-

ricaded the other end of the table.

"You said that the first time you went into

the Rockies after big game, I could go."

Still no response. The bombardment continued.

"And that any girl who could make four bulls-eyes consecu-

tively at such a range could hit anything that flew or galloped.

You said something else that day, too."

Effective shot! The newspaper stirred.

"I've put four lumps in your coffee."

She put two.

"And the eggs are all frizzled."

They were done beautifully.

"Such is the perfidy of man. Isn't it. Conquer?" This to the

setter on the rug.

Conquer answered with his eyes.

The newspaper flew into the rocking chair.

"Such is the perversity of woman," said Mr. Jack Barden, smil-

ing and nodding knowingly. "You can't play Diana this time,

Helen, and that is final. Further discussion is useless."

"You are laughing, too. Such smirking finality! 'My hus-

band says I can't.' Sounds well, doesn't it?"

Mr. Barden became serious.

"Really, Nell, you don't want to go. You would be the only

woman, and I don't know how many men Wallace will bring.

Those mining experts are coming, and I shall be practically ar

their disposal. The hunting is incidental. Sometime we'll plan
a trip

—a fine trip that shall be for the ladies, and we'll take

Conquer. Eh, Conquer?"
The dog applauded vigorously with his tail.

Silence sulked behind the coffee pot, trifled with a dainty

breakfast, tolerated a tender good-bye, then sought consolation

in the newspaper, from which, half an hour later, there suddenly

emerged a lady whose face was brightened by the light of dis-

covery, whose actions were marked by energy and determination^

and who exclaimed, "The very thing! The joke will be stupen-
dous."

Seeking her desk this lady arranged her writing materials, and
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teking Bomc scissors, clipped from the newspaper this telegraphic
item:

Cheyknnb, Wyo., July lo, 1904.

John Sands and Will Bowers brought three

fine bear skins, two fox, and ten coyote pelts

to the county clerk's office today, receiving

bounty amounting to $50. This is the first

game of the season from Jackson's Hole.

This she pasted at the top of a sheet of paper over a dainty

monogram, and underneath she wrote:
Mr. J, Sands,
Mr. W. Bowers.

Dear Sirs :
—The above item appeared in today's Chronicle. 1

want to own a fine bear skm that was killed expressly for me in the

Rocky Mountains. I believe you are skilled hunters, and if you can
secure a fine bear skin for me, I will pay you whatever is fair. I

want only a perfect skin with head and claws left on it. I will give
you further directions if you receive this note. Please answer imme-
diately. Yours truly,

Helen West Barden.
July Eleventh, Nineteen Hundred and Three.

Sealing this letter, she prepared another sheet of paper, and

leaving a space at the top, wrote this:

To the Postmaster,
Cheyenne, Wyo.

Dear Sir :
—I am most anxious to communicate with the two men

mentioned in the above item. I shall regard it as a personal favor
if you will endeavor to find their address and direct the enclosed
letter to them. Respectfully yours,

Helen West Barden.

July Eleventh Nineteen Hundred and Three.

She put the first letter inside the second.

"There," she said, "that is done. Now I must buy another

Chronicle and clip out that item to put in the Postmaster's let-

ter. I do hope something will come of it." And she went to

post her letter.

For reasons divers and diverse the prospective trip was barely
mentioned by the Bardens. One day there came a letter that the

lady promptly concealed.

EvANSTON, Wyo., July 17th, 1903.
Dear Madam :

—Your letter has been forwarded to me by the

Postmaster at Cheyenne, presumably for the reason that Evanston
is the county seat of the county in which Jackson's Hole is located.

According to regulations the letter you enclosed will remain
here thirty days. If unclaimed at the end of that time it will be
returned to you. I placed your address on the envelope to ensure
this.

In the meantime I personally will do my utmost to find the men,
and if I succeed, will communicate with you.

Yours very truly,

J. J. Daily.

Her reply went back promptly.
J. J. Daily, Esq.,

Evanston, Wyo.
Dear Sir :

—It is no question of a long lost brother or vast inher-

itance that leads me to communicate with those men. I am hunting
a hunter. I want a bear skin that will pass any inspection and any
criticism with regard to size, color, etc. I prefer black, with head
and claws perfect. It is my most earnest desire to secure such a
skin direct from a hunter's hands, with the story of the exciting
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chase that brought Bruin to somebody's feet—to mine. The item
that I pasted at the top of the letter seemed to describe men who
could be relied on for such business, and the letter you hold for

them is merely a proposition regarding this matter. Now, possibly
without trying to find them, you know of some such person, some
one who is acquainted with Wyoming wilds and who could get a
fine skin for me. If you do, and will negotiate with them for me, I

will regard it as a distinct personal favor.

I will leave business details for another letter. Thanking you
for your prompt attention, I am,

Very truly yours,
Helen West Barden.

July, the Twenty-first, Nineteen Hundred and Three.

Two days later she gave her husband a cheerful good-bye.
By return mail came the answer to her letter.

EvANSTON, July 25, 1903.

My Dear Miss Barden :
—May I say that your letter afforded me

pleasure ? I beg leave to say so ; also to promise a faithful quest.

Regarding myself highly privileged, I am.
Yours very sincerely,

J. J. Daily.

Helen Barden caught her breath when she read that letter,

and blushed. "Miss" Barden, indeed ! Evidently she forgot to

sign Mrs., but what did she write to excite such a reply? So

personal. So presuming. The man implied that he would shoot

the bear, and would expect a personal reward. He would prob-
ably come west to claim her. Horrors! It might mean pub-
licity

—a scandal—divorce. What would Jack do—thrash him?
What ought she to do? Really, money could pay for the skin,

and she couldn't give up now, when there was such a chance.

Besides, she was committed to it. And anyway, Jack deserved

punishment. He had broken a promise made to her. She would
risk the personal letters and get that skin by crook, if no other

way. So in dubious spirits but of positive mind, she penned a

brief and diplomatic reply.

J. J. Daily, Esq.,

Evanston, Wyo.
Dear Sir :

—Since you are so kind as to assist me, I will give
you a few business details. Whoever secures a skin will please
send it C. O. D. by Wells-Fargo Express, to my address, notifying
me by telegraph. Wells-Fargo will immediately remit the money.
Thanking you for your interest, I am,

Helen West Barden.

August the First, Nineteen Hundred and Three.

The time passed with Helen in a state of expectancy that

affected her actions and excited comments from those who en-

tered her daily life.

The maid told the cook that Mrs. Barden was so in love with
her husband that she sat on the steps every morning to watch
for the postman, and asked many times every day if any tele-

grams had come. The dears !

"Such is life," sighed the cook, who was sentimental.

And the postman wondered what had happened between the

Bardens. He delivered letters, three or more in a bunch, from
Mr. Barden, and every time Mrs. Barden shuffled 'em over and
made the same remark. "Oh, dear, is this all? Are you sure
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there isn't another?" Another! And only six months married!

"Such is life," growled the postman, who was cynical.
And her dearest friend, in the privacy of her chamber, confided

to her husband that something was the matter with Helen Bar-

den. She expected somebody. She behaved so queerly when
callers were announced. She grabbed the cards and seemed so

excited. Perhaps Sheldon Ames was back from Guinea. "I

would just love to see them meet," she said.

"Such is life," murmured the husband, winking at his own re-

flected face.

In due time a modern Mercury delivered a yellow envelope.
It contained magic words that electrified the lady.

Skin shipped today.
J. J. Daily.

Helen was alone when she opened it, so nobody saw the capers
that expressed her elation. Plunging among her couch pillows,
she soliloquized. Jack would be away four weeks yet. Yes-

terday's letter mentioned those mining prospects. Bless them!

Could anything be luckier? As if she had planned it all. Lovely
Mr. Daily! The rug would be on the floor when Jack came in.

Oh for that moment of triumph ! Poor fellow, he might get

nothing but a coyote or some rabbits. He wrote so little about

his luck. Just, "shooting fair." Not a word of excitement, nor

of description, and he did love nature so deeply. Just the barest

allusions to the trip, and then he waxed as sentimental as before

they were married. The darling! To bad to fool him, but men
needed lessons, and your future happiness all depended on the

way you began your married life.

Then she sought the furriers with whom the family had vari-

ous dealings, and arranged to have them receive the skin, remit

the money, and attend to the details incident to the making of

a rug.
A week later she again visited the furrier to learn that the

skins had arrived with all charges paid.
Skins ! Charges paid ! Apprehensions crowded her brain, but

she asked quietly, "Was there not a bearskin separate from the

others?"
The obsequious furrier did not know. He was but two days

back from a holiday. Was there a mistake? He would call his

clerk, and would investigate the Wells-Fargo tag, and would
look at the letter file and would—

But, horrified at the possible disclosures of such thorough

investigations, the lady haughtily protested that it was of no

consequence. They could proceed with the bear skin, she would
determine later about the others, and she went out uncertain

what to do.

That man Daily! How vulgar! To place her under obliga-
tions to him with a lot of skins. And how officious! No letter

accounting for anything. Just a telegram. What did it mean?
Was he on the way? He shouldn't come if she could prevent It.

She would show him his place. She would telegraph twice the

value of the rug. To whom could she go? Mr. Vance would

know; and, besides, he might protect Tier if she needed some
one—if the worst happened.
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And thus Mr. Vance, the staid old family lawyer, was "de-

lighted to see Mrs. Barden—a most unusual honor. Mr. Barden
was away shooting?"

Mrs. Barden assented diffidently. Her mind harbored the

thought that he might soon be at home shooting,
"Had he good luck?" queried the lawyer.
"Only fair," the lady replied, quite stiffly. And then by tactful

questioning, covered by an invitation to dine informally two
nights hence—Mr. and Mrs. Dayton would be present—she
learned that $15 would probably cover the bounty and hunter'?

charges. She would double the sum. Money usually hushed
such people. And she telegraphed $30 to

J. J. Dah-y, Evanston, Wyo.
For services and bear skin. Other skins not ordered.

Mrs. J. C. Barden.

That signature, she thought, would now be authoritative. He
would think the girl's mother had settled the affair.

Money received. Everything O. K.

J. J. Daily.

was the answer that came to her.

How enigmatical! Would the creature never be suppressed?
She fumed and passed a sleepless night.

However, her husband's tender letters soothed her troubled

spirit, and she was diverted with thoughts of that delicious

moment when she would introduce Jack to the rug. She re-

hearsed the scene. She would put the rug in the drawing-room..
It would be elegant and so striking

—that big black center in her

pale yellow room. Jack would come in and rush upstairs to

her; and after dinner, after he had bragged like all men about
all he had done, then would come her triumph.

The hour arrived.

The greetings of devoted folk require no descriptions.
Then Jack demanded, "Where are the rugs?"
"The rugs?" repeated his wife, cautiously.

"Yes, the rugs. A lot of 'em. Hasn't Daily sent 'em? The
rascal !"

"Daily?" repeated the lady, faintly.

"Yes, Jack Daily. He rowed stroke the year I captained the

crew, and I haven't seen him since until I bumped into him a few
miles from Evanston. He was going shooting, too, and joined
us. And, by Jupiter, it's lucky he did or I might not be here
now. A bear had killed three dogs and treed me, and all my
cartridges were gone, and everybody else was miles away. Daily
killed him with a great shot and said to give the skin to you
with his compliments. It's a superb skin—biggest brute killed

around there in years. Queer chap. Daily ! Always was. Sent
a cheque for thirty dollars to me at Leadville. Reminded me of

the time he borrowed it at college. But I don't understand it,

for we were all borrowing from him in those days. What are

you crying about?"
A tremulous voice rose from his shoulder. "O, just because

I'm glad you are home."
Saa fraucisco, Cal.
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Evaoston, 111.; Mrs. Eva S. F6nyes, 251 S. Oransre Grove Ave., Pasadena, Cal.; Miss Mira

Hershey, 350 S. Grand Ave.. Los Anareles, Cal.; Major E. W. Jones, San Gabriel, Cal;

Homer Laujrhlin, Laugrhlin Bids'., Los Ansreles, Cal.; Los Ansreles State Normal School,

Los Ansreles, Cal. (Gift of Senior A. Class, 1904); E. P. Ripley, Pres. A. T. & S. F. R. R.,

Chicaero, 111.; St. Vincent's Colleg-e, Los Angeles, Cal.; Santa Clara College, Santa Clara,

Cal.; James Slauson, Bradbury Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.; O. S. A. Sprague, Pasadena,

Cal.; J. Downey Harvey, San Francisco, Cal.; John A. McCall, Prest. N. Y. Life Ins. Co.;

Mrs. Eleanor Martin, San Francisco; Edwin T. Earl, Los Angeles.

REPRESENTATIVES IN THE COUNCIL OF THE A. I. A.

Theo. B. Comstock F. M. Palmer F. H. Rindge

Mary E. Foy Chas. F. Lummis C. E. Rumsey
J. S. Slauson, ex-officio Mrs. W. H. Housh

HF#5> OTHING succeeds like Success. The plans and the mem-

^^^ bership of the Southwest Society are advancing at a gait

entirely unprecedented in any history of such movements

for the higher scholarship anywhere. As to the roster, it is impossi-

ble to print supplements fast enough to keep up with the accessions.

The Second Bulletin was printed March ist, and showed i6o mem-

bers. April 1st, a typewritten "Supplement A" was issued, showing

i8o. April 13th, "Supplement B" showed 191. Ten days later, the

membership had already passed the 200 mark
;
and "Supplement C,"

to be issued May ist, will probably come very close to equalling the

numbers of the 25-year-old Boston Society. Without any question

whatever, the Southwest Society, before its second birthday, will

have outstripped all other affiliations of the Institute. Before Nov.

30th it expects 300 members—and it is morally sure of at least 250.

Boston has 225 and New York has 218.

This means something more than a mere Western activity. It

does us good, and it does the Institute good, to have this friendly

competition. But beyond that, it gives the Southwest Society
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stronger representation and voice in the Council of the Institute.

Representation in that Council is in proportion to membership. In

a short time this young Western member will out-vote any other

society.

In the Institute, as in good blood and good breeding everywhere,
there are no small jealousies. Still, the elder sisters are astounded

and somewhat disconcerted to see the Baby of the Family grown
as tall in two years as they are at 25. The saying of one of the high
officials of the Institute, in view of this "impending crisis" when the

Southwest Society shall outnumber all its elders (as it will within a

month) is too good to be hidden under the bushel of correspondence.
"New York and Boston" (he says) "are preparing to surrender

to the inevitable, and to take a lower place ; but you must remember
the storv of the farmer who was troubled with rheumatism. His wife

was rubbing his aching joints, and as he groaned under the in-

fliction, she said : 'The only way, John, is to grin and bear it.* To
which the old fellow replied, 'I can bear it all right, Semanthy, but

I'll be darned if I grin.'
"

And it could hardly be expected that thev should, at first. But

by and bv they will see the humor of it, and wake to the fun of find-

ing out if they cannot catch up with this preposterous giant young-
ster. Then we shall indeed see the whole Archaeological Institute

growing in the same splendid way.

The first meeting of the Museum Foundation Committee was held

April TSth. at the house of the secretary; and was one of the most

remarkable gatherings of representative people on local record. The

well-digested plans of the Executive Committee were explained and

were received with enthusiasm. A sub-committee has been appointed

by Chairman J. O. Koepfli to take up the matter of proflFers of sites.

The sense of the meeting was unanimous that the building shall be

an architectural monument
;
that it shall be of the historic "Mission"

plan ; that it shall occupy a sightly and commanding eminence, ac-

cessible but beyond danger of being trodden under the feet of busi-

ness
;
that it shall have abundant room ;

that the museum shall ad-

here to the strictest scientific standards both in history, in art and in

archaeology; that it shall enlist the co-operation of our women's

clubs of the Southwest, and of all organizations which can unite in

such an undertaking under such restrictions as command the respect

of scholars everywhere.

The following list shows the present composition of the Museum
Foundation Committee. All but one or two have already consented

to serve—and not as figure-heads. This list will later be added to

by the Executive Committee, but will not be very large. Subdivisions

of the work may be carried out by auxiliary committees :
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J. O. Koepfli, permanent chair-

man.

Maj. E. W. Jones, permanent
vice chairman.

Chas. F. Lummis, secretary.

Rt. Rev. T. J. Conaty.

Rt. Rev. J. H. Johnson.

Dr. Jno. R. Haynes.
Dr. F. M. Palmer.

W. D. Stephens.

Tames C. Kays.
Hon. R. N. Bulla.

W. R. Bacon.

Sumner P. Hunt.

Miss Mary E. Foy.
l\Trs. Sartori.

T. A. Foshay.
Mrs. Geo. H. Wadleij^h.

Gen. M. H. Sherman.

Miss Mary L. Jones.

Rev. Geo. F. Bovard.

W. C. Patterson.

Henry W. O'Melveny.
M. S. Severance.

R. F. Del Valle.

Mrs. W. H. Housh.

Mrs. Frank Wiggins.

Kaspare Cohn.

C. C. Davis.

I. B. Dockweiler.

F. Lungren.
Mrs. R. J. Burdette.

Mrs. W. W. Murphy.
Theo. B. Comstock.

Maj. E. F. C. Klokke.

Geo. W. Marston of San Diego.
W. H. Burnham of Orange.
Louis G. Dreyfus of Santa Bar-

bara.

Frank A. Miller of Riverside.

On the TQth of April the Museum plan was presented to a con-

gress (of the presidents and four other delegates each) from the

leading women's clubs of this city, and was warmly received. There

is no reasonable question that there will be an alliance of all the wo-

men's clubs of the Southwest to a special organization for the pur-

pose of building, in conjunction with the Southwest Museum, and

under the auspices of the Archaeological Institute of America, a

great Art Hall which shall be a monument of, and to, the women of

the Southwest. This would be the natural complement of the his-

torical and scientific museum the Southwest Society is about to

build ; for the Archaeological Institute of America can not only com-

mand the judicial services of the foremost artists in America, but

can lend to such an institution an international authority and stand-

ing in Art that no local organization in any city could acquire in a

generation. The Institute, founded by Charles Eliot Norton, ha?

done more than any other factor to make the classic art and archi-

tecture of Greece and Rome familiar to Americans. It is an Archae-

ological Institute—but not given over to dry bones. In fact its foun-

dation and its progress have been largely for Art.

On Thursday night, March 29, the Southwest Society enjoyed
a lecture by Mr. Chas. P. Bowditch, Vice-President of the In-

stitute, on "The Mayas: their writings and their sculptures."

The exposition of the culture attained in prehistoric times by
these most remarkable of American aborigines was a revelation

lS\TV
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to the audience. A large number of interesting slides illustrated

the scholarly presentment of Maya "civilization."

Miss Mary E. Foy and Mrs. W. H. Housh have been elected

representatives of the Southwestern Society in the National

Council of the Archaeological Institute of America. The other

Councillors from the Southwestern Society re-elected from last

year are:

Theo. B. Comstock, Chas. F. Lummis,
Dr. F, M. Palmer, Fredk. H. Rindge,
C. E. Rumsey, J. S. Slauson, ex-officio.

Since the March-April number the following members have been

added to the roster of the Southwest Society
—that is, up to the

time of going to press. As new members come in practically every

day, no monthly publication can pretend to keep pace. Typewritten

supplements to the Second Bulletin will be issued more frequently,

and sent to members and to those proposed for membership.

Additions to Membership of Southwest Society.

Life Members—Edwin T. Earl, Los Angeles; Eleanor Martin, San Fran-

cisco.

Annual Members—U. S. Senator Geo. C. Perkins, Hon. Frank Sullivan

(ex-Park Commissioner), Dr. Edward Robeson Taylor (Dean of Hastings

College of Law), Hon. John F. Davis, San Francisco; Mrs. C. M. Sever-

ance, I. H. Preston, Maj. R F. C. Klokke, C. C. Parker, Gen. M. H. Sher-

man, Harry Chandler ("The Times"), J. V. Vickers, University of Southern

California, A. C. (jolsh, Judge J'as. A. Gibson (President Los Angeles Bar

Assn.), U. S. Senator Frank P. Flint, James A. Haskett, Percy R. Wilson,
Dr. John R. Haynes, Mrs. Anna S.'Averill, Los Angeles; Dr. E. F. Burton,

Arthur H. Fleming, Pasadena; St. Mathew's School Reading Club, San

Mateo, Cal. ; C. W. Callaghan, Fruitvale, Cal. ; Richard Egan, Capistrano,

Cal. ;
Mrs. John A. Walker, Ventura, Cal. ; John H. Spearman, Hollywood,

Cal. ;
Mrs. John P. Jones, Santa Monica, Cal. ; Frank A. Miller, Riverside,

Cal.; Hon. Thos. J. Kirk (Supt. Public Instruction), Sacramento, Cal.;

C. L. Partridge, Redlands, Cal. ; Hon. Jas. R. Knowland, Oakland, Cal. ;

Remy J. Vesque, Terre Haute, Ind. ; Gardiner M. Lane (Treas. Boston

Society), Boston, Mass.; Mrs. Newton Cleaveland, Datil, N. M.
;
M. J. Rior-

dan, F. W. Sisson, Flagstaff, Ariz.; Merritt Starr, Esq., Chicago, 111.; Dr.

T. Mitchell Prudden, D. M. Riordan, New York City ; Hon. Y. Sepulvcda.

City of Mexico ; Chas. Dyer Norton, Lake Forest, III. ; Henry O. Flipper,

Ocampo, Chihuahua, Mex. ; Col. Robt. C. H. Brook, President Penna. Society

A. I. A., Philadelphia, Pa.
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uoYA League
- -^ (incorporated)
MAKE DCTTER- INDIANd

Se-quo-ya,
"
the American Cadmus "

{born 1771,
died 1842), was the only Indian that ever invented

a written language. The League takes its title from
this great Cherokee., for whom, also, science has named
{''^Sequoias") the hugest trees in the world, the giant
Redwoods of California.

NATIONAL BXBCUTIVE COMMITTEE.
David Starr Jordan, President Stanford University
Geo. Bird Grinnell, Ed. "Forest and Stream," N. Y.
Chat. Cassat Davis, Los Angeles
C. Hart Merriam, Cliief Biological Survey, Washington
D. M. Riordan, llos Angeles
Richard Egan, Caplstrano, Cal.
Chas. F. Lummis, Chairman

LOS ANGHLBS COUNCIL.
PREST., Rt. Rev. J. H. Johnson

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Wayland H Smith (Sec. of the Council)
Miss Cora Foy
Miss Mary B. Warren
Miss Katherine Kurtz, Secretary
Chas. F. Lummis, Chairman

ADVISORY BOARD.
Mrs. Phebe A. Hearst, University of California.

Archbishop Ireland, St. Paul, Minn.
U. S. Senator Thos. R. Bard, California.
Edward E. Ayer, Newberry Library, Chicago.
Miss Estelle Reel, Supt. all Indian Schools, Washington.
W. J. McGee, Bureau of Ethnology.
F. W. Putnam, Peabody Museum, Harvard College.
Stewart Culin, Brooklyn Inst.

G«o. A. Dorsey, Field Columbian Museum, Chicago.
Treasurer, W. C. Patterson, Pres. Los Angeles Nat'l Bk.

LIFE Members.
Amelia D. Hollenbark. Josephine W. Drexel, Thos. Scattergood, Miss Mira Hershey, Mrs. D. A. Senter, Herbert E,

Huntington, Miss Antoinette E. Gazzam, J. M. C. Marble, Joseph Fels, Mrs. Mary Fels.

Dr. T. Mitchell Prudden, Col. Phys. and Surg'ns, N. Y
*Dr. Geo. J. Engelmann, Boston.
Miss Alice C. Fletcher, Washington.
F. W. Hodge, Smithsonian Institution, Washington.
Hamlin Garland, author, Chicago.
Mrs. F. N Doubleday, New York.
Dr. Washington Matthews, Washington.
Hon. A. K. Smiley, (Mohonk), Redlands, Cal.

George Kennan, Washington.

« EXT month California will have a visit from the Commis-

sioner of Indian Affairs, Mr. Francis P. Leupp; and it

is expected that he will investigate conditions on the Mis-

sion reservations—or at least the worst of them—in company with

representatives of the League. U. S. Senator Flint has also promised
to make such a tour of inspection. The outlook, therefore, is for

some permanent progress next winter; since these two important
officials will know the facts, personally, and since this community

may be trusted to back them up against the general inertia of Con-

gress. It must not be for a moment forgotten that the only lasting

relief for the Campo, and several other, reservations is by securing

land on which these Indians can make a living by hard work. Since

Congress failed to do this at its last session, California will probably
have to feed these Indians another winter by private generosity

—
but our people will not grumble at this, if, in its own Red-Tape time,

the government will do tardy but proper justice. It is right that

we should relieve the instant distress at our doors ; but it is not right

that the government should expect us to pay continuously and for-

ever through our noses for the incompetence or carelessness of its

servants. Let us remember, therefore, to impress this lesson on

senators and congressmen, not only of our own districts, but from

all others—"lest they forget."

Meantime, the news from Campo continues to be pleasant reading
for those who have been so kindly interested in the misfortunes of
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these inoffensive people. A letter just at hand from Mr. Weegar,
the staunch and worthy merchant at Campo, says :

"Our school is a surprise. It is wonderful what improvement
it has made in the children already. I hope you will do all you
can to keep Miss Nijo here. She is just what Mr. Shell [govern-
ment agent for these Indians] says : 'a little jewel' for this work. I

have at last got the balance of the Indian goods on the road from

San Diego. Sorry that we could not get our garden seeds sooner,

but they have been hung up on the railroad somewhere for two

months. However, better late than never. Our lumber is also en

route. I shall have to use money to have the road made passable
to the Laguna from La Posta. Several great rocks have rolled into

the road during the winter storms, and made it impossible to travel.

The crops are looking fine. The robust Indians are mostly off at

work—the old people and the women looking out for the crops.

Everything appears to be all right here so far, and the future

seems to have something in store for us.

"This is the basket season here, and they are coming in quite

fast. I hope you can market them all—it will be a great help to

these poor people. They feel very much encouraged when they can

find ready sale for their work. And you know that basket-making is

about their only industry."

It may be added that the League has received forty-three baskets

from these Campo Indians—a very good and uncommonly varied

assortment of their characteristic handicraft. These baskets are for

sale for the benefit of the Indians, by Mrs. Lummis, as noted in the

advertising pages of this magazine. The Indian baskets in the ordi-

nary market have been procured, from the women who make them,

almost entirely by peddlers who pay them in trade at two-bits a yard

for calico, or something of that sort. And that is the last the In-

dian ever hears of that basket or of the successive profits of the

peddler, the middle-man and the curio dealer. The League pays spot

cash to the Indians in the first place, at their own rates. It has no

expenses except the small item of express to this city. The modest

profit that is made on the sale becomes a fund which is applied for

the benefit of the whole community from which the given basket

came. More than this, the League is encouraging these women, who

are masters of a noble and almost lost art, to revive the old weaves,

to use the old colors, to avoid the atrocious, sophisticated shapes and

colors which have been called for by thoughtless tenderfeet.

There has been no definite "angel," as yet, to come forward to

assist Miss Rosalia Nijo in her work as assistant-matron on these

five reservations (see article in the last number). The League will

try to enable the continuance of her devoted and most useful work ;
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but feels that there should be someone who would individually con-

tribute to this specific cause, since the League's funds are ordinarily

to be applied to more general uses.

There is no falling-oflF in public interest, as the following list

shows. This is the response in a single month—since the last pre-

ceding number of this magazine :

Campo Relief Fund.

Previously acknowledged, $1,1680.00.

New contributions—H. W. Frank, Los Angeles, $5.00; Germain Seed Co.,

Los Angeles, $3.00; The Santa Ana Ebell, $3.00.; Wm. H. Burnham, Orange,

Cal., $25.00; ex-Mayor J. D. Phelan, San Francisco, $20.00; Seth Marshall,

San Bernardino, Cal., $5.00; Mrs. C. B. Boothe, Los Angeles, $3.00; Anna H.

Searing, Escondido, Cal., $1.

Funds for the Work.

Previously acknowledged, $932.00.

New contributions—The Ruskin Art Club, $25.00; H. Wl. Frank, $7.00;

Mrs. J. W. Van Benthuysen, $5.00; Chas. Cassatt Davis, $4.00, Los Angeles;

C. W. Smith, Pasadena, Cal., $5.00; Ella P. Hubbard, Azusa, Cal., $10.00.

$2.00 each—Hon. Paul Morton, Sec'y of the Navy, Washington, D.C. ; Mrs. W.
H. Housh, Major H. T. Lee, The Newman Club, J. E. Hannon, Hon. R. N.

Bulla, Dr. F. B. Kellogg, Miss Mary L. Jones, Judge J. D. Bicknell, J. S.

Slauson, J. T. Fitzgerald, Dr. J. H. Martindale, W. C. Patterson (Pres't

Los Angeles National Bank), Wm. Pridham (Asst. Supt. Wells, Fargo
& Co.), Mrs. Wm. Pridham, Rev. E. A. Healy, Dr. J. A. Munk, James Slau-

son, Albert C. Bilicke, Fred'k H. Rindge, W. D. Woolwine, Dr. W. Jarvis

Barlow, Mrs. W. Jarvis Barlow, Walter Jarvis Barlow, Jr. (aged s), John
B. Milber, Chas. H. Frost, Jas. D. Schuyler, Dr. John R. Haynes, Gen. H. G.

Otis (Ed. Times), Wm. J'. Hunsaker, G. A. Lang, J. G. Chandler, U. S.

Senator F. P. Flint, Mrs. C. B. Boothe, W!. H. Holabird, M. H. Newmark,
F. E .Fishburn (Cashier Nat'l Bank of Cal.), H. M. Bishop, Mrs. Charlotte

L. Wills, Miss M. Francis Wills, Dr. Wm. Le Moyne Wills, A. D. Cojal,

Miss Evelyn Hamburger, Los Angeles; Annie Harris Leavins, Frances B.

Swan, Mrs. Eva S. Fenyes, Dr. J. H. McBride, Mrs. L. H. Root, H. B.

Sherman, Charlotte E. Thomas, Mrs. W. Nelson, Mrs. Eva A. McBride,

Pasadena; Geo. E. Crothers, ex-Mayor Jas. D. Phelan, R. H. Bennett, Jr.,

San Francisco ; Willard A. Nichols, Redlands, Cal. ; D. Freeman, Inglewood,

Cal.; Courtenay DeKalb, Mojave, Cal.; John Muir, Helen Muir, Martinez,

Cal.; Geo. W. Marston, San Diego, Cal.; Hon. Jarrett T. Richards, Santa

Barbara, Cal.; Madame Modjeska, Count Bozenta, El Toro, Cal.; John G.

North, Harwood Hall, Sherman Inst., Riverside, Cal. ; Miss E. B. Scripps,

La Jolla, Cal. ; Wm. H. Burnham, Orange, Cal. ; James Douglas, Esq., Clar-

ence Eddy, New York City ; Mary J. Carr, Brooklyn, N. Y.
; Miss Flora

Golsh, Carlisle, Pa.
;
A. C. Laird, Tucson, Ariz. ; T. A. Riordan, Flagstaff,

Ariz.
; Miss Mary B. Warren, Troy, N. Y.

; Geo. P. Griswold, New Orleans,

La.; J. E. Martin, Leon, Kan.; Miss Elizabeth W. Johnson, New Brighton,

N. Y.; E. A. Burbank, Rockford, 111.; C. T. Brown, Socorro, N. M.; Mrs.

Willard Merrill, Miss Grace Merrill, Milwaukee, Wis.
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LOS ANGELES. CAL.

OFFICBRS.
President, Chai. F. Lummls.
Vice-President, Margaret Collier Graham.
Secretary, Arthur B. Benton, 114 N. Spring St.
Treasurer, J. G. Mossin, American National Bank.
Correipondlnff Secretary, Mrs. M. E. Stllson.

812 Kenslngrton Road.

TO CONSERVE THE MISSIONS
AND OTHER HISTORIC
UNDMARKS OF SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA

DIRECTORS.
J. G. Mossln.
Henry W. O'Melveny.
Rev. M'. S. Lilebana.
Bummer P. Hunt.
Arthur B. Benton.
Margaret Collier Orahua.
Chas. F. Lummls.

Chairman Membership Committee, Mrs. J. G. Mossln, lOSS Sante* St.

Honorary Life Members: R. Egan, Tessa L. Kelso.
Life Members: Jas. B. Lankershim, J. Downey Harvey, Edward E.

Ayer,*John F. Francis, Mrs. John F. Francis, Mrs. Alfred Solano, Margaret
Collier Graham, Miss Collier, *Andrew McNally, Rt. Rev. Geo. Montgomery,
Miss M. F. Wills, B. F. Porter, Prof. Chaa. C. Bragdon, Mrs. Jas. W. Scott,
Mrs. Phebe A. Hearst, Miss Annie D, Apperson, Miss Agnes Lane, Mrs. M.
W. Klncald, Col. H. G. Otis, H. Jevne, J. R. Newberry, Dr. "W. Jarvls Bar-
low, Marlon Brooks Barlow, Geo. W. Marston, Chas. L. Hutchinson, U. S.

Grant, Jr., Isabel M. R. Severance, Mrs. Louisa C. Bacon, Miss Susan Bacon,
Miss Mira Hershey, Jeremiah Ahem, William Marshall Garland, Geo. L.
Fleltz, Miss Josephine W. Drexel, Mrs. Sarah M. Utt, Miss Anita Utt, EJmlly
Runyon Earl, D. M. Riordan, Frank J. Sullivan, Alice Phelan Sullivan, John
Jewett Garland, Alfred Solano, P. Campbell Hoyle, Amelia P. Hollenback,
D. Frteman, H. T. Lee, Samuel Klrkland Lothrop, Miss Blizabeth W. John-
son, Misa Mary Loulae Phelan, Mrs. Eleanor T. Martin.

^HE season has now come when repairs should be made

on the Missions. This work cannot be done in the

rainy season; but now we have six months in which

the weather will not once interfere. All that lacks is the funds.

Money must be in hand before contracts can be let. Some con-

tributions come in every month; but a good many members

forget when their dues are due. If those who have taken mem-

bership in the past will remember, the Club can do large work

this year.

It has already spent over $7000 in repairing and safeguarding
the principal buildings at four Missions

;
but it needs to do far

more. Meantime, any housekeeper who is "trying to do busi-

ness" without the Landmarks Club Cook Book, doesn't know
what she is missing. It is the most useful handbook of Cali-

fornia cookery ever printed.

Funds fob the Wokk,

Previously acknowledged, $7,539.93.
New contributions—Landmarks Club Cook-book, $26.25; Eschscholtzia

Chapter, Daughters American Revolution, $20.00; Mrs. Harriet Farrand Mc-
Leod, $20.00; Ella P. Hubbard, Azusa, Cal., $10.00.
Frank A. Miller, the New Glenwood, Riverside, Cal., $25.00 (Life Member-

ship.

$1.00 etch—Israel P. Lord, Houston, Texas; Helen Ashe Hays, Hagers-
town, Md. ; Dr. J. A. Munk, Los Angeles.
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It was not just one quiet little woman—it was an Epoch
that died when the Senora Dona Ysabel Varela del Valle

went, in the last days of March, to her long home, and I

hope to her adequate reward. She was the last of the California

that Was. There are still among us many lovable and imitable heirs

and assigns of the old regime ;
but all of them that are socially able

are converted to our ways. God knows why—for we don't. If the

time ever shall come when we half-way realize how the old-time

Californians lived, we shall grab for something to cover the naked-

ness of our modern occupation. The universal hospitality (rather

different from "entertaining" someone who is Important) ;
the trust

which has undone these people when they came to deal with us who
have abused it

;
the humanness, the faith, the vivacity, the simple

joy, the poise, that belonged to, and were, the very life of California

in the old days—there are some still capable of these things ;
but

when "Mama Ysabel" went, no one was left to practice them on the

old princely scale.

She was the last of the queens. It is only a little way back, by the

calendar ; but by our standards the gulf is one of so much time as

we shall never bridge again. Medieval California died with her.

For twenty years it has been my privilege to know and to be inspired

by this noble type of the older day—and I have known that blessed

day in many lands. Womanhood still flowers full and gracious

among us—and shall perennially. But it is crowded in the green-
house of our civilization. Woman nowadays touches life at far

more points
—but also she is touched by it. Our complicated life

makes impossible that old serene, rounded scope and room and sway
which were in the patriarchal time of California. The Californian's

house was not his castle in the old English sense—which, for all its

oaken independence, has a suspicion of surliness. He thought of it

not as a place "the winds may enter, but the King of England dare

not"—but rather as a haven for all who cared to enter. Hospital-

ity is Latin by derivation and by practice ; and however agree-
able we may be to our friends and our superiors, we can add new

graces to the word if we but learn the lesson of California.

THB BAY
THAT IS

GONE.
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An hacienda of those old days was a kingdom by itself. If all

the rest of the world had been suddenly amputated from round about

it, life would have gone on unchanged. The China silks, the pearls

and jewels that came by the Philippine galleon, the Boston broad-

cloth for which Dana skinned two hundred sheep and their owner

in one operation
—these would have been mildly missed

;
for in these

oases amid a continental wilderness woman loved to adorn herself.

But every need of life and happiness was produced at home. The

little patriarchy was self-centered and self-sufficing. It respected

the laws of God and the State—but needed no reminder of them.

The Golden Rule was in force. A stranger? Feed and clothe and

content him. An orphan? Adopt him. Sickness or sorrow at the

next neighbor's ten leagues awav? Attend and comfort them.

And there was a beauty in the material independence. You were

not a slave to our modern conveniences. There was no "servant

problem." No bills, no meetings, no wire from your ear to your

enemy's mouth, "no nothing" of the multitude of "facilities" which

today oppress us.

These serene folk sheared their own sheep, and spun and wove;
their linen was their own ; they made their wine of their proper

jp-rapes, and pickled the olives from their verv trees. Their bread

was of home-ground flour from their personal acres ; their meat was

from their own flocks ; their cooks, their carpenters, their farmers,

their candlestick-makers, were all part of the family, and even their

church was at home. When the revered priest from fifty miles away
could not come, that did not hamstring their religion. Someone in

the house could conduct services in the little chapel—and someone

always did. Morningf and night, every day of every year, the

household knelt at the altar.

To such a principality came the Senora del Valle in 185 1, a beau-

tiful girl bride not yet 15 years old. For more than half a century

she was its queen. For 25 years she has ruled alone—since the

death of her husband, that fine type of the old California cavalier.

She has reared her children well ; she has administered a great estate

with marvelous prudence and skill through all the momentous

changes that have come upon California since the rude adventures

of the Gold Rush—and by the way, gold was discovered on her lands

a dozen vears before the fateful find at Sutter's Mill. To rule wisely

and beautifully a household which for years probably averaged forty

persons ; to supervise the thousand details of business of a great

ranch in competition with modern methods—these two things alone

might well be deemed full occupation. But they are only a part of

what this woman of the earlier regime in California did—never hur-

ried, never fkirried, but serene as the great peaks up to which she
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looked. In all that countryside for fifty years few came into this

good world, and few left it, but the queen of Camulos was present
to aid and comfort. No storm, no midnight, no distance, deterred

her. I remember very well how, when I first knew her, she had

just adopted three little gringo orphans. I have seen them grow up
to useful and honorable manhood. And that was only a type of

what she was always doing—and what belonged to her day. To the

last she kept the fine old traditions
;
and Camulos—even now, when

most are gone of that merry youthful crowd which used to line the

old portal, for fifty feet, singing the old songs, while Father Peter

marched before us beating time—even now that Death and Time
have had their way, it is all that is left of the old regime.
We of today cannot of course go all the way back. We know too

many people, and they expect of us too much. We have fifty-foot

lots in place of haciendas by the square league; and the gas man,
the grocer and the assessor are upon our necks. But we can go a

little way back. We can learn something from the sunshine and

the elbow-room. We can make our town lots our own. We can look

upon our fellow man not merely for what we can get out of him, but

for what we can give to him. We can learn to get something out of

life for ourselves. And we have got to. We are pretty smart—and

we know it ourselves. We ought to be smart enough to learn the

lesson that California always has taught and always will teach—the

same lesson her first European children learned as naturally as they

learned to walk.

The imperishable weaver was quite right
—

"a lion among ladies is a most dreadful thing." with

Perhaps particularly among Old Ladies.
honor.

But no proper lion could vociferate further when, with a whisk

of crinoline and side curls, and with unimpaired agility, the New
York Evening Post curtsies from a perch in her Shakesperian
chair. He will aggravate his voice so an 'twere any nightingale.

"The Lion of Oui West having taken offence at some words of the

Evening Post, which really has nothing but awe and admiration for that

royal beast in his cage, has emitted a roar, like Bottom's, that may be heard

all the way from the Pacific to the Atlantic. 'Let him roar again ! let him
roar again.' Meanwhile, it soothes the nerves to turn to Neeta Marquis's

gentle and very pretty verses on the 'Fog,' which are printed in the same
issue of the magazine."

Even though one did "make the Duke say" so, there is no need

to roar again. Once seems to have been an elegant sufficiency.

We may take it for granted that the Lion's garb will not be

brought before the Hague Tribunal; and that the "Evening
Post" will hunt up minor but colorable substitutes in its attempt
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to "diffuse among^ the people eorrect information and jwrt prin-

ciples."

^„=. r-r..^ Perhaps not one in a thousand of those to whom his
1 ii £ LUST

OF BEING name is a household word think of Rider Haggard save
AN ORCHID ^g g^ -writer of astonishing fiction. His romances have had

enormous vogue ; and while they have not taken enduring literary

rank, they are unquestionably among the most remarkable ex-

amples of fresh imagination. To think of this man as possessed
with a practical sanity such as few writers can claim, is very

possibly hard for the average reader. But it does not surprise
those who have learned that every man has something more im-

portant behind the face that we see. At any rate, Mr. Haggard
is now seriously at work upon something which will be much
less noisy, but of incomparably greater outcome, than all the nv^vel?

that he or anyone else is likely to write.

His concern is for that great problem which it seems incredibU

so few of us should realize who have it under our noses every dav
—that incomprehensible urban vacuum which is sapping up the

strength of the country (of all countries) and leaving the land bare

of its sons, and the sons without a country.

If the careless crowd of us forget the fact and the meaning of this

great modern phenomenon, the larger students do not. Only in

December the First American, President Roosevelt, expressed to me,

personally, his deep concern over this abnormal congestion of Amer •

ican cities, with the corresponding depletion of the American soil of

its best crop—the people. And perhaps it is not strange that the

English novelist, who for all his weird fancy, has shown even in his

fiction an uncommon philosophy, should have taken up in earnest

,
this overshadowing problem. He has found at last the universal

prototype of his first heroine. For Mother Earth is literally the first

"She who Must be Obeyed." His present mission in the United

States—a mission of which he spoke modestly, but convincingly, to

a Los Angeles audience a few weeks ago, is to find and operate some

plan by which man can be brought back to the land—particularly the

submerged man now drowning in the black depths of the great

cities. It ought to be enough to set anyone to thinking when it

comes about (as Mr. Haggard recorded) that last Christmas there

were in the one city of London 113,000 human beings kept alive by

public funds.

All of us enjoy something of what cities give ; though there is in

them also something of the distinguishing quality of babies and

tooth-brushes— we Prefer our Own. The city does indeed give a

thousand things which are gratifying to man, whether on his

physical or his mental angles. The real trouble with them is that
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they Give Too Much. Their children of a larger growth are in the

way to become like the children who have a dozen mechanical toyi

given them every day. The inevitable result is, in the long run, that

no toy is good for much. In all his wandering the Lion has never

seen any child so happy with a room full of Parisian dolls and toy

automobiles and all that as a little girl used to be, 40 years ago with

one plaything, a rubber doll, upon whose nose her wicked brother

had committed mayhem.
As a matter of fact, in this world we pay for everything we get,

whether we know it or not. The spoiled child pays for his over-

whelming with unearned amusements. The adult pays for acute

civilization. For our modern conveniences we have, in the long run,

though likely in installments, to pay with our inborn self-dependence.

For the fullness of civilization, the price comes out of our human

nature. Even if we were so much more than human that we could

rise superior to evolution, and the attraction of gravitation, and still

retain the physical, the mental, and the moral muscle we no longer

have to use, and could therefore be still as human and as happy as

our greatgrandfathers
—we have No Time. Our harness is so

enormously multiplied
—our social, our civic, and other obligations

—
that we can no longer give as much to, nor get as much from, any

one of them as we could if we had fewer of them. To bring the

author of Gray's fables of 200 years ago to the present:

"How happy could I be with either.

Were t'other ten thousand dear charmers away."

Now for those who really like the city and belong there, and there

can keep their heads above the rising tide of numbers and of obli-

gations, the class will not be called for some hours in evolution—
though some who think they belong will in their own life-ti/ne learn

their mistake. But to those who have to buffet so hard the waves of

the urban sea that they have no time nor strength to float, the ques-

tion is not only now a personal one, in a very short time it is going

to be a matter of sink or swim. And the question which is almost

life or death already to so large a proportion of every city is not a

thing to be forgotten by those who will not be cross-examined for

yet a little longer.

The city is more or less a disease. It is more or less an intoxica-

tion. Speaking in terms of evolution, man can endure upon this

planet only when he has his roots in the earth. There are collectors

who spend hundreds of thousands of dollars on orchids ; and orchids

are very interesting to those who have nothing better to do. They

are, to the scientist and the philosopher, interesting also—but as

freaks ; as showing how long, and with what high color, and value

in the market, a vegetable can endure which has ceased to follow the
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laws of nature For all vegetables must root in sane earth. A thing
which has roots only to draw the sap of an earth-born tree, may
command an enormous price. And hay is cheap—but if all the

orchids and all their collectors were to die between now and tomor-

row morning, nobody would know it but their relatives. Whereas
if half the grass perished from off the earth before morning, everyone
of us would feel it in a short time, even the millionaires who buy
orchids.

We are all children of the earth. We sprang from it and to it we
return. Like Antaeus of old, our strength comes from our touch with

the Brown Mother. We ma> forget her. We may think that it is

just as well to be raised on the bottle. We may unconsciously admit

that we are smarter than God and the march of time—but we shaP

surely pay for our thoughtlessness or our ignorance as we pay for

our luxuries.

No nation, no race, no world, can be permanent, too many of

whose individuals cease to be producers and become parasites
—and

everyone who does not produce is a parasite, no matter how respon-

sible, how virtuous, how lovely. As civilization is considered, we

unquestionably have to have parasites
—the human plant must flower

—but it cannot remain indefinitely a cut flower. It has to have

roots. And sound roots grow only in the soil.

Probably even a careless person, when he comes to think of it, in

travelling (for instance) from New York to California, observing
the congestion of the cities where people live ten stories deep, over

and under one another, and then the enormous, lonely, unused reaches

of land from which every earthly thing is derived which supports

every city on earth, is competent to conclude that there is something

wrong. What is wrong? There are many doctors to quarrel as to

whether it is appendicitis, locomotor ataxia, gastritis, palpitation of

the heart or what not. But all graduated doctors will agree on one

thing
—

namely, that if more people would make a living out of the

earth—a modest but safe and dignified living
—instead of playing the

city races in order to get something for nothing
—then there would

be no serious problem, and no immediate need of an inquest.

The world is one short—by the noblest man I ever knew. For
some of us, it can never again quite catch up. Life goes on, who-
soever drops out; business prospers, cities are built, new souls, that

may grow as good, blossoms fresh from the Unknown—but to us

that were better for contact with one who is gone, it will always be

Different

And yet
—it is well. What we have really had, shall always be

ours. There is no way to kill one that was Right. His breath must
sometime halt

;
his clay resolve to its elements—but the Life has be-

come a part of all of us
;
and it shall go on so long as men have

marrow in their bones.

Chas. F. Lummis.
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WHICH IS

WRITTEN
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With its issue dated April 15, The Dial com-

^^^ -
v«^.' "' "" pletes a quarter of a century of such service

*^ ' '^'
to American literature as has been rendered

by no other periodical. This does not mean that there has been no other

competent literary criticism in the United States—though the sum total of

that worth any consideration has been slight indeed by comparison. But

The Dial has been the only journal to set for itself as an exclusive task

to weigh, to measure, in some degree to interpret, and to pronounce judg-

ment upon the current literary output. This was the purpose with which it

was founded twenty-five years ago, and to this ideal it has held unswerv-

ingly, making no attempt to be "popular," but maintaining always the serene

dignity, somewhat austere, yet kindly, befitting a Court of Last Resort.

Wherever it is known, its utterances carry with them the weight that always

attaches to the deliberate voice of the scholar speaking upon the subjects

in which he is expert. Compared with this, commercial success is a trifling

thing. Yet it is of no little consequence that without the slightest lowering

of its standards. The Dial should have become and should remain a "good

business proposition." On this point it is worth while to quote its own words :

Obviously, those who set for themselves such tasks,
—to work for

ideal aims, to limit wittingly their opportunities for material gain,

and sacrifice immediate for ultimate success,—must be prepared to

travel a long and somewhat lonely road. No others, indeed, have

any place therein. But, fortunately for the stimulus to higher forms

of endeavor, there are compensations peculiar to the case. The

task, though difficult, may not be impossible ; and those who suc-

ceed in it are likely to find their triumph coming at last through the

very causes that made it seem at first improbable or incredible. It

is clear now to many, as it was in the beginning to but few, that had

The Dial been less tenacious of its ideals, had it been willing to

decline to lower levels and to narrower aims, its reasons for exist-

ence would have been defeated and its career self-annulled. Definite-

ness and singleness of purpose, a clear view of what was intended

to be done and unwavering persistency in doing it, are factors

largely to be credited with such success as the enterprise has

achieved.

Whoever has followed with comprehension the course of Out West will

understand the heartiness with which it says amen to these words. For

its purpose has never been to sell the largest number of copies possible, nor

to get the highest advertising rates, nor even primarily to "make money" at

all, but to work untiringly towards its ideals of action as well as of

literature, to expose fearlessly the "popular" sham, and to speak unflinch-

ingly the unpopular truth as need arose. Whatever of business success

Out West ever wins, it will win along these lines, and no other.

No word of congratulation to The Dial on this anniversary would be com-

plete which did net name the man who planned it, who has directed its
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entire life, whose character has been its character, and who remains in con-

trol of both business and editorial policy—Francis Fisher Browne. The mag-
azine has done a great work—the man has been, and is, greater than his

work.

JAPANESE Okahura-Kakuzo, organizer of the Imperial Art School of Tokio,

Yiiw member of the Imperial Archaeological Commission, vice-president
OF JAPAN. of the Society of Japanese Painters, and one of the leading pro-

testants against the wholesale introduction of Western art and customs in

Japan, contradicts, in The Awakening of Japan, "the general impression among

foreigners that it was the West who, with the touch of a magic wand, sud-

denly aroused us from the sleep of centuries." He says :

As Hakuraka discerned the real horse, so may he who perceives the

real spirit of things see in current events the reincarnation of Old

Japan. In the thoroughness and minutiae of our preparations for

war, he will recognize the same hands whose untiring patience gave

its exquisite finish to our lacquer. In the tender care bestowed upon

our stricken adversary of the battle-field will be found the ancient

courtesy of the samurai, who knew "the sadness of things" and

looked to his enemy's wound before his own. The ardor that leads

our sailors into daring enterprises is inspired by the Neo-Confucian

doctrine, which teaches that to know is to do. The calmness with

which our people have met the exigencies of a national crisis is a

heritage from those disciples of Buddha who in the silence of the

monastery meditated on change. All that is vital and representa-

tive in our contemporary art and literature is the revivified expression

of the national school, not imitation of European models.

The volume is mainly historical, is written with scholarly confidence, and

should not be overlooked by anyone interested in the subject. The Cen-

tury Co., New York.

In the opening chapters of The Masquerader, Katherine Cecil

TO THE Thurston introduces to each other two Englishmen just approach-
occASiON. ing middle age, who are so alike in feature, voice and every external

as to be absolutely indistinguishable one from the other. One is an M. P.,

very wealthy by inheritance, husband of the beautiful ward of a great polit-

ical leader, and a man from whom much had been expected. But morphia,

whiskey and other vices have sapped his energy, and he feels himself unequal

to the strain of his position. The other is a man who at twenty-five had

found an expected eighty thousand a year dwindle to a certain four hundred,

and had thereupon abandoned all hope of accomplishment. Chilcote, M. P.,

persuades Loder to personate him for brief intervals, while he relaxes. Loder

does the great things which had been expected from Chilcote, while the

latter, released from the restraints of his position, goes rapidly down hill,

and the book ends with Chilcote dead and Loder permanently in his place.

The story is crisply and vividly told, and will make any reader sit up and

pay attention. Harper & Brothers, New York. $1.50.

As Mary Imlay Taylor tells it in My Lady Clancarty, Lady Elizabeth

Spencer was given in marriage at the age of eleven by an unscrupulous

father to the Earl of Clancarty, for the sake of his great estates. They part

on the instant, and he, being of the Stuart faction, loses his estates and

spends some years in Paris. Returning at peril of his neck, he finds his

3rt>ung wifa a reigning toast, falls deeply in love with her, and wins her in

spite of every obstacle. Little, Brown & Co., Boston. $1.50.

RISING
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The Italian Letters of a Diplomats Wife were writttn by Mary King
Waddington to her mother and sister, during two trips to Italy, one in

1880 and one in 1904. Daughter of Charles King, President of Columbia

College, and wife of M. William Henry Waddington, who had just resigned

the Premiership of France at the time of the first trip, Mme. Waddington
had the entree to the most exclusive social circles. Her letters are entirely

easy and unaffected—just an intimate day-by-day record of things done and

persons met. That many of the persons met were personages of the first

consequence will make the record of interest to many readers. Charles

Scribner's Sons, New York. $2.50 net.

As the result of a six months trip over "very nearly the entire United States"

for the purpose of making "an investigation, as nearly complete as the brief

time at command should permit, of the ideals and achievements of American
women—in the professions, in municipal affairs, in the arts, and, above all,

in the things home and things pertaining to home-making," we have from

Elizabeth McCracken The Women of America. The book is sympathetic
and clever, but the subject does not seem to me to have been exhausted—
though the lady who knows me best says that I do not know anything about

it. The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.50 net.

The Business Career in Its Public Relations was delivered by Dr. Albert

Shaw, editor of the Review of Reviews, as the first annual address in the

Barbara Weinstock Lectureship on "The Morals of Trade," University of

California. It is now published with a preface by the founder of the lec-

tureship, Harris Weinstock, of San Francisco—himself a notable proof that

sucess in business need not dwarf a man as citizen or as intellectual or

spiritual leader. Paul Elder & Co., San Francisco. $1 net.

That almost forgotten communistic experiment, the Icarian Colony, which

took possession of Nauvoo, 111., soon after the Mormons departed for the

Promised Land, supplies the material for Katherine Holland Brown's Diane.

The heroine is the ward of Pere Cabet, founder of the Colony, and her

love story is interwoven with those dissensions which drove him broken-

hearted from the community of his dreams. It is worth anybody's reading.

Doubleday, Page & Co., New York $1.50.

The six little Derrys who brighten up the pages of Helen Alliston are fan-

tastically impossible, but very funny for all that. The main story is of a

girl who tries to achieve literary success in London, living meanwhile as

governess, companion, music teacher and so on. At the very end of the

book she discovers that "it is etiquette that the wife should make the hus-

band—happy!" John Lane, New York. $1.50.

Vol. IX in the series of "Early Western Travels" is a reprint of James
Flint's Letters From America^ "containing observations on the climate and

agriculture of the Western States, the manners of the people, the prospects

of emigrants, etc., etc." The original edition was published in Edinburgh
in 1822. It is a peculiarly discriminating and informing volume. The Ar-

thur H, Clark Co., Cleveland, O. $4 net.

Notable among recent American novels is Robert Herrick's The Common
Lot. Its central theme is the blunting of conscience and the deterioration

of character when ideals are undermined in the struggle for success. But the

fact that the book has a powtrful moral Itsson need not deter the seeker for

entertainment, for the story is deftly woven. The Macmillan Co., New
York. $1.50.
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The essays by James Huncker on Ibsen, Hauptman, Shaw, Sudermann,

Maeterlinck and other dramatists, now published as Iconoclasts, originally

appeared in the New York Sun, while Mr. Huneker was dramatic editor

of that great newspaper. They are powerful studies by a man of tempera-
ment and originality. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York. $1.50.

F. Hopkinson Smith's researches have led him to the conclusion that

"at the bottom of every heart-crucible choked with life's cinders there can

almost always be found a drop of gold." He gives some evidence in con-

firmation in the stories collected under the title. At Close Range. They are

good reading, too. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York. $1.50.

Of the six daughters of Denis DriscoU MacCormac O'Kavanagh, of the

Keep, Glensaggatmore, County Kerry, five were fair and buxom, while the

youngest was the ugly duckling. All the same she gives the title to Kather-

ine Tynan's Julia, and becomes the lovely Lady O'Kavanagh of Moyle before

the story ends. A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago. $1.50.

Under cover of an interesting story, Arthur Henry preaches some sound, if

unorthodox, doctrines, in his first novel, The Unwritten Law. Some of its

incidents will perhaps shock the immodestly modest, but its frankness is very

far removed from real indecency. A. S. Barnes & Co., New York. $1.50.

Half a dozen excellent stories of political life, by Booth Tarkington, are

published under the title. In the Arena. . .Mr. Tarkington has the advantage

of being a successful player at the game of practical politics, as well as a

keen observer. McClure, Phillips & Co., New York. $1.50

Seventeen stories of Vermont make up the bill of fare in Rowland E.

Robinson's Out of Bondage. They are quietly humorous, sympathetic and

convincing. Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston; Stoll & Thayer Co., Los

Angeles. $1.25.

The Tomboy at Work, by Jeannette L. Gilder, is evidently autobiographical,

and is more than commonly entertaining. Florence Scovel Shinn's illustra-

tions would alone be worth the price. Doubleday, Page & Co., New York.

$1.25.

The Wanderers, by Henry Rowland, has not the fibre of some of this

author's preceding work. But it is entertaining enough to give warrant for

its existence. A. S. Barnes & Co., New York. $1.50.

Pottery-making as a fascinating home occupation is offered as the reason

for Mary White's How to Make Pottery. It is illustrated, and seems com-

petent. Doubleday, Page & Co., New York. $1 net.

The series of "Historic Highways of America," by Archer Butler Hulbert,

is now complete. Vol. 16 being devoted to a careful Index. The Arthur H.

Clark Co., Cleveland. $2.50 net.

Charles Amadon Moody.



ONEONTA PARR
is just what the name signifies in Ihe Indian tongue, "Resting Place." Nature has

been generous indeed in bestowing her gifts upon this garden spot of beautiful South-

ern California. Oneonta Park is a tract laid out in building plots for homesites, with

magnificent streets and avenues upon which no expense has been spared, lined with

semi-tropical palms and trees, and plentifully dotted with majestic old live oaks.

Oneonta Park is a suburb of Pasadena and Los Angeles, midway between both

cities, connected with each by one of the finest electric railroads in the United States.

Its location and easy accessibility, its picturesque views of the famous snow-capped

mountains and gently sloping valley, the Raymond Hotel near by ;
the fertile soil and

wonderful health-giving climate, combined with the highest class of improvements

(note the above illustration), make Oneonta Park most desirable. The lots are large

ftnd prices reasonable. Many are availing themselves of the opportunity offered, and

you will do well to investigate further. Full particulars cheerfully given by

Wm. R. Staats Company (Dcpt. F)
05 S. IVaymond Ave., Pasadena, Cal.

OR APPLY AT OrnCE ON THE TRACT
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take no risk.

[ye^ohnson
REVOLVERS

Throw one loaded against a stone wall—on the floor—snap
tlie hammer with your thumb—it cannot go off—6ui dou't

try it with any other make.

Our booklet, "Shots," tells why, and deals—^in short,
snappy style

—with the subject of revolvers in the home.
It will be sent free, togetlier with illustrated catalogue
telling the wliole story of sizes, styles, calibres and prices.
Write now while you think of it.

WARNINfi Every genuine Iver Johnson has the name
TT/\iviiiii\j Iver Johnson on the barrel and the Owl's
Head trade-mark on the grip—look for it.

Iver Johnson Revolvers are for sale at all Hardware or
Sporting goods dealers.

Prices: Hatiimer, $j.oo ; Hantjnerless, $b.0O.

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works, Pitchburg, Mass.

New York Office : S9 Chambers Street.



TWO BIC SPECIALS
FROM A BIC STORE

Ask your neighbor why he buys his groceries and other articles from

Smith's Cash Store, of San Francisco, and you will be told that he is

satisfied. You will be told that he is able to buy of us at prices he

cannot duplicate at his home store. lie will tell you of lots of the

good things we have done for him. IF FOR HIM, WHY NOT YOU?
Send us your next order; let us show you what you can do for yourself.

SALT! SALT! SALT!
Our marvelous buying abilities are demonstrated by
the prices we make on staple every-day articles—the

goods you buy most and use most. Therefore save

greatly by ordering here. Carload buying, combined
with our cheap method of distributing, enables us to

offer salt today at unheard of figures. Cash with or-

der. Prices below guaranteed on all orders if you
mention this Magazine.

Fine White Table or Dairy Salt, in 50-lb bags
each, 24c; 5 for $1.10; 10 for S2.00; per ton $7.00

Fine White Table or Kitchen Salt, 2-lb bags
each, 2c; 10 for 15c; bale of 75 for $1.05

Fine White Table or Kitchen Salt, 3-lb bags
each, 3c; 10 for 2.Sc; bale of 50 for $1.05

Fine While Table or Kitchen Salt. 5-lb bags
each 5c; 10 for 40c; hale of 30 for $1.05

Fine White Table or Kitchen Salt, 10-lb bags
each, 10c; 10 for 75c; bale of 15 for $1.05

Half-ground Coarse Salt, 50-lb bags
each, 15c; 10 for $1.35; ton for $5.25

Half-ground Coarse Salt, 100-lb bags
each 25c; 10 for $2.25; ton for $4 75

Rock Salt, 50-lb bags..each 15c; 10 for $1.35; ton for $4.50
Rock Salt,100-lbbags..each25c;10for$2.25;tonfor$4 00

Talk About Sugar

Where can you do better?

While the present market

price stands we will sell a

100 pound sack of

the finest cane

granulated cane sugar

for

$5.50
This unusual price on this

staple is but an indication of

what you can do in nearly every

department of our big store.

Send for our priced list; it is

full of real bargains from
cover to cover, mailed free.

We want you for our partner. Write us today and let us tell you
how you can save money. Save you five per cent on every purchase,

besides giving you anything you need at prices far below those of any
store near you. Our Co-operative Prospectus we will gladly send for the

asking. Write today. Begin to save today. We want you. You need us.

Smith's Cash Store, mc.
Co-operative

Profit Sharing

LARGEST MAIL ORDER HOUSE ON THE PACIFIC COAST

25 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO



It takes a good

dealer to sell right

lamp-chimneys
when wrong ones

pay so much bet-

Macbeih.
The Index tells you, in ten minutes, all you

need to know for comfort with lamps and the

saving of chimney-money ;
sent free

;
do you

want it ?

Macbeih, Pittsburgh.



International
Dentifrice

Ooe-Thirif
of a

Ceatury

Standard
of the

World
A delicious beauti-
fier, preserver and
cleanser of the teeth;
makes the breath sweet
and the gums less tender.
The Met&l Box is a handy
package for the toilet table and _
traveling: no powder to litter, no liquid to spill
or stain. o-

Cents, at all Dru^ists.
C. H. Stronii & Co., Props., Chicago, L'.S.A.

ASKPCCK!
HE

KNOWS I

Literature and particulars on leading
hotels and resorts of California and
the West.

TOIRING CALirORMA
An illustrated guide to California.

Mailed on receipt of six cents to cover

postage.

PECK'S RAILWAY GUIDE
Time Cards of all Railway, Steamship and

Stage Lines covering the West. Mailed
on receipt of four cents to cover postage.

PECK'S TOtRIST BUREAU CO.
INCORPORATED

TREE IIMEORMATION
II MONTGOMERY ST.

SAN FRANCISCO
222 S. SPRING ST.

LOS ANGELES

K-irK's
AMERICAN CROWN

SOAP
Is a green soap, consistency of paste, a

perfect cleanser for automobile machinery
and all vehicles ; will not injure the most

highly polished surface. Made from pure

vegetable oils. If your dealer does not

carry AMERICAN CROWN SOAP
in stock, send us his name and address

and we will see that your wants are sup-

plied. Put up in 12>^, 25 and 501b. pails.

JAMES S. KIRK & COMPANY

CHICAGO

BINDER'S TAR SOAP

A CLEAN
SCALP AND A
BEAUTIFUL

HEAD OF HAIR
is the natural condition of every man,
woman and child. If you haven't it get
a copy of our booklet

"THE BINDERMA SYSTEM
OF HAIR CULTURE"

It will tell you what's wrong with your
hair or head—how to cure that— and

then how to securie a beautiful head of

hair. The booklet is free—from your
own druggist or from us.

The Binder Company
Makers of all kinds of hair, scalp

and toilet preparations.

31-33-35 S. 13ih St. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Helo—All kinds. See Hummel Bros. & Co., 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Mam 509.



Johnrlackiintos

MACKINTOSH S TOFFEE
The purest candy made — as pure as a crystal spring". The flavor and taste are

tempting ;
no other candy in America or the world has this flavor. The greatest

seller. It is
" moreish"—the more you eat of it, the more you want of it.

THIS OLD ENGLISH CANDY
of mine I want you to try if you haven't already done so. If your dealer hasn't it, it is

possible that my salesmen have not reached him. They will do so soon, I hope. You
can send me ten cents and I will forward you a trial package, or I will send you a four

pound family tin for $1.60; but try your dealer first.

I find that other candy manufacturers are beginning to imitate my Toffee. See
that my name, John Mackintosh, and my face is on every package. Don't let anyone
sell you an imitation.

JOHN MACKINTOSH, Dcpt. 21, 78 HtDSOINl STREET, NEW YORK



'WmCHBSTBR

AMMINITION
Repeating Rifles and Sliotguns

AWARDED

The Only Grand Prize
The Highest Obtainable Honor given for Arms and Ammunition

by the Superior Jury of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition

At ST. LOUIS

This verdict of superiority of Winchester Guns and Ammunition over all

other makes is no surprise to intelligent and up-to-date sportsmen the world

over. It will bz regarded everywhere as the logical result of many years of

careful and successful effort to keep the quality of Winchester Rifles, Shotguns
and Ammunition on the same high plane that has made them famous the

world over for Accuracy, Finish, Strength and Reliability, and this recognition

of superiority is one which cannot be duplicated.

Winctiester Repeating Arms Co.
PACIFIC COAST AGEIMCY, SAIM FRANCISCO A. MULLER, A^ent



MENNENS
BORATED TALCU.

"

Toilet Powder

Beautifies and

Preserves the

Complexion.

A Positive Relief for

happed Hands, Chafing
and all Skin Afflictions.

Mennen'fl : ' sure that jou pet the original.
Sold every ...... i^., .

. i.y ...i.. ^5 tents. 8aiiiplo free.
Oerlinrd m<-nii<>n Co., IVeTrnrk, W. J.

TJRy MENNKN'S VIOLET TALCUM*

Mothers !

Mothers!!

Mothers!!!

MRS. WINSLOW'S S00THIN6 SYRUP

has been used for over SIXTY YEARS byMILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHIL-DREN while TEETHING, with PERFECT
SUCCESS. It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFT-
ENS the GUMS, ALLAYS all PAIN, CURESWIND COLIC, and is the best remedy for
DIARRHCEA. Sold by Druarsrists in every
part of the world. Be sure and ask for

"
Mrs.

Winslow's Soothingr Syrup," and take no other
kind. Twenty-five cents a bottle.

KeepiRltSflMINM

PATENT REMOVABLE
WINDOW SCREENS

NIGH GRADE
SCREEN DOORS

Wire Cloth Will Not Pull Out
Write for Catalogue F.

Hipolito Screen & Sash Co.

634-638 Maple Avenue
Los Angeles, Cal.

4Mx -' um «aaawniiwi' -
3

Ideal for Bathing the Face, Neck and Hands
It cleanses the skin of soil and oily waste, improves the circulation,
builds up the muscles and smooths out the wrinkles. Ideal for

softening the beard before shaving. Price mailed, 25 cents.
Accept no others. Beware of imitations.

Bailey's

Bailey's

Bailey's

Bailey's

Bailey's

Bailey's

Bailey's

Rubber Complexion Brtish .

CompUzion Soap ,

Bath and Shampoo Brush .

Rubber Bath and Flesh Brtish

Rubber Toilet Bfush (large)

Rubber Toilet Brush (small)

Rubber Glove Cleaner

$ .50

.JO

.75

1.50

.50

.25

.10

Cleans the teeth perfectly and polishes the enamel without injury.
Never irritates the gums. Can be used with any tooth wash or

powder. Ideal for children's use. No bristles to come out. No. 1,

25c ; No. 2, 35c. Mailed on receipt of price.

At dealers or sent on receipt ofprice. Agents wanted.

C. J. Bailey & Co., 22 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.



EDUCATIONAL tl\l S T I T U T t O N S

PASADENA-I30-I54 S. EUCLID AVE.

ENdLISH CLASSICAL School for dirls
14th Year Began Oct., 1903

Boarding- and day pupils. New buildingrs. Gymna-
sium. Special care of health. Entire charge taken of
pupils during- school year and summer vacation. Cer-
tificate admits to Eastern colleges. European teachers
in art, music and modern languages.

Tel. Black 1671 Anna b. Orton, Principal

Occidental College
losanoelescal

Thb College. Four Courses—Classical, Scientific,
Literary, and Literary-Musical. Two new brick
buildings, costing $70,000-modern and convenient.

Academy. Prepares for Occidental, or any other
college or university. The Occidental School of Mus-
ic—Theory, Vocal and Instrumental.
Fall semester opens September 13, 1905.

Address PRESIDENT GUY W. WAOSWORTH.

Los Angeles

CaliforniaSAINT VINCENT'S COlLEOf
Boarding and Day College
and High School

Military Drill and Calisthenics a Feature.
For catalogue write the President.

The ACADEMY OF THE IMMACULATE
HEART — a boarding and day school for

young ladies, conducted by the Sisters of tlie Im-

maculate Heart.

For prospectus address

Mother Superior, Pico Heights, Los Angeles

STAMMER?
We are cured; let us cure you. No time-beating. The Science
of Speech for Stammerers. Free tuhion offer. Book E free
Natural Soeech Academy. 1028 E. 28th St.. Los Angeles, Gal'

California
Tent-Life, the ideal open-air cure of Diseases of Lung
and Throat. Latest scientific appliances for success-
ful treatment. Superb location overlooking Pasadena
and Los Angeles. Altitude 1,800 feet. Modern conve-
niences. Best nursing. Excellent table. Booklet free.

ESPERAN2A SANATORIUIM, Altadena, Cal.

KIDDER'S PASTILLES, 'i^i'"*- Asthma.

STOWELL & CO., Mfrs.

Sold by all Druggists,
or by mail, 35 cents.

Cliarlestown, Mass.

THE "MONARCH" IS
only AUTOMATIC FISHHOOK manu
tured that CANNOT be

sprung by weeils or in

casting Holds the fish

tighter the more he pulls;

fish are caught by touch-

ing the bait. Small size 10c
; large 15c C

plete set of 5 hooks, 50c. Guaranteed satis

tory or money refunded Agents Wanted O. W. DOERING
<e CO., S62 LIBERTY AVENUE, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

S1.00 EACH
U. S. CIVIL WAR RELICS

Send for Catalogrue
WALSH'S SONS & CO.

'

6:( Washington St Newark, N. J .
GUNS

A LOST ART FOUND 2,000 YEARS OLD

THE CALIFORNIA DISCOVERY
INSTINCT is common to us all and GOOD HEALTH requires but the exercise of this slumbering-

faculty. The body is a storag-e battery. Nerve centers, like srreat push-buttons, stand out alongr the
spine (ask any Osteopathic physician), at the base of which is found the supreme nerve center or con-
troller nerve, which governs the whole body. This great REGULATOR is so interwoven with the life

center (or seat of life) that miracles may be performed by any observing person. "Nature provides for
the human as well as the animal family."

This principle of a "Central" is made use of in all electric construction, and the Natural Cure of any
disease is obtained without delay or expense by using this main spring of action direct. "Full directions
free."

Instinct

is

Nature's Guide

Safe, Sure, Free

Nature's Cure

is

witti you now

Try it

It seems strange that headache, backache, fever, asthma, rheumatism, paralysis, heart disease or

any other disease should be allowed to torture when "without drugs," by natural methods, they can be

speedily cured. Instinct alone should (and does) tell us all that active nerves which have so quickly
given a good circulation of the blood, and refreshing sleep, is all that is required to drive out any disease.

Do you know that 5,000 physicians and 10,000 men and women now use this system? Wake up! Study
the birds, animals, babies, Indians, Japs. (400 Jap baby photos free with our Quarterly Magazine, 10c. a
year, 80 pages ; sample copy, 20 pages, free.)

Endorsements by Y. M. C. A. Physical Director. Secretary and Treasurer Academy of Sciences,
Observer U. S. Weather Bureau, Editor Fruit World, Keeper Los Angeles City Zoo, eminent students of

nature, M. D.s, D. D.s, scientific journals. Address (now)

NATURAL CURE. 303 Avenue 61, Los Angeles, Cal.



riNAL OrrORIUNITY TO SECIRE

$1,200 a Year for Life
By Small MontKly Payments

Our offer for May will be the last chance you will ever have to join an investment, which
has been so popular with the readers of this magrazine that all the shares have been now taken
except the final allotment.

Remember, there are only 6,000 shares altog'ether in this Mutual Rubber Production Com-
pany, and only a few hundred of them remain. When these are g-one the sale must be perma-
nently closed. Series A, B, C, D, E, F and G have been closed, and Series H, the LAST AND
FINAL ONE, which we are pow offering', will at the present rate of sale be quickly taken.

Every series of these shares has been over-subscribed, and the number of shares in the
final series is so limited that many people will necessarily be disappointed. We reserve the
right to pro-rate or to reject applications when over-subscribed.

If you have been prociastinating— if you have been putting- it off
"
until tomorrow," or"

until next week," it behooves you now to

SECURE YOUR SHARES AT ONCE
The Mutual Rubber Production Company is divided into only 6,000 shares, each one repre-

senting an undivided interest equiv.ilent to an acre in our great commercial rubber orchard.
These 6,000 acres are in Southern Mexico—the finest rubber land in all the world. In this
orchard we are changing the production of crude rubber from the uncertain method heretofore
employed— that of reckless and destructive lapping by improvident natives—to the most solid
and permanent basis known to modern scientific forestry, and under Anglo-Saxon supervision.
No industry ever underwent so radical a development as we are now engaged in, without mak-
ing immensely wealthy all those interested in the change. The enormous fortunes made in
the past, by gathering crude rubber from virgin trees scattered here and there in the tropical
jungle are as nothing compared to the sure and permanent incomes to be derived from this
new industry.

No large cash down payment is required to secure these shares, as they are paid for in
small monthly installments, as the work of development progresses. For $20, as the first

monthly payment, you can secure five shares. Then you pay $20 a month for 23 more months,
then $10 a month for a limited period, until you have paid $1,500, the full price for five shares
f$300 each in the present series). But, meantime, you will have received dividends amounting
to $1,050, or $210 per share, so that the actual net cost of the five shares in this remarkably safe
and profitable investment will be only $450 of your own money, or $90 per share. Then, from
the maturity period onward, your five shares, or acres, will yield you or your heirs $1,200 a year
for more years than you can possibly live.

Early dividends are provided by "tapping to death" 400 of the 600 trees we originally plant
to each acre, and the 200 trees remaining for permanent yield will produce every year at least
two pounds of rubber each, at a net profit of 60 cents a pound. These statistics are vouched
for by the government reports of the United States and Great Britain—the most reliable
sources of information in the world.

This means, on your five-share investment, a permanent and certain income of $1,200 a
year, or $2,400 a year on 10 shares. Or better still. 25 shares will yield you $6,000 a year. A
single share can be secured on the same advantageous basis.

No such opportunity as this to secure a permanent annual income has ever before been
offered to people of moderate means.

Our Final Offer— Your Last Opportunity
If you do not promptly take advantage of this remarkable final offer, you will be too late to share the profits enjoyed by

the hundreds of fortunate shareholders scattered throughout the country Probably some one of them is your good friend or
acquaintance

Every possible safeguard surrounds this investment. The State Street Trust Company of Boston holds the title to our
property in Mexico as trustee We agree to deposit with them the money paid in for shares, and we file with them sworn
statements as to the development of the property. This company also acts as registrar of our stock. You are fully pr. -

tected from loss in case of death or in case of lapse of payment, and we grant you a suspension of payments for 90 days any
time you may wish. Furthermore, »e aiiree to loan you money on your shares.

We can prove to you that the five shares in this investment, pa'd for in small monthly Installments, will bring you ANAVERAGE RETURN OF TWENTY FIVE PER CENT ON YOUR MONEY DURING THE PERIOD OF PAY-
M^NT, a d will then bring: you $100 A MONTH FOR MORE THAN A LIFETIME. This opens the door for yourself,
not to wealth, but to what is far better, a competency U<r futur^ years, when perhaps you will not be able to earn it. Paj .

ments of $4.00 per month the first two years and smaller payments thereafter will secure you one share.
Our literature explains our plan fully and concisely, and proves every statement. We will hurry it to you immediately

on request, thus assuring you a possibility of securing shares before it is too late This is absolutely the last call The
large demand for Mutual Rubber shares has made this final announcement necessary.

M\itual Rubber Production Company
70 MilK Street, Boston, Mass.



Desigrnated Depositary of the United States

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LOS ANGELES

Special Ladies' Department
Capital Stock $ 500,000.00
Surplus and Undivided Profits 750,000.00
Deposits 6,343,257,25

J. M. Elliott, President F. Q. Story, Vice-President
J. C. Drake, 2nd Vice-President

Stoddard Jess, 3rd Vice-President
W. T. S. Hammond, Cashier

A. C. Way and E. S. Pauly, Assistant Cashiers

OIRECTOftS
J. M. Elliott F.Q Story J.C.Drake H. Jevne

J. O. Koepfli W. J. Trask C. W. Gates
Stoddard Jess W. T. S. Hammond

All departmetits of a modern banking business condncted

Los Angeles National Bank
N. E, Cor. First and Spring Sts.

UNITED STATES DEPOSITARY

Capital, . . - . $500,000.00
Surplus and Profits, - - 300,000.00
U. S. Bonds carried at Par, 650,000.00

Modern Safety Deposit and Storage Vaults.
No city or county deposits. No interest paid
on deposits.

W. C. Patterson, President.
G. E. Bittinger, Cashier.

MITIAL SAVINGS BANK
OF SAN FRANCISCO

710 Market St., opposite Third, San Francisco

Guarantee Capital $1,000,000
Capital and Surplus 565,000
Deposits over 9,500,000

James D. Phelan, Pres. S. G. Murphy, Vice-Pres.
John A. Hooper, Vice-Pres. Georg-e A. Story, Cashier

C. B. Hobson, Assistant Cashier

DIRECTORS
James D. Phelan S. G. Murphy John A. Hooper
James MofRtt Frank J Sullivan Rudolph Spreckles
Robt. McElroy James M. McDonald Chas. Holbrook
Interest paid on deposits. Loans on approved secur-

ities. Deposits may be sent on postal order. Wells,
Farg-o & Co.. or exchange on city banks. Interest paid
last term 3li per cent.

w[mmm mts

UNION TITLE

& TRUST COMPANY

903 rOURTil STREETm DIEOO, (ALirORNIA

nCLDING J. STILSON CO.

PAID-UP CAPITAL, $150,000

REALTY STOCKS BONDS

305 H. W. Hellman Building

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Member
Los Angeles Stock Exchange
Los Angeles Realty Board

Western Union Code
Cable Address:

"Stilson"

TELEPHONES 105

RANCHES
FERTILE
VALLEY
acMESA

xtl iSslt-l Die-g-o Oo., "bK©

CALIFORNIA
Write for our Free Booklet "The Best County in
America"— full of pictures and authentic data re-

prarding our natural advantaprea over other soe-

tions. Wide variety of proUtable crops; good
market; finest climate in the world; present low
prices of improved ranches and wild landand con-
dilionsthat will force ranch prices upward. •' '•

'

RAL-STON REAtTY CO:»IPA?rY
Ranch Dept., S San Diego, California

The deidn Savings

M Loan Society
526 CALIfORNlA ST., SAN fRANCISCO

Guaranteed Capital and Surplus $ 2,474,518.82

Capital actually paid up in cash 1.000,000.00

Deposits, December 31, 1904 37,281.377.60

Bodrdof Directors

President, John Lloyd
First Vice-President, Daniel Meyer

Second Vice-President, H. Horstmann

Ign. Steinhart, H. B. Russ, Emil Kohte
N. Ohlandt, I. N. Walter, J. W. Van Bergen

Cashier, A. H. R. Schmidt ; Assistant

Cashier, William Hermann
; Secretary,

Geo. Tourny ;
Assistant Secretary, A. H.

Muller
;
General Attorney, W. S. Good-

fellow.

Hummel Bros. & Go. fflrnish best help. 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



Please Mention that You Saw it in OUT WEST.

PASADENA

/ SEL.L. ORANGE ORCHARDS
That pay a steady investment, with ffood water
rifirhts. I have them in the suburbs of Pasadena,
finely located for homes, also in the country for

profit. Fine homes in Pasadena a specialty.

^L ESTATE,:^
^UTRANCE.LC

16 S. Raymond A\ I'asadena, Cal.

WE SELL THE EARTH
BASSETT <&, SMITH

We deal in all kinds of Real Estate, Orchard and
Residence Property. Write for descriptive pamphlet.

Room 208, 202>^ S. BROADWAY
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

RUBBER 5TAMPS
My new catalog- shows latest "wrinkles" in

Stamps, Daters, Markers, etc., and is free if

you write on your business stationery.

"WOOD'S," 548 S. Broadway. Los Angeles

U81ACHE^ rARF PownFR

^
The Oreat

Toilet Seuet

ol the Day
The woman who knows
the pleasure of being-
handsome, knows also the
help a delicate face pow-

The woman who uses

LABLACHE FACE POWDER
The Queen of Toilet Powders "

knows she is using a powder which is abso-

lutely pure, and is beneficial to the skin. It puri-
fies and beautifies the complexion, is delightful
to use and invisible when applied. It is a boon
to ladies when wearing low-necked gowns. It

is the great toilet secret of the day.
Accept no other. Flesh, white, pink, cream

tints, 50c. a box. Druggists or by mail. Send
IOC. for sample.

BEN LEVY & CO.
125 Kingston St., BOSTON

^Sf

MAKE YOyR OWN PERfUME
You will have the satisfaction of pre-
paring- economically a dainty perfume
which you know will be lastingly fra-

grant. We know you will order again.
TAN-YAN is an exquisite and lasting perfume now very popular among society

women and used by the exclusive smart set.

We have concentrated its delightful fragrance in tablet form and will send you
enough to make 2 ounces for 25 cents.

The usual price of this quantity of high-grade perfume would be not less than $2.50,
but the delightful and peculiarly sweet TAN-YaN cannot be obtained except from us.

TAN-YAN PERFUMERIES. 409 W. Broadway, Dcpt. 61, N. Y.

A PRACTICAL POULTRY PLANT
rOR SOUTHERN
CALirORMA

BY E. PRYCE MITCHELL

FIVE ACRES OF LAND IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

IS ENOUGH, IF RIGHTLY USED

This book tells in full detail how one man is making $1500 A YEAR from commercial
poultry and eggs, using only four acres and reserving the other for home»
orchard, etc.

Is is so complete, and so fully illustrated that anyone can follow its instructions. We
will send it, postpaid, on receipt of $i 25.

OUT WEST MAGAZINE COMPANY. LOS ANGELES



(Established 1879.)

"CURES WHILE YOU SLEEP"

WHOOPING-COUGH, CROUP

BRONCHITIS, COUGHS

DIPTHERIA, CATARRH

CO N Fl D ENC E can be placed in a remedy
which for a quarter of a century has earned un-

qualified praise. Ask your physician about it.

Cresotene is a Boon to

Asthmatics

ALL DRUGGISTS
Send Postal for Descriptive

Booklet

Cresolene Antiseptic
Throat Tablets for the
irritated throat, at your
drutrfristor fromus, 10c.

in stamps.

TheVapo-CresoleneCo.
180 Fulton St., N. Y.

288 St. James Street, Montreal,
Canada

EAMES TRICYCLE COMPANY

Office and Factory. 2018 Market St.. San Francisco

W A rEAIi
FROM FIVB ACRES

NEAR SANTA BARBARA

You can fiad out how it was done, and how to do it

yourself, by read ingr

"A Pfdcticdl Poultry Plant for Sout&ern (allfornid"

We will send it on receipt of

S1.25
Out West Magazine Co., Lo.s Angkles

KIDNEY &LIVER

BITTERS
CURES DYSPEPSIA.

Pneumatic^
Perfection
attresses

mean so much to the invalid, and are so comfortable
to well men that they are necessities in every home.
On board a yacht or in camp they have no equals as

beds, life preservers or cushions. They do not

erather vermin, moisture, or lose their shape.

SS'Sbnd for Price List now I

The Pneumatic Manufacturing Co., 5 South St., N. Y.

I

KINO QFWINE

ISSUCO TO

in accoroanccwith

"hermes" vintages
h j wooi.i.acott

"HERMES" VINTAGES
Perfect California Wines. Each bottle bears the State of California's
official label (as above facsimile) g-uaranteeingr its contents to be tr«e
and pure California -wines.

These are the finest wines California produces, atred naturally

from 4 to 30 years old, and unexcelled for the table or for medici-

nal use. Shipments East FreigHt Free.
Write for price lists, etc.

ElstablisHed 16SO

Los Angeles, California

Reliable help promptly furniehed. Hummel Bros. & Co., Tel. Main 509.



SHREDDED
W^EAT

c
THE FOOD THAT

ATHLETES -ar^MADE OF
The problem of the athlete is perfect bodily

development. No man can excel in any

sport if he is not perfectly developed in

every point or if one part of the body is

developed at the expense of the other.

This is largely a matter of food and

Shredded Whole Wheat Biscuit
is the ideal food for athletes. This is true because it is made of

the whole wheat kernel, which is shown by analysis to contain

every element needed for the nourishment of the human

body
—

teeth, bone, muscles, tissues and brain. It is good for

the stomach, too, because, it enables it to work, instead of rob-

bing it of its natural function, as
"
predigested

"
foods do.

THE NATURAL FOOD COMPANY
Niagara Falls. New York

Shredded Wheat Biscuit, the Standard Cereal. Served with milk, cream, fruits,

or vegetables. "The perfect food

to p e rfe ct man."

€1. Triscuit, the New
Shredded Wheat Crack-

er—delicious with but-

ter, cheese, or preserves.

Try
"

Toasted Tris-

cuit" with cheese in

place of ordinary crack-

ers.
' ' The Vital Ques-

tion Cook Book," free.



Please Mention that You Saw it in OUT WEST.

OUR OWN BRAND
OF OLIVE OIL and

:^ OUR MEDAL-WINNING WINES

ARE CALIFORNIA'S

CHOICEST PRODUCTS

In Order to Introduce ^^"^^ TB % ^^^^^^ HB

?«T.ST Olive Oil
and OUR *^ T* a ^

FAMOUS Vintage
In tHeir ABSOLUTE PURITY, direct from our store,
we quote tHe following INSIDE PRICES.

2 cases, each containing 1 dozen quart bottles (5 to tlie gallon) of our Best
Assorted "Wines, Champagne excepted, including 1 bottle of Old California

Brandy, 24 bottles all told, for

Only $11.00
or a splendid assortment of Table Wines

at $8.50
for 2 cases, assortment to be made by us, or by yourself—as you choose.

^-^^m ^,m^ «
[ Quart bottles $11 per case of 1 dozen

OlWe Oil iPi"t
bottles 12 " 2 "

V^AX V X^ ^^-^**
(
Half Pint bottles 13

" "
4

"

FRE.IGHT prepaid by us to your nearest railroad station, providing your agr^regate order

of Wines and Olive Oil amounts to 100 pounds or over. For your g-uidance in this matter, we give

the weight of 2 cases of wine—100 pounds; case of olive oil, about 30 pounds.

mmimm. EDWARD
GERMAIN
WINE CO.

p. 0. BOX 290

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA



To The Most
PopularHome Cooks
^^^ The makers of Dunham's Cocoanut are offering 82,000 in prizes in a ^^^^
^Hr great voting contest for the most popular home cooks. Every woman ^^^k
^^ cook is invited to enter this most profitable and fascinating contest. It ^HW is the occasion of a life-time to earn handsome prizes. Many women recog- ^
J nizing this have begun work in earnest, determined to be successful. But your y

opportunities are just as good, as the voting has barely begun. It costs nothing to

enter and only requires a little effort to succeed. Read about the

PRIZES AND CONDITIONS
To ascertain who are the most popular home cooks, we offer $2000 cash, in a grand prize

voting contest, starting immediately and closing October 1st, 1905.
First Prize 8500.00; Second Prize 8200.00; Third Prize 8100.00; Fourth Prize 850.C0; Fifth

Prize 825.00; Twenty Prizes of SIO.OO each ; Fifty Prizes of 85.00 each.
The popularity of the different home cooks will be determined by the total number of

votes cast for each during the contest. In case two or more candidates receive the same
number of votes, the prize money will be divided equally between them. Any woman honae
cook may be voted for.

The voting ballot consists of that part of the wrapper on a package of

DUNHAMS COCOANUT
bearing the Cocoanut cake trade mark. Write the name and address of the woman for
whom you wish to vote on the back of this part of the wrapper. This is imperative. Bal-
lots from 6c packages will count as one vote each ; 10c packages 2 votes ; 2Wc packages 4

votes; 40c packages 8 votes. No other kind of ballot will count. Mail your ballots,
postage fully paid.

In addition to the Grand Prizes 8675.00 has been set apart to be given in Tliree
\ Special Aivards. The amounts in each of these Special Awards will be 8225, divided ;

1 into twelve prizes as follows: First Prize 8100; 2nd Prize 850; 3rd Prize 825; 4th i

I Prize 810; Eight Prizes of 8-5.(10 each. These Special Awards will be given at inter- 1
vals during the regular contest, but will in no way interfere with it. The first I
of these will be awarded March 15th, 1905, to the women having the most votes I

I to their credit at that time. I

I EXXER NOIJV I
I Be a candidate. Send in your name at once. The special prizes alone are well worth 1
F your while. Send us your name and address on a postal and we will mail you circular I

giving prizes and conditions of contest in detail. Address all votes and communica-
tions to

DUNHAM'S COCOANUT CONTEST, P. O. Box 1765, New York, N. Y.



For
Salads

TT will surprise
you how delicious

I
a dash or two of

MCILHENNY'S
[Tabasco Sauce will
make your salads,

I
soups, roasts, etc. Try i

I
it onceand you will re-
alize why it has been
ia use nearly half a
century in the leading
hotels and restaurants
and by the best fami-
lies througrbout the
land. HBesidesg-iving- (
a spicy, piquant fla-

vor, it creates a keen
appetite and insures a eood di-
g-estion. Asiyoicy dealer/or

MCILHENNY'S }5gaSb"a^u'ce
FHEB BOOKLET

of New Receipes on request."
LHENNY'S TABASCO

New Iberia,

r.^

^»?"
'^..

mz

The Ehmann Emulsion

of Pure Olive Oil

is just what you want. Perhaps you
can't take olive oil because you can't
bear the taste. In the Ehmann Emul-
sion the oil taste is eliminated and the
effect heightened. It will cure Con-
sumption, Constipation, all Lung and
Stomach Complaint. If your drug-
gist don't keep it, we will send you a
large bottle prepaid, on receipt of
$1.00. Send for our booklet, anyway .

The Roycrofters,
East Aurora, N. Y.

Dear Mr. Ehmann: Feb. 24, 1904.

Sample of the Olive Oil Emulsion received
and duly sampled. It is a superb article.
My father, Dr. Silas Hubbard, thinks you
have made a g-reat and valuable discovery
in this preparation. He says it is superior
by far and safer than cod liver oil.

Sincerely yours, Elbert Hubbard.

NONE GENUINE WITHOUT THE SIGNATURE

OROVILLE, CALIFORNIA

yM

BorodoNTi
TOOTH

/TROYV/PHARMACAU
CO.

\sAN rn^mii'.ol

i^ ^'j'i:

^^iTOR S'aEe by druggists
^^



Please Mention that You 8aw it in OUT WEST.

The Spit Ball
made several players famous.

the ^reat Base Ball Game
brings out the fine points, tells

you how, gets you interested,

gets you excited and you can

play the game on a real diamond

just as you see the Pacific Coast
and other League Stars play it.

At your dealer or sent

post-paid for 50 cents.

THE FAN CRAZE CO., Cincinnati, O.

DRINK

wm a zoBELi
BREWERY

LAGERBEERS
The best and purest brewed on the Coast.

For sale in bottles and kesrs.

Telephones: Sunset— Main 91

Home 91

TheWhistle



Population in 1900, 17,700 ;
in March, 1904, over 25,000, and growing- at a phenomenal

rate. Unprecedented building activity ; tremendous commercial outlook. A city of mag-
nificent home-sites, with the only perfect climate on earth, and the world famous harbor
that will build a metropolis. Tj Pacific Beach—her matchless suburb and nearest avail-

able beach resort. ^ A card to any of the following firms or persons will bring complete
and fully illustrated literature :

Ralston Realty Co.

College Hill Land Ass'n

Turner & Barr
San Diego Land Co.

Union Title & Trust Co.

E. A. HORNBECK, Gen. Mgr.
Coronado Beach Co.



IRRIGATED
.. FARMS ..

OF FIVE ACRES
AND UPWARDS

ia the Counties of

Fresno and Merced

California

MILLER <& LUX
LOS BANOS, MERCED COUNTY

CALIFORNIA



PRESS CLIPPINGS
ARE EVERY DAY BEING MADE A

SOURCE OF GREAT PROFIT
IN THE BUSINESS WORLD

They supply the manufacturer and business man with valuable information as to

new markets and outlets for their products and goods. They supply anyone interested
in any matter with all the information from all parts of the country, pertaining to that

subject.
THE INTERNATIONAL

RRESS OUPRING BUREAU
which is the largest Press Clipping Bureau in the world will send you daily, everything

printed in every newspaper, magazine or trade journal in the

country, on any particular subject.

This Bureau reads and clips 55,000 papers and other periodicals each month, and can furnish anyone
everything- printed in the country on business, financial, political, social, theatrical, scientific, sporting-,

agricultural, mining-, or, in fact, any subject whatever that is mentioned in the columns of any news-
paper or publication. Write and state the subject you want clipping-s on and we will quote you a

SPECIAL BARGAIN RATE
for a trial month, that you may understand the great advantagres to be derived from press clipping-s.

Address INTERNATIONAL PRESS CLIPPING BUREAU
112-11A DEARBORN STREET CHICAGO, U. S. A.

"We maintain our
repvitation of

Handling tKe
best lines of

RANGES botK Cast
and Steel,
made in

America

A Glent-wrood

James W. Hcllman

Up"ward of

3,000
in vise in

Los Angeles
and vicinity-

testify

to tHeir

POPULARITT
and

SUCCESS

A Queen

t6t N. Spring St., Los Angeles

^|^J<'Paloma Toilet5?apDRUG STORESj



Hotel I^aloiviare3
POMONA, CALIFORNIA

COMMERCIAL
AND

TOURIST

FINE

SAMPLE
ROOMS

AMERICAN

OR

EUROPEAN
PLAN

REASONABLE
RATES

STRICTLY FIRST-CLASS

Open all the year. Climate Unsurpassed, Pure Mountain Water,

and a host of other attractions.

NEW MANAGEMENT O. B. MANVILLE. PROPRIETOR

ENTRANCE DRIVE, GANESHA PARK

Population 7000

Ideal Climate

Beautiful Parks

Twenty Churches

No Saloons

Excellent Schools

Three Banks

Pomona College

Public Library

POMONA CALIFORNIA
The Home of the Goddess of Fruits. A beautiful city, 33 miles from Los Ansreles; with three trans-conti-

nental railroads; situated in the heart of one of the most fertile fruit valleys of the State. The very

place for an
"
ideal home." Write, for further information and illustrated pamphlets, to

R. R. Pitzer, SecV Board of Trade

mVUn TUCATDIPAI nnin PDCIM prevents eany wrmkles. It is not a freckle coating ; it re-

AnllU lllLAInlUAL llULU linLAm moves th«m. AMYYO CO.. 427 N. Main St., Lo»Auffel(s



SANTA BARBARA
THE INCOMPARABLE

rra
S SITUATE^D in the most sheltered nook on the only considerable east and

._ a west trend of coast on the western shore of the United States. It is on the

main line of the Southern Pacific Railway, 104 miles west of Ivos Angeles
and 370 miles southeasterly from San Francisco. With a southerly exposure

overlooking the warm waters of the Santa Barbara Channel, and protected
from all chilling winds by the mountain wall of the Santa Ynez range north of the

town, with a wind movement averaging but 3^ miles per hour, a relative humidity
of from 53 to 80, an average rainfall of 17 inches and a mean temperature of 60,

Santa Barbara and its immediate neighborhood possesses the most equable and per-

fect climate known to man. Only twice in thirty years has the thermometer regis-

tered above 100 or below freezing. There is no winter in any sense and flowers bloom,
fruits ripen, vegetables grow all the year round. The cooling sea-breeze eliminates

the heat of summer and the temperature rarely goes above 80. The salubrity of the

air, the entire absence of malaria, the wealth of sunshine, the beautiful scenery, the

rare combination of temperature and tropical growth, render it the most charming
homeland on earth. For illustrated pamphlets describing this wonderful summer-land

and detailed information regarding its advantages and resources, write to

C M. GIDNE-'Y, Secretary Chamber of Commerce
SANTA BARBARA. CAL.

Come and See
It is a question of only a few minutes' time for me to examine

your teeth and tell yon if they need dental care and what it will

cost. This service is free and entails no oblifiration to employ me
for the work — but it is valuable to me because it acquaints you in

the best way with the splendid facilities that I have for serving

you in my line and the little price that I charg-e.

Established 18&4. Lady ntiendant.

Los An^el*Cor. TiftH and Hill Sts. Opp. Central Park

The Delightful Scenic Route to

Santa. cMonica
And Hollywood

Fine, Comtortable Observation Cart—
Free from Smoke

Cars leave Fourth street and Broadway, Los Angreles, for Santa Monica via Sixteentb

street, every IS minutes from 6:35 a.m. to 9:35 p.m., then each hour till 11:35; or via Bellevne

Ave., for Coleerrove and Sherman, every hour from 6:15 a.m. to 11:15 p.m. Cars leave Oceau
Park, Santa Monica, for Los Angeles, at 5:45, 6:10 and 6:35 a.m. and every half hour from
6:55 a.m. till 8:25 p.m., and at 9:25, 10:25 and 11:05 p.m.

Cars leave Los Anjreles for Santa Monica via Hollywood and Sherman via Bellevne

Ave., every hour from 6:45 a.m. to 6:45 p.m., and to Hollywood and Sherman only everj
hour thereafter to 11:45 p.m.

Jl®~For complete time-table and particulars call at office of company,
Sing-le Round Trip, 50c. 10-Trip Tickets, $2.00.

316-322 WEST FOURTH STREET, LOS ANGELES
TROLLEY PARTIES BY DAY OR NIGHT A SPECIALTY



The MontK of Flo^vers /^^^
AT n

RIVERSIDE, POMONA
ONTARIO, SAN BERNARDINO

All best reacKed by SALT LAKE ROUTE

^Pu'

MAGNOLIA
AVENUE
RIVERSIDE

Wild poppies, roses, orange blossoms, etc., in all their glory. You can't afford to

miss it. Information and souvenirs gladly given at City Ticket Office, 250 S. Spring
Street. Both phones 352.

E. >V. GILLETT, G. P. A. T. C. PECK. J\. G. P. A.

NEW YORK(:

ENTRAL

LINES

EW YORK CENTRAL & HUDSON RIVER R. R. (The 4-Track Trunk Line)

ICHIGAN CENTRAL (The Niagara Falls Route)

LAKE SHORE & MICHIGAN SOUTHERN (Route of the 20th Century Limited)

C. C. C. & ST. L. (Big Four Route)

BOSTON & ALBANY (The Model Railroad of New England)

PITTSBURG & LAKE ERIE

LAKE ERIE & WESTERN

Through Trains Chicago and St, Louis to New York—
Grand Centra Station

and Boston—New South Station

SIX TOURIST CARS A WEEK BETWEEN CHICAGO
AND BOSTON

All tickets by the New York Central Lines allow stop at Niagara Palls

without extra charge.

Ticket Offices and Information Bureaus:

637 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
324 SOUTH BROADWAY, LOS ANGELES, CAL»

Reliable help promptly furnished. Hummel Bros. & Co., Tel. Main 509.



Read What Arthur McEwcn Says:
"It is the vacation, the separation from money-
getting, that amplifies life by multiplying its in-

terests. And the more points of contact you have
with life the larger man you are, and the happier
and the more human. To take vacations, to have
interest in other things than that by which you
make your living, is to keep your brain active and

your sympathies alive — and that is to keep young."

AND THEN GET A COPY OF
VACATION, 1905

"VACATION"
is issued annually by the

California Northwestern Ry.
THE PICTURESQUE ROUTE OF CALIFORNIA

and is the standard publication on the Pacific Coast

for information regarding

MINERAL SPRING RESORTS, COUN-
TRY HOMES AND FARMS WHURE
SUMMER BOARDERS ARi: TAKEN,
AND SELECT CAMPING SPOTS

]

This year's edition "VACATION 1905" contains

200 pages, beautifully illustrated, and is complete
in its detailed information as to location, accom-

modations, attractions, etc., with terms from $7.00

per week up.

To be had at Ticket Offices, 650 Market Street

( Chronicle Building), and Tiburon Ferry, foot of
Market Street ; General Office, Mutual lyife Build-

ing, corner of Sansome and California Streets,

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

Applications by mail -wrill receive immediate response

JAS. L. FRAZIER, Gen' I Mgr. R. X. RYAN. Gen' I Pass. Agt.



Are You Going
East ?

Then buy your Tickets over

THE NORTHERN PACIFIC

And enjoy grand scenery, the best of service and visit the

Lewis & Clark Exposition at Portland

and also

THE YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK

Both of these world-wide attractions can be seen

by going over the NORTHERN PACIFIC

Three Trans-Continental Trains Daily. Pullman and Tourist

Sleepers and Dining Cars on all trains

THE NORTH COAST LIMITED

a palatial home on wheels, runs every day in the year

Fare to all Direct Points as Low as by any Line

For full information call on or address

C. E. JOHNSON,
Travelling: Pa85eng:er Ag:ent

125 West Third Street,

Los Angeles, California.



SHASTA
ROUTE

is tKe -way
to tKe ^reat a

LEWIS & CLARK EXPOSITION

XaKe a vacation trip to tKe tKrivin^
NortH-west, visit Portland and see its

\iniq\iely interesting exposition.
XHe SKasta Rovite is famovis for its

>vonderful scenery— Sacramento
Canyon, Mt. SHasta, SisKiyoxi Moun-
tains, San Francisco, Sacramento,
SKasta Soda Springs, Famous Rogvie
IViver Valley, Willamette Valley.
-A. neAV country ; pine forests, moun-
tain streams filled -witK fisK, etc., etc.

LOW RATES
will be made from all points. Ex-
position opens June 1, closes Oct.
15. AsK nearest a^ent of tKe

SOUTHERN PACIFIC



Santa Fe

Unlimited comforts are providedonXhe

CaliTornia

Limited
Compartment Pullmans for those

who seek seclusion; Observation
Pullmans for those ^vno ^^^ish to

vieAV the passing sho^v; Buffet-smoKing
cars for those who enjoy club luxuries.

ADSolutely the finest transcontinental

tram. And better than ever this season.

Millions of dollars recently spent to per-
fect the track it runs on.

All tills luxury is yours for tnree glorious days,

at tne mere price or a ticket to Cnicago.

Tke CaliTomia Limited runs daily Trom San Francisco and Los

Angeles tkrougk to Kansas City and Ckicago. Harvey dining-car service.

Santa Fe All the \Vay througk Soutli-west Land or Enchantment.

Rock-ballasted, oil-sprinkled track.

PampMet oi tlie train, and book describing the trip, mailed on request.
Address Gen. Pass. Office, A. T. (sf S. F. Ry.—Coast Lines, Los Angeles, Cal.

dil

New $250,000 kotel, "El Tovar," at Grand Canyon of Arizona.

11 A
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THE TOTEM
POLE ROUTE
LAND OF THE MIDNKinT5DN

i^,\-m..

Over S.OOO miles of* ever chang'ing*
sc€Mi.er;y. iio>vher"e else equalled.
TweiOy ttAir hours of summer sunlio'ht
to view the wonder* of Ala.sKa durinLg"^
at trip on the pedatial steamship "SPOKANE"

H^estic snow capped mountains. Vast"
fm.ds of ice a.nd g'lg'antic g'laciers-,
the standing" m.onuinents of* prehistoric
ages. A thoussoid islands, bays and in-

lets passed enroute.
Awe-inspiring, exhilarating*, educational.
Inside passa^'e, sea sicKness unknown.

SDLEXOUSIVE EXCURSIONS LEAyiNG-

mCWIA. SE^^TTLEAND VICTORIA-

JUNE 8, 22; JILY 6, 20; AIOIST 3, 17. 1905

Reservations now bein^ madeApply toGompaii^
lances, any Railroad or u>iirist X^ent for rates
and fill mformation. 5end4- cents in postage,
to cover cost of mailing* and receive copy "All

theYear Round Toursfoeautifully illustrated.

CD.D U IN A. IN ISI

GeneraLl Passen^'er A.§fei\tr
lO PIarKet St. San Francisco

JiiJUAJgmwni^^M—^^i^——^i—^—^^——i——

^.
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5URltEV. TVPE OTsiE
lO -to lO Jnoirre po"wei% .^^ JLn3!^V-/

3no<ielw/" ^750,^850,^1000 cLiri.^ ^3000

i-fc -will cacrvy yoix o-veir oozintiry ar'oa-diy a.s

^^"t aii* yb\x -wdirK -to do-^w/"tear -tl^ian. -tKe laNV
•vi'ill allo-vt'. '^Be^/'ad.o' all -r^eeded. •po'^''

c**, i-t* Iri-a-i/* eocce^p-fcioixai tfoad clcairaance
and. eVe:iry proviirioa^ for comlfoirt, reli-

atili'try axxd. esLU^c o^ coarvfcjroi. ^^Tl^e •>;v'oarls.iin^

pa.ir-ti/' a.f© a-eadily aoceiTL/'ilsle aarvcL cTo k^iimple
"tlrva-l: a,aT-TciLWT:».eivtr can. lae ixiade -vvd-^oivt "tKe

rxel-p o^ SL 3rrvecl:^a,irxd.c. ./i^ Vi/* vtex^o* >*cc-'

s^tJ'^t.'i^y -^o e-yoc-vo? 'V4,'yvcr&'r^ -t/re. -mcLc/^i-yze.

^^'(IcL'i'n C);^'c& artcl'^I^cio-y^, Xe2:^Oi/ik.ei,,Wav/'CoiXLriirv..

E.R.C-u.ncvLc.,1618-20 Corurt Pla.ce,Dciw?ttr, Coloi:«a.clo,

W.lCCawrekrv,83o-34 SovitK. Broadwz^j^, Lo« Arv^elcs,
Cevlifox'ri.ia. , R^viivblcr Avitoitvotila A^ervc^ TcntK
ZvtvdMaLrkct Stx-ccts, SarvTr-eorvcisco, C^^li-foiaviek,

THOMA5 B. JEFFERY & COMPANY.



A MATTEROFHEALTH

^m^^
Absolutely Pure

AMS HO SUBSTITUTE

Used Round the World

Waller BaRer&Co:!

Chocolate
AND

Cocoa
The leader for

124 Years

LOOK FOR THIS
TRADE-MARK

QrandPHze^WoHd'^sFair

Walter Baker & Co. Ltd.
Established 1780 Dorchestcr, Mass.

45 HIGHEST AWARDS IN
EUROPE AND AMERICA

( alifoniia's finest tribute to

the dining tables of the tvorlj

BisKop's California

Jellies, Jams and Preserves

are absolutely free from any substitute
for pure fruit or sngrar. Only the finest

and choicest fruits are used, and the

preserving- is done scientificallj'.

Higfhest award at all World's Pairs,

includiuB- Grand Prize at St. Louis.

BisKop CSL Company-
Los Angeles, Cal.

OUaRaNTEES
THE PURITY

of Jell-0 make an as-

soitnient of delicate,

delieious desserts that

are not only tasty but

healthful, and easy to

prepare. Add a pint
of boiling water to a

package of Jell-0 and
set to ccol.

Illu.strated Book of

Recipes of more elab=

orate desserts mailed
FREE. Ad(lie.-s.

The Genesee Pure Food Co., Le Roy, N. Y.

VnQf^ PIANOS
have been established over 50 YEARS. By our system of

payments every family in moderate circumst»nces can own
a tOSE piano. We take old instruments in exchange and
deliver the new piano in your home free of expe»8&
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Please Mention that You Saw it in OUT WEST.

IIULULL coMrORTS
Are Famous

TENTS, BLANKETS, COTS,

HAMMOCKS, FOOTWEAR,

FREStI AIR FURNITURE

THE WM. H. nOEGEE CO. mc

138-140 So. Main St.

Phoac Ex's 87

HOTEL REDONDO. AT REDONDO BEACH, CAL.
Hven Temperature. Cool in Suiunier and Warm in Winter.

Rates: By the day, $3.00 to $4.00. By the month, $17.00 to $25.00 Per Week.

Make your arrangements to spend your vacation, or to entertain at luncheon or banquet. Everything- the best. Address

JOHN S. AVOOLLACOTT

AN EAR OF

LAGUNA
GROWN
CORN

CORN ? YES !

and all other necessaries of life, and all deciduous
fruit in addition, abundantly grown on the

LACUNA DE TACHE GRANT
in Fresno and Kings Counties, the geographical

center of California.

Prices $30 to $60 per Acre with ample water

One-quarter cash, balance in 8 annual installments. For full
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Five shares or acres in the great commercial rubber orchard of the Conservative Rubber Production
Company will at maturity yield you or your heirs, longer than you can live, a sure and certain income of

$1,500 a year. No largre cash-down payment is required to secure these shares, as they are paid for in

modest monthly installments, just as the work of development progresses. On our splendid domain of

6,700 acres of land in the semi-tropical State of Chiapas, Mexico (the finest rubber land in all the world,
and with the finest climate}, we are chansring' tlie production of crude rubber from the primitive and de-

structive method hitherto employed by the natives, to the most scientific and successful plan known to

modern forestry, and under Ang-lo-Saxoa supervision.

There is nothing speculative about Crude Rubber, it can be sold every day
in the year, in every market in the world, at a staple price that has been

steadily advancinir for many years. For a quarter of a century the world's

supply has always been spoken for months before it has reached a civilized

market. ::::::::::
The semi-tropics were stripped years agro of their virgfin rubber trees, the natives liavinc ruthlessly

"lapped them to death" to sret everj' ounce of the rubber milk fr.im them. Today the prolden liarvest is

sought for in the almost inaccessible jungles of tlie Amazon and Bolivia and Peru, at an added outlay of

time and money The natives there still pursue their merciless metliod, and no white man can live in that
fever zone to guide and restrain them. Hence the price of crude rubber is higher today than at any time
since Goodyear first made it a commercial possibility. It has doubled in a decade, and the question of the
world's supp'y for the luture becomes of vast moment. It is inconceivable that the production of one
of the world's greatest necessities shall longer remain in sucli ignorant hands.

The Conservative Rubber Production Co. was one of the first to enter into this new and immensely pro-
fitable field on a large scale. The remarkable opportunity is now open to you to secure shares in our great
plantation, each share representing an undivided interest equivalent 10 an acre of land. Supposing you wish
10 buy only five such shares, and thus provide a competency for future years for yourself and your family.
You pay $25 a month for 12 months, then $20 a month for 12 months, then $15 a month for a limited period,
until you have paid the full price of the shares in the present series, $288 each;but during this period you
will have received dividends amounting to $280 per share, hence the actual cost of your shares is only $8

each, and from the maturity period onward, longer than you can live, your five shares will yield you or

your heirs a yearly income of $1500. This most conservative estimate is based on Government reports of
the United States and Great Britain, the most reliable sources of information in the world. Of course if

you buy 10 shares, your income would be $3000 yearly, or, better still, 20 shares will yield $6000 a year.

Five Acres, or Shares, in our Rubber Orchard, planted to 1,000 Rubber
Trees, will at maturity yield you a sure and certain income of $125 a month
for more years than you can possibly live. Your dividends average 25

per cent, during the period of small monthly payments. : : ;

Everv possible safeguard surrounds this investment. The California Title Insurance aii'i Trust Co.
holds the title to our property in Mexico as trustee. We agree to deposit with them the money paid in fur

shares, and we file with them sworn statements as to the development of the property. This company also
acts as registrar of our stock. You are fully protected from loss in case of death or in case of lapse of

payment, and we grant you a suspension of payments for 90 days any time you may wish. Furthermore,
we agree to loan you mone5' on your shares.

We can prove to you that the five shares in this investment, paid for in small monthb- installments,
will bring you an average return of twenty-five per cent, on your money during the period of payment,
and will then bring you $125 a month for more than a lifetime. This opens the door for yourself, not to

wealth, but to what is far better, a competency for future years, when perhaps you will not be able to earn
it Payments of $5 per month the first year and smaller payments thereafter will secure you one share.

If you will write us at once, full and concise information proving every statement will be promptly
furnished at our expense. This information will quickly put you in close touch with every detail of our
plan. Your every request will receive immediate attention. Write us now.

Dr. O. V. Sessions, General Agent
502 BRYSON BLOCK - - = LOS ANGELES, CAL



TOILET POWDER
There is no toilet article in the selection

of which greater care should be used than a
toilet powder.
In these days of imitation and substitution

ihere is so much of inferior goods on the mar-
ket that it is necessary to be continually on
one's guard. Highly-scented toilet powders
are so frequent as to be a continual source of
danger. Such inferior products will often do a
permanent injury to a delicate skin. It is far
wiser never to take chances with an unknown
article. Be sure, rather, to insist upon a
trade-marked product of recognized merit.
With toilet powder, as with most other lines
of goods, it is safer to trust an old-established
house with years of experience and a reputa-
tion for making only the best. Mennen's
Toilet Powder is a trade-marked article,
which has for years been recognized by physi-
cians as the best preparation made. The
absolute purity of its ingredients and the
exercise of the greatest care and skill in its

manufacture have given the product of the
Mennen Co. a quality of uniform excellence.
That is why your physician recommends it.

For your protection, Mennen's face (the
trade-mark of the Mennen Co.) is on the
cover of every box of the genuine.

All first-class dealers carry Mennen's Toilet
Powder and will supply it if you insist. It
is supplied by the Government for both Army
and Navy.
The fact that over 11,000,000 boxes were

sold during 1904 is evidence of the continu-
ing public approval of Mennen's.
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W^HEN SPRING COMES TO THE:
DESERT

By SHARLOT M. HALL

SPRING
in the desert is not a thing of

calendar nor of precedent. No man
can say when, or even where, it will

come
;
for it is sometimes as much a mat-

ter of locality as of season. It depends

upon what the winter has brought, and

that may be (once in a decade) long,

steady, soaking rains
;
thunder showers

with all of summer's artillery ; flying

squalls of sleet and snow and hail, swept
down from the distant mountain tops on the wings of a winter hur-

ricane
;
or just endless days of sunshine and drouth.

If it is rain in any quantity, the very drops seem to turn into

green leaves as they fall
; and, almost before the shower is done,

a faint, gauzy film of green, like a scarf blown from the hands

of Spring, lies on the cafion slopes and along the wide, low

sand-washes.

Every little herb and weed and tuft of grass makes haste,

with the inherited instinct of a hundred drouth-scourged genera-

tions, to be its utmost in the shortest space of time. Before the

first leaves have half unfolded, the eager bud is thrusting up
with unswerving determination to fulfill its life in advance of

the ill winds that are sure to blow.

By March of a rainy winter the valleys are golden with pop-

Copyright 1905, by Out West Magazine Co. All rights reserved.
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Typical Desert

pies, tall and thick as wheat, and long splashes of blue and pur-

ple lupines sweep up the hill slopes and down the cafion sides,

mingled and brightened with orange-scarlet and blood-red "In-

dian pinks." The alfileria or "fileree," far wanderer from Spain,

lays a thick carpet underfoot, starred with thousands of tiny

rose-red flowers and sending up a pungent herb-sweetness when

crushed under shoe or hoof.

And yet in all this fragile, swift-passing beauty the real things

of the desert have no part. It is their working season; they

are busy storing up the uncertain moisture in leaf, or trunk, or

root, for the drouth that is always ahead. Their color deepens

and freshens, but not till later will the blossoms come
;
from

the middle of May till the last of June the aristocracy of the des-

ert hold their brief court.

Not first in coming, but first in stately beauty, the Giant

Cactus (Cereus Giganteus) forms its long, thick buds in early

May and opens them in June—crowns of carven pearl on the top

of every huge limb. The flowers are not more than four inches



A "Giant" In Flowkk
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ocatillo, the "fish-pole cactus," was busy fringing its full length
with small, light-green leaves—real leaves in texture and habit,

to be taken on at the coming of moisture and dropped precipi^

tately on the approach of drouth. Each whip-lash branch-tip
is weighed down by a cluster of buds infolding the most grace-
ful of all the desert cactus flowers, soon to open in long, pendu-
lous fuchsia bells of richest red.

The low, rough hills beloved of the ocatillo blaze as with a

Ocatillo Blossom

thousand uplifted torches through the June days, and later the

withered flowers hang like clots of dried blood.

Desert dwellers cut the ocatillo into convenient lengths and

plant it in close rows for fences—that often grow and blossom

in red glory for years to come.

The opuntias, big, shaggy, rough-branched fellows, some of

them taller than a man, and known variously as "candle," "buck-

horn," and "mule" cactus, make whole corners of the lower des-

ert valleys and caiion bottoms gay with their blossoms, varying
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through shades of yellow from greenish lemon to golden, with

some varieties a rich magenta red, golden-hearted and sweet.

And whole mountain-sides are yellow at once with the deep,

rich, velvet-textured prickly-pear, mingled in a few localities

with a thinner-leaved, less thorny variety, covered with exquis-

ite rose-red flowers like crinkled silk.

After them, flaunting from high clefts in the canons and rocky

hillsides, the many-flowered Echinocereus feels the spring in its

"The Baby Fish Hook"

blood and greets it with rosy or crimson or yellow banners. The

baby "fish-hooks" with their wire-like, tiny, curved thorns be-

come veritable bouquets, and the tiny, round balls of white

thorns no bigger than an egg, or a cluster of eggs, cover them-

selves with wide, rose-red sun-hats, as it were.

The "desert water barrels," the Echinocactus, "nigger-head,"

"fish-hook," or "bisnaga," as they are variously called, are slower.

They show a scattering crop of blossoms in June, but a few



ECHINOCEREUS



A Smaller Yucca, or "Date-Palm," with Seed Pods
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A "Mule" Opuntta

weeks later each one will wear a golden crown. It is from the

smaller of these plants that the Mexicans make a much-prized
sweet, not unlike candied pine-apple in appearance.
The very spirit of the desert, surpassing almost the Giant

Cactus, the great tree-yucca lifts its tall white cluster of waxen
bells like a flag of truce to the Sun God. No other desert growth
is more impressive than a great yucca in full bloom. And when,
in and out among the yucca forest, the Giant Cactus rears its

white crown and the strange, pale-green palo verde tree spreads
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its lace-like leaves and showers of golden blossoms, the desert

is indeed a garden and a Holy Place.

Every desert shrub and tree has its own spring-song, trans-

lated into leaf and flower and sweet odors for the enlightenment
of duller souls. No cherry tree of Japan is more fairy-like, more

delicately exquisite, than the palo verde in its spring robe of

golden frost flakes, and no lilac was ever sweeter; though in

Ckeasote IX Flowek

this there lingers a haunting strangeness, like the wild beauty
of untamed places.

The iron-wood, friend and companion of the palo verde, has

its own honey-sweet, locust-shaped blossoms
;
and the pale,

fringed, inconspicuous mesquite flowers are heavy with fra-

grance. Even the creasote, the resinous "greasewood," takes a

still brighter gloss to its varnished leaves and veils itself in deli-

cate yellow blossoms.
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Spring in the desert goes on all summer. If no rains come

between January and March, the small things sleep and wait.

The cacti and yuccas, noblesse oblige, keep their truce with June ;

but cautiously, not lavishly. The shrubs blossom a ver}^ little,

with like caution. Then, if July spills her largesse of "summer

rains" down the mountain sides and sweeping through the long

dry caiions and washes of the desert, everything wakes up in

haste to make the best of the delayed spring.

Perhaps one rain-swept valley will be green and flower-strewn,

while another, a few miles away, neglected by the capricious

A "Buckhorn" Opuxtia

"thunder heads," will lie as brown and dry and lifeless as in mid-

winter. One side of a mountain, shower-favored, may be green
as a meadow, while the other is desolate and brown.

When this brief, late spring comes like "St. Martin's Summer,"

strange whims take the desert things ;
the mesquite blossoms a

second time, and bears another crop of the beans that are bread

to the Indians and food to all the desert animals. Many of the

cacti put forth another crop of blossoms, fewer in number, but

larger and more rich in coloring. Even the fruit trees in the

little ranches along the edge of the desert blossom a second time

in August, or even September, if the rains come.
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While the cacti tryst with June in the lower deserts, the bar-

ren foothills and desert mountains hold nooks where the smaller

yuccas, the "bear-grass," and "Adam's needle," and "Spanish
bayonet," and the tall, queenly mescal, make a wonderland of

strange, almost uncanny, beauty. The mescal, a rosette of

strong, thorn-edged, sword-shaped leaves, has stood for a dozen

years perhaps, widening slowly year by year till it covers a

space three feet across. Then some spring calls resistlessly, and
a big, blunt bud parts the thorn-ribbed heart and starts sky-
ward.

Six inches or more a day by actual measurement, pale green,
rose streaked, ribbed and flecked with gold like some great

"Bear-gkass" IX Blossom

Oriental flower, it keeps its upward way. Ten feet, fifteen,

twenty if chance favors
;
and the bud opens into a many-branched

cluster of flower-buds, not unlike the tree yucca, but of a deep,

golden yellow flecked with red. Then the bees and birds revel ;

orioles leave their valley nests and scold the humming-birds away
from this rich banquet. Flies and moths and all honey-lovers
gather as by special invitation, and feast where the stately flower

sways in the wind.
But the mescal does not always come to this rare maturity.

When the desert spring is at its newest, little bands of Indians,

usually the women and children, seek out these favored nooks
that have been known to their ancestors for generations, and
have a great "mescal bake." The heavy bud is cut just before it



A Cholla
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Mescal in Blossom

emerges from the thorn-ribbed leaves of the heart, and piled up
in stacks like' some new kind of cabbage.
When enough has been gathered—and the gathering may go

on a week or more—a big hole is hollowed out in the earth and
filled with wood and flat stones. The wood is fired and burned
to coals

;
then the pit is cleaned and the mescal laid in, covered

with the stones, more wood, and sometimes earth. The baking
lasts three days or more—and when the pit is opened, even the

passing white man does not disdain to feast. Near every mescal
thicket will be found the old baking pits, half obliterated by
time'.

Prescott, Arizona.

REDEMPTION
By COURTENAY DE KALB

^rtHE wide-flung plain of the desert broods

\ Ever on life. In her saddest moods.
When death rides madly the shrieking gale,

When Yuccas wither and fountains 'fail,

And her hopes seem drifts of parched sands.
Still does she hold with defiant hands.
Patient, unyielding, the deathless seed
That shall quicken at last to her aching need.

All-conquering faith is her mystery ;

Though bound she lies waiting for liberty.
She can harden her soul 'gainst the drought and storm,
She can wait for the kisses wet and warm

;

For she knoweth her lord will come with song.
With waters of gladness and healing strong.
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* MENDOCINO WILDS
By MARGARET TROILI

" ERE we live on the edge of the continent, with

the ocean stretched out before ns—always

moving, sending its white flock upon the beach,

hurling itself against the bluffs, tearing down
the land. It passes away to motionlessness

against the horizon. Watching, up here on the

knoll, we cannot tell the mood of the waters in

that still distance, but presently the bulletins of the hour appear
in the sky and a messenger wave hurls a white signal of spray
above the highest bluff. "A storm somewhere," we say, though
the coast has been calm. We become more and more intimate

with the great power below the land, for it speaks largely.

It is really the foundation of our living; for it compels our

attention, our sight and our hearing, setting our thoughts to its

heaving rhythm, and filling the pauses in our sleep.

The house stands on a knoll facing the west, with the hills

behind it. Below and above, the road rises and falls over the

feet of the hills. The beach is broken up into deep, semi-circular

caves, cosy little places hemmed in by steep bluffs. The waves

play up and down, bring a log or dark lump of seaweed, leave it,

pause, then thunder in again. The wild flowers grow far out

on the bluffs, sturdy, tough-stemmed, bright-colored.

Below the house the land is buttressed with l^luffs
;
to the south

"Low Rocks Stand Knee-deep in the Water"
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are first a group of high rocks released from the soil by the

sea, then a long stretch of level beach, the key-board of the surf.

On a clear day, the play of creamy waves on this beach is en-

chanting. On a foggy day, the surf makes a long, gleaming line,

shot through the gray neutrality in which beach, sand-hills, the

point at Cleone, and all else, is blotted out.

To experience all the delight of the beach to the north of our

bluflfs, one must descend to it. There is a cave in one of the

self-made islands, at which the water first booms, then shoots

through with much flying of spray and tumult of waters thrown

back. The blufif here is very steep, the beach narrow, and cut

off at intervals by some point, with rock in its backbone, run-

ning out into the water. Pinnacles, knobs, round masses, low

rocks, stand knee-deep in the water, or, further out, brave the

full onset of the breakers and receive a veil of fine white spray
from each. The big waves come driving into the caves in a

fan-shaped line, with curved backs and foaming breasts. It is

magnificent
—brave, free, strong. Then follows the quiet flood-

ing of the farther beach by a thin, gentle mantle of water that

softly flows out again, scarcely touching your feet. In some

caves, the seaweed quiets the breakers and makes little limpid

pools along the sand where all manner of things are likely to

happen.
Stand by one, and pretty soon a spiral-shaped shell detaches

itself from the neutrality and moves intelligently along the

bottom. Bend over—you will see little brownish, hairy legs

propelling it along. Another shell, perhaps a long, narrow one,

moves forth. The two meet—the creature in each extends its

limbs, perhaps waving a very defiant claw—an infinitesimal re-

production of a crab's claw, or perhaps the bigger one is too

impertinent. _
Then the smaller one pulls all his feet into his

tiny but well-fortified, house. After a while, the impertinent
one clambers over the other and proceeds on his way.
Now a bigger wave communicates a thrill to the little pool,

and all the tiny creatures are rolled over and over. One little

lobster, an inch long, chases another little lobster half an inch

long. A vindictive-looking crab slides off in another pool.

Among some rocks I met another crab that hissed until the froth

stood out in big bubbles around his mouth. I didn't want it.

There are many, many wonderful sky-and-sea pictures that we
see from our porch. I remember one in especial. It was a yes-

terday. Clouds rose from the uttermost reach of the sea, lift-

ing themselves high in the air, and sailing over the hills in ragged*

fleecy forms. The hillsides stood revealed in the afternoon

light. Every bush had an individuality of form which the pre-
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vailing fogs make somewhat rare. The delicious, soft brown

of the long seaward slopes ;
the deep, deep green of the red-

woods in the gulches ;
the immense clear spaces above, under

the clouds—what a picture for one's soul ! Then the sun sinks

into a cloud, and, anon, he poises over the sea, and all becomes

bronze and amber, with a radiant highway from his throne

across the sea. The last beams fly back ;
all the glory is gathered

beneath the sea. Then the pink flush deepens, changes, pales,

and fades, and in the hush the stars begin to shine, and the new

moon, already mounted high, deepens into silver.

But the ocean is only half of the charm of Mendocino County,

"The Voiceless, Noiseless, Chill Woods"

The hills rise like a rampart all along the coast, defiantly pro-

tecting the forests from the sea winds. But the trees show like

a fringe above them, and descend into every gulch and cafion.

Follow the curve of the hill along some cow-trail. You meet

first straggling blackberry vines—snares to your feet—clumps
of thimbleberry bushes and sweet brier edge into the path ;

then

the ferns crowd about your feet, and the whole somber forest

is before you.

Or, some other time, you go to the brink of the gulch along

which the trees lean with their hair blown over their faces.

You enter, and descend—into another world. The surf-roar,
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the wind on the bare hillside, suddenly cease. A cow-trail in-

vites you on. Cautiously you make your way into the stately

assembly of trees. There is a sunny space ahead, a fallen log
amidst aspiring ferns, but the sunlight is as mysterious as the

shadows, and they are deep in the bottom of the gulch. You
feel a timidity

—are you an alien? A seat on the ground seems

good, and presently a little brown bird hops forth, and another,
and look at you from around the corner of a trunk. And an-

other little bird, just as silent, but with a longer tail, alights on
a trunk and picks his way upward in search of grubs. Soon he

disappears, and you let your eyes follow a tree-path upward.
The serene strength of it! You sigh in the full sense of per-

fection, and rise to go, your soul lulled and satisfied. As you
clamber into the light of the upper sides of the gulch, a scream-

ing blue-jay shocks you to your senses again, and a fiock of

quail, rising with a sudden whir from the brush, startles your
heart to sudden beating. And there you are again on the swell-

ing hillside, and the sea beyond is beating against the bluff as

it did when you looked back from the enchanted forest.

To sip of the full strength of the forest, you must go away
from its rival, the ocean, and strike inland.

Leave some point on the coast—for example, De Haven—and

make an inland town—Willits—your destination. Set out in

the early dawn, in October. It is clear, and the moon is just

lifting over the hills. A wide caiion opens to the sea, at the

mouth of which the sawmill lies. The men are coming out from

breakfast as you pass, but the mill is silent. The road follows

the side of the caiion like a shelf, and there are trees above you,
beside you, and trees that reach you only with their tops. The
four horses tug and strain—it will be upward for two or three

hours. Perhaps you like to walk. The air is fresh, the sunlight

genial, the morning vapors are rising. As for colors—a soft

dark road lying against a hillside, down which ferns and huckle-

berry bushes, and blackberry vines and a host more of graceful
woodland things are creeping, and from which ten thousand

reddish brown trunks are rising, the far, deep green of whose

tops is like a sky. If one of the party happens to wear a jersey

of red, the glint of the bright color flits in and out among the

trees, and in and out of your fancy, so that presently your imag-
ination sees dashing hunters in red coats, and frightened game,
and hears the horn, and the shouts, and the deep breathing of

a horse. Then the stillness returns like a flood wave. The
Mendocino woods are not gay. They are not even tamed.

At the first summit the leaders are dismissed. Then the road

curves around the hill, and the old stage-coach begins to crowd



"The Sunlight is as Mysterious as the Shadows"
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on the sturdy wheelers. As soon as you come to a creek, or

river, you will note the play of light foliage among the somber
redwoods. The alders are all yellow, and here and there you
will see a tree holding out a branch of blood-red leaves. Along
Eel River the trees are glowing gold, covered with gold, and

standing deep in wasted gold. By-and-by you come to a creek

that lifts you to a view of the country whence you come. Look-

ing out towards the sea you will think you are seeing an inverted

sky covered with cotton-balls of clouds. Unless you are fond

of fog you will feel brightly glad that you have escaped to the

mountains of sunshine. On these high, sunny crests, big iron

A Farm in The Valley

oaks are spreading over the grassy spaces. The mistletoe grows
in thick green bunches—so much of it, alas ! that it can never

hope to hang from a chandelier in the interests of destiny.

You may meet tragedy on one of these sunny crests—remem-

bered tragedy. Some one may speak of a shooting. You ask when
and where, of course. "We're coming to it," you are told, and

inwardly you wonder if it is safe. "How long ago was it?"

"Oh, let me see, about twenty years ago." You are on Strong

Mountain now, and the grade is long and heavy. You pass the

scene of the tragedy—a pile of rotting lumber inside the fence.

Here lived once Mrs. Strong, a widow. Her neighbors, two
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men, wanted her land. Mrs. Strong's sheep sometimes broke

in on their land. They became vexed and angry. Mrs. Strong
had planned a journey. They took advantage of this, and one

day, as she was driving, took her from the buggy and shot her

The body they sunk with stones in a marshy creek. The coun-

try-side became suspicious, alarmed. Men hunted for the wom-
an a week. An Indian found a comb belonging to her on a trail.

They followed it, came to the fateful creek. The white men

looked, and saw nothing. The Indian insisted, "She in there."

They found her.

"Solemn Woods in Parade Down thb Slopes"

From the high, sunny country, you must descend into the

voiceless, noiseless, chill woods. Presently you emerge into a

valley
—a long, narrow, flat stretch of land sunk into a rim of

dark, tree-set hillsides. Each valley has its one, or perhaps two

or three, farms. They are pretty little places, the houses in

the apple-orchards—invariably—and the black, level fields cov-

ering the whole valley-floor
—perhaps a mile, more or less, wide.

Two or three tow-headed, round-eyed, round-checked children

appear regularly at each farm. Such isolated places
—with the

unchanging, solemn woods in parade down the slopes. Here

panthers and bear, deer, wildcats, foxes and coons, play a part

in daily human life. Perhaps you will see a deer in the road
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or browsing not far away under some trees. You may have
bear-meat for dinner if you stop at Branscomb's. There are

mineral-springs half a mile from the house, from which you may
quaff a delicious draught. You may meet, also, some one whose

Spanish castle is a summer hotel near this very spring. A pity,

perhaps, to spoil a wild, delightful spot in the woods in that

way.
There is summer weather in Jackson Valley, but the forest

receives one as with a wet sheet. Along in the afternoon the

stage-road and the new railroad meet. This is the live end of

it, pushing its way into the wilderness. It is a relief to think

that it comes to puncture the isolation of those little farms back
in the valleys. The camp of the railroad men is very still. Far-

ther on, there are fires in a yard, and cooking is going on, and
men are eating at tables. The bright fires beckon so temptingly

through the twilight. It is almost dark, in fact, but the air

still holds a faint luminosity. Soon you will come to the last

down-hill passage of the road, and then the electric lights of

Willits, big, frosty, bright, will shine like a glad welcome to

your eyes.

Ing-lewood, Mendocino Counly, Cal.

Perhaps You Will See a Dber '
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« THE SHALARO DANCE
By MRS. IV. H. BARTLETT
UT in that vast expanse of table-land in West-

ern New Mexico, standing in solitary gran-

deur, is the Indian village of Zuni—all that is

left of the famous "Seven Cities of Cibola."'

How long this town has existed is a question

which its natives no longer can answer, but

its antiquity was well illustrated by one of

its inhabitants, who, when asked how old the

town was, took up a handful of sand and let

the grains fall slowly through his fingers.

In 1540, when Coronado was led from Mexico by the ignis

fatuus of adventure which pointed northward, ever northward,

to the fabled cities of wealth, he came to the pueblos occupied

by the Zuiiis, which had become famous as the "Seven Cities of

Cibola." Just before reaching the first pueblo, which the Zunis

called Hawiku, but which Coronado named Grenada, he met

some Zuiiis whom he sent ahead to tell the people that he was

coming with peaceful intent. But when he arrived, he found

the Indians up in arms and ready to defy him. They barricaded

themselves behind the walls of their houses in Hawiku, and

rained a storm of arrows on him and his men. After a long

fight, in which Coronado was wounded, the Spaniards took pos-

session and the inhabitants fled to a stronghold east of the

town.

There is a very pretty legend connected with this mesa of

Taaiyalone, (Corn and Seed Mountain, commonly called Thun-
der Mountain). The Indians say that centuries ago they were

visited by a flood which drove them thither. For many days
the angry waters dashed at their impregnable fortress terrifying

those above. Finally two priests sacrificed to the gods, in order

to pacify their wrath and quiet the raging waters. They cast a

beautiful maiden and a handsome youth from the summit of

Taaiyalone. Two great pillars of stone rose from the depths, the

waters receded, and the Zunis were saved. Ever since this mi-

raculous rescue, Taaiyalone has been considered sacred by the

Indians, and the upright pinnacles of rock have been supplicatetl

under the name of the "Father" and the "Mother." Now, for a

second time, they sought refuge on its heights. In vain Coro-

nado protested ; the whole town fled, and it was not till many
councils had been held by the chief men, that the Zufiis came

down to their homes on the plain. A fierce hatred was engen-
dered ill the hearts of the Indians for their Spanish captors, and
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the antipathy has passed on to the Mexicans, who, to this day,
are not permitted to witness any of the sacred celebrations of

the Zufiis.

A proper understanding of any Zuni ceremony requires an

insight into the reHgion of this interesting people, who are

"pagans" in a land of enlightenment. The fine old Catholic

church has fallen to ruin. Four carved pillars, excellent speci-

ment of antique wood work, lie neglected within its walls, which
were raised by the Spaniards several hundred years ago. One
of the early martyrs of the Catholic church in New Mexico was
Father Francisco Letrado, who was killed while caifrying on

his work among the Zuiiis. On Sunday, February 22, 1632, he

was about to celebrate mass when he noticed that some of the

Indians delayed. Meeting some idolaters. Fray Francisco began
to chide them, they became angered, and the padre, seeing that

they were bent on killing him, fell on his knees with a crucifix in

his hands. He was in this attitude when killed. Another priest,

named Juan de Bal, was killed by the Zuiiis at Halona, on the

loth of August, 1680. That the teachings of these noble mar-

tyrs had some effect on the Indians, is proved by the fact that

they still have in their midst a "Santo Nifio," or "Holy Child,"

which tradition says was brought by the Spaniards several hun-

dred years ago.

Zuiii is best reached by a ride overland from Gallup, the near-

est railroad station. It is a hard but a pleasant trip. Forty
miles over hills and valleys, the road winds among the trees,

past mesas of many-hued sandstone, into the very heart of the

country. Blue piiioneros flit from tree to tree—bright flashes

of color against the somber back-ground of a winter landscape.

Two traders' cabins and a few Navajo hogans relieve the monot-

ony of sandhill and sagebrush. Occasionally there is a tsindi

hogan ("devil house") deserted because of evil spirits which

haunt it. From all directions cross-roads enter the main one,

and these, just before a feast dance, are dotted with Navajos on

their way to Zuiii—women with fat-cheeked babes strapped to

their backs, and men in all the destive array of silver belts, brace-

lets and necklaces.

At noon our party camped near the top of the divide, and a

rest of over an hour was made, during which we lay on the soft

brown needles under a towering pine tree, and drank in the

warm December sunshine. For, though patches of snow were

scattered in places on the hillsides, it was as mild as a summer's

day. But we could not tarry, many miles lay ahead, and we
wanted to cover them before night should find us. Locomo-

tive Point and the Haystacks were left behind, and when the
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sun was getting low in the western sky, the Twin Buttes of

Zuni (KwiHyalone), came to view. We watched them till they

melted into the distance enveloped in the flames of a glorious

sunset. The spirit of darkness charmed mountains of amethyst

and sapphire into huge black monsters, which crouched on the

horizon, and the stillness of a starlit night cast a magic spell over

Shiwona, the land of the Zufiis.

It was quite dark when Mr. Vanderwagon drove us to his

home on the site of ancient Halona. Our first impression of the

town is one never to be forgotten. On every side were women
at their ovens, tending the fire, or sweeping out coals and ashes

Strebt Scene in Zuni

with branches of cedar, preparatory to baking fat yellow rolls

of bread. Flames shot out from the holes at front and top,

illuminating streets and courtyards, and making a faint glow
in the sky against which we saw silhouetted half a dozen tur-

keys roosting on the house-tops.

Before sunrise, next morning, I was looking out across the

river at the sleeping town of Shiwinakwin, as Zuni is called in

the native tongue. Scarce had we breakfasted when over we

went, treading with trepidation the single log which spans the

slimy waters of the Rio Zufii, mounting the hill, and into the

heart of the now awakened town. Rosy-cheeked babies greeted
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us on every side; and when it became known that we carried

candy, even the mysteries of the camera, usually looked upon as

a "shadow-stealing" machine, did not frighten the little ones who
clamored for moochikwa.

I must confess that we had much less trouble with our camera
here than we have had at other pueblos. Our principal annoy-
ance rose from the fact that many of our predecessors had bribed

the Indians to be pictured, and now we found it difficult to

photograph them without paying for the privilege.

A Zuni house usually has one large well-lighted room in front

and several small dark ones leading from it. The floors are

paved with slabs of stone imbedded in clay. In some there are

huge fireplaces for cooking purposes, occupying the whole side

An Ancibnt Well at Zuni

of a room. The hearth is wide enough to enable several persons
to sit on it and tend to cooking victuals. At one side, on a heap
of coals, there is always a smooth stone, used for cooking corn

cakes called he-we. These are as thin as paper and resemble

very closely the covering of a wasp's nest. At another place
there is a jar, called a te-e-li, in which a stew is always simmer-

ing. The chimney is so wide that one can look up into it and

easily see the blue sky beyond, and we, looking down from the

top of a house, saw a baking stone beneath. In many of the

rooms, suspended horizontally at one end, was a pole over which

were thrown blankets, shawls, and other articles of wearing

apparel; and a shelf built into the wall, and extending around

the room, served to hold trinkets.

The night before, all the flocks about town had been driven
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in, and a wholesale slaughter of sheep had taken place. Every-
where were men skinning sheep or dressing skins, and women
all over town were arranging for the feast, which all must en-

joy at Shalako time. Every one seemed to be preparing for

the dance ; women were busy with needle and bits of thread,

men were drilling beads or making moccasins of skins sewed

with sinew ; and in odd corners, buried in heaps of sand, were

buckskin moccasins, which were being stretched and softened

by the moist sand. In several places in town we saw crates or

cages, made of withes, in which eagles were imprisoned. The

An Eagle Cage

eagle is a sacred bird among the Indians, and its feathers are

used in many of their ceremonies. There are so many adobe

bake-ovens all over town that one ceases to take particular no-

tice of them, but there is one oven-like structure in Zuni which

visitors can ill afford to slight, for it holds the scalps of such of

their long-standing enemies, the Navajos, as the Zunis have

killed in former wars. These are tended with much care, and

occasionally a dish of food is placed before them, just as food

is deposited in the grave by some Indians when they bury their

dead. A special priest takes care of the uncanny things, and an

order of warriors, known as the Priesthood of the Bow, dance
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before them and once a year they are taken to the headwaters

of the Zuni and washed with much care.

Mr. Graham, our generous pilot, pointed out to us many in-

teresting things we would otherwise have missed. He took us

to two or three houses and showed us the rooms where the clans

of Zufii hold council. One of these has whitewashed walls

covered with colored paintings of deer, bears, rabbits, eagles,

snakes, etc., each animal representing a different clan. It is the

San-ya-kiak-cjue, or estufa of the hunters.

We were told that a messenger would come from over the

the hills in the afternoon to announce formally the coming of the

"Shalako," and we were desirous of knowing just the hour of

his arrival. Mr. Graham introduced us to one of the Chiefs of

the village, a venerable man who cordially shook us by the hand

and said in Zuni that we were his children,—a remark we were

able to appreciate. In answer to our question he pointed to a

place in the sky and said that the Shu-la-wit-zer or Fire God

would come when the sun reached that spot. This we inter-

preted to mean at about three o'clock. Sure enough in the mid-

dle of the afternoon a little forerunner came from the direction

indicated and announced his message to the people. Cold as

it was, the child was unclad and presented an odd picture with

his little brown skin all covered with spots of various colors

symbolical of the under-world.

Later in the day we were attracted by the noise of dance

rattles to a court where the Saiatashane, the Hu-tu-tu and the

Ya-moo-hat-to were holding ceremonies to commemorate their

ancestors. In the center of the court was a stone resembling

a tombstone, partly buried in the ground. From two diagonal

corners, six men, three on each side, were dancing toward each

other.

There were two chief dancers each with two attendants and all

were masked. The chief dancers, or Saiatashane and Hu-tu-tu,

were dressed in white ceremonial robes elaborately embroidered

in green, black and red. The Saiatashana had a long horn ex-

tending from the right side of his head, descriptive of his name,

which means *'Long-horn." They wore many costly necklaces

of silver and of shells, and carried in one hand a bunch of tri-

angular pieces of wood which rattled against each other as they

advanced to the center of the court. When they reached the

stone they stopped and stamped on the ground with their feet,

then they blew whistles and stood a moment repeating some

words in the Zuni language. The attendants were less heavily

clad and always ran a little in the rear as if they were trying to

catch up. After going through many strange movements, the
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dancers repaired to the two other courts of the town, and we
crossed the river to get our first view of the Shalako.

The Shalako are a band of good spirits who visit the town

once a year and dedicate new houses. The time of their arrival

marks the beginning of a new year, and is attended with much

feasting and merry-making. They are odd-looking creatures,

being so costumed as to appear eight feet tall. They have im-

mense heads and long beaks which they open and close with a

snapping noise by means of a hidden string. In the dance they
are represented by stuffed figures supported by two priests. Just

before sunset they, seven in number, came from the south and

stood in a line on the"" plain a short distance from town. We

Shalako Dolls—Hu-tu-tu, Ya-moo-hat-to, Shalako,
Saiatashana, Koyomashi

went as near as we were allowed, but though we waited till

dark, nothing was done by the "queer birds" till all of us had

gone away.
In the evening we went once more to the town, this time to

stay till morning, for the dance lasted all night. On arriving

at the first house we found a band of priests chanting outside the

door.

Mr. Graham, who has resided among the Zufiis for about

twenty-five years, explained that the priests' song was one of

thanksgiving. It lasted for about twenty minutes, after which

we were admitted to the house. We entered a large, well-lighted

room and seated ourselves on some benches. Then we feasted

our eyes on the strange picture before us. At the farther end
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of the room was an altar made of strips of wood painted dark

red, blue and yellow. Behind it the walls were hung with
blankets and bright-colored shawls

;
in front was a tray holding

sacred Me-le wands. At cither side, were baskets of corn, and
to the right was an earthenware bowl full of prayer-meal. Sus~

pended above the altar were pieces of wood fastened together
to form a cross, from each arm of which hung an eagle's feather.

Several times during the ceremony of the evening, a priest struck
at the cross and made it whirl in the air.

The Shalako who presided at this house had pieceded us. and
the two priests supporting the figures had withdrawn from
under before we arrived. Its stuffed figure was standing in the

corner, by far the most interesting object in the room. It had
a huge head surmounted by white eagle feathers tipped with
black. The face was black and had large ugly eyes, the beak
was of painted wood, and was two feet or more in length ; down
the back hung switches of black horse-hair decorated with eagle-
feathers

;
around the neck were necklaces of shell beads inter-'

spersed with bits of coral and turquoise ;
it had no arms

;
but

the lack of them was carefully concealed by fox and wild-cat

skins which hung over •'the shoulders. The body was draped
with several very fine robes of white cotton with borders em-
broidered in colored worsted. The lower part was arranged
like a dress skirt and was hung over hoops to make it stand out.

As we saw the Shalako now in the corner, it stood about five

feet high. Its robes were spread on the floor, the hoop-like
distenders being telescoped into each other. I could not photo-

graph it, but I made a sketch on a calling-card, and I have since

enlarged it according to my notes, and the picture in my mem-

ory. The two priests who supported the Shalako wore white

tight-fitting caps on their heads, and had bands of red across

their foreheads, and their faces were marked with black glisten-

ing sacred paint. Each wore a long white shirt elaborately

tucked, its front almost hidden beneath necklaces of silver and

shell beads. About the waist was a white cotton sash em-

broidered to match the blankets on the Shala'ko, and hanging
behind were some fine fox-skins. The limbs were bare

;
on

the feet were buckskin moccasins painted light blue
;
and about

the calf and ankle were bands of leather with sleigh bells on

them, which jingled every time the priests moved.

On the floor from the door to the altar was marked a white

line of cornmeal. We had been seated but a few moments when
a priest advanced upon this line to the altar and from it took

a bundle of yucca leaves, and then going in turn to each side of

the room, he struck the wall with vucca leaves and marked it
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A Presidini; Shalako and the Ai.tak

with sacred meal. Another priest came in and placed a ladder

against one of the rafters in the ceiling, where there was a

small shrine made of painted wood. In this he put some prayer

plumes and some sacred meal.

We now had a long wait of several hours, during which we
watched the movements of those about us. A little fellow came
into the room carrying a bunch of corn shucks just as they had

been taken from the ear. He passed these around to the In-

dians, who tore ofif big pieces and rolled tobacco in them, mak-
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ing cigarettes six or eight inches long. Soon every man and

boy in the room, from the oldest right down to the ten-year-old

shavers, was smoking. A man now came and, standing in

front of the altar, held out successively each arm and each leg.

The Shalako priests in turn struck them with a bunch of yucca
leaves ; then they held the bunch up before the man, who spat

on each side of it. After this ceremony there was another long
wait. At about ten in the evening the owner of the house, with

his wife, came in and walked along the meal line on the floor

till they reached the altar. There, with bowed heads, they re-

peated some prayers and ansAvered to some responses, then they

went out. Next women entered bearing bowls of food. There

were seven holding stew, seven holding baked squash, and

seven holding bread. The two Shalako priests, who all this

time had been sitting at one side of the altar with a blanket

spread over their knees, now advanced, and each took a pile of

white paper-bread from a basket. On this they put some food

from each bowl. Then silently, save for the tinkling sleigh-

bells, they strode from the room and were gone for ten or fif-

teen minutes. Mr. Graham told us they had gone to the river

bank and had buried the food. On their return, women came

and served them with bread, stew and squash, all of which they

ate with their fingers. When they had finished, the feast was

removed to an adjoining room, where it was spread for all who
wished to eat. In this way another hour or more was con-

sumed.

After the feast was over, the Indians in increased num-

bers returned to the main room. Women with their babes in

wicker cradles, and tall, well-built Navajos in bright-colored

blankets, seated themselves on the floor. To our left a band

of musicians gathered. In their midst was a very large jar, or

te-e-li, over which they stretched a sheepskin, binding it firmly

with a piece of heavy cord, then each one took ^a: painted gourd
rattle. During the dance which followed, each shook his rattle

in correct time, and one, who seemed to be the leader, struck the

improvised drum with a curved stick that resembled an um-

brella handle. In the opposite corner a number of priests, one

of whom was a hideous albino, seated themselves around the

two Shalako. A basket of corn was passed to them ; each one

held it in his lap for a few moments, and, with bowed head,

repeated prayers. Then two very old men took baskets and

standing at either side of the altar, they chanted for a long time,

rocking the baskets in their arms. Next, the man who seemed

to be the chief Shalako priest, began a song which was accom •

panied by the musicians, and his fellow priests joined in the
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chorus. Of course, his song was incomprehensible to us, but

we caught the rhythm and easily detected a rhyme. Several

times during the song, a man went up in front of the altar and

whirled a "bull-roarer"—a small flat stick on the end of a string,

which the Zuiiis call the Klem-tu-nu-nun-ney, or the wind—so as

to keep the evil spirits away.
At length the singing Shalako rose and began to dance. For

twenty minutes he jumped vip and down till the perspiration

started from every pore. The other Shalako priest now took

up the dance, and the first one got under the figure in the corner.

"
ZuNi Dick" Beside Two Carved Pillars in the Old Catholic Church

While he was getting things adjusted, an Indian with blanket

outspread screened him from view.

After donning this strange garb, the priest again danced up
and down, crossing and recrossing the priest already there. At

intervals he would rush across the room snapping his long beak

and whistling at the spectators, who laughed merrily.

It was now past midnight, and we were nearly worn out.

Mr. Graham took us to other places where there were Shalako.

We were glad to leave the hot stufify room where we had been

for five hours, and to breathe the pure air outdoors. The night
was cold and very dark, and we had to keep close to Mr. Gra-

ham's lantern, so as not to lose qur way in the narrow, crooked

alleys and dark covered passages.
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We found Shalako in six other houses, in every respect simi-

lar to the one we had left. The character of their surroundings
was the same, except that the altars were dififerent. At one

place we found the Saiatashana, with the Shulawitzer and the

Koyomashi, or "mudheads." These queer creatures are con-

nected with an interesting story of the Zuiiis. It is said that

years ago, after the Zunis had been rescued from their dark

abode in the bowels of the earth by A-ha-u-ta and Ma-a-se-we.
the two War-gods, one of their chiefs sent his son to find a

suitable place on which to build a town. The son got lost and

did not return
;
another son was sent and the same fate befell

him
; then the chief sent his daughter on the same mission. Be-

coming tired, she lay down and slept, and her brother, chancing
to come upon her, became enamoured of her wondrous beauty
and married her. When the young woman awoke she was so

enraged that she tore out her hair, beat her head and face till

lumps appeared, and wept till her eye-lids were thick and

swollen into unsightly rings. / Her lips became distorted with

her cursings and she angrily drew her foot across the sands,

making a deep ridge which filled with water and was the begin-

ning of the Zufii riverA Twelve sons were born to the unhappy
pair, all of them deformed like their mother.

The Zuhis who represent the Koyomashi, in sacred or na-

tional dances, hold a much honored life position. At the close

of the Shalako dance there is a ceremony called the "paying ofif"

of the Koyomashi. These clown-like creatures gather in the

dififerent courtyards of town and receive contributions of food

and wearing apparel
In the sacred and historic dances, the Koyomashi wear mud-

colored masks, having three round holes in the face, two for

eyes and one for mouth. The head has various round bumps
resembling potatoes on it, and the body is daubed with clay.

A rough garment of brown or black is worn ; sometimes it is

merely a skirt, sometimes it covers the upper part of the body,

being fastened over one shoulder and under the other arm and

belted at the waist.

As we saw them now with the Shalako, they were dancing
and waving their arms, hopping around, giving out queer inde-

scribable sounds. They seemed to be hilariously happy except
when the Shalako ran towards them, when they would crouch

and whine as if in fear, and would run to the spectators for

protection.

I said before that the dance lasted all night; sunrise found
the rites still in progress. At about eight o'clock in the morn-

ing the women began to wail and rock themselves to and fro ;
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they approached the Shalako priests and sprinkled water on

them with feathers and tiny shells till the men were drenched.

Then, amid more weeping, all bade the Shalako farewell
;
the

priests got under the Shalako figures, and, with much ceremony,
bore them from the room and across the river to the plain. More

dancing was indulged in out there, but we were not permitted
to approach. Then the Shalako solemnly went over the hills

to their home in the south, and we turned away with some regret

that the dance was over so soon.

Early in the afternoon we started on our long homeward ride.

The sky was a deep turquoise blue—that dark, beautiful tone

HeR-PAI- TI-NAH, A SlIKINK
" OVEK THE CENTRE OF THE EaRTH,"

Showing Prayer Plumks

seen only in high altitudes —against it gleamed pink mesas and

gray beetling cliffs
;
here and there the brilliant colors were

relieved by the green of sage brush and the dark hues of distant

pines, while over all there hung a thin wonderful veil of purple

mist, a veil which held within its folds the secret of an en-

chanted past, and revealed no promise of the future.

As we passed through town we caught a last glimpse of the

Koyomashi dancing on the roofs of the houses, waving their

arms wildly and hopping about like clowns against the sky line.

The effect of the scene, coupled with the memory of scenes of

the night before, gave me a queer feeling. Why should not 1

also pray to a stone fetish with an arrowhead, a turquoise and a

bit of coral tied to it? Why should not I send a prayer to the
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Sun-father or to the Moon-mother on the filmy threads of a

prayer plume, and breathe in reverence toward the six cardinal

points? Truly the mystery which has enshrouded these strange

people has seized me, and today I am held in thrall by the won-

der, the charm, the indefinable something which bathes the

cliffs of Thunder Mountain and gives its mystery to Shiwona,

the land of the Zufiis.

A HOPI PRAYER
By HARRISON CONRARD

AIN! rain!

For the growing grain,

For the high white mesa, the pale wide plain !

For the golds that fly.

The clouds in the sky.

Child of the Snake Woman, run with our cry !

Rain ! rain !

For the thirsting plain.

For the sad, pale melon, the squash and the grain !

Our prayer in your breast.

Go forth to the west.

The east, south, north, with your soft skin pressed

Down hard on the sand

Of our dry, harsh land.

That the gods may see that you bear the brand

Of the woeful need

Of the plant and the seed;

For your tongue will droop and your breast will bleed-

Then the gods will know
That the wind should blow

The black clouds up from the far below ;

And our prayer and cry

In your breast that lie

The gods that whirl the clouds through the sky

Shall know are true,

And the rain and the dew
With a hand of fire o'er the plain will strew.

Rain ! rain !

For the dying plain !

For the sad, pale melon, the squash and the grain !

Flasrstaif, Arizona.
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the: ride or lean john
By CLARA E. HAMILTON

IS Spanish and Mexican friends called him Juan
Flaco, and the few Americans who lived in

Los Angeles at that early date spoke of him as

Lean John. Both names meant the same thing,

and neither of them signified anything to John

himself, who pursued the even tenor of his

way, quite indifferent as to whether his neigh-
bors thought him tall or short, or fat or lean. He had enough to

do, and, in those stirring times just before the conquest of Cali-

fornia, enough to think of, too, and that was sufBcient for him.

His real name was John Brown, and, when that is said, it goes
without adding that his interests were all with the Americans

in the struggle of that year. He had stood with the crowd in

August and watched Stockton and Fremont as they marched

into town with their troops, and the sight of the red-white-and-

blue, waving for the first time over the plaza, had given him a

thrill that he had never felt before. Every morning, from that

day until September, he had turned his eyes to the flag floating

over the barracks where Gillespie's men were garrisoned, and

had rejoiced that he lived once more beneath the stars and

stripes.

But in September the clouds thickened over Los Angeles.

Indeed, they had been gathering ever since Stockton marched

away. For, no sooner had the garrison been left alone than the

city began to plot and plan for sending it home to Uncle Sam.

And Kit Carson, who had been sent east to announce the joyful

news of the conquest, had barely reached Arizona, before in

Los Angeles the stars and stripes had been hauled down and

the flag of Mexico run up in its place. The whole southern end

of the State was alive with horsemen riding to and fro to carry

the news that the Americans were to be driven out. From all

directions Spaniards flocked into Los Angeles, armed for war,,

and Gillespie and his men soon saw that they must surrender

unless help could reach them from the troops in the north. But

Stockton was at Monterey, four hundred miles away, or, if not

there, then at San Francisco, a hundred and seventy miles be-

yond. News must be carried to him by courier, and it was a

dangerous ride.

Then it was that Lean John came to the front. As it hap-

pened, he had a horse almost as lean as himself, but long and

strong. The Americans were holding an anxious council on the
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night of the twenty-fourth of September, when Juan Flaco pre-
sented himself. He was not a man of many words.

"I can go," he said. "Within a week I will find and notify
Commodore Stockton."

"A week?" said Gillespie, incredulously. "Why, he may be in

San Francisco ; and that is more than five hundred miles !"

"Mountain road, too, part of the way," added some one else.

"Within a week the Commodore shall know," reiterated John.

They discussed it anxiously, pro and con, but he reminded

them that they were losing time.

"I must go at once—tonight—or the whole country will be in

arms," he said. "Give me something to show that you have
sent me, and let me be off."

A leading Spaniard, who had not joined the revolt, held out a

package of cigarette papers.

"Here ! Take these ! Everybody carries them here, and if

they are found on you, no one will suspect them. The Lieuten-

ant can put his seal or some mark on them."

Lieutenant Gillespie wrote, "Believe the bearer," on half a

•dozen of the papers, stamped them with his seal, distributed the

marked ones through the package and handed them over to

Lean John, who, without another word, stuffed them in his

pocket and left the room. In a moment the clatter of his horse's

hoofs was heard as he rode out Buena Vista street.

But Lean John was not the only rider on Buena Vista Street

that night. Just as he passed the fort, he saw a party coming up
a lane to the right, and, under the tall, pointed hat of the leader,

his quick eye recognized Varela himself, the organizer of the

revolt.

"No use being stopped by them," he muttered; and he put

spurs to his horse.

"Let us see where the seiior goes in such a hurry," said Varela,

and off flew the Californians in pursuit of the fast disappearing
courier.

Out toward the north and on into the open country sped the

lone horseman, with his pursuers close behind. They were not

gaining, and the foothills south of Cahuenga Pass were just
ahead.

'Wake up, men," shouted Varela, plunging the spurs into his

own horse. "If he gets into the thickets, this dark night, w^e

might as well be chasing a jackrabbit."

The horses leaped forward under the prick of the spurs and

swept along the road like a March whirlwind, the gay red and

blue sashes of their riders streaming backward in the nighi
breeze. Lean John bent close over his horse's mane, expecting
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every instant a pistol shot from behind. They were gaining
On they flew, the fugitive silent and watchful, and his pursuers

upon him now, and he shut his teeth hard as he thought of what

the next half hour was likely to bring to him.

On they flew, the fugitive silent and watchful, and his pursuers

shouting triumphantly, as each step brought them nearer.

John's eye was fixed on a dim, dark mass of trees and chaparral
at the left of the road, a quarter of a mile farther on. It was his

only chance, and he turned his horse into the brush, and plunged
for the thicket.

"Look out! There goes the hare!" shouted Varela. But it is

easier for one horse alone to pick its way among the sage and

cactus than for fifteen, and for a short distance Lean John gained.
When he reached the thicket, he was still far enough ahead so

that the Spaniards could not see just where he had entered, and

they pulled up their horses.

"No use to go any farther !" said their leader, disgustedly.

"Very likely he was nothing but a scared boy or an Indian horse-

thief."

"Here's one for luck, anyway," said one of the others, and he

lifted his pistol and fired into the brush.

The troop laughed light-heartedly, and turned back toward

town. But the shot for luck struck Lean John's horse, and it

fell with a groan. He sprang from the saddle and tried to

staunch the blood, but it was of no use.

"Poor Bonito !" said John, compassionately, and Bonito gave a

last feeble whinney in response to his master's voice. Lean John
stood for a moment beside the dead horse that had been his dear-

est friend, and then silently uncinched the saddle, threw it over

his arm and started mournfully on.

It was a bad beginning, but he was not of the sort to be dis-

couraged. After a tramp of four miles, he came to a rancho

owned by an American, and there he stopped for another horse.

It was immediately furnished, upon the display of the magic

cigarette papers.

"Better go by the way of Santa Barbara," said the ranchman.

"Thought I'd make better time if I went over the Tehachepi,
even if it is rough," answered Lean John, doubtfully.

"No, you won't. Those mountains are bad, and the San Joa-

quin valley is full of Indians. They've gone on the war-path,

themselves, since we have taken to fighting."

"They have, have they? Well, that settles it," and Lean John
was ofT on the road toward the coast.

At daybreak he fell in with an old ifriend by the name of Tom
Lewis, who offered to accompany him, and together they rode
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to Santa Barbara. A change of horses was made at the place of

Lieutenant Talbot, and later at the ranchos of Thomas Robbins

and Lewis Burton. But the pace was too much for Tom Lewis

and he gave out before they reached San Luis Obispo.

Lean John rode on, however, and a little after midnight that

night, clattered into Monterey. He had been fifty hours in the

saddle, and had not slept, except to doze a little as his horse

galloped along the smooth beach near Santa Barbara. At Mon-

terey he went straight to the house of Walter Colton, the alcalde.

"Is Stockton here?" was his first question.

"Stockton is in San Francisco," answered Mr. Colton, and Lean

John's hopes sank. A hundred and seventy miles farther !

By daybreak he was once more in the saddle, and this time the

saddle was on the back of a race-horse belonging to Job Dye, for

the marked cigarette papers made things easy for him every-

where, in those anxious times. It was a fine animal and the road

was good. But those last hundred miles were the hardest of the

whole ride. Every bone in his weary body ached, and his eyes

shut, in spite of himself. Once he fell sound asleep and lost an

hour when he woke up again, hunting for the road which the

horse had lost. And when he rode into San Jose, he dropped
from his saddle from sheer numbness, and was picked up for a

drunken man by a couple of bystanders. He made his way to

the house of Thomas Larkin, a prominent American, however,

and told his story.

"You can never finish the ride, Mr. Brown," said Mr. Larkin,

pityingly. "It is impossible for one man to do such a thing in

the time you have given yourself. Let me send one of my friends

from here in your place."
"I said I wa>uld do it, and I will," said Lean John, doggedly.

And he was off again as soon as a fresh horse could be procured.
It was evening when he reached San Francisco. He rode

down to the beach, but could make nothing of the shipping in

the darkness. He went to a fisherman's cabin near by and

knocked.
"Is Stockton here?" he asked, but his voice was so thick that

the fisherman had to ask him twice before he understood.

"Stockton? Oh, yes. His flagship is out there," and he point-
ed across the bay.
"When do they come ashore?"

"Oh, fairly early, every morning."
"All right," said Juan Flaco, with a feeling of unspeakable re-

lief. "I'm going to sleep. You wake me when the Commodore's
boat comes out." And, without more words, he pulled the sad-

dle from his horse, threw it on the sand for a pillow and was

asleep almost before the man had closed the door.

"There's a queer man out there—crazy or something," said the

fisherman to his wife, as he slipped the unaccustomed bolt.
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Hut in the morning he waked the stranger just as the boat
from the flag-ship landed, and Lean John, presenting his cigar-
ette papers, was promptly taken out to the Commodore. When
he had told his story, and plans had been set on foot for the help
of Los Angeles, Stockton looked him over critically and asked :

"But when did you say all this trouble began?"
"About ten days ago. But I did not start until the evening

of the twenty-fourth."
"And this is the thirtieth," said the Commodore. "You rode

five hundred miles in six days?"
"Yes," answered Lean John. "I said I would do it in a week.

I am shy a day, for I took six instead of seven. But then, I

always like to leave time for a cup of cofTee at the end of a good
ride."

Monrovia, Gal.

W
LABOR IS PRATER

By CHARLOTTE PERKINS OILMAN

.HAT should I ask of God?
To come ? He is here.

He is here and now in me. It is Him that I feel.

I, feeling, am that much God.
To give? He has given, is giving, gives.
The flow and the pulse of things,
Each step and quiver of life is full of God.
Should an egg pray to be given ? Nay, to be hatched.

And will hatch, pray or not, if alive.

If it were ready, willing, only the shell not broken.
It had better peck than be praying.
What should I ask of God ?

God, who pushes and pushes
With the tides of the whole creation.

He might ask me for something—
Namely, to get a move on—
To let Him through and not hinder !

God is not slow nor deficient.

He does not need a reminder.

He is strictly attending to business.

Still, things don't work as they ought to—
Something does ail the procession

—
It wavers, sticks and drops backward.

Well, what ails the procession?
Some men stopping and waiting.
Some men wriggling backwards,
And praying

—or urging to praying
—

That God will move the procession !

Would you be wound up like a puppet ?

Marionettes of High Heaven?
Or like a recalcitrant baby,

Dragged by the arms—heels rebellious !

Pray to yourself
—that you travel !

Or,—without praying—just travel!
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IN THE MYSTERIOUS QUARTER
By EDWARD FELTON WHEATON
T IS a frowning fortress of civilization, this

palace-crowned height which towers austere-

ly to the west. Incongruously enough, it

bears the title of "Nob Hill," bar sinister of

the rough and ready diction of early days.
Unlike the former residents of its aristocratic

domain, it cannot bury the unwelcome mem-
ory of its ancestral sponsors by migrating to

distant regions. It recks not that, to the

north, the slopes and summit of its ancient

kinsman, Telegraph Hill, once glorious in its barrenness and
crowned with its signal station, now covers its nakedness with

a nondescript garb of forlorn shanties, and yields daily tribute

of its own substance to the eager maw of the rock-crusher. The
bustle and roar of the business section in the valley to the

South—filled though those depths may be with imposing office-

structures and palatial hotels—comes but faintly as a reminder

that commerce and aristocracy have naught in common. The
defiant height sits grim and silent, surrounded by day with a robe

of sunshine, and crowned by night with a diadem of lights.

Clustering close about the base of this height, ana slowly but

surely creeping upward towards its summit, lies the very anti-

thesis of all that the eminence signifies. Covering an area of

scarce a square mile, sodden in its filth, low lying, untidy, evil

smelling and squalid, but bizarre and picturesque withai, is the

stronghold of another civilization, differing as radically in every
sense from that typified by the portentous height, as light differs

from darkness. The idiomatic Westerner has dubbed this dis-

trict ''Chinatown." It is a bit of the "mysterious East," flung
like a dark blot across the fair escutcheon of the Golden City.

Within this restricted area of ramshackle dwellings and rabbit-

like subterranean burrowings, the almond-eyed sons and daugh-
ters of the Orient live, move, and have their being, though in

ways that differ strangely from those of their Occidental neigh-
bors. Superstition and distrust unite in maintaining the race

barrier between white and yellow. There are those of each who
possess understanding of the ways and thoughts of the other

race ; but, with that strange adaptability peculiar to himself, the

Chinese is more versed in the ways of the white man than he

can ever be in theirs. The Oriental character places its own re-

strictions on this, however, and, far from perceiving the perma-
nent advantages that might accrue to himself and his fellows
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through such understanding, he places a limit upon it, and uses

it but to achieve and maintain some trivial advantage over his

fellow-countryman. It is in this way that the Chinaman com-

prehends the white man's law. Governed by it he will not be,

except through compulsion and by command of his "Tong," or

clan. Profit by it, he will, willingly, with no respect for its

majesty, purpose, or method, but with a mighty comprehension
of its power to serve his ends. For him, there is a law, but it is

the law of arbitration, with the council of his Tong as arbiter.

To that he submits—or, evading it, becomes an outlaw, and a

pariah, renegade, and loathed of all.

Sing Bin Chew slouched through Dupont street with wary

gait. A heavy pistol reposed snugly within the depths of his

capacious sleeve, for he was a bad man, and the price upon his

head was a heavy one. The Suey Kong Tong, which had placed

that price upon him, had done so after careful and weighty con-

sideration, and in the eyes of every member of the clan council,

it was a just act so to place it. That it was mid-afternoon, with

a strong force of the white police-devils on duty in Chinatown

because of the highbinder war that impended. Sing Bin Chew
knew to be the cause of the comparative safety he enjoyed in this

slouching along. Still, the blood price upon his life was a heavy

one, and a shot from some near-by window might put the marks-

man in the way of claiming the money with comparative im-

punity. He timed his steps to an exact pace with the blue-

coated officer, who was patrolling the street. These police-devils

had a way of executing summary vengeance upon any one who
was fatally careless with firearms to the detriment of one of their

number. Every dweller in the quarter knew that, and so, by

keeping in exact line with the policeman, he made sure that none

would seek to harm him for the present. A block further and

he would be safe, for a plunge into a familiar underground laby-

rinth would place him beyond the immediate reach of his pur-

suers.

At the cross-street the officer halted and gazed around him,

then moved leisurely on. The Chinaman halted also, taking

care to keep his body in such a position that the officer was in

direct line with him. He pretended to be stopping to light a

cigarette ;
in reality he had halted because the officer had. When

the officer moved on. Sing Bin Chew moved with him.

But that brief halt had only served to add fuel to the flame of

hatred that regade within the Chinaman's heart against the man
who had been instrumental in placing the price upon his head.

Diagonally opposite to the corner upon which he had paused,
stood the store of Dong Man Gow, his bitter enemy. Flaringly
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insolent in its appearance of prosperity, with its plate-glass

windows and imposing entrance, the sight of that emporium
never failed to rouse his hatred of his relentless persecutor to

its highest pitch. It reminded him of the appalling contrast

between his fortunes and those of his enemy. Envy, hatred,

malice, and all uncharitableness seethed within him at the sight,

for by every right, all that Dong Man Gow possessed was the

property of Sing Bin Chew. That he was not in serene and

undisturbed enjoyment of his rights, was due to the law of the

white devils, and he ground his teeth in rage at the thought.

These two had been young men together, far to the south, in

Mexico. A business partnership had been entered into, and

happy was their lot, for wealth rolled in apace, and they were

in the way of becoming rich men. Then Sing Bin Chew had

fallen sick, and, while he lay in his evil plight, the perfidious

Dong had sold the business to others, and fled with the purchase

price and their joint savings. This money had been the founda-

tion of Dong's present prosperity ; by its aid he had become rich

and respected, and as a result had attained the leadership of His

Tong.

Sing's recovery from his illness had been slow, yet he had

hastened after the fugitive Dong with might and main, when

once recovered and aware of the calamity which had been his.

The wily Dong had forseen this, and had invoked the white

devils' law to his own aid. Barely had Sing reached the Golden

City when he was cast into jail on a carefully trumped-up

charge. Moneyless, friendless and alone, he stood no chance,

with the hired witnesses of Dong to testify against him, and he

was railroaded to the State's Prison. Released—an attempt at

summary vengeance on his part had resulted in the placing of the

price upon his head by Dong's clan, acting at their chief's in-

stigation. He knew the uselessness of an attempt at flight.

Everywhere it would be the same ;
he could not go so far away

that Dong's influence would fail to reach him. He must stay

and fight it out to the bitter end.

The pariah had reached his destination in safety, thanks to

the kind but unconscious protection which the police officer had

afforded him. He cast one quick glance about him, and what

he saw caused him to halt within the doorway into which he

had plunged, and glance furtively up and down the street. His

sharp eyes had noted two young Chinese girls coming along the

street toward the doorway within which he stood, and even as

he recognized them as the daughters of his enemy, a sudden plan

whereby he might heap insult and contumely upon Dong had

sprung into his mind.
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As the girls arrived opposite his doorway, he called to them,

softly. It was but a sentence that he spoke, yet it left them

frightened and apprehensive. "Thy father's friend bids thee

beware of the white devils who would kidnap, and sell thee into

slavery," he said ; then turned and plunged into the depths. The

girls hastened homeward in terror.

Sing Bin Chew entered the opium den, with haste. He must

act with speed, now. A recumbent figure, upon a couch common

enough in such places, reached a sluggish hand toward the

"layout" on the low table by the side of the couch, as he entered.

With a bound, Sing crossed the room, and snatched the "layout"

beyond the reach of the groping hand. The figure rolled toward

him, cursing, and the oaths were in English.

"Give that back, damn you !"

"You write first," the Chinaman demanded.

"Write what?" came the answering growl.
"You write one I'il word in Englis'. Then I give back."

The "fiend" muttered a querulous acquiescence, and Sing pro-
duced pencil and paper. Then he dictated while the other wrote

with trembling fingers.

The lady superintendent of the Methodist Mission called

police headquarters by telephone with urgent haste. "Please

send someone to rescue the two daughters of Dong Man Gow
at 6 Hinckley Alley, and bring them to me, at once. I have just
had a note from them asking for assistance, as their father is

planning to sell them into slavery," she begged. The answer

came promptly back, "Two men starting now." Then she sat

down to wait.

Arriving at their destination, the two detectives demanded
admittance. This being denied them, they forced the door, and

sprang rapidly up the stairs. A hurried scramble of feet above
them warned them to use all dispatch, ere their quarry was

spirited away. At the head of the stairs another locked door
barred the passage. A young Chinese girl cowered sobbing
in the corner as they burst through, and, just poising herself

on the window sill for a leap, her sister appeared. As they en-

tered, she sprang for an adjacent roof, but ere she could flee far-

ther, the agile detective had followed her, and she was in his

custody.

At the Mission, the whole thing was finally explained. The

identity of the girls, as the daughters of the rich Dong Man Gow,
was promptly established. That neither could speak or write

English also became apparent immediately. From the vernacu-

lar, they sobbingly confessed that they had been told by "their

father's friend" that some "white devils" would attempt to kid-
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nap them and sell them into slavery. When the detectives had

come, their fears were realized and they had attempted to flee.

They were now assured of protection, and their father sent for,

while the detectives went back to headquarters puzzling over that

note that had sent them on the wild goose chase.

All Chinatown buzzed with the story ere an hour had passed.

From mouth to mouth went the news, and many were the

chuckles that gurgled in the throats of all who envied Dong his

prosperity and were not of his Tong. Truly this insult called

for bitter reparation, if he would save his face. Else would the

rich and powerful Dong Man Gow quickly become the laughing
stock of all Chinatown. His house raided by the white detective-

devils, because he planned to sell his own daughters into slavery,

when all knew the rich marriages he hoped to make for them.

Yes, the joke was on Dong Man Gow.

Slowly the gossip filtered the lower levels, and sped through
the rabbit-warren lying so far underground that its inhabitants

were as the cave-dwellers of old. At length the details of how

successfully his plan had worked came to the ears of Sing Bin

Chew. He laughed grimly, and prepared for the next step in his

campaign of insult against his enemy.
In the early morning, just before the gray dawn began to

hover in the east, Sing Bin Chew stole carefully out of a celler-

way across the street from his persecutor's store, now shuttered

and forbidding. In his hand, Sing Bin Chew bore a carefully

prepared placard written in the very blackest of ink on the very

brightest red paper. This placard set forth in every insulting

detail the slight he had put upon his enemy, and wound up with

an elaborate description of the various animals from whom the

ancestry of that enemy had sprung, and a plain challenge to

Dong Man Gow to repair his shattered reputation, to rehabilitate

his dishonored name—in plain Chinese, to "save his face."

From a doorway as black as the one from which Sing Bin

Chew had issued forth, a pair of narrow, cunning eyes watched

him. The bad men of the Suey Kong Tong had not relaxed

their vigilance, and the owner of those eyes was an interested

spectator of Sing Bin Chew's progress. Had there been light

enough, and an observer to note it, the gleam of cruel cupidity

in the watching eyes would have been appalling.

Catlike, the dark figure stole out of the doorway, and ap-

proached the other where he stood in contemplation of his en-

emy's portal, on the wooden shutter of which he meant to place

his placard, that all who ran might read the mighty defiance he

had hurled in that enemy's teeth.

Grim satisfaction in his achievement lulled him to a sense of
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security, there in the velvet blackness preceding the dawn, else

would he have marked the stealthy approach of that figure glid-

ing toward him with such sinister caution. Too late he cast one

glance about him. At the very instant that he turned, the glid-

ing figure hurled itself upon him. A thud, a groan, and the dull

sound of a falling body marked the end of the drama.

Presently a gleam of light crested the summit of the aristo-

cratic heights, heralding the breaking of the dawn. Slowly the

daylight gained in power, tinting the splendor of the hill, and

filtering slowly down to reveal the contrast in the squalid depths,

dissipating the shadows that had, in charity, covered the sins

of the night. But the huddled, silent figure, so hideously flung
across the rich man's threshold, cared naught for the brightness
of the coming day. Presently, the news that Dong Man Gow had

saved his face would be whispered through the length and
breadth of the underground labyrinth, and presently the assassin

would claim the price of the deed which had enabled the mer-

chant to walk abroad, unashamed. There was no sting now,
in the taunt that Sing Bin Chew had so carefully prepared.
Where the bright placard lay beneath the limp body, spread a

stain of darker red, blotting out the defiance written thereon..

Many is the slip, 'twixt the cup and the lip, in the mysterious

quarter.
San Francisco.

THE OASIS
By THERESA RUSSELL

MALL in the midst of the vast,

None pass me by ;

A pearl by the sand-ocean cast.

Afar they descry.
Star to the pilgrim faint,

Precious as shrine of saint,

Haven am L

One in my shade bides content—
Fanned by my breeze,

Under my green bowered tent

Lingers at ease.

Delilah to Samson shorn,

Lulling =from morn to morn.
Siren am L

One snatches rest and is gone.

Scorning to stay ;

Treasures yet wait to be won—
Too short the day.

Nurse to his flagging zeal,

Turning his woe to weal,
Savior am L

I<os Anjreles
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» SOME CRIMINAL CAPTURES IN THE,
EARLY SIXTIES
By J. E. PLEASANTS

N THE early days there was quite an extensive trade

carried on between Los Angeles and Salt Lake. The
Mormons at that time got a large proportion of their

supplies from Southern California. The goods were

freighted, by means of wagon trains, over what was
called the Southern route. This came through Las

Vegas, Nevada, thence through California south of

the Amargosa river and on to San Bernardino. It

was the same route on which, in 1857, in the south-
western part of Utah, occurred the greatest tragedy in the

history of the Southwest—the Mountain Meadow
Massacre.

Following these freight trains were a class of Mormon horse-

thieves, from which in time grew a regularly organized band.

They made systematic inroads upon the stock of the rancheros,

stealing a fev/ at a time, as opportunity afforded
;
and it was

usually gentle animals that were their prey.
These they collected in the grassy meadoys of the north side

of the San Gabriel and San Bernardino mountains, where feed

and water were abundant, until there was a herd of sufficient size

to be driven to Utah and sold. This system of theft became such
an evil that in 1861 the owners of several ranches in Los Angeles
and San Bernardino counties decided to equip a posse of men to

hunt out the thieves, and try to recover some of the lost stock.

Among the ranch owners who headed this movement were Will-
iam Workman, John Rowland, William Wolfskill, Frank Tem-
ple and Francisco Lopez. Messrs. Workman and Rowland were
at the time joint owners in La Puente Rancho. Mr. Wolfskill
owned several ranches in Los Angeles County, and was a large
stock raiser. I was at that time in charge of one of his ranches,
the Lomas^de Santiago, which has since become absorbed by the

San Joaquin Ranch, now one of the largest holdings in Orange
County. We kept horses on the Lomas de Santiago at that time,
and as we had lost quite a number I was not unwilling to be-

come one of the searching party. The posse consisted of Will-
iam Warren, who, being somewhat skilled in such matters, was
chosen leader, Frank Rice, Nat. Shrewsbury, C. Laughlin, J.

Armenta and myself. We were all well armed and well mounted,
having had the pick of the saddle horses of the several ranches.

Early in October we left Los Angeles, having each of us ob-
tained official authority for making arrests. We went to San
Bernardino, which we entered singly and after nightfall, in order
to avoid suspicion, as it was commonly known that these bands
of thieves had a rendezvous at that place and friends on the look-

out. Warren had communicated with Sheriff Smith of San Ber-
nardino County, and he had made all necessary arrangements
for us, even to the extent of getting accommodations for us in

private houses, as he thought it best for us not to be seen at the

hotel. We stayed in San Bernardino the follovving day, learning
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what we could with due caution. We left town about nine in the

evening, accompanied by Sheriff Smith, who had decided to help
us in our search. We were much pleased with this arrangement,
as he was a man noted for his coolness and intrepid courage in

the face of danger. Our way lay up the Cajon Pass to the Swart-
house Cahon, v/hich we reached about 2 a. m. Here we camped
till daybreak. We then followed the cafion, and scoured the

mountain sides for traces of our game. We found many indica-

tions of their having .been in the vicinity, and finally came to a

log cabin on the mountain side by a spring, near which grazed
a few head of horses. The sole occupant of the cabin was a

Utah Indian, who either would not or could not speak enough
English to be at all satisfactory. We labored with him long, but
in vain; his broken lingo of mixed Indian and English afforded

no clew. Only once in a moment of apparent inspiration, he

asked: "You stealum horses?" We answered yes, at which he

laughed and seemed to grow confidential ; but it was all too much
in his native tongue so that it served no purpose for our ends.

We camped at his spring for the night, however, hoping h.is com-

panions might return. He was friendly and offered no objections
to this. Among the horses feeding near the cabin was one bear-

ing the brand of Francisco Lopez. Of this we took possession
without any opposition from the Indian.

The next morning, nothing having resulted from our watch
and the Indian making signs that horses had gone toward the

Mojave river, we decided to go in that direction. We reached

Lane's Crossing that afternoon, after a ride of about twenty-
five miles. This was a trading post kept by a man named Lane
at the Mojave River on the main emigrant road. Lane was well

known for his honesty and truthfulness, so We felt that if he

could give us any information it would be reliable. He lived

here alone, in a log cabin of considerable dimensions, which he

had made a fortified stronghold against possible attack from In-

dians or other marauders. We made known our errand, but

Lane could give us very little information. He had seen sus-

picious looking characters pass both ways, but none with loose

stock. He advised us to go down the river fifteen or twenty
miles, as collectors of stolen stock would avoid the main road

where practicable, and here the country was quite open. We
acted on his advice, and spent two days in searching for traces

along the river, but with no results.

We came to the conclusion that the objects of our search

must be farther west in the mountains about the Rock Creek

region. Leaving the river very early one morning, we returned

to the mountains, pushing farther west than we had previously
done. During this afternoon one of the party killed a deer, which
was a very acceptable addition to our rations. After reaching
the meadows, which lay at a considerable elevation, we pro-
ceeded cautiously, as in many places we found signs of our

quarry in the shape of deserted camps where stock had been

herded at no distant date. The mountains along here were in-

terspersed with grassy meadows and running streams. Tiie

grazing was excellent, and in those days this section was remote
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from any settlement, making it an ideal rendezvous for these

gangs of thieves with their stolen herds. About sunset, as we
were nearing the top of a ridge, some of the party who were a

little in advance saw a smoke, which evidently came from a

camp-fire. We came together, and after a short consultation we
made a charge upon the camp, which was just over the ridge
on the edge of a pretty meadow by the side of a stream. The
camp was guarded by but one man, who was evidently detailed

to keep camp and herd the band of horses that were grazing in

the meadow. The herder had started his campfire to cook his

supper, but, to his misfortune, had lighted it a little too early.
He was completely taken by surprise, and at first made an at-

tempt to get his gun ;
then seeming to think that of no use,

started to run, but was suddenly stopped by the Sheriff, who
called to him to halt or be shot. He then quietly did the only
rational thing—gave himself ^nto custody. He was a short,
thick-set young fellow, with a hard face, and sullen manner.
At first he refused to tell us anything at all of his accomplices ;

but, after a time, on being told that he would be well-treated as

long as he behaved and answered proper questions, he consented

to talk a little, especially after seeing that we identified a num-
ber of the horses by their brands. He said that there were a

number of men collecting horses to make up a band to take to

Salt Lake. They were scattered among the settlements gath-

ering stock as they could, to take back into the mountains to be

kept there until they should accumulate enough to make the

drive. Of his own party, all he would say was that there were
several of them, and that they might be in that night or the next.

With this we had to be content and take our chances. There was
considerable risk in lying in wait for the gang to return, not

knowing their number, but it seemed the only thing to do. Our
prisoner's supply of provisions was quite scant, and our own
was getting low, so we hoped that he was telling the truth about
the time he expected his party in.

We quickly cooked and ate supper, and made ready to receive

the outlaws on their return.

The Sheriff handcuffed the prisoner and placed him under

guard at some little distance from the camp. We took turns

sleeping and doing guard duty through the night.
The next day dragged along to an end and still no arrivals.

We identified the greater number of the stock as belonging to

the different owners who had organized our party, but hoped to

secure still more, when we bagged the rest of our game. Dark
came at the end of the second day and we made our preparations
as before. It was quite cold and uncomfortable for the guard,
as we dared not keep up a fire after dark for fear of giving the

enemy the advantage. This night passed without incident and
the next day, and the third night, until about 3 o'clock in the

morning. At this time we were suddenly aroused by the guard
who said there were horses coming up the ridge. We then made
all possible haste to carry into execution the plan previously

agreed upon—to place ourselves in a position to surround the

thieves after they came into camp. We quietly stationed our-

selves at short distances from camp, each man taking a place
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selected and as much under cover as possible. We lay thus

quietly waiting for their advance. They came up the ridge, en-

tering the meadow by the same trail we had come, driving quite
a herd of horses. We could see them outlined against the sky
as they came over the ridge, and there were but three men. They
turned the horses back into the meadow, then rode into camp,
calling several times for "Jim ;" but no Jim answered, as Sheriflf

Smith had instructed him in an impressive manner, that it would
be unsafe to give the alarm in any way when his friends re-

turned. They seemed rather uneasy at receiving no response
from their confederate, but came on to camp and began to un-
saddle their tired horses. This was our opportunity. We
quickly surrounded them and ordered them to surrender. There
were several shots fired on both sides, but as we were at first

some distance apart and in the timber, no one was hurt. We
secured two of them, the third escaped on foot. Two of our men
chased him some distance, but finally lost him in the dense
brush. They returned some time after daylight and we made
preparations to return with the three prisoners and the stock
to San Bernardino.
The prisoners in San Bernardino jail were in due time con-

victed and sent to the State Prison for a term of years. They all

confessed their guilt, and their conviction had the effect of break-

ing up the nefarious ring of which they had been a part. And
now as to the fortunes of the man who escaped.

Many of the old residents of Los Angeles County will re-

member the unprovoked murder of a very popular citizen in 1863—that of John Sanford. Mr. Sanford was a brother-in-law of

General Phineas Banning, who was the founder of the town of

Wilmington, and father of the Banning Brothers, present own-
ers of Santa Catalina Island,

Mr. Sanford was driving in a buggy from Los Angeles to his

ranch near Ft. Tejon. When within a few miles of the ranch he

overtook a man walking and carrying a roll of blankets on his

back. Tramps were unknown in those days, and this was the

mode of travel frequently for stranded miners looking for work.
Mr. Sanford entertained no suspicion of the character of this man,
but kindly asked him to ride. The man accepted the invitation,

and as they rode along said that he was looking for work of any
kind. Mr. Sanford told him to go on to the ranch with him and
he would try and find something for him to do. They rode on for

some distance, when something about the harness getting out of

order Mr. Sanford stepped out of the buggy to arrange it. It

was the custom at that time for all men to carry a revolver
when making long trips into the country, and INIr. Sanford had
his lying on the buggy seat in its case as was his custom. This
seemed to inspire the thought of crime in the mind of the man
left in the buggy, for no sooner was his benefactor's back turned
than he seized the pistol and shot Mr. Sanford dead. He then
rifled the dead man's pockets, obtained a trifling sum, unhitched
the team, turned one of the horses loose and rode away on the

other, taking his blankets and Mr. Sanford's watch and pistol.
Mr. Sanford's body and the deserted buggy were found within
an hour by some teamsters coming over the road. They brought
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the, body to Los Angeles and gave the alarm. The town was
wild with excitement over the terrible crime and a large re-

ward was offered for the murderer. Notices of the reward were
posted in prominent places in the city, and in neighboring towns.

In those days it was more difficult to capture a criminal than

now, owing to the scarcity of telegraph lines and to the thinly
settled condition of the country. The first telegraph line be-
tween San Francisco and Los Angeles was not completed until

i860, and there was no connection with the smaller towns until

a much later date. Owing to these conditions it was no uncom-
mon thing for citizens to take an active part in assisting the offi-

cers in the capture of a criminal, where the crime committed
called forth much public resentment. About a week later a
citizen stopping at a hotel in Santa Barbara had his suspicions
aroused by a man traveling on foot, who stayed at the hotel over

night. In some mysterious manner, he connected this man with
the Sanford murder, and could not rid his mind of the thought,
though there seemed little ground for it. The next morning he
told the landlord of his suspicions, and suggested their detaining
the man until inquiries could be made. The landlord laughed at

him and discouraged any interference with the stranger, who, he

said, was only some poor fellow looking for work. After break-
fast the stranger left the hotel, taking the road up the coast.

Meanwhile the man who had suspected him could not rid his

mind of the conviction of this unknown man's guilt, and fol-

lowed him, watching a chance for a safe attack. Finally passing
the traveler, he awaited him at a turn in the road near a farm

house, where he might call assistance if necessary. There he

grappled the suspected man, and after a severe struggle, suc-

ceeded in throwing him to the ground and held him there until

help came. They took the man back to town and had him ar-

rested and searched. On his person was found Mr. Sanford's

watch, and in his roll of blankets the pistol that had been the
means of sending its owner to death.

The prisoner was taken to Los Angeles and tried. He con-

fessed his crime and gave in substance the facts relating to the

murder as before mentioned. He was sentenced to be hanged,
but the enraged citizns, fearing his possible escape before the

day appointed, determined to execute the sentence at once. On
the scaffold he was asked if he had anything to say, and he re-

plied that he had. He asked if there was any one present who
had helped to capture some horse thieves in the mountains near
Rock Creek two years before. There were several replies in the

affirmative. He then said that he was the man who escaped.
He stated that he had killed seven other men, besides being en-

gaged in the atrocities of the Mountain Meadow Massacre. He
expressed himself as having no remorse whatever for his crimes.

He gave his name as Charles Wilkins, said he was of English
birth and that his parents were Mormons living in Salt Lake.
After finishing his remarks, he was hanged without further cere-

mony, and I believe him to have been one of the most thoroughly
hardened criminals ever brought to justice on the Pacific Coast

Santa Ana, Gal.
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THi: OLD NAMES*
T WOULD be hard to say, for they are many—but

probably the greatest service that Theodore Roosevelt

has done his country has been in convincing the kind

of people who waited only for that conviction, that we

Can do things, if we Try. And the ripples of this con-

viction are spreading daily, not only in municipal and

State politics, but in many smaller ponds.

A few montljs ago the Secretary of War listened to

and approved the request of a few thoughtful people

(who had history on their side, and the right feeling)

and officially restored to the military post at Monterey the name

by which it was known to all the civilized world before there was
an American settlement in the Golden State. It was a consider-

able cutting of red-tape, but the case needed the shears. As was
remarked in these pages very recently, it was a good precedent.
The April number of this magazine made some mild remarks

about an atrociously ignorant and impertinent changing of his-

toric names in California by some clerk of the Post Office Depart-
ment, and urged that the gentleman's superiors restore the proper
nomenclature. Appeals were made to the President of the United

States, and to the Postmaster-General, for restoration of the post-
office names to which we are entitled. It is pleasant to be able

to record that this matter received proper consideration at Wash-
ington, and beginning July ist (the Post Office "quarter") the

official designation of the following California postoffices will be

changed from the illiterate official botchery back to the proper
spelling. The other suggestions made are "under consideration."

Delrosa to Del Rosa. Lamanda to La Manda.
Lahonda to La Honda. Paloverde to Palo Verde.

Also the following postoffices which have been written as one
word will henceforth be known as they should be, as two words :

Del Mar. La Mesa. El Monte.
Dos Palos. Palo Alto. El Toro.
El Casco. Menlo Park. La Panza.
El Rio. El Cajon. Chula Vista.

Credit for the initiative in this movement belongs to Hon.
Zoeth S. Eldredge, of San Francisco, State Bank Commissioner,
and a serious student of California history. The Landmarks
Glub has also taken a vital part in the campaign; and so have
several other good citizens.

It is encouraging to note that the people of San Buenaventura

(the beautiful little California city w^hich has suffered worst by
the salaried illiterates) are stirring for the restoration of the

name their town has worn proudly ever since 1782 until a few

years ago, when cheap clerks with an empiric power docked it to

mere "Ventura," Power to the elbow of all Californians who
refuse to be parties to easy ignorance of history and spelling.

*See editorial pases.
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The University of New York has made up a jury of
FAME 1111)1 -1 iT->

AND THE "not less than one hundred, chosen with rather Eastern
LONG HAUL

standards, to fill the niches in a National Hall of Fame
;

and there are now forty-two such vacancies, of which there shall

be twenty-six native-born Americans, six Americans of foreign

birth, and ten American women.
As Lincoln remarked : "For the sort of people that like this

sort of thing, this is just the sort of thing those people would

like." Without hostile discussion of the entitlement of the Uni-

versity of New York to establish such a pantheon—which Har-

vard may have thought of and been too modest to attempt—it

does rather concern the public to see that the enterprise, once

started, shall be held to standards worthy of the universal Amer-

ican intelligence. To fill the list of worthies is a matter which

may well engage the most judicial historians and philosophers ;

but there are a few names so obvious that they would not need

mention were it not that the plan is fathered in a way which in

itself suggests a certain innocence.

Among the ten most illustrious American women there would

be much discussion, but there is no question whatever, to any-

one who knows even the A, B, ab of our national story, that

whoever else is or is not represented among the niches devoted

to women, Jessie Benton Fremont will have to be.

The daughter of Tom Benton, the first Senator of the United

States to foresee the thing that made us a continental instead of

a provincial nation
;
the wife of John C. Fremont, the man who

by his courage and diplomacy realized and developed Benton's

broad vision; herself the first woman in the United States that

the whole nation called by her first name
;
the woman who for the

only time in American history "held up" the government, defied

the War Department and sent her Young Man to find and con-

quer and make new national boundaries, in defiance of the

provincialism of his superiors
—this woman will be in the Hall

of Fame. She had more of the prophecy of statecraft than most

of the statesmen—and more than any of the wives of any of the
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Presidents. And she had the human quahty beyond any of them.

This is in no disregard of other wise and noble women ;
but to any

student of American history it is obvious that Mrs. Fremont held

a place no other woman has ever held, both in the councils of

the nation and in the public liking.

If not nowj sometime there will be a niche also for her hus-

band, The Pathfinder. The man who by his personal effort,

as a humble officer, added more territory to the United States,

and better territory, than any other man ever added; the man

who has been crucified for the provincialism of statesmen of his

day and of megalocephalic Harvard professors that write history

they cannot understand; the man who broke all records before

or since, as an explorer of America; the man who conquered

more country of a foreign speech, with less loss of blood on

either side, and more built up, by his personal diplomacy, friendly

relations between the conquerors and conquered than any other

American that ever lived—John C. Fremont—he will also be

Among Those Present.

And possibly also, if it shall ever be discovered in certain

circles how interesting is the study of the history of America,

there will be a prominent place in this Hall of Fame for the man

who ranks, without comparison, the first among those who, any-

where within the limits of the United States, have personally

explored, civilized, uplifted and bequeathed forever to civiliza-

tion, a great area, Junipero Serra, the apostle of California, and

its founder, should have one of the foremost places in an Ameri-

can Hall of Fame.

He has not been, perhaps, as much heard of by Eastern provin-

cials as some others, but he did far more than anyone else. No
other man in the history of any region now included within the

United States, ever approached his accomplishment. No other

ever walked as far, or worked as hard, or left as much to show

for it—whether you judge by the standards which he particu-

larly followed, or by the other results on our modern history.

This magazine is not a Carnegie foundation for the instruction

of one's betters ;
and the University of New York does not have

to take the Lion's advice; these are merely gratuitous expres-

sions of the fact that every ejtpert in these lines knows ;
and

furthermore, the expression of the human hope that if we have

to have Halls of Fame, they shall be Fit to Eat.

There are newspaper protests against the "disappoint-

ment to local architects" in the alleged decision of the Post better than

Office Department to draw in Washington the plans for the "they" knew

new postoffice in Los Angeles.

The Lion would be more or less sorry to see the local archi-
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tects disappointed, in proportion to them; but their professional

pain is a very small part of the disappointment that will fall on
the general intelligence of this community, if we are to be added
to the long procession of Terrible Examples of red-tape archi-

tecture.

There are probably some things that the routine Departments
can do well. The only thing I know of that they do do well is

to pay comfortable salaries to people who could not, as a rule,

earn half as much in the competition of the market. But every
educated person in America, probably, is aware that government
architecture, as she is architected in the Bureau, is an insult to

American intelligence ; and is tolerated simply because we are in

the habit of paying salaries to people to do certain things, and
then—letting them do them, and live!

It has taken about ten years to teach the Post Office Depart-
ment that Los Angeles is a little larger than Newton Center,
Mass, ; that it needs room according to its growth. Through all

the momentous years in which the nation has learned to be a

World Power, and an empire, and a canal-digger, and various

other structural newnesses, we Angeleiios have been more or

less humbly pecking away at Washington to convince tiiem that

our post office receipts, which grow faster than those of any other

city in the country; that our more miles of delivery than New
York has

; that our more changes of address than New York has
—that these, and other things of that sort, Mean Something.
At last we have secured a somewhat grudging and only half-

way adequate concession for a postoffice, which, when it shall

be built, will be big enough for Los Angeles as it was five years

ago, and not one-quarter big enough to meet the business de-

mands of the Los Angeles of the day that the building opens for

Business.

But we have met Easterners before; and also red tape. We
have secured as much as we had a right to expect, considering
what is what.

The official mind naturally cannot grasp anything of this sort

except by trephining
—and by daily trephining through a term

of years. We have, however, surgeons competent and inter-

ested to perform this operation ; and being a patient community,
as American communities generally are (else every bureau in the

government would have been stood on its head and its incom-

petent teeth shaken loose, long ago), we are willing to sit up

nights, and paddle daytimes, to teach these salaried officials, by
the slow process of insistency, how to earn their salaries.

But while we can put up with snippy facilities and the injus-

tice that they involve, under the historic and economic circum-
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stances it is a little too much to ask us to be content to have
Postum-minded architects' helpers, in a Washington office, draw-

plans for the chief federal building in the metropolis of the

Southwest.
We have ourselves all sorts of architects—good, bad and in-

different, and some shades beyond either classification. On the

whole, however, we have a pretty reasonable set. The best of

them could not design quite such a building as the very deans
of American architecture, whom the red-tape government archi-

tects most love to turn down. On the other hand, the worst of

them probably could not devise a worse building for this city
than the Washington office may safely be trusted to project.
Not if they tried.

This is not a local issue. Every critical body in the United
States looks upon the average government building with the

Sneerness which it deserves. Our foreign visitors, from lands

where architecture is an art instead of a political refuge for in-

competents, view our public buildings and wonder how a people
can progress as we do, who will permit such nightmares to come
true in granite.
There is some noble architecture in some of the older govern-

ment buildings
—like the National Capitol, for instance. But the

modern official architecture, propagated by fossil draughtsmen,
"between walls and pay-days," is a scandal to the civilized world.
In any place where people like it, their blood be on their own
heads

; but here in Los Angeles (which is largely populated with

people who had some common sense befoiii they came, and had
common sense enough to come) we don't care for that sort of

thing.
The government has spent something like $300,000 at River-

side on the Sherman Institute—an Indian School of many re-

deeming features. It undertook to build on the "Mission" plan ;

it took pains not to allow the architect to be a person who knew
anything about that kind of architecture

; and the result is there,

plain for all men to see. Those who do not know what those

buildings look like, probably will, sometime.
Southern California is infested and vulgarized with cheap imi-

tations of an architecture so noble, so pure, so sincere that it has
world-wide fame

;
and the imitations are so cheap and so "tin-

horn" that there are no tolerable words to define them. There
is not yet in California a single building of that "school" fit for

a moment to compare architecturally with the thing those gray-
robed friars built in the wilderness more than a century ago,
without "labor," materials or money. Each imitation is a little

worse than the other; and the Riverside School is rather worse
than all the others put together.
Now it is the same spirit in Washington, mutilating the archi-

tecture of this city, that has handcuffed and gagged our post-
office facilities for so many years—the inability to conceive or to

believe that so far away from the official pap there can possibly
be anyone competent to do anything—or fit to deserve anything.
The Lion has the deepest reverence for the Government of the

United States ;
but for the routine clerks that largely run the gov-

ernment in the absence and over the heads of the competent men
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who have to trust them, he has no use whatever. I think it was
Gen. Sherman, who, on being shown by the head of the archi-

tectural bureau a certain official building in Washington, said :

"There is only one thing I am really sorry about in this building."
"And what is that. General?"
"I am afraid the bloody thing is fireproof."
As Los Angeles is growing, doubtless no federal building that

can be erected will be adequate for more than a few years. But
we have at least as many ugly buildings as we need. While
the new postoffice lasts, it ought to be a respectable figure on the

urban sky line. Perhaps it is worth while to insist that it shall

be. Certainly no competent business man in this city would let

the plans for so expensive a building to a corps of draughtsmen
in a foreign city who had never seen Los Angeles, who did not

know what the rest of the city looks like, who did not know much
of anything anyho'w (except to drop their pencils at twenty min-
utes to four, waiting for the four o'clock whistle). If no one
business man would do his own business in this way, it might be
well for the aggregation of business men here to insist that a

building which concerns every citizen, whether "business" or not,
shall be erected on primary business principles. And if this

community insists, it will find that it is stronger than the cheap
clerks in any architect's office, even the government's—for it

will find that if it protests, the Real officials of this Government
will take it up. It is only the underlings that do these things
badly—and they only so long as we fail to Take it Up with their

Boss.

THE HAIRS '^ ^^ hard for us to realize in this world that what hap-
OF ONE pens to the Other Fellow concerns Us at all. But as a

HEADS matter of fact, nothing concerns us so much. What hap-
pens to us, we are apt to look out for. What doesn't happen to

us, but to our inferiors, is apt to elude us until it rises up in the
scale to include us—and by then it is rather late to protest.

I don't know how you wear your hair, and you may not know
how I wear mine ; but we both know that we wear it as it happens
to suit us. If any man or collection of men, or nation, or national

law, were to step in and take you or me by the neck, hobble and

gag us, and chop our hair according to some plan agreed upon at

a world congress in Paris—there would probably be something
doing when we were released from the clutches of the interna-
tional barber. A consensus of nations might very likely have de-
termined much better than you and I have done, how well we
would look if properly tonsured

; but as mere human beings we
are willing—nay, we prefer

—to worry along looking as badly as
we do at our own choice.

Now if there is any authority in the United States, or the
Western Hemisphere, or the world at large, to catch any man,
hog-tie him and clip him by force, it will naturally begin on

• humble people. But if it is lawful, or decent, or human to take
the humblest and entreat him thus, it is equally lawful to treat

you and me thus, as soon as the inquisitor gets up the nerve. No
chain is stronger than its weakest link. No equity can endure
for the proudest, if it cannot stand for the humblest.
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It was an important as well as an honorable decision which

Judge Noyes of the Superior Court of Riverside recently ren-

dered in a suit for damages brought by a poor Yuma Indian

against the agent appointed by the United States Government to

take care of the physical, moral and economic fortunes of these

wards of Uncle Sam. Aqua His is a Yuma Indian of prominence
in his own tribe. Mr. Spear, the agent, is apparently a reason-

able, well-meaning American officer—but not exactly a man-

ager of men, nor a student of those things without whose knowl-

edge no man can manage men. The Indian did not understand
that Mr. Spear was God, and ventured to doubt some of his more
than Ten Commandments. He broke no law of the United

States, but he did violate an order of the agent. Mr. Spear
punished him by having him forcibly barbered. Aqua His had

good long, thick hair. I would borrow $10,000, and pay it, if I

could cover my scalp with as full adornment. With primitive
man, the hair is more significant than with a generation which

habitually gets baldheaded ;
but we need not spoof at that, for

every American woman has the same veneration for a fine head
of hair. It was, therefore, not only an insult to his individuality,
but to his religion, when a man who did not know enough to

understand him did him this violence.

To make a long story short. Aqua His brought suit in a court

provided by the American Government to do justice between
Americans. He sued the agent, Spear, for damages for what

any one of us would deem personal assault—not to count the ad-

ditional insult to his superstition. The Indian's case was fairly

tried. The agent had on his side all the authority of the gov-
ernment and our usual feeling for the Superior Race. Judge
Noyes had the manhood and the legal acumen to look at the

thing as bald-headed as the agent made the man in his power.
In a carefully studied opinion (of which an abstract will be given
in these pages before long) Judge Noyes recognizes the right
of a person who walks upright on two legs in the United States

of America to the protection of the Constitution of these United
States. There is no sentimentality about his view of the case;
he puts it purely on the legal ground. He holds that to punish
a man by cutting his hair is competent only after conviction of

crime in a legally constituted court. He holds that the President
of the United States, the Secretary of the Interior, the Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs, and even an Indian Agent, are amen-
able to the laws of the land ;

that they cannot take the place
of the courts which are established for a safeguard of human
rights ; and that Agent Spear violated the Constitution of the

United States.

It is not intended to blame Agent Spear. He seems to be an

honest and well-meaning official, carried away, very naturally,

by the red-tape current. It is easy to forget when you have a sal-

ary from the government in this department, that your raw ma-
terial is human lives and feeling. On the other hand, the best

service that can be done to men in this position, if they are

really men, is to define their legal rights and to correct them
when routine has led them astray.
The Lion, for one, is glad that the damages given the oflfended
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victim are nominal and not punitive. Mr. Spear does not, I

think, deserve to be heavily fined—but he or any other man
deserves to be taught that human rights cannot be over-ridden

by a salaried job.
What the President of the United States thinks about this sort

of thing is sufficiently shown by the fact that he, personally,
more than two years ago, ordered the abrogation of that in-

famous "Hair-Cut order" under which Agent Spear mistakenly

proceeded long after its promulgator had been forced, by a

storm of ridicule all over the United States, to emasculate it.

The whole matter was taken up to Mr. Roosevelt and he took

pains to command the withdrawal of this outrageous regula-
tion.

THE PASSING ^^ ^^^ havc Hved long enough in this world to get the

OF THE general hang of things, you have probably noticed (par-
DEAN ticularly when death marks the stress) that the forces

which are most vital are not always the most notorious. You
have probably known some person that was a real essence in all

the lives he or she touched—and still was not of newspaper
vogue. Scholars the world over, and particularly in the United

States, have something of this feeling about the quietest man of

us all, but the dean of American ethnologists. Dr. Washington
Matthews, who has lately Gone Beyond.

Real scientists, as a rule, are modest
;
but I think none of them

will dispute that this was the most modest of them all. Some
scientists are gentle ;

and here was the gentlest. As a rule, sci-

entists have what passes in the commercial world as "bad luck"—
and none ever had more of undeserved misfortune. But I do not
know in all the annals of American science, in any line, a more
enviable name. Dr. Matthews stood absolutely at the head of his

own profession. He was the dean of our ethnologists ;
and knew

more, and knew it better, about his specific field, than any other
man who has ever studied the science which deals with the First

Americans.
He had a horror of newspaper notoriety. Five hundred fakirs

have grown fat, through the reporters, by semi-digesting Mat-
thews's work and regurgitating it to confiding space-writers—of

course, as a rule, without a word of credit. Matthews camped in

the wilderness and learned; his parasites sat in their city rooms
and battened on what he had done—without personal expense of

time, money or hardship. The average man would have been
embittered by this—or would have avenged himself upon the
sneak-thieves. Dr. Matthews did neither; all he cared for was
the Work

;
so long as that was done, he cared little who got the

credit.

A little picture on page 305 of the May number is not only
pretty, but significant; and so is the verse that accompanies it.

They show as much as perhaps any one photograph and poem
could show of the simplicity of heart of this great man, and his

love for childhood.
Years ago, Dr. Matthews sacrificed himself in the discharge

of his duty. For years he has been a cripple
—one would say,

"a hopeless cripple" of almost any other person. But Matthews
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was never hopeless, to himself or to pthers. Almost absolutely

incapacitated in body; almost wholly past the power of locomo-

tion
; dependent upon his devoted wife for the simple mechanics

of keeping alive—he was still unspoiled, unembittered, happy and

useful. As if ataxia v/ere not enough, an almost total deafness

fell upon him; and of all the joys I have had in life, I doubt if

I shall remember any longer than this—that a few months be-

fore his passing, I had the pleasure of putting into his tight ears,

for the first time in a decade, some of the songs of the world he

most cared for. With the ear-tubes we were able to play to him
some of the Indian and Spanish songs ;

and by holding the ear-

trumpet just right to the guitar, he got, viva voce, many of the

old ditties of the Southwest.
This old man has shaped many younger lives. Every one of

them will be glad to acknowledge the debt, and the Lion, for

one, wishes to record his sense of a loss second only to that other

bereavement, almost contemporary, which was even harder to

bear. Something of an appreciation of what he was and of what
he meant will presently be printed in these pages.

While the War Department and the Post Office Depart- xenderfeet
ment (both, perhaps, a trifle accelerated by the President, to versus

whom the matter has been concurrently handed up) have California

very promptly sided with those CaHfornians who know and care for

California history, and have violated Red Tape to restore the historic

fitnesses* it remains for a magazine in (but not of) California—
the "Red Raven Splits," or some such name—to walk backward

''by its lonesome" into the abysm of illiteracy, inviting its kind

to follow.

Pursuant of its motto—"Originality, Quaintness, Quality"
—it

remarks (apropos of California names) that "Time is money;"
so California hasn't the price to respect itself. Some people's
time is money. The time of Splits isn't—and never v/ill be,

unless it shall learn which of the two is worth most. Meantime,
it fancies that "commerce and trade demand brevity." When
they do, mebbe they will get it. But it will not be by way of the

longest thing of its length that they ever saw—which is Red
Raven Splits.

This precious proof that people can be in California without

being CaHfornians, is at present published in "the Garden City"
of San Jose. But it will not be for long published there, nor

anywhere else, if it continues to think and say (as in a recent

number which has no date of any sort by month or year) that

"Frisco is far better than San Francisco;" "Bispo is far better

than San Luis Obispo"—and so on.

That is all that need be said. If there were not a lot of dirt,

the human race would have nothing to walk on. There prob-

ably is no place in California where this kind of philistinism will

be popular. And if there is, that place will presently wake up to

wonder why it is, even commercially, about forty years behind
those parts of the State that are settled with people who have
common sense, some education, and a general decent feeling.

Chas. F. Lummis.
* See

" The Old Names," on another pasre.
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IT
WAS a wise philosopher who said that if he had his way
he "would make Good Health contagious," instead of dis-

ease.

The Southwest Society seems to have found the right bacillus.

Its movement to save the historic, scientific and art treasures of

the Southwest is becoming fairly epidemic. Today this Baby of

the Family is by far the largest society of the fifteen in the Insti-

tute, having 262 members. In other words, at eighteen months

it has outgrown the twenty-five-year-old societies of the East.

Not only that—not a third of the other societies have today as

many members as the Southwest Society has gained since March

1st. It Grows as it Goes ;
and it will keep on going and grow-

ing.

An interesting phase of this growth is its geographic scope.

The Southwest Society has members living in fifty-seven cities

and towns ;
in thirty places in California, and twenty-seven lo-

calities in fourteen other commonwealths in the United States

and two foreign countries. Its roster includes not only 151
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members whose postoffice address is Los Angeles ;
but 1 1 1 mem-

bers resident in San Francisco, San Diego and twenty-eight other

CaHfornia cities
;

in Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania,
District of Columbia, Florida, Minnesota, Indiana, Illinois, Ohio,

New Mexico, British Guiana and Mexico. There is nothing really

provincial about this. Nor is there anything provincial in the

plans of the Southwest Society.

Among the many pleasing and significant things that have

happened to the Society none is more appreciated than a recent

donation. Miss Elizabeth Benton Fremont, daughter of John C.

Fremont, the Pathfinder, has presented to the Southwest Society,

for its Museum, the historic flag which her father unfurled on

the crest of the Rocky Mountains on August 15, 1842, and many
other of the personal relics of the man who gave us California.

Aside from the historical and romantic value of this collection, it

is the best possible nucleus to attract a valuable collection of the

American pioneering o'f California.

Mr. Alex. Belford has promised the Society the Mss. of Fre-

mont's "Memoirs," and other relics.

Good fortune from an entirely different quarter has befallen

within the month. There is no reasonable doubt that there will

be an affiliation of the Women's Clubs of the Southwest to erect,

as their monument, and as a part of the Southwest Museum, a

noble art gallery. The Ruskin Art Club, the oldest club of

women in Southern California, has just secured, as its initial

gift to the Museum, seven oil sketches of the Southern California

Missions, painted in 1883, by Wm. Keith, the foremost Western

artist. These are probably the first representations, by an artist

of high standing, of these historic buildings; and they have the

very highest documentary value, quite aside from their art merit.

Mr. Keith and the Ruskin Art Club have both shown the most

generous public spirit in this matter; and the pictures will be

among the highly important possessions of the Museum.

The second meeting of the Southwest Museum Foundation

Committee was held May 20th, and made important progress. A
complete organization will be perfected for founding and endow-

ing the Museum. Mr. Henry W. O'Melveny is Chairman of the

Finance Committee; and a board of Trustees of the Funds will

include some of the most prominent financiers of the city.

The complete Southwest Museum Foundation Committee is as follows:

J. O. Koepfli, Chairman (Prest. Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce).
Maj. E. W. Jones, Vice-Chairman.
Chas. F. Lummis, Secretary.
Rt. Rev. Thos. J. Conaty, Bishop of Los Angeles and Monterey.
Rt. Rev. Joseph H. Johnson, Bishop of Los Angeles.
Rev. Geo. F. Bovard, Prest. University of Southern California.
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W. C. Patterson, Prest. L. A. National Bank.
jas. C. Kays, Prest. Dollar Savings Bank.
Maj. E. F. C. Klokke, Chairman Municipal Art League.
Walter R. Bacon, Prest. Historical Society of So. Cal.

John J. Byrne, G. P. A. Santa Fe Coast Lines.
Gen. M. H. Sherman, Vice-Prest. L. A.-Pacific R R.
Theo. B. Comstock, ex-Prest. Southern Cal. Acad. Science.
W. J. Washburn, Prest. Equitable Savings Bank.
Kaspare Cohn, Prest. Congregation B'nai B'rith.
Mark Sibley Severance L B. Dockweiler
Chas. Cassatt Davis Dr. Jno. R. Haynes
Henry W. O'Melveny Sumner P. Hunt
Flon. R. F. del Valle Dr. F. M. Palmer
Fernand Lungren Hon. R. N. Bulla
W. D. Stephens
Mrs. Wm. H. Housh, Prest. Ruskin Art Club.
Mrs. Roy Jones, Prest. Friday Morning Club.
Mrs. F. W. King, Prest. L. A. Ebell.
Mrs. Josiah Evans Cowles, Prest. Cal. Federation Women's Clubs.
Mrs. Jefferson D. Gibbs, Prest. Woman's Parliament So. Cal.
Mrs. W. D. Turner, Prest. Pasadena Shakespeare Club.
Mrs. Oliver C. Bryant, Prest. L. A. District C. F. W. C.
Mrs. G. W. Jordan, Vice-Prest. Cosmos Club.
Mrs. W. W. Murphy, Prest- Cal. Congress of Mothers.
Miss Mary L. Jones, Librarian, Los Angeles Public Library.
Mrs. D. G. Stephens Mrs. W. S. Bartlett'
Mrs. Mary H. Hunt Mrs. Frank Wiggins
Miss Mary E. Foy Mrs. J. F. Sartori
Mrs. G. H. Wadleigh Geo. W. Marston, San Diego.
Mrs. S. C. Hubbell Wm. G. Burnham, Orange.
Mrs. Robt. J. Burdette Frank A. Miller, Riverside.
Mrs. W. J. Washburn Louis G. Dreyfus, Santa Barbara.

Mr. Abbot Kinney has offered to provide land and a building
for the Southwest Museum at his Venice of America; and has
also promised to aid the museum, wherever placed, if in the

judgment of the directorate this city is a better place for it than
the new and important sea-coast resort. Other sites have been

proffered and are under consideration.

No less important than the building of the museum, which

obviously is going to be built, and built right, is the saving of

the things to put in it. The museums of the civilized world are

skinning our territory for the things they deem good enough for

the education of their children. The Southwest Society is pro-

ceeding on the assumption that California children are just as

worthy of this education as children in Berlin, in Boston, or Phil-

adelphia, or even in Constantinople. There are no protective
laws, as yet, in the United States, as there are in Italy, in Greece,
in Mexico and elsewhere, to keep our antiquities from being
looted. The only way in which we can save them is by getting
them ourselves. This very season there will be at least four

foreign expeditions in our territory, to carry these things off from
under our noses. The Southwest Society is going to have its

own expedition in the field—and thinks it can hold its own
against all comers. It can without any doubt, so far as the scien-

tific side goes ; as to the pecuniary side, the Southwest Society is

not going to doubt this community. Dr. F. M. Palmer (the fore-

most expert in this field, without question or comparison) will
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take the field at once for the Southwest Society. The Archaeo-

logical Institute of America is providing funds for the scientific

expenses, but the Institute pays no salaries. This is the first

gift from outside that Los Angeles has ever received; and
this community is not an object of charity. Dr. Palmer re-

linquishes a remunerative profession in order to pursue this life

work. The Southwest Society undertakes to support him in this

field by special funds.

The outcome of the whole matter will be that we shall have a
museum here with the best collections of locality that any
city or state in the world has. It is the keynote of the South-
west Society that nothing is too good for his community.
The Executive Committee has adopted the following classi-

fication of donors to the Southwest Museum:
Donors of funds accepted by the Executive Committee for the Southwest

Museum shall be classified as follows, and shall thus be recorded forever in

the archives of the Museum and of the Southwest Society of the Archaeolog-
ical Institute of America :

1. Any person or organization providing means to build and equip an
exhibition hall, according to the official plans, shall be designated a

FOUNDER, and shall be entitled to name said hall as a memorial to the

donor, or to some other person of the donor's selection.

2. Any person giving $ioco or more shall be recorded as a PATRON.
3. A gift of $500 or upward shall constitute the giver a FELLOW in

said Museum.
4. A gift of $100 or upward shall constitute the giver an ASSOCIATE

in said Museum.
5. Gifts from $i to $ioo shall entitle the giver to record as a CON-

TRIBUTOR.
In each case the permanent record shall show the amount of the con-

tribution.

Since the May number the following new members have been added to

the Southwest Society, which makes the unparalleled record of 103 members
in 85 days :

Life:—Wm. Keith, San Francisco.

Annual :
—

John J. Byrne, G. P. A. Santa Fe Hon. Jas. McLachlan, M. C, Pasa-

Coast Lines. dena, Cal.

Walter J. Horgan. H. Bert Ellis, M. D
D. E. Bernard. Arthur B. Benton.
Mrs. D. G. Stephens, Santa Monica. Miss Rosella Stoermer.
M. C. Richter. C. D. Daggett, Pasadena.
Pomona College, Claremont, Cal. Mrs. Kate Tupper Galpin.
W. J. Washburn, Prest. Equitable Mrs. W. D. Turner, Prest. Shake-

Savings Bank. speare Club, Pasadena.

Highland Park Ebell. Emil Bibo. Cubero, N. M.
Friday Morning Club- Archibald Mayo, Chillicothe, O-

Mrs. Roy J'ones, Prest. Friday Morn- Henry G. Weyse.
ing Club. Mrs. Oliver C. Bryant, Prest. L. A.

Mrs. Josiah Evans Cowles, Prest. District C. F. W. C.

C. F. W. C. Stella Whipple Hart.

Oscar C. Mueller. Most Rev. P. Bourgade, Archbishop,

J. W. Trueworthy, M. D., Prest. Santa Fe, N. M.
Board Library Directors. Kaspare Cohn.

Mrs. J. D. Gibbs, Prest. Woman's Mrs. Frank W. King.
Parliament So. Cal. Mrs. S. C. Hubbell.

Mrs. Marah Ellis Ryan, Capistrano. Octavius Morgan.
Mrs. Mary L. Milmore, Washing- Mrs. Mary H. Hunt.

ton. D. G. Stephens, Santa Monica.
Hon. Abbot Kinney. Mrs. W. S. Bartlett.

Alex. Belford. Harry R. Callender.

Mrs. M. W. Murphy, Prest. Cal. Con- Paul de Longpre, Hollywood, Cal.

gress of Mothers and Child Study All of Los Angeles except as other-

Circles, wise noted.
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WXt^e^
c3EQyoYA League^"a"^ ^^"ii (incorporated )

TO MAKE DCTTEK. INDIAN<9
yjujyj- ^^K^umiE3CCP

SI"

Se-quo-ya,
"

^i4^ American Cadmus "
(<!i<7r« 777/,

died 1842), was the only Indian that ever invented
a written language. The League takes its title from
this great Cherokee, for whom,, also, science has nam,ed
{^^ Sequoias'') the hugest trees in the world, the giant
Redwoods of California.

NATIONAL BXBCUTIVE COMMITTEE.
David Starr Jordan, President Stanford University
Geo Bird Grinnell, Ed. "Forest and Stream," N Y.
Chas. Cassat Davis, Los Angeles
C Hart Merriam, Chief Biological Survey, Washington
D. M. Riordan, Los Angeles
Richard Egan, Capistrano, Cal.
Chas. F. Lummis, Chairman

LOS ANGBLBS COUNCIL.
Prest., Rt. Rev. J. H. Johnson

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Wayland H Smith (Sec of the Council)
Miss Cora Foy
Miss Mary B. Warren
Miss Katherine Kurtz, Secretary
Chas. F. Lummis, Chairman

Advisory board.
Mrs. Phebe A. Hearst, University of California.

Archbishop Ireland, St. Paul, Minn.
U. S. Senator Thos. R. Bard, California.
Edward E. Ayer, Newberry Library, Chicago.
Miss Estelle Reel, Supt. all Indian Schools, Washington.
W. J. McGee, Bureau of Ethnology.
F. W. Putnam, Peabody Museum, Harvard College.
Stewart Culin, Brooklyn Inst.

Geo. A. Dorsey, FlelcJ Columbian Museum, Chicago.
Treasurer, W. C. Patterson, Pres. Los Angeles Nat'l Bk.

Dr. T. Mitchell Prudden, Col. Phys. and Surg'ns, N. Y.
• Dr. Geo. J. Engelmann, Boston.
Miss Alice C. Fletcher, Washington.
F. W. Hodge, Smithsonian Institution, Washlng^ton.
Hamlin Garland, author, Chicago.
Mrs. F. N Doubleday. New York.
Dr. Washington Matthews, Washington.
Hon. A. K. Smiley, (Mohonk), Redlands, Cal.

George Kennan, Washington.

LIFE MEMBERS.
Amelia B. Hollenback, Josephine W. Drexel. Thos. Scattergood, Miss Mira Hershey, Mrs. D. A. Senter, Herbert E,

Huntington, Miss Antoinette E. Gazzam, J. M C. Marble, Joseph Fels, Mrs. Mary Fels.

-p
EOPLE whose minds have passed the chromo stage and

who see the basket work of the California Indians, are

unanimous in feeHng that this fine old handicraft should

be maintained. Surely no one can become familiar with these

dignified and interesting expressions of what it is fair to call a

national art, and not regret that so much of our "civilized" in-

fluence is bent to teaching these people to forget their own craft

and learn our hideous crazy-quilts and aniline dyes.

The Los Angeles Council of the Sequoya League has been able

thus far—and expects to continue—to market all the baskets pro-

duced by the five Campo reservations ;
those reservations whose

want and distress have seriously aroused this community to sym-

pathy.

The average Indian basket in a store was originally purchased

from the maker by a peddler who paid for it in calico at some-

thing like 25 cents a yard, and other things in proportion. The

ordinary retail price has about 300 per cent, profit to divide be-

tween the dealer and the middleman. The League pays spot

cash to the basket-maker, in the first instance, at her own price.

Any profit goes into a fund for the betterment of the whole com-

munity in which that basket was produced. This is a sane and

helpful altruism. It gives the Indians all they desire—which is

a Chance—and it gives the purchased full money's worth.

On May ist the Los Angeles Ebell Club gave an afternoon to

the consideration of the League's work. A large audience of
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representative women was deeply interested in both the general
and the specific plans; and the work of the League was much

strengthened.

Within a few months the League has bought from these Campo
Indians eighty-six baskets for spot cash, and has undertaken, for

the present, to purchase all that these people turn out. It insists

on having the old patterns and the old dyes, and is trying to undo
the degrading influence which some thoughtless purchasers and

dealers have had on this aboriginal art, by having freak baskets

made.

Katherine Giles, Hotel de France and Choiseul, Paris, writes

of her interest in the line work of the two Indian girls at Campo
as assistant matrons* and agrees to contribute $2 per month for

the maintenance of Miss Nejo in this important utility. Mean-

time, the Council has raised its support of Miss Nejo to $10 a

month.

Campo Relief Fund.

Previously acknowledged, $1,233.00

New contributions—Kate S. Vosburg, $5.00; Mrs. W. E. Hampton, $5.00;

May Stewart, $5.00; Mrs. C. J. Fox, $5.00; Frank H. Olmsted, $2.00; Mrs.

Jas. W. Herr, $1.00, all the above of Los Angeles; Mrs. John H. Dwight,

Pasadena, $5.00.

Funds for the Work.

Previously acknowledged, $1,150.00.

New contributions—The Ebell, Los Angeles, $25.00; Miss Amelia B. Hol-

lenback, Brooklyn, N. Y. (already a life member of the National League), $20.

$2.00 each (membership)—Rt. Rev. T. J. Conaty, John S. Mitchell, Mrs.

John S. Mitchell, Ruth C. Mitchell, Mrs. J. K. C. Hobbs, Mrs. J'osiah Evans

Cowles (Prest. Cal. Federation Women's Clubs), Rev. Wm. Horace Day,

Mary E. Spear, Mrs. Edward Chambers, Mrs. C. N. Sterry, Rt. Rev. Joseph

H. Johnson, Miss Clara Frances Howes, Emma L. McCullock, Mrs. Willitts

J. Hole, Frank H. Olmsted, The Friday Morning Club, S. M. Goddard, Mrs.

J. C. McCoy, The Ebell Society, May Stewart, M. J. F. Stearns, Mrs. Mary
H. Hunt, Mrs. W. E. Hampton, Mrs. W. S. Bartlett, Mrs. D. K. Edwards,

Godfrey Holterhoff, Jr. (Asst. Treas. A. T. & S. F. Coast Lines), Los

Angeles ;
Grace Nicholson, Anna L. Meeker, O. S. A. Sprague, Eleanor F.

Atwood, Charlotte E. Thomas, Mrs. W. S. Wright, Mrs. Clara B. Bur-

dette, Pasadena ; Prof. Max Farrand, Stanford University ; Hon. Zoeth S.

Eldredge, San Francisco
;

Mrs. Cameron Erskine Thom, Santa Monica
;

Mrs. J. R. Pinkham, Terminal Island, Cal.; Franciscan Fathers, Cincinnati,

O.; J. E. Haverstick, Philadelphia, Pa.; Richard Wetherill, Putnam, N. M.
;

H. A. DeWindt, Chicago, 111.; J'. C. Nolan, F. A. Nolan, St. Paul, Minn.

*See this Magazine, p. 2o3, April.
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WHICH IS

WRITTEN

»^
By no means the smallest of the countless

services which Andrew D. White has ren-

dered to his own generation and to those
which shall follow has been the writing of his Autobiography, the most im-
portant, as well as interesting, book of its class which has been published
for some years, and one which it is safe to enroll at once as a classic. Even
if the strictly biographical matter were entirely eliminated, these two well-
rounded volumes, counting almost to 1200 pages, would be of uncommon
value for their balanced and penetrating judgments, based on personal inti-

macy, of some of the most important personages of this generation and the
one before; for their illuminating comment on subjects of the first con-

sequence—diplomatic, political and educational—to the mastery of which Mr.
White has devoted his splendid abilities; and for the wealth of entertaining
anecdote. Yet all this could be better spared, if there were necessity to omit

anything, than the personal record of a life devoted to the highest public
services and "developed in obedience to a well-defined line of purpose."
Early in his career Mr. White had chosen for his ambition "to set young
men in trains of fruitful thought, to bring mature men into the line of right

reason, and to aid in devising and urging needed reforms, in developing
and supporting wise policies, and in building up institutions which shall

strengthen what is best in American life." How magnificently he has achieved
his ambition is known, in part at least, to every one of Those Who Care. The
phrases, modest and reticent as they could well be, in which he "reviews
with thankfulness" the things in his life which seem to him most signifi-

cant, may very properly form my first quotation from a book which contains

not a single page that is not worth quoting.

First, my work at the University of Michigan, which enabled me
to do something toward preparing the way for a better system of

higher education in the United States
; next, my work in the New

York State Senate, which enabled me to aid effectively in developing
the school system in the State, in establishing a health department
in its metropolis, in promoting good legislation in various fields,

and in securing the charter of Cornell University; next, my part in

founding Cornell University and in maintaining it for more than

twenty years; next, the preparation of a book [The Warfare of

Science With Theology] which, whatever its shortcomings and how-

ever deprecated by many good men, has, I believe, done service to

science, to education, and to religion; next, many speeches, articles,

pamphlets, which have aided in the development of right reason

on political, financial, and social questions, and, finally, the oppor-

tunity given me at a critical period to aid in restoring and mian-

taining good relations between the United States and Germany,
and in establishing the international arbitration tribunal of The

Hague. I say these things not boastingly, but reverentl}'. I have
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sought to fight the good fight; I have sought to keep the faith,
—faith

in a Power in the universe good enough to make truth-seeking wise,

and strong enough to make truth-telling eflfective,
—faith in the rise

of man rather than in the fall of man,—faith in the gradual evolution

and ultimate prevalence of right reason among men.

How very far this is from being boastful, or even complete, will be appre-

ciated by those who remember his superb services as Minister to Germany,
as Minister to Russia, as Ambassador to Germany, as member of the Vene-

zuela Commission, and as President of the American Delegation at the first

International Peace Conference; or who recall that he has been not only

one of the greatest of College Presidents, but one of the foremost and most

daring pioneers in changing American universities from places set apart

for training to the "learned professions" or for adding the culture necessary

for a gentleman, to institutions where "any person can find instruction in

any study"—to factories for the making of men.

In this connection I cannot forbear quoting, with a word of explanation, a

letter from President Roosevelt to Ambassador White. This is given here

not only for its swift and sure summing up of Mr. White's claims upon the

affectionate honor of his countrymen, but for the light it throws upon a

certain vein of golden sentiment with which the steel of our strenuous

President's character is tempered—and which is one of the reasons why he

is so trusted and beloved of the American people. In accepting Mr. White's

final resignation from the German Embassy, the President had written

him as cordial and appreciative a letter as heart could desire. Two months

and ten days later Mr. Roosevelt—who had meanwhile had several things

to distract his attention—wrote another brief note to the retiring Ambassador,

enclosing a sealed letter, to be opened on his seventieth birthday. And this

was the birthday greeting:

On the day you open this you will be seventy years old. I cannot

forbear writing }'ou a line to express the obligation which all the

American people are under to you. As a diplomat you have come
in that class whose foremost exponents are Benjamin Franklin and

Charles Francis Adams, and which numbers also in its ranks men
like Morris, Livingston and Pinckney. As a politician, as a pub-

licist, and as a college president you have served your country as

only a limited number of men are able to serve it. You have

taught by precept, and you have taught by practice. We are all of

us better because you have lived and worked, and I send you now
not merely my warmest well-wishes and congratulations, but thanks

from all our people for all you have done for us in the past.

Faithfully yours,

Theodore Roosevelt.

It requires no very vivid imagination to picture the tears springing to the

eyes of the veteran in years and in honor at the thoughtful kindliness which

had so timed these words.

Another incident touching Mr. White's seventieth birthday, though not

mentioned in the volume now under consideration, is so appropriate here

that not even the inveterate modesty which clothes these pages as with a

garment can restrain my mentioning it. The Cornell Club of Stanford

University sent him by cable congratulations on that occasion. In his letter

of acknowledgement Mr. White said : "One of the happiest days in the

month is that which brings Out West to me, with its indications of California

virility and progress." It will be understood that such words from a man
were good to have.
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Among the most valuable and interesting chapters are those dealing with

the establishment of Cornell University—naturally enough, since this was
the work, Mr. White says, by which "more than by any other work of my
life, I hope to be judged." Space forbids more than the briefest reference

to these fascinating chapters—indeed, the present paragraphs are in no wise

intended as a summing-up of these meaty volumes; only as a bait to tempt
every possible reader into acquiring them for himself. But I may just men-
tion those days of tremendous stress and struggle, both before and after the

University was founded—days from which its founders and managers could

never have emerged triumphant save by adopting the Napoleonic definition,

"Difficulties are things to be overcome. Impossibilities are things to be

trampled upon." And I must note also that this man, never in robust health,

"during the first and most trying years of the new institution of Ithaca, was

obliged to do duty as Senator of the State of New York, president of Cornell

University, lecturer at the University of Michigan, president of the National

Bank of Syracuse, and director in two other banks,—one being at Oswego,—
director in the New York and Chesapeake Canal,—to say nothing of positions

on boards of various estates." He dryly comments that this "trying time"

was "not without compensating advantages," since his "main danger was
that of drifting into a hermit life among professors and books."

Just pausing to note that Mr. White gained a considerable part of his most

valuable equipment for the public service from his study of history—and

that whatever he gained from that source he more than repaid to Historical

Study in general, by helping to transform it from a dry-as-dust wrestling

with dates to such comprehension and interpretation of the Past as should

help men to understand the Present and its problems—I must touch upon
an incident which may well give rise to curious speculation on what might
have been. As the presidential campaign of 1900 was approaching, Mr.

White was strongly urged to enter the race for the Vice-Presidential nomi-

nation. He steadfastly declined to consider this, but urged with equal

strength upon his friends the nomination of Mr. Roosevelt. It is probably
safe to assume that with Mr. White in the field, Mr. Roosevelt would have

absolutely declined to be considered—and we should have had as Chief Ex-

ecutive today the ripened scholar and diplomat in place of the marvel of

youthful energy—youthful only by comparison—who is now Doing Things.

Not many Americans—least of all Mr. White himself—will regret that things

are as they are
;
nor will many doubt that, had the great duty fallen upon

Mr. White's shoulders, he, too, would have borne it greatly.

Speaking of the might-have-beens, as well as of Mr. White's sagacious

judgment of men and the wide influence he has had upon affairs with which

he was not immediately connected, here is a quotation concerning Stanford

University which appears with peculiar fitness in this California magazine :

To this institution I was attached by a special tie. At various

times the founders. Governor and Mrs. Stanford, had consulted me
on problems arising in its development; they had twice visited me
at Cornell for the purpose of more full discussion, and at the latter

of the two visits had urged me to accept the presidency. This I

had felt obliged to decline. ... It was after this conversation

that, on their asking whether there was any one suitable within my
acquaintance, I answered, "Go to the University of Indiana ;

there

you will find the president, an old student of mine, David Starr

Jordan, one of the leading scientific men of the country, possessed

of a most charming power of literary expression, with a remarkable

ability in organization, and blessed with good, sound sense. Call
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him." They took my advice, called Dr. Jordan, and I found him at

the university.

To the grounds and buildings at Stanford, repeated reference is made,

by way of holding them up as shining lights in an architectural field where

dullness, carelessness or stupidity has generally prevailed.

Still harping on Stanford University, I quote a passage concerning the lad

to whose memory the university is a monument unmatched in the history

of man. It is given here for the information of any who may have been

disposed to say, "Oh, well, he was probably only an ordinary kind of boy,

after all, boosted to a pedestal in the sad memories of his parents." Mr.

White—who should by that time have become a reasonable judge—says:

Most interesting to me of all the persons in Nice at that time

was a young American about fourteen years of age, who seemed

to me one of the brightest and noblest and most promising youths
I had ever seen. Alas ! how many hopes were disappointed in his

death not long afterward ! The boy was young Leland Stanford.

The chapters on "religious development," frank, profound and stimulating
as they are, I must pass with only a single quotation, selected partly because

the "Rabbi Weinstock" named is that California business man, whose Jesus

the Jew I have had occasion to praise warmly in these columns.

From such evils there are, in America, at least, many places of

refuge; and, in case these fail, there are the treasures of religious

thought accumulated from the days of Marcus Aurelius, St. Aug-
ustine, and Thomas a Kempis to such among us as Brooks, Gibbons,

Munger, Henry Simmons, Rabbis W^einstock and Jacobs, and very

many others. It may be allowed to a hard-worked man who has

passed beyond the allotted threescore years and ten to say that he

has found in general religious biography, Jewish, Catholic and Pro-

testant, and in the writings of men nobly inspired in all these fields,

a help without which his life would have been poor indeed.

Perhaps the most striking single chapter, just at this time, is that which

deals with Pobedonostzeflf—that Russian who has been held up to the English-

speaking world as a relentless, blood-thirsty bigot and fanatic—"the Torque-
mada of the nineteenth century." Mr. White came to know him intimately,

and says of him, "Though I differ from him almost totally, few men have

so greatly interested me." He found him personally a gentle, kindly man,
of scholarly taste and habit, and basing his repressive policy with relation

to other churches than the Russian Orthodox not merely upon his views as a

theologian, but upon his convictions as a statesman. Most curious is this

Russian statesman's love for American literature, his favorites being Haw-
thorne, Lowell, and, above all, Emerson. Emerson, Lowell and this "arch-

persecutor"—an astounding combination, if there ever was one !

While speaking of Russia, it is worth while to recall, as typical of the

feeling of that nation towards this, the offer, through Minister White, of a

loan of gold to the United States from the Russian gold reserve to enable

us to tide over our difficulties with the currency question. This we could

not accept, as the Washington Government had no power to make a call-

loan, but was obliged to sell bonds.

With scores of delightful anecdotes tempting to quotation, I must per-

force content myself with a single one—chosen as a sort of "Fable for

Critics," the warning of which I may myself occasionally need.

At this some one gave a story regarding our contemporary Dr.

Osgood, the eminent Unitarian clergyman, who, toward the end of
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liis life, had gone into the Protestant Episcopal Church. I had

known him as a man of much ability and power, but with a rather

extraordinary way of asserting himself and patronizing people.

He had recently died, and a legend had arisen that, on his arrival

in the New Jerusalem, being presented to St. Paul, he said : "Sir, I

have derived both profit and pleasure from your writings, and have

commended them to my congregation.".
Let no one suspect me of any desire to be patronizing in saying that

this Autobiography ought to interest a wider variety of readers than almost

any book I can recall
; and that, asked to select, as an ideal for young

scholars, the man who has most fully earned the triple crown of scholar,

statesman and man of affairs, I should name Andrew D. White. The Cen-

tury Co., New York; 2 vols. $7.50 net.

A WINNING Of all the war correspondents the world over who sniffed the

OF scent of battle from afar, something over a year ago, and hastened
SPURS toward it, only ten were permitted by the Japanese Government
to join the army investing Port Arthur. One of these was a California

lad, not much past his majority, who, unable to secure an assignment from

any of the great dailies, just scraped together money enough to take him

over, and went "on his own hook." This would have been sheer youthful
madness if he had failed. But he "made good." His book, Port Arthur,
is distinctly the most complete, informed and informing account of this mon-
strous grapple—in many respects, the most astounding in history—that has

yet been published. To a habit of accurate and minute observation and a

keen eye for relative values, Mr. Barry adds a picturesque and convincing

style. One who picks the book up will hardly lay it down unfinished. There

will be those who will explain Mr. Barry's swift success as a matter of

"good luck." Personally I prefer to account for it on the same basis as

he uses to explain Japanese success—audacity and originality. Illustra-

tions, from photographs by the author, add much to the interest; as does

the fact that it is the "first book" for the publishers as well as the author.

Moffat, Yard & Co., New York. $1.50 net.

A Wasps Social and Solitary, by George W. and Elizabeth G.

TOOL-USING Peckham, is described by John Burroughs, in an Introduction,
WASP 35 "\\^Q most charming monograph in any department of our natural

history that I have read in many a year." It is certainly a fascinating record

of patient, intelligent and sympathetic observation by trained observers, and

is of scientific importance as well as of much interest to the general reader.

The most striking and novel observation, apparently thoroughly verified, is

that of the use of a tool by Ammophila Urnaria. The description of this is

worth quotation.

Just here must be told the story of one little wasp whose individ-

uality stands out in our minds more distinctly than that of any
of the others. We remember her as the most fastidious and perfect

little worker of the whole season, so nice was she in her adaptation of

means to ends, so busy and contented in her labor of love and so

pretty in her pride over the completed work. In filling up her nest she

put her head down into it and bit away the loose earth from the

sides, letting it fall to the bottom of the burrow, and then, after

a quantity had accumuhted, jammed it down with her head. Earth was

then brought from the outside and pressed in, and then more was

bitten from the sides. When, at last, the filling was level with the

ground, she brought a quantity of fine grains of dirt to the spot.
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and picking up a small pebble in her mandibles, used it as a hammer

in pounding them down by rapid strokes, thus making the spot as

hard and firm as the surrounding surface. Before we could recover

from our astonishment at the performance she had dropped the stone,

and was bringing more earlh. We then threw ourselves down on the

ground that not a motion might be lost, and in a moment we saw her

pick up the pebble and again pound the earth into place with it, ham-

mering now here and now there until all was level. Once more the

whole process was repeated, and then the little creature, all uncon-

scious of the commotion that she had aroused in our minds, uncon-

scious, indeed, of our very existence and intent only on doing her

work and doing it well—gave one final comprehensive glance around

and flew away.

A similar occurrence is reported by another observer of standing. Mr.

Burroughs reports himself as converted from his belief that insects are

perfect automata—a notable conversion, indeed. Houghton, Mifflin & Co.,

Boston. $1.50 net.

The Mormon Menace purports to be the Confessions of John Boyle Lee,

a chief of the Danites, made before his execution in 1877. Alfred Henry
Lewis writes a savage introduction by way of warning against "the Mor-

mon viper still coiled upon the national hearth." Those who believe in

this bogy-man of Mormon conspiracy against the national Government will

be edified by this volume. My personal impression is that any possible men-

ace from the Mormon Church may well wait for attention until, let us say,

Philadelphia has purged its Council of corruption and Chicago its streets

of prostitution. Home Protection Publishing Co., New York.

The Custodian, in Archibald Eyre's story, is the son of a younger son of

an English Duke, his mother being daughter of the lodge-keeper, and their

connection being supposed "irregular." He is "taken up" by a German Count,

friend of his grandmother, the Duchess, and is sent to Scotland to keep

guard over a German princess and prevent her from making a marriage
below her rank. In due course and after mystifications and complications

necessary to warrant the story, princess and hero are mated, the latter prov-

ing to be a real Duke himself. Henry Holt & Co., New York; C. C.

Parker, Los Angeles. $1.50.

A text-book which is accurate, compact, complete and thoroughly adapted

for class-room use has all the major qualifications. Experiments With Plants,

by Dr. W- J. V. Osterhout, of the University of California, passes mus-

ter on all these points, and is good reading besides. Its purpose is "to suggest

and explain simple ways by which the pupil can be set at the working out

of real problems in the growth and behavior of planets." The Macmillan

Co., New York. $1.25.

A story of the days of Charlemagne, with Roland and Oliver for its heroes,

may reasonably be expected to be full of romantic and chivalrous action.

Robert Ames Bennet has taken full advantage of the opportunities in For
the White Christ. With its decorated pages and illustrations in color by
the Kinneys, the volume is a striking specimen of the book-maker's art. A.
C. McClurg & Co., Chicago. $1.50.

The fantastic, humorous and impossible adventures of a sea captain, with

a turn for comic verse, are supposed to be related by himself in Arthur
Colton's The Belted Seas. The most fantastic, humorous and impossible of

them all is, perhaps, the adventure of Krebs and his pet whale—who turned
out to be no lady. Henry Holt & Co., New York. $1.50.
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Among the most interesting of the volumes so far pubHshed concerning
the Russo-Japanese war is the series of sketches collected under the title

The Yellow War, by "O." That the incidents related were either seen by
the author or told to him by the actors themselves will be readily believed
by any who read these vivid and convincing pages. McClure, Phillips &
Co., New York. $1.20 net.

Correct Writing and Speaking, by Mary A. Jordan, Professor of English
Literature in Smith College (appearing in the "Woman's Home Library"),
is intended to "appeal strongly to women who do not mean to let their

weapons rust, nor to abandon intellectual pursuits because they have daugh-
ters at school." It is a helpful and reliable volume. A. S. Barnes & Co.,
New York. $1 net.

Admitting a hearty distaste for parodies in general and a particular sur-

feit of parodies of the Rubaiyat, I hasten to set Oliver Herford's Rubdiydt
of a Persian Kitten in a class all by itself. It is cleverly done, and the

really delightful illustrations—one for each quatrain—make it a charming
book for an idle ten minutes. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York. $1 net.

Among the manuscript left by Theodore Winthrop, on his death more
than forty years ago, was the rough first draft of a novel. This has now
been edited and revised by Burton E. Stevenson, and is published as Mr.
Waddy's Return. It will not add particularly to Major Winthrop's literary

reputation. Henry Holt & Co., New York. $1.50.

Andy Adams is a little better than ever in The Outlet. This is the
account of a drive of ten thousand cattle from Texas to Dakota for delivery
under Government contract. No other writer is so thoroughly at home in

this particular field as Mr. Adams. Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston; Stoll

& Thayer Co., Los Angeles. $1.50.

Following the Sun-Flag, by John Fox, Jr., may be described as war cor-

respondence with the war left out. The author displays a not unnatural re-

sentment against the Japanese war-leaders whose plans did not include

allowing him to come into personal touch with their armies in action. Charles
Scribner's Sons, New York, $1.25.

The internal evidence makes it clear enough that A. Cahan, author of
The White Terror and the Red, has a first-hand knowledge of the revolu-

tionary movement in Russia. Well-differentiated character-study and plenty
of thrilling incident go to make up an entirely readable novel. A. S. Barnes
& Co., New York. $1.50.

In the "Macmillan Paper Novel Series" there have recently appeared Mrs.

Humphrey Ward's History of David Grieve. Rhoda Broughton's Foes in

Law, Edith Elmer Wood's The Spirit of the Service, and The Garden of a

Commuter's Wife. The Macmillan Co., New York, 25 cents each.

Nelson's Yankee Boy, by F. H. Costello, is described in the sub-title as

containing the adventures of a plucky young New Englander at Trafalgar
and elsewhere, and later in the war of 1812. It will interest the boy-readers
for whom it was intended. Henry Holt & Co., New York. $1.50.

Accompanying the Senatorial Committee of 1903, J. S. McLain travelled

all over the Alaskan peninsula. As a result of his trip we now have a well-

illustrated and reasonably adequate volume on Alaska and the Klondike.

McClure, Phillips & Co., New York. $2 net.

One would hardly suppose that the author of The Shadow of the Czar
could surpass that effort. But he has. This time it is called The Weird
Picture—and is "the limit" for sensational trash. Little, Brown & Co.,
Boston. $1.50.
To the valuable "English Men of Letters" series is now added Thomas

Moore, by Stephen Gwynn. It is fairly up to the high average quality of
this series. The Macmillan Co., New York. 75 cents.

The action in Louis Tracy's Pillar of Light takes place in and about a

lighthouse. Between wrecks, rescues and reunions, the reader's interest is

sufficiently enagaged. E. J. Clode, New York, $1.50.
The second title in the series of "Lives of Great Writers" is In the

Days of Shakespeare, by Tudor Jenks. It is a competent and useful little

volume. A. S. Barnes & Co., New York. $1 net.

In their "Modern Language Series" D. C. Heath & Co. offer Alarcon's
Novelas Cartas Escogidas, edited, with notes and vocabulary, by Alfred Reniy.

Charles Amadon Moody.

VA



ONEONTA PARK
Oneonta Park is being carefully watched by the home seeker, and the developments

in this property have exceeded the anticipation of its owners. Nothing- but the

choicest class of residences are being built and the sale of lots has been more to those

who intend to build than for investment. The result is a rapid growth which makes

certain a large and rapid increase in value.

Men whose business is in L,os Angeles or Pasadena, but whose tastes are for the

country, find this section the one most adapted to their requirements. Readily access-

ible by-two car lines to I^os Angeles, yet possessing all the charm of country. The

magnificent oaks, the mountain view, elevation, pure air and excellent water, all

combine to attract the most exacting.

Wm. R. Staats Company
Sole Ag'ents

Address Department **F", Pasadena, Cal.

Local Representative, "W. A. GILLE-TTE,

OFFICE ON TRACT



Out West Magazine Company
CHAS. F. LUMMIS, President J. C. PERRY, Secretary and Treasurer

C. A. MOODY, Vice President and General Manager
Publishers of

(Formerly The Land of Sunshine)

Edited by CHAS. F. LUMMIS

Entered at the Los Angeles Postofiice as Second-class Matter.
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The Basis of any Office System must
be a Simple, Efficient Method

of Filing Correspondence

The original Shannon System (made solely by us) provides
—

not merely instant location of any paper—^but also positive Safety

and Unlimited Capacity. Our catalogue Ifo.gOilL takes up this subject

in detail. May we send it to you?

YAWMAN & ERBE MFG. CO.

Los Angeles Agency :

THE OUT WEST CO.

San Francisco Cffice, 635 Mission St.

Main Factories and Ex. OflSces,
Rochester, N. Y

**Y and W*

Rapid Roller

Letter Copier

provides the only safe,

sure way of copying cor-

respondence. Shows every
correction or alteration.

Strong
—

speedy
—

easily

operated. Write to-day

for catalogue ^o. 33-ML

.r.:;.-,.:V..-.-.----;:;:ijY!-i^..:l.>;v..v.W,C.;-v....'..::.;.vl-.iC..u:.w:./

FOR 3 ALE
EVERYWHEP?E
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GNORANC E—Prejudice,
Lack of Common Sense

make drudgery of housework.

WOMEN WITH BRAINS,
know that

Pearline
is the Best Soap—in a con-

venient, powdered form—and

i^omething more. It cleanses

iwithout rubbing
—

simply

SOAK and RINSE (boil if

you prefer), Avoidk the wash-

I board's wear and tear.

THE DIRECTIONS ON THE
PACKAGE ARE ALWAYS
FOLLOWED BY

*: Intelligent Women

Bancroft I .ihnttS

S4.40 F^OR S2.20
A. Combination Offer tKat Means SometHin^

Birds and Nature (1 year) $1.30 ' A U for
Birds of Song and Story (Grinnell) l.OO \ .

Game of Birds .35 /

Golden PHeasant (Colored Picture) •^^1 ^O Oft
*Literature Game .4-0^ mB ^ ^U^Game of Industries 4-0

(

wfcifcW
X-wenty-Five Pictures (From Birds and \ Po^tati'e

Nature) SO |

' ^
__^^ f or iLxpress,

THo total amount of value $4'.'40 / 25 cents
*Geo8-raphy or History Game may be substituted.

"
Certainly no periodical, and probably no book, on birds ever found anything- like such favor with

the public as Birds and Naturk."—Evening Post, New York.

Birds of Song and Story—A bird book for Audubon societies, 16 color plates. Any other $1.00
book niaj' be substituted for Grinnell.

Game of Birds—Illustrations of popular birds, in colors true to nature, on 52 finely enameled cards,
2/4x214 inches. Enclosed in case with full directions for playing-. A beautiful and fascinating game.

Golden PHeasant—A beautiful picture for framing-. Printed in natural colors on fine paper, 18x24
inches.

Literature Game —500 Questions and Answers in English Literature. 100 cards, 2Kx3 inches.
Interesting and instructive.

Game of Industries—Educational— 400 Questions and Answers on the great industries of our
country. 100 cards, 2Kx3 inches.

A. W. MUMFORD '•""'=*•=.
37pw.b.,KA.e.
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The

Singer Sewing Machine Company

Extends to you a cordial invitation

to visit its Pavilion in

The Manufactures Building

at the

Lewis and Clark Exposition
Portland, Oregon

This Pavilion will contain machines for every stitching process used in

the family and in manufactures, some of which must be

of interest to you. Many of these machines

will be running and all will be

capable of operation

Samples of their work will be given to those interested

Free Souvenir Views of

Pacific Coast Scenery

Will be distributed at the Pavilion. There are five Sets, each comprising
Ten Views in an Envelope ready for mailing; the

subjects being as follows :

(1) Pacific Northwest (2) Portland, Oregon
(3) California (4) Yosemite Valley

(3) Old Spanish Missions

L..
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For Your Convenience There Are

FIFTY

in^er tores

ON THE PACIFIC COAST
Alameda. Cal.

1321 Park St.

Berkeley, Cal.
•2014 Shattuck Ave.

Chico, Cal.
430 Second St.

Eureka, Cal,
506 Fifth St.

Fresno, Cal.
1130 I St.

Los Angeles, Cal.
4i7 South Broadway

Los Augeies, Cal.
55.5 South Main St.

Los Angeles, Cal.
300 Belleville Ave.

Napa, Cal,

Oakland, Cal.
465 Twelfth St.

Pasadena, Cal.
40 North Kaymond Ave.

Redding, Cal.
422 Yuba St,

Riverside, Cal.
965 Main St.

Sacramento, Cal.
821 J St.

Sta. Rosa, Cal.
210 Fourth St.

Stockton, Cal,
3.^ East Weber Ave.

San Francisco, Cal.
1818 Devisadero, St.

San Francisco, Cal.
1580 Market St.

San Francisco, Cal.
210 Stockton St.

San Francisco, Cal.
1217 Stockton St.

Sar. Francisco, Cal.
576 Valencia St.

San Bernardino, Cal.
325 D. St.

San Diego, Cal.
fe07 Fifth St.

San Jose, Cal.
K8 South Second St.

Sta. Barbara, Cal
724 State St.

Sta. Cruz. Cal.
iOrf Pacific Ave.

Astoria, Oregon
121 Tenth St.

Baker City, Ore.
2015 Washington St.

Eugene, Ore.
615 Willianiette St.

Grant's Pass, Ore.
Washington St.

Oregon City, Ore.
Main St.

Portland. Ore.
3.54 Morrison St.

Portland, Ore.
402 Washington St,

Portland. Ore.
540 V\ illiama Ave.

Salem, Ore.
137 Court St.

The Dalles, Ore.
108 East Second St.

Colfax, Wash.
203 Main St.

Everett, Wash.
lii.O Hewitt Ave.

Nelson, B. C.
182 Baker St.

North Yakima. Wash.
24 North Second St.

Olympia, Wash.
420 Washington St.

Seattle, Wash.
2105 First Ave.

Seattle, Wa^h.
li: 6 Second Ave.

Spokane, Wash,
823 Riverside Ave.

Tacoma, Wash.
118 South Twelfth St.

Vancouver, B. C.
9 Arcade

Victoria, B. C.
88 Broad St.

Walla Walla, Wash.
17 East Main St.

Ballard, Wash.
Jefferson Place

Reno. Nov.
16 West Second St.

Look for the Singer Si^n
when in need of a Sewing Machine or Supplies.

of Sewing Machines.

Needles for all makes

Sewing Machines Rented or Exchanged

I



TEN YEARS
** WHat 1 Have Done in Ten Years— THe

Story of My Wonderful Success."

I hope every reader of this pubHcation will write me. I would
like to send them my free book entitled "Ten Years—The Story
of My Wonderful Success." It has something to say about one
of the greatest and most promising investment opportunities ever

offered.

I believe I have the best proposition from an investor's stand-

point that could be placed before you. My book tells all about

the success which I have met with during my ten years of busi-

ness life and about its exceptional future possibilities. For ten

years I have been teaching men and women to live according to

the laws of Nature. My success has been unprecedented. I

started business in the City of Brooklyn in 1896. My capital
amounted to less than $25.00. My first year's business netted

me over $1,000.00. Last year I paid dividends to my partners of

15 per cent. Five years ago my business had grown so large that

I was compelled to remove to larger quarters. I am now at 6^
and 65 Clark St., Brooklyn, N. Y., in connection with the Hotel

St. George. I have today what experts have pronounced to be

the best appointed institute of its kind in the country. I estimate

the equiprhent of the Mac Levy Institute of Physical Culture



to be worth at least $50,000. My gymnasium is complete in

every way. It is two stories high and occupies over 4000 square
feet of floor space.
The Turkish, Russian, Electric Light, Shower, Needle, Steam

and Plunge Baths are modernly fitted. The Swimming Pool is

one of the largest in Greater New York. Elegantly fitted re-

clining rooms, dressing rooms and hundreds of private lockers

form a part of the extensive equipment of this Institute. The
executive offices are finely and adequately furnished; modern

up-to-date business systems are maintained.

Everyone has a natural tendency to save money. You cannot

depend entirely upon your salary, as that may be only a temporary
means of livelihood.

Success does not come by luck. The successful person is one
who has a foresight to look ahead and to take advantage of the

opportunities as they are presented. Science tells us that the

years of a man's earning powers are limited. She says that a

man at forty has seen his best days. This 'makes it all the more

necessary for you to save now and prepare for old age. Your
entire future success may depend upon your taking advantage
of a profitable investment. The majority of our successful men
have made their fortunes in industrial enterprises. I believe

that every dollar invested in this corporation will return you
$1.20 within a year's time. I judge this from my past experience
and the future which I see ahead of me. To be connected with
a prosperous business gives you prestige. An interest in this

corporation may lay the foundation of your fortune. This busi-

ness is growing. My managers are all able men, thoroughly ex-

perienced in every detail of their business. They are able to

plan, and have the ability to carry out their plans. Their ex-

•perience enables them to carry out big things that make for the

success of this business. Practically all the years of my life

have been spent in studying and in teaching Physical Culture.

I am not an old man, but old enough to be conservative. I believe

I am able to put every dollar which is paid into this corporation
to the best possible use for furthering the interest of all.

The secret of success today is co-operation. I recognize it. I

believe that any business can be increased by co-operation. I

believe that this business can be doubled and trebled. A one-

brain power organization cannot hope to attain the success

which a concern can that has a large number of co-workers. It

is the bringing together of many minds to create ideas, to carry
out these ideas in real life, that marks the successful business

concern today. There is one thing which this corporation needs.

That is a building of its own, in order to adequately meet its

growing business.

The Mac Levy Company, proprietors of the Mac Levy Insti-

tute of Physical Culture and The Mac Levy Gymnasium Equip-
ment Co., is incorporated under the laws of New York for $150,-

000. The last named branch of the business of The Mac Levy
Company is comparatively new. I have been at work for several

years to establish such a department in connection with teach-

ing Physical Culture. The most difficult part of forming the

Equipment Company has been accomplished. The business is

now in condition to be pushed on a large scale. There are hun-

dreds of thousands of dollars spent yearly on new gymnasiums



and their equipment. The profits are large. A company of this

kind has an immense field in which to work. There are very few

competitors. It is evident that The Mac Levy Gymnasium
Equipment Company can build up an enormous business.
The Mac Levy Company own free and clear its equipment.

It also controls valuable patents, such as The Mac Levy Steel

Bar System, famous all over the country, and The Mac Levy
Trolley System for quick and safe instruction in swimming.
The local business done by The Mac Levy Institute of Phys-

ical Culture is very large. Especially at this time of the year
when the swimming season is just opening. Last year I oper-
ated three different places teaching swimming. One at Arverne-

by-the-sea, L. I., another at Steeple Chase Park, Coney Island,
and at our Brooklyn Institute. During the summer months I

taught thousands to swim. I had thirteen instructors on my
payroll. Each instructor worked ten hours a day, and allowed
on an average of twenty minutes to each pupil. You can get
an idea from this the amount of business which I did during the

warm weather months. This, you understand, was in addition
to my Mail Order Department and regular Physical Culture busi-

ness.

I do an extensive Mail business. I teach people how they
should live and exercise. My students are scattered all over
the United States and in English-speaking countries.

I have consulted many prominent business men in my own
town as to the advisability of my plans. They tell me that I am
successful—that my plans for the extension of my business are

well laid, and that I can build an enormous business with the

help of co-workers throughout the country. The future looks

bright. I hope to make this Institution a power in the financial

and industrial world. I hope to establish branches all over the

country. I have long thought that there are thousands of people
in moderate circumstances who would like to invest a few dol-

lars in an Institution of this kind. At last I decided to offer a

block of the treasury stock of this company to the public. I had

good reasons for coming to this decision. I wish to put in oper-
ation extensive plans for extending the business of the Mac Levy
Institute of Physical Culture and The Mac Levy Gymnasium
Equipment Company. When you invest in a corporation of this

kind you are not buying fake mining or oil stocks which flood the

country at this time. You become a partner in a business that

has been in successful operation for ten years. You become co-

worker with a man who has won reputation and fame. If you are

of a speculative mind, I do not want you as a partner. Wall
Street is the place for you—where thousands of dollars are lost

in mining and oil stocks. If you have a few dollars that you
want to invest where it will earn more for you than the 3 or 4
per cent, which Savings Banks pay their depositors, I want you
to read my book. If you want to become a partner in an estab-

lished business with a brilliant future ahead of it, and to become
associated with men who have made a success in life, then my
book will interest you.
The Physical Culture business has a magnificent future before

it. The public no longer considers Physical Culture a fad. It is

an acknowledged fact that it is one of the things necessary to

meet the demands of modern life. Men and women who previ-



ously have gone thousands of miles from home seeking health

and strength now look for it at their own door in Physical Cul-
ture. Physical Culture is Nature's method of healing. It is

being recognized more and more every day.
The Gymnasium Equipment Company has great possibilities

before it. Hundreds of gymnasiums are erected every year. I

want to be able later on to build a factory for the manufacture of

gymnastic apparatus. There is room for a concern like this, as

competition is limited to a very small number. The demand for

this class of goods is growing larger every year. I want men
and women all over this great country of ours to become co-

workers and partners in my great enterprise. I want them to

help me erect a building, and spread my business all over the

civilized world. I believe that this business will produce large
dividends and a few dollars invested now will bring large re-

turns. I believe The Mac Levy Co. is just as safe an investment
as any Savings Bank in America. Savings Banks pay their de-

positors but a small portion of the gains which their money earns.
When you are a partner in my enterprise you receive an equal di-

vision of the profits in proportion to the amount of money in-

vested.

I believe that if you could talk with me personally, go over
the records of the business which I have done, see in black and
white the figures which show the steady growth which my busi-
ness has experienced during the past ten years, examine my plans
for future extension, and then look over the magnificent equip-
ment of my Institute, you would want no further evidence that

money put into this business will bring you the greatest possi-
ble returns consistent with safety and good management. I do
not want you simply as an investor. I want you to be my part-
ner—co-operator. I need your help and suggestions. I want
you to work with me—help me secure a tremendous amount of

new business. Imagine for a moment what a powerful organiza-
tion The Mac Levy Company would be—what a stupendous
amount of business such an organization would do, if thousands
of co-workers throughout the world were working in harmony
for the good 6i the whole. What immense profits could be made
to be distributed among its workers.
You have a few dollars to invest. Send for my free book. I

want you as a partner in this great Institution. Do not let your
money stand idle, earning only three or four per cent., which the

Savings Banks pay their depositors. Put it to work. Join it

with mine. I believe that within a year this Company will pay
dividends of at least 20 per cent.

If you have read this advertisement thus far, I know that you
have become interested in my great enterprise. I know that you
will enjoy reading my carefully prepared book. It tells all about

myself, my wonderful success and fame, physical culture plans
and what I believe the future holds for all who join me in making
this Institution world-wide in scope.

MAC LEVY,
President Mac Levy Co., Inc.,

Dept. O, 63-e>5 ClarK Street. BrooKlyn, N. Y.
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I stood in Venice, on the Bridge of Sighs***** -X- * Fills

The air around with beauty." —Byron.

Venice
Vbnics of America is within the corporate limits of Ocean Park, Los Angeles County,

California.

Venice is within 35 minutes of L/Os Angeles.

Venice is a substantial city of steel and brick.

Vbnice is constructing the only private breakwater in the U. S.

Vbnicb Pleasure Pier, Pavilion, Auditorium and other pleasure places are beautifully
and substantially built, and are protected by the great breakwater.

Vbnicb Ship "Caberillo" Restaurant and Caf^ is unique. It is attached to the

Pleasure Pier and is washed by the ocean.

Vbnicb has two immense Bathhouses, one on the lake and one on the surf.

Venice has an excellent Gymnasium for men, women and children.

Venice Lake and Canals swarming with Gondolas, Canoes, Rowboats, Launches,

surely
"

fills the air around with beautj'."

Venice's Main Business Street—Windward Avenue—is arcaded throughout, and a

more magnificent business street is nowhere else to be seen.

Venice Saint Marks Hotel is first class in every respect.

Venice is building a large tourist hotel of 300 rooms, to be known as the Venice Hotel.

Vbnicb Beach for bathing is nearly perfect.

Venice Band embraces 40 instruments.

Venice has one of the best and largest Pipe Organs in the world.

Venice Breakwater is unsurpassed for fishing.

Vbnice Harbor is absolutely safe for yachts, launches and other boats.

Venice will have the services of the enchanting Ellery Band during the winter.

Vbnicb Amusements are many and good, clean and wholesome.

Venice Congresses, under the control of Benjamin Fay Mills, ought to be instructive

and educational in a high degree.

Vbnice in a word is incomparable.

Full information and literature furnished on application by the

Venice of America OfS&ce
The Angelus Hotel, 210 W. Fourth Street

Los Angeles, Cal.
and

Venice, Los Angeles Co., Cal.



From the Greek

SOZO—to preserve

ODONTES—the teeth

True to its name,
it has ever been the

old reliable

Sozodont
^ >f >f

HALL & RUCKEL
NEW YORK

Advance Information
Wouldn't it be profitable for you to know every move in your business world before

your competitors do, to receive the earliest intelligence concerning new markets and
outlets for your goods, to have before you every scrap of information printed about

your line of business ?

RRESS CL/PP/A/GS
will give you this information while the news is fresh and valuable. They supply any-
one interested in any matter with all the information from every part of the country
pertaining to that subject.

THE INTERNATIONAL

RRESS OURRING BUREAU
the largest Press Clipping Bureau in the world, will send you everything printed in

every newspaper, magazine or trade journal in the country on any particular subject

you may desire.

This Bureau reads and clips 55,000 papers and other periodicals each month, and
even if you are now a subscriber to some other clipping bureau, it will pay you to

investigate the superior service we offer. Write for our book concerning Clippings and
how they may be applied to your profit. We will send it to you free and quote you a

Special Bargain rate for a trial month, if you will name the subject. You might also

ask about our Daily Business Reports.

Address INTERNATIONAL PRESS CLIPPING BUREAU
14-18 BOYCE SLOG. CHICAGO, U. S. A.

Help—All kinds. See Hummel Bros. & Co., 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



Desig-nated Depositary of the United States

riRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LOS ANGELES

Special Ladies' Department
Capital Stock $ 500,000.00
Surplus and Undivided Profits 750,000.00
Deposits 6,343,257,25

J. M. Elliott, President F. Q. Story, Vice-President
J. C. Drake, 2nd Vice-President

Stoddard Jess, 3rd Vice-President
W. T. S. Hammond, Cashier

A. C. Way and E. S. Pauly, Assistant Cashiers

DIRECTORS
J. M. Elliott F. Q. Story J. C. Drake H. Jevne

J. O. Koepfli W. J. Trask C. W. Gates
Stoddard Jess W. T. S. Hammond

All departments of a modern batiking business conducted

Los Angeles National Bank
N. E. Cor. First and Spring Sts.

UNITED STATES DEPOSITARY

Capital, . - - - $500,000.00

Surplus and Profits, - - 300,000.00
U. S. Bonds carried at Par, 650,000.00

Modern Safety i)eposit and Storage Vaults.
No city or county deposits. No interest paid
on deposits.

W. C. Patterson, President.
G. E. Bitting-er, Cashier.

MLTUAL SAVINGS BANK
OF SAN FRANCISCO

710 Market St., opposite Third, San Francisco
Guarantee Capital $1,000,000
Capital and Surplus 565,000
Deposits over 9,500,000
James D. Phelan, Pres. S. G. Murphy, Vice-Pjes.
John A. Hooper, Vice-Pres. Georg-e A. Story, Cashier

C. B. Hobson, Assistant Cashier

DIRECTORS
James D. Phelan S. G. Murphy John A. Hooper
James Moffitt Frank J. Sullivan Rudolph Spreckles
Robt. McElroy James M. McDonald Chas. Holbrook
Interest paid on deposits. Loans on approved secur-

ities. Deposits may be sent on postal order. Wells,
Fargo & Co., or exchange on city banks. Interest paid
last term 3% per cent.

FROM FIVE ACRES
NEAR SANTA BARBARA

You can find out how it was done, and how to do it

yourself, by reading

"A Practical Poultry Plant for SoQt&ern California"

We will send it on receipt of

S1.25
Out Wbst Magazine Co., Los Angeles

riELDINQ J. STILSON CO.

PAID-UP CAPITAL, $150 000

REALTY STOCKS BONDS

305 H. W. Hellman Building

LOS ANGELES, CAL.
Member

Los Angeles Stock Exchange
Los Angeles Realty Board

Western Union Code
Cable Address:

"Stilson"

TELEPHONES 105

EAMES TRICYCLE COMPANY

Office and Factory, 2018 Market St., San Francisco

The Oeriiidn Sdvin^s

dnd M Society
526 CAllfORNIA ST., SAN FRANCISCO

Guaranteed Capital and Surplus $ 2,474,518.82

Capital actually paid up in cash 1,000,000.00

Deposits, December 31, 1904 37,281,377.60

Board Of Directors

President, John Lloyd
First Vice-President, Daniel Meyer

Second Vice-President, H. Horstmann

Ig-n. Steinhart, H. B. Russ, Emil Rohte
N. Ohlandt, I. N. Walter, J. W. Van Bergen

Cashier, A. H. R. Schmidt
; Assistant

Cashier, William Hermann
; Secretary,

Geo. Tourny ;
Assistant Secretary, A. H.

Muller
;
General Attorney, W. S. Good-

fellow.

Hummel Bros. & Co. furnish best help. 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



Please Mention that You Saw it in OUT WEST.

r
This climate is an
ideal one to

BURN GAS
COOKING or HEATING

You'll find the

CHEAPEST CAS
in L/Os A.ngeles in

the U. S., only

90c. 1000 Cubic Feet

LOS ANGELES GAS AND

ELECTRIC CO.
Hill, near 7th

^

Mothers!

Mothers!!

Mothers!!!

MRS, WINSLOW'S S00THIN6 SYRUP

has been used for over SIXTY YEARS by
MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHIL-
DREN while TEETHING, with PERFECT
SUCCESS. It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFT-
ENS the GUMS, ALLAYS all PAIN, CURES
WIND COLIC, and is the best remedy for
DIARRHOEA. Sold by Druirfirists in every
part of the world. Be sure and ask for

"
Mrs.

Winslow's Soothing' Syrup," and take no other
kind. Twenty-five cents a bottle.

KIDNEY OLIVER

BITTERS
CURES DYSPEPSIA.

Pneumatic^
Perfection
attresses

mean so much to the invalid, and are so comfortable
to well men that they are necessities in every home.
On board a yacht or in camp they have no equals as
beds, life preservers or cushions. They do not
grather vermin, moisture, or lose their shape.

SS'Seno for Price List Now !

The Pneumatic Manufacturing Co., 5 South St., N. Y.

Bail-eys

4%x -' uaiigiinilMM*"'' 3

Ideal for Bathing the Face, Neck and Hands

It cleanses the skin of soil and oily waste, improves the circulation,
builds up the muscles and smooths out the wrinkles. Ideal for

softening the heard before shaving. Price mailed, 25 cents.

Accept no others. Beware of imitations.

Bailey's Rubber Complexion Brush .

Bailey's Compl.xion Soap .

Bailey's Bath and Shampoo Brush

Bailey's Rubber Bath and Flesh Brush

Bailey's Rubber Toilet Brush (large)

Bailey's Rubber Toilet Brush (small)

Bailey's Rubber Glove Cleaner

$ .50

.JO

,75

1.50

.50

.25

.JO

Cleans the teeth perfectly and polishes the enamel without injury.
Never irritates the gums. Can be used with any tooth wash or

powder. Ideal for children's use. No bristles to come out. No. 1,

25c; No. 2, 35c. Mailed on receipt of price.

At dealers or smt on receipt ofprice. Agents wanted.

C. J. Bailey & Co., 22 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.



EDUCATIONAL INST ITUT I ON S

University of SoutKern California
(Co-educational)

Colleges—Liberal Arts, Medicine, Dentistry, Law, Music, Fine Arts, Oratory.

first Semester opens September I8th, 1905.
College Liberal Arts—A great variety of elective courses offered, leading' to Bachelor's Degree. Fortj'

thousand dollars being' spent in constructing' new science building's—modern in every respect.
Endo-wment—More than $225,000

—productive—and steadily growing-.
Faculty—Specialists representing 17 of the leading- Universities in America and Europe.
THorovjgHly Equipped Academy—Equivalent to the best High Schools of the State.

For Year Book, address,
PRESIDENT BOVARD.

University, Los Angeles, Cnl.

PASADENA-I30-I54 S. EUCLID AYE.

ENCLISH CLASSICAL School (or Oirls
16TH Year beqins Oct., 190S

Boarding and day pupils. New buildings. Gymna-
sium. Special care of health. Entire charge taken of

pupils during' school year and summer vacation. Cer-
tificate admits to Eastern colleg-es. European teachers
in art, music and modern languages.

lome 6%'
^ ''""- «• 0''^°"' Pf^'^omAL.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.Occidental College
The College. Four Courses—Classical, Scientific,

Literary, and Literary-Musical. Two new brick
building's, costing' $70,000 -modern and convenient.

Academy. Prepares for Occidental, or any other
colleg'e or university. The Occidental School of Mus-
ic—Theory, Vocal and Instrumental.

Fall semester opens September 13, 1905.

Address PRESIDENT GUY W. WADSWORTH.

SAINT VINCENT'S COLLEGE
Los Angeles

California

Boarding and Day College

and High School

Military Drill and Calisthenics a Feature.

For catalog'ue write the President.

The ACADEMY OF THE IMMACULATE
HEART — a boarding and day school for

young ladies, conducted by the Sisters of the Im-

maculate Heart.

For prospectus address

Mother Superior, Pico Heights, Los Angeles

la
Tent-Life, the ideal open-air cure of Diseases of Lung'
and Throat. Latest scientific appliances for success-
ful treatment. Superb location overlooking Pasadena
and Los Angeles. Altitude 1,800 feet. Modern conve-
niences. Best nursing'. Excellent table. Booklet free.

ESPERANZA SANATORIIIV], Altadena, Cal.

GOV'T
AUCTION REVOLVERS, GUNS. SWORDS
and Military Goods. NEW and old.

Bargains for use or decorating.
Large illustrated 15c catalogue mail-

ed 6c stamps. Francis Bannerman,579 Broadway, N.Y.

THE "MONARCH" IS THE
only AUTOMATIC FISHHOOK manufac
tured that CANNOT be

sprung by weeds or in

casting. Holds the fish

fighter the more he pidls;
fish are, caught by touch-

ing the bait. Small size 10c
; large 15c Com

plete set of 5 hooks, 50c Guaranteed satisfac

tury or money refunded Agents Wanted. Q W. DOERING
£ CO., 562 LIBERTY AVENUE, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

KIDDER'S PASTILLES.
'^'^^''^ Asthma.

STOWELL & CO., Mfrs.

Sold by all Druggists,
or by mall, 35 cents.

Cliarlestown, Mass.

rOR THE INDIANS
THE SEQUOYA LEAGUE is aiding the Mission Indians not

only by remedying abuses and trying

to get them better lands, but also by extending the market for their BASKETS.
A representative collection is on sale, for the benefit of the Campo reservations, at

reasonable prices and fully authenticated. These baskets can be had of

Mrs. Chas. F. Lummis 200 Ave. 42, Los An^clcs
THE, MONET GOES TO THE INDIANS

43 additional DasKets, of mucK variety, just received

Prices, $2 to $10

Reliable help promptly furnished. Hummel Bros. & Co., Tel. Main 509.



No good

grocer sells a

lamp-chim-

ney without

Macbeth on it

You need to know how to manage your

lamps to have comfort with them at small cost.

Better read mv Index
;

I send it free.

Macbkth, Pittsburgh.

^FOldf^^^^ Silver

/^AN be made to brighten memories of the
^^

past without fear of scratch or blemish to

the ware, if cleaned with

ELECTRO
TT SilverPolish ^
Silicon

It's as harmless as the flour you eat. It makes
old silver new—in brilliancy

—and keeps new
silver always new. At grocers and druggists.

Trial quantity lor the asking.
Box postpaid 15 cts. (stamps).

•'Silicon," 30 Cliff Street, New York.

DRINK

MAIER & ZOBELl
BREWERY

LAGERBEERS
The best and purest brewed on the Coast.

"

For sale in bottles and kegrs.

Telephones: Sunset— Main 91

Home 91

/Jo1in?Idcontos
(the Toffee Kin^

MACKINTOSHES TOFFEE
THE PUHE AND DELICIOUS

OLD ENGLISH CANDY
Tlie enormous sales of my Toffee in this country and in Eng
land itl;e home of Mackintosh's Toffee) liave made it the great
international candy. It is absolutely pure and wholesome,
and the best candy ever made for children. I want to caution

you aijainst inferior imitation of my Toffee lie sure that you
get the original

" Mackintosh's Toffee." Ask your dealer,

and if he cannot supply you, send me Ten Cents in stamps for

a s inple package; or Jl.60 for a 4lb. Family Tin. Try your
dealer first.

JOHN MACKINTOSH, Oept. 21, 78 Hudson St., N. Y.



For
Salads

Sauce;
T will surprise
you how delicious

a dash or two of

MclLHENNY'S
Tabasco Sauce will/make your salads,
soups, roasts, etc. Try ,

it ouceand you will re-
alize why it has been
iu use nearly half a
century in the leading
hotels and restaurants I

and by the best fami-
lies througrbout the
land. llBesidesgriving- 1'

a spicy, piquant fla-

vor, it creates a keen

!

appetite and insures a eood di-
grestion. Asi:your dealer/or

MClLHfNNY'S }5gaSk"a^u'ce
FREE BOOKLET

of New Receipes on request.
MclLHENNY'S TABASCO

;
New Iberia, La.

,«tJ-3

>/:

AMERICAN CROWN

SOAP
Is a green soap, consistency of paste, a

perfect cleanser for automobile machinery
and all vehicles

;
will not injure the most

highly polished surface. Made from pure

vegetable oils. If your dealer does not

carry AMERICAN CROWN SOAP
in stock, send us his name and address

and we will see that your wants are sup-

plied. Put up in 12>^, 25 and 501b. pails.

JAMfS S. KIRK & COMPANY

CHICAGO

The Ehmann Emulsion

of Pure Olive Oil

is just what you want. Perhaps you
can't take olive oil because you can't
bear the taste. In the Ehmann Emul-
sion the oil taste is eliminated and the
effect heightened. It will cure Con-
sumption, Constipation, all L,ung and
Stomach Complaint. If your drug-
gist don't keep it, we will send you a
large bottle prepaid, on receipt of
$1.00. Send for our booklet, anyway.

The Roycrofters,
East Aurora, N. Y.

Dear Mr. Ehmann: ^eb. 24, 1904.

Sample of the Olive Oil Emulsion received
and duly sampled. It is a superb article.
My father, Dr. Silas Hubbard, thinks you
have made a great and valuable discovery
in this preparation. He says it is superior
by far and safer than cod liver oil.

Sincerely yours, Elbert Hubbard.

NONE GENUINE WITHOUT THE SIGNATURE

OROVILLE, CALIFORNIA

BINDER'S TAR SOAP

A CLEAN
SCALP AND A
BEAUTIFUL

HEAD OF HAIR
is the natural condition of every man,
woman and child. If you haven't it get
a copy of our booklet

"THE BINDERMA SYSTEM
OF HAIR CULTURE"

It will tell you what's wrong with your
hair or head—how to cure that— and
then how to secure a beautiful head of

hair. The booklet is free—from your
own druggist or from us.

The Binder Company
Makers of all kinds of hair, scalp

and toilet preparations.

31-33-35 S. 13th St. PHILADELPHIA, PA

MTVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coatins' ; it re-

troves them. ANTyO CO., 42? N. Main St., Ixm Amreles



The Preserver
and Beautifier of

the Complexion.

A Positive Re-
lief for Priclcly

Heat, Chafing an<f

Sunburn.

BENNEN'S face on every box; be sure that you get the original.
Sold everywhere, or by mail 25 cents. Sample; free.

Cerlinril >lenn<>n Co., nfewnrk, i\. J.

TRY MENNEN'S VIOLET TALCUM,

USIACHE"
rAHF PnwnFi?

The Oredt

Toilet Secret

ol the Day
The woman who knows
the pleasure of being-
handsome, knows also the
help a delicate face pow-

The woman who uses

LABLACHE FACE POWDER
''The Queen of Toilet Povjders"

knows she is using' a powder which is abso-
lutely pure, and is beneficial to the skin. It puri-
fies and beautifies the complexion, is delig^htful
to use and invisible when applied. It is a boon
to ladies when wearing low-necked gowns. It

is the /erreat toilet secret of the day.
Accept no other. Flesh, white, pink, cream

tints, 50c. a box. Drug^gists or by mail. Send
IOC. for sample.

BEN LEVY <£ CO.
125 Kingston St . BOSTON

'
y

£^^P^ SALE BY DRUGGISTS

PHARMACAL'

CO.
,5AN fRANCIiCO,



y^mCHBSTER

AMMINITION
Repeating Rifles and Shotguns

AWARDED

The Only Grand Prize
The Highest Obtainable Honor given for Arms and Ammunition

by the Superior Jury of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition

At ST. LOUIS

This verdict of superiority of Winchester Guns and Ammunition over all

other makes is no surprise to intelligent and up-to-date sportsmen the world

over. It will bz regarded everywhere as the logical result of many years of

careful and successful elfort to keep the quality of Winchester Rifles, Shotguns
and Ammunition on the same high plane that has made them famous the

world over for Accuracy, Finish, Strength and Reliability, and this recognition

of superiority is one which cannot be duplicated.

Winciiester Repeating Arms Co.
PACIfIC COAST AGENCY, SAN FRANCISCO A. MULLER, Agent



The Spit Ball
made several players famous.

the ^reat Base Ball Game
brings out the fine points, tells

you how, gets you interested,

gets you excited and you can

play the game on a real diamond

just as you see the Pacific Coast
and other League Stars play it.

At your dealer or sent

post-paid for 50 cents.

THE FAN CRAZE CO.. Cincinnati, O.

CT

Yo iij'^^Rp;-s fe^
fe'"'at a glan ce

15 SUpeKIOK
toallotheK

'

wKitinq machines
call and

'

( ^

examine h
THE YOST

Yost Writing Machine Co.
24-5 Broadway, New York.

The Hand that

Narks the

Ninutes is the

Hand that

Kules the

World.

S

marks the

minutes for

millions and
has well earned

the title of the

World's Timekeeper.
An illustrated history of the watch sent free*

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO.



Lea & Perrins'
Sauce

THE ORIGINAL WORCESTERSHIRE

The Peerless Seasoning
Rare piquancy is given to Chafing Dish

cooking by using

LEA & PERRINS' SAUCE
The Original and Genuine Worcestershire

has never been successfully imitated. Lea

& Perrins' Sauce was in universal use a

generation before any other so-called

Worcestershire was ever heard of. There

is no other like it. It is First and Best.

CAUTION.—The popularity of Lea & Perrins* Sauce has induced many manufac-
turers to attempt to marltet worthless imitations.

John Duncan's Sons, Agfents, New York. •

TKe Hing of Refrigerators

THE "OPAL"
The beautiful snow-white material which is

used for lining- these Refrigerators is a solid

enamel all the way through, and is beyond

question the best and most SANITARY that

can be used for this purpose. It is non-ab-

sorbent, and the strongest of vegetable acids

have no effect upon it. The walls are insulated

with a two-inch layer of mineral wool and two

sheets of special air and water-proof sheathing,

resulting in the
"
OPAL. "

consuming less ice

than any other make on the market.

Remember that a poor Refrigerator is as

dangerous as a bad sewer, and that imperfect in-

sulation will quickly waste in ice any supposed saving in first cost.

The Best is the Cheapest ! The "
Opal

" is the Best !

Consequently the "
Opaf'' is the Cheapest !

JAMES W. HEILMAN, 161 N. Spring St., los Angeles

KAMONA Toilet ^oA p FOR .SALE
EVERY^HEF?E



To The Most
PopularHome Cooks
^^^ The makers of Uunham's Cocoanut are offering 82,000 in prizes in a ^tplk^W great voting contest for the most popular home coolcs. Every woman ^m^
^

jf cook is invited to enter this most profitable and fascinating contest. It ^HM is tlie occasion of a life-time to earn handsome prizes. Many women recog- ^
J nizing this have begun work in earnest, determined to be successful. But your 1

opportunities are just as good, as the voting has barely begun. It costs nothing to

enter and only requires a little effort to succeed. Read about the

PRIZES AND CONDITIONS
To ascertain who are the most popular home cooks, we offer 82000 cash, in a grand prize

voting contest, starting immediately and closing October 1st, 1905.
First Prize 8500.00; Second Prize 8200.00; Third Prize 8100.00; Fourth Prize 850.C0; Fifth

Prize 825.00; Twenty Prizes of 810.00 each
; Fifty Prizes of 85.00 each.

The popularity of the different home coolis will be determined by the total number of
votes cast for each during the contest. In case two or more candidates receive the same
number of votes, the prize money will be divided equally between them. Any woman home
cook may be voted for.

The voting ballot consists of that part of the wrapper on a package of

DUNHAM S COCOANUT
bearing the Cocoanut cake trade mark. Write the name and address of the woman for
whom you wish to vote on the back of this part of the wrapper. Tliis is imperative. Bal-
lots from 5c packages will count as one vote each ; 10c packages 2 votes ; 20c packages 4

votes; 40c packages 8 votes. No other kind of ballot will count. Mail your ballots,
postage fully paid.

In addition to the Grand Prizes 8675.00 has been set apart to be given in Three
I Special Awards. The amounts in each of these Special Awards will be 8225, divided

J

i into twelve prizes as follows: First Prize 8100; 2nd Prize 8.iO; 3rd Prize 825; 4th i

i Prize 810; Eight Prizes of 85.00 each. These Special Awards will be given at inter- I
B vals during the regular contest, but will in no way interfere with it. Tlie first 1
B of these will be awarded March 15th, 1905, to the women having the most votes I
I to their credit at that time. I

I Be a candidate. Send in your name at once. The special prizes alone are well worth
*

your while. Send us your name and address on a postal and wo will mail you circular 1

giving prizes and conditions of contest in detail. Address all votes and communica-
'

tions to

DUNHAM'S COCOANUT CONTEST, P. O. Box 1765, New York, N. Y.



Please Mention that You Saw it in OUT WEST.

OUR OWN BRAND
OF OLIVE OIL and

OUR MEDAL-WINNING WINES

ARE CALIFORNIA'S

CHOICEST PRODUCTS

In Order to Introduce ^^^^^^ IB ^^^^^^ # TB

?."X.st; Olive Oil
and OUR *H^ T"* ^ ^

FAMOUS Vintages
In tHeir ABSOLUTE, PURITY, direct from ovir store,
we quote the following INSIDE PRICES:

2 cases, each containing 1 dozen quart bottles (5 to the gallon) of our Best
Assorted "Wines, Champagne excepted, including 1 bottle of Old California

Brandy, 24 bottles all told, for

Only $11.00
or a splendid assortment of Table Wines

at $8.50
for 2 cases, assortment to be made by us, or by yourself

—as you choose.

^.^^ _ ^.^^^
_ r Quart bottles $11 per case of 1 dozen

Olive Oil i^i-^^^"!^^
^2'' 2

"

^*-^** ^ ^^ '^^>^A*
(
Half Pint bottles 13 " " 4

"

rRE.lGHT prepaid by us to your nearest railroad station, providiner your ag-greg-ate order

of Wines and Olive Oil amounts to 100 pounds or over. For your guidance in this matter, we give

the weig'ht of 2 cases of wine—100 pounds; case of olive oil, about 30 pounds.

EDWARD
t-^^^ GERMAIN
ri^^B WINE CO.

p. 0. BOX 290

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA



Please Mention that You Saw it in OUT WEST.

New York City Hotel

The VENDOME
Broadway, Corner 41st Street, New York

Firsi-class Hotel at Moderate Prices

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
jjo Rooms, 200 Bathrooms. Within two blocks

are located 15 of the most promin^t theatres.

Two minutes' walk from the shopping district

and New York's finest stores.

Times Square subway station, i block away.
Seven minutes from City Hall and lower Broadway.

L. L. Todd, Proprietor,

Associated in management with Mr. Todd :

Messrs. M. J. Crawford, E. Sanford Crowell, and F. C. Gruen.

IRRIGATED
.. FARMS ..

OF F/VE ACRES
AND UPWARDS

ill tbe Counties of

Fresno and Merced

California

MtLLER <& LUX
L.OS BANOS. MERCED COUNTY

CALIFORNIA

Hotel del Monte
SV THE SEA

NEAR OLD l\AONTEREY

A palatial home in park-like

grounds. Every opportunity for

rest and sport. Finest golf links in

the world. Surf and pool bathing,

glass-bottom boats, oiled roads.

JUST THE PLACE
TO SPEND

WEEKS AND MONTHS
IN IDLING LUXURY

NEW MANAGEMENT

Send for ill u.Strated paniplilet to

GEO. P. SNELL. Manager

DEL MONTE CALIFORNIA

ANYVO THEATRICAL COID CREAM
prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coatJKfir; it re-

moves them. ANYVO CO.. 427 N. Main St., Los Anreles
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For illustrated literature apply to

C. M. GIDNEY, Sec'y Chamber of Commerce,
Santa Barbara, Cal.

The Delightful Scenic Route to

Santa cMonica
>t And Hollywood

Fine, Comfortable Observation Cart—
'' Free from Smoke

Cars leave Fourth street and Broadway, L<os Ang-eles, for Santa Monica via Sixteenth
street, every 15 minutes from 6:35 a.m. to 9:35 p.m., then each hour till 11:35; or via BellCTtie

Ave., for Cole^rove and Sherman, every hour from 6:15 a.m. to 11:15 p.m. Cars leave Ocean
Park, Santa Monica, for Los Angreles, at 5:45, 6:10 and 6:35 a.m. and every half hour frona
6:55 a.m. till 8:25 p.m., and at 9:25, 10:25 and 11:05 p.m.

Cars leave Los Angeles for Santa Monica via Hollywood and Sherman via Bellevne
Ave., every hour from 6:45 a.m. to 6:45 p.m., and to Hollywood and Sherman only every
hour thereafter to 11:45 p.m.

•®"For complete time-table and particulars call at office of company.
Sinjrle Round Trip, 50c. 10-Trip Tickets, $2.00.

316-322 WEST FOURTH STREET. LOS ANGELES
TROLLEY PARTIES BY DAY OR NIQHT A SPECIALTY

>^lS?lppaloma Toi|LET5?AP AT. ALL
DRUG STORE



THE TOTEM
POLE ROUTE
LAND OF THE MIDNIGHT5UN

Over d,000 miles of* ever chang'ing*
scen.^ry, noivhefe else equa^lled.
Twenty ttnur hours of summer sunlioht
to view the ^tvoiulens; oF Aia.slva durinLg"
a. trip on tlie p£ilatial steamship "SPORANE"

Majestic snow capped mountains. Vast*
fi^ds of* ice -SltkI g'lg'antic g^lacier^,
the standing" monximents of* prehistoric
ages. A thousand islands, bays and in-
lets passed enroute.
Awe-inspiring, exhilarating* educational.
Inside passage, sea sicKness unknown.

gs^

SKEmmNE EXCURSIONS LEAYING-

mOOMA. SE4fm^AND VICTORIA-
JUNE 8, 22; JULY 6, 20; AUGUST 3, 17. 1905

Reservations now bein^ madeApply toCbmpair^
offkes, any Railroad or u)urist Agfent for rates
and til 11 mtbrmation. Send4 cents in postage,
to cover cost of mailing* and receive copy "All

theYear itound Toursrbeautitully illustrated.

CD.D U IN A. N IS[

GeneraLl Passeng'er Argent:
lO MarKetSt. San Francisco

Kmaa



^&X TKe MontK of Flo^wers
AT

riverside:, pomona
ontario, san bernardino

All best reached by SALT LAKi: ROUTE.

MAGNOLIA

AVENUE
RIVERSIDE

Wild poppies, roses, orange blossoms, etc., in all their ^lory. You can't afford to
miss it. Information and souvenirs gladly given at City Ticket Office, 250 S. Spring
Street. Both phones 352.

E. W. GILLETT. G. P. A. T. C. PECK. A. G. P. A.

N F \ / YH D K /
^^^ ^^^^ CENTRAL & HUDSON RIVER R. R. (The 4-Track Trunk Line)

IlLW I UKlV 1 MICHIGAN CENTRAL (The Niagara Falls Route)

LAKE SHORE & MICHIGAN SOUTHERN (Route of the 20th Century Limited)

C. C. C. & ST. L. (Big Four Route)

BOSTON & ALBANY (The Model Railroad of New England)

PITTSBURG & LAKE ERIE

LAKE ERIE & WESTERN

ENTRAL

UNES

Through Trains Chicago and St, Louis to New York—
Grand Central Station

and Boston—New South Station

SIX TOURIST CARS A WEEK BETWEEN CHICAGO
AND BOSTON

All tickets by the New York Central Lines allow stop at Niag-ara Falls

without extra charge.

Ticket Offices and Informaticn Bureaus:

637 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
324 SOUTH BROADWAY. LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Reliable lielp promptly furnished. Hummel Bros. & Co., Tel. Main 509.



Go East

Via the

NortKern
Pacific

Visit the

Le-wis and ClarK Exposition
Portland, Oregon, June 1st to October 15th, 1905

Yello-wstone ParK
Season, June 1st to September 20th, 1905

Three Daily Transcontinental Trains, including- the Famous

"NORTH COAST LIMITED'

Hqviipment—Surpassing Fine Courtesy of Employees—Proverbial

Dining Car Service—Excellent

For full Information Address

C. E. JOHNSON, T. P. A.., T. K. STATELER, G. A. P. Dept.,

125 West 3ra St., e>47 MarKet St..

Los Ang'eles, Cal. San Francisco, Cal.



SHASTA
ROUTE

is tKe -wray

to tKe great

LEWIS & CLARK EXPOSITION

TaKe a vacation trip to tKe tKrivin^
NortK-west, visit Portland and see its

viniqxaely interesting exposition.
TKe SKasta Roxate is fanio\is for its

wonderful scenery— Sacramento
Canyon, Mt. SKasta, SisKiyo\a Moun-
tains, San Francisco, Sacramento,
SKasta Soda Springs, Famous Ro^ue
River Valley, Willamette Valley.
A neAv country ; pine forests, moun-
tain streams filled -witK fisK, etc., etc.

LOW RATES
w^ill be made from all points. Ex-
position opens June 1, closes Oct.

15. A.sK nearest agent of tKe

SOUTHERN PACIFIC



The only train across the continent exclusively

for first-class travel^ and moreover it is Santa Fe

all the way* Oiled roadbed through Arizona

and New Mexico* Harvey Dining Car Service*

Runs daily between Los Angeles and Chicago*

JNO, J. BYRNE Gen. Pass. Agent LOS ANGELES





Every one of these pretty children of Mrs. A. 'W. Hosmer of

Southboro, Mass. was raised on MELLIN'S FOOD.

Would you like to know, why a baby fed on Mellin's

Food is happy, healthy and well and grows safely up into

rugged, beautiful childhood?

Would you like to know more about Mellin's Food,
what it is, what it does and what other mothers say
about it ?

W^ould you like to see a lot of pictures of pretty
babies and gain some information that will be interesting
and of value for you to know?

Then write us for a copy of our book called, '*The

Care & Feeding of Infants." It is yours for the simple

asking. Write to-day.

Mellin's Food is the ONLY Infants' Food, which received the GRAND PRIZE, the highest
award of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, St. Louis, 1904. Higher than a gold medal.

MELLIN'S FOOD COMPANY, BOSTON, MASS.
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\lli3k ^ ^^ ^TLJGy^^T^^''^'^ c>^ ^"^ ^^ tijoi: confined, to tne

iHv C% l^ovix»s wlneM. tKe rtxexx ojf Irlie Kovxseliola
sl'llA^ » " aire jfree ; x^/o^tzot. tx-rrcC eAi7cCye-n ccl>x.

tj.se, it -maccnx^fHiye. €^Tlrxc opei^aLtioM.
iiS Ly one lever, pe<ial,s airxcl a tlnrottle

_ attAclieii -to -tKe iStreearind wKeel. €[,Tlve
lia«.<i -tKa-fc s±e^evs is tKe Jnani -fc£.a-t coix-tt-ol^-.

€(I^ni-tioiri is a'u.'toma-tic. €^The -wofltin^ pairta? are

ireaclily acce-s-sitle, axitl ^o .simple tlaat aajvistmeiat^
caan. te i«.a<ie loi-tAot^t the /oe/jb of ciTnecricinio. ^^I't

is never n.ece5.sary to crawl xan<ler tlie xnacliine.

E.R.CTancvLc, 1618-2,0 Covirt PlzvcCjDciw^er, Colorado,

Wl lv.CoAV^e5ix\.,830
- 34 Sovttlv Broa^tlw^y, Los Aiv^clcs,

Cex^li^^orrvia., Rb^irvblcr AvitoitvoLila A^cnLc;^ TcivtK

Zvivd M&^rkct Str<2cts, SarvFrz^-irvcisco, C2>.li:K)T'i\iak.

THOMAS B. JEFFEKfg' COMPANY

5URREY. TYPE ONE
16 to 18 lxor»5e po-wer» .$1350.
OtTnev Txxo^els 4T5o» 4^50, ^aooo arx<±

^3000. Tu.ll irx^vmaiirioTx otx x'eqajies-t.



A MATTEROFHEALTH

^aWh^
Absolutely Pure

HAS HO SUBSTITUTE

Bisnops
CALIFQlMgliA
PRESE RVES

California's finest tribute to

till', Ji)iing tables of the ivorlJ

The Bishop Jellies, Jams and
Preserves are the finest fruit

products ever put on a dininif

table. Xothingr but the higrhest

type of California fruit and pure
sug-ar ; they contain no glucose
or preservative of any kind.

The only jjoods in the world
with a cash g-uaranty of purity
on every .iar.

DlsHop &, Company
Hig-hest award, Grand Prize by

orierinal jury, St. Louis.

1780 ,^,2WS„ 1905

Walter Baker &Go:s

Chocolate

& Cocoa
\

^
\i*^!^

It is a perfect food, highly

nourishing, easily di-

gested, fitted to repair
wasted strength, pre-
serve health and pro-

long life.

A new and handsomely
illustrated Recipe Book sent free.

Walter Baker & Co. Ltd.
Ksfablished 1~»0 DOKCHKSTER, MASS.

45 Highest Awards
in Europe and America

LOOK MIR THIS
TR.\DE-MARK

PREVENTS

SUNBURN

Tan and FrecKles

At all

Druggists 50c
Made b^- j

ANLU CREAM & TOILET CO., }

Angeles, Gal. i

PiANn<i;
hav^^WSp^srSTTushed over SO YEARS. By our system of
payments every family in moderate circumstances caD own
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